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PREFACE 

The Scottish Record Office collection of the Forfeited Estates 

Papers, 1745, is voluminous, including the documents of the Barons of 

the Exchequer in Scotland concerning all those estates forfeited in 

1747 as well as those relating to forfeited estates that were annexed 

to the Crown in 1752 and managed by the Board of Commissioners for the 

Forfeited Estates. This thesis is primarily a study of the work of 

the Board. 

A question of nomenclature needs to be clarified. The Board's 

official title was that given above but contemporaries addressed it 

variously as the Board for the Forfeited Estates, the Board for the 

Forfeited Annexed Estates or the Board for the Annexed Estates. Poster- 

ity has almost universally referred to the Board of Commissioners for 

the Forfeited Estates and the use of this title, 
_admittedly 

the correct 

one in strict usage, has led to confusion of two kinds. First, it has 

sometimes been assumed that there was some connection between the 

commissioners who managed the annexed estates from 1755 to 1784 and those 

with '. he same title who were appointed to deal with the business arising 

from the forfeitures after 1715. There is in fact none whatsoever. 

Sccondly, it is not always realised, even by historians, that not all the 

estates forfeited in 1747 were annexed in 1752 and that the second Board 

for the Forfeited Estates dealt only with those estates affected by the 

Annexing Act of 1752. To avoid any such ambiguity, throughout this 

thesis the Board is entitled the Board for the Forfeited Annexed Estates 

or the Board for the Annexed Estates but nevor, afte; the recognition of 

the official, title here, as the Board of Commissioners for the Forfeited 

Estates. 
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In comparison with the amount of material that is available in the 

collection a study of the work of the commissioners can be described as 

a restricted field, yet even within it, it became very quickly apparent 

that at thesis level within the length of text permitted adequate cover- 

age of all the commissioners' ac tivities would be difficult if not 

impossible. It was therefore decided-after consultation with my super- 

visor to choose one particular field in which the Board operated for 

particular study. 

One topic eliminated itself. The assistance given to schools for 

practical education had already been studied in some detail by Miss I. F. M. 

Dean in her book Scottish Spinning Schools (London, 1930) and by Mr. 

John Mason in his volume A History of Scottish Experiments in Rural 

Education (London, 1935). In addition, when my work began, Mr. Mason 

was already occupied in research an the commissioners' work in developing 

academic education on the estates. Therefore it was logical to consider 

educational topics in only very general terms. Unfortunately Mr. Mason 

died before he could complete his research but 

is deposited in the Scottish Record Office and 

Chapter 11.1. The actual business of estate 

importance and this has been treated fully but 

being given to any one estate, an alternative 

any economic historian. 

his unfinished typescript 

I have used %'his in 

management was of prime 

without particular attention 

approach that would repay 

The aspect of the commissioners' work eventually decided on for 

the most detailed study was that of the assistance given from the income 

arising from the estates to developing all forms of communication. This 

led inevitably to an expansion of the main theme, the work of the commiss- 

ionersi-to the application of the capital sums repaid to the government in 

1784 by the proprietors to whom the estates viere then returned. In 1752, 
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the government had provided funds to clear all the debts on the estates 

annexed and repayment of the large suýs involved was a condition of the 

return of the estates on disannexation. The capital accruing was 

devoted to various purposes but most of it was directed to canal and 
6 

harbour building and hence is relevant to my main topic. The other 

activities of the Board in encouraging industry, fishing, and the build- 

ing. of new towns among other more esoteric pursuits such as searching 

for minerals, have not been ignored but good communicýttions and transport 

were essential to the full success of any of these and it is to the steps 

taken to satisfy this primary need that this thesis devotes most attention. 
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Chapter 1. 

THE ANNEXATION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It was not surprising that government circles in the years follow- 

ing 1745 were alarmed by the manifestation of support for Stewart claims 

to the throne. Three rebellions or risings - as one prefers - in thirty 

years, gaining considerable support from northern parts of the country 

and one strong 'enough to reach Derby, were enough to make the least 

perceptive of rulers give some thought to possible causes and even to 

preventive and remedial action, Politicians and officials, both Scott- 

ish and English, were determined that the northern inhabitants should be 

led to appreciat -a, as the greater part of the British Islas apparently 

did, that life under the Hanoverians was infinitely preferable to what 

had been experienced under the Stewarts, and furthermore, to ensure that 

whether this fact was appreciated or not, it would be impossible in the 

future to take up arms to express any opposite conviction. 

After the Fifteen, various steps had been taken towards this end. 

A few eminent Jacobites who had fought an the losing side were executed, 

the Highldnds were ostensibly disarmed, the estates of rebels in both 

Scoiland and England were forfeited to the crown. That these steps had 

not been fully successful the rising in 1745 seemed to show, despite the 

fact that even the presence of Prince Charles Edward had roused only a 

small proportion of supporters to military action, many or these reluct- 

antly. Now it was felt that more stringent and effective action must 

be taken to preserve Hanoverian peace from Stewart disturbance. 'Public 

opinion was in full accord with the Duke of Cumberland's intention to 

root out once for all, any danger to the stability or the government. ' 

1--A- rlmninnhom- hr--Loy-al 
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For the second time in thirty years,. heads were lost, some noble, 

some humble. Of the nobles captured, Lords Balmerino, Kilmarnock, and 

Lovat were executed. About eighty others were executed at various 

places, but in June, 1747, an A6t of Indemnity was passed. 
I Other 

measures, similar to but sterner than those put into effect after 1715, 

were expected to be more successful. The Disarming Act, passed in 

1746 2, 
stipulated heavier penalties and more certain methods of achieving 

the aims of 'the Act. The Highlands were defined in the act as 'Dumbarton, 

such parts as lie upon the east, west and north side of Lochleven, to 

the northward of that part where the water of Leven runs from Lochleven, 

Stirling, north of-the Forth, Perth, Kincardine, Aberdeen, Inverness, 

Nairn, Cromarty, Argyll, Forfar, Banff, Sutherland,. Caithness, Elgin and 

Ross. The use of Highland dress was forbidden, the Heritable Ouris- 

3 dictions were abolished though the pressures exerted by the chiefs on 

their clans in 1745 were weighted by far less tangible assets than these 

legal powers. Keppoch, for instance, and othersq had no heritable 

4 jurisdiction. In 1747, Wardholding as a system of tenure was abolished. 

This very ancient method of 'Aand-1, olding was one of the last remnants of 

the feudal system in Scotland. Lands were hold under this an condition 

that the vassal rendered militzzy services to the superior. Henceforth, 

a fixed sum, a fleu-duty, was to be paid to the superior., and if the Crown 

was the feudal superior, only blench was due, i. e. only a nominal sum. 

Finally, the heaviest penalty apart from loss of life that can be 

laid on those who challenge the established order was imposed. The 

estates of many of the attainted were forfeited to the Crown, This too 

had been tried in 1715 with indifferent results. The Crown had certainly 

1.20 George II c. 52. 
3.20 George II c. 53. 

2.19 George II c. 39. 
4.20 George II c. 50. 
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made little profit out of the deal with the York Building Company and it 

is doubtful if any of the company's shareholders felt they had benefited, 

while the 1719 ana 1745 affairs gave lie to the belief that the threat 

of forfeiture totally restrained the disaffected. 

Despite any doubts about the efficacy of the measureq however, in 

1747 it was decreed by Parliament that 'all and every Lands, Heretages, 

Debts or Sums of Money, Goods or Chattels whatsoever' and generally the 

'Estates, Goods and. Effects Heretable and Moveable, Real and Personal, 

descendible to Heirs or Executors, Jurisdictions, Life-Rent Rights' 

belonging to any persons attainted between the twenty-fourth of June, 

1745 and the same date in 1746 were to bo 'discovered, known, described 

and ascertained, and that Rents, Issues and Profits be brought for the 

Use of His Majesty'. I 
The administration of any estates so forfeited 

was made the responsibility of the Lord Chief Baron and tho other Barons 

of the Exchequer in Scotland. Various legal points, including in some 

cases the warding of the Act of Attainder, ensured that some of those 

named in the Vesting Act were found not to be legally attainted so that 

their estates not forfeitable 2 but the estates finally includGd in the 

forfeiture were widespread throughout Scotland from Roxburgh to Cr. nmarty, 

and ranged in value from the wide acres of the titular Duke k, f Perth to 

the pitiful possessions of Patrick Lindsayq a farmer at Wester Deanhouse. 

At the time the latter was executed he owed Z25.3.11 arrears of rent and 

owned L23.10.3 of household good, mostly 'much wore and tore', broken or 

very old and including his deceased wife's old clothes. 
3 

The Barons' original duties which are not germane to this thesis 

1.20 Ceorge II c. 41, hereafter the Vesting Act. 
2. See Appendix A. 
3. E766/3. 
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involved managing the estates until debtors and creditors were satisfied 

or at least settled, and-then they had to sell them. After 1784 they 

handled the financial business involved in the return of the estates 

annexed in 1752 to the heirs of the attainted and this aspect of the 

annexation will be dealt with in Chapter VI. 

In the early 17501s, despite the government's repressive and 

reforming activity, the Highlands though no longer in a state of active 

rebellion, were hardly pacified. Garrisons were still necessary at Fort 

Augustus and Fort-William and information sent to the Duke of Newcastle in 

1750 declared that 'Highlanders seem more inclined to rebellion than 

ever$. 
1 The Appin murder in May, 1752 was only one other sign of the 

underlying unrest. In addition many conscientious men of affairs 

believed like Duncan Forbes of Culloden, that one of the first duties of a 

Scottish statesman should be the destruction of the distinctive or what 

many Lowlanders and Englishmen would have preferred to describe as 

deplorable features of Highland society, 
2 

The general uncriticised aim of Icivilising' Highlanders, in other 

words making them more like Lowlanders, and of turning them into loyal 

Hanoverian citizens who would no longer at regular intervals disturb the 

peace of the law-abiding gave rise to what we would now describe as an 

experiment in regional development and nationalisation. It was decided 

to make some of the estates already forfeited into permanent crown land. 

Managed by government officials, it was expected that these estates would 

be models to the surrounding country and the profits that were expected 

to accrue from properly organised property (i. e. properly according to 

lowland standards) uithout proprietorial expenses would be devoted to 

general schemes of improvement. The resultant legislation was the act 

of 1752, for 'annexing certain Forfeited Estates In Scotland to the 

1. N. L. S. Mr. 98 
2* G. W*T. Omond, Lord Advocatos-of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1803), 1. 

p. 342. Horcaftor, Omond Advocaton. 
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Crown, unalienably, and for making satisfaction to the lawful creditors 

thereupon; and to establish a Method of managing the same; and applying 

the Rents and Profits thereof, for the better civilising and improving 

the Highlands of Scotland; and preventing Disorders there for the 

future'. ' After specifying which particular estates were to be annexed 

out of those forfeited in 1747,2 the Annexing Act went on to direct that 

the clear rents and produce of lands so annexed to the crown and hold in 

trust as earlier directed in the act, should be applicable 'to the purpose 

of civilising the Inhabitants upon the said estates, and other Parts of 

the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, the promoting amongst them the 

Protestant Roligionp good Government, Industry and Manufactures and the 

Principles of Duty and Loyalty to His Majesty, his heirs and Successors 

and to no other Use and Purpose whatsoever'. 

It was not a now idea for the government or crown to attempt to 

control wild areas of the country by granting land to known and trust- 

worthy supporters* The Ulster Plantation and the Fife Adventurers of 

the early seventeenth century show the touching belief that it was 

possibln to graft loyalty and obedience on to rebellious shoots. What 

was nova! in this act was the conception that the proceeds of these annexed 

entates should be devoted solely to benefiting and improving the area 

where they lay and not to filling the pockets of either the Privy Purse 

or of those loyal supporters brave or foolish enough to risk their money 

and often their liver. in the venture. Of course, it was hoped to 

achieve Icivilisation' by these measures which it was assumed, would lead - 

to the establishment of law and order and hence be an advantage to the 

25 George II c. 41* Here3fter, the Annexing Act. For full text, 

see Appendix B. 
2. The Vesting Act. 
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government. But the act shows unmistakable traces of a philanthropy 

and an embryohic sense of the importance of different regions of the 

United Kingdom which has expressed itself in various guises from the 

foundation of the Board of Trustees for Manufactures and Fisheries in 

1727 until in 1965 it reached its apotheosis in the Highlands and 

Islands Development Board. Also in an improving age, it must have 

seemed a heaven-sent opportunity to be able to take over such n large 

area of Scotland and to reorganise it in such a way that it must be 

obvious to the meanest and most conservative intelligence that a better 

way of life was possible and preferable. 

An unsigned manuscript in the Advocates' Library expresses the 

general aims of the annexation, 
1 Entitled 'Hints towards the settle- 

ment of the Forfeited Estates in the Highlands"., this shows some 

prescience in one respect when the writer remarks that 'the chiefs in 

general being fond of travelling and entering into military service, 

will continually want to raise money, either for extravagance or in 

order to push their fortunes abroad; which will lead them into a quick 

sale of their estates, whereby new persons without power -r to 

lead clans into any insurrection will become landlords'. He furqýcart 

much initial expense but considered that in time the considerable 

augmentation of the rents, new houses, industry and manufactures, would 

'demonstrate the Lenity and Compassion of the present Government ... 

and the now Improvements and Happiness of these Inhabitants will be 

received with Universal Applause and with deep conviction of the Goodness 

of the present Royal Family under whomv notwithstanding all the Provoc- 

ation received, so much generosity has been extended to the Highlands', 2 

Adv. Ms. 19.1.35, ff. 22-24. Hereafter Hints. See Appendix C 
for full transcript. 

2. Hints, art. 13. 
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This was dated 13th December, 1752, twelve days before the Annexing Act 

was passed. The treatment meted out after the 1745 may have appeared 

generous to the government - it is unlikely that any Highlander could have 

been persuaded so to regard it, 

The Barons of the Exchequer had originally surveyed fifty-three 

estates but twelve of these the Court of Session declared not to be 

legally forfeited for one reason or another, and of the forty-one left, 

only thirteen were actually annexed in 1752.1 These were Arnprior, 

Ardshealq Barrisdalog Callart, Cluny, Cromarty, Kinlochmoidart, Lochgarry, 

Lochiel, Lovat, Monaltry, Perth and Struan and they covered a vory large 

part of Scotland. 2 Perth, Arhprior, Struan, Lochgarryp Cluny and Lovat 

formed a chain from six miles north of Stirling almost to Inverness, 

interrupted only by Greadalbane's lands and cutting a swathe between 
I 

thirty and forty miles broad through central Scotland. A short distance 

north of Inverness, the Earl of Cromarty's estate's spread right across 

country from coast to coast. To the west of the chain were Ardsheal, 

Barrisdale, Kinlochmoidart and Loch'iel, and an the east, quite disjoined 

and so small it can only have been included to provide a foothold in a 

atrong 3acobite area, the estate of Francis Farquharsonq Monaltryp in 

tho parish_of Crathie, 3 

In fact, five of these estates in toto, and two in part, did not 

come under the aegis of tho commissioners appointed under the Annexing 

Act until 1770. Ardsheal, Callart, Cluny, Lochgarry and Lochiel, the 

largest in the westo were hold of subject superiors, as were parts of 

Arnprior and Kinlochmoidart. The Lochgarry superior was the Duke of 

1. SRO., F. E. P. 1745. Inventory, Introduction. 
2. See Appendix L for proprietors. 
3. N. L. S. Minto E. F. P. 35. 
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Atholl, Arnprior's was John Erskine of Carnock. Kinlochmoidart, 

Ardsheal and part of Lochiel held of the Duke of Argyll, while the rest 

of Lochiel and all the other estates not in clear possession of the 

attainted held of the Duke of Gordon. 

As it was undesirable that there should be any legal let or hindr- 

once to the Crown's complete control over the estates, 3ames West and 

Nicholas Hardinge, 3oint Secretaries to the Treasuryt were appointed 

in 1755 to compound with the subject superiors who claimed the property. 
I 

Permission to buy lands so situated had been granted in the Annexing 

Act. 2 But it was fifteen years later before the Crown did in fact 

buy the superiorities. The areas involved wore not the most prosperous 

and perhaps not much suited to the development of industry or the intro- 

duction of lowland agricultural methods, but fifteen years longer under 

the management of the Barons or the Exchequer who were responsible only 

for day-to-day business, rent collection and payment of debts can have 

done little or nothing to forward the aims of the annexation. Apart 

from the effect on the individual estatesp the resources of th3 Board 

for the Annexed Estates 3 
were reduced as they had no access to the rent 

of th9se estates, which amounted to over L1,200, until 1770. 

This delay may seem merely unfortunate; another that is inexplic- 

able is that though the Annexing Act was passed in 1752, government 

activity - activity that produced positive results at least - ceased. 

The act was not implemented until 1755 when dommissioners viere at lost 

1. Scots Magazinn 17, P. M. 
2. Appendix B. - 
3. See Preface on the Board's title. 
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appointed under the Privy Seal. I As to why there should have been this 

delay, it is possible only to hazard a guess. The principle of 

annexation had not been universally approved; there had been a fair 

amount of opposition in Parliament to its passage 
2, 

so perhaps influential 

circles had been working behin6 the scenes to counteract the proposals 

or even to have the act repealed. In the House of Lords, the Duke of 

Cumberland had secretly encouraged the Opposition to resist the annexation 

as strenuously as they could. The Duke of Bedford thought that if mild 

measures were applied to Scotland, 'rebellion would become a national 

malady' 
3, 

but Duncan Forbes and Pelham felt that amelioration of the 

People's condition wa's the best method of preventing disaffection. 4 

Then the uncertainty as to who was in fact responsible for the management 

of Scottish affairs after the abolition of the Secretaryship of State 

for Scotland, may have contributed to the time gap between the passing 

of the Annexation Act and its implementation. 

On the other hand, the explanation may be'quite simply that the 

government in London was more interested in European politics and after 

17542 an the death of Pelham, in the eppointment of a leader in the 

House of Commonsl than in any reforms in the remote north of Scotland. 

What is certain is that it wav not until 23 Oune 1755 that a statutorily 

constituted commission met in Edinburgh, three years after the passing 

of the Annexing Act and almost ten years after Prince Charles Edward's 

landing in Moidart, 5 

1.1 E722/1 . 
2. Parliamentary History of England xiv, 1235 - 1271. 
3. Omond, Advocates ii, 49. 
4. Omond, Advocates ii. 41. 
5. E721/ I It P*10 
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Before dealing with the work of the commissionerst it is perhaps 

worth commenting on one legal point that arose from the Annexing Act. 

This concerned the position of creditors of the attainted. The Vesting 

Act of 1747 enacted that the property of those found to be legally 

attainted were to be sold once debts had been proved and creditors had 

first claim on the proceeds. The Annexing Act expressly saved the 

rights of creditors - the preamble included the words 'for making satis- 

faction to the lawful creditors thereupon' - but further warding that 

the proceeds of the estates were to be used for Icivilising ... promoting 

amongst them the Protestant religion ... and to no other Use or Purpose 

whatsoever' caused eventual agreement among lawyers that settlement of 

debts out of rents was no longer possible. 
1 

The realisation must slowly 

have dawned too that had this not been the case# there would have been 

little or no surplus left to carry out tbo purposes of tho Annexing Act. 

As a-result, Parliament had to make special provision for satisfying 

creditors, and this took the business of dealing with claims out of tha 

hands of the Annexed Estates Commissioners. 2 
The substantial sums 

required gave some strength to Clerk of Penicuik's statement that the 

only thing certain about the rebels was that most of them were 

bankrupt. 3 

1. NLS Minto, EFP, 35 Memo on debts - note on margin. 
2. e. g. 32 George II c. 36 included in Supply L69,910-15-914 towards 

paying debts on the estate of Perth. 
10 George III c. 52 provided L72,000 to pay debts on various 
estates, to provide an annuity for the widow of Coll MacDonald 
or Barrisdale and towards the purchase of the suporiorities of 
Ardshealt Cluny? Kinlachmoidart, Lochgarry and Lochiel. 

3.3. Cray Clerk of Penicuik's Memoirs, S. H. S. (Edinburgh 1892), 
p. 220 Hereafter Cray, Clerk. 
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2. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ANNEXED ESTATES 

One aspect of annexation merits attention almost equally with the 

actual policies planned and attempted, that is the efficiency or otherwise 

of the administrative methods involved. Any results from government 

policy carried out by an organisation such as the Board for the Forfeited 

Annexed Estates were bound to be affected not only by the policy itself 

but by the system of execution. In many ways this Board was an embryonic 

form of the contemporary public corporation for it consisted of members 

appointed by the central government and it was expected to follow govern- 

ment policy as laid down in the Annexing Act and in the instructions given 

by the central government. These instructions, like the policy guide- 

lines to the public corporation, reached Edinburgh in only very general 

terms initially and the commissioners were expected to formulate detailed 

schemes of economic, social and religious development within these broad 

outlines. The great difference between the responsibility of today's 

public cnrporation and that of the eighteenth century Board was that the 

Treasury then intended maintaining much stricter supervision over day-to- 

day management than does today's central bureaucracy. Had these intentions 

been realised, or alternatively, had more independence been granted to 

the managing board, better administration and possibly as a result better 

results inight have been achieved on the estates, but the long delay 

between the enactment of the annexing legislation and the appointment of 

the commissioners was only a foretaste of what was to follow. 

The elements of centralisation and bureaucratic control that have 

tended to appear in any form of state management are strikingly present 
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in the administrative records of the Board. The central government 

controlled the Board in Edinburgh through the Treasury which had to approve 

all expenditure and appointments 
1 

and through the Crown. The commission- 

ers wore required to submit regqlar, usually annual reports on past 

achievements to the King and Treasuryt at the same time suggesting 

future policy. Without Royal approval they were unable to initiate 

major economic or social plans. 
2 Yet the composition of the Board once 

it was appointed hardly indicated a body of men who would need strict 

supervision. 
3 

The first appointments included such Scottish peers as 

Archibald, Duke of Argyll -a 'name on the Board' apparently, for he did 

not appear at even the first meeting - John, Marquis of Tweeddale, James, 

Earl of Findlater, who were well known for their agricultural improve- 

ments and for-their interest in industry as well, being members of the 

Board of Trustees. 4 
The Lord President of the Court of Session, the Lord 

Chief Barons The Lord Justice Clerk and the Commander-in-Chief of H. M. 

Forces in Scotland were all ex officio members; there were several 

Commissioners of Customs and a great preponderance of lawyers. On the 

first list, there were twenty-cight names, most of them eminent, able and 

energetic, at least in their non pursuits and interests,, 
5 And apart 

from their official careers, th.? se interests it will be found were in 

the tYPO of activities which the proceeds of the annexed estates were 

I E725/1-5.2. E721/1 
3: See Appendix D. 
4. The inclusion of the Earl of Findlater strikes an add note as in 

1753 he presented a petition to the King detailing his faithful 
services and suggesting that he might be given the forfeited 
estates of Lord John Drummond as a reward. This was the highest 
rentalled of all the estates annexed in 1752. A&H Tayler. 
Oacobites of Aberdeenshire and Banffshire in Th3 Forty-Five. 
(Aberdeen, 1928) pp. 92-93. 

5. E722/1 pp. 4 and 5. 
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expected to encourage - manufactures and industryv fishing, the establish- 

ment of new settlementsv agricultural improvements. It was a promising 

collection, however tardily got together. 

Once appointed and met, týe Board had some necessary immediate 

administrative preparations to make. Factors had to be appointed and 

some who had worked for the Barons of the Exchequer were retained, at 

least in an interim capacity. 
I They had to find an office, suitable 

both for meetings and for storing records; they needed administrative 

and clerical assistance. A secretary was ready at hand* At the first 

meeting, a letter was awaiting the commissioners from the Duke of Newcastle, 

recommending a Mr. Stamp Brooksbank as a 'fit person to be the secretary' 

2 and suggesting a salary of L500 poa. No fewer than four members of 

the Board were directed to 'assist the Lord President in preparing an 

answer' to this letter; a very high-powered four, the Lord Advocate, 

the Lord Justice Clerk, Lord Milton and Lord Deskford. A secretary 

was obviously essential if the commissioners were to have time for 

anything else but writing letter-c in five-part harmony! 3 

The strength of this committee A explained by the doubts of the 

Board that anyone unknown to them should be appointed even on such 

authority as the Duke's and their certainty that L500 was too large a 

salary. A tactful reply was necessary, but the Duke having assured the 

Board that he had made full enquiry into Mr. Brooksbank's character, was 

quite happy, as was his nominee, to consider a salary of E300, though he 

declared he 'never thought of the salary in any other light than as an 

inducement to a gentleman of Rank, Character and Ability to give up his 

whole time' to the position. 
4 Mr. Brooksbank was duly appointed at the 

1. E723/1 p. 24, See Appendix E. 2. E725/1 p. l. 
3. E721/1 p. 12. - 4. E727/4/1(2) 
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lower salary. on 14 July 1755 1 
and remained with the Board until 1762 

when he resigned on receiving another post and was succeeded by Mr. 

Henry Barclay of Collernie. His son, William Barclay, was clerk for 

fifteen years becoming conjunct secretary with his father in December, 

1771, when the former's age and health interrupted the 'necessary 

attendance to the Execution of the duties of his office. 
2 William 

Barclay succeeded as sole secretary until his*death.. in 1783, when John 

Clerk became the last secretary of the Board. 3A 
fortnight after the 

secretary's appointment a clerk joined the establishment at'VO per 

annum and provision was made for another to be appointed at L40.4 

A further necessary expense was that of agents' appointments in 

both Edinburgh and London. The first Edinburgh lawyer was William 

Alston and he served the commissioners until 1771 when Allen Macdougall 

succeeded him. 5 Alston was paid L70 annually until 1762 when this 

retainer was increased to L100 because of the increase in business, as 

was the first clerk's salary. 
6 In London, Milward Rowe served as 

agent at L20 7 
per annum until 1782, when William Mitford succeeded 

him. 8 The duties of the London agent wore obviously much ii. jhter than 

those of the Edinburgh officers. 

Before a permanent office was decided on, the Board met in the 

hall of the Trustees for the Funds of Widows and Children of the Church 

of Scotland, but they reasonably soon found a solution to their accommo- 

dation problem. Various people with accommodation to let or sell had 

approached them or been approached, but all the. negotiations fell - 

11 E721/1 P#16 2. E725/3/8 
3. E725/3/12 4. E721/1 P. 21 
5, E725/3/9 6. E721/6 P. 246 
7. E725/3/1 8. E725/3/11 
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through. I Then it was realised that a house belonging to the Lovat 

estate and hence now under the Board's management was 'very conveniently 

situated', near the Tron Kirk. In November, 1755, Mr. 3ohn Adam, the 

architect was instructed to inspect the office with a view to its being 

used as an office, and three mon*ths later, the Adam Brothers sent in a 

report and plan of the house with their proposals for altering it. 2 

They were less than enthusiastic. The plan showed a six-roomed flat 

an one floor and their letter ended: 'The House is in very indifferent 

condition, so that toýput it in proper order and to make the alterations 

necessary for converting it from its prose. nt shape into an office would 

require at least L300, At the same time we beg leave to observe that 

the accommodation would be very much confined and indeed less than such 

an office ought to have'. 

Nevertheless, the Board decided to go ahead and by 17579 the house 

23 had been fitted up by Charles Howison Wright, fat-040,2,314 This 12 
2 was reduced to E330.19.3-r-- as six mahogany chairs, a chimney piece, 12 

Opocker', tongs and fender were returned. 
4 In 1774,. when Major-General 

Simon Fraser, as he had become, had his patrimonial estates rastored to 

him for services rendered to the Hanoverians, he invited the commissioners 

to-continue using his house and consider it 'as much at their service as 
5 before H. M's grant', (However, that did not stop his agent, Oames 

Fraserg making a sharp demand for overdue rent after the disannexation 

of all the estates! ). This 'house' or flat was one of the usual High 

Street tenements with a china shop below, presumably on. tho ground' 

floor 6 
and other accommodation above, part of which was rented by at 

least one doorkeeper employed by the Board, 7 

1. E727/3 2. E727/3/5(l) 
31 E721/2 p. 5 4. E732/1/4 
51 E721/11 p. 138 6. E728/5 
7. Soo below 
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The office was fairly lavishly furnished. A quantity of the 

Scotch carpet 'of the best kind' cost L4.12.6. curtains for the directors' 

room L1.10.0, and saxon green watered stuff for other curtains, 17/4. 

The rooms were all papered, some in pink diamond pattern, some blue- 

2 flowered, some stucco-painted paper, Pewter inkstands were provided 

and the somewhat extraordinary number of seven and a half dozen purple 

Dutch pigs. 
3 Twelve elm and'twelve beech leather-seated chairs cost 

L7.4.0 and L5.2.0 respectively while decoration was not forgotten, with 

a bust of Shakespeare's head at 10/6.4 , E10 for a clock with a 4/6 

pedestal 
5 

and L2.5.6 for dove-coloured marble in the chimney. 
6 

Once this office was in usep the commissioners had to employ a 

doorkeeper and at first he had accommodation in the same tenement* When 

he had to move for reasons unspecified, he pointed out to the Board that 

he had to keep a servant to maintain his own house as a result, 'a great 

charge upon him in these times of scarcity 
7 ! So he was allowed an extra 

L2 making his wages_L30 per annum. A few years laterg he complained 

that because of the lack of room in the office for him, and the distance 

of his own house from the office he had had to hire a house i;, the same 

stair at a 'high yearly rent'. This he reckoned necessary tt. ! ýCep 

adequate charge of the house, including lighting and extinguishing fires. 

This was apparently considered quite reasonable for he was awarded another 

L10 yearly. This man was not slow in seeing where he could add to his 

waýes. When Princess Carolino died in 1758, he sent in asking for 

mourning clothes 
9, 

and in 1760 for another L5 on the death of George II, 

1. E732/1/6 2. E732/1/6,10 
3. E732/1/10 4. E732/1/4 
51 E73? /1/5 6. E732/1/10 
7, E721/2 p. 107 S. E721/6 P, 292 
91 E721/4 p. 42 
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'as is given in all other public offices' He also received regular 

payments for copying for the Board. 2 

As well as dealing with the necessary minutiae of administrative 

organisation, the Board almost immediately applied themselves to the 
4 

wider issues involved in their commission, making all sorts of plans, 

and as a first step, arranging as was statutorily necessary that the 

estates should all be accurately surveyed. One of the Board, Lieutenant- 

Colonel David. Watson, was eminently suited to the task of overseeing 

this project as it had been he who suggested to the Duke of Cumberland 

that there was great need for a proper survey of the Highlands and 

William Roy had first worked on his staff. 
3 Within a week he had 

prod6ced detailed instructions for surveyors and had them approved by 

the commissioners. The first item recommended as necessary was that the 

surveyor 'reconnoiter the whole estate' and this alone when one considers 

the extent of the annexed estates would have accounted for the length of 

time and the expense that these surveys involved. 4 As well as the 

boundaries of each farm, attention had to be paid to the type of arable# 

meadow and wood lands; whether bogs could be easily drained, the nature 

of the woods, -whether ground .; as improvable or not. Fordsp ferries, 

bridges, villages, farms even vothouses within the estates were to be 

particularly surveyed, boundaries of the parishes, and the distance of 

the most remote parts of the parish from the church* This last was 

edsential if the commissioners were to carry out their statutory duty 

5 
-ances were unreasonable. of forming new parishes where such dist 

. E721/5 p. 32 2. E732/1/6 et alin 
3. Inglis, II. R. G. The Early Maps of Scotland, R. S. G. S. (Edinburoh, 

1936) pp. 12,98, Hereafter Inglis, Early Maps. 
4, e. g. E723/1 L62,5,0 paid to May, the balance for 1757-58; p. 57, 

L20 to John Leslie, L19.7,0 to Adam; p. 74 L167.7.6 for surveying; 
p. 85 LSO in 1760. 

51 Soo Appendix B. 
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These surveys were undoubtedly necessary, as well as the judicial 

rentals taken by officials when we see how the Board eventually ran 

the estates. They produced very detailed pictures of the estates as 

we can see from the photocopy of William Morison's description of part 

of Lochielp but this is available only through the courtesy of Colonel 

D. H. Cameron of Lochiel who allowed the Scottish Record Office to copy 

this, for most of these surveys and resulting plans were given to the 

returning proprietors in 1784.2 The surveys were also extraordinarily 

expensive. The type of country, the weather (much bemoaned as 

tinclement' and blamed by the surveyors for the length of time they 

needed to produce results) 
3 lack of cooperation from the inhabitants, 

and sometimes active opposition which required the company of troops 
4 

all c. ombined to make this exercise a heavy drain on the rents* Survey- 

ors were employed throughout the annexation as, of course, on any large 

estate whenever any divisions or amalgamations of holdings were under 

consideration, or during negotiations with neighbours over boundaries 

and excembions. 

Apart from achieving adequate surveys of the estatesl howeverp the 

commissioners immediately ran into difficulties in putting any of their 

plans into operation. Their problem was the central government. . 
Despite the Duke of Newcastle's promptitude in finding a place for a 

protege and giving 'the strongest assurance of my utmost assistance' 
5 

his interest did not cause any action otherwise. There was nothing so 

positive as active obstruction that could have been attacked; just 

1. Catalogued under particular estates. 
2, SROAH 2/8-26. 
3. Adv. Ms, 28.1.6 vol, 1, f. 428. David Bruce also told the Barons 

of the Exchequer it took him nine. hours on one occasion to travel 
eleven miles. 

4, E777/84/2. 
5. E727/4/1(3). 
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massive indifference. The delay in appointing commissioners may have 

been one sample of this lack of interest. An equally serious example 

is that from its inception the Board send statutory biannual reports 

faithfully to their agent in London, Milward Rows, to forward to the 

Duke of Newcastle and succeeding First Lords of the Treasury, to be 

handed to the King. But the Treasury paid very little attention to 

these despite the Duke's earlier assurances, and the Crown ignored them 

completely in the five years after 1755. There are no records of royal 

approval or disapproval in these years and this is not because they have 

been lost in the various moves that have been the lot of this collection 

of papers in the last two centuries. There were no replies to lose. 

The report of'1758 repeats that the commissioners are anxiously waiting 

comment on the 1757 report, painting out that their 'progress had been 

somewhat retarded'. 
2 The lack of formal approval meant that the Board 

and hence the annexed estates were in a state of suspended animation for 

no major policyl economic, religious, social or educationall could be 

initiated without royal approval. Such large schemes as turning Tarbat 

House into a linen station like the establishments set up by tho Board of 

Ttostees at Lochbroom and Lochcarron never got past the blueprint stage. 
3 

That this was a blessing in disguise as this plan would probably have used 

up the whole surplus of the estates and have been as unsuccessful as these 

other incredibly situated factories is beside the point to be noted here 

which is that it was not even mentioned, when eventually a response came 

from London. It might have been a scheme which would have ievoluticnised 

1. The Treasury warrants of approbation in E725/1-5 refer solely to 
the appointment of officials and salaries. 

2. E723/1, p. 68, 
3. E723/1,, pp. 58r 64. 
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the Highland economy but the Board awaited comment and approval in vain* 

Eventually in their first report of 1760, the Board pointed out that 

no plan or method of distribution of the rents could be put into execution 

until approved by a 'writing under Your Majesty's Sign Manual' and so far 

H. M. pleasure had not been made 
ýnown 

to them, so they thought themselves 

I bound in duty to stop further proceedings# They had not been completely 

idle, of course, in these five yearsp and on the accession of George III, 

they took heart and sent in a long description of all they had in fact 

achieved and what they had so far proposed, 
2 The result was the appoint- 

ment of a new Board, not noticeably different from the old one, with a 

few more eminent 'Improvers' - improvers in every field but also lawyers 

again,. such as Lord Kames and Lord Cardenstone and the Sheriff Deputes of 

Perth and Forfarshire. 3 Throughout the life of the Board, as need arose, 

or as suitable people became available, now'appointments were made, one 

very interesting one in 1771 being Archibald Menzies, after his resignation 

from the post of the Board's Ceneral Inspector to become a Commissioner of 

Customs. The second-last appointment was that of Henry Dundas, in 1783.4 

Thereafter, there was usually sor,. E; sort of reaction to correspondence and 

reports but all through the period ; if zh.; iexation there were delays because 

of tardy answers from the Crown and *6 rreasury, 

No pattern or logic is obvious in what were presumably civil service 

dealings with annexed estates business; probably eighteenth century 

administrative methods generally and specifically a certain disinterest in 

North Britain combined to ensure that random selection operated. Some 

suggestions were speedily approved, others sat apparently ignored for 

1. E723/1, p. 79.2. E723/1, p. 89 
3. E722/1 pp. 16,17.4. E722/1, p. 38 
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years, pigeonholed somewhere in Whitehall. But it must have been extremely 

frustrating for any of the commissioners who were actively interested in 

what must have seemed at least at the outset, an exciting, challenging and 

promising project. Central control of expenditure was also erratically 

strict and sometimes took the commissioners by surprise. They undoubtedly 

believed after 1760 that they would have more freedom or movement than in 

fact turned out to be the case, In 1762, Lord Milton had been sure that 

if the sum allocated to Dr. Cullen for his research on-cashube ashes was 

inadequate, the King would allow a further grant. 
1 Possibly this was so 

but when the Board did in fact lend money to several manufacturers without 

prior permission to avoid delay, the Treasury's 'dead hand' fell flat and 

clammy and they were instructed to regain the L2,100 paid out. 
2 This 

particular episode illustrates not only the occasional emphasis placed by 

the central government on absolute control of the disposition of finance 

but is another example of the tardiness of reactions in London. Consider 

the dates. The Board reported the grant of money in March 17643 ; the 

minutes of January 1765 record the reception of royal disapproval, 
4a 

time lag of a year. Without ind. -pendent action by the commissioners, some 

small undertakings set up only tecaose cf, guaranteed state support, might 

have collapsed, losing not only the advantages hoped for but the grant 

already spent. One sturdy entrepreneur, 3ames Welch, a tanner in Inverness 

threatened to give up, so disgusted was he at delay in receiving promised 

capital. 
5 

This brush with the Treasury made them irore cautious in future. 

Previously they had overcome red tape in smaller matters by making requests 

in their reports for permission to use a specific amount for very general 

1. E721/60 p. 198* 2, E723/2, P. 75. 
3. E723/2, P. 69.4. E721/8, P. 72. 
5, E723/2, p. 107. 
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purposes. In 17589 L200 per annum had been suggested for indenturing 

and supporting apprentices, 
I though this did not of course, become operative 

until after 1760. In 1767, L900 a year for three years was proposed for 

the encouragement of the linen industry, and this was approved. 
2 This 

gave them a little more independence, and they did not even try to spend 

L900 in one year as in fact such a sum was not available in hard cash. 

But each year, in such cases, they added the annual allowance, said what 

had been spent, and gave the capital remaining. This ensured that if 

any large expense arose they had money readyt in theory at least* For 

example, in 1773, L77.4.10 had been spent on linen manufacturing from the 

66 fund of LI, 804,4,7 leaving LI, 726,19*9'; --- from the original capital of 
12 12 

3 
L2,700, in itself the aforementioned sum of L900 a year for three years. 

Two points are. worth noting about these types of grants# First 

the sums were largely theoretical and there was not necessarily the amount 

of money in hand that was mentioned. Secondly, detailed accounts were 

apparently not demanded by-the Treasury and as a result the commissioners 

exercised a certain amount of discretion. Thus L50 allowed for 

lencouraging artificers in Crieff and Callendarl in 1763 had been used 
4 

for y, --ars to support a mill in Crieff for making coarse paper, it 

was easy to rationalise this expenditure but the original idea had undoubt- 

edly been that individual craftsmen should be set up with a decent house 

and garden and some'tools. Then when the apprenticeship scheme was 

abandoned or at least cut down in some disgust, the Board did not apply to 

have the E200 yearly allowance available for some other purpose. , The 

entries-in their 3ournal read 'To Henry Barclay (the secretary) for 

apprentices and incidentsle That could cover a multiplicity of 

1. E723/11 p. 70, 
3. E723/2, p. 212, 

2. E721/101 P. 104 
4. E723/2, p. 137. 
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expen ture. 1 

We can see then, that the central government's supervisory powers 

over the commissioners were exercised spasmodically, sometimes tardily - 

most often tardily, one might go that far! - sometimes over cautiously, 

sometimes'with supreme lack of iAerest. The commissioners' own organ- 

isation in Edinburgh must be examined. Grounds for criticism are easily 

foundq and I cannot subscribe to A. H. Millar's description of their 

administration as 'brilliant'. It would be wrong to. judga their filing 

system by the disorderly state the collection of papers was in before 

being recatalogued in the early 1960's by the Scottish Record Office for 

there had been moves from one repository to another and a fire in the 

Exchequer where they were kept after the disannexation in 1734.3 Against 

this apologia, we must face the fact that in 1768, one of the clerks, James 

Morison, was recommended by Lord Elliock for a bonus and commended for 

the extra work he had had in 'sorting the great confusion' in the office 
4 

accounts, Secondlyl even after Morison's work, confusion must still have 

reigned in some areas, for the following January, the Barons of the 

Exchequer were threatening to tavn the Annexed Estates Board to court for 

omitting to send them due records of tht" money arising from the estates. 
5 

Now several members of the lal-ter Board ojere also Barons, so I think we can 

fairly assume that the Exchequer was not over-reacting to the first 

occasion on which something of the kind had happened. In fact, much 

earlier, in the Minto papers, there is a very irritated, undated (but 

mnntioning thu 1757 report), unsigned sheet of complaints that the Board 

had sent to the government no plans, no surveys, no reports or even 

11 E732/7,89 9. 
-ion of Forfeited Estates Papers, 1715: 1745 2. A. H. Millar, A Select 

S, H, S, (Edinburgh, 1909) x1vii. Hereafter Millar, F. E. P. 
3. S. R. 0, FEP1745 Inventory, Introduction. 
4, E721/10, p. 197. 
5. E721/11t p. 23. 
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abstracts of reports by factors or anyone else on the suggestions made in 

this report; nothing in fact on which any decisions could be taken. 
1 

Carelesness and delay were not the prerogative of the central government. 

Perhaps, of course, it was merely that the Adam brothers had been right 

and the accommodation was in fact*quite unsuitable! 

However, other factors point to a degree of inefficiency, and while 

it would probably be maligning the commissioners to say that they resembled 

their London master in showing indifferencov the management of the annexed 

estates had certainly not first call on their energies. One can hardly 

be surprised at this, for they were all busy eminent men with professions 

or estates, or both, of their own to attend to, and their duties on the 

Board brought no material rewards. The lack of any sense of urgency can 

be seen in considering the attendance at Board meetings. The first 

meeting in 1755 attracted a large turn-outv twenty of the twenty-eight 

appointed, 2 but Board meetings were not infrequently postponed through 

lack of a quorum, which was only five, and an more than one occasion 

because no commissioners at all appeared. In the first five years, there 

were only monthly meetings which cannot have expedited busines-Ro The 

clerk wrote to one of the factors on one occasion in M3yq 1757; '1 find 

that the whole business of the Board on Monday was transacted in one line 

Adjourned to Monday 20th Ounelp That meant two months between meetings. 

He went on: ' 'Yesterday, the standing committee consisted of Lord Milton 

and he adjourned himself to the first day of the session in 3une'. 3 
The 

standing committee had been appninted in 1757, it should be noted to allow 

for a certain amount of specialisation and speedier transaction of 

business. 4 
On'18th December, 1758, only Lord Ceorge Beauclerk and Lord 

Somerville attended so the meeting was adjourned until January Sth 1759 

1. N. L. S. Minto Papers, EFP 35.2. E721/1 
3. S. R. O. CD87/1/77.4o E721/2, p. 14. 
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when no members at all appeared, as on January 15th and eventually a quorum 

was achieved on January 22nd. In March 1760, there was another adjourn- 

ment until June, but at least the first clerk John Robertson was instructed 

'in anything of an emergency' to apply for directions to 'any of the 

12 commissioners who might be about town . 

The new Board commissioned by George III tried to overcome the 

difficulty of collecting a quorum by deciding to hold meetings at a fixed 

hour, on a fixed day each week. 
3 They were perhaps driven to this by their 

record in the first few months of their corporate existence when they met 

twice in August and then not until November. At least, with a definite 

unchanging day and hour, members could hardly plead previous engagements. 

Failure on this scale to attend meetings can surely be taken as indicating 

something less than intense interest in their commission. Small committees 

were appointed to look into individual matters such as leasess schools, 

4 bridges , minutes of their meetings being, intermingled with those of tho 

full Board. 

Another somewhat surprising aspect of the Board's admini-: 4tratien is 

that they definitely did not consider regular viEits to the cstPtos &-- a 

necessary ineluctable part of their duties, There seem to be no records 

of official visitations by. commissioners to these extensive areas under 

their control. From the beginning, thek conceived of the rihole adminis- 

tration being carried out on their part by letters and verbal instruction 

to their staff, their views having been formed solely from consideration of 

surveys, maps, plans and reports from various officers. The end results 

can hardly be acclaimed, though to give the commissioners their due, they 

1. 
ý 

E721/49 pp, 158, 1590 160. 2. E721/4, P. 267. 
3, E721/6t pp. 179 30. 4. E721/6, P. 13. 
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were aware of the deficiencies of this approach. They could hardly be 

otherwise, for landowners as many of them were, it is difficult to believe 

that they managed their own estates with such remote control. This may 

be slightly harsh criticism to make in an eighteenth-century context for 

even Grant of Monymusk did not apparently visit his estates every year, if 

we are to judge from the letter from his gardener, John Middleton, regrett- 

ing his absence 'this season' as his presence had far more effect than 

'twenty precepts',, 
' An obituary on James Ogilvy, Earl of Findlater and 

Seafield, considered it worth noting that he had 'for many years past 

resided almost constantly an his own estates'. 
2 

But to abdicate almost 

entirely from the necessity of personal supervision seems irresponsible. 

To help overcome the disadvantages of absentee landlordism, the 

Board decided to appoint a Riding Officer or General Inspector as their 

substitute. Even heret central delays had their effect for in 1758, 

they decided to delay his circuit because of having had no word of the 

King's pleasure with regard to the last report. 
3 But their consciousness 

of the. limitations of their methods is clearly revealed in a paragraph 

in one draft of instructions to this officerv which even more significantly, 

w;, 4 ordered to be struck out and not even minuted. 'You are also to keep 

in mind that you are appointed for this reason chiefly that tho Trustees 

themselves consist of a number of Lords and Gentlemen who havo other 

Employments, Business or Avocations and can but seldom have opportunity 

- to see with their own eyes what is fit to b-a done or going forward in 

several parts in prosecution of the purposes of the said law'. (i. e. 

the Annexing Act). 4 The General Inspector went out on a tour in the 

summerp first with a salary of L100 and 10,16 per day travelling expenses, 

then when Menzies was appointed, L150 and one guinea a day. 5 
This 

1. Henry Namiltong ed. Monymusk Papers, S-H-5 (Edinburgh, 1945) p. 98. 
Hereafter Hamiltont Monymusk. 

2. Scots MaQazine, 32.630. 
3. E72174t p. 115.4_. E726/1, p. 49. 
5. E722/2 17-2-1765. 
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officer had to make reports on the general conditions of the estates and an 

individual projects which were sometimes mentioned in his instructions. 1 

This was not a continuous appointment and even at an early date there 

was some discussion among the commissioners as to whether it was necessary* 
2 

Francis Grant, the first appointed, died in 1762 and Archibald Menzies was 

appointed to replace him in 1764.3 When he resigned to become a Commiss- 

ioner of Customs, he offered to continue his duties gratis and no further 

official appointment was made until after his death in 1780. Then Adam 

4 
Drummond was appointed on 20th November; 1780, but has left no records of 

any activity. William Frend became an inspector and supervisor of the 

estate of Perth and in 1781 there is a receipt for his term of inspection, 5 

Menzies' reports ceased however, and this is unfortunate for they were 

revealing and Menzies did not mince words in criticism of the management 

by the commissioners or anyone else. 

Another means used by the commissioners to compensate for their 

absence from the estates was to demand the factors' attendance at the 

Edinburgh office, fairly frequently and expensively. The Struan accounts 

for example have regular entries of E25 for the factor's travelling Pwponses 

to Edinburgh. 6 The other side'af this coin was their apporsnt distrust 

of factors who were on the defensive throughout their tenure Gf office. 

This partly arose from one of the aims of the annexation which is perhaps 

best described in the words of the manuscript previously mentioned; that 

of 'infusing (ths inhabitants) with a deep conviction of t -he Goodness of 

the present Royal Family'. 7 
Translated into administrative terms this 

1 E729/8.2, NLS Minto EFP 35. 
3. E725/3 4. E722/2. 
5, E732/22; E721/11, p. 211.6. E783/102-106. 
7. Hints, 
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clashed vigorously with efficiency and undermined the position of the 

Board's representatives, especially the factors, vis-a-vis the tenants. 

In the mysterious way that such information gets about, the tenants of the 

annexed estates got wind of this and boasted that now they were the king's 

tenants, they would be much bettdr off than anyone else, There was even 

a rumour that rents were all to be reduced by one-fifth, or even a quartere 
1 

Rumour was not too far from the truth. There was general attention 

to tenants' welfare, such as buying meal in times of s6arcity, and in 1757, 

the Struan factor was instructed to buy meal and in addition: 'As for the 

poor in general, you are to Join with the neighbouring heritors and be as 

forward as any of them for their relief'* 
2 In 1765, when the Perth estate 

was divided for administrative reasons into Highland and Lowland divisions, 

William Lawson, clerk to the dismissed factor, 3ohn Campbell of Barcaldine, 

was directed to take up the very large arrears of rent 'without hurting 

the tenant'. 3 How this was to be reconciled with earlier strict instruct- 

ions from the king that for the future 'factors be upon no consideration or 

pretence whatsoever excused from settling' is uncertain. 
4 The 'Pretence$ 

referred to was the lalledned (mY italics) scarcity of money in the Highlands 

arising from the bad sale of caLtleIq an attitude that seems to denote a 

certain ignorance of the Highland economy with its fluctuations and 

uncertainties. 

A further result of this attitude to tenants may have been intensified 

by having so many lawyers an the Board. A complaint from a tenant about 

any of the officers' actions immediately set off a series of enquiries, 

charges and counter-charges, expensive correspondence and visits to 

Edinburghp the complainants often inspired by what the factors considered 

11 E783/84/1, P. 13; E729/1, pp. 30,31 
2, E726/1, PP. 82-83.3. ; 

721/10, p. 72. 
4, E724/1, P. 14. 
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sheer contrariness. Archibald Menzies had a fairly good idea of the 

difficulties the factors faced and he gives a very sympathetic description 

of what they had to contend with in his reports for 1767-68.1 He says: 

'The factors upon these estates have been at great pains to divide the 

farms ... and have tried to carr)A out a number of other articles for 

improving the police of the estates but they have been very much discouraged 

from pushing those articles by the licentious dispositions of the tenants'. 

Apparently, whenever any decision was taken not entirely to the liking of 

the tenants, they got an agent to draw up a long paper of complaints and 

grievances to lay before the Board. Thereupon the factor was ordered to* 

report, 'things are suspended until factors are further examined and after 

all, tho the tenant is found in the wrong no further notice is taken. 

Things are come tolsuch a pass upon these estates that no order of the 

Board if in the least disagreeable to the tenants can be executed without 

going through all the different courts'. Note that the factors wore 

Ifurthor examined', not the tenants. 

He directed the Board's attention to their accounts to consider the 

great expense they had been put to to have their 'orders executed and ended 

by the ruin of the litigating ttvianL31 end he tried to convince the 

commissioners of the necessity of supporting their authority in the persons 

of their factors. No tenant he thought on being ordered to remove ever 

looked out for another possession, nor if an exchange was ordered, was a 

removal thought of until the tenant had tried all the courts. They knew 

that if their case was proved unjustified they would still get the first 

farm ordered. Menzies was on a similar tack when he wrote to the secretary 

from New Tarbat asking him to get the Board to defer action on complaints 

I. E787/24. 
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until he returned from his tour, 'so preventing the disagreeable situation 

we have been in for some time past of doing one day and undoing another'. 

He added that his only motive was to save the tenants from a 'parcel of 

Agents who squeeze the very life out of them$. 

The factors' duties were heavy and responsible, as we can see from 

the Struan factor's list of only some of the things he had to do, in 

1759.2 'Attend meetings of the Quarter Session and of neighbouring 

Centlemen and 3. P's to concert measures for the Police of the Country, the 

personal attendance to every new Work, carring on in the estate by order of 

the Board' and here perhaps a touch of bitterness - 'even to reparation of 

a tenant's house, expense of sending money to the Receiver, Ceneral 
3 

and 

other things of that nature'. He added that the estate of Struan was so 

situated that it required 'constant attendance and application to keep the 

inhabitants in a due respect and obedience to the laws' and this made 

frequent visits to the different corners of the estate necessary to become 

personally acquainted with them to hear their complaints and grievances 

and to procure 'assistance and redress', all of which incurred expense 

apart from 'personal trouble'. , Other duties included assIsting in 

recruiting man in 1756 and 1757 for the forces* 
4 Factors had to be 

resident on the estate they factored for the greator part of Vie ye3r, a 

reasonable conditiont and they had also to refuse gifts of any sort from 

tenants, to preclude bribery. 5 3ohn Campbell of Barcaldine eventually lost 

his factory of the Perth estate in 1765, one of the accusations being just 

this, that he had accepted 'presents' but he had also beEn very lax in 

1. E787/11/3.2. E721/41 p. 223. 
3. All surplus from the estates had to be paid to this official. 
4. E721/4p p. 6. S. E726/10, p. 5. 
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sending in accounts, 1761 not being cleared until 1764,1 and when an inquiry 

was made considerable discrepancy was found between his lists and that of 

the Inspector General who was eventually sent off with one of the clerks 

from the Edinburgh office to inVestigate. 2 

Despite the somewhat doubtful reliability of Barcaldine, it is worth 

quoting his letter to Lord Milton, regarding a breach in the banks of the 

River Earn. It does illuminate the difficulties tho factors worked under. 

'If I was acting for a single person I would go on with the work and expect 

his thanks, but I do not know that I might be found fault with if I exceed 

my order'. 
3 

The factors had little confidence that their masters would 

support them and even after Menzies' comments, Thomas Keir on the Lowland 

division of Perth was not prepared to press a warning against a tenant in 

Auchinglen, who had cut down a 'good thriving ash tree', had not brought 

rent due when he said he would and had been very-insolent. 
4 He needed 

definite orders.. On another occasion, Barcaldine sent in asking for 

instructions and advicev very legitimately, and he got very little positive 

assistance. He wondered if he was at liberty to accept the 5/_ and 10/- 

notes from the banks of Perth, Dundee, Auchtermuchty and Kirkliston, etc., 

as this was the only money he-was able to collect. The commissioners' 

first reaction astoundingly-was that they refused to give directions as to 

what notes the factor should take. Then one of those present, Mr. Drummond 

produced the information that the Bank of Edinburgh had agreed to give their 

notes for those of the Bank of Ayr and the three banks of Glasgow, the Old, 

the Now and the Thistle. So the Board relented but only so far as to direct 
5 the secretary to write to the factor accordingly, 

1. E777/3219 322. 
3. E777/84/101. 
5. E721/8p p. 82. 

2. E721/9t P. 140. 
4. E777/87/29. 
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The factors had not only to defend themselves against tenants and 

Board. In 1765, the Lovat factor was faced with a court case, as a 

complaint had been laid against him for acting as a Commissioner of Supply 

in the County of Cromarty. He was liable to be fined L20 for every time 

he had attended if it was proved his attendance - as the Board's represent- 

ative - was not legal* He had been advised to 'offer a reclaiming petition' 

and hoped the Board would 'Join their appearance in this case'. All that 

is noted in the minutes is 'Readt, cold comfort for someone whose annual 

salary would have paid only five of these fines. 

The pay too was uncertain for it was calculated as 5% of the rents 
2 

and these varied annually according to the increase and decrease of the 

-s consisted price of meal and barley of which the greater part of the rent & 

at least at the beginning of the annexation. 
3 In 1770, three of the 

longest-serving factors were given a considerable bonus, E100 pdr annum 

extra to Captain Forbes of New 'for his great Zeal and activity in civil- 

ising the Highlands', 4 
the same to 3ames Small and LBO to Henry Butter. 5 

This mark of appreciation must have been the more welcome by comparison with 

the attitude revealed in 1766 when it was thought that the factories were 

too extensive and that the factors with the smaller salarie-c werp m6re 

diligent. Further there was even a suggestion that allowances for houses, 

clerks, postage, and visits to Edinburgh were not warranted by law. 6 Of 

course this was reaction to the realisation of Barcaldine's sins of both 

omission and commission, and the same paper recommended the division of 

the larger estates. This administrative arrangement was made and James 

Small was made factor an Struan and the Highland division of the estate of 

Perth and Thomas Keir on the Lowland division of Perth, the highest rentalled 

estate, at the end of 1766,7 

1. E721/9, P. 4.2. E731/9/1. 
3. E731/9/1; 1757,58.4. E721/11, P. 40. 
5* E721/11, p. 42.6. E731/9/2. 
7, E725/3/6. 
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Certainly also, the factors were not all blameless. We have noted , 
Barcaldine's dismissal; Ninian Jeffrey's cautioners withdrew their surety 

as they had heard rumours, correct as it turned oUt. that he had fallen into 

considerable arrears with the Coigach rent. A. H. Millar quotes one depute 

factor who held all the mills on an estate and three farms considered the 

best in the country. 
2 

But the overall impression is of hard-working, 

honest and conscientious men who did their-best under difficult conditions. 

When Small died in 1777, a list of the orders he had not carried out included 

two questions of disputed marches, one in 1774 and one in 17769 neglecting 

to purchase a drill and hoe for a labourer, in 1776 and failure to prosecute 

three tenants for keeping goats. The list is somewhat longer in 1777 when 

presumably his last illness hindered his working. 
3 

It is not a bad record 

and merits the remark of Leslie, the surveyor, an 'Mr. Small's well-known 

complaisance'. Indeed when one considers the behaviour of the Edinburgh 

board, it may be thought surprising that Small had done so well for 

dilatoriness at the centre can have an infectious reaction at all levels. 

In an effort to overcome delay an one occasion, Keir was driven to 

deviousness. He wrote to the sscretary that a process commenced against 

tonants had been sent to the Board about two years previously and no answer 

or order had been received. He suggested that the secretary should examine 

tho minutes and if there wore no orders and nothing had been done, they 

should simply renew the process ... 'without giving the Board'any further 

)M, 
4 trouble about it or waiting for this copy to be laid before the .A 

few years later he wrote that he was 'much surprised' that the Board had 

not come to a resolution about the rent of Muthil 5 but one cannot avoid the 

suspicion that the expression of surprise was more courtesy. By 17739 

when this letter was written the picture that has emerged is one of 

E746/99/1(2); 2(2). 2* Millar, F. E. P., p, 78, 
3., E777/276/ly 2.4, E777/8ýr2-5. 
5, E777/87/5C), 
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flabbiness in the administration, too much centralisation combined with 

insufficient attention both in Edinburgh and in London, delay and 

procrastination. 

These organisational and administrative mishaps and misjudgments, 

howeverg were to emerge in the course of the years of annexation and were 

certainly not anticipated in 1755* At that date the commissionerst once 

appointed, began their work in an atmosphere of enthusiasm, goodwill and 

optimism. 
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Chapter II. 

GENERAL POLICY 

THE ANýEXING ACT 

There was a large attendanc6 of Board members an 23rd Oune, 1755, 

who set to work to realise the general aims of the annexation and to carry 

out the more elaborate instructions facing them, forwarded by the Treasury. 1 

The legal steps required to clear the debts on the estates need not concern 

us here for the commissioners were not involved in the settlement of. these; 

this was the work of the Barons of the Exchequer. But arrangements about 

themp with recapitulation in the preamble of much of the legislation already 

passed in the post-1745 period to remove further opportunities for rebellion, 

were made in the Annexing Act. The commissioners or trustees were mentioned 

after the expression of the aims of the annexation, which were to be 

achieved by the application of the rents of the annexed estates to 'Civil- 

ising the inhabitants upon the said estates, and other parts of the Highlands 

and Islands of Scotland, the promoting amongst them the Protestant religion, 

good Covernmentv Industry and and the principles of Duty and 

Loyalty to His Majesty, His Hairs, and Successors, and to no other use 

and purpose whatsoever'. 

The general goal having been defined, however, the proposed methods 

of achieving it as expressed in the act are worth some study. First of 

all, the commissioners, appointed under the Privy Seal of Scotland, served 

in an honorary capacityv without even an allowance for expenses as one 

might expect today. Freedom of action for the central government was 

1. E721/1, pil, ffo 
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preserved by the clause relating to rents which directed that profits 

from the estates should be applicable 'in the Manner herein after mentioned, 

or in such other Manner as His Majesty, His Heirs and Successors shall 

from time to time by Warrants under His or Their Sign Manual, be pleased 

to, direct', but it was presumably the priorities of the government which 

stand revealed by the order in which various duties, mandatory or permissive, 

are enacted. 

Landholding and the power that ownership of land gave were already 

recognised as basic problems that had to be resolved before Highland 

society could be altered to achieve the consummation devoutly wished for 

by the government. The removal of the tenure of ward-holding mentioned 

in the preamble to the Annexing Act was only one indication of this and 

that, the first power given to the commissioners was the ability to grant 

leases is a continuation of that recognition. Reforming agriculturalists 

consideredo with some reasong that security of tenure was the first 

essential stop towards improvement, of agricultural mothodst though as we 

shall see that one step alone was insufficient. Probably more important 

in the context of annexation, those who wished to transform the north 

saw the establishment of secure land-holding, independent of chiefs, as 

en essential move towards undermining the powers of chief and tacksmen, 

to which were attributed the unprogressive economic conditions, the law- 

lessness, the Roman Catholicism, or sometimes the paganism of the 

inhabitants of the north and west. 
I 

Both these views can be illustrated in terms of the Annexing Act 

which forbade subtenancy and gave specific oncouragement, in the shape of 

E729/1, pp. 26-27. The factor talks of the wadsetters and lesser 
gentlemen who wanted to keep the people in ignorance and slavery. 
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extremely long leases of forty-one years to tenants who would improve 

their holdings by spending five years rent in seven years from the granting 

of the lease. Oaths of loyalty were insisted upon before leases were 

allowed and a maximum rent of L20 was permitted for all holdings except 

for mines and fishing. The latter two conditions aimed at the avoidance 

of the emergence of a future type of tacksman who could rent large areas 

of land and as a result exert an influence that the government might not 

always consider beneficent. The regulations governing the appointment 

and behaviour of factors can also be seen as attempting to counteract 

possible subversive influence for presents and services from the tenants 

were strictly forbidden. 

In the general permission to make arrangements for appointing clerks 

and other officials, the order to have all the estates surveyed and 

proposed improvements reported ont least once a year to Parliament, 

strikes a somewhat incongruous note, but a thorough knowledge of conditions 

an the estates and of their exact extent was profoundly necessary for 

efficient management and in fact was one of the first orders made by the 

board. 

The attachment of many of the Highland areas to the Roman Cathalic 

faith, especially when combined with the Cathol icism of the family 

pretending to the throne, had been a constant source of worry to the 

Protestant establishmentg and the inability of the Church of Scotland to 

attain complete conversion despite the activities of the Scottish Society 

for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge gave rise to further clauses 

in the. act. The'commissioners were to be permitted to divide parishes 

that were too large for satisfactory pastorship by one man and to provide 

stipends for the now charges if the whole parish was contained within one 

estate. No such parishes existed but provision was also mado for similar 
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divisions where other heritors, patrons or titulars of teinds 
1 had an 

interest, by application to the Court of Commissioners for the Plantation 

of Kirks and Valuation of Tythes in Scotland. It is odd that this clause 

was in fact abortive. It was clear from its position in the act and as 

the first stop mentioned in the commission under the Privy Seal, which 

even stipulated the maximum stipend, 
2 

that this was initially considered 

a vital part of the programme of annexation. Yet in 1784, the Barons 

of the Exchequer had to enumerate under the heading of 'Engagements 

remaining undischarged', the building of four churches. 

There is a note of explanation by the Barons. They attribute the 

lack of activity to the fact that other proprietors were involved in 

the erection of the four parishes that were decided on and they would have 

had to pay some part of the expense. 
3 The king had authorised the 

expenditure of E420 maximum to build churches and manses in Strathgartney, 

and Lochbroom, and two in Ardnamurchan, in 1766.4 The Board had not been 

inactive, suggesting parishes that would be the better for being divided 
5678 as early as 1756 and 1757 Boleskine and Dores , Killin , and the 

united parish of Walls'j Sandness, Papastour, and Foula in Shetland 9 
were 

among those mentioned either by the Board or by the local inhabitants or 

ministers concerned, but Lochbroom, thirty-two miles long and twenty 

broad with a population of 1,900 examinable soulso half of whom were on 

the annexed estate of Cromarty, was the first to be recommended positive ly. ID 

The case for a new parish there was strengthened by the support of the 

Committee of the General Assembly appointed to visit the Highlands with 

1. Titular -a person having a legal title to teinds in a parish. 
2. E721/11 p. 6. 3. E714/18/o. 
4. E724/1, p. 22. 5. E721/1, p. 48. 
6. E723/11 p. 48. 7. E721/7, p. 22. 
81 E721/7, p. 130. 9. E721/7, p. 151. 
10# E721/6, pp. 301, 3226; E723/2, p. 103. 
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a view to dividing parishes 
1, 

as was that for Ardnamurchan by its largely 

Roman Catholic population. 
2 In Lochbroom, lists were even made of 

tenants and catechisable persons' to assist the division 
3 

and a committee 

of the Board thought that the Moderator of Glenelg Presbytery should be 

told that the Board would erect a new parish in Knoydart but had no funds 

available at the time. 4 

The fact that the commissioners could report to the king in 1766 

that they felt there was no reason to feat the increase of Popery on the 

estates may have damped any sense of urgency on the part of the central 

government but in any case, the Board felt that only one parish could be 

erected per year, as the expense was so great. 
5 The Ceneral Assembly 

6 twice approached the Board , but by 1781, when Principal Robertson was 

the emissary, they got cold comfort for by that time it was becoming clear 

that the estates would be returned to the original families and the Board 

wrote that they could not undertake any action that would tic the hands 

of future proprietors. It cannot be claimed, however, that even before 

this date they had pursued this section of Annexing Act's terms with 

vigour and their early belief that Roman Catholicism was no longer a 

danger no doubt affected their approach. 

The proper share of the various estates in bearing the usuel burdens 

of church 
. 

maintenance, paying stipends and sometimes building new churches 

or manses was not neglected. 
7 In 1771 for example arrangoments were made 

with the other heritors in Callander to build a now church there costing 

L500.8 The factor's accounts dt Martinmas, 1772 show L153 for the 

steeple, L8.17.2 to Elias Scotts Iplummerl in Edinburgh for iron 'spier' 

1. Scots Maqazine., 22.363; 
2. E723/2, p. 3B 
4, E721/10, p. 148 
6. E727/43. 
8. F. R. Perth, 22. 

E721/6, p. 301. 
3. F. R. Cromarty 27. 
5. E723/29 P. 105. 
7. E721/6, p. 150. 
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and cock for the steeple as well as L6.6.0 for a gown for the minister 
19 

so probably the larger proportion came out of the Perth rental, quite 

properly as the largest valuation in the'parish was that of the Perth 

estate. 
2 The commissioners also allowed E10 to pay an assistant at 

Comrie when the minister, Robert Menzies, became old and infirm3 but 

such subsidies were not extraordinary activities for the larger landowners 

in any area. The Catholic Drummond family of course might not have been 

very sympathetic, 

Following religion, we next find the Annexing Act making provision- 

for the Crown, in the persons of the commissioners, to improve the 

educational standards in the Highlands by building public schoolso not 

only for the conventional purpose of teaching read ing and writing English 

but for what in the eighteenth century must have seemed a revolutionary 

proposal. Schools could be built to give instruction in agriculture and 

manufactures and furthermore, the commissioners were to be enabled to set 

up residential establishments where they could maintain 'young Persons', 

not merely young male persons, it should be noted, while they learned 

suitable and desirable skills which might further the aims of the annexation. 

The school for agriculture was only tnlked about 
4 

and never materialised; 

the only full-blown scheme for n school for manufactures was planned 

between 1755 and 1760 but it was first ignored by the Crown, despite 'the 

demand in the first set of instructions to the Board that plans should be 

drawn up for such purposes*5 Then it was overtaken by the withdrawal 

from all Highland areas of financial support by the Board of Trustees and 

Manufactures. But the encouragement of manufacturing arts and skills 

F. R. Perth, 22; E777/327. 
2., F. R. Perthp 20; E721/4, p. 173 - 'A pretty considerable part' of 

the augmented stipend had fallen on the Perth tenants. 
3. E777/327,1775-76.4. E728/9. 
5, E721/1, p. 7. 
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by paying teachers of spinning and knitting, by helping spinning schools 

and by subsidising apprentices and craftsmen, was a definite part, if not 

a very large part in financial terms, of the-Board's activitiesi , especially 

in the earlier years of the annexation. 

The teaching of English was a different matter and one to which the 

government of Scotland had periodically turned its attention since the 

Reformation. The resistance of the largely Roman Catholic, Gaelic- 

speaking Highlander, to assimilation into the Protestant and Presbyterian, 

non-Gaelic culture of the southern parts of Scotland - resistance expressed 

sometimes passively by simply ignoring the central government but often in 

active revolt as in the Hebridean reaction to the Fife Adventurers - has 

been-consistently deplored by the Lowland rulers whose aim has been peace 

and quiet and conformity throughout the whole realm, Equally consistently, 

this cultural resistance has been attributed in large measure to the 

retention of the Gaelic tongue. At the same time, the greater speed with 

which economic growth, law and order as understood in the south, and the 

accepted Protestant established church have been wdlcomed south of the 

Highland line, has made it possible for those apparently benefiting by 

and making material progress on Cct; aunt of such phenomena, to equate 

society developing on different linas aa backward and uncivilised. The 

use of Gaelic, the people speaking the language, their preferred religion 

and the culture expressed in Gaelic have thus come to be condemned as 

barbaric and from 1609 when the Statutes of Iona were signed, the 

Olimination uf Gaelic has been a cardinal part of the aims of those 

influential in government and church who wished to Ocivilisel the 

Highlands. The church recognised earlier than the state, however, that 

a non-Gaelic speaking minister in a Gaelic-speaking area was not much use. 

as a pastor, 
2 

11 See Chapter IV. 
2. See following paragraph 
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The law-makers were fairly explicit in the definition of their 

views and ambitions. The Statutes of Iona merely provided for the 

education of the sons of chiefs - or the eldest daughter if there were 

no sons - in the schools in the Lowlands where they could learn to 

Ispeik, raid and wryte Inglische', 
1 

but the Privy Council by 1616 went 
I 

further expressing the King's wish that the 'Irishe language, whilk is 

ono of the cheif and principall causis of the continewance of barbaritie 

and incivilitie amongis the inhabitantis of the Ilis and Heylandis, may 

be abolisheit and removit'. 
2 The Ceneral Assembly ih 1688 could include 

$erecting of English schools and .... rooting out the Irish language' 

among 'other pious uses 
3 

though almost eighty years later, n presentee 

of the Crown to Kirkhill was disqualified because he did not know Gaelic, 4 

The Scottish Society fýr the Propagation of Christian Knowledge initially 

forbade the use of Gaelic even for instruction in English, a self- 

destructive ordinance one would have thought, where companions and parents 

still spoke 'Irish'. This order was rescinded in 1767 5 but like the 

Bourbons, the educational establishment were slow learners and after 1872, 

until 191B, even five-year-olds were expected to learn their letters and 

numbers in what was to them a foreign language, previously rarely heard, 6 

To find that the annexation of 1752 maintained this tradition of 

the previous century and a half can hardly come as a surprise, The 

events of 1745-46 had seemed a particularly frightening example of 

Highland recalcitrance in face of southern forbearance after 1715 ahd 

1719. Once again Gaelic is described as distinctly divisive and retro- 

gressive, not indeed in the legislation, which merely mentioned instruction 

11 Gordon Donaldson, Scottish Historical Documents (Edinburgh, 1970) 
p. 174. Hereafter Donaldson, Documents. 

2. Donaldsong Documents, p. 178. 
3. MacKinnon, Kenneth M. 'Education and Social Control; The Case of 

a Gaelic Scotland', in Scottish Educationall-Studins, 49 No. 2, p. 128. 
Hereafter MacKinnon in S. E. S. 

4. Hew Scott, editor, Fasti Ecclesim Scoticange (Edinburgh 1926) 
vi, pp. 473p 474, 

50 MacKinnon in S. E. S., p. 129.6. MacKinnon in S. F. S,, pon, 131. 
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in reading and writing English but in the general approach of the 

commissioners and their servants, especially the factors. 

As well as ordering the statutory surveys the commissioners wanted 

a more personal view of the estates and the factors were sent a list of 

1 
questions aimed at obtaining a picture of social conditions. It may 

be accidental but the commissioners were apparently more concerned with 

law and order, or at least with the means of maintaining it than with 

education and religion. While the Annexing Act had admittedly been 

described as aimed at 'preventing Disorders there (the Highlands of 

Scotland) for the future', the power granted to the commissioners to build 

prisons was very far down the list of priorities while in this questionnaire 

to the factors, the Board asked first about the distance from Shefiff- 

Substitutes, the presence of Justices of the Peace and the nearness of 

prisons before mentioning churches, schools, whether the minister preached 

In English, and the progress made by English. - 

The factors' replies included the desire to replace one criticised 

form of paternalism, by the wadsetters and the lesser gentlemen, whan the 

factor on Lovat and Cromarty accused of wishing to keep the people in 

, ignorance and slavery', by'another. He suggested refusal of all 

tenancies to those who did not speak English and a clause in tacks insist- 

ing that children attended school, with financial assistance to indigent 

parents to enable them to keep their children at school until they could 

sp'eak English. 2 He obviously considered the introduction of schools 

with the concomitant use and knowledge of English as necessary to ensure 

what he saw as the 'freedom' of the tenants. The Struan factor commented 

that schools were particularly useful in 'learning the young ones English 

as the masters discharge scholars to speak the Irishf. 3 

1. E726/1, p. 7.2. E729/1, p. 27, 
3. E783/84/1, p. 3. 
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Despite the fervent belief in education, however, the information 

provided did not always show that schools were the only or even the best 

places for learning English. Campbell of Barcaldine on Perth admitted 

to surprise at the progress the language was making in Strathgartney, despite 

the lack of a school, while in the barony of Strathpeffer, on the estate 

of Cromarty, the presence of a society school seemed to be making little 

impact in this respect, 
2 Certainly the salary there was only L5 per annum 

and the teacher elderly, but it is likely that the idleness and poverty of 

the parents which the factor later deplores as leading to the neglect of 

'vast numbers of both sexes' on the barony were even weightier elementst 
3 

likewise contact with the Lowlands and commercial dealings which demanded 

some knowledge of the southern language. In two farms in Strathyre, of 

the tenants who would have to do any dealing with drovers, for example, 

all but two could speak English, but many of the wives and children had 

not yet acquired this skill. 
4 In the parish of-Boleskine and Abertarfr, 

the only school was a charity school at Fort Augustus and the only area 

showing any increase in the knowledlýe of English was round the garrison, 

which was as likely to be effective in spreading the language ns academic 

instruction, 5 

The provision of schools on the estates that came under the manage- 

ment of the commissioners in 1755 was as good as could be expected at the 

time. There were no parochial schools in Fodderty, Lochbroom, Kilmorack, 

Dores, Boleskine and Abertarff, but each could bcabt one charity school 

and Dores indeed had two. 6 The whole of Knoydart had neither parochial 

nor charity school and this was typical of remote areas. 
7 The nearest 

1. E777/244, p, 21.2. E729/lv po5o 
3. E729/1, p. B. 4. E738/58/1, p. 3. 
51 E 729/1, p. 23.6. E729/1, pp. 5j 14,22,23,40. 
7* Eý29/1, p. 67. 
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school to the estate of Monaltry in the parish of Crathie was the parochial 

school in Braemar. Perthshire was well endowed with schools though in 

Dunblane the parochial school did the tenants on the Perth estate little 

good as it was too far away from them. 
2 On the other hand many of the 

larger parishes could boast charity schools as well; the estate of Struan 

boasted four schools, very poorly paid at U and L1.10.0 so that it was 

not surprising that one master had left and another who was paid L2.10.0 

and had only thirty pupils to provide fees was considering stopping teach- 

ing. 3 
The S. S. P. C. K. had supported a school on the estate until the 

year before the factor made his report but both school and salary had been 

redirected to the estate of Lochgarry. 4 

Teaching conditions apart from the salaries were hardly ideal. In 

Callander, the church was used as there was no school house, and this 

caused many complaints because of the 'abuses' to the seats by the pupils, 
5 

In Crieff, there was a schoolhouse but it was in such poor condition that 

the master had to hire another for teaching purposes. 
6 It was to be 

expected therefore that the commissioners should want to improve both 

the numbers of schools and the physical condition of the buildings. And 

it might also have been assumed that full approval of any expenditure 

they proposed in this part of their work trould have been easily obtained. 

But in fact, this was not to be so. There was no problem about author- 

isation for the first L200 per year proposed for educational expenses but 

within a year, the Board realised that such a sum was ha rdly sufficient if 

the aims of the Annexing Act were to be adequately and efficiently carried 

out so it was decided to request permission to use a further L200 each 

year. 
7 

E729/1, P. 72.2. E777/244, p. 41. 
3. E783/84/1, p. 3.4. E783/84/1, pp. 2,3. 
5. E777/244, P. 62.6, E777/244, p. 58. 
7. E721/6#'p, 12. 
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There was no response from the Treasury at all, neither a direct 

-negative nor even a suggestion that perhaps the sum should be reconsidered. 

It may be that the Board received an unrecorded hint from the central 

government that no further sums would be made available for education but 

with the lack of written evidencs of such one must assume that none of 

the members of the Board was sufficiently interested to press the matter. 

Then, as the years went by, the Highlands showed no signs of further 

eruption and the restriction of the income from the estates was felt, the 

provision of schools for the inhabitants may have seemed of less vital 

importance than it did to the legislators in 1752, and certainly of less' 

importance to economic development than many of the other activities of 

the Board. Admittedly the S. S. P. C. K. was operating on educational lines 

in the Highlands and Islands, similar to those of the Board, but the 

Society, like the Board of Trustees, seized on the excuse of the existence 

of the Board for the Annexed Estates to husband i ts own scanty resources 

and 'resolved to discontinue their appointments to schoolmasters settled 

upon or in the neighbourhood' of the estates, 
1 

though this decision does 
2 

not seem to have been strictly adhered too- 

The Board also proceeded '%u do their duty as heritors, undertaking 

their share of the public burdpn of building new schools or paying masters 

in parisheso-where others were involved 
3 

as well as endeavouring to achieve 

the wider objectives within the financial limits imposed. By 1765, the 

factor on the most remote estates could claim to have built schools at 

7nveruie, Kinlach. moidart and Lacharkaig. 
4 

He had pointed out that the 

need in Barrisdale, Lochiel, Kinlochmaidart and Ardsheal vias greater than 

anywhere else, as his factorship was in the 'most recluse and least 

Civilised' part of the Highlands. 
5 

1. E729/8, P. 134. 
2. John Mason, A History of Scottish Experiments in Rural Education 

(London f935) p. 75. Hereafter, Mason, Rural Education. 
3. E721/8t p. 55; F. R. Lochiel, 1774. 
4. E786/3V5.5. E786/33/1. 
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Financial stringency was soon felt, however; Clenartney tenants 

had to be told that the school fund was exhausted and they could not be 

given immediate help in 1768 with the salary for the school built earlier 

by the Board. 1 New Tarbat tenants could afford only Z6 for their school- 

inaster so that despite the accessibility of the school, the children got 
I 

little good of it as they found it impossible to keep a well-qualified 

master. They had had seven changes in as many years and would have liked 

a grant of L20 to L25 which was quite beyond the Board. The most they 

could offer was LIO with three acres of ground if the*factor approved. 
2 

The S. S. P. C. K. expected proprietors to give a house, a cow's grass, a 

kail yard and a schoolhouse when they gave a salary and as landlords of 

extensive estates, the Board used part of this very positive st6p towards 

the financing of education, which did not cost them much. They gave 

masters the use of a few acres io supplement his pay by enabling him to 

grow his own food, reserving their rights to such areas in leases 
3 

and on 

-4 occasion undertaking the enclosure of such croftso They further attempt- 

ed some insurance for tho future by arranging in tacks that augmentations 

of both ministers' stipends and schoolmasters' salaries should be paid 

by the tenants even where somet; mes nn public burdens had been barns 

before. 5 
They built and fitted out schools (with desks, for example) 

6 

and the factors kept them aware of the need for repairs, an important 

feature of providing education at the time which was illustrated by the 

later comments of the S. S. P. C. K. 7 Towards the end of the annexation, 

however, the greater part of the expenditure on education was devoted to 

6 -salaries. For the years 
. 

1777-78, L322.3.10 out of L479.1B. 101-i had 

1. E721/10, p. 172.; E721/8, p. 33. 
2. E721/Bv p. 55.3. E721/101 p. 119 F. R. Perth 22. 
4. F. R. Perth 35.5. E73V19/2; E73V1/5. 
6. E721/4, p. 224; E721/7j p. 74; E. 721/81 pp. 33,144;, E777/326/6; 

E786/37/5. 
7. E786/37/11; Irene F. M. Dean, Scottish Spinninn Sr. hnols (London, 

1930) p. 132, Hereafter Dean, Spinnini Schools. 
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been spent as follouis: - 

L97,10,0 on Struan, E75.19.10 on the Highland and L33.4.0 on the Lowland 

parts of the Perth estate, LB on Lochgary, L12.10 on Coigach, L30 in 

Fortrose, L21.13.4. an one school on Lochiel, L11.13.4 on Cluny and 

Barrisdale, and E10 in Ardsheal. and Fort William. I Clearly it was not 

a fat basic living that was provided except perhaps on Lochiel, but this 

was not out of line with contemporary arrangements. Mr. Swinton had 

suggested that L10 was a sufficient salary whcre there was no parochial 

school with a few acres. 
2 And as Mr. Mason showed, the masters on the 

estates were able to eke out salaries by acting as others did, as Session 

or Presbytery clerk. 
3 

The master at Muthil could count on L33.4.7.4 

The payment of teachers, however, was regarded as a basic duty, so 

much so that the Struan factor was instructed to pay salaries to teachers 

without submitting any application to the Board for permission. 
5 Indeed, 

the factors' attitude to the dominies emerges as-one of the admirable 

features of the annexation. In a memorial to the Barons of the Exchequer 

in 1791, the S. S. P. C. K. noted that the teachers were well treated by the 

factors on the estates and hencc: by everyone else. Since the disannex- 

ation houses had fallen into disrepair and the general position of schools 

and schoolmasters had deteriorated. 
6 

It was not to be wondered at that 

private proprietors were unwilling to spend the same proportion of their 

income as the commissioners could on educating their own and their 

neighbours' tenants. About one tenth of the Struan rents, for example, 

"jas spent an schooling. 
7 What does astonish one is the complete lack of 

1. E723/39 p. 9.2. E721/6, P. 20. 
3. John Mason, Schools on the Forfeited Estates. (Typescript, SRO. 

216.05), p. 151. 
4. FR. Perth 35.5. E721/7, p. 181. 
6. Dean, Spinninq Schools, p. 132. 
7, E783/104 passim. 
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provision in the Disannexing Act for compensation to masters and for 

upkeep of schools that had been largely dependent on the funds from the 

annexed estates. 
I This must have been an oversight but it is strangely 

at odds with the emphasis placed an education in the Annexing Act. 

With parochial resources stretched as far as the heritors would 

alloui, the dismissed masters and mistresses could have recourse to only 

one haven, the Scottish Society for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge 

usually known as the S. S. P. C. K. The Society's spirit was willing but its 

funds were exceedingly weak. Eventually, in 1786t the government took 

steps to provide L2,000 out of the money paid by the returning heirs2 

and (Jith this the S. S. P. C. K. undertook to maintain sixteen masters 

whose salaries amounted to L138.14.0 and eight spinning mistresses at 

L48. Six of the spinning schools were in the area of the Perth estates, 

one at Kinloch Rannoch and one on Cluny. The ordinary schools were wide- 

spread from Strelitz, the. criginal soldiers' settlement in Cargill parish 

3 
in the east to South Uist in the west. By 1790 none of this money had 

reached the Society though they retained the teachers, because of delay 

in the proprietors' repayment 
4 but it seems to have materialised event- 

ually 
5 

unlike the L20,000 promised from the estates forfeited in 1715.6 

What Mr. Mason correctly calls an early attempt at practicel or 

vocational education 
7 

will be considered in a later chapter where the 

1. See Appendix K, The Disannexing Act. 
2.26 George III c. 27. 
3. Schools mentioned were at Strelitz, Craigneich, Glenartney, 

Lochearnside on the estate of Perth, at Strathyre in Arnprior, 
an Lochg3rry, at. Kinloch Rannoch, Finart, Glenerochty and 
Camaghouran and Carie alternately on Struan, at Kinlocharkaig, 
Strathlochie and Mamore on Lochiel, on Cluny, in Coigach on the 
Cromarty estate and on South Uist. 

4. Dean, Spinning Schools, p. 131. 
5, Dean, 

-Spinnina ' 
Schools, p. 135; B. P. P. 1806 (221) ii 307. 

6,4 George I, c. 8. 
7. Mason, Rural Education, pp. 56,63. 
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Board's attempts to introduce industry and improve craftsmanship will 

be looked at. It may be noted here, though, that these schools were 

not only for teaching English, for at Callander, there were a few pupils 

learning French and Latin. The girls, however, seemed to be restricted 

to English and the alphabet. 
1 

To return to the Annexing Act - the clause following that on 

education was realised only in that the provision that free charters 

could be granted to the proposed holders of land up to ten acres enabled 

the commissioners the more easily to set up King's Cottagers. (see 

below, Chapters III and IV). The connection between the actual benefic- 

iaries, the small pendiclers, and the envisaged builders of houses, 

outhouses and gardens seems attenuated. The aim was no doubt to facil- 

itate the settlement of a number of substantial loyal citizens at regular 

intervals throughout the Highlands, for anyone who could hold ten acres 

merely for domestic use and take a lease elsewhere was very surely not 

poverty-stricken, but this came. to nothing and indeed, does not seem to 

have been seriously and practically considered at any time. The nearest 

approach to this ideal with a slight stretch of one's notions of just 

viliat this was meant to achieve, is perhaps the order to build new and 

enlarge existing towns and villages, included in the first set of 

instructions sent to the commissioners, 
2 Men of substance dotted over 

the area would be a further deterrent to disorder for th-cy could possibly 

be depended on to report on any signs of reb3llion. 

The 1prevention of disorders for the futur*el, so clamant a need 

to those in power, was inextricably mixed in their minds with the exist- 

ence of prisons and towns. The lack of prisons was next mentioned in 

1. FR. Perth 35.2. E721/1, p. 11. 
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the Annexing Act as having been found a 'great Obstruction to the Course 

of, Justicel, though the Heritable Jurisdictions were probably as great 

an obstruction, and power was given to the commissioners to build gaols 

and appoint gaolers. Then in their instructions the reasons for building 

towns was included the statement that thereby the 'inhabitants could help 

each other and secure their property against theft, rapine, that 

malefactors may be more easily detached and apprehended'. 
1 Similarly 

it had been suggested by the author of the manuscript 'Hints on Managing 

the Forfeited Estates' that the building of what today's planners would 

call 'nucleate settlements' would make it easier to protect newcomers and 

well-behaved tenants and to suppress evil-doers, as ministers and officers 

2 
would be constantly present, A further benefit he mentioned was the 

possibility for mutual defence'of the inhabitants and in 'any future 

rebellion of the clans' the troops would find good entertainment and 

refreshment in these towns, instead of the miserable fare obtained in 

the existing wretched Icabbinst. This may be thought over-optimistic so 

far as Scottish inns were considered but it does illuminate one of the 

ideas behind the annexation, the attainment and maintenance , If peace and 

quiet in the Highlands. 

The commissioners' adventures in planting new towns wo. ra hardly 

felicitous as we shall see below; 3 
they did build a few prisons, Sege 

at Dunblane, 4 
for E77, at Stonehaven 5 

and a court house as well as a gaol 

at Cromarty, the last. costing L350.6 And repail-s were carried out to 

others, such as the Crieff tolbooth, 7 It was logical also, in the quest 

1. E721/ll p. 11. 2, In See Appendix C. 
- - 3. See belowII. 2.4. E72 3 p. 250. 

5. E72B/36 6. E723/2: p. 224. 
7. F. R. Perth 7, L170.10.0 reported spent in 1765. 
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for arder, to grant the quasi-proprietors the right to appoint baron 

bailies who administered what remained of local justice after the abol- 

ition of the Heritable 3urisdictions, and the commissioners duly carried 

out their duties in this respect, throughout their administration, 
1 

The final clauses in the Annexing Act provided for the Receiver 

General for Scotland to reserve the rents for carrying out the Board's 

urders in line with the powers granted in the act and according to the 

warrants and orders from the Crown, and enabled'the Treasury to use the 

rents in ordinary management of the estates and in any litigation that 

might arise over the claims of creditors. 

These provisions seem comprehensive enough but there were two 

important, potential sources of economic development not specifically 

mentioned in the Actt to which the commissioners turned their attention. 

The first of these was the fishing industry which will, be considered in 

section 3 of this chapter. The*other was the possibility of finding and 

working minerals. Not the wildest eighteenth century dreams could have 

imagined the twentieth century North Sea oil and-gas bonanza but in the 

earlier period there was what Professor Smout calls gently 'a good deal 

of excitement' similar to what had prevailed two hundred years before in 

the sixteenth century. 
2 Exploitation of wealth at hand under their 

estates came as naturally to improving landlords as industrial and agric- 

ultural development above ground and it was not uncommon for landowners 

to open mines at some expense, work them for a limited period and then 

leave them. 3 
General searches were encouraged by at least one Duke of 

E722/2 includes commissions to various officials including 
baron bailies. 

2. T. C. Smout, 'Lead Mining in Scotland 1650-18501, in Studies in 
Scottish Business History, ed. P. Payne- (London 1967) p. 105t 
Hereafter Smout, 'Lead Mining'. 

3. Baron F. Duckham, A History of the Scottish Coal Industry, 
(Newton Abbot, 1970), i. p. 14. Hereafter, Duckham, Coal. 
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Argyll and a Marquis of Breadalbane but unfortunately the particular 

prospector they favoured was of doubtful integrity. He was Rudolf Raspe, 

the Swiss Geologist who created Baron Munchausen and he was accused of 

first planting the specimens he then Idiscoveredle 
I 

Now the commissioners were the last men to be left out of any such 

contemporary excitement and on request, they were authorised by the- 

Treasury to spend L700 on coal-prospecting particularly. 
2 They did not 

apparently envisage operating mines themselves or even employing miners 

as their agents, but only saw themselves as 'providing opportunities for 

adventurers', as George Clerk Maxwell described their role. 
3 Dr. Walker 

of Moffat carried out various surveys for them 
4 

as did 3ohn Williams, the 

mining engineer and surveyor who was also at one time the tacksman of the 

Brora coal mine. Among the places he was sent to search for coal and 

minerals of any kind was the barony of Stobhall in Cargill parish in 

eastern Perthshire - he found only lime and marl. 
5 The hunt was still 

an in 1780 when Mr. Sandeman, the bleacher, was paid L20 as remuneration 

for Andrew Moir who had been s6rveying under his auspices in Luncarty. 6 

Eastern Perthshire could only be on the edge of the major coalfields 

7 
of central Scotland but the funds of the estates were a1sc directed to 

examination and assistance to a mine and adjoining salt pans that were 

already in operation, at Brora in Sutherland. Salt pans burned the 

dross that would otherwise have been waste and the combination of the two 

activities when mines were near the sea was commonplace. In 1771, L220 

was granted as an aid to the salt mines there, after a couple of yeart' 

1. Ian Lindsay and M, Cosho Inveraray and the Dukes of Arqyll, 
(Edinburgh 1973) p. 221. Hereafter, Lindsay, Inverarav. 

2. E724/19 p. 20 3. E777/86/23(5j'o 
4. E723/21 p. 238 - L105 to Dr. Walker; E727/45. 
5, E721/79 p. 119; E727/46. 
6. E732/9,28-2-1780. 
7. Duckham, Coal, pp. 11,12. 
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delay when the sum had been diverted to what seemed to the commissioners 

more immediate needs 
1 

and 3ohn Williams was paid LBO subsistence partic- 

ularly, for his work in connection with the mine there, 2 The BrDra mines 

were worked in the sixteenth century to provide fuel for the salt pans 
3 

and have been Worked sporadically ever since but the contribution from the 

annexed estates rents seems to have been of little, avail, for in 1781, 

Andrew Wight reported that 'At Brora, it grieved me to observe that the 

coal and salt pans are given up'. At that point in the mine's history, 

only the upper seam had been worked and it was too full of sulphur, 

taking fire when wet. 
4 

Though lead-mining was a longstanding and widespread part of the 

Scottish economy, lead having been worked in almost every part of Scotland 
i 

and referred to from the thirteenth century, it had never been of major 

importance. 5 The high prices in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries however, plus technical improvements in mining generally, opened 

up possibilities of further exploitation of any veins that were either 

known or newly discovered and the Board employed 3ohn McDonald to drive 

six fathoms north east in an 'amino' vein in Dripan Glen, near Loch 

'Unachar, at 10/- to E3 per fathom, the miner furnishing powder and candles 

6 
and being responsible for clearing away rubble. (The Board were ready 

7 to compensate farmers, however, for damage done to their land. There 

must have been a fair amount of activity, Small writing that 'they are 

everywhere underground' 
B but the search was stopped by October, 1774 9 

and the miner was not prepared to commit himself about the possibilities 

1. E732/99 13-5-17691 5-3-1771.2. E732/99 4-8-1777. 
3. Me Nef, The Rise of the British Coal Industry (London 1932), i. p. 52. 
4, Andrew Wight, Present State of Husbandry in Scotland (Edinburgh 

1778-1784) iv. part ii, p. 302. Hereafter Wight, 'Husbýlndryl. 
51 Smout, Lead Mining, pp. 103,104. 
6. E777/86/23(3) 
7. F. R. C. M . 1171 1774-59 E1.7/- to a farmer in Corriechrombie for 

damage done to his land. 
8. E777/86/23(l). 9. E777/06/24(l). 
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of the site without further tria s. At the end of the year, John 

Williams was to have a look at the work done, when he was in't a area. 
2 

1 
Nothing came of the venture, however, and it has to be admitted that apart 

from the present growing market in semi-precious stones in making jewellry 

and the occasional silver and lead-working 
3 

the Highlands have not yet 

divulged an eldorado. 

Another type of search, this time on the surface, was also sponsored 

by the Board; this was a botanical one, which it was hoped would give 
r" 

the key to types of vegetation and soils. James Robertson was the 

student of botany employed and his journals are in the National Library 

of Scotland. 

The significance of these searches lies not in the results, which 

can hardly be described as positive, but in the illumination they cast 

, on the type of men to whom administration of tho estates was entrusted 

They were livelyt curious end inquisitive about the world and about their 

country and were prepared to experiment. They were, in fact, very much 

men of their age, an age which saw intellectual activity in Scotland to a 

degree never experienced before and probably never since, and their whole 

approach to the management of the annexed estates can be seen as an 

illustration of the contemporary frame of mind, 

One of the most significant and influential elements in the Board's 

attitude to their commission, however, is their conception of their duty 

1. E777/86/25(2). 
2, E777/86/27. 

. 
3. Smoutt Lead Minino, p. 104. 

Creta Michie and Bruce Lenman, 
Sqnts Marnzine, 98, pp. 104-113. 

4. E727/47; MLS. Mss. 2507,2508. 

'The Mines of Gleneskl, in the 
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to the king's tenants. Among the earliest instructions to the factors 

was the reminder that their responsibility was to promote not just the 

vivilising but the happiness of the inhabitants. I It was unimaginable 

that the Board of Commissioners for the Forfeited Annexed Estates would 

tell their factors, as did the Barons of the Exchequer, that any tenants 

, who 'behaved in a way not agreeable' to Ithe factor should be turned out 

when their leases expired. 
2 We have seen that this practice of Board/ 

tenant/factor relationship had its unfortunate results administratively 

! peaking but socially, if the aim was to assist in the reconciliation of 

the northern inhabitants of Britain'to the Hanoverians, it can surely have 

had only good effects. 

. 
Needless to say the vision of the good landlord as seen by an 

eighteenth century board, predominantly composed of Edinburgh lawyers and 

landomners, was essentially paternalistic but in its contemporary context, 

it was not contemptible. For example, adherina to the belief that the 

Ideil finds wark for idle hands', happiness and leisure rjere not equated. 

The factors while remembering that the happiness of the inhabitants was 

a worthwhile achievement were olso to 'use all due means and incitement to 

keep the people from being idle cap6cfally in the winter nights from 

r-lose of evening to bedtime. 
ý 

General health in the estates was attended 

to in that tenants were innoc*ulated against smallpox; 
4 

sufferers from 

the c&vennes. - venereal disease - were sought out and given treatment. 

In this last category, prospective patients were not always willing to 

admit to tho complaint 
5 but treatment was dealt out in various districtse 6 

I. E726/1, p*5* 2. E701/2, P. 125. 
3,, FR. General Management II, Schemes of Improvement, 4, 
4. E77V144/8; E788/11. 
51 E741/39/2. No-cne in Barrisdale would initially admit to havýng 

the covennes but not long afterwards the factor showed Z5 . 3.8 
T2 spent on treatment; E741/52. 

6, E721/8, p. 145 - L-10 to Alexnnder McDonald the Fort William surgeon 
for curing the cevennes in Lochaber. 
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,ý -The Board also did their duty as heritors, in respect of other relief; 

1 
they-paid their proportion to the collector in Callender, Robert Buchanan. 

There are also examples of private charity. Patrick Drummond in Dalchrune 

was allowed L2 travelling expenses to Edinburgh Royal Infirmary to have his 

leg amputated in 1772 2 
and two years later was given 10/- towards buying 

a cow, the being a very poor man and had his leg cut off in Edinburgh 

Royal Infirmary#. 3 No doubt the quite considerable allowance of E10 to 

L12 a year to a widow to maintain her children until they were old enough 

to benefit by ths Board's apprenticeship scheme (see chap. IV, 3) was 

largely inspired by the desire to save her and the children from popish 

principles; her sole known source Of Support was a brother, a Jesuit 

priest who had already sent one of the boys to Douai. This son returned 

home, though the several members of the Dingwall Presbytery who wrote to 

the Board about him used the more emotive word 'escaped', and the factor 

thought he haa prevailed upon him to attend the established church and 

take up an apprenticeship to a ship's carpenter. 
4 

The factors were perhaps less likely to have felt so charitable as 

they struggled in close proximity, day by day, with apathetic, reluctant 

improvors, recalcitrant soldiers and uncomprehending peasantry. 3ohn 

Forbes and Oames Small had both been in the army and Small particularly 

Lýho was a competent hard-working conscientious man was in favour of keeping 

the Highlands 'in proper subjection'. * He felt thbt the Highlanders had 

too recently been under Ivory despotic government' for it to be safe to 

lot them have similar freedom to the rest of the country# 'If they are 

2. E777/321 - 1772, 
4. E721/7, pp. 1639 189; E721/8t P. 96* 

1. E777/321 - 1775-1776. 
3. E777/321 - 1775-76. 
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not brought by proper degrees to absolute freedom, that freedom may turn 

into a licentiousness that may give more trouble than people unacquainted 

with their dispositions may think of'. 
1 Quite a disciplinariant even 

near the end of his life, Small was prepared to recruit thieves and 

evildoers forcibly for General Fraser's regiment, but not surprisingly 

the Board would not give approval to this suggestion. 
2 

On the other 

hand, there is no doubt of the factor's compassion in face of the famines, 

in 1783 particularly. 
3 

The commissioners persisted in their attitude throughout that 

tenants must always be well-treated and be seen to be so, whatever the 

inconveniences thereby inflicted on their servants. It is difficult 

to criticise them for the philosophy behind this, but simple to show that 

their benevolence sometimes outweighed. commonsense and efficiency and 

thus minimised the benefits of some of the steps they wished to take. 

The next two sections of this chapter will consider the methods of 

the Board in carrying out the Annexing Act in relation to town building 

and to a small degree connected with that, through their desire to increase 

the incoming populationp the encouragement they gave the fishing industry. 

11 F. R. Struan No. 8. 
2. E721/27, p. 38. 
3. Henry Butter's letters in 1772 and 1783 especially show horror 

-at the situation and he tried to impress on the Board the need 
for speedy action. He was not alone in this. E766/33/20; 
E787/9/138,1479 151. 
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2. TOWN PLANNING 

While the foundation of new towns was by no means a novel pastime 

for landowners, 1 it was certainly one of the passions of the improvers of 

the eighteenth century, and one from which the commissioners could hardly 

be expected to be immune since there were express directions in the 

Annexing Act and in the first instructions sent to the newly appointed 

board in 1755.2 Individual landowners who embarked on town building 

were usually indulging to a certain extent in self-glorification, as we 

can see from some of the names of the new towns - Colinsburgh, Archiestown 

- though some, no doubt, had sound economic reasons or foresight behind 

the decision for particular sites. There was a fairly confident assump- 

tion that mnnufacturing industry would prosper better in a town than in 

open country, for the town would provide both a labour supply and a market 

-for agricultural produce in the vicinity as well as for the manufactured 

goods. Estate rentals were. also expected to'rise, both from the increase 

of population and the greater potential value of land. These expectations 

were not always fully or even partly realised, and many of the builders 

of towns, like Alexander Dirom, the fvunder of Bridekirk, can be 

criticised as J. D. Wood comments because they never asked themselves or 

indeed thought of asking themselves 'What were the threshold requirements 

of the functions essential to the prosperity of a sizeable central place 

1. T. C. Smout, 'The Landowner and the Planned Village in Scotland', 
in Scotland in -- ý-f Improvement, ed. N. Phillipson and R. 
Mitchison (Edinburgh 1970) pp. 72-74. 

2. E721/1, p. 11. 
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in a predominantly agricultural setting7l 
I Statistic3 and 'the dismal 

science' had not at that time becomn tho controlling genii of planners. 

The public aims, however, were envisaged as even wider. Just how 

radical a change the annexation was hoped to make can be gathered from 

some of the suggestions in the manuscript already mentioned giving 'Hints' 

an managing the estates. 
2 

In the third section of this document, it is 

suggested that the Trustees should 'fix proper passes', build bridges 

there, then churches, workhouses, i. e. factories, schoolhouses and 

prisons, and store houses, with glass windows. Into these new settlements, 

all (my italics)the present inhabitants were to be gradually received and 

allotted new houses in which they could see to work during the winter- 

on account of the glass windows - whereupon their 'present dark smoky 

cabbins indisposed for industry and work' were all (again my italics) to 

be destroyed. When oneremembers that the last inhabited black house 

has only recently been evacuated, the grandeur of this vision becomes 

awe-inspiring. 

A truly authoritarian society was described by this author, in which 

the 'junction of the people together' would enable stewards, factors and 

masters of crafts with convenient opportunities to propagate the mechanical 

arts and even more important, a spirit of industry amongst them, especially 

as they would be 'easily overlooked and deprived of their usual recesses 

for sauntering and slothfulness'. The document had, houever, the consid- 

erable merit of being realistic about finance, for the writer suggested 

that L10,000 should be advanced for this purpose, from the Treasury, 

J. D. Wood, 'Regulating the Settler and Establishin-3 Industry 
in Planning Intentions for a Nineteenth Scottish Estate Village', 
Scottish Studien, 15, part 1, p. 50. 

2. See Appendix C, 
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interest to be paid out of the profits of tho estates. 

Having explicit instructions to erect now settlements, the commission- 

ors appointed a sub-committee of four to take particular charge of the 

'enlargement or now erection' of towns and villages and in 1757, were 

able to put four suggestions forward - Now Tarbat, Callander of Menteith, 

Kinloch Rannoch and Beauly. 1 Prisons and schools were to be erected at 

each place. Only two of these, strictly speaking, would have been new 

foundations; Callender had been the creation of James Drummond, former 

owner of the Perth estate, about 1730, and 'Beauliel is stated in Orloines 

Parochiales as having been in existence in 1562, though the present settle- 

ment is not necessarily on the precise site of the first. 2 Kinloch 

Rannoch had only eight tenants and the proposed site for New Tarbat was 

part of the policies of the house of the former Earl of Cromarty. Some 

time later Ullapool tias proposed as preferable to Netu Tarbat 
3 

but in 

1761, vhen the first signs of royal approval for these particular plans 

were shotzn, Nary Tarbat was the favoured spot - probably because someone 

in London had been looking at old reports, not at minut -e-books. 

Only general approval was elicited for the 'ends and purposes' these 

settlements were calculated to promote; to enable the government to make 

'distinct and precisel judgements about the probable benefits of these 

and any future proposals, in relation to their situaticn, e! cpense, type of 

manufactures proposed, populousness, the commissioners were asked to send 

more information, such as plans of the estates, taken upon actual surveys, 

copies of properly authenticated rentals, abstracts of the factors' reports 

the factors had been asked to comment an suitable sites for villages and 

11 E723/1, p. 46. 
2. Cosmo Innos, nrinines Parophiples, Sannntyne Club (Edinburoh 

1051) Ii. Port 2, p. ý7. 
3. E721/2, p. 19. 
4. U725/2., p. 9. 
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-and tovjn3 1- 
and the clear residue of the estates, after public burthens 

and the cost of management had been deducted. Further, the commissioners 

were to show hotm much money had in fact boon put into the Receiver General's 

hand. 2 

Of the original five sites suggested by the commissioners, four can 

be placed in the first three categories of the four into xhich J. M. Houston 

classifies planned villages in the eighteenth century. These are: - 

Villages associated with agricultural and estate interests. 

(b) Manufacturing villages. 

(c) Fishing and other villages engaged in coastal trade. 

(d) Inland sp3s, tourist and residential centrds. 
3 

Even Kinloch Rannoch could perhaps be squeezed into a mixture of (a) and 

(d) if one makes allowance for the plans and anticipation of the board. 

Unfortunately, before anything positive could be done, there had been n 

change in the British international position and as a result, the 

commissioners tried to add another element to their basic to-. -in-planning 

aims. This was the provision of holdings for disbanded members of the 

army and navy. 

Even before the end of the Seven Years War, the problem of disabled 

soldiers had be: -n brought up by Campbell of Barcaldine, the factor on 

the estate of Perth, when he wrote to the commissioners early in 1760 that 

several Perthshire men who had served in America with the Highland regi- 

ments had lately returned home wounded and unfit for further service. 

They had applied to him for small holdings for themselves and their 

families and he thouOht they were quite able to manage a small farm. A 

11 E726/1, pp. 7, B. 2. E721/6, P. 10-11. 
3. O. M. Houston, 'Village Planning in Scotland' in Advancnment 

of Scinngn, v. 18.1948-9, p. 130. 
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further advantage in his eyes was t-hat their pensions would enable them 

to pay their rents punctually! The board approved and he was ordered 

to divide the farm of Morell to take several soldiers. 
1 

Barcaldine had 

been 'pretty positive' that the soldiers would set an example of industry 

to their neighbours, 
2 

but his notion was never proved. In January, 1763, 

he had to report that though he tried to divide a farm, (Drumlaken, not 

Morell, in the event for a variety of reasons) among the Chelsea Pension- 

ers, when they fDregathered for this purpose and found one without an arm, 

the other without a leg, and no doubt some with other handicaps, they 

'took such an aversion to being brought together', he had to give up the 

scheme. 
3 

The commissioners did not read the omens Correctly, however, and the 

factor's idea took a firm hold of the board. It is likely that the country 

as a whole may have been concerned at the prospect of demobilisation and one 

act enabling officers, mariners and soldiers to exercise their trades 

anywhere in Great Britain or Ireland 4 
was probably an attempt to allow 

flexibility in dispersing and settling disbanded regiments. The board's 

onslaught on the problem began in 1763, when, in their report to the King, 

they proposed spending E3,000 to provide houses, each costing Z5 and 

'necessaries' estimated at 0 for three hundred married soldiers and a 

cash bounty of 0 for two hundred unmarried. Each of the soldiers was 

to be allotted three acres of ground for spade cultivation, the ground 

adjoining the houses rias to be enclosed and laid down in grass for pasture 

for cat2s, allowing two acres for a cow. 
5 Houses were to be rent-free for 

life, the farms for three years and thereafter only 5/- an acre was to 

1. E721/4, P. 260.2. E777/84/66. 
3. F. R. Perth 18A. This should be presently in E777/84 Folder 4 

but I was unable to find it. 
4.3 Coorge III, c. a. 5. E723/2, p. 46. 

6 
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be asked, while unmarriod men wore to be paid Z1 per annum for three 

years, It was also proposed that Z5 should be lent to deserving and 

indigent soldiers to maintain'them for the first year, and to help them 

stock their holdings. It may be noted that the policy of giving land 

to craftsmen (and to fishermen) soon aroused criticism. It was considered, 

by some that only a kailyard and potato croft were necessary and that 

any more land would drive man from their proper business, making for 

inefficiency in both agriculture and trade, 

By this scheme, it was expected that the population would be 

increased and that there would be introduced upon the annexed estates 

a number of good workmen for the various types of improvements envisaged, 

who would 'by raising the spirit of emulation among the present inhabitants', 

promote industry, 'hitherto at its lowest ebb'. The commissioners were 

in for a rude awakening. One dissentient voice was that of James Small, 

factor on Struan, who significantly had been an ensign in the army before 

becoming factor. He reported in 1763 that he had no land. for. them in 

the current year and he was obviously well pleased that he could say this. 

He forecast with uncanny accuracy that five-sixth of the soldiers would 

be the greatest blackguards in no way amenable to civil discipline, 'only 

the rod having kept them under control'. Further, he anticipated that 

ihey would sell their whole possessions and squander their money on 

drink. His prophesy was largely borne out in the next few years, and 

he was able to tell the commissioners that already, on the strength of 

the 'great things to be done for them', returning warriors were borrowing 

11 E721/7, P. 138; E746/75/22. 
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money in every public house on the road - to Struan - for twelve to 

fifteen miles. 
1 Captain Forbes al'so disapproved. He wrote in November 

1763, '1 do not much admire the grand plan of sailors and sogers being 

persuaded - it will not easily execute'. 
2 

However, in 1763, there was little likelihood that these Cassandra- 

like voices would be heard and the 'colonies' as they were called were 

begun. It was unfortunate that with the benefit of hindsight, the Board 

could not have read the words of wisdom of James Wilson that 'It is 

probably much more difficult to plant people then potatoes' 
3 

but even 

allowing for initial optimism, a great many of their actions in connection 

with this plan were unnecessarily precipitate. The first step taken was 

to insert advertisements in the Edinburgh newspapers and in the London 

Gazette, in March 1763, intimating that such provision was to be made for 

demobilised soldiers. 
4 Any interested were asked to apply to the 

secretary in the Edinburgh office, or to any of the factors, and within a 

few days, by March 30, several had appeared at the office. 
5 But no 

definite plans had been made for their reception, no inquiries had been 

sent to commanding officers of regiments about to be 'broke' as to the 

likely response from those being disbanded and all that could be done was 

to ask the-agent, Mr. Alston, to make plans for their immediate settlement 

on the estates. Previous to this, all that had been done was to give 

removal notices to tenants whose farms were wanted for the proposed settle- 

ments. 

This roused protests not merely from the tenants, and in May, the 

1. F. R. Struan, B. 
2. Quoted by William MacGill, Old Ross-shire nnd SCotland (Inverness 

1909) pp. 214,215. 
3. James Wilson, j Voyane round the Coasts of Scotland (Edinburgh 

1842) i. p. 311. Hereafter Wilson, Volane. 
4. Scots Maonzine, 15, p. 176. 
5. E721/7, p. 77. 
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factor on Lovat pointed out that it was impossible to find holdings for 

soldiers without distressing the present inhabitants. He also suggested 

that the improveable muirs should be used as the present farms were so 

small that taking off a few acres would make them no farm at all. On 

the tiny estate of Monaltry most of the tenants refused to give up any 

part of their ground. 
2 In November, four months later, tho factor had 

still to report that he could not got land for the soldiers, as the 

tenants were holding on to their possessions, and he had only six houses 

built though thore were for more soldiers on the estate. 
3 

At the beginning of 1764, the Monaltry factor had to defend himself 

against complaints from the soldiers that they had had no viages, and that 

their houses had no doors or windows. He was able to clear himself an 

both counts; the wright responsible for the houses had fallen sick and 

no wages had been paid because the men were absent from work. Also 

some had taken payment in meal. After it had been shown that the whole 

estate of Monaltry was only sixteen oxgates and that some poor people held 

only one quarter of an oxgate which with any land taken off to accommodate 
4 

soldiers would be quite insufficient, the board began somewhat belatedly 

to realise that 'there seems to be a difficulty in providing for all the 

soldiers settled upon Monaltryl and tc-ld the factor to give them the 

opportunity to remove to other estates. 
5 In character with their general 

behaviour, none of them would move. 
6 

By May, 1765, however, some of then 

had disappeared but they had disposed of their furniture and locked up 

their houses behind them so that they could be used for nothing else. 
The factor was instructed to apply for a sheriff's warrant to break down 

1. E721/ , P. 76.2. E721/79 p. 106. 
3. E721/14, P. M. 4. E721/141 p. 52. 
5. E721/14, P. 77.6. E721/14, p. 88. 

k 
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the doors of the locked houses. The following year saw another voluntary 

clearance rrom Monaltry when the board ordered that no more money was to 

be given to the soldiers as loans; they were to be paid just as other 

workmen were when employed in public works. This drove a number of 

them south to solicit the board in person. 
2 On the larger estates, a 

similar picture emerges. 

In the meantime, in Edinburgh, Henry Barclay, the secretary, was 

bearing the brunt of the onslaught of the demobilised. In the special 

minute-book kept for business referring to the colonies, there is a 

copy of his long report on his activities during the board's adjournment 

in 1763.3 He had dispatched 242 married and 78 unmarried, a total of 

320 to the various estatest and the applications were increasing daily. 

What he describes delicately as the 'general importunity for being 

received' showed there would be no difficulty in finding sufficient 

candidates. One qualification was that the best rccommtý. nded soldiers 

should be accepted, but Barclay and such commissioners who looked in at 

the office - 'casually attended' was Barclay's phrase soon realised 

that they could not operate on a first come first served basis as this 

might exclude some regiments that had distinguished themselves in the war 

but had not yet been disbanded. So they inserted a further advertisement 

that only old-established corps would be received in the meantime. 

The next difficulty arose from the factors' correspondence which 

plainly showed that they were facing very considerable problems in getting 

suitable accommodation for such numbers of sottlors, as they had not been 

allowed time to build houses. John rorbas wrote in 1764 telling how 

soldiers and sailors with their wives and children came every day 'in 

II E721/8, p. 194.2. F. R. Monaltry 6. 
3. E721/141 pp. 6ff. 
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shoals', to hiz house, sometimes Idto at night, starving, when he had to 

lodge them and food them, at least for one night. 
1 It was decided there- 

fore that to relievo the factors there must be some delay in accepting 

any me re prospective settlers. Despite yet another advertisement in 

the newspapers and a letter sent to the commanding officer, when Keith's 

Battalion was dismissed, numbers come crowding to the office and no doubt, 

because of their 'importunity' the beleaguered secretary judged it 

expedient to satisfy them by giving them seventy-six billets, most of 

this regiment expressing a preference for Cromarty. Again the newspapers 

were to be used to lot them know when they could apply to the factor, when 

places were available. Many of them were unfit for work; others had 

travelled a considerable distance and had exhausted their allowance for 

travelling home. As it was the hope of the bounty that had attracted 

them it was thought only reasonable to give some a fevi shillings to help 

'carry them home to their friends' and to recommend others to ý 'he infirnary. 

Another mistake in the original concept was discovered u; hen the 

cheapest estimate for houses*on the Perth estate appeared to be E16 each, 

and on Lovat and Cromarty E12-L15, while the commissioners had calculated 

on L5 each. house. The secretary had to report further that on the Struan 

estate some soldiers had already proved disorderly and two dishonest 

while the Crieff curgeon's services had had to be called on for the sick 

on the Perth ectate. He felt that the board should give pecuniary encour- 

agemant until houses could be provided, which of courset was a further 

expense not expected in the original estimates. The one bright spot 
in this lugubrious tale was that at whitaley a farm on the barony of 
StobhnllI the cactmost part of the Perth cotates, in the parish of 

Cargill, George Young of Coupnr Angus who had'bocn employed to oversee the 

1. F. R. Lovat and Cromarty 6. 
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settlement proponod there, had nrranged for houses to start being built, 

had got contracts and as there was a stone quarry near, it vias likely to 

keep costs down. 

Evor-optimistic at this point in the history of the annexation, 

hotuever, the report to the King in 1764, boldly declared that the scheme 

for sottling tho soldiers had succeeded. 
1 

276 houscs hnd been built, 

and 249 married and unmarrind men had been provided for. The main worry 

of the board was that ^2,214.0.9-ý more than was originally authorised 12 

had been found necessary. The original estimate had been 0,000 but 

actual expenses were as follows: - 

Travelling and subsistence charges 

Eypence of building 276 houses 

Bounty monies 

TOTAL 

The next year's report was less sanguine. 
2 

Z11042.4.1 11 
12 

L2,619.16.7 
1ý 2 

£19552.0.0 

£59214,0.9 5 
12 

The success in settling 

soldiers, it admitted, had not been so great as vias expccted and the 

report went on to explain this about-face from 1764. Bounties had been 

planned for stocking smallholdings but instead had been used by the settlers 

tq buy nec. essary furniture and subsistence, There was no vork available 
I 

so there was no money to buy seeds, and in any case, many vere unable to 

work as they were 'valetudinary'. As a resulc, the board had had to 

employ them in enclosing heath or moorish ground for plantations on the 

annexed estates and in making fences for thair settlements, and in other 

'Now Deal' activities. Forbes, the Lovat factor, wa3 at his wit's ends 
3 to know what to do luith soldiers in the winter. Invalids wore given 

enouOh to keep them alive but not 'sufficient to induloc them in idleness'. 

I. E723/2, p. 53. 2. E723/2, p. 74. 
3. E721/7, p. 145. 4@ E723/29 P. 74. 
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The colonists had had to have additional money- advanced to buy cows or 

the tools of their trades. The sole benefits the board could enumerate 

in this report were that they expected the rents of the houses to corres- 

pond in a few years to the interest on the sums laid out - they must have 

forgotten that they proposed initially that the soldiers would live rent- 

free - and that the population was increased. The soldiers had been 

encouraged to marry and there were 368 children twho in all probability 

viould have been lost to the kingdom I without these colonies. However, 

to prevent further expense, they had decided to bring in no more soldiers, 

but they asked for permission to spend L500 more to complete what was 

already begun. 
1 

Though the comnissioners may have been satisfied with the progress 

made in settling soldiers in 1764 
2 

it is doubtful if the factors were 

ever happy about the conditions of the colonies and colonists, or if 

the majority of the beneficiaries were ever particularly appreciative. 

Nor was this unreasonable. It must*bo clear from the preceding pages and 

especially from the quotations from. the secretary's reports that the 

central handling of the scheme was not well thought out, if indeed it 

was thought out at all to its logical conclusion, and it was inefficient 

from its initiation; soldiers and factors, and as we shall see below 

(section 3) sailors too, had all legitimate grounds for complaint. 

One of the uorst features of the arrangements made was the type of 

ground allocated to the new settlers. It was realised that all would 

need some ground for subsistence, but even experienced agriculturalists 

would'have had difficulty in dealing successfully with what faced them at 

1. E723/2f p. 75. 
2. E723/2, p. 53. 
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Denniobog, for example. In 1756, Barcaldino had described this farm 

as a 'small piece of bad meadow ground'. At E13 ront, brought down 

over the years from L20, the possessors still found themselves losers 

and gave it up. 
1 The soil was hard and gravelly and was eventually 

valued at Z10.2 Other sites were not-more promising. Kinloch Rannoch 

the Struan factor thought too small but he suggested two hundred acres 

of Imuir ground very improveable', belonging to another proprietor on the 

, pouth side of the loch. 3 Borelandbog Park on the Perth estate was 

proposed as cuitable because it would dispossess no-one, but though 

it had good soil, it was so interspersed with large stones that the 

factor thought they would have to be taken into account t! jhcn the holdings 

were being measured. 
4 

The Lovat factor had been given explicit instruct' 

ions that he should settle soldiers without distressing the present 

inhabitants and he too suggested limproveable muirs where the soil is 

good and may be turned to good account by ditching and trenching'. 
5 

Later, in the history of the settlements, Menzies, the General Inspector, 

reported that those on the outskirts of Callander, who were local tenants' 

sons, had had trouble. Hu thought they were sober and industrious but. 

because they 'had not been importunate and troubled the board With 

petitions' unlike all the other colonists, it 
\ 
should be noted - they 

had been overlooked and their land was 'very difficult to inprovel. 6 

The siting of the New Tarbat settlament was perhaps not so bad, 

tho-j-, h the farmer who was given notice to make room for soldiers and 

sailors had used it for only pasture, 
7 

but the soldiers on Strathpeffer 

sent in a heart-rending petition to Lord Kames, describing their bad 

lots, stony and ýatory ground, telling him they had been obliged to 

'strip our backs to food our bellies or els dic for want, your lordships 

1. E777/84/15.2. E777/84/16. 
3. E721/7, p. 59.4. E721/7, p. 31. 
51 E721/14g p. 25, G. E729/8, p. 58 
7. E721/14, p. 34. 
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not fulfilling promises.... 
" 

In. 1768, some'of those settled in tho 

-estates of Cromarty lot the board know that they had had to give up their 

ground on the Moss of Conon because it was 'entirely covered with water', 

and these were men who had managed to improve other parts of their 

holdings. 
2 Skilled men, carefully supervised, might have been success- 

ful in these conditions, but by 1765, it was admitted in the minutes 

that on 'stony moorish, some swampy ground, the soldiers of themselves 

viore not capable of improving without the help of the board. 
3 

It is significant that the longest lasting colony made was 

Strelitz. Named in honour of Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, the 

wife of George III, it was built on reasonable ground, on the farm of 

Whiteley in Cargill parish, and from the beginning, Georce Young of 

Coupar"Angu3 was engaged as supervisor. 

Neithpr viere the houses as sound as the commissioners had hoped, 

for the haste with which factors had had to work to provide so many, 

vith naterial. and workmen not always at hand had militated against that. 4 

On Coir-ch, the factor complained bitterly of the inefficient mason 

work and carpentry (wright work)*on the soldiers' houses. 5 Villages j- 

wore not a1vays loid out well, sometimes because the factors tere not 

skilled town-planners, something they could hardly be blamed for. it 

took one of thei, 7 servants to suggest to the commissioners that a 
16 

surveyor should be employed for these purposes, Admittedly this 

sugr,, estion uas immediately agreed to but previously the board had merely 

F. R. Lovnt & Cromarty 6.2. E721/10, P. 187. 
3. E721/14, p. 115. 
4. F. R. Lovat & Cromnrty, 2A. 1763. The factor talks of 24 miles 

of bad road .a not timber to Beauly and Canon. 
5, E746/75/3.6. E721/7, p. 2409 12 March 17*64. 
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instructed the factor to set about designing and building a village. 
I 

The results arc not surprising. Dorelandbog houses were in the 'upper 

port very ill-disposcd running crooked and close ... access to the houses 

very inconvenient not having space to makc 8 sufficient broad rond. 

Soldiers cannot let a chicken out of their houses but on their own or 

neighbours corn'. 
2 Some of the houses on the Perth estates had their 

slates set without sarking, the wood between the rafters and the slates, 

so that they would be uninhabitable in wintor. 
3 

The last essential element in the settlements was the human one 

and it was no more satisfactory than the others. The only group of 

settlers who received any official or other commendation sucra those in 

Callander and they may merely have shone by comparison tAth the original. 

inhabitants whose reputation was that though they were usually at variance 

with one another, yet joined in distressing any stranger settled amongst 

then. 
4 Previous knoviledge of this trait of the Callender people may 

have been the reason for sending only locally born there in the first 

place and of the first fourteen none remained as there were no houses 

built when they arrived. For the rest, there is almost universal condem- 

nation, borne out it should be said by detailed descriptions of their 

conduct. In Strelitz, in 1765, George Young wrote that some had left 

and carried away their tools, officially government property, but they 

were 'troublesome, idle people'. He did add in some mitigation of 

their conduct, that they also had the worst lots, but though, he had 

5 promised them lime, they had lost patience and gone off to Dundee. 

The following year he reported that he had sold looms that he had 

1. E721/7, p. 218.2. E729/8, p. 38. 
3. E721/14, p. 74.4. E729/8, p. 55; E721/99 P. 92. 
5. E721/8, p. 190. 
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recovered from some runaways, 
I but at least, these had remained for a 

couple of years. On Cromarty, by July, 1763, two had deserted and in 

1764, in the sixty-nine houses built, only six sailors remained, while 

tventy left after receiving the bounty. 2 The Monaltry factor described 

them as a 'thankless pack' while Oarcaidine who had explained his delay 

in sending his intromissions for the forfeited estate of Cask to the 

Barons of the Exchequer in 1763 by saying the 'ever since these plaguy 

soldiers came upon me, I could not got half an hour at a time free of 

some one or other of theri, 
3 

wrote even more feelingly in 176B, that he 

would not go through the same experience again for triple the sum, and 

he was surprised the board would grudge an allowance for his trouble about 

those soldiers' settlements. He thought he was poorly paid for the 

effort it had caused him. 
4 

It is a welcome relief to hcar of L20 being 

given to George Sinclair, 'an industrious soldier', a dyer at Ullapool, 

for a aulkmill, 
5 though hP was cheated by those he employed, 

6 
and of 

another who on his' otun initiative opened a small store in Benniebeg. 7 

In 1766, the last year the soldiers oere-to be free of land-rent those 

In Coigach had exhausted the money given them, had run-into debt with 

the country people and would be unable to sow their acres if the board 

did not aspist them but the factor added that 'such idle fellows are 

not worth countenancing'. 
a 

By the spring of 1766, one can appreciate the commissioners' 

thorough disgust - u-ith the whole project. lt had cost more than they 

had calculated, the wildest optimist could hardly have prophesied success 

by this time, and the board was faced with asking once again for allowances 

to be made for their having spent more than had been authorised; L500 

E777/119.2. F. R. Cromarty 27. 
3. Adv. Ms. 28.1.6 vol. 2, p. 58. 
4. E777/84/238.5. E721/14, p. 56. 
6. E746/75/11(l). 7. E721/14, p. 45. 
8, E746/75/18* 
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extra on this occasion. They decided to combine the plans for settling 

soldiers with that for establishing craftsman and labourers and to call 

all soldiers in future merely King's Cottagors, using tho fund approp- 

riated for the latter type of tenant. 

They were not so easily free of trouble frDM soldiers, however, 

and complaints and petitions carry on throughout the annexation and beyond. 

Even in the nineteenth century, the remaining inhabitants of Strolitz 

expressed dissatisfaction with the accommodation provided specially for 

them in the loft of Cargill ch urch. 
2 There was never enough grown on 

their lots to keep them. James Small had given warning of the dangers 

of over-small holdings, saying it was better that tenants should be employed 

on the roads rather than starve on their farms, 3 
but this had made no 

impression on the commissioners. Work had to be found for them and this 

involved the factors in laying out quite large sums, for wages mounted 
4 

up at 4d. per day. One at least went off to work in the Ayrshire mines, 

leaving his wife in possession, and was killed. 5 Millerý complained 

that they could not obtain their thirlago frým the settlenents; 
6 in 1776, 

the inhabitants of Benniebeg were still applying for assistance in buying 

seed, 
7 

while the villagers of Black Park were to be warned to removo in 

1781 as they would neither pay additional rent nor work for it, obsbrved 

none of the regulations of the barony and most went labegging through the 

country'. 
8 Also they refused to do their statutory labour. 

This 'Utopian' scheme of the commissioners, as Pennant snoeringly 

11 E721/91 p. 118.2. E702/4; E777/32/89 14. 
3. E783/58/23(l). 
4. E721/89 p. 156 e. -g. L204 in 1763 an Lovat and Cromarty from May to 

December. 
5. E721/140 p. 86,6. E721/24, p. 8. 
7. E721/25, p. 116,8. E721/27j p. 62. 
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described it, achieved very little in either the short or tho long term. 

There were four planned villages on the Perth estate, Stralitz, Borelandbog 

Park, Denniebeg and Callander. When William Frend the Inspector v isited 

the estate, he had to report that the soldiers' houses and land at 

Borelandbog were in general in very bad order. 
1 At Strelitz, a great 

number of the houses were ill-kept the ditches were neglected and the park 

land was flooded. 
2 There was much the same sort of comment on the soldiers' 

houses and ground. at Callander with the additional disapproval of the 

dung being still kept before the doors of the houses. 3 
At Benniebeg, a 

rather odd situation had arisen for James Glass, a linen manufacturer from 

Crieff had by 1773 obtained the let of seven lots. 4 Quite early on in 

the history of the village, one couple who had left had returned to find 

their house broken'open, by order, 'of course, their goods rouped, and 

Class's looms installed instead. 5 When Frond reported he found that seven 

houses under the factor were reasonably kept but Class had begun to let Z; 

or rather to sublet the houses he had and they were very poor, with no 

thatch. 6 The reason for this was discovered in 1783. Glass was charging 

a very heavy rent and would not allow the tenants to use the pasture. 
7 

Such a situation was hardly envisaged in the original plans. 

Conniebeg, once all the inhabitants were dead or removed, was flooded 

over by a Lady PLrth, who could no longer presumably bear the' sight of what 

must have been an unattractive lot of hovels an the avenue to Drummond 

Castle, 8 for when Pennant travelled that way in 1772, many of the houses 

were already empty. 
9 Now the Pool of Drummond covers tho site. Callander 

11 E777/305/1, p. 67. 2. E777/305/1, P, 78. 
3. E777/305/19 p. 85. 4. E723/2, insert betucen pp. 46-47. 
5, E777/128, 6. E777/305ý1, pp. 4-5 
7, E777/252, 8. N. S. A. x. 314 
91 T. Pennant ' Tnur in 

- 
Scotlnnd and Vny-arle to tho Hobride-3 in 17 2 

(London, 1776Y ii. 
3 

p. 91. Hereaftor Pvnnant, Tour. 
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may be counted a reasonably profitable town in Highland terms but the site 

was not chosen by the commissioners but by the titular Duke of Perth about 

1730.1 The Board added to it, the factor reporting in 1764 that he had 

marked out 45 acres 2 toads and 3 falls 
2 

an Murdieston and Ballanton on 

the north west of the existing village. 
3 

In 1800, Callander was described 

as having a 'neat, cheerful appearance:, the writer pointing out the sudden 

change to the Gaelic tongue and Highland garb, but worse, the bad and 

extravagant inn. 4 The village of Bore. 1and was occupied almost entirely 

by weavers by the time of the first Statistical Account. 5 As the original 

settlers left all the settlements, the factors were ordered to let their 

houses to the country people. 

Strelitz lasted longest. By the time Wight visited the colony, some 

of the Inhabitants were unable to work, not surprisingly considering they 

had been there since 1763 and had been in the army before that. Others, he 

thought were unwilling and as a result they all had to hire labour, which 

kept their work behind as they had to wait until the labourers' own work was 

done. 
6 On the other hand, he gave a reasonably favourable description of 

the state of the village, especially of the nursery garden, which both Frond 

and he tho-.: ght well-kept. 
7 On the restoration of the estates, however, 

Burrelton, a nearby village, grew and Whiteley eventually resumed its name 
8 

though in the 1863 Ordnance Survey it still figures as Strelitz. 

According to Thomas Hunter, the soldiers here were notorious smugglers 

and he also tells that they instituted an annual march to remind them of old 

campaigns 'marching through the parish to'tho strains of martial music, the 

? 477. Faffi 
measure of six ells square, a perch. 

3. E721/0, p. 16. 
4. NLS. Ms. 213. George Douglas, Advocate, Tour to the Habrides, in his 

autograph. 
OSA. iv. p. 43.6. Wight, Llusban r 

_Ldry, 
i. P. 17. 

7. E77V252; Wight, Husbandry, J. p. JJF3. 
8. NSA. x. p. 1171; William Marshall, Historic Scones in Porthshirn, 

(Edinburgh, 1800) P. 245. 
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demonstrations generally ending in not n few bloddy Fontcnays an a small 

scale'. 
1 This promenade gradually changed into a plaughman's festival and 

then irerged into Burrelton Market and finally Burrolton Games. Unfortunately 

one's faith in this colourful story is somewhat lessened by his making the 

statemant that the country people would not take the holdings the soldiors 

left, for Young seems to have had no difficulty in letting the houses and 

Wight explicitly says there were country people there in 1778.2 In 1810, 

soldiers were being noved off their holdings on the Perth estate and there 

was a certain amount of legal business, deciding whether the government could 

interfere between tenant and proprietor, or vjhcther the soldiers did in fact 

have a right of tenure during their lifetime. 3 
Tenacious as ever, somo 

were still in possession in 1816. Eventually even Strelitz was almost wholly 

covered by plantations, the largest in the barony of Stobhall. 

On Struan, there were three settlements, at Kinloch Rannoch, Georgetown, 

and Black Park. It will be remembered that Smallq the Struan factor, refused 

to agree that he could find any land in 1763, but in 1764, he reported that 

the village was being built 

Additional delay had arisen 

corn first. Of the three, 

village. Black Park still 

hDUSCS in the 1862 Ordnance 

Rannoch barracks. And Kin 

as well as the bridge at Kinloch Rannoch. 4 

from the need to harvest the departing tenants' 

only Kinloch Ranhoch remains as a recognis*able 

showed on the burn Allt na Moire Buidhe, as a few 

Survey, but Georgetown rjas by then only shown as 

loch Rannoch is hardly a busy economic centre. 

The areas chosen for. colonies on the Cromarty estates were never given 

names. They never figured as anything but 'stations' an the baronies of the 

estate. Like Bennicbeg an Drummond Castle grounds, the houses built on tho 

I T. Hunter, Woodo, Forents and Fn. t. atrT nf Pnrthnhire (Perth 1883), p. 35*1. 
2. Wight, Hu-Nindry, 1.114. 
3. E777/32. 
4. E721/89 p. 22. 
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policies of Now Tarbat housso offended the eyes of the reinstated proprietors, 

and he seems to have begun to remove tenants from those, immediately on his 

entrance into his family estates. 
1 At Now Tarbat in 1764, there had been 

thirty-two houses, and twelve spread around on Tullich and Kilmuir, the 

inhabitants including fcur weavers, two s hoemakers and one tailor. 2 On 

Strathpeffer, there were twenty-six King's Cottagers, four unmarried. 
3 

These 

included two masons, one flax-dresser, three tailors, four weavers and two 

shoemakers. On the estate of Lovat, the factor could report that fifty-one 

soldiers and King's Cottagers had been provided for, oh various farms, twenty 

on Barnyards, ton on the Morass of Conon, the largest groups, with only two 

on Castle Downie, and one on Crochell, who happened to be a surveyor. None 

of these groups wore apparently meant to develop into villages. In fact, 

fifty-eight houses had been built but two on Crochell were used as the school 

and schoolhouse, and tuo others had been given to a flay-dresser and a 

spinning mistress as the factur considered these necessary. 
4 

The Lovat 

fpctor not ujith a difficulty with settlers regarding their houses. These 

had been rjoll enough built but as the colonists thought the commissioners 

were to keep the houses in order, they were making no attempt to do so and 

some viere even 'inclined to hurt them'. 5 They had to be informed that the 

board would epend no more on them. 

While the trades practised by the soldiers make it obvious that the 

scheme had been effective to a degree in helping, initially at least, after 

the end of the Seven Years War, to bring craftsmen into the areas, the 

orioins of these men give rise to the suspicion that many might have found 

their way back in any case. The majority came from the northern counties 

of Scotland. On Lovatl ttuo hailed from Formnnagh and one from Inniskillen; 6 

1. Sir wininm Fraser, Thn Enrls of Cromirtic (Edinburgh, 1876), I. cciviii, Hare-riftrr, Fraser Cromartin. 
2. E787/28/5.3. E787/28/4. 
4. E7137/28/1.5. E721/149 p. 81. 
6, E7B7/2B/1. 
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on Cromarty, there were n few 'foreigners', one fron Arm-agh, 1 
ono from 

Devon, 2 
another from Renfrnwt 

3 
but the greater number gave tho place of their 

birth as Roos, Sutherland, Caithness and Inverness-sbire. 

Eventually ýt was to be hoped that increascd prosperity, tho general 

., 
c, would also benofit the wh6lo grovith that would be generated by a villag 

estate, but initially there was a drop in rental. The Struan rentals choti 

-he a decrease of E16.14.11-ý in Kinlach Rannoch until 1767, bocause t 
12 

cottagers did not pay rent until Martinmas thnt year. The old rent Tas 

L19. A, 84 
In 1775, Georgetotun had only oinht cottarers, paying a total 8T2' 

1 Z, 

of L6 tuhile in Westcr Finart, in 1767 considored part of Ceorgctouin, there 

Ax tenantc payin; Z20. By 1775 tco tharc vere elcvcn crofterc in 

Kinloch Ranncch assessed at E24.18.0; rents --ere raised that year for 

improvements. 

In its inception,. the idoa of providing for disbandeC soldiers and 

sailors, increasino the Population of the Highlands and Islands, importing 

necessary traden and building houses of a higher standard th3n was usual, all 

in one step, rins a splendid one. In its implementation, little c3n be said 

in its favour. Haoto rins perhaps necessary at the end of th3 Seven Years 

Ular, but haste without accompanying caution and care led to thq situation 

described. This tuas yet another occasion ,., hon the commissioners plid far 

I too little attention to the full implications of their brain ricjes and 

certainly too little to the practical details of management. Equally, the 

Treasury could perhaps have exercised more control more profitably, but 

no doubt to the government it must have seemed the ideal nn. -, jcr to the 

problem of ujhat to do rjith the damobilised forces, trained in riany cases 

only for fiCfting. 

1. E787/20/4.2. E787/28/3. 
3. C787/28/4.4. E783/42l 43. 
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Though the commissionors gave up tho idoa fairly quickly of forming 

completely now towns, they continued the encouragement of sottlcment in towns 

that were already established, in Crieff and Callandor particularly.. When 

the Callender minister, Mr. Robertson, wrote about Perthshire agriculture, he 

remarked that several people could at that time, 1794, remember the town when 

it contained four families. The attaintod Earl of Perth had begun to 

enlarge the town and the commissioners continued his work, both by helping 

to establish small factories in the town, by obtaining an allowance of L200 

to place craftsmen in Callander and Crieff and as we have soon, by placing 

soldiers there. This last step is in some quarters given the credit for 

starting Callander's prosperity. 
2 

Crieff tuas even more important in the CDM, -niSSionerst eyes and industry 

and craftsmen as well as the hotel trade were all assisted. In 1762, the 

inhabitants complained of loss of the droving trade and of the assistance the 

late owner of the Perth estate had been want to give them 
3 

but the town was 

so well placed in an eighteenth century context that it was bound to and 

indeed did begin to thrive again. In 1768, Mr. Swinton studied the feus 

granted by the Earl of Findlater and decided that the Board could use the 

same formula for feuing the land they owned in Crieff; many people were 

reputed to come into Crieff for the education of their children. 
4 In 1771, 

the facto. - wrote that the increase in the size of Callander had increased 

the rents by E30 yearly in rent and fouduties, which no doubt pleased the 

Board, but the local haritors in Crieff viewed increased number of feus 

there with mixed feelings. 5 By 1775 the factor wrote that the number of 

poor in the parish had multiplied by so much that an assessment had had to be 

madep something that most parishes considered a step that had to be avoided. 
6 

1. James Robertson, Coneral View of the Agriculture of the Southern 
Districts of the County-of Perth (London, 1794 9 p. 65. Hereafter, 
Robertson, Southern Perthshire. 

2. Francis Groomo, Ordnance Gazetteer of Scotland, (Edinburgh, 1882) 
1. p. 222. Hereafter, Groome, Gazottrer. 

3. C721/6, p. 175.4* E721/11, p. 23; E729/8, p. 04. - S. E777/301.6. E777/87/86(l). 
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The tax was not large, at 5/6 in LIOD rent, but in 1776, it was pointed out 

that as the Board for the Annexed Estates had been responsible for bringing 

in such large numbers into Crieff9 it was to be hoped that they would help 

care for the poor. The new houses built wdre so much better than most High- 

land dwellings that in almost alll of týem rooms were let, one to a whole 

family. Many came from the Highlands to look for work which was not always 

available, so that they became dependent on poor relief from the parish. 
1 

Despite the help that the Board could bring to each of these towns, 

neither could claim the quick success of Grantown-on-Spey, where building 

began in 1765, and by 1780 it was said to be in a 'very thriving condition'. 
2 

Certainly Grantown could alone attract much of the local business of Badenoch, 

Rothiemurchus, Strathaven and Glenlivet, in a way neither Crieff nor Callander 

could perhaps manage, but also, Grantown was the brainchild of one proprietor 

and the lack of a resident landlord in the former towns may have been a 

disadvantage. 

Moved as ever by contemporary developments, towards the end of the 

annexation, but too late for any positive steps to be taken under their creaking 

administration, -the commissioners glanced at the possibility of a spa. The 

mineral well at Strathpeffer had attracted favourable attention %,! -- tn6 doctor 

at New Tarbat, Dr. Alex. McKenzie, had reported to the Royal Society th3t it 

was equal to that at 'Harrowgatell According to him, it created an appetite 

and helpeL: the digestion. 
3 3ohn Baxter the architect was sont to have a look 

at it, 4 but despite the factor's suggestion that some of the Board members 

should come up to experience its benefits themselves and the further pleasure 

of good hunting, 5 
nothing more came of the suggestion under the commissioners' 

aegis. 

11 E777/87/87(li 2), 2, S. M. C. D. 248/25/2/8, 
3. E746/110/6.4. E746/106. 
51 E746/110/6. 
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3. FISHERIES 

Concurrently with their plans to settle soldiers, the commissioners 

had decided to cope with three national problems at one blow, in a similar 

fashion. Fishermen who had been pressed into the navy had been greatly 

missed first by their landlords who had shared in their catch, secondly by 

the neighbouring inhabitants who missed the addition of fish to their diet, 

and thirdly, not least, by the public 'in preventing the exportation of a 

considerable quantity of wet and dried cod', over and above the home con- 

sumption. 
1 It was declared, Dn nD apparent CDncrete statistical grDunds, 

that 1,000 men were required to replace them and it was proposed that 
2 L6,610 should be laid out to encourage discharged sailors to settle as fish- 

ermen on the annexed estates and as there were no houses ready on these 

estates, to give temporary bounties to five hundred who would settle on any 

estates where there were houses available. The board would pay their rent 

of Ll per annum for house and garden provided by other landlords while the 

boat crews were to keep house, boat and garden in order, and furnish sails, 

- mast, oars and fishing tackle. The landlords in return riould receive one 

fifth of the fish caught or the value in monoy as rent or 'boat-dale'. 3 

For the annexed estates, slightly more elaborate plans were made. it 

was proposed to erect fishing villages an the estate of Cromarty, near the 

mouth of the Cromarty firth, on Barrisdale and on the side of Lochbroom, 

providing thereby for 500 men. 

The expense was reckoned as follows: - 

1. E723/p. 39. 
2, It should be noted that the board's annual surp]LIO Was L4,500. 
3. E723/29 p. 43. 
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To the Bounty of E3 to each of 500 V other estates Z19500 
To 62 boats at L15 per boat 1 

930 
To rent of 375 houses at El each 375 

To bounty of L2-an the Forfeited Estates L1,000 
To 62 boats at E15 per boat 930 

To building 375 houses at L5 per house 
--. 

fl. 875 

L2,805 

, 
L3,805 

Total Expense E69610 

Originally there seemed to be some idea that the landlords outside the 

annexed estates would provide the boat too 2 but the commissioners certainly 

gave the above figures in their estimates to the king. At the end of three 

years the crews were to own the boats and to settle wherever they wished, 
3 

while settlers on the annexed estates wore'to live in rent-free houses as 

long as they remained there. Difficulties immediately appeared in the spring 

of 1763 when the Lovat. factor found that he could not procure boats for the 

sailors and he was instructed to apply to the Banff boat-buildors for such 

boats as were used an the Mor-ý, y Firth or about Mr. Carden of Troup's. 
4 

The commissioners then went off on their usual summer adjournment leaving 

the secretary to face what must havb been in many respects for him a nightmare 

summer. Like the soldiers, the sailors appeared in considerable numbers 

at the Edinburgh office, rihere Mr. Barcla'y had to do something about them. 

The first group who applied rjere easy to Joal with. Eleven Orcadians, fisher- 

men bred, claimed the bounty, wanting to go home first, and then to settle 

near Nem Torbat. There uere neither houses, boats nor land ready, so Barclay 

gave them each Ll to travel home and then to Neu Tarbat by next Lemmase 5 In 

facts these men do not seem to have used the bounty in the uay it was meant as 

no natives of Orkney appe ar in the factor's lists. 6 Some other Orcadians 

1. Allowance was nndo for some unmarried sailors who would not immediately 
be provided with houses, 

2. E721/14v p. 2.3, E721/14, p. 3, 
4, E721/14, p, 24,5,1721/14, p. 13, 
6,, C787/20/4,5. 
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also applied, but as they meant to live in Orkney they merely had their names 

recorded and were given instructions to apply for the bounty when they had 

settled. 
I In an attempt to speed things up and at the samo time to provide 

profitably for the sailorsq he sent twenty-six more to New Tarbat, where of 

course, there had been no time to prepare-for them, telling the factor to 

mark out the ground and then to oct the sailors themselves to collecting material 

to built their houses and also to throw up ditches round their portions of 

ground. 
2 They were to be paid the usual country rates, woro to start collect- 

ing fuel for the winter and whenever the houses were ready, the factor was 

to buy bD8tS. 

Fortunately it uas realised that the idea of the Lochbroom settlement 

needed soma further inquiries and Peter May, the surveyor, was sent there to 

make a proper survey, 
3* 

but with an astonishing degree of insourciance, 117 

sailors ujere sent off with a 'viaticum' and letter of introduction to some 

noblemen and gentlemen concidtgred likely to telcor. e them, and to the magis- 

trates of some seaside burghs, Campbeltown, Fort William, Aberdeeng Peterheadg 

Stonehaven and Montrosep and of the northern counties, Caithness, Orkneyp 

Shetland and Cromarty. Two snags arose from this procedure. It was first 

soon found that many of the sailors had never gone to the places assigned to 

them so the slecretary stopped handing out travelling expenses at the office. 

If the wandering mariners arrivedq the letters they carried, told the 

addressee - factor, heritor or magistrates - hou much to give them# promising 

4 
repayment by the commissioners. Secondly, the secretary reported in what 

would seem a slight understatement that it had been found inconvenient to send 

off sailors, vithout the heritors having made any previous applicntion for 

them, so he advertised for offers from landouners in the ldisnrmod counties'. 
Some sailors who core already settled had applied, with certificates from 

11 E721/14, p. 13.2. E721/14, p. 13. 
3. E721/14p P. 14.4. E721/149 p. 14. 
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'Roputoblo porsonst who asked the Board to forward the bounty. 

The question of recommendations was one that also gave the secretary 

some tuorry, Sailors, unlike soldiers, did not got official discharges and 

none brought any references so he obviously felt the best thing was to got 

rid of them at once; but several never set off and others who did reach their 

destination refused to become fishermen. 
2 Another complication arose in 

Campbeltown where the boats went out only twice a year, in the spring for cod 

and in September for herring, so that the sailors had missed their opportunity 

there for immediate employment. Some of the group who arrived there must 

have been genuinely seeking work for they travelled back to Edinburgh specially 

to report this and those willing were sent to Lewis where Dr. John McKenzie 

had given houses and tackle for three boats. Because of his generosity the 

same bounty was allojed as on the annexed estates. 
3 Unfortunately, these 

patterns of virtue didnot maintain such commendable behaviour, for in 

January, 1765, Dr. McKenzie vrote asking for money to replace one of the 

boats . Lhich he had originally provided. The crcui had deserted in the summer 

before, takin- 4 the boat tuith them. 

Enrlier reports varied in their attitude, a Mr. Silver being tolerably 

satisfied rjith the seven sailors and a merino thom he had settled at Johnshnvcn 

and provided cith. hircd boats, clothing and lodgings. 5 Lord Fyfe on the 

other hand jrote in some disgruntlement that he had given three sailors a 

guinea each to bring their families to settle but only one returned . %J 

Havinc! built boatto -n expectation of being suppliý, d by men fron the Board, 

he ties left with one o/. possible crevi member. He had t -o be repaid by the 

Lovat factor. 
6 

All this dcos not paint a picture of shining efficiency and by 1764, the 

commissioners had to admit, contrary to thbir vicus an the : oldlersl nettle- 

Mcitc, thst the scheme vns not a success. In their report they shooed that 

of 205 On nccepted tho bounty, 154 deserted, 7 Travelling chnryco nmounted. 

1.1721/141 P. 17.2. E721/14. 
3. E721/7, p. 137.4. E721/B, p. 89; E721/149 p. 82. 
SO. r721/14, p. 29,6. E721/14, p. 315. 
7. E723/2, P. 52. 
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to Z124.14.2, house and bont-buildino to E429.19.7 
3, 

with the bounty, a 12 
3 

totol of Z758.13. ý Many sailors had opplied, not realising that they 
12 

nust confinc thnn3olvP3 to being fishermen and vyithdrevi their applications 

when the conditions v,, c-. c explained to them. 
' 

However the Board persisted with the scheme in outline. Tn 1764, they 

had nx ressed a hope that they might still cst---ýiblish fisheries for cithcr p .4 

discharCed cailors or natives of the annexed estates, at Lochbroon, near the 

Cromarty estates, or at Inveria on the estate of Barrisdale, pnd had suggested 

that Z1,000 might be allocated for this purpose. 
2 In 1765, thcy paid out 

bounty money to OiChty-eight sailors settled on the coasts of the Highlands 

and paid their houce rents for a year. They also paid C27 in bounty money 

on Barricdale, built houses there and provided three boats and tackle worth 

S60.10.0, a total for the year of C624.10.0.3 OriCinally, tackle had 

been intended to be the creols responsibility, but by August, 1763, the factor 

on Lovat, Captain Forbes, had written that the sailors demanded nets before 

they could make a living, A week Inter, the Enard accepted this, allouing 

L5 - JE6 for nets, similar to those used in the Moray Firth, and for bladders 

and ropes. 

Assistance to the fishing industry did not end with the feilure of the 

original plans for settling sailors. Optimism and enterprise sinilnr to t. hat 

looking for ocoromic ansters underground considered the underdevelopnent of 

the fishing* industry by thDSe living in or near the coatts in the north and 

1110st as most reprehensible. Further, such neglect was totally inconprehen3ible, 

for the potential food supply should have been an irresistible attraction to 

a population existing at subsistence level. It was beyond the understanding 

of tiriters. and travellers like Jamas Wilson that the people in most parts or 

Scotland would fish 'only an compulsion' whorens by regular exploitation of 

I. E721/ld, p. 18. 
3. E723/2, P. 86. 

2. E732/2, p. 53. 
4. E721/14, p. 36. 
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the son's harvest, they could 'add most materially to the comfort of their 

family'. 1 What Wilson and many of his contemporaries did not see on a super- 

ficial survey of the situation, but what modern historians have illustrated 

only too well was that the capital outlay on efficient equipment was ýeyond 

the means of most aspiring fisherman, while loans made from whatever source 

gave rise to interest charnes that absorbed any financial gains. 
2 This was 

especially so where the landlord was the lender and had also a legal right to 

a sizrable share of the proceeds. 
3A further element that received no 

sympathy at all and was not wholly understood was the innate distrust of the 

sea displayed by the landsman, added to prevalent inefficiency in the skills 

needed for successful fishing. 

The sin of lack of comprehension cannot of course be laid at all doors 

and can certainly not be attributed to the factors on the coastal estates. 

The writer of Thn Hi-hlandr, in 17,90 pointed out th3t the country people had 

neither the ability nor the skill to fit out proper vessels to catch the 

plentiful herring in Loch Broom, tuhile the gentlemen did not concern themselves 

with the trade. 4 It is interesting to note in light of their energy in 

road-building activities which tue shall look at in Chapter V, that the 

gentlemen of Argyllshire riere among the feri ujho had made quite a profit out 

of fishing in the year he was writing. 
5 This was a harbinger of things to 

cone when several of the landed gentry in the Highlands asked for assistance 

from the funds of the annexed estates to foruard their fishery schemes. 
6 

Pennant too sari the malth of cod and ling available near Canna but also sau 

that the inhabitants verc too poor to be able to fish. 7 

1. Wilson, Voyaqr, i. pp. 198,199. 
2. M., Gray, 'Croftino and Fishing in the North-West Highlands, 1890-19141, 

in Northnrn Scotlind, i. No. 1, pp. '69-114. 
3. Caledonian Morcurv, 25 August, 1784. Land in Shetland u; as lot on condit- 

ion that fish be dolivered to the proprietor in exchanne for goods at 

. 
set prices. 

4. A. Long, Thn Hinhlqndn of SnotlDnd in 1750 (Edinburgh and London, 189Q) 
11.34. Hereafter, Lana, Hinhinnd-, 

5. Long, HinhIandn, p. 45. 
6. C721/16, p. 36; E727/60/1; E720/13/2. Petitions from Strwart of 

Fasnacloich, Campbell nf Showfioldl Campbell of Mingorry, 
7. Ponnnnt, tntir, i. p. 313. 
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As regards the factors, Ninian Jeffrey on Cnigach L+nn asked to put 

forward a plan for organising the fishing industry on that part of the 

Cromarty estates, emphanised that experienced fishermen ivero essenti-al. for 

any success as the natives were not used to fishing. In 1766, uhen there 

cias some activity, he noted that ships subsidised by the bounty caught 

kerring uhen the local boats did not. His enquiries elicited the ansiver 

that this was because of the inferior type of nets and the shortage of ropes 

on each not used by the latter. Again poverty prevented self-improvement 

so he suggested that the Board attempted to remedy this by providing better 

nets. 
2A few years later in 1772, the fishing had been as good as any of 

recent years, but none had been north of Gairloch so that the Coigach people 

had not been able to take any advantage of it. He had to admit that fishing 

in Coicach must alvays be 'a precarious rent' when it depended on so many 

poor people unable to afford the better and in the long run more profitable 

3 
gear. 

Jeffrey and Henry Butter, factor on Barrisdalet both realised the 

4 
need for capital expenditure. Jeffrey proposed that a storehouse should 

be provided and a cooper's business subsidised at the cost of about Z500- 5 

Butter, concerned at the lack or benefit accruing to the tenants on Barrisdale 

from the variety of fish in the area, also suggested the need for a cooper 

but his prop; sal vas to employ one to sa--c carriage. 
6 He too pointed to 

the poverty of the inhabitants as preventing their taking part in the fishing 

industry. Credit must also be. given to him for the idea of a colony of 

fishermen at Inverie7 and for the-very practical proposal as it seemed at 

the time, of buying salt and casks to be deposited at suitable centres along 

the Coasts and sold to the fishermen at cost price. It was hoped that 

cheap barrels and preservatives would encourage both. cod and ling fishing*B 

11 E-746/75/4. 2. E746/75/20 (I 
3. F, R. Coigach 4. 
4, E741/38/2. Tonants on Barrisdale in 1762 could not orrord proper boats, 

nets, salt and other materials. 
5, E746/75/4. 6. C721/7, p. 27; E786/33/2, 
7. r721/7, p. 27. 8, E723/2j p. 79. 
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The Board claimed that their desire to spend E500 on such a schemc was as 

the result of applications from 'gentlemen on the most coast and isles of 

Scotland' who wanted to exploit the rich banks of fish hitherto of little 

advantage. They mentioned Dr. Walker's view that the only impediment to 

success in the business was the difficulty in providing salt and casks for 
I 

curing and packing, but Butter had proposed spcnding L700 and L1,000 on 

similar purchases in Barrisdale alone. 
1 

Unfortunately, as the herring with their usual fickleness did not 

appear with such profusion for a feb ycars after 1765, Butter came to rue his 

earlier enthusiasm. In February, 1767, the minutes record his report that 

the horring fishery had disappointed everyone concerned and that the salt 

and casks would have to wait until the follotiing year'to be used. 
2 

He had 

bean Provided with E649,11.8 of supplies and in his accounts for 1768 showed 

he had sold only L104.18.1 worth. 
3 He had also discovered that managing 

debenture salt at a distance was no sinecure and said quite bluntly that had 

he realised all the inconveniences he would not have been very willing to 

engage in the business. 
4 

One of his Suppliers who had sold him casks had to 

write to the Board for payment of over L300, a year after the coods had been 

provided. As he said it was $a great hardship for a person in trade to 

lye out of his money'* The remaining casks were to be sold by public roup 

to retain some of the capital. 
5 

also the last. 

As a result the first E500 allowed was 

Various proposals thereafter reached the commissioners from would-be 

entrepreneurs such as 3ohn Woodhouse, a Liverpool merchant who wanted to 

smoke herring 'in the Yarmouth uay' on Island Martin. 6 Colin Mackenzie, 

the kelp merchant in Lochbroom asked for a lease of a Coigach form where he 

could follow not only the fishing but the kelp, rope and not-making industries* 7 

1. E721/9, P. 145.2. E721/10, p. 33.2-2-67. 
3. E786/51.4. r. R. Barrisdalog 9, 
5. E721/17, pp. 21 6, r. ii. Cromarty 14o 
7. E746/127. 
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However, there were only two more large grants touiards the fishing. Ono was 

to Daniel Campbell of Shawfield who wa-nted to bui ld a boat and quays in Islay 

where the ignorance of the people, the rapidity or the tides and inadequate 

vessels prevented any advantage being taken of the rich banks of fish near 

the island. 
1 The other rjas the sum of E250 towards the exotic tairban 

fishing. 

The cairban is the sailfish or the basking shark, which was hunted only 

for its liver oil. About six to eight barrels of a pure sweet oil could be 

extracted from each ono caught and this was bought by the tanners for up to 

ý3 a barrel. 2 Inspector Menzies described the oil as being reckoned superior 

to any other for 'currying leather*; it was also approved of by clothiers and 

he thought something might be made of this type of catch. Many of this some- 

chat sluggish fish were to be seen between June and October, sometimes in 

pairs, sometines in shoals and he thought their speed ensured that they could 

be easily harpooned. 3 The adventurer ulho eventually benefited from the 

Board's largesse was Donald MILeod, a tacksman on Canna, L-hosc nane was 

4 
brought before them by Dr. Walker. M'Leod was too young to be able to afford 

a boat large enough to stand up to the strength of the cairban or to follov 

it out far enough (a uherry of fifteen to twenty tons was needed) so permission 

tras asked to spend L250*on this project. There is a letter from the tacksman 

saying 11 tr; d the karben this season$ 
5 tut the only remaining nention seems 

to be instructions to the inspector to go to Lewis to see if I-I'Leod is indeed 

employing the boat propcrly as the Board had a bond of bottoiry on it. 6 

What MILead did in fact do is not recorded in the Forfeited Estates Papers, 

1745 to my knowledge, but Pennant reported that the 'person they confided in 

most shamefully abused their goodness' so th3t when he visited the area, only 

1. E727/60/1; E723/2,1777; the boat was to cost L200. 
2. 3. Knnx, -A Tn, ir throunh thn Hinhi-inriq nf Scnf. 1-nnri nrid thn Hobrifins, 

lqlnntin in 17R6, (London 1787), p. 36-30. 
3.1729/9.4. E721/8, p. 74. 
51 E727/16.6. E721/17, p. 1; E728/13/4. 
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private adventurers vicre attempting this particulor type of fishing. 1 

Whether cairbnn fishing is in fact prnýctical seems doubtful. The nost recent 

commercial attempt at it tlj3= the late Gavin Maximall's, an unsuccessful one 

which he do--cribcd in Hirpoon at a Vrnturf, (London 1964). 

All thingo considcrcd it nay be plausibly argued thl! t the oreatesi 

contribution made by the comnissioners to the fishing industry in the Last .1 

was their appointment of Justiciary Bailics to maintain order in the fishing 

season. The fiching fleet rias not the most peaceful of groups end the need 

for some sort of policing tuns perennial. 1n 1755, orders viere -sent to Lord 

Beauclerk the Cnmmander-in-chief in Scotland to send a party toLochbroorn and 

Coignch to prevent 'the usual abuses committed by the herring fishers'. 2 The 

mutual misurderstandirn of the croftexý-and the fisherman are illustrated by 

the doswription of the inconveniences suffered by the farmws of Lee and 

Ski3r. -cp the only safe harbour in Loch Hourn, 
73 

there the herr-; ng fishermen 

cured and salted their fish on the verTe of tho grassland ard al-c uYalked over 

the figids 
-in 

bodles-, th!? s sr-olling the 
., 
-rass for the cattle. They also 

4 
cut t-ood indiscriminatoly but they rjere not alone in that. In 1756, the 

Baron Sailic of Coigach vas appointed a sheriff substitute to try to control 

the 'many disordersl r-ýultinc,, fron the numbers of boats and people in 

Lochbrcc-i during the zeacon and this vaz an annual problem th-:! inhabitants. 

had to face. 5 In 1773, Archibald MacOornell mcked for povers to supervise 

the area betTeen Loch Sroom and Mull as this area xas rather far from the 

neare: t official in Starnomy and Wis. 6 He claimed that the 7reatest 

herrino fishery min in this area and in 1779, his con Coll joined him as 2 

justiciary bailte. 
7 

final point May be mde that not everyone was enthusiastic about 

I. Pennant, Lt,, jr. 11.194.2. NILS. Mr. 305/130. 
3. E729/1, p. 70.4. E721/17, p. 12; F. R. CM. 11, mos 

81 90 
5. r746/93/2(l). 6. E728/14/1(1,2). 
7. E727/1 9. 
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ths results of n thriving fishing industry. one can understand the hostility 

touond among farmers by the sort of behiviour they faced in Skiarree; those 

who thought the hope of the Highlands was the introduction of manufacturing 

industry found much to complain about in the seasonal attractions of the 

fishing. The minister of Lochbroom wrote to Captain Forbes protesting that 

industry would never thrive as long as a man and maidservant could be released 

from service to go to the fishing, 'he to fish and she to gut'. No servants 

could be got to work for any hire, 'no not a herd or little girl', because 

of this practice. He foretold the impoverishment of the tenants and the 

loss of cattle through lack of labour. %larse in his eyes, perhaps, vhen 

the fishing ended, the potential servant had become accustomed to drinking and 

Idleness and nhen thn herring forsook the loý-h, they became be,,,, 1 
,, ars. 

Robertson, however, was swimming agý! inst a tide which was to flo, -,, strongly 

until the early twentieth century ahd one which, it may be, brought more 

capital and comfort to the-west than any of the abortive industrial sche-mes 

dreamed up by the oiChteenth century entrepreneurs. 

It is unlikely that the members of the Board, any more than leter land- 4 

owners riho transported their tenants to the coasts, had any idea of the 

magnitude of the financial and educational programme that vould have been 

needed to produce from a race imbued with attachment to the land a community 

that was prepared to settle for a house Lnd narden in a fishing toun. Coming 

events cast their shadouis before, however, in 3effrey's plans for cod, ling 

and herring fisheries at Coigach; he proposed that families with too small 

farms, whom hn cnstigated as 'Just a nuisance upon every Highland estate' 

because they could not keep their families, should be cmployed by the Board 

at 5/- to 20/- a year, provided with boat and tackle free and lodG, ýd in a 

fir-hing town. 2 This ciao the classic clearance programme, one the Board 

1. r. rz. Crom3rty, 14.1756. 
2. r746/75/4. 
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could not adopt, not on any moral or emotional grounds, but because of 

financial stringency. They would probably have considered the financial 

benefits expected to accrue to the tenants apology enough and consistent 

with the philosophy of the annexation. Out even had they been inclined 

to follotu such a plan in its ontiroty, it is unlikely that government 

consent would have boon won, so soon after the fiasco of their recent foray 

into n similar field, the settlements for discharCed soldiers and sailors. 
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Chapter III 

ESTATE MANAGEMENT 

1. GENERAL AGRICULTURAL POLICY 

Among, the varied activities of the Board for the Annexed Estates, manaCe- Z' 

ment of the estates as agricultural units tias perhaps the most time-consuming, 

and rightly deserved to be so. Society in the area covered by the e-tatps 

uias anriculturally based in 1752 and over tv! o hundred years later, despite the 

Dounreay complex, hydro-clectricity, tourism and the current developments in 

the exploitation of oil, agriculture is still an important part of the Hichl? nd 

economy in one form or another. If the direct effect on individuals is 

considered, agricultural change was the most important and far-reaching of all 

that the commissioners attempted. Some few industrial entrepreneurs vere to 

benefit directly from the Board's largesse; roads, bridges, schools, all 

contributed to the quality of life in the area; but land vas still the vt 1 

element, and on-it, all were dependent in the last resort, for the income 

available to the commissioners came from the land in money rent, servicss and 

casualties. Their nanaTement was clearly of vital importance. 

Sensible of this fact, and also aware of their basic ignorance of 

conditions on the estates, the commissioners' first task was to discover to 

the best of their ability, the true state of affairn, technicnIly and socially. ý 

Surveyors u1cre appointed, not merely to obtain full information of rentals 

and to take valuations of the estates, as these serving the garons of che 

Exchequer had done, 
I 

bUt to makn a scientific survny, using triConometryq 
2 

I. E701/1, P, 2.2. E726/19 p. 1, cla, j-. c ?. 
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which would give a geographical picture of the whole. In addition, they had 

to look at every farm, determine accurate boundar 
. 
As, and the extent of 

arable, meadow, wood, bogs and marshes. Colonel Watson, 
1 

vho drew up their 

detailed instructions, also asked the nurvoyors to note Lihothor ground had 

potential for improvement. 
2 Then they ware to mark villages, farns and 

3 
cothouses. On the social side, the distance of the church fron the most 

remote parts of the parish was to be measured and if it was not ujithin the 

boundary of the map, note Was to be taken of the nearest part of the surveyed 

estate from the church. 
4 John Leslie and Peter May were the two main 

surveyors employed, 
5 though the services of Francis Grant, who had also been 

67 
employed by the Barons of the Exchequer, and David Aitkin were also used. 

For additional social information, houjover, the factors were required 

to answer a long list of questions put to them by the commissioners; this 

list included enquiries about every aspect of life on the estates, and they 

were also asked what they would recommend in the way of improvements. 
8 In 

this chapter, the social aspect will take a less important place, though it 

must always be borne in mind that it is almost impossible to separate agric- 

ultural and social organisation in the Highlands, at that time. This is 

amply demonstrated in the factors' reports, 
9 

which refer only to the estates 

that were under the commissioners' management from 1755, and not to those 

hold of subject superiors. The factors employed at the time who returned 

reports were John Campbell of Barcaldine for the Perth estate, by far the 

largest, William Monteath on the parts of Arnprior not held of a subject 

superior, James Small for Struan, Captain John Forbes of Novi for both Lovat 

and Cromarty, Mungo Campbell for Barrisdale and Kinlochmoidart and James 

See Appendix D, 2* E726/lo P. I. clause 5. 
3. E726/19 p. 2. clause 8. 4. E726/1, p. 2. clawn 0. 
5. E726/3. 6. E701/1, P. 2. 
7. E746/70 B. E726/1, pp. 7,8. 
9. Thnso report s have been published in rull. by H. M. S. O. (Fdinburgh, 

1973) - ed., Virginia Wills, 'Reports nn Chn Annnyrd Fntntos, 
17LVI7691, Horeaftrr, Wills, RyporK. 
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Mackdonald (sic) of Rinoton for Monaltry, the smallest estate, only about 

"buo miler. in circumference". 

The questions put to the factors regarding agricultural practices give 

some indication of the type of policy the commissioners were likely to follow*' 

The first query concerned the types of leases on the estates, and any sub-- 

letting connected with the lessees, the next the number of wadsetters, and 

the effect an the people of having 'these lesser gentlemen' living among 

them. Thereafter, each barony had to be described by size, situation, 

fertility, the grain it cultivated to be noted and the pasture. The factors 

were also to find out if lime was burnt for manure, or if indeed, any limestone 

had been found; had flax and potato raising made. any progress; was grass 

sorin or hay made; if there riere any enclosures, hoi2 large were they and how 

were they made. On animal stocking information about the type and value of 
I 

the cattle kept was reque--ted, and follo-ming this, what use cas made of milk 

and dairy produce. Mills and woods had also to be looked at from the point 

of view of convenience and value, and the penultimate query was what carrinces 

of bark and other services should be reserved in leases. 

Allowing for local differences in soil and climate, as well as in the 

character of the inhabitantst the factors' reports sho, ýicd remarkable similarity 

in some aspects of husbandry. Potatoes, for example, were universally groun, 

evcn in Elarrisdale, 2 the most inaccessible of the cstateo annexed, and there, 

the dung uas put on the potato ground. 
3 Small claimed that it vias only 

thrcugh his initiative in the last two years that Struan tenants had been 

porsuadcd to plant both potatoes and lint, lintsecd having bccn obtained through 

the Sarons of the Exchequer at prima cost, 
4 

while very few were grown in 

flornitry. 5 flear Dunblane, on the other hand, enough potatoes ivere produced to 

1. E726/1, pp. 7-3.2. E729/1, P. 08. 
, 5.1761/40, p., i. A. E703/OA/l, p. 7. 
5. F729/1, p. 106. 
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havo a surplus for salo. 
1 Anothor common factor was that no grass soods 

wero'sown and little hay made, oven where the greatest dependence of the 

tenants was on their supplies of black cattle and the milk yield, as in 

Coigach, where the tenants made butter and cheese for sale in Tain, Dingwall 

and Contin, 2 
and in the Barony of Strathorrick, lying largely on the south 

side of Loch Nosse 3 Black cattle of average quality, even if small'4 seemed 

to fetch much the same price all over the estates, namely thirty to forty 

shillings, except in places like Auchterarder where they were not fit for 

marketing, hardly producing enough milk for the ownerts family, 
5 

or in 

Clenartney, where the quality was high and tho price might reach forty-five 

shillings'. 
6 

Bear and oats were produced in varying quantities and quality, almost 

everywhere from Callandor to Coigach, the results depending on the soil, the 

climate and the tenants' energy. In Lix, in Killin parish, no matter that 

they bought in good seed, there were poor returns, for the barony was high, 

north-facing over Loch Dochart and only a hot, &y season saw the crops there 

ripen. If less than three bolls of cats gave one boll of meal, that was 

reckoned a good return. And these tenants limed their grounds, using the 

plentiful peat to burn the equally easily obtainable limestone. 
7 Of 

course, the use of lime was conditioned by. the availability of fuel and in 

Strathyre, an eighteen mile carry for coal effectively restricted the tenants' 

uso of that particular form of improvement. 8 In the far west estate of 

Barrisdale, the little arable land there was provided the inhabitants with 

grey oats to keep them in bread all winter and spring, 
9 through spade culture 

and the use of sea-ware for manure. 

11 E777/2449 P. 42. 
3. E729/1, P. 24. 
5, E777/244, p. 46. 
7. E777/244, p. 3. 
9. E729/11 p. 68. 

In the summer, they made enough money 

2. E729/1, p»68. 
4, E738/58/19 P. 5. 
6. E777/244, p. 28. 
8. E738/58/1, P. 5. 
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from butter and choose sold to Sloat, to buy oatmeal. 
1 But the factor, Mungo 

Campbell, considered that the arable land would not respond to any treatm 
. 
ent 

and the only improvement he recommended was dividing the farms, 
2 

What one might term the outline of landholding was also fairly similar 

from south to north, By this I mean the size of holdings and the inter- 

mingling of one proprietor's lands with another's. Barcaldine says little 

about runrig or the size of holdings, but in Strathyre, the farms which were 

leased for nineteen years and not subset 
3 had so many tenants an each that 

there was not much milk. 
4 On the estate of Lovat, too, Captain Forbes had 

to write that the holdings were far too small and in runrig, so that only 

division and enlargement would make the farms economic* 

can, be-said -fairly that -the -farth ar north the est-ate I --- 

the more backward by 'improving' standards were the agricultural methods used? 

and the less interested the inhabitants, though there were, of_course. exceptions.. 

Throughout the-annexation, the tenants of Muthil, for example, in the heart 

of the estate of Perth near-Castle Drummond got few good'words from anyone'. 

In 1755, the only agricultural industry they showed was in watering their 

ground; they used none of the stone marle that was in good supply around 

for manure, they burned no lime, their cattle were poor though some cheese 

and butter was sold in the Highland part of the barony. They made a little 

hay, but even the stone dikes round some enclosures in the vicinity of Drummond 

Castle were poor. 
6 Neighbouring baronies could show very different attitudes, 

for while Dunblane and Muthil had similar soils and could be expected to 

respond to similar methods of improvements, the tenants were very different, 

those in Dunblano being 'frugal and industrious'. 7 In the barony or 

Stratherrick, on the Lovat estate, good soil and good pasture made some or 

the tenants self-sufficient in grain despite the poor climate, and ensured 

good supplies of butter and cheeseq 
a 

but Forbes' view of the tenants was so 

1. E729/1, P. 69.2. E729/1, P. 73. 
3. E738/58/1, p. 3.4. E730/58/1, P. 5. 
51 E729/1, p. a. 6. E777/244, pp. 35 ff. 
7. E777/244, P. 42,0. E729/1, p. 24. 
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low that to counteract the effect of'oversmall holdings which led to the wives 

and children having to bag, he could only suggest introducing strangers from 

other parts of the country, as death or removal left vacant possessions* 

This advice was apparently taken, and seems to have been effective, as the 

Conoral Inspector was able to report in 1766 that the now tenants were in 

fact improvers. 2 He attributed this mainly to their being separate from 

their own clan and needing the Board's support which only their industry 

would gain. 
3 

James Drummon6, the former owner of the estate of Perth, had been an 

interested improving landlord, before he became involved in the 1745, and as 

4 
a result, leases and enclosures were not unknown on the estate. The greater 

part of the barony of Callander was under tack, the leases having six to eight 

years still to run, 
5 though Balquhidder, slightly farther north, had none. 

6 

Most-of Stratherrick (part of Lovat) was set to tacksmen and wadsetters, but 

the category did not count in Lowland eyes as improving leases. 
7 And 

enclosures ware more conspicuous by their absence, or as in Monaltry, by 

their being allowed to go to ruin in the last few years. 
8 

The most striking visual difference between the areas most likely to 

have felt Lowland influences and those in the north and west must have been 

in the appearance of the houses. All over the Perth estate, Barcaldine 

mentions good or tolerably good stone houses and when Menzies is travelling 

over the estate, he talks of all the Highlanders in Perthshire being good 

builders of dry-stone dikes, as they were used to building and repairing their 

own houses. 9 The other reports hardly mentioned houses, but in Barrisdale, 

'the whole houses of the country are made up of twigs and manufactured by way pf 

creels called watling and covered with turff'. 10 In 1767, Menzies stated 

1. E729/1, p. 30. 2. E729/8, p. 10Q. 
3. 
S. 

E729/8, p. 109. 
E777/244 12 

4. E777/244 passim. 
, P* . 6. E77V244, p. S. 7. E729/1, P. 23. a. E729/1, p. 107. 9. E729/8, P. 24. 10. E729/1, p. 71. 
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that in all the Highland estates, there viero only creel houses, and one of his 

greatest objcction, - to these was that the frame was made of cnly young pliant 

plants, ncstly young trees. 

One other local element which conditioned the use of line was the 

availability or lack or fuel. It was not*surprising to discover only one man 

burning limestone in the Barony of Stobhall vjhon peat had to be carricd five 

or six miles and coal from still farther aw-ay, from Perth, even though it uas 

cbtainable at any time of the year. 
2 

Farm implements and presumably tools for 

311 trades uere also affected. In Lix, the lack of wood Las explicitly given 

as one of the reasons for the poor tools; 
3 

the tenants could only provide 

themselves with these from a distance - where exactly was unspecified - and 

clearly the time and effort involved would inhibit their being over-particular. 

The factors' raparts served as a basis an vjhich to plan houi best the 

aims of the annexation could be achieved on the estatcs themselves. 'Ever so 

very ccntemporary'4 the commisbioners shared ý, jhat Vilcolm Cray cý-lls 'the 

singularly unanimous abhorrence L"hich the articulate thinkers of the eight- 

eenth century hold for anything but indivýdunl and permanent tenure of land'. 5 

Unable fully to understand the Highlander's concept Of landholding_and 

disliking and mistrusting uhat they did see and comprehend, this panel of 

mainly Loviland improvers and lawyers had little doubt about their first 

agricultural priority, and of course, neither had their masters in Parliament. 

If the Highlands evere. to be 'improved', Icivilised' and brought into the 

mainstream of British lifeý it was essential that the inhabitants should 

become more independcnt of their chiefs and of the tacksmen and the one 

certain vjay of ensuring this state of affairs, there w3s no doubt in Lotuland 

eycs at least, was to provide them with security of tenure of the land they 

1. E878/24, P. 13.2. E777/244t p. 49. 

3. E777/244, p. 4. 
4. M. Flandnr3 and D. Svionn, 'Dpni-n for I-ivinr-, '. Song, 1957. 

5. Malcoln Grny, Thf, Hiqhland f-ronomy, (Eclinburgh and London, 1957), p. 66. 
Harc, iftert Cray, Ifirhlnnd Fcnnomy. 
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cultivated. Tn the Lowlands no well, the system or landholding was considered 

one or the worst evils or the unimproved agricultural system by all the 

active improvers of the eighteenth century. Leasoleso, undivided land hold 

in runrig, in tenements of any size, large or small, farm, croft or pendicle, 

provided no inccnt-, ve to tcnonto to incr=; o the yield by good husbandry of 

any kind, by weeding, manuring, or so-jing better seed, when there tuns no 

- of his expenditure in time certainty that the improver would reap the tenefit 

or money, As a result, it was thought that one of the first objects of 

those managing the annexed estates should be to grant leases to tenants, 

directly from the Crovjn, and especially to cut out subtenancies, with their 

dependence on the favour of a niddleman. 

The Anncxin-, Act- sho,, -,, Pd the import-ance nttachbd to this, for the first 

positive step tatuards change that was mentioned tuas the desirability of I 

granting leases and the qualifications that Icosces must have. The term of 

the lease jas to be a maximum of twenty-one years, or forty-one if the lessee 

vith rn vias prepared to lay out not less than five years rent on the holding a 

buildings or other improvements, within seven years of the date of the lenses. 

To prevcnt ovor-largo farns, only minor, or fiching could be let at more than 
V :j 

E20 per annum. Thý-_, n thi leases could be made void, -; 
f the -ýonants sublet 

rven part of their holding; if they were non-rcnident; ot if they were 

found to hnve 'paid anything other than the rent' exproospd in the lease, in 

consideration of having obtained it. This delicate method of soying 'No 

bribery' was emphasised when the factors were given instructions by the 

commissioners that they must under no circumatancco occept 'prownts' 
21 

and John Caripbc1l of Borcn1dine's breqch of this rule tuns an important con- 

sideration in his looing his post on the Perth cotatc. 
3' 

In addition, leac-as 

Luorn to bo laboolutrly void' unless the lcooec had takcn the noths required 

for qualifyin-, porconc to CXC_CUtC Offices Of plubliC trust, in Scat 1-nnd. ' These 

h-d to ho ci! porn brforc the QUzirter Sessions or before the Shrr, 
-ff 

Dcputo or 

')nr lr, -ýnrlty 0.9. F726/1 , pp. 5, rl. ' 
F777/79,361. 
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hin Substitute. This, ! Acp mny seem, 13kr- the provrrbinI c1. ndSch, 1-1mnr nnrl 

the nut, but. the Baronn of tha Exchequer who could ntatutorily iDivv only 

three year leases or lorincr looses with throc ymar brt-prh, had ir-trurtcri 

Factors th-t'farmo be4-ng rouped for letting brýceunc of uncertninty ovar the 

rcntol, tuere to be set only to those propirod to go voluntarily to the - 

Justices of the Peace to take the oath of aller_iiance. 
1 The government tas 

determined to be sure of the inhabitants' loyalty, before they could have 

security of tenure. 

Later a chance in the value of holdings allotmd had to be mado. In 

1774, the upPer limit of 1-20 tuas incrcmscd on account of th3 rise in tho 

v9luc of horned cattle and in recognition of the rise in tho gcn:,, rnl valbe of 

land, throuCh linclosure improvements'. 
2 It tnas- unfnrtUnoto thnt th,? price 

of nr?. in dropped quite con-, ider,. bly, coon after in 1777 and 1778, so thit the 

total prodUCC of the cst3tes fell inotead of rising ao nnticip-ated. 

Ercurin3 thnt the w3tates ucre accurately surveyed tuac a --tatutory d-ity 

placed on the commissicnors, cnc that tvas nccessgry in thn iarrn,.,, Cr conteyt 

if landholding Tas to be madc more p7ecisc, and dcoirablo in the vjidcý-, I-jith 

the mapping of the Hiý-hland3 still imperfect. 14ith surveys fairly comploto 

aS they thourht and factoro' reports before ther, by 17S7, the Soird informed 

the King and Treasury that they had begun to grant lenses. 3 In accordance 

with the aims and terms of the Annexing Act, tenants had to be chosen with 

care and as the Protestant religion had to be forwarded by all possible means, 

there are examples of Roman Catholics boint turned off on nccount of their 

faith. 4 Early in 1759, one lease at least v,, as held up until the would-be 

lessee's relinion wis ascertained, as this seemed dubious from the factor's 

comments. 
5 As loyalty to the reigning monarch uns nl-jo a ri n -, -in non for 

security of tenure, tonnnts t. ero evicted on suspicion of hnvino sheltered 

rebels. 
6 The notion too, first expressed by Captnin Forbes in his report 

1. E701/2, p. 213.2.14 Crnrgc, III c. 55, 
3. E723/1, p. 43.4.1721/2, p. 127. 
5.1721/4, P. 67.6. E721/1, p. 64. 
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on Lovat and Cromirty, of nixing Isome strcinocrn with tho old inhibitnnts' 

persisted, the hope being that the former viould oct. an example in hard vork 

and pnroeverance, the lack of induotry an the part of the tenants being 

requlnrly drýlnred by commissioners and factors. 
1 

During his tenure-of 

office, Inspoctnr Menzies commentpd that there mas little hope of improvenent 

2 
in the estates with tho present 'ignorant, aLikv)ard, lazy inhabitants' 

As the factors' reports showed, leases vere not unkno, -,, n on the estateo, 

though the number varied from one district to another. StrUPn could boost 

only tiuo and one of these tuas for fir ujoods, 
3 but in Ardsheal, in the part 

claimed by the subject superior, there were leases of eighteen, nineteen and 

tvienty-nina years duration, granted from 1735 onutards. 
4 But by 1761, the 

Board felt ablo to rnport to His-Majesty that they had been 'particularly 

attenfivel to thair instructions regarding leases, granted for -a limited timo 

in place of the Idependant precarious possessions which fornorly prevailed'. 

They duly attached schedules showing the conditions of thp -leases and the 

vAeT ? nri articlec- for, mnnaCinq corn farms. 
6 

-In'1760, Charles Dundas, who was considered a skilled agriculturalist, 

had been appointed as Director for agricultural improvements and he tuas sent 

to e-amine farms on the Perth estate. 
7 

He had also been employed to examine 

tenants !. uho might be 'proper persons' to hold leases from the commissioners 

and to decide rihat methods of cultivation should be used. 
8 Their rea-ýtion 

to his suggestions tyas sensible and humane, for recognising the poverty and 

ignorance of the larger part of the Highland population, they aimed at 

leases that would not load tenants with too many restraints and obligations 

and yet would gradually teach them the value, on corn farms initially, of 

falloujing, enclosing and sowing grass. They also proposed the use of estate 

funds to cnrry Out improvamonts which uould be interest free for the first 

1. E721/6, p. 215. 2. E729/B, p. 17. 
3. Adv. MS. 17.1.7. . 4. E738/40/1. 
5. E723/2, p. 9. 6. E723/2, pp. 18-25. 
7. E721/5, p. 7. B. E723/2, p. 9. 
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three yonro. 
I Howavor, perhaps too much was oxpected from tonants, even with 

this principle in mind, for in 1770, James Small, Actor on Struan where 

improvements had bocn considerable, felt it nocossnry to point out that the 

tenants were 'like overgrown lads, first sent to school', who could not 

carry out some of the tasks their contemporaries viere skilled ai. He 

suggested that very gradual steps should be taken to push them into the 

improving methods, perhaps just enclosing for seven years, with prizes for 

industry, another stop in the next seven years, and then in the next seven, 

one could reasonably expect more general competence. 
2 

Certainly these leases, though the Board claimed their aims viore gradualt 

embodied all the steps necessary in the eyes of the improver. No sublattino 

was alloviod, thirlare iuas to be equitably co-imutod, marches vere to be 

straightened, through excambion 
3 

if essential, and gates and fences ware to 

be kept up by the tenants. On corn farms, sheep were only to be kept if 

they were in enclosures rjith sufficient stone vialls, and all beasts were to 

be herded in winter as well as summer, and housed at night. Rules were made 

about regular fallotuing, at least five acres annually per plough. Red clover 

iuas insisted on and two fifths of the arable land was to be in grnss seed, 

this proportion to he ready for incoming tenants, and to have been in pasture 

for at least three preceding years. Dung had to be left, but the outgoing 

tenants could use the steading for threshing their last crop and for keeping 

their horses at the time. Assistance would be given for building houses, 

only if the roofs riaro of thatch, fern or heather. This was to discourage 

the wasteful habit of ruining the best grass lands by using turf or divots 

to roof houses. 4 Carrinoe of bark, peat and coal 'from the usual distance 

and the accustomed places' was still reserved in the leases, but this was 

only realistic before good roads and transport were common and had been 

1- 1723/2, p. 10.2. F777/249/6. 
3: Excambion - Scots Law - Exchange of Land. 
4. E723/21 p. 25. 
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docidpri on in 1755.1 All the factors had advised this too in thoir roports. 

The vagueness in a' legal document of the expression Itho accustomed place, 

must have led to more than one argument of the type that arose whon tonantj 

on Perth declared they had been used to carry only forty stone of the eighty 

proposed in their lease and forty more only if the family needed it in the 

2 
spring. 

These early leanes viere for seven, eight or nine yvarsp but had a 

covenant to extend them to twenty-one years if the tenants proved satisfactory. 

Later, some small tonants asked for leases of crofts and after favourable 

reports from the factors, they were admitted as King's Cottagers, a category 

of holding aimed at giving security of tenure to even the least important of 

tho king's tenants, and subsistence to craftsm(-n who could not be. exppctr-d to 

look after a large farm and practise their trade as well. 
4 

In 1763, the government's response to the Board's report emphasised the 

desire of the central novernment to facilitate the granting of leases. if 

the initial duration was less than twenty-one years, the tenants shOUld be 

'absolutely intitled' to a pr6longation, as lono as he had kept the terms of 

the original. The aim of lessening the dependence on chiefs and tacksmen was 

re-emphasised .... 'It being as we have already signified to you a principal 

object of our attention to rendor these possessions as little precarious as 

possible and to accustom thn tenants to consider themselves as depending upon 

nothing but the exertion of their own industry and the performance of their 

engagements for the secure continuance of thoir tenure... '. 5 Tho CDmniss- 

ioners took this duty seriously and within a year of the estates hold of a 

subject superior Coming under the management of the Board, leases were being 

granter]. 
6 In Arnprior, for examplo, they carried the usual provision that 

1. E721/1, p. 10.2. F. R. Porth, 17. 
3. E723/2, p. 10; C721/4, p, 203; E730/32/2. 
4. E721/6, p. 274 5,1725/1, p. 11. 
6. C768/76. 
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five years rent should be spent on im'provemontn in seven years. 
1 Usually, 

these were for twenty-one years, but as late as 1784, the your when the catatme 

acre returned to heirs or to pardoned proprietors, some forty-one year 

leases were being granted. 

Earlier, various factors other than doubts about tenants' abilities 

and qualifications h3d delayed the granting of leases. George II's death 

was one such, then in August 1761 the commissioners decided not to extend 

any looses already in operation on the Perth estate until all the debts for 

that estate vicre paid, 
2 1765 saw another when it reported to the king that 

farms already leased had not been fairly rented, so until the factors and 

the General Inspector had compared and reported on this, there wa3 to be a 

3 
mora orium, 

In 1769, one of the commissioners' attempts to kill two birds with 

one ctone uas implemented in the provision that anyone beginning or just 

carryino on any useful hranch of manufactures an the annexed estates was to 

be given preference in obtaining -a lease. 4 An attempt wao also made to 

control improvements by stipulating that enclosing and improving should be 

carried out ac the commissionerc or their factors directed, 5 but later 

irvc--tigg, tors found that this condition was not olways adhered to. 
6 

The 

granting of long leases is generally held by later commentators to have been 

one of the main contributory causes of the agricultural improvements that 

st: icpt over Scotland in the late eighteenth and early ninofoonth centuries, 

but the immediate tenefits mlere not so obvious to the comnissioncrs' servants. 

In 1769, Small noted that once tenants on Struan were granted lenses, they 

promptly gave up any thoughts of further improvements and he considered thot 

it uns vvin to iringinc that binding them to carry on, in their tack3, tuould 

hivo any effect. 
7 

Later, William Frend, Inspector on the Perth estate from 

1780 to 1784, rrrrarked that tenants had built tho dikes insistcd on by the 

1. F730/60/14. - 2. E721/6, p. 12. 
3. E723/2, p. 73. 
4. E721/11, p. 24; F721/8, pp. 67.60. The Misses Campbell of Tompervin 

hnd been granted n lease of Carrichrou drpondent on their industry and 
pernevaranno in cnrrying on the manufacture of linen thread. 

5. F-703/119.6. E'177/305(l) p. 101. 
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torms of thnir leases but 'in a superficial nanner' and ware not nll careful 

about, naintaining thom. They adhered to the letter , not the spirit of the 

leases and tcrn thus onabled to retain the additional rpnts. Ile suggested 

that the Ooard should not pay For such improvenents until after inspection 

and approval, and this scnewhat ohvious step Lord Storefield and Mr. Oliphant, 

who L-ore mpking comnants on his report, could only recommend. Other 

tenants ucre mentioned tho, it uuns claimed, did not care what became of the 

2 
ground, -3s long as they got the advanced ren s. 

Thi3 lack of cooporation cannot simply be ascribed to dislike of state 

the Earl of managcment. Other proprietors had met vith n similar responses 

Perth among them, vjhcn he had tried to introduce more modern methods on his 

estates before 1745.3 Campbell of Shawfield had lot on long leases on the 

island of Islay in 1720, but by 1764, the only improvement uas the intrc- 

duction of flax and that had been due to a compulsory clause- 
4 Another 

. i7do, iner S;. r James fl, 3crionn1d, !? -;,, 
hth barcnet of SIcat, propcEvri introducing I- tj 

shorter lcases an his lands, on the groundo, in 1763, thnt the lemSth of 

thoce formerly granted served only to llay the tenants asleeP', 
5 

Nor did all 4, -crnnts rUsh to obtain leanrs. nne ren-son for lack of 

enthusi-osm t')P, 13 that orce lpn-ses -,, ore gr-, -%ntpl, tenants gorictirnn, folind thor, "- 

selves bound to action thcy disliked. In 1778, an attempt to divide farm, ý ind 

tidy up the marches uuas failed by eleven families on Mouzie farm. A 

'contentiousl disobedient set', they had no leases and rofusod to agree to 

any suggestion of exchange while their neighbours, who had tacks, were 
6 

constrained to accopt the alterations however contentious they may have felt. 

Long leases then uore probably not the cure-for-all they are sometimes 

believed to be unless the tenants were either prepared to obey instructions, 

1. E777/280/3.2. E777/305(1) P; 101o 
3. E777/244, p. 39. 
4. Duko of Argyll, Scotland As it Was and As it Is, (Edinburgh 1307)p. 425. 
50 N. L. S. Mso 1309, f. 22G. 6. E777/251TT. 
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or ware inclined towards making improvements themselves, but the Ooard aimed 

at encouraging industrious farmers. In 1764, they set out the typo or 

improvements they wanted, pointing out that anyone carrying out some or any 

of these would recommend himself for being given a long lease. Listed were 

divisions of runrigt uneven marches being straightened, draining, winter 

herding, and on arable farms they demanded summer fallow, grass to be sown 

on outfield as well as infield, turnips, potatoes and groan crops to be sown. 

On Highland farms with only a little arable land, small areas in the glens 

were to be dug over with the spade to raise corn, hay and green crops to 

increase the winter fodder. 1 Would be lessees on the other hand promised 

such improvements as sowing Lucerne grass to help persuade the commissioners 

to favour their case. 
2 

Despite all the activity and the undoubtedly large number of leases 

that were discussed, a report an the annexed estates balances, after the 

disannexation, stated that the great proportion of the farms on the minutes 

of the Board, had no formal leases drawn up, and it would be very difficult 

t6 ascertain the terms. 
3 

Whose was the greater responsibility for this 

might be difficult to decide, weighing the leisurely business methods of the 

Board 4 
against the dubious temper of the tenants. In 1774, the commissioners 

reported that many leases had been sent to tenants and not returned, 
5 but 

on the other hand, in 1782, some Perth estate tenants sent in a petition . 

claiming that they haý been waiting some years to have their leases written 

out, as the Board had ordered. 
6 

Intermingled with the question of granting leases was the subject of 

the innumerable subtenants who comprised a large proportion of the inhabitants, 

but do not appear on ront-rolls. To would-be improvars, social and economic, 

there were two main criticisms that could be made or tho'system of sublottingo 

1. E783/103/10. This was wrappod round tho Struan factor's vouchors. 
2. E721/7, p. 235.3. F. R. G. M. III 
4. Cf. Chaptor 1,2,5. E723/2, p. 227. 
6. F. R. Porth 17. 
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first the power given to the main tenants over the subtonants, and secondly 

the inefficiency. In 1756, several complaints had already boon received by 

the commissioners, that horitors had been accustomed to lot largo pieces of 

land to one tenant, who subset to others at a much higher rent than he 

himself paid, and then 'grievously oppresses' those subtenants. 
1 Such 

oppression required redress when it existed, but as long as both sides making 

the arrangements were prepared to be reasonable, there was a fair amount of 

satisfaction and the system would not have lasted as long as it did without 

satisfaction, even allowing for the Highlander's reverence for old customs. 

The possibility of such satisfaction was not recognised, however, in 

any improver's manual. To the power implicit in the tenants$ and tacksmen's 

hold ovcf the subtcnant because of the latter's lack of any legal standing, wore 

attributed by the Lowland improver the late Rising and the whole social fabric 

of the Highlands - which of course, they deplored. This power was equally 

assumed to lead to inefficiency, not just in the Highlands, as subtenants 

would have to work for the tenant at a time not necessarily convenient to 

himself. If all crops were ripe, the tenant would'have prior claim on the 

subtenant's labour for the harvest, and to the lack of security of tenure 

could be attributed the delay in accepting modernisation and progress. The 

deficiency in complete understanding of the Highlander and Lowlander of the 

social orr-anisation or each is well illustrated by the methods used by the 

commissioners in tackling the problem. 

It is fair to say that they cannot have been over-enlightened by 

reports like that of John Campbell of Barcaldine, the Perth factor, which 

declared that this Highlander was 'at a loss' in making such a report. 
2 To 

start with tho term, so he said, was understood differently in difforent 

countries, and in the Highlands the only person looked on as a subtenant 

1. E723/1, P. 24. 
2. E777/250. Sea Appendix F for full text. 
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proper was he who had a proportion of a farm sot to him which he managed in 

grass or corn with his own stock, independent of the principal tacksman. 

The only difference between him and the tenant was that he paid the tacksman 

instead of the proprietor or his factor. The subtenant could stock and 

manage a farm an his own, unlike the steelbollmen, for example, whom 

Barcaldine describes as merely servants of a more substantial kind; they 

were provided by the tacksman with stock and crops and had to leave these 

as they found them. Without such capital assistance, they would in fact 

have been servants. Barcaldine also mentions pondiclers, crofters, cottars, 

some of whom had some grazing and some who had only what-was called a dry- 

house, that is only a house and kailyard, another of the type to whom the 

Annexed Estates Commissioners gave security as King's Cottagers. Most of 

the classes mentioned in the report could be held of either the tacksman or 

the proprietor and many pendiclers were main tenants, but usually, the smaller 

holdings were occupied by subtenants. Uadsetters had tho legal right to 

subset so their subtenants were in a different category. 

The siting of subtenants' holdings was sometimes a disadvantage and a 

nuisance when they were mixed up with the tenants'. Peter May had been 

ordered in his survey of Coigach to measure these separately, but found Clis 

almost impossible as they were so interwoven with one another and in runrig 

on many farms with the tenants' land that little could be done exactly. 
1 

Not evefyone was so provident as General Skene, the Inspector of Roads, who 

had his cottars on Dalchonzie fixed on the outskirts of his ground so that 

they had no communication with his enclosure. 
2 More often the cottar was 

likely to have to cross the tonant'd or proprietor's land to gain access to 

arabla land or grazing land for his cattle, A smallholding in tho middle 

of a farm could completely upset a good plan of improvement. 3 
Ono estate 

1 E746/78/2. 
2. E777/305(j), p. 46 - 'a very pretty improved plocel. 3. E777/251/1. 
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that did not havo to copo with tho problum of subtonants was Darrisdale. 

According to Ilonry Buttor, when he was factor, few had to pay a rent or more 

than Z4 so that their was no subsotting. Cottars and workmen assisted the 

tenant in tillage and had a small portion of arable ground and the grazing of 

1 
a few cattle in recompense for labour. This sounds remarkably like some 

of Barcaldine's categories of subtenants, bearing out his contention that 

the term had different connotations in different parts of the country. 

Some indication of the lack of viability in the size of the farms is 

given by Small, the Struan factor in 1763, for he knew of no subtenants who 

had been removed whose holdings could be set as separate farms. 2 He 

maintained that their holdings were too small and described them as 'starving 

on over small farms' 3 
but in the social conditions prevailing in Rannoch 

he did not recommend turning them out of their farms as their poverty and 

_'habits 
of idleness' might lead them into outlawry. Instead he proposed 

employing small tenants at L2.10/- per annum and two pecks of oatmeal a 

week on any public works the Board might undertake, 
4 

Unfortunately for many of the subtenants, it soon became known that 

the commissioners meant to eradicate this type of holding, and as a result, 

from 1756, the chief tenants began to try to rid themselves of subtenants. 

The delay caused by the central government's lack of response to the Board's 

communications had repercussions that speedier action could have prevented. 

It was 1762 before the factors were asked to give a formal report on ** 

subtenancy in general, 
5 

and by then, while some of the subtenants may have 

boon kept an as hired servants if their status had been lowly enough, others 

had been thrust out into beggary, emigration, or near starvation. In 1762, 

the Lovat factor was ordered to try to provide for deserving cases among 

evicted subtonants, but it was already too late for many, 
6 Earlier in 1762, 

1. E741/30/2.2.1721/7, p. 198. 
3. C703/50/23(l), 4,1783/04/1, pp. 15-16. 
5. E721/6, p. 249,6.1721/6, p. 341. 
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Oarc5ldino had written complaining that had the Board's orders to tho factors 

to employ legal methods for keeping subtenants in possession been received by 

the previous torms, it night have benefited many who wore dispossessed then. 

He also pointed out what had been happening during the past years, as tho 

tenants rid themselves of subtenants in self-protection. 
1 

The order he 

refers to can be found in the minutes of 11th February, 1762, and 3tates 

that expressly to prevent tenants who got tacks from dispersing the artificers 

and day-labourers residing on their farms at the time, the houses and yards 

of these should be specifically excepted in the tacks. These men were not 

to pay rent but should be obliged to uphold their houses, and to give them 

some independence, the Board wanted to reserve in leases one-eighth of each 

farm for houses and byros for artificers and day-labourers. 2 Some sub- 

tenants had been lucky. On one farm, Carrichrew, the main tenants had been 

dispossessed as they were Roman Catholics and the subtenants took over. 
3 

Initially, the commissioners saw only the disadvantages, the uneconomic 

aspects, and the oppression possible' in the*system of subletting, but its 

i. dvantages soon became obvious when the subtenants were removed. Misfortune 

overtook many of them while the ambiguity of their situation remained un- 

resolved until the Treasury communicated with the Board and then the Board with 

the factors, and in addition, by 1762, there were complaints that the tenants 

could not manage their farms, for they had lost the mainstay of their labour 

force in the subtenants. Smaller tenants too had been in the habit of 

coming into the larger farms to help out, but in 1765, Archibald Menzies, the 

General Inspector, wrote that in an area whore labour was scarce and becoming 

scarcer on account of emigration abroad and to the Lowlands, the tenants were 

deprived by tho loss of subtenants of much needed labour. The crofters on 

the other hand might have become independent but they could not now plough 

1. E777/84/96.2. E721/6, p, 127, 
3. E721/2, P. 127. 
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their land; one or the returns thoY received For services rendered was that 

the richer tenant or master ploughed For them. Now the formor masters would 

not do this and the croftors who had neither the implements or the money to 

buy them ware thus reduced to poverty. 
1 

Hence, the tenant lost his labour force and the smaller man the use of 

utensils only his more highly capitalised noighbour could provide. Admittedly, 

the labour had been only moderately efficient, the crofter sometimes dragged 

away from his own land at an inconvenient time, and the ploughing possibly 

done only when it suited the tenant, but at least ILhe labour had been there and 

the ploughing done. The other side of the coin of oppression also appeared 

on occasion; the power of the tacksman had included soma necessary discipline. 

In Coigach, for example, where the subtenants were made independent of the 

principal tacksmen, the: -result was, temporarily at least, some disintegration 

of what improvements had begun, for. the*new. smaller tenants generally dis- 

regarded the rules of herding and stopped maintaining any enclosures they had 

made. 
2 

Another benefit to the tenant and subtonant, was that when specie was 

scarce and goods to buy hardly plentiful, payment or rent and payment for labour 

in services and in kind were often much more convenient than the straight 

money bargain. When tenants had to pay money wages, it was discovered that 

they could not really afford them. 
3 To the economist this may illustrate 

the economic inefficiency of the system but rapid change was not practical 

in eighteenth century conditions, in a society to which economic growth 

meant nothing. 

The Board did in fact, quickly accept that the labour question was a 

serious one and tried to solve it by the institution of the now class of 

tenant, mentioned earlier, that of King's Cottager. Eaýh of those small 

1. E729/0, P. 64.2. E746/75/21. 
3. E721/6, p. 42. 
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tenants was to have a small, commodious house with a cow byro and a few 

acres for garden stuff. This proposal was approved by the King and 

Treasury, L500 being allowed initially towards building houses and enclos- 

ing groundq 
1 

and in 1766, another L500 for the same purpose. 
2 By 

enclosing the holdings, the expense of lenses was avoided. 

The commissioners then had begun the destruction of subtenure from 

their enrliest days in 1755 and other landlords generally made this a 

'central theme or their policy' from the 17701s. 
3 However, Dr. Walker 

may be expressing a not uncommon if extreme view of the matter in that he 

thought the proprietor cut himself off from all other methods of improving 

by clearing an estate of subtenants and cottagers. He thought that in 

place of a labour force the proprietor might well find himself burdened 

4 
with an adventurer insufficiently well-stacked. He eventually decided 

that the best solution would be the occupation of a large part of the land 

by smalldr farmers holding leases, while larger farms were managed with the 

help of regular hired servants. 
5 The difficulty of course in the Highlands 

during the transition from the old to the now social and economic system 

was to find the servants* It would seem therefore that in the Highland 

economy, whatbver the situation in the Lowlandsg subtenancy had some 

merits both for the tacksman in providing a stable labour force and for 

the subtenant who found himself slightly higher on the social scale and 

materially better off than he would have been as a hired labourer. 

As the whole economy moved gradually from subsistence and barter to 

the modern concept of cash exchange both for goods, rents and services, the 

subtenant in his older form was bound to become an anachronism, but whole- 

sale abolition or the position was too drastic a stop in the middle of the 

eighteenth century, with results such as have been descLbcd. This the 

11 E724/1, p. 12.2. E724/1, p. 20. 
3. Cray, Highland Economy, p. 74 note. 
4. John Walker, An Economical Htstory of the Hobridgy nnd the Hiqhlands 

of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1000) i. p. 14. Hereafter, Walker, Economical. 
History 
Walker, Ecnnqmic--il--HI_stnEy-, i. p. 55. 
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tommissionors soon had to recognise and their compromise was the provision 

of the holdings for the tenants they called King's Cottagers, at the same 

time as they maintained their policy of kidding the estates of unofficial 

subtenants by forbidding subletting in leases and at least warning refract- 

ory tacksmen who continued the practice, to desist, 
1 

There are other aspects of landholding producing problems for the 

Board; among them were rents and the size of holding. The Board and 

their officers were greatly concerned over the correct size that farms should 

be, for they had to balance the need to produce viable oconomic units with 

the social aims of the annexation. In The Highlands in 1750 , it was 

suggested that no-one should have a farm larger than he could cultivate with 

his domeFtic servants, thus lessening the tenants' and chiefs' influence 

over the people 
2 

and the clause in the Annexing Act forbidding rents over 

L20 as well as multiple holdings also had that end in viewo On the 

economic side, however, there was an argument for larger holdings and one of 

the most noted improvers of the eighteenth century, Grant of Monymusk, was 

adanant that 'A largo farm is the only way of making an estate by husbandry', 

pointing out that on a small one the charges and the family's subsistence 

ate all the produce. 
3 This was the landowner*Is point of view, but James 

Small's picture of the Struan economy gives that of the small tenant with 

much the same implications. Farms there were so small that the dairy 

produce was for home consumption only and it was not as good as it would have 

been, if farms were largerwith resulting increase in milk supplies and 

more frequent churning done. In summer, too, there was a meal shortage, 

but this was less important as the poor people then lived on milk and 

needed less food since they wer e idlo. 4 Despite this, Small did not put 

1. F. R. Porth 20. In 1700, James Clephan, tacksman of To maknock, was 
believed to be subsetting as men from an adjoining farm wore see? 
entering the form buildin gs of Tomaknock. Clophan was to receive 
a warning. 

2. Long, HighlandS p. 147. 3. Wilton, Monymusk, P. 140. 
41 E733/04/lt p. G. 
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forward a caso for very largo holdings; he suggastod only that the farms 

when properly enlarged would be enough to keep the tonants gas happy as it 

is necessary they should be', and on the contrary, pointed out that farms 

that were too lucrative would not be good examples - presumably because 

they would be uncharacteristic. 

By the mid-1760's, as Jacobitism faded, Charles Edward dot recognised 

as King even by the Vatican on his father's death, so did the paranoiac 

fear of the power of the Highland landowner and large landholder, and the 

Board became more prepared to give more weighting to purely economic argu- 

ments. One strong reason for increasing the size of farms was that the 

expense of the animals needed for a plough was too great for any holding 

that had under five balls' sawing, and the Inspector General had written 

in his report for 1767-6B of the bad effects of keeping a plough on too 

small a farm. The tenants had to borrow and ended with the costs of a large 

farm and not even the profits of a small one. 
2 It was suggested that as 

tenants died, their possessions should be amalgamated to bring about a 

gradual increase in size and in 1771, Lord Kames went so far as to say that 

he thought men of substance should got large farms, but he proposed that 

in future, special regard should be paid to the nature and extent of a farm, 

avoiding division if one plough was sufficient to work the ground. If a 

farm would support the use of two ploughs, then it should be divided so that 

industrious tenants uould increase in numbors. 
3 

The statutory veto in the Annexing Act on rents of over L20 and on 

multiple holdings had the effect that while smaller holdings were amalgamated 

over the period of annexation, initially others had to be separated. For 

example, on the Perth estate, in 1755, Alexander Buchanan of Duilater held 

E733/04/1, p*130 'would tako away thoir boing exapliary'. 
2. E737/24, p. G. 
3. E721/11, p. 71. 
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two farms, Nothor and Upper Dochastla at E4.10.0 rent, and Offrons, 

Coshambio, Duncroggan and Portnoallan were in the hands of one man, Mr. 

Stewart of Annat. Their rentals were L16.15.3 4, L5.7.5-? , L5.14.6-8 12 12 12 

and LO. 15.5. Offrans at least, had a subtenant. 
2 

By 1767, Upper 

Bochastle had rour tenants and one King's Cottager, while Nether Bochastle 

had a single tenant with the mill attached. 
3 

In 1773, Upper Bochastle was 

divided into two larger and two smaller holdingsp but in 1775, there was 

one main holding with cottagers, 
4 

for by that time legislation had been 

5 
passed enabling the dommissioners to charge larger rents. From 1775, all 

the rent rolls have columns for the additional rents imposed thereafter. 

It was to be hoped this was an improvement, for in 1774, Wight had described 

Bachastle (Bohastle he spelled it) as the worst managed he had ever seen. 
6 

Mr. Stewart had to give up his multiple holding and in 1767 Coshambie 

was held jointly by two brothers, or at least by two men with the same 

patronymic, and Portneallan was also a joint holding. 
7 

By 1770, Portneallan 

was clearly two holdings, one with two names. In 1767, Duncraggan had 
, 

two tenants and two King's Cottagers, with another cottager added by 1770 

whon the schoolmaster was provided with a craft on the main farm. 1770 

saw a change, however, for then there was only one tenant, besides the 

three crafts, including one for the schoolmaster and one for a smith. 
a 

Runrig was attacked too and by 1764 the Board could report that Kinbuck 

9 
and Auchterarder were divided. 

Over the whole of the Perth estate, during the annexation, there is 

,q slow kaleidoscopic movoment of tenants and boundaries, not consistently 

in the direction of larger sized-holdings. In the part of Muthil parish 

1. E777/71.2. E777/244, P. 22,. 
3. -E777/75.4. E777/76. 
5,14 Goorgo III c. 55.6. Wight, Husbnndry 1. p. 153. 
7. E777/75.8. E777/76. 
9. E723/2, p. 51. 
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in the part of the estate included in the Highland Division after the 

estate was allotted to two rectors, many farms had a completely different 

organisation or tenants in 1784, compared to what existed in 1767.1 Some 

were very similar, of course, like Clenlichorn which had five tenants in 

1767 but in 1784 was divided into Easter, Wester and Middle, three farms 

but still five tenants. However there are examples of amalgamation in 

plenty. Blenror or Blainroar had five tenants in 1784 compared to nine 

in 1767, while Cullach with three tenants in 1767, one holding half the 

farm, the other two a quarter each, had only one main tenant in 1784 but 

five cottagers. Straid had four equal parts to it in 1767, but only one 

tenant in 1784, but the farm of Cornoch which had one tenant in 1767 had 

five in 1784, including one widow and one smith. 
, 

The greatest single consistent change in this area is in the dis- 

appearance of the many pendicles and small possessions that existed in 

1755, in Auchterarder and Muthil, but on the other hand, the commissioners 

were not averse to dividing up what they thought suitable areas, like the 

Parks of Drummond, to provide smallholdings. 
2 Clearly the Board, surveyors 

and factors used their discretion, within their legal limits in the estate 

of Perth, at least, to'form holdings of a sensible size suited in many 

cases to the individual tenant, while not leaving too much power in one man's 

hands. Their flexibility can perhaps be further illustrated by the treat- 

ment of two farms in the same area, Lendrick and Drippen. In 1755, each 

of those had two tenants, 3 
but by 1767-Lendrick was in one man's name, while 

Drippen had three tenants, two with quarter holdings, one with half the 

farm. 4 

As Wight pointed out, howevor, while in the Perth estate it was 

1. E777/75,77.2. E777/77, 
3. E777/71,4. E777/75, 
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possible to dispossess small tenants in the knowledge that they would find 

employment in industry and as day labourors, in the north dispossession 

would have led to depopulation. ' He did not add, what was probably the 

It 
case, that depopulation would have beon preceded by beggary, and to reduce 

the people in the estate to further misery was as emphatically not the 

policy of annexation, as emigration either to the Lowlands or abroad was 

not then considered an answer to the 'Highland Problem'. On the Lovat 

estate, the tenants in 1766 seemed to be little affected by the Board, for 

in that year, Menzies had little to say about the farming an the estate 

except that no original tenants had cýrried out improvements, that the 

low lying farms were still small and were being made smaller by the possess- 

ors dividing them to provide for their children. 
2A few years later, in 

1774, the estate returned to the Fraser family and so passed from the aegis 

of the Board; there had hardly been time for extensive changes. On the 

Cromarty estate, the changes in the numbers of tenants holding any particular 

farm arc minimal, between 1755 
3 

and 1764.4 By 1773, however, the intro- 

duction of the soldiers' settlements has in fact increased the number of 

tenants and may have decreased some holdings by the granting of crofts to 

soldiers. Ardwall had eight tenants in 1755 and in 1773, with the same 

number of tenants, had also four soldiers' lots extracted. Auchterneed 

with eight tenants in 1755 had nine in 1773 and in addition three soldiers' 

crofts. In the Barony of New Tarbat, sevcral farms were affected in this 

way for Tullich had sixteen soldiers and two tenants in 1773 but three 

tenants in 1755; Polnicel had still only one tenant at the later date but 

had added the doubtful blessing of eight soldiors and Kilmuir had seven, 

On the Mains of Now Tarbat which in 1755 had boon held with Castlehill and 

1 Wight, iv. pt. 1, p. 140. 
2. E729/0., p. 100.3. E746/72/1. 
4. E746/72/3. 
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includod a pandiclo for tho doctor who also ronted part of New Tarbat House, 

there were throe tenants and thirteen soldiers and the doctor was still 

there at the later date. I 

It has to be remembered of course that some of the soldiers' settle- 

ments were aimed at bringing uncultivated land into use, so that it is 

possible that their existence did not make much difference to the tenants' 

holdings, while the proprietors' rents were increased. The fact too that 

the grass was most valuable in that estate would perhaps indicate that 

additional tenants an a holding, who were supposed to be increasing arable 

land, would make little difference to the original tenants, but there are 

few signs an the estate of Cromarty of enlargement of individual holdings. 

The method of paying rents was another part of the management of 

the annexed estates that the commissioners would have liked to bring into 

line with contemporary improving practices. Ideally, they hoped eventually 

to have all rents paid in cash but such a transformation was not likel,, - to 

be attained speedily where specie was short and old customs died hard. The 

realism that allowed services of carriage of bark and fuel to be continued 

accepted adjustment and gradualism here too and in 1774, payment in kind was 

still being stipulated. 
2 Some steps towards the achievement of a cash 

economy had been taken before 1745 on the Perth estate, where James Drummond, 
I 

Earl of Perth, had tried to convert all rents to money payment at the same 
3 time as he had started the process of raising rents on his lands, On the 

Cromarty estate, an the other hand, a high proportion of tenants paid no 

money rents at all. In 1755, the parts of the estate in Kilmuir Easter 

parish paid Z4.16.58 in cash, but over 290 bolls of bore, 267 bolls of 12 

meal and 30 of malt brought the total to a value estimated at. E249.18.3-1 12 

with services in addition. 
4 In the barony of Now Tarbat in Logie Easter, 

the money rent was 7/6 and the total L29.10.10. 

1. C746/72/1, E746/72/9. These figUros are included with the rent 
rolls for othor yours, in the Foldar E746/72/1-12. 

2. E723/2, p. 227.3. E777/3,5-2-1747* 
4. E746/72/2.5, 'E746/72/9. 
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The practice made for practical difficulties for the factor. III 

1759 and 1760, he had faced the problem or staring ronts, for he found that 

the tenants mado a habit of paying only if farm victual was taken off their 

hands when they offered it. I He suggested repairing a few rooms in Now 

Tarbat house for the purpose, though this can hardly have been the ideal 

solution and in August 1760, he sent an estimate, which was approved, for 

a granary at Beauly. 2 Eventually in 1765, a granary was built at Portloich, 

estimated at ZlBO, but costing over 000.3 

Even without the added complication or storing rents, their collection 

was a continuous problem foi the factors. In 1758 Barcaldine wrote that in 

good years accounting was easy, and all the money was paid between January 

and March, with not n penny the rest of the time. In bad years, however, 

every little market had to be watched. 
4 Barcaldine's book-keeping was 

hardly impeccable and his penchant for accepting 'presents' combined with 

his reluctance to clear his accounts led to his eventual dismissal, 
5 but 

this was probably a fair assessment of the situation. In 1766, Forbes 

declared that the bulk of the rents paid in victual were usually bought by 

the tenants themselves, which seems odd when he had made such a fuss about 

the storage problem. 
6 In 1769 he wrote to the Board that there were no 

rents for Cromarty for 1766 and very few from Lovat, so that he would have 

difficulty in paying the public burdens, schoolmasters' salaries, etc., 
7 

and 

in 1771. he complained to the ground officers that the most positive orders 

he had had from the Board to clear his account for the 1770 crop by July 

1771 would be impossible to obey if the tenants did not deliver their 

victual payment in kind and pay their rents at Whitsunday. The most sub- 

stantial tenants, particularly those with leases, had not paid anything. 

Lator, John Campboll of Lochond, factor on tho Highland division of 
I 

1. E721/4, P. 234. 2. E721/5, p. 22. 
3. E723/2, P. 81. 4. E777/84/57. 
5. E777/72,341. 6. E787/9/121. 
7. E7B7/9/138. 0. E7B7/9/145(1). 
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the Perth estate, doclared with soma justification that collection of rents 

was the least important part of the factor's duties on the estate he was 

concerned with. 
1 

Factors certainly had a multitude of duties, but the 

problem of obtaining prompt payment of rents was one that was always with 

them, and one that the Board, responsible after all for public money, 

checked fairly carefully. Accounts were examined each year and explanations 

sought for discrepancies. In 1773, for example, Lord Stonefield examined 

the accounts of Thomas Keir for the Lowland part of the Perth estate, and 

found L787 in arrears. 
2 By this time, the Board were beginning to realise 

that all such situations were not necessarily to be attributed to the 

factors' misdemeanours, and it was recommended that tenants without leases 

should be warned about their arrears, but those with tacks should have the 

most effectual legal steps taken against them. But factors must have been 

wryly amused by the instructions from the central government in 1764# that 

3 'tenants were not to be allowed to run into arrears for the future. ' After 

the disannexation, the Barons of the Exchequer were still dealing with 

factors' accounts, and the question of arrears, until the early years of the 

ninetoenth century. 
4 

The tenants' belief too that if they paid within a year 

and a day after the rents were duo they were in no danger of being removad, 

cannot have helped the factors. 5 Any attempt to convert rents to a purely 

cash transaction had also to take into consideration the tenants' resistance 

to such a change. Menzies provides an interesting sidelight on this 

viewpoint, for he suggested that the rent on Lovat should be converted to 

labour. He declared that the people were not fond of work but preferred 

giving Z5 in work to paying Z2 in money* 
6 

By the 1770's, wherever possible, farm rents were calculated with the 

addition or an allowance for the amount of meal due, on the Porth estate, for 

example, at the market price of 8/10 per boll in 1776,13/4 in 1777 and down 

1. F. R. Parth, 20.2. E777/340/9. 
3. E725/1, p. 10.4. E780/8. 
5. E 703/9/121 . 6.. E729/0, p. B9. 
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to 10/- in 1779.1 On tho Lovat and Cromarty ostatea this procoss was 

combined with the process of raising rents to a more economic height, . 

according to the surveyors' valuation, and in 1768 the Cenoral Inspector 

wrote that he and the factor on those estates had begun to prepare the 

tenants for the proposed increases. Half the victual rent was to be 

converted at eight marks to the boll, which Menzies described as In bait 

that took'. The rents were still going to be higher as additional rent 

was to be charged to make the estate conform to Peter May's evaluation, 

but the chance of an apparent bargain was tempting the tenants. - Another 

piece of encouragement was that tenants who had begun to enclose had their 

rents reduced. 
2 

Whatever tenants felt about it,. howevor, the practice of paying rents 

in cash instead of in kind had been growing throughout the seventeenth 

century, largely for the proprietor's convenience, 
3 

and as a modern 

innovation had become accepted as approved improving. It was gradually 

to spread throughout the whole of Scotland, and had already affected the 

annexed estate of Perth. The commissioners were almost inevitably bound to 

start the process on the estates under their management and the two differ- 
V^ 

ences butween theý and other proprietors w3s, first, in the very large area 

over which they could introduce this change and, secondly, that the proceeds 

would be spent on the Highland area and primarily on the estates annexed, 

instead of on proprietorial living expenses, riotous or otherwise, in"other 

parts of the kingdom. 

The commissioners met some opposition in their desire to make all the 

rents payable in cash, partly because of the short supply of cash and partly 

becaLJSG payment by labour, food and services such as carriage of fuel was in 

many ways a far more convenient method or exchange botw9on landlord and 

1. E777/7G, 77.2. E729/10/1. 
3. J. A. Symon, fSottish Farminq Past and Prnsent (Edinburgh, London, 

1959) P. 91. Horoafter Symon, Forminq. 
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tenants at the time. This as we have soon the Board speedily discovered 

in their attempts to eradicate subtonancy. Services and victual added to 

the apparent value of an estate, for the Barrisdale rent in money in 1755 was. 

detailed at L79.3.4 sterling but by the time the bishop's tainds, the 

kitchen cow, the May present - quite large at L3.15.10. - 21 stones of 

butter, 42 of cheese, 431 sheep, plus 372 hours or service at 6d. per day 2 

had been added, the total gross rent amounted to L133.11.3. 
I 

This was 

deceptive, however, for according to Francis Grant's report to the Barons 

of the Exchequer in 1749, when services were not performed, the tenants were 

not expected to pay any conversion, while those who did-have to cut and 

2 
carry peats, a great time-waster in the commissioners' opinion, were given 

an allowance of meal and money for doing this. 3 
This picture is far 

removed from that of the tyrannous landlord demandin-g his due regardless of 

the needs of the tenants, which was the model the improvers carried in their 

minds. When the factor on Barrisdale %ried to exact cash payment for 

services not rendered at 6d. ---per day, not surprisingly the tenants refused 

to pay, and the Board accepted that compulsion was impossible, though they 

resolved at the same time that leases granted in the future on the estate 

should reserve services as an all the other annexed estates. 
4 

Clearly for the convenience of the factors, the commissioners would 

have had to try to make some other type of arrangement for collecting rent. 

The troubles of the Lovat and Cromarty factor in staring grain we have 

already seen. Jean, Dowager of Perth, on her life-rented estate received 

money rent of Z1502.6.8 Scots but the total rent was L3,991,19.0 Scots and 

she can have had little need to provide much food for herself and her 

household when her tenants had to-supply 30 capons, 5 wedders., 5 lambs, 

25612 poultry, 70 chickens and 304 egý. s as well as over 400 bolls or meal, 

I. E741/19, Crop 1755.2. E723/2, p. 16. 
3. E703/3p p. 4. - 4. E721/6, p. 86. 
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bear and oats. 
1 

This was wealth to her but would have been somothing or 

an inconvenience to factors to collect and dispose of. 

The factors found out the inconveniences of being without the carriage 

service, for to aveid extortion on their part, they had to have the Board's 

orders to tenants to carry for them. Coal was quite a difficulty and 

Small pointed out that without being granted this carriage he had no other 

method of being supplied. 
2 Ten years later, he had to sond in a memorial 

to the effect that he had had no coal carried for three years, and he did 

not think it would be a hardship to the tenants, nor that they would object, 

as tho c; ýrriage had been reserved in the leases and the rents as a result 

made less. 3 This was read in December 1775 and then again in July 1776 so 
I 

it is to be hoped he did not suffer overmuch from cold in the moantime. 

But as he pointed out, the carriages had been reserved. Recognising 

necessity, the early leases required the tenants to lead loads of barkt 

peat and coal, or to pay for each undelivered load, at the rate of 1d. each 

stone of coal and 2d. sterling for each undelivered load of peatse 
4 

One service, however, was almost universally resented and condemned 

and that was thirlage, the servitude that bound tenants an certain lands to 

have their coin ground at one particular mill and to help with the repairs of 

that mill. The grasping miller of fairy-tale and folklore is so common and 

cosmopolitan a character that one feels there must be some grounds'for the 

belief that all were untrustworthy and most ware rogues. When weights were 

not uniform, nor subjected to independent scrutiny, so that both farmer and 

miller had only their eyes to depend on, it is easy to understand, especially 

in a subsistence economy, that the bag of flour or meal produced from the 

hopper usually seemed less than it should have been. And that the portion 

claimed by the miller who took no risk in producing the. corn was more than 

he dosorvcd. Further, the miller considorcd himself the master, not the 

1. E777/3, pp. 27 ff. 2. E721/0, p. 20. 
3. F. R. Porth 20.4. E777/290/1( 26). 
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sorvant of his customors and lot 'his humour rathor than a senso of his duty$ 

regulate his conduct. He knew that Itho yoko is wreathed so hard about 

their necks that they dare not pass his doorlo 
1 

The commissioners saw 

thirlage as the most burdensoma of services and they were determined from 

the start of their period of duties to 'relieve' the tenants. In 1762, 

they reported to the King in Schedule No. 2 that they wore anxious to free 

the tenants an the annexed estates from thirlage 
2 

and in the minutes, they 

had recorded their intentions to abolish it whenever a proper scheme was 

agreed on. As a result, they decided to lot mills for only one-year at 
.3 

a time. 

There were plehty of complaints about millers and thirlage, like that of 

the tenant thirled to a Cromarty mill where John, Earl of Cromarty, had in 

1714 extended the thirlaýe to include not only the corn grown within the 

sucken, the district thirled to a mill, but also to all corn imported, bought 

or store,: within it. The petitioner also complained that his lands were 

a long way from the mill but that he only wished to show how oppressive 

thirlage could be made# 
4 He lived in a bad area from the tenants' point of 

view, however, as Symon tells us that the thirlage in Ross-shira was 

sometimes one-eighth. 
5 Millers were tenants too, of course, and had to 

have their interests defended. The inclusion of the repair of the mill 

and the lead to it in thirlaýe made abolition far from simple. Surprisingly 

too, not all tenants were as enthusiastic for the removal of this 'burden' 

as one might have expected them to be. The tenants on Monaltry when faced 

with the choice of paying more rent for conversion of thirlage or of remaining 

under thirlago, preferred remaining astricted to the mill and this concession 

thuy were allowed. 
6 Similarly, the tenants on the Perth estate in 1765 

were said to be 'of very various and variable minds' on, tho subject, 
7 

and 

1. Robortson, Southorn Porthshire, p. 120. 
2. E723/2. p. 22.3. C721/61 p. 295. 
4. E721/4, p. 12S. 5. Symon, Farming, p. 45. 
6. E721/8, p. 92.7. E721/8, p. 97. 
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in 1702, when the Crierf inhabitants wanted to be freed of thirlago, the 

factor thought it would be bettor to leave things as they were as he reckoned 

it would be impossible to satisfy them all. 
1 

One estate, Barrisdale, did 

not have to makeany adjustments on this service for the inhabitants used 

querns and there had never been a cornmill on the estates 
2 

However, so important did the commissioners consider the question of 

abolition that it was one of the first items dealt with in the rules and 

articles registered with the Court of Session in connection with leases for 

the improvement of Highland farms. 3 Tenants were to remain thirled and to 

pay the same multures and perform the same services as before, by use and 

wont, but whenever new leases were granted to mills without astricted 

multures, tenants had to pay a proportion of rent to make up the diminution 

of the mill's profits and they had s'till to perform the repair services. 
4 

This was another recognition of reality, the lack of workmen. This having 

been agr, -ed, tenants could then grind at tho same mill or pay at another if 

it was more convenient, as they and the miller arranged. 
5 Thirlage however, 

was still in operation at the end of the annexation. 

Changing patterns of farming were in evidence as early as 1757 and 

affected millers perhaps more than any otoer tenants. 6 For example, where 

grass was grown in place or corn, the miller's earnings were greatly 

reduced. 
7 

Changes in the communications system could also affect a mill's 

intake as at the mill of Tonbea, which gradually became redundant once the 

new bridge built at Callender made that at Gartchonzie more convenient. 

But by 1780, the miller at Cartchonzie had his own complaint. Tenants 

rormorly thirled to his mill were now at liberty to carry their corn to any 

they cared, but other proprietors not quite so disinterested as the annexed 

1. E721/25, p. 314.2. 
3. Court of Session Register of Deeds, 

clause 10. Hereafter Durie 233. 
4. E736/60/1.5. 
6. E721/2, p. 153.7. 
0. E721/9, p. 92. 

E721/7, P. 27. 
1774. Duric 233 f. 473 

Adv. Ms. 31.1.2, p. 49; E721/6, p. 311. 
E721/4, p. 256. 
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estatos commissionors would not allow thoir tonants to bring thoir custom 

to him. It must have boon a novel experience for the millor to find 

himself in such a situation and the more annoying as his follows on the 

other estates were carrying on as before. The response of both tenants 

and other proprietors to the proposal to abolish thirlage is another 

illustration of the strength of custom in rural communities and illuminated 

the magnitude of the task facing the improver. That the commissioners 

once again could only initiate and introduco the idea of change is not 

surprising. 

The hands of the commissioners were always tied in their search for 

improved agricultural practice and efficiency by their need to aim at the 

contentment of the tenants. Commutation of victual and service led to an 

apparent rise in rent, and was not likely to be popular, for as we haye 

seen, services and*cash were not always equated by the Highland tenants. 

In their defence, it has to be remembered that making arrangements to sell 

their meal to obtain cash was likely to weigh on the smaller tenant perhaps 

even more heavily than finding cash to pay wages did on the larger. To 

the general rise in rents, partly real, partly duo to commutation of 

services and rents and hence not a true increase, was generally aýttributed 

much of the 'fever of emigration' affecting the Highlands in the second 

half of the eighteenth century. We have Dr. Johnson's word for,, this, whe n 

he spoke to one of his hosts, in Anach, in Glonmoriston. 2 The same 

attitude is expressed by one of the surveyors employed by the Board. 

William Morison described Barrisdalo in 1772 as Ivory disjoined' with 

shealings at a great, inconvenient distance from the farms, and though he 

was supposed to bo looking at the estate with the aim of preparing an 

1. E777/305(l) 24-9-1780. 
2. Dr. Johnson, A Journey to the Wostern Islos in 'A Tour to tho 

Hobridas', cd. R. W. Chapman, 1944, pp. 52-3. 
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incroased rontal, ho spoko against too high an addition, as ho thought 

this would make the inhabitants desperate, or like their-noighbours, emigrate 

to America. As he rightly assumed, this was the opposite of the Board's 

intentions. 1 He gave an estimate of Z160.7.0, a rise from Z138.19.4, which 

the Board reduced by L9.8.6 but then added L29.4.2, presumably for improve- 

monts. 
2 

At the beginning of their term of office, the Board faced a complicated 

picture of rents, for initially it was not clear whether the Barons of the 

Exchequer could collect rents from 1752 until the appointment of the 

commissioners. In fact, they had continued doing so and had also used 

the money to pay off creditors, and it was eventually decided that they 

had been within their legal rights to do so, 
3 

but the uncertainty encouraged 

tenants to try for abatements,. for one reason or another. The question 

was an even more vexed one an the Perth estate, because of the unfortunate 

coincidence of the rents having been raised just before the turmoil of the 

Rebellion. 4 As a result of the confusion then some of the tenants had 

never in fact paid the augmented rents. Some kept the money until 1748 

when the factors appointed by the Barons under the act forfeiting estates 

took control; others felt optimistically they would never have to pay the 

extra amount and spent their money. The factor making his report in 1755, 

John Campbell of Barcaldine, was very critical of Drummond's scheme, saying 

there had been no regular plan of improvement an d no encouragement to the 

tenants. 5 Rents in Callander had been so far raised that the tenants were 

not in very good circumstances, 
6 

and many petitions appeared in the Board's 

office asking for relief, especially in 1757, when there was a scarcity of 

meal. Even a millor on one holding needed help then, and the holders of 

Dalclathick who had their rent raised from L9.13.4 to L20 said they had only 

1. S. R. O. R111 28, p. 13.2. E741/20/7. 
3. N. L. S. Minto, E. F. P. 35.4. E777/3. 
5. E777/244, p. 61.6. E721/3, p. 16; E777/3,1747-8 (Feý). 
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kept on the farm because the factor persuaded them to. They succeeded in 

having thoir-caso considored. 
1 

The tenants no doubt seized on the general atmosphere at the time of 

the annexation to try to have their rents reduced. The Doard must have 

been convinced that there were some grounds for complaint, for in 1763, the 

Perth factor was told to make up a list of farms that he considered too 

highly rented, with the reductions he thought possible, but he also had to 

say which he thought could be raised, so that the rental could be kept up. 
2 

This last sentence points the dilemma which the commissioners had to 

try to resolve over rentals in their management of the estates. On the 

income from rents depended all their activities aimed at achieving the 

Icivilisation' of the Highlands, good government, the Protestant religion, 

and the multitude of other benefits set out in the Annexing Act. They 

could not afford to be over-generous in cutting rents, however much that 

might contribute to the happiness and tc ensuring the loyalty of individual 

tenants, also an aim of the annexation. Rents did rise throughout the 

period of the annexation, 
3 

as a result of rising values generally, reflected 

in tho surveyors' reports, and as a result of the interest charged by the 

Board on money lent for improvements, 
4 

but the opinion or many neighbouring 

proprietors and tenants was that Ikihdness' to tenants had outwoighed the 

desire for efficiency and increased revenue. 

The effect lasted of course, for tenants with leases could hold their 

farms at tho original rental even after the return of the estates to the 

heirs of the attainted and writers in the Old Statintical Account reported on 

1. E721/2p p. 158.2. E721/7, P. 24. 
3. E714/18/w. In 1753, the gross rent of the estate of Struan was 

L504.8.3. From 1759-1765 it remainod L522.0.1 and was thon raised 
to Z552.18.7, to Z585.17.7 in 1767 and reached L662.19.5 in 1775. 
The drop in prices shows in the reduction to Z543.5.3 in 1777 but 
recovery began in 1773 when L587.9.10 is recorded, L630.16.3 in 
1779 and an eventual maximum of L602.5.9 in 1782-03. 

4. E746/72/11. 
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the fact that the farmo an the Perth estate, for example, were 'allowed by 

all to be low rentod' 
I 

and certainly so when compared with the rest of the 

county. The minister of Cargill was extremely critical for his-view 

was thnt when the baronies of Stobhall and Cargill were under the direction 

of the commissioners the lands were so low in rent that they were 'no 

spur to industry or excitement to exertion'. According to him, if the 

farmer could pay his rent and 'live like his neighbours' without changing 

his methods, it was only seldom he would do any more. Rents had been 

raised considerably in the few years since the disannexation, one farm 

from E33 to L200 and another from L23 to L901 thus calling for activity and 

skill an the part of the farmer. He implied that it was only since the 

disannexation that 'a spirit or industry was diffusing itself over the whole 

parish', 
2 As we shall see, it was not only in Cargill that farmers on 

the annexed estates seemed to lack enterprise and ability, even as late 

as 1784. 

1. O. S. A. xi. p. 183.2. O. S. A. xiii. p. 539. 
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2. FARM MANAGEMENT 

The factdrs' reports in 1755 helped to bring out the aspects of farm 

management, the practices of husbandry, an the estates that required 

amelioration. Almost indivisible in practice, for consideration here and. 

for convenience, it is possible to divide the Board's policies into four 

cate--cc, era: - 

a. Dividing and enclosing lands and straightening marches. 

b. Improvements in the management of animal stock. 

C. Increase in the quantity and quality of the yield of crops of 

various kinds. 

d. Improvement in farm bui ldings and implements. 

Of these the first was the most important, for doubt about boundaries could 

have a deleterious effect on relationships between tenants and neighbouring 

proprietors in a society where co-operation was more beneficial than 

controversy, Equally division and enclosure of lands gave the individual. 

the benefits of his industry while protecting crops from roving stock and 

stock from being harrassed by herds or dogs. 

Enclosing farms and fields was perhaps the most continuous of all the 

Board's activities. Each year, large amounts of money were spent on 

fencing, diking and ditching. This was the first of the commissioners' many 

activities that was of fundamental importance and their interest in it never 

failed. Their annual reports to the King and Treasury list the amounts 

spent, In 1768, E624.18.10 was laid out an the Perth estate, L9#10,0 on 

Cromarty and L39,15.10 on Struan, 1 In 1771, the expenditure on Perth had 2 

1. E723/2, p. 165. 
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9 
gone up to L845.15.10ý'--- 9 Coigach had absorbed L28.13.7 and L35.12.4 had 

12 

been spent'on Struan and Cromarty, all of this earning 5% interest on the 

.1 
capital-spento as additional rent. Thereafter the sums tended to decrease. 

In an account of all the money spent on the Lowland -division of the 

Perth 2 
estate, under what is termed 5% improvements, from sums varying from 

nothing between February 1780 to ýune 1782 and in the last year of the 

annexation to L584.15.5 in 1767-8. The last figure included inclosing 

and planting muirs, which was entered separately from the next year but a 

large proportion is spent an diking, 'This was not always within farms or 

between proprietors; in 1771, L58.18.0 was laid out an a dike an the King's 

road. In 1769-71 accounts, LBO was paid to a man who had built dikes on 

each side of the King's road from Lagg to Bridgend of Crieff, and L18.9.3 

was used to build a dike built round the acres taken off Fintalich farm 

for some of the inhabitants of Muthil. Damage done when quarrying was 

carried out was also indented under 5% improvements as Was'diking. per 

road was the price in 1775-76 at least. 

-- Among the practical difficulties that had to be overcome in ý diking, 

there was the problem of carriage. When Barcaldine was having a dike built 

at Drummond he wrote suggesting that it would be cheapest to buy two horse3 

and a cart as the country people would not bargain to do the 
. 
1obo Iheir 

horses were so weak, they could pull only small loads in single horse carts, 

and he thought hiring by the day would turn, out to be very expensive, 

However, for his pains, he was told that the Board did not approve of this 

, suggestion and he was to build dikes as best hs he couldq 
3a 

sihgularly 

unhelpful comment. 

Considering the area over which the Board was supposed to exercise 

control and the amount of money paid out an this very necessary aspect of 

1. E723/20 p. 187.2. E777/326. 
3. E721/6, P*217, 
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improvement, it was almost inevitable that the dikes and ditches did indeed 

'gradually change the face of the land', 1 That the dikes were neither 

efficiently builtq nor particularly well placed for efficient farm manage- 

ment either within the annexed estates, nor betwen them and the neighbouring 

proprietors, seems clear from the comments of later observers. Andrew 

Wight and William Frend were none too complimentary about the work done, 

an their travels round the estates, 
2 The commissioners had n'o doubt that 

the additional rents obtained from enclosing would greatly enhance the value 

of the estates and probably this would have been the effect in time, but 

perhaps not under a Crown Commission whose actions were-restricted and whose 

supervision of improvements was not all it might have been, 

The response of tenants was varied, of course, in different parts of 

the country. Some tenants were keen to improve, even in the northern parts 

of the estates, for while still under the management of'the Barons of the 

Exchequer, some Cluny tenants had complained of the lack of head-di-kes and 

the resultant danger to their crops from wandering"stock. They were 

prepared to build head-dikes at their own expense if they were given the 
4 

security of seven years' possession. In 1780, Wight remarked an the 

annexed estate of Cluny, 'improvements make a figure1q with neat commodious 

houses op each farm, sufficient sione'walls, good pasture for good stock of 

well-looking cattle. In addition, he feltýthat the people were aware that 

the Board had no intention of rack-renting them, so they were prepared to 
5 

make the most of their possessions. Wight seems inclined to give the 

Board the benefit for such a welcome sight but the tena6tst earlier actions 
indicate that the credit should perhaps go to themt for Cluny had been held 

of a-subject superior, the Duke of Gordon, and had been managed by the Board 

1. Wills, Reports, Introduction p. xii. 
2. Wight, Husbandry; Frend's Journals, E777/252 and 305(l), all passim. 3. Cf. Chapter 1,2.4. E700/3, p. 197. 
51 Wight, Husbandry, iv. part 1, p. 151. 
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only since 1770. William Tennoch surveyed the estate for the commissioners 
12 

in 1771 and leases were granted from 1774 onwards; nine years of the 

Board's management were not likely to have transformed the estates in any 

great degree, and the records do not show any great amount of activity. 
3 

The tenants should for once be given some credit for industry and enthusiasm. 

Further south, in Auchtermuthil, on the Perth estate, we find tenants 

of a very different kidney. According to Frend, they built dikes just well 

enough to entitle them to the additional rent and then took no trouble in 

keeping them up. 
4 Very little enclosing had been done in the area, for 

most of the land is described as entirely open; Drumdowie, 100 acres, had 

5 
no enclosures. The need for supervision was clear and it is a little 

disconcerting to find Frend, in 17809 suggesting as a new idea what 

Archibald Menzies had told the commissioners was necessary an his first 

visit to the estate in August 1765. Frend thought that the money paid out 

for work on dikes should be withheld until they had been inspected, and 

after his report the two commissioners commenting an his proposals could 

only agree. 
6 But Menzies had already, without effect it would appearp 

realised this and had thought the byrlawmen could have carried out the 

necessary inspection, 7 Frend, in addition, did not altogether apprcve of 

dikes, for he thought that not only were'ditches d cheaper mcthod of -Aviding 

land, but with one process, drainage was also provided; without which he 

said the farmer would get little profit from dung or manure* 

Hcwoverp not all tenants were totally resistant to change, Mungo 

Campbell, farming at Auchleskinep had spent L50 on building a farm house and 

necessary out-buildings, and as he wanted to continue his improvements, he 

asked for a d'Lvision of the infield which was in runrig between him and his 

1. E745/59,2. E745/57. 
3. E745/42-62.4. E777/305(l) passim. 
51 E777/305(l), p. 20.6. E777/260/3. 
7. E729/8# p. 25.8. E77V252; E777/305(l), p. 58, March 1781. 
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neighbours. 
I What the neighbours wanted, however, is not an record in the 

minutes* It was necessary too to make changes when the mood of tenants was 

propitious. Two years earlier, Barcaldine had suggested that the opportunity 

should be taken to make a proper division of land hold in runrig at 

Auchterarder with the Duke of Montrose, as all at that time were so well 

disposed to change. 
2 The inclination of tenants was a vital element in 

successful improvements and it was not always present. The lack of 

uniformity both in tenants' responses and in the results attainable can be 

seen in the difference between Cluny and the parts of the Perth estate 

mentionedp while not all that far from Auchtermuthilp the-village of Comrie 

is doszrLbed in the O. S. A. as being partly enclosed, especially that part 

belong ging to Mr. Drummond of Perth, who had entered into possession of the 

estate after the disannexation. 3 Certainly the commissioners maintained 

expenditure on enclosures all through the annexation, and however well or badly 

this was done, it would not be without effect. 
4 

Runrig and open land were not the only problems of the organisation or 

the use of farm land that had to be dealt with. Many farms were not properly 

proportioned for efficient management, some with too much'hill pasturev some 

with too little, for example, 
5 

and surveyors and other officers had-to take 

thought about this type of division toop sometimes arranging for small 

holdings to go to inefficient tenants who were not successful on their 

original landt and adjusting the rents accordingly. 
6 

Then there was the intermingling of the land of various proprietors, 

something that was not uncommon all over the Highlands. It is clearly 

simpler to build a dike round one large piece of ground rather than round 

several small bits, dikes being rather less flexible than the modern wire- 

netting, and a burn was a splendid boundaryp when it divided two properties 

1. E721/8, p. 19.2. E777/84/90(l). 
3. O. S. A. xi. P. 183.4. E723/1-4. 
S. E786/37/2p 51 11.6. E777/263/30 12. 
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instead of meandering from one to the other. Many attempts were made to 

rationalise marcheso both between farms on the estates and also between the 

annexed estates and those of neighbouring proprietors; excambions were made 

whereby boundaries became straighter and new channels were cut for streams 

to ensure that all the land of one proprietor lay an one side of the water, 

In this matter, as in other aspects of the management of the estates, 

the length of time between the forfeiture, the annexation and the appointment 

of commissioners had unfortunate effects. March lines were at any time only 

vaguely known, especially on the higher ground; for example, in Barrisdale, 

2 
the boundaries were stated to be known only by custom and tradition. The 

delays of the initial years were an invitation to even greater uncertainty 

and to the encroachments by neighbourst either innocently or by design* 

Fraser of Struy' tried to absorb some of Lovat's land. 3 The Duke of Atholl 

and the Struan factor had 'a trifling difference' about marches, 
4 This 

latter. dispute seems to have been resolved amicably enoUgh for in 1765 the 

Ceneral Inspector was instructed to visit the Duke to thank him for concurring 

so readily in adjusting the marches. 
5 

Then the veto on any participation in the management of the estates 

by members of the families who had previously owned them almost certainly 

ensured the ignorance of officcre es ti; what had traditionally been consid- 

ered the correct march lines, In the neighbourhood of the estate of Lovat 

there were many small proprietors ready to make their*own boundariest and 

a court case was needed to settle the extent or the mosses of the Barooy 

of Beauly. 6 Menzies discovered another complication'arising from this lack 

of certainty in 1766, when he found what can be only called squatters, 

11 E777/263/8(1), 2, E729/19 P, E9. 
3. E721/19 p. 30.4. E783/58/28(l); E783/84/14. 
5. E729/89 No. 15.6, E721/69 p. 251; E769/110. 
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settled on the boundaries of the estates. These people informed the 

neighbouring proprietors that they were the King's tenants and the factors 

on the annexed estates that they were tenants on the neighbouring estates 

and hence paid rents to neither. 
1 Of. course, until there were enclosures 

and sheep farms the exact lines of estates' boundaries had been less 

importantf and it was only as the hill grazings became more valuable that 

much detailed attention was paid to themo but this illustrates just how 

vague boundaries were, 

Some disputes were hangovers from longstanding battles with the 

original owners, like Sir Robert Menzies' claim to exclusive rights to the 

fishing of Loch Rannoch and the privilege of drying his nets on the Struan 

side of the loch, This affected the Board as he threatened to prevent the 

boats and timber from being carried to the sawmill at Carie, an the grounds 

that they hurt his fishing. Like the internal enclosing, the question 

of settling marches went an throughout the annexation and even in the last 

few years, there were quarrels with neighbours involving surveys and plans 

and eventually in some cases the due course of the law. 2 Despite the 

realisation of the need, however, both of recognition and of the rational- 

isation of boundaries, the Board's intentions were more admirable thpin 

their execution of these or their officers' performances, and Archibald 

Menzies criticised the fact that the marches had not been cleared with neigh- 

bours before some enclosing was carried out. 
3 Apparently his word3 of 

wisdom were not headed or no corrections were made, for Frend in the 

1780's had equal strictures to make, pointing out that a more determined 

effort should have been made to achieve more sensible boundaries, He 

thought much of the money would have been wasted because of the irregular 

lines between properties. 
4 

11 E729/8; p. 113.2. E746/160; E769/108; E783/82. 
3. E729/8p p. 45.4. E777/305(l). 
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Various excambions were proposed, boLh by tho Board and by neighbours, 

and some were effected. One quite extensive une wus the exchange of the 

barony of Fernan, part of Struan, valued at Z3979.13.9 and Lix, part of the 

Perth estate, valued at E1054.17.3-ý for the lands of Pitkellony, part of the 
12 

estate of the Earl of Breadalbane. The Crown had to pay the difference of 

L5354.0.3 and thereafter, the rents were included in the Perth rental, but 

an disannexation, Pitkellony was granted to the proprietor of the Perth 

estate, on payment of L3979.13.9 to Colonel Robertson the owner of the 

Struan estate after 1784,2 

Later comments on the divisions made are an implicit criticism of 

the surveyors who had been employed extensively by the Board, not only - 

to find and measure boundaries, but to suggest improvemonts. Several 

men were employed regularly. Initially William Cockburn and Francis 

Grant, before the latter was made the first Riding Master and General 

Inspectorg 
3 

did many of the surveys, but later Oohn. Leslie declared that 

he found so many omissions in the survey of the estate of Perth that he 

was rather cautious in using it. 4 Peter May and William Morison were 

- busy. They did not always have an easy time, for apart from also kept 

the difficulties arising from the weather 
5 

and tenants, they had sometimes 

a long time to wait for theAr due enClUmants. Leslie had three years to 

put in before he recsivea his oxpenses for 1767 6 
and was paid fully only 

in 1774 for about three years' wnrk. 
7 As the sum involved in the latter 

case was over Z400, the man was considerably out of pocket. 

T then reporta and recommendations were not always equably received 

even by the factors. In 1770,3ohn Forbes complained that Peter May hed 

rented many farms at too high a rent and had augmented rents where tenants 

1. E777/1111,112,179-32.2, E777/360B; E732/n 
3. E726/1,. P. 2,4. E777/94/17. 

p. 109 ff. 

5. E777/94/20.6, E777/ 1 94/18. 
7. E777/94/24. 
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had carried out their own improvements, when the Board had decreed that 

such tenants were to be free of any increases. 
' Leslie had to deal with 

the tenants round Callander, known for their fractiousness despite their 

attachment to the factor Oames Small, 2 
and others ploughed over the lines he 

made one year, a straightforward method of non-cooperation. They claimed 

that they thought he had finished and that there would be nothing further 
3 done. Others again, he thought, prevented any real improvements for fear 

of the additional rent they might have to pay. 
4 Leslie, like the factors 

an occasion, was reduced to the plaint that he wished he had been working 

for any of the Board as private proprietors, when he might have had more 

encouragement. But at least, he was able to say he had divided all the 

Struan farms an the south side of Loch Rannoch by 1774, and here there had 

been a good start, for by 1766, Menzies had reported an a considerable amount 

5 
iof division and enclosure on the Struan estate. The factor was somewhat 

-handicapped however as Leslie left him no plans, 
6 

and the tenants had left 

. only'a few of Leslie's marker cairns standing. 
7_ 

The expense of surveying was necessary wherever new divisions of 

farms or decisions an boundaries had to be made, but it was a-fairly costly 

essential, as Leslie's accounts show. Some surveying costs wsre not purely 

-for agricultural purposes, however, and in the accounts of al! ; 
-r. prcvcments 

-i-n the Lowland Division of the Perth estate, in 1771-72, the L60 for survey- 

ing costs includes L20 to George Young for'surveying a canal between Coupar 

-and Perth, while the land surveyor was paid . 11'40.1772-74 surveying costs 

-were L167.3.0 and 1774-5 included ten guineas to the library at Innerpeffray 

for books an husbandry, out of a total of L29*10.0, an odd entry in surveying. 
8 

The next category of husbandry an theýestates, animal husbandry, despite 

its fundamental importance to the whole Highland economy, was not marked by 

its skill an the annexed estates. The factors' description of the I manage- 

1. E769/95/4. 2, E721/9, p, 92. 
Z. E777/94/9(l), 4, E777/94/20, 
5. E729/8,. p. 94. 6, E777/86/21. 
7, E788/13/3, 8, E777/324,32E. 
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ment of stock is similar to that prevalent all over the north of Scotland. 

Stocking, until the mid-eighteenth centuryp meant almost exclusively black 

cattle. Pigs were uncommon, though it would seem that some were kept as 

the Perth rental for 1747-8 has a space for them and a conversion rate of 

L6 cats. 
I 

he factors list one an Monaltry and, nine on Lovat, but this 

was negligible compared to the forty-four goats on Monaltry and the 4j332 

sheep on Lovat. 2 The Highlander at the tima had a loathing for pig-meat, 

quite inexplicable by him or anyone elset so that little use was made of 

this invaluable food-supplier; a change gradually took place, so that by 

the time James Robertson was writing in 1799, he could claim that the dislike 

had greatly worn off, 
3 

Coats were numerous and did particularly well in Rannoch, though the 

4 
ground was too wet for sheept but they were not popular with improving 

landlords because of their depredations on woods and plantations, In 17629 

tenants of Dalclathick an the Perth estate, in the neighbourhood of 

Glenartney Forest, had always been in the habit of keeping a considerable 

number of goats pastured on the ground 'comprehended under the name of the 

forest', Not surprisingly# when the forest was let, the lessee, Colonel 

Graeme. had the qoats driven away or poindadq much to the annoyance of the 

tenants, and to their distress they claimed on the grounds that a consider- 

able part of the support of their families and payment of rents depended on 

the profit from the goats, ThG factor was set to finding whether this use 

of the forest ground was by right or merely toleration of the former 

possessors of the forest. 5 

Howeverv when faced with a choice over goats, there was no ambiguity 

in the commissioners' reactions. In leases for Highland farms, laid out 

E777/3.2. E729/3, Unnumbered -folios, 3.3. Robertson, General View of the Anriculture in the County of Perth, (Perth, 1799) p. 326. Hereafter, Robertson, Perth. 
4. E783/84/1.5. E721/6, p. 319. 
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in 1774, no goats and no sheep were to be allowed upon parts enclosed with 

hedges or where enclosures were ready for young woods, and indeed, where 

there were woods of any kindq goats were expressly forbidden. 1 Tenants who 

persisted in keeping goats were to be evicted, 
2 though they were given an 

opportunity to vindicate themselves.. 

It was unfortunate that the inhabitants of the estates were such poor 

controllers of their bestial. Where goats were kept, there seemed to be 

a much better supply of milk and cheese 

cattle. 
3 But by 1794, in southern Per 

Forth to the Braes of Lednock, south to 

to Dunbartonshire in the westp the goat 

than could be obtained from the poor 

thshire at least, that is from the 

north# and from Fife in the east 

had almost entirely disappeared. 
4. 

The Poard for the Annexed Estates would not be alone responsible for their 

elimination there, for'there were plenty of other improvers active in the 

area. 

Cows however were the money-spinners, paying the rents when sold, 

i5 together with the women's thriftt not only in the annexed estates, and 
6 in some areas, the only source of hard cash. And yet they were ill-managed. 

There was no attempt at selective-breeding and little at effective herding. 

The best and wnrst fed together, ate their respective owners' scanty crops 

together as well as his neighbourst, whenever a breach was found in the 

head dike and there was no herd'to chase them off. 

The basic problem was*that of overstocking, and this the Board' 

recognised, trying to regulate the numbers of cattle, and of course, 'rf all 

other livestock, kept by their tenants., Theoretically pasture lands were 

soumed and roumed and thus the optimum or at least, the maximum stocking 

that each piece of ground could sustain was decided by estate'afficers. 

Tenants were supposed to'abide by the agreed stocking; allowed to understock, 

11 Durie, 233, f. 473 Clause 10. 
2, E721/22, p. 3, 
3. E783/84 " 

/1' P. 8, 
- 4. Robertson, Southern Perthshim, p. 69. 

5. Adv. Ms. 31#1.2. p, 53.6. Adv. Ms. 17.1.6 passim 
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they were not supposed to overstock. Tempted by the profusion of fodder 

in summertime, it was a common and universal fault all over the Highlands 

to keep a larger hard than the winter scarcity of. grass merited. 'The 

Honourable Board might know that the value of all highland farms depends on 

the accommodation of grass belonging to them in summer and winter and more 

depends on the winter grass than on the summer', wrote Ceneral Fraser's 

factor when he was negotiating for a lease for the best winter farm on the 

estate of Lovat, Maikle Oortclairt 1 
but this lesson was apparently never 

learned by many of the smaller tenants, despite their almost annual exper- 

ience of dearth and death. It may have been a perverted form of optimism 

that made them stock each year as many and more cattle than"the winter 

grazings would feedq knowing full well that during the winter they and their 

animals would go hungry. In 1755p one of the main points towards agricul- 

tural improvements made by the factor on Lovat was that when leases were 

2 
granted, no overstocking should be allowed. Thisp toot was in an area 

3 that he considered much better suited to cattle than to arable farming. 

Captain Forbes' suggestion, made in 1755, was undoubtedly correct and 

fifteen years later, in 1770-71, a new souming of all the larger annexed 

estates wa. s carried out. Even where conditions of animal husbandry were 

much more admirable than an the estatest this would probably have been 

necessary as a result of the various changes in boundaries and land allotment 

that the Board had carried out. There was a drastic reducticn in the 

official numbar of animals as a result of this and the new souming of 

Slisgarrow in Struang on the south side of Loch Rannoch was 1,267, as 

opposed to the previous 1,613.4 The qualitative distinctions remained the 

samer however, one cow counting as one soum, a horse two, while six sheep 

equalled one. 
5 Also, each number was calculated as including the 'followers' 

of the original soum - animals that were of their own rearing, and only 

11 E769/106 2, E729/1, p. 30. 
3. E729/1, p. 10.4, E783/97, 
S. E783/97. 
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one calf between every two cows; but male animals were not to be included 

in the souming, By 1779, this calculation had to be reconsidered; if the 

tenants kept to it, it had turned out to be too low. If the tenants kept 

to it! Judging by the factor's lists in 1778, this was not the case* 

The gradual infiltration of better methods and management did begin 

to have some effect on tenants' attitudes, however, In 1783, William 

Frend was able to report that the tenants of Strathgartney thought their 

souming was too high and they had found it beneficial to reduce their 

souming of cattle by one fifth. 2 Such a sign of initiative was encouraging, 

if rather late in the annexation. Quality and quantity of cattle varied 

of. course, depending not only an the methods of care used by the tenantso 

but an the type of farmland. In 1755,3ames Small reported that in Struan 

the chief dependence of the country was on cattle and grass and the tenants" 

desired no more corn than would keep their cattle from starving in the 
, 

3 
winter., hey had good pasture among the woods near Loch Rannoch and on 

I 
the hills where there were woods, but most of the grass was long spiral 

grass growing from the mass, good for the cattle in the spring when it was 

tender. Then the cattle pulled it out and ate the roots, He decided 

later that far more and better cattle still could be kept if this young 

grass was used more. In 1755, however, despite reasonable conditions, he, 

had to say that the cattle were generally small as they remained out on the 

hills most of the winter and were poorly fed then. The price they obtained 

was L2 wit1h a calf in springtime or if sold after harvest. 
4 On the Perth 

estate, the . black cattle were small in Lix and indifferent in Auchterarder, S 

but few and very good in the Barony of Kinbuck, near Dunblane. 6 
Muthill, 

twelve miles further north, had generally bad cattle, but Muthill people 
7 

generally seemed to be bad farmers. William Frend had little good to say 

1. F. R. St. -uan 7.2. E777/252. 
-3,, E783/84/1, p. 6.4. E783/84/lt p. 7. 
51 Adv. MS. 17.1.6, pp. 5,51. 
6. Adv. MS* 17.1.6, p. 48.7. Adv. MS. 17.1.69 p. 40. 
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about them and' their lack of energy and their improvements conspicuous by 

their absence, towards the end of the annexation. 
I 

Apart from the numbers involved, other elements in the management and 

care of animals were treatment of pasture land and protection of the arable 

from wandering flocks. In his report of 1767-8,, the Inspector General 

Menzies had made it clear that he thought little of the tenants' management 

of their grass lands 
2 

and he also criticised their lack of provision of 

proper herds. Conditions in-leases were inserted in an attempt to remedy 

such defects. In the model lease for Highland farms, set out in 1774, 

clause 12 directed that all grasings should be divided and separated as much 

as possible, between tenants, and where division was for any reason imposs- 

ible, then the land should be soumed and roumed. Clause 13 demanded 

herding in winter as well as summer and Clause 15 that all tenants paid a 

proportion of public herds. 3 In Rannocht each farm-town was to have its 

'hill and straith poindlerl to round'up stray beasts and see that tenants 

did not exceed their sauming, 

Herding had not been unknoun in the estates before, and it had been 

differently, it might be said indifferentlyp organised in various parts. 

In one akea in LovaL it had been the practice for the cows to go in With 

the laird's or larger tenants'. young cattle and each of the cottsrs' Aves 

herded or kep t them day about. 'But, though they saved a herd, they paid 

dearly for it, because the whole grass was overrun at times, and alter all 
5 they are but ill-served and ill-pleased. In other areas tenant3 merely 

chased the beasts off their own crops. The unsettling effect an the 

animals of being harried by tenants and dogs was another evil of the prevail- 

ing practices that the majority of the population in the north could not be 

1. E777/305(l), pp. 1-37.2. E787/24o p, 7. 
3. E730/5.4. F. R. Struan, 7. 
5. F*R, Lovat 15. 
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brought to appreciate, 

The Board tried to improve the stock that was there by encouraging 

better winter feeding, through having grass sown and turnips cultivated, 

and by offering prizes for the best animals. Ninian Jeffrey claimed in 

Coigach, that by feeding his black cattle better in wintert he had increased 

. 
their size considerably since he had come north, 

2 Whether he had thereby 

convinced neighbouring tenants of the benefits of his methods, he did not 

saye The improvement of a breed of cattle is a slow business even in 

skilled willing hands. On the annexed estates there were none skilled and 

few willing, so that it is not surprising to find that'in Frend's reports on 

the Perth estate, 1781-84, there are few encomiums on-the quality of beasts. 

Some of the hill farms such as Easter and Wester Glentarken received praise 

as good for grazing; they cost little In terms of running expenses and thus 

were 6f greater value than low farms. 3 eut for most of the animals he saw 

the usual description was 'middling'. 4 Unfortunately he was employed only 

on the estate of Perth, so we do not have any comments from him on Struan 

where before 1770 better bulls were being imported' from Skye, 5 
and Andrew 

Wight of course was employed to consider only corn farms in detail* The 

rise in the rents to take into account the increased prices from horned 

cattle was parallel to a general increase over the country, not particularly 

the result of the Board's policies. 

That the possibilities of 3heep farming were at least considered, we 

can see from their Particular Instructions to Archibald Menzies, the 

Inspecý. or General, in March, 1765, *to report on the suitability of Esny 

highland farms for sheep. 
6 His report, read in July 1767, told of the 

Perth tenants' deplorable habit of tathing, that is bringing in the flock 

at the beginning of harvest time from the outlying parts of farms. They 

1. E777/287; E777/326/1. L12 awarded for the best stallion, E6 for 
the second best. 

2. E746/75/11(l). 3. E777/305(l), p. 41. 
4,, E777/252 passim. So E729/8, p. 94, 
6, E729/8t p. 4. 
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thus wasted good grass available at the shealings, and ate the grass round 

the house which should have properly been left for winter feeding. ut 

on the general potential of the area for sheep farming he voiced the opinion 

of south country shepherds, that in Perthshire, no farm was too high for 

sheep and only mismanagement prevented their thriving. They gave little 

wool and they were housed all winter, only allowed out to grass for a few 

hours daily, so that in the spring they died of hunger. 2 William Boutcher 

who was sent with Charles Dundas, the director of improvements on the Perth 

estatep to measure out a proposed garden at the Park of Drummond reported, 

among other things, that the tenants of two farms particularly, Corsecaple 

and Cambuschinnie, kept sheep but they got little good from them as so many 

died in winter, 
3 

Charles Dundas had in fact suggested that sheep should not be allowed 

in the 'Low Countries', or 'there will be no such thing as rearing of 

hedges' 4 
and the Barony of Kinbuck became forbidden territory for shee P. 

5 

The commissioners tried to improve the existing management of sheep by 

laying down regulations about keeping them in enclosures, housing them at 

night and herding all the year round. It must be admitted however that 

the herding and night housing was aim8d as muuh aL preserving hedges and 

wooda an bt improving sheep farmingg though until 'vermin' (eagles and 

foxos) wera exterminated, night housing was essential protection. 

One difficulty any attempt to improve sheep farming mat with was the 

contempt with which the average Highlandor viewed the animal. Any queries 

met with a typical response that the tenant did not know anything about 

6 them. 'My Wife has sheep with leave! ' And yet, even at that early dzte, 

7 
sheep did well in Lovat and Cromarty despite bad management. There were 

too quite a number of sheep an the estates; 648 sheep to 127 cattle on 

10* E729/8, P. 21.2. E729/8, P. 26. 
3. E777/255/5.4. E777/255/3. 
S. F. R. Perth 15.6* E787/24, p. 10o 
7. E787/24, p. 8. 
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on Monaltry, 161 sheep and 142 cattle on Kinlochmoidart, 4332 sheep and 

3852 black cattle on Lovat, 4997 sheep to 2,000 cattle on Struang despite 

the contention that it was too wet an Struan for sheep. In Struan toog 

there were 1,515 goats and 62 swine. 
I 

Ninian 3effrey, having come from the Borders, was very much aware of 

the possibilities of sheep-farming. He thought that nobody in the High- 

lands. understood sheep farming and consequently could never make as much 

out of it as a proper sheep-farmer could. He suggested that it, would be 

a service to the Barony and to the Highlands in, general if a sheep farmer 

could be encouraged to settle in Coigach by being given the forest of 

Coigach rent-free for some years. He proposed himself too as a tenant of 

Teinera, one of the Summer Isles, as a sheep farmer, for two reasons, The 

first was that such a policy would mean the importation of a hardy bread 

-of sheep from the south, but he offered as his second reason. the additional 

inducement that more sheep would mean less black cattle which would then be 

better maintained during the winter, would be brought to a better sizet and 

-would mature earlier, being able to take the bull at two or three years old 

instead of at five or six. When we look at the gay abandon with, which 
2 

tenants ignored the official soumingg this can only have been a pious hope. 

The commissioners failed to give Jeffrey any practica. 1 encouragement, 

howeverp and in 1771 he was, still writing asking for a suitable farm for 

sheep. 
3 His suggest. ion that the Forest of Coigach should be let to a sheep 

farmer-was approvedv but on easy terms, not rent-free. 
4 

Over-encouragement 

of sheep-farming with consequent evictions and displacement of large numbers 

of tenants would in fact have been inconsistent with the main aims of, the 

annexation which included ensuring a happy tenantry and did not demand a 

much increased rent roll as a mark of efficient management. Improvement 

of the existing stock and hence of the material prosperity and happiness of 

E729/3.2. F. R. Coigach 10. 
E746/75/51,52.4. E721/8, p, 227, 
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the tenants was enough. Individual tenants were reported as having 

reasonably large sheep flocks, but the Board should have had no intention 

of throwing the estates into sheep runs and dispossessing large numbers of 

inhabitants. This would have contravened the aims of the Annexing Act. 

They did disjoin shealings from the farms below and made separate tenements 

from themt as the factor an the Breadalbane estates informed his master, 

when he was trying to persuade him to do likewise, adding that even the 

commissioners did this who 'upon all occasions showed more lenity -to the 

2 tenants under their charge than any others' (other proprietors) . 

By the 1770's the pros and cons of sheep farming were being widely 

discussed. The Scats Maqazine had several articles in 1774 on the subject 

one in October, by 'Agricola', advocated this as one method of improving 

the Highlands. 
3 

This writer thought that no industry was likely to eucceed 

in what he called a thinly populated districtt unless it worked up the 

-native product of the country, something that the -commissioners were also 

beginning to realise, and he also advised sheep as more suitable, than cattle, 

decrying many misleading beliefs an sheep-rearing, such as that only rich 

pastures gave good wool. He also carried an to give advice an how to deal 

properly with sheep - feeding them all the year round, providing dry fodder 

In snow, etc. By the time sheep-rearing and sheep-runs were becoming more 

usual policy in the Highlands, however, the Board was no more. Rent-rolls 

do not show signs of formation of huge sheep farms, with resultant disappear- 

--ance of small tenants, in later years, when the introduction of sheep on a 

large scale might have been expected, even in Coigach. One tenant who did 

try sheep farming in Coigach found it turned to no account despite his long 

4 lease and low rent as a tenant of the Annexed Estates Board. During the 

1. F. R. Perth 18A, 1768. 
2. Breadalbane Papers. Letter from the factor at Achmore, 27.1.1791. 

I am indebted to Mr. Malcolm Cray for this reference, but as the 
collection is due to be recatalogued I have left this as a temporary 
reference. 

3. Scots Mapazine, 36, p. 523 ff. 
4. Sir C. S. Mackenzie, Ceneral View of the Aqriculture of the Counties 

of Ross and Cromarty (London 1813) p, 130. Hereafter, Mackenzie. Ross. 
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annexationt general improvement in the type of animal and its care were all 

that would be looked for. Other proprietors were introducing sheep farmers 

in Perthshire, but drastic alteration in the Board's policy and statutory 

duties would have been necessary before 'Clearances 'on any large scale could 

have taken place. 

Horses and oxen were also kept an many farms, mostly uneconomically, 

but this habit, where pride and interest in the particular animals are 

involved, is one which was still prevalent in 1924. Miss Grant described 

a twenty-acre holder maintaining a pair or horses for ploughing when one 

and a half pairs could cope with 60 acres. 
1 The Inspector General as we 

have seen, had pointed out that tenants who kept ploughs on insufficient 

resources of land and income had all the expense of a large farm but only 

the profits of a small one. They had to borrow as they had insufficient 

fodder for their working animals, so that 'unless he thiggs from his 

. neighbours he must starve'. 
2 Probably as a result of this the Board ordered 

that no-one with less than five bolls' sawing should keep an ox, as 
3 

Menzies had said that an eight-oxen plough could manage 40 bolls' sowing. 

Changes in the management of animal feeding led to changes in arable 

farming, apart from any intrinsic improvements in that aspect of husbandry, 

and it is arable farming we must now consider. Despite the dependen,., e on 

the harvest of grain crops for subsistence for both man and beast, the 

system practised all over Scotland until about the middle of the eighteenth 

centuryp and in the Highlands for much longer, seemed calculated to achieve 

the least possible return from the ground. 
4 The division of farm land into 

infield and outfield with the resultant overcrapping of the former and the 

neglect of the lattert insufficient feeding of the soil, fallowing that was 

1. I. F. Grant, Everyday Life on an Old Hiphland Farm (London, 1924)p. 114. 
2. See page 117.3. E78V24, p. 6. 
4. Cray, Highland Economy. Symon, Farming. Handleyo Agriculture. 

and Handley, A2ticultural Revolution in Scotland. Such a picture 
is presented in all these volumes as well as by earlier writerse 
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merely leaving nature to take over, usually with weeds as no grass was sown, 

lack of root and green crops, a primitive rotation of cats, oats, barley, 

combined with the retention of the poorest grain as seed for the next year's 

crop because of the overpowering immediate demand for food; all those 

bad habits could be found in the annexed estates and they were compounded 

in the Highland area by adverse weather conditions and the conservatism of 

the people* Sowing, for example, was late, the date often fixed by 

custom as much as by climate, so that oftcn the harvest was later than it 

need have been. 

Carden vegetables, despite their potential as a food supply, aroused 

little interest. Lochiel was reported to have had a garden in 1734 as-well 

as a somewhat surprising watermill, 
1 but in 1755 the factor in his report 

an Barrisdale found that the tenants had never seen green kail, cabbage or 

anything peculiar to garden growth. 
2 Peter May, when surveying Coigach 

in 1756, thought the tenants should have small yards near their houses for 

cabbage and turnipsv something that was unheard of. 
3 

While the grain crop for the whole Highland area might not have been 

of much financial importance to the tenants in general who depended on their 

animals for cash, it was of no little importance to the commissioners. 

Apart from any missionary zeal for improving yie. lds,. it was very much in 

the interests of the final intentions of the annexation that crops should 

be improved, as rents were paid in kind and any famine would have to be 

relieved at the expense of the proceeds of the estates, as happened on aý 

large scale in 1783 when L1,750 was spent an grain, for the relief of the 

starving tenants. 4 In 1773, the Board was explaining to the Treasury the 

variations in the-gross rents for the Lovat estate between 1764 and 1770. 

1 Lang, Hiqhlands, xxxvii. 2., E729/1, p. 69. 
3: E746/78.4. E723/3, p. 60. 
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The difference was entirely due to the change in prices when rents were paid 

in bear and oatmeal and fluctuated from a minimum of L2087.15,1 in 1768 when 

a Scots boll made only ten shillings, to L2449.12.1 in 1770.1 Teind duty 

too was paid in grain. 

To increase the yield and improve the quality of crops, the commissioners 

tried several methods of encouraging tenants to help themselves. In 1762, 

for example, they arranged the. purchase of 1,000 lbs of red clover and 1,500 

lbs of white clover seed to be distributed at half price to the tenants on 

the Perth estate. 
3 Three years later, in the Board's report, they pointed 

out that there was great ignorance of sown grasses and considerable diffic- 

ulty in obtaining these by ordinary tenants, because of the great distance 

from markets. They therefore suggested buying and providing grass seed at 

cost price, a low price or free, depending an the state of the area they 

were dealing with. 
4 Three years later again, in 1768, they were allowed to 

give E26 in rewards to tenants for sawing clover and other grass seeds as 

well as for signs of improvements in breeds of cattle and also for turning 

moor ground into viable arable land. 5 In 1774, L386.6.7 was approved for 

meal and seed corn for the tenants on Lovat and Cromarty, to be sold to them 

6 
at Prime cost. In leases, as we have seenp the sowing of clover was 

insisted on, as was a rotation including flax, barley, oats, clover and grass. 
7 

They were prepared to countenance experiments such as the neu method of 

growing potatoes by cutting out the eyes, using the rest for -ýoodp then 

laying the eyes on dunghills in February. Once these had sprouted two or 

three inches, they were to be planted on previously prepared grodnd. The 

benefit of this was that it was supposed to bring on potatoes a month earlier 

than usual. 
8 

1. E723/2, P. 217, 
3. E721/6p p. 147. 
S. E724/1, P. 25, 
7. E730/5. 
a, r. R. Perth 38. 

2. E721/49 P. 123. 
4. E723/2, p. 81. 
6. E724/11 p. 46. 

Letter to all factors. 15.1.1783. 
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The value of natural grass was recognised by almost all the inhabitants 

of the Highlands. Barrisdale tenants were described as $botanists', so 

careful and knowledgeable were they in their treatment of grass, 
I 

and in 

Rannoch and Glen Lyon, though no grass seed was sown, the inhabitants were 

described as paying more attention to their grass than anything else. 
2 

This was of course because of the vital importance to their animals of a 
3 

good stock of grass, though their haymaking was cursory and perfunctory. 

The inclusion of flax in schemes of rotation was not purely an agric- 

ultural matter. The growth of flax was encouraged 
4 

to save national 

expenditure in importing it, again by selling the seed cheaply. The 

manufacturers involved in the spinning industry handled a great deal of the 

seed, giving it out to tenants and buying the crops. 
5 Even though the 

leases signed in 1774 included flax in the rotationt 
6 by the time Wight was 

carrying out his survey, there were doubts about the effect of this crop on 

-the soilt and in 1794 Oames Robertson was quite firm in remarking that it 

limpoverishes'the soil to a great degree'. 
7 So flax-growing may have been 

of little benefit to the already maltreated soil of the Highland area, even 

though raising it and spinning yarn paid all the rents in Perthshire at 

a least. "' 

In insisting an proper rotation of crops, trie commissioners snwied 

that they knew what was needed, as did the factors, Writing these into 

leases was one way of trying to make tenants conform, but this was not 

wholly euccessful. In 1794, Robertson complained that though for fifteen 

-years, leases had had conditions insisting on better regulation of arable 

1 E741/40. p. 6,2. NLS. Ms, 2508, f. 142. 
3. Factors' reports 1755, Passim. 
4, E732/9#26-1-68.5, E727/25-27; E730/17. 
6. E730/5, 
7. Robertson, Southern Perthshire, p. 38. 
ell Captain John Henderson, Ceneral View of the AqricultuEe in the 

County of Sutherland (London, 1812) p, 207. Hereafter, Henderson, 
Sutherland. 
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land, these had not been enforced for varicus'reasons. 
1 One of these he 

thought was inefficient legal competence in the writing of the leases, but 

even more important he thought was the iandlord's absence. Rotation of 

crops was not everywhere equally efficient. Most good farmers had similar 

rotations but others could be said to have no fixed rotation at all. 
2 

Worse from the point of view of obtaining a favourable assessment of the 

work of the Board of the Annexed Estates, round Drummond Castle, the heart 

of the Perth estate, on which most time and thought was lavished by the 

Board, where if anywheret their work should haVe shown. very positive results, 

the rotation still included two years of cats which as Robertson said no 

good farmer should follow and no tenants should have been allowed to. 
3 

There was also room for improvement in preparing the ground for crops. 

Apart. from any thoughts an the type of implements to use, the tenants' methods 

were also faulty, and in 1780-81, Frend wrote in his journal that he had 

never seen such bad ploughing as in Mr, Keir's part of the estato of Perth. 

The seeds were not even covered after they were sowed. 
4 It was also 

necessary to treat the land more kindlypto give it some care to help it 

return to its natural wealthp so dressing and manuring were to be encouraged. 

The use of manure was not unknown in tha Highlands but, iLs utse was naither 

thorough nor systematic nor tzieffi=i3nL. Tathing was the chief method and 

house and farm dung were used, as well as discarded turf roofs, but the 

difficulty of transporting any type of manure in large quantities to a farm 

that might lie many miles from a military or a reasonable-country read and be 

inaccessible by boat was an almost insurmountable one. In fact, it was not 

unheard of for the factor to deny a tenant's claim regarding the quantity 

of lime he had used, on account of the distance it had to be carried. All 

manure used in Barrisdale, for example, had to be carried there on men's 

1. Robertson, Southern Perthshire, p. 24. 
2. Robertson, Southern Perthshire, p. 45. 
3. Robertson, Southern Perthshire, pp. 47,48, 
4. E777/305(l), p, 48. 
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backs, and this puts obvious limits an the amount that can be profitably 

be used. 

The commissioners used one of their usual methods to increase the use of 

approved manures - they awarded prizes for the largest quantity of dung or 

lime laid, the greatest quantity of shell manure used, the most marl. 
2 In 

addition to these threev there was some use of water-flooding, but it was 

least important. It had disadvantages, and though Menzies declared in 1767 

that it had gained ground in Perthshire, 3 it had fallen into abeyance by the 

1780's. The possibility of obtaining marl aroused some ambitious projects 

for draining lochs. Mr. Adam Drummond of Megginch proposed taking a 

lease of the loch of Balloch to drain it as the other tenants could not 

bear the expense. 
4 Small was somewhat cynical about this, as he thought 

it was not feasible to drain the loch,! and the only marl he knom-of was on 

the bottomp which he could not see* L10, L6 and 0 were also offered for 

5 the greatest quantities of shell manure used, 

The greatest efforts were made with regard to lime. Here the 

difficulties in ensuring adequate use were twofold; in the existing state 

of communications, the transport problem was almost insuperable in dealing 
. 

with large quantities of lime, and whare a limestone quarry might ac at 

I"nd, svoo. when the quality of the lime was suitable, there was often in- 

sufficient fuel nearby to burn it for use. When both lime and fuel were 

available there was no problem. The reports to the King and the minutes 

mention the various proposals made to encourage and increase the use of 

lime by building kilns, 6 
opening quarries, and giving financial aid to 

tenants who might offer to open quarries on their own responsibility, 

Mr. Stewart the minister at Callander, was allowed the limestone quarry at 

Tarndownan rent-free for nine years to compensate for his trouble in opening 

1. E729/1, p. 68.2. E721/109 p. 133; E721/24t p. 11. 
3. E729/89 P. 26,4* E777/157/12; E777/162/7, 
S. E721/18, p. 18.6, E723/2, P-11 - L100 proposed. 
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it uP.. 
I At the beginning of that year, the Perth factor had been'ordered 

to carry out experiments in burning and caking lime in such parts of the 

estate as seemed suitable. 
2 When a new vein of lime was found, as was 

reported in 1767, prizes were instituted for the tenants who laid down the 

greatest amount; . 
L6 for the largest and L4 for the second largest amount 

was substantial encouragement, when the whole rent could not exceed E20.3 

Measuring efficiency in laying manure by the quantity was not invariably 

completely successful and over-enthusiasm was sometimes cr. iticised. KGir, 

for example, the factor on the Lowland Division of the Perth estate, had 

his rank corn'attributed by Frend to over-marling. 
4 At the time, however, 

this was perhaps a better habit than a common one described by the Inspector 
.1 

General in 1766; the old thatch was thrown off the roofs, used for dung, 

and then the best pasture was destroyed by the cutting of divots for the 

5 
now roof. 

Prizes maintained favour with the Board, however, and in 1774, LIO was 

paid to Lt. Kenneth Sutherland on the Mains of Now Tarbat for laying the 

greatest quantity of sea-shell manure on lee ground, with dung, at the rate 

of over 300 balls to the acre, 
6 Another method of encouragement, ; uhich 

used private enterprise, was to give a subsidy to any entrepreneur who 

would sell lime cheaper. Charles Freebairn was offered 6d. on every boll 

up to 2,000 per year for three years if he would sell lime an the Perth 

estate 30% cheaper than he normally would have done. The In . spector was 

supposed to enquire into how this scheme was working, by finding out what 
7 price the tenants paid compared to that where no premiums were allowed. 

However, Menzies, who was a very efficient conscientious officialv for 

once seems to have committed the sin of omission and the report he produced 

after his tour in 1765 makes no mention of Freebairn, 

11 E721/79 p. 58. 2. E721/70 p. 6. 
3. E721/10, p. 133. 4. E777/305(l). 
S. E721/90 p. 85. 6. F. R. G. M. 117. 
7. E729/8, p. B. B. E729/8t pp. 15-100. 
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Recognising the practical difficulties of access to many quarries, 

financial help in building roads was granted to remove that hindrance from 

US130 Monaltry improvements in 1777 include L10 towards a road to a lime- 

stone quarry; 
I 

an undated report mentions the benefit to Callander from 

a quarry since a road was made and in 1783, L10 was a continuing payment 

an Struan. 2 

One unusual experiment was made in an attempt to overcome the 

difficulty caused by the lack of fuel. It was proposed that E50 should 

be expended in making a machine to pound limestone down to the required 

minuteness, using water power instead of the usual method of burning it. 
3 

4 
This suggestion was eventually approved, and became a perpetual if fairly 

small drain on the Board's resources until it was carried off in a flood 

about 1778. Erected in Rannoch, it cost almost three times its estimated 

5 
cost to build, L141.1.10, and in the Struan accounts, every year had an 

entry for its upkeep and repairs, from L3.0.6. to L92,5.0.6 Neither 

James Robertson nor William Marshall is particularly enthusiastic about 

the machine. Robertson says it had not been ther-e long enough for its 

effects to be known (ten years) and In any case, the water power was 

7 insufficient, despite the ultimate fate of the device . Marshall found 

that the inhabitants of the area gave a most disparaging description of it 

but added revealinglyl 'but it was a new thing'. a In the circumstances, 

it can only be -described as an interesting anticipation of twentieth century 

use and practice in liming and a further example of the Board's readiness 

to exper. 1ment, It seems likely that they were not overly impressed, 

however, for after the machine's disappearance in the 1778 flood no attempt 

was made to erect another similar. 

1. E773/68.2. 
3. E723/2, p. 41.4. 
S. E723/2, p. 150; E783/93. 
6. E783/104 passim to 1778.7. 
S. W. Marshall, General View of the A 

of Scotland, (London, 1794), p, 

E783/104 pýssim. See also E777/259, 
E724/1, p, 15, 

Robertson, Perth, p, 33, 
griculture in the Central Hiahlands 
37* Hereafter, Marshallp Central. 
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Other manures used included potash 
I 

and near the coast the use of sea- 

ware was always advocated before kelp-burning became so profitable. The 

tenants an Coigach, for example, were well aware of its value, and etrenuously 

-resisted any attempt to wrest this ptivilege from them. 
2 

Ninian Jeffrey 

would have liked a lease of the kelp himself. 
3 Another petitioner for a 

lease of the shore was told that the tenants had the right of the-sea-ware 

and he must bargain with them. 
4 But the factor was to encourage them to 

5 
use shells. Apparently the Earl of Cromarty had left the tenants their 

share) of the ware as manure, even when he had kelp made, ahd the minister 

of Lochbroom reckoned that without this they would certainly have starved. 
6 

Gradually, however, the financial rewards to be gained from other uses of 

kelp persuaded the Board to reserve kelp as well as woods, in Ardsheal, 7 

and by 1779, the shores were being lot in Coigach for kelp-burning, though 

the tack required that tenants be left a proper quantity for manure. 
8 The 

9 
shares of Corpach were also let on similar conditions. 

While the estate of Kinlachmoidart was still. under the Barons of the 

Exchequer, the factor there, Henry Butter, had been making representations 

to them about what he considered a waste of the estate's resources. The 

tenants did not pay anything for their yearly cutting of wrack and he 

thought that the farms were so cheap that it would be no hardship for them 

to be asked to give some token for it. He added somewhat onimously that 

if they would not, others could be found. 10 
In their resistance to kelp 

burning the tenants were for once wisez than the improvers for kelp left 

only the tangle for manure, neither so suitable nor so effective as the fresh 

weed. It has also been claimed that the burning process and the general 

1. E783/104/2 - L42.0.91d. in 1764. 
2. E746/113,1st folder. 3. E746/75/6. 
4. E721/8, pp. 200,201. S. E721/10, p. 6. 
6. F. R. Coigach, 11. 7. E73V27. 
a. F. R. Coigach 4. 9. F. R. Barrisdale 7. 
Ia. E741/23,10.2.68. 
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disturbance on the shores drove away the fish. 1 

By the end of the period of annexation, there is no doubt that there 

was some improvement in some of the. tenants' approach to arable farming. 

Some were industrious in trying new crops and applying manure; others were 

not. 
2 In 1781, Frend found that rape was sown and the tenants of Stobhall 

were becoming 'fond of clover', but Robertson's description of the rotations 

of crops in general use in Perthshire shows that improved arable farming was 

only in its initial stages even in the areas that received most attentian 

from the Board and the Inspector. 
3 

Of course, as Walker remarked in 1808, 

any alterations for the better had 

The degree of improvement attained 

by comparison with that on similar 

but no-one said about the farms on 

shire, that it would be too tediou; 

4 
only occurred in the last fifty years. 

on the annexed estates can only be judged 

neighbouring estates. Conditions varied, 

the estates as Wight did about Forfar- 

s to describe all the farms that were 

improving. 5 

One further step was needed to improve cultivation and this was to 

provide better farm implements. The factors had not been asked in 1755 to 

specify in detail what types of tools were used and though it could be argued 

that such a specification should have automatically been included by them 

when they were describing methods of husb&ndry, none in fact did so. The 

only mention of tools in Barcaldin's report was that the lack of woods in 

the Barony of Lix involved the tenants in long journeys to obtain their 

labouring implements and any tools for husbandry. 6 
Barrisdale was noted 

7 for having only one plough, but there was no comment an its quality. it 

was unlikely, however, that the practising farmers on the Board were unaware 

10 W. R. Scott, Report to the Board of Aqriculture for Scotland. an 
Home Industries, p. 9. 

2. Wightg Husbandry. passim; Frend 's Journals, E777/305 & 252; 
Reports to Board of Aqriculture (1794). 

3. Robertson, Southern Perthshire, pp. 46 ff. 
4. Walker, Economic History, i. p. 3. 
S. Wight, Husbandry i. p. 272. 
6. E777/244, p. 4. 7. E729/1, p. 6B. 
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of the problem and they took several steps to try to improve implements. 

One method used was to indent apprentices 
1 

and to employ properly trained 

men to make proper ploughs and harrows an the estates. Charles Dundas, 

employed to oversee improvements on the estate of Perth, like Barcaldine in 

his report. in 1755, suggested that trade smen should be settled at Crieff and 

James Duncanson was employed to teach ploughwrights and smithsq being 

allowed one guinea a week by the Board. The Inspector was told to look at 

this man's work, in 1765, and also to see if the tenants who were given free 

ploughs were making proper use of them. 2 When he was reporting an this, 

Menzies seemed to suggest that in one part of the estates at least, none of 

the tenants had got any ploughs from the Board, though this scheme had been 

in operation from 1762, and some who had used them found they were adequate 

only where the ground was not stony. 
3 

Another ploughwright, Magnus Morrist 

who made similar ploughs had distributed fifteent which were also described 

as not answering in stony ground. Menzies did not think much of the 

workmanship and they were to cost the Board about a guinea each. 
4 

Tenants in Kinbuck, on being granted leases, had been presented with 

ploughs of an approved design and also with harrows with iron teeth. 5 They 

had to undertake to use these or similar implecctenLs throughout 11-hair tananc: y 

erd to 'Icave them in good condition at the end of their tack, Any ten3nt 

who could prove that he was using improving modern farming techniques 

such as turnip-growing, flax cultivation, or a newer model plough, i. e. 

one with more iron in its construction and using one or two horses inste3d 

of several oxen or who would promise to herd his animals was well in tho 

running for being given a lease. 6 
Menzies suggested too that instead of 

giving money in particular districts, it might have a salutary effect to 

give out improved farm implements as rewards for industry. 7 P3rhaps it 

was as well that this advice was not taken in the prevailing economic climate 

ill Cf., Chapter IV. 3. 
3. E729/8, pp. 47,48. 
51 E721/6, p. 286. 
7. E729/8, p. 20* 

2. E729/8, p. 9. 
4* E729/8, p. 36. 
6. E721/27, p. 15. 
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when tenants were so slow in recognising the benefits that might arise from 

improved methods but knew hard cash when they saw it. 

Indiscriminate use of the plough was not advised, howeverv for the 

Board took heed of the known and accepted fact that in many parts of the 

Highlands there were mountainous and boggy areas where spade and hoe 

cultivation produced much more plentiful corn than the plough. 
1 

In 

Barrisdale, the factor had shown that the ruggedness of the ground as well 

2 
as the bogs prevented the use of horses over most of the estate . Cottars 

who were given holdings an outfield could be ordered not to use ploughs, as 

was the former subtenant who was to hold a piece of the farm of Straid 

rent-free for seven years, provided he used spade cultivation. 
3 Walker, 

publishing his comments half a century later, was to make the point that it 

was sometimes not so uneconomic or so inefficient to make do with primitive 

instruments. The situation of the country, the lack of materials both for 

making and for forging tools, and the lack of communications whereby these 

could be easily imported outweighed the benefits from the expense and effort 

needed to improve them. 4 He thought the caschrome produced better crops than 

the ploughq certainly better than those from any plowgh seen in the 

Highlands when he was writing. The commissioners seem to have been prepared 

to accept this thesis too. 

The various steps taken, the employment of the Smith in the Perth 

estate to train apprentices, the ploughwright in Auchterardert the free 

gifts of decent ploughs, must all have helped marginally to improve the 

situation, but in 1774, Wight was still complaining of bad ploughs and 

harrows, though. 'it must be said that his worst strictures were for the 

conditions an Stabhall, life rented until a couple of years beforet where 

11 E730/47,2, E729/19 p. 68. 
3., E721/6, p. 332. 
4, Walker, Economic History, i, p. 121. 
5. Walker, Economic History, i. p. 124. 
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the instruments were $as bad as could be devised'. 1 There were not 

enormous strides forward in the use of better implements and Sir 3ohn 

Sinclair could describe the implements of the tenants in general as 'miserable 

imitations of approved utensils', in the northern countieso which did include 

the annexed estate of Cromarty. 2 Drastic, speedy change at this period in 

the history of agrarian change was not to be expected; the commissioners 

probably did all they could within the limit of their resources to give 

their'tenants a gentle nudge in the right direction. It was not an easy 

task and even in Struan, where Menzies reported great improvement, the 

quality of implements lagged behind. 3 

One other physical improvement that the commissioners wished to see on 

the estates was better housing, both for human and animal inhabitants. With 

the animals and their dung under the same roof, the houses were hardly 

satisfactory by human standards of hygiene, and tenants could not be brought 

to understand that by keeping their stock in such conditions they perhaps 

got more manure but lost pounds of stock. It was a habit that lasted in 

the Hebrides until the early years of the present century when there was 

sometimes not even a wall between the byre and the living quarters. 
4 Pe-'%er 

May wrote from Coigach in 1756 that the houses were so full of vermin in the 

summer there was no sleeping in them. 5 

These houses were* also an offence to the eye and mind of the would-be 

improvers on account of the methods used in construction. The Board tried 

to eradicate the practice of using good turf for roofing by ordering that 

those who persisted in this would be turned outt but whether tho order was 

carried out is uncertain. 
6 It would certainly have been a marathon task and 

1. Wight, Husbandry. 1, pp. 3, 67. 
2. Sir John Sinclair, General View of the Agriculture of the Northern 

Counties and Islands of Scotland (London, 1795) po 22. Hereafter, 
Sinclair, Northorn Counties. 

3. E729/8, p. 95. 
4.3. P. Day, Public Administration of the Highlands and Islands (London, 

1918), pp. 304 ff. Hereafter-, Day, Administration. 
5, E746/78. 
6. E721/9, p. 85. 
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turf roofs can be seen on outbuildings in Shetland today. Then the creel 

houses lasted only a few years and only the most pliant plants were used for 

the frame, usually young trees. 

and was bound to be unpopular. 
1 

This spelled spoliation of plantations 

In leases, the Board included building 

improvements among others that would entail the tenants spending five years, 

rent in seven years and they gave loans, quite large loans in some cases, 

towards hew houses or to rebuilding. John Porteous, the tenant an Mains 

of Strageath, proposed building a house 421 x 191,141 high with a slate 

roof, the cost being estimated at L50 exclusive of timber, and he was 

awarded L50t with 5% interest added to his rent, 
2 But 6 John MacLeish was 

advanced only L15 to rebuild his house in 1777,3 On Lochielq Butter had 

tried to encourage the tenants to build stone houses, but his success must 

have been limited for William Morison's survey in 1772 comments an the fact 

that most of the houses were creel huts, though there were plenty stones 

available. 
4 

Menzies also complained of 'slovenly biggings' which consumed a great 

deal of wood, because of the short life and need for repairs 
5 

and the Board 

encouraged tenants to build better barns and byres, giving them a proportion 

of the money spentv but scaling such grants to th'e size of the holdings. 
6 

L20 was lent to one tenant on Arnprior for his barn and byre. 
7 Not only 

did the commissioners want better houses, they wanted to see them more 

conveniently placed on farms in the interest of efficiency and time-caving, 

Some steadings were not even on their respective farms and in 1780, Cearge 

Nicalson, the gardener and surveyor mentioned the -expense of mcvirg steadings 

. to more convenient places on the farm. 9 Removal of even the more primitive 

type was likely to be expensive and on at least one occasion, the official 

1. E787/240 p. 13.2. E721/81 P. 23. 
3. E777/76,4. E741/469 p. 4. 
51 E787/24p p. 13.6. E777/324,325o 
7. E721/16, p. 14. B. E721/8, p. 24; E729/89 p, 30. 
91, F. R. Perth 31C, 2-3-1780o 
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surveyor's suggestion was dismissed by George Clerk Maxwell on the grounds 

that the factor's plan obviated the removal of the steading. 
1 

The effectiveness of the Board's housing policy can be judged not 

merely by the money advanced out of rents, for this gives no idea of the 

lasting quality of the buildings, but we must also consider the comments 

made towards the end of the annexation and afterwards, The verdict must 

be favourable when these later reports are studied. In 1783, William Frend 

could move round the estate of Perth remarking that the houses in the M: din 

were in good ordero The crops and the cattle might range from the middling 

to the tolerably good, but the comfort of better housing seemed to have had 

its own impetus. 2 It should be remembered of course, that the tenants an 

this estate had a head start, being largely housed in stone buildings in 

1755.3 It was the only one of the annexed estates about which this could 

be said. Reading the reports made to the Board of Agriculture from 1794 

onwakds, it would appear that the further north and west, the worse the 

houses, though Sir 3ohn Sinclair thought there had been some slight improve- 

ment where timber was easily got as landlords had 'recently' begun to make 

allowances for improvements* 4 His survey included Ross and Cromarty. 

Even in 1808, in Inverness-shire, the gentlemen and wealthier tenants had 

well-built houses but those of the poorer were 'mean beyond description' .5 
Apart from Wight's few words of praise of Cluny estate, where he does 

nnt specify what houses are made of but is hardly likely to have voiced an 

enthusiastic few words about creel houses, 6 the estates managed by the Board 

do not seem to have been conspicuous for good housing. It must have been' 

much simpler to encourage better building where there was already a tradition 

11 E738/64/1.2. E777/252 passim 
3. E777/244.4. Sinclair, Northern Countie-s, p. 50. 
50 James Robertson, General View of the Agriculture in the C nty of 

Inverness, (London, 1808), p. 56. Hereafter Robertsonp Inverness. 
6. Wight, Fusbandry iv. Part 1, p. 151. 
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of stone masonry as in Perthshire 1; 
more attention to the more remote 

estates in the north and west might have been immediately less rewarding 

and certainly more difficult, but more truly an attempt to carry out the 

aims of the annexation. The change that took place in this respect on 

Struen showed what was possible. By 1765, Menzies was very enthusiastic 

about all the improvements going an thereq and declared that all the 

tenants were now in neat stone houses, while five years ago, on his last 

visit to the area, there were mostly creel houses. 2 Unfortunately, the 

energy and ththusiasm of the factor and overseer, that had a great deal to 

do with the speed of improvement, were not equally effective on all the 

estates. 

However.. as Robert 'Heron remarks, the commissioners were not idle 
3 

and 

they explored every avenue of improvement imaginable in agriculture, and in 

the terms of the Annexing Act, not only an the annexed estates. In 1764,; 

the King's approval was asked for L1,000 in 'preMiums' for those showing a 

$spirit of improvement in agriculture' in the counties of Argyllshirep Bute 

and Caithness, Sutherland, Ross, Orkney and Shetland, as well as in Inverness 

4 where so many of the estates lay . Nothing came of this, as the King's 

approval was never expressed but it illustrated the Board's comprehensive 

conception of their duties -a Highland and Island Development Board in 

embryo. Prizes to encourage many forms of,; industrial activity were common, 

of course, in the eighteenth century; the Board of Trustees, the various 

improving societies all made a habit of offering premiums, and it was not 

surprising that the Board for the Annexed Estates who were no strangers to 

the other companies of improvers followed that custom too* 

I E729/8v p. 24.2*, E729/8v pp. 94-95. 
3. R. Heron I Ceneral View of the Hebridesq (Edinburgh, 1794), 'p. 10. Hereafterv Horan, Hebrides. For full title see bibliography. 
4. E723/2, p, 58. 
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The idleness of the Highlanders that was such a source of worry to 

factors, inspectors and commissioners needed to be remedied if possible and 

several methods were applied to this. One suggestion was that in place of 

being given money to have the interest repaid in additional rent, the 

tenants should be obliged to perform additional work. 
1 

That proposal must 

have made the factors shudder. Then it was thought that if 'strangers' 

were given farms among the native inhabitants, the newcomers would set an 

example of industry. 2 This apparently was the case, but unfortunately, the 

example was not followed by the older established tenants. 
3 

One such import 

was a protege of ord Findlater who brought him up from Norfolk to introduce 

the Norfak plough and turnip cultivation into Banff, Once he had done this 

to Findlater's satisfactiong the Earl was prepared to pay his fare back 

southt but the man, Philip Girlingt wanted to stay in Scotland. Unfortunately, 

he had 'lived like an Englishman, though sober', so he had saved little 

money. With such a recommendation, Cirling was to be given a holding on 

the estate of Perth. 4 

On the other hand, inefficient tenants and unruly members of the 

community were liable to be removed. Evictions were carried out for various 

reasoos, including being bad neighboursp refusing to divide runrig, becoming 

bankrupt, getting into arrears of rent - though this was a perpetual state 

of affairs - or stealing wood. All such types of behaviour were-likely 

to advert against good husbandry and improvements and hence met with dis- 

approbation. 

The commissioners also included apprenticing men to farmers in their 

general scheme for raising the standard of workmanship in the areas under 

their management. It was suggested that it would be desirable and praise- 

worthy to train some of the young men, especially the sons of chief tenants 

11 E721/99 p. 85.2. E721/6, P. 215, 
3. E729/8, p. 108.4. E721/11p p, 27, 
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and better-off farmers, In the rudiments of farming as practised in the 

Lowlands. In the report to the King in 1761; apprenticeship in farming 

was put forward among the other crafts. 
I Once the scheme was approved, 

surprisingly quicklyp 
2 the Board also moved at high speed for once and by 

November 1761, they were able to report that the necessary steps had been 

taken to bind apprentices to farmers in the Low Countries. 3 Tenants who 

wished their sons to be trained were asked to write in 4 
and those who were 

accepted were sent of f at a fairly high cost of L25 per annum. 
5 This 

apprenticeship was not confined to the sons of tenants. for one of the 

sergeants who had been employed in enclosing in Kinbuck, asked for assistance* 

As he was prepared to go to England, he spent two years in the south an aý 

allowance of L20 a year. He had to send in quarterly reports and when he 

did ask for a farm, he was allowed yet another year's training and promised 

the tenancy of the first proper farm vacant on the estate of Perth. 6 Ninian 

3effrey once again on the track of improving sheep-fearing, suggested in 

1765, that some of the Coigach tenants might well Penefit by being sent to 

other sheep-rearing areas so that they could learn how to use the extensive, 

dry hill-grazings in the barony. He thought they should also be given a 

general training in agriculturel but this idea was not taken up. 
7 

The idea of training fazmars in 37proving methods was good enough, but 

does not seem to have borne much fruit. A few of the traineest like James 

Robertson, are mentioned as being employed later on Struan, but L25 was a 

large proportion of the annua-. 1 sum of L200 allocated to the apprenticeship 

scheme to be spent on one individual, and when the commissioners formally 

abandoned tho idea in 1775, there was no mention of farmers having returned 

. E723/29 P. 21.2. E721/6, P-9- 
3. E723/29 p. 2.4. E777/269/le 
50 E721/101 pp* 2019 202; E723/20 p. 91 - L40 for Robert Menzies. 
6* E721/7, p. 68,7. F. R. Coigach B. 
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to the estates in a greater proportion than other apprentices. Those who 

did return must surely have been affected by their lowland trainingp but 

in the inspector's later reports, there is no recognition of better farmers 

having been apprentices - nor of the worst! 
I Despite the cost however, it 

seems a pity that it was not pursued with greater vigour, as the money for 

apprentices was rarely exhausted. 
2 

The apprenticing of farmers was aimed at counteracting the ignorance 

of good farming practice in the estates and a further onslaught an ignorance 

was made by purchasing instructive texts on agriculture. Some were sent 

to the factors for lending to the tenants; some were given direct to tenantsp 

and Young's writings, Dickson's Ireatise of Husbandry and also Wight's 

Husbandry were among such volumes* 
3 

One very dramatic improvement was envisagedv similar to Lord Kames' 

draining of Flanders Moss, This was the draining of what was called the 

Moor of Rannoch, but after a few yearsv the factor was inclined to be 

4 cautious about laying out too much money on this. It had been suggested 

that the moss between Rannoch and Clenorchy was not one large plain but 

about 10,000 little mosses,, each one nf which would need two or three drains. 

Little seemed to have come of the experimentf however. 5 

As behoved aspiring model landowners, the commissioners should have 

been and in fact were very interested in the encouragem, ant n-, d full 

exploitation of existing woodland, accompanied by planting for the future. 

They did not initiate afforestation; that example had been set already in 

Scotland by proprietors like Lauder6ale in the seventeenth century 
6 

and 

Grant of Monymusk earlier in the eighteenth. 
7 They needed no prodding into 

II E777/252, 305(1 ). 
2. See Chapt er IV, 3; 3ournalE732/9 and ReportsE723/2,3. 
3. E721/119 P. 38; E730/9.4. E721/7j p. 10; E783/84/9. 
51 N. S. A. x. p. 534. 
6, Rosalind K. Marshall, The Days of Duchess Anne (London, 1973) p. 57. 
7. Hamilton, Monymuskv passim. 
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activity however for while planting and caring for woodland were expensive 

pursuits, they were also a worthwhile investment. Not only were plantations 

expected to increase the income from estates through the sale of timber and 

bark, their aesthetic value was considered and while the Board did not 

neglect this latter aspectv neither did theirpenior servants, One contract 

for cutting the woods near Castle Drummond reserved sixty old oaks growing 

together there and Archibald Menzies on his own initiative directed the 

tacksman of the woods to leave others of about the same age and size triat 

were scattered around singly. He said he was Iperswaded the Board never 

meant (them) to be cut, as they are a great ornament to the country'. 
1 

Some years later, a surveyor proposed a mixture of oak, ash and elm on one 

part of Strathpeffer, adding that even firs alone would be an ornament as 

they would cover an ugly ridge of black hills to the south. 
2 

The-factors' detailed descriptions of the woods on the estatest 

particularly on Perth and Struan in 1755, show that Dr. 3ohnson's strictures 

an the treelessness of Scotland contained a considerable amount of exagger- 
3 

ation. The woods on the estate of Perth were described as valuablet with 

reason, for those near Drummond and Balloch had been sold at their last 

cutting for L2,000 and would be ready for the next sale in about seven years. 
4 

Where transport was a problem however, which meant over most of the Highlands, 

the bark was more valuable than the timber in commercial terms as it could 

be carried more easily, bark carriage being one of the services that the 

factors advised should be retainedv as a result. 
5 

Much of the woodland area had surfered'maltreatment after the Forty- 

Five according to the factors, 6 
on Lovat and Cromarty especiallyt though 

Stobhall in Cargill parish was also mentioned in this respectf but the woods 

1. E729/8, pp. 152-153. 
3. Wills, Reports. If one 

and woods are mentioned 
4., E777/244, p. 37o 
5., E777/244, ppo 22v 29,3 
6, E729/1, pp. 10,15,24; 

2. F. R. Cromarty 14,25-6-1779. 
consults the index, one finds that trees 
throughout. 

7; E738/58, p, B, 
E777/2442 p*52, 
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demanded continuous attention to preserve them from the depredatidns of 

tenants and their stock. Tenants were so convinced of their rights to 

various perquisites from the woods, such as brushwood for firing and timber 

for their houses I that Barcaldine was moved to the suggestion that only 

sealing off the Stobhall woods would save them. 2 The proprietors were not 

blameless for one at least of the previous proprietors of the annexed 

estates, Robertson of Struan, was said to have taken 'a very fatherless care# 

of his valuable fir wood, the Black Wood of Rannoch, 3 
supposed to be over 

2,000 acres. 
4 He not only cut more than he needed himself but allowed his 

tenants to cut indiscriminately, but then 3ohn Williams, the mineral surveyor 

in 1771, ' thought that woods were neglected all over the Highlands, 5 Indeid, 

successful forestry calls for, as much specialised skill and care - in 

planting, weeding, thinning and appropriate felling - as any other use of 

Iand and this the commissioners set out to supply, like any other improver 

of the time, 

The first essential was to discipline the tenants in their use of woods 

or perhaps one should say their abusev and another priority was to ensure 

that tacksmen kept to their contracts. Thomas Campbell was appointed baron 

bailie -on the Perth estate in November 1755 nt L5 per nnnum but concurrently 

his work as overseer of wood grieves and woods was much more highly rated 

at L15, For this he was expected to see that the underkeepers were diligent, 

which would involve watching tho tenants' behaviour, and ensuring that 

purchasers of the woods kept to their contracts. 
6; 

, The supervision of 

contract work was no empty gesture for several lessees lost their. contracts, 

for they. had not cut at the prescribed time 7 
and complaints-were made 

about too high or too much cutting. 
8 The commissioners were also prepared 

1. E729/1, P. 70, 
. 2. E777/2441 p. 52. 

3. E784/84/1, p. 8.4* Robertsong Perth, P. 235, 
5. F. R. Lovat 11.6. E726/1. 
7. * E777/84/85. a. E721/4, p. 171. 
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to look for methods of distracting the tenants from their depredations on 

the woods and several ideas appeared such as planting the tenants' yards 

with timber for their building 1 
and Lord Kames' notion that firs might be 

planted near Callander purely for fuel. 2 Coats were the great menace to 

plantations and there was apparently no compunction on the part of the Board 

in having any that did appear killed. 3 

They also began a positive programme of building new nursery gardens 

and repairing established ones to provide young trees for their own use and 

for . sale to neighbouring proprietors at Drummondt Beauly, Callander, Balloch. 4 

These were under the care of specially appointed gardeners and they hoped 

to economise by finding men who could measure land, so that they could help 

tenants lay out their ground, something that surveyors usually had to do* 5 

They also spent a great deal of money on enclosing and planting moorsq on 

the Lowland Division of the Perth estate alone, between 1768 and 1784, 

L1,900.7.101.6, and on Small's division of the estate, by 1773, about L1,000 

had been spent an planting. 
7 

It would be too much to expect that the programme of afforestation 

would have progressed without any halt and it is not surprising to find 

several mishaps. The first gardener at Drummond, John Brucev had to be 

dismissed for indolence; a the gardener at the colony of Streliltz was 

reported to have planted trees so badly that half. went bad, though this was 
9 

refuted. The sawmill at Carie, rebuilt in 1759 to replace the 'Gothic' 

construct. -Icn there was perpetually in arrears, probably because the tacks- 

man was also a drover. Tenants with leases had to accept the reservation 

by the commissioners to enclose woods without receiving any abatement of 

ill FoR, Perth 39.2. F. R. Perth 17. 
3. F. R. G. M. 117.3/- for watching for and killing goats in 

young plantations about Callander. 
4. E721/6, p. 66; E723/2, p. 171; E721/7, p. 246; F. R. Perth 20; List 

of tress sold to Stirling of Keir from Balloch. 
5. E723/2, PAD. 6. E77V324,325. 
7. F. R. Perth 32,25-1-1773.8. E721/7, p. 79. 
91 E721/24, p. 105.10. E721/4, p. 189; E783/58. 
11. E77V34P/7. 
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rent for what they lost thereby, such as the grazing 
1 but long-established 

traditions were hard a-dying and Frend exPressed concern in 1780 about the 

prevailing habit of the tenants of peeling the bark of treest which was as 

bad for young trees as goats were. 
2 Few of the plantations, however, 

seemed to do too badly, though 93 acres of firs failed one year because 

of a bad over-dry season, 
3 

and the Board's work here compares well with 

that of other proprietors in an age that thought of planting trees in 

millions, not hundreds. Wight claimed that every eminence near Castle 

Downie on Ceneral Fraser's estate had been planted by the Board and further- 

more all were prospering. 
4 And Frend's comments on the woods between 

1 
1780 and 1784 must have sounded like a paean of praise in the Board's ears 

after his somewhat damping views on the progress of general agricultural 

improvements. Most of the woods unlike the houses, the cattle and the 

5 
crops, were 'tolerably well kept', 'promising well' or 'in good order$*' 

I E737/19; E723/1, p. 18. 
3: F. R. Lovat & Cromarty S. 
5. E777/252. 

2. E777/305(l), p. 143. 
4. Wight, Husbandry, iv, part 1, p. 216. 
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3. ASSESSMENT 

Now can we measure the success or failure of the commissioners' 

agricultural policy? Not, I think, by merely counting up the money that 

was spent on diking, and improvements generally or by counting the length 

of dikes that were built. We must look at comments made'by inspectors 

during the annexation, by reporters such as Andrew Wight, and also we must 

consider accounts of the areas involved in the annexation after 1784. 

Factors' reports of what was going on must be treated with a certain amount 

af reserve, for they had their reputations and their positions to consider. 

The General Inspectort Archibald Menzies of Culdares, toured the estates 

each summer from 1765 to 1768, visiting parts of Perth in the first three 

years, Struan in 1765 and 1767, Lovat and Cromarty in 1766 and 1768 and 

Barrisdale in 1768, having hired a ship, the"Woodhall' for this last 

expedition.. 
1 Better paid than the factors, at L150 p. a. with one guinea 

allowed daily for expenses, 
2 

independent and self-confident, his reports 

serve as an interim commentary of the progress made an the estates, at 

about the half-way mark. Despite his apologia at the introduction-to his 

first report, that 'As this employment is entirely new to me, I hope the 

Honourable Board will pardon the many mistakes I shall make' 
3 he was quite 

I 
prepared to make pungent comments on the Board's policies as well as an the 

tenants' and factors' reactions. 

His first point was that conditions varied greatly in different parts 

1. E741/40, p. l. 
3. E729/8, p. 15. 

2. E721/8, P, 69. 
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of the estates, but at the same time, he seemed to consider all the tenantry 

as basically 'ignorant, aukward and lazy' 1 
who would make it difficult to 

follow the best general plan of improvement. In his first year's tour, 

Menzies certainly paints a very mixed picture. One condition was general 

and that was that the tenants lived poorly and he thought that giving them 

an unspecified area for garden stuff would help them. 2 The Board and its 

officers he criticised first for indiscriminately establishing subtenants 

3 
as King's tenants, as many of them were only suited to being servants. 

Secondly they had not cleared marches with neighbours before beginning 

enclosing. Some good dikes were being built but many were indifferent 

and dividing farms did not automatically lead to improved farming, for in 

Auchterarder Barony, divided, the tenants were no improvers, 5 
while 

Callander undivided was full of improving, if quarrelsome tenants, some of 

whom had even stopped making a distinction between infield and outfield, 
I 

which was very advanced farming in the 1760's. 
6 

Muthilltýs usual, was 

farther back in farming than any other area. 
7 

There were farms where the tenants 'took care to overstock 
a but in 

Lovat and Cromarty, where the tenants were mostly idle and the few tradesmen 

described as 'the dregs of the country', several tenants had wholly enclosed 

thair farms. 9 Later, in the barony of New Tarbat, howeverg he had to admit 

that only one tenant showed any interest in improvement. 10 Charles Dundas 

had written in July, 1762, that all the tenants on the estate of Perth were 

bad farmers, 
11 

and though Menzies does riot give quite the same impression, 

- he did comment that one man, John Dun, showed a spirit and intelligence 

rarely to be met with in that country. 
12, The few years between Dundas' 

writing and Menzies' inspection may have seen some improvement in the 

1. E729/8, p. 17, 2. E729/8, p, 9. 
3. E729/8, p. 123. 4. E729/8 p assim, 
5. E729/8, p. 34. 6. E729/8, pp. 52-62. 
7. E729/9,, p. 89. B. E729/8, p. 138. 
91 E729/8, p. 140. 10. E729/10, P. 2. 
11. F. R. Perth 17. 12. E729/8, p. 50. 
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tenants' attitudes, but it is noticeable that Andrew Wight from 1774 and 

William Frend in his reports from 1780-84 consistently convey the impression 

that most of the good farmers they met with were either tenants on or 

proprietors of other estates. Thirteen years of formal annexation had 

made little difference to Monaltry, too, where the tenants were 'the most 

beggarly wretches' who scourged a poor li§ht soil with one crop of barley 

and two of oats. 
1 

The one truly encouraging report on the progress of improvements was 

an Struan, where Menzies was able to say that it gave him great pleasure to 

see the remarkable change in the country since his last visit about five 

years previously, presumably before he was employed as Inspector. He 

had a cheerful tale to tell of farms divided, cattle and sheep soumed, 

head fences of timber, stone houses and dikes replacing the universal creel 

huts previously seen. Admittedly farming utensils were still poor, but a 

plough and cartwright had settled at Kinloch so it would be possible to train 

an apprentice. In a period, of five years, short in breeding terms, it 

was unlikely that the cattle would show much signs of increase in size or 

milk yield# but the arrangements being made to bring in bulls from Skye, 

where a standard higher than the usual Highland one was maintained were 

expected to improve the breed. 2 

Andrew Wight was the next semi-independent observer to set out an a 

tour of the estates to report on their conditions. It is somewhat 

surprising, considering the amount that had. already been spentýon Surveys 

and on Menzies' inspections, to find Lord Kames proposing in 1773 that 

still another survey and inspection should be undertaken. Admittedly, on 

thii occasion, special attention was to be paid to the corn farms an the 

estates, but most of the information the Board asked hin. to report on 

could have been discovered from the factors; methods of culture, instru- 

1. E729/10/1.2. E729/89 pp. 94 ff. 
3. E721/119 P. 114. 
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ments of husbandry, types of grain sown, the return and the manure used, 

the climate and seasons, the price of labour and provisions, and how'far 

farms lay from markets. However, 'as his reports were eventually published 

as 'The Present State of Husbandry in Scotland , historians should'perhaps 

not quibble, though the immediate returns for his labours may not have been 

commensurate with the expense. 

Wight set out on August 12th, 1773, and his preface in the published 

work was very optimistic. Fifty years ago, he pontificated, such a survey 

would have been of no avail, because the practice was the same everywhere. 

Fifty years hence, he thought nothing would remain to be learned. 1 Certainly, 

a great deal remained to be learned s till on the annexed estates. He 

started off in Stobhall, which had been life-rented to the Dowager of Perth, 

who wa_s not an improving farmer; some years after her death it was said 

that she would not bestow a farthing on repairs of any kind, for if her 

beads were in order all was well. 
2 She had sold marl to her own tenantsq 3 

but under*the Board's management for only a year this part of the estate 

was hardly likely to be a model, and so it proved. All the usual features 

of unimproved farming practices could be illustrated in the Barony of 
4 Stobhall, and even Alexander Robcrtson of Brunty -Wham Menzies'had singlRd 

5 
out for praise for his energetic build: ýng and planting had corn no better 

than his neighbours, and as full of weeds. 
6 

The next part of the Perth estate he visited was the Barony of 

Auchterarder. , The Board had been in charge here since 1755, and though the 

tenants seemed to be industrious and ready to change their methods there 

was not a va3t difference between Auchterarder and Stobhall. The ditches 

1. Wight, Husbandry i. Preface,, pp,, ix, xii, 
2. F. R. Perth 31C - Letter from Pat, Alison from Newhall, dated 15.11.1781, 

to the factor complimenting him an what had been achieved but pointing 
out that much still remained to be done as the late Dowager's absorp- 
tion in religion had prevented any improvements on Stobhall, 

3, E777/269/2,4. Wight, Husbandry, i. pp. 3 on-wards. 5. E729/8, p. 32# 6. Wight, Husbandry, ie p. 21. 
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that had been dug to enclose farms had been poorly planned and were now 

half-filled with earth that had been allowed to fall in. I Even hard- 

working farmers either used the same methods of cultivation as their neigh- 

bours and so got not much more produce though they had enclosed 
2 

or they 

overcropped. 
3 

In Kinbuck, Wight reckoned that the enclosure had been 

parried out $without any judgement' and that the tenants were reaping no 

benefits from the interest they were paying. He suggested that if the 

Board was serious in having ground properly enclosed, what was already done 

would have to be abandoned. 
4 However, in 1755, there had been no enclosures 

in the Barony so division and enclosures, even' if unsatisfactory by the 

high standards of Wight of Ormiston, must be considered-an improvement. 5 

When he reached Callander in the summer of 1774, it was seen. that the 

slightly more efficient and energetic tenants there had maintained their 

superiority, described in earlier reports, Wight assumed that the greater 

enterprise thereabouts was the result of the presence of Mr. Small who had a 

small tenement near Callander. Small was a popular factor, who among other 

gifts was an amateur physician# and according to Wight the tenants tried 

to please him by keeping their farms in order. 
6 In this assumption, however, 

he underestimated the inhabitants for they had shown signs of interest in 

better husbandry when Menzies visited thar e, some years before, and their 

very quarrelsome reputation makes one suspect the likelihood of such agree-, 

able behaviour; almost ten years later, when Frend supervised the estates 

of Perth, he mentioned good crops, well-kept houses, and the use of lime 

there, but he was critical of their dftes and ditches, lack of repairs, and 

only middling-well grazed cattle. 
7 But-there were few better farmers an 

the estates. Indeed, Wight eventually remarked in some despair, that he 

had had occasion to mention so much imperfect husbandry, he would close with 

1. 
3. 
5, 
6. 
7. 

Wight, Husbandry, i. pp. 60,87. 
Wight, Husbandry, i. p. 114. 
E777/244, p. 42. 

2. Wight, Husbandry, i. pp. 60 ff. 
A Wightl Husbandry, i. p. 131. 

wignr., UUa2an2Ey. I* ppe 140f 143,154. 
E777/252. 
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some instances of good - but these were not on the annexed es tates. 
I 

The Board found Wight's survey sufficiently interesting and useful to 

employ him on a similar study of the whole of Scotland and it was 1780 before 

his travels took him to any more of the annexed estates. He set off then 

for the far north of Scotland and from his reports it would be difficult to 

believe that in the county of Cromarty, there was an estate under the control 

of his employers, that touched east and west coasts. The extensive lands 

of the family of the erstwhile Earl of Cromarty were never mentioned and the 

only reference to the annexed estates is in connection with the subsidy made 

through George Ross, the Cromarty improver and entrepreneur, towards building 

2 Cromarty harbour. The Board may not have totally forgotten the existence 

of their most northerly responsibilities but in the last ten or twelve years 

of the annexation, there is a marked diminution of interest as illustrated 

3 
by the decrease in the volume of records relating to this period. 

Wight's comment too that the inhabitants an the estate of Lovat had 

been reclaimed by the commissioners from ignorance and indolence 4 
must be 

weighbd against the information Menzies gives about tho'comparable behaviour 

of the old and new tenants there. 5 None of the original tenants by 1766 had 

improving their farms, and Wlilghl. ztatc- a fo - himsell. done anything about ý 

pages later, that Beauly, an the Lovat estate, furnished 'not a single good 

example of husbandry'. 6A few years before, Alexander Shaw, the manufacturer 

at Glenmoriston, had categorised the people of Beauly as an 'idle, drunken 

7 
set' whom he would have removed-to make way for industrious tenants . The 

afforestation on Lovat, round Castle Downie, was successful, however, and 

Ceneral Fraser who had had his ancestral lands returned to him in 1774 was 

1. Wight, Husbandry, i. p. 160 ff. 
2. Wight, Husbandryq iv. part 1, p. 256.3. E746/70-198; E787/9-41. 
4. Wightp Husbandry, iv. part 1, pp. 215-6, 
51, E729/89 pp. 108,109. 
6. Wightv Hu-sbandry, iv. part 1. p. 226.7. F. R. Lovat 10,22-1-1780. 
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beginning to give nineteen year leases. 1 So far,. we must agree from such 

evidence, that as Professor Youngson says, improvement had only begun, 
2 

In the same year that Wight made his way north, the Board decided to 

revive the post of General Inspector. The Perth bridge was no longer 

absorbing its annual subsidy so the salary for the post was once again avail- 

able. 
3 Adam Drummond of Cardrum was duly appointed and took a salary but 

what he did for it is difficult to discover. From 1780 onwards there are 

detailed descriptions of the estate of Perth from William Frend appointed 

to advise on improvements there. 4 He traversed several parts of Perthshire 

more than once in the few years to 1784. There were undoubted signs of 

improvements, though Frend's comments an the astonishing change that took 

place between his first appearance in 17BO and in his last reports may be 

treated with some reserve, as special pleading. There were some well-kept 
5 houses and mills, p. g. Drummond; the tenants of Stobhall were 'becoming 

fond of clover' and were sowing rape, while Robert McNeil in Balloch got two 

6 bolls more yield to the acre than before he marled. Even the Muthill 

tenants were beginning to enclose; beg inning, it may be noticed, in 1780.7 

However, the-Muthill houses were not recommended and they had dreadful 

cattle. 
8 Auchtermuthil tenants were condemned as indolent and cultivated 

their ground 'after the worst manner I ever saw'. 
9 In 1783 he was able to 

say there had been some changes for the better, inclUding the sowing of 

clover and rye-grass, for which he imPlicitly claimed credit, 
10 

but these 

annual reports make it clear what uphill work it was to introduce new methods. 
11 

One aspect of the Board's policy met with his approval; the hill farms of 

1. Wight, Husbandry, iv. part 1. pp. 21 
' 
29 216. 

2. A. J. Youngsont After the Fort y-Five (Edinburgh, 1973), p. 41. 
Hereafter, Youngson Post Fort y-Five. 

3. See Chapter V. 2. 4. E777/2529 305(l). 
5. E777/305(l), p. 29. 6. E777/305(1)9 pj. -- 7. E777/305(l),. Pp. 9 ff. B. E777/305(l),, pp. 26-28. 
9. E777/305(l), p. 26. 10. E777/280/6. 
11. E777/252. 
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Easter and Waster Glentarken were apparently successful and he thought them 

of much greater value than lowland farms on account of the low management 

costs* 
1 

It seems likely that Thomas Keir, the factor on the Lowland Division 

of Perth was not the best of farmers, whatever his other, meiitsp and without 

good examples, tenants were not usually inclined to improvements. Keir had 

overdone the quantities of marl on his grounds, so that his corn was rank. 
2 

In 1780 and 1781, Strathgartney, under Campbell, was in better condition, 

though. better sail would help in Balquhidder, 3 but unfortunately, in 1783, 

he could report mostly only dike-making, though one farm had good turnips. 

Back in Stobhall, the dikes, badly built in the first place, were going to* 

ruin and only Lady Rachel Drummond continued improvements; the, others had 

shot their bolt and were doing no more* 
4 

There were, undoubtedly improvements in farming practice and changes in 

organisation an the annexed estates under the Board's management* How much 

was achieved, particularly by comparison with the work of other improving 

landlords, is difficult to assess# Negative evidence is not without worth 

and it is perhaps significant that only one writer reporting for the Board 

of Agriculture from 1794 paid the Board of Commissioners for the Annexed 

Estates any compliment an their management of the estates. This was 

Robert Heron, who did not inspect any of the counties wherein the estates 

lay. Those writing about Central and Southern Parthshirep Inverness-shire, 

6 
Ross and Cromarty were suspiciously silent. Agricultural change, by its 

nature, and in the eighteenth century, by the nature of the. human material 

involved as well as the animal and vegetable, was bound to be a slow process. 

That James Robertson found a great deal of the land between Stirling and 

I. E777/305(l), p. 42' 2. E777/305(l), p. 45 (second section). 
3. E777/305(l),. p. 95: 4. E777/252. 
5, Heron, Hebrides, p, 10. 
6. Robertson, Marshall, Sinclair, etc. in their Reports to the Board 

of Agriculture. 
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Crieff for the most part unimproved in 1771, much of this annexed, only 

sixteen years after the appointment of the commissioners, is not too 

reprehensible. 
1 Whether the Board should have been quite so slow in some 

of its reactions is something that is more open to criticism@ 

In 1774, Lord Kames produced a paper of comments on Andrew Wight's 

report of that year, but also including his reaction to Menzies' reports of 

the late 1760's. Highly critical of Scottish agriculture generally, he 

expressed the hope that if the commissioners persevered in their plans, they 

would be a blessing to their country. But the Board for the Annexod Estates 

was to have only another ten years of life, and at this point, two--third3 Of 

the way through its existence, even in Perthshire, he had to talk of spiriis 

depressed by povertyq though rents were low; of tenants who showed no 

activity in and. had no knowledge of cultivating their lands well. 'They 

languidly go an in the old beaten track and it, never enters their thoughts 

that there is a better method'. Nineteen years of state control, exhortation, 

and encouragement had so far little to show for all its efforts in that 

area where most might have been expected., 
2 

The Perth estate was that one nearest good farming practice, where 

the previous proprietor had made some tuken steps at least in t1ha diraction 

of improvement; one would hav3 thouqht Lt was the most likely place for 

displaying change, and yet ton years later still, Frend's descriptions of 

conditions do not convince one that thirty years of expenditure had achieved 

significant results. Admittedly the Board started off with unfriendly 

tenantryp poorly-husbanded land, and a tradition of lethargy, but other 

proprietors in the same area faced almost identical problems and Wight's 

comments on the estates of neighbours like the Duke of Atholl and the Marquis 

of Breadalbane, do not show the annexed estates shining by comparison. Hugh 

1. N. L. S. Ms. 2508, f. 149. 
2. E730/47. 
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Seton of Touch had been in possession of his lands only sixteen years when 

- Wight visited him in 1777, and while he was certainly working with potentially 

rich carse land, it had been worn out when he went into it; his tenants were 

as ignorant and indolent as those an the annexed estates; and yet he had. 

worked wonders. 
1 Of work done on the annexed estates, a similar comment 

was made only by Menzies and only on Struan. 

It would be unjust to assess the Board's work by what happened on 

those estatea that remained under the Barons of the Exchequer until 1770, but 

those were the most remote, the least advanced in agriculture, and presumably 

most in need of all the processes the annexation was meant to set in motion. 

Yet following the surveys made immediately after the legal rights the 

subjects superior were bought over, no inspector visited them; there were 

few reports thereafter. Certainly leases were granted very quickly on 

Lochiel, 2 Cluny, 3 Kinlochmoidart, 4 Lochgarry(from 17713), 5 Callart, 6 
and 

Ardsheal, 7 but as we have seen leases were no guarantee of improvement, 

especially on estates so far away from immediate supervision. The return of 

the Lovat estate to the Fraser family may well haveýcaused a certain lack 

of interest in very active policy, especially on the estates newly acquired 

in 1770, and possibly even an unspoken assumption that if all the estates 

were to be returned, then members of the respective families could well be 

left to make the best of them* Cartainly in 1774, the whole of Ardsheal 

except Ardsheal farm itself and Lettermore was leased to the family. a 

Four years later, Francis Farquharson of Monaltry was offered the factorship 

of his own estate though he refused itv suggesting his nephew William 

Farquharson of Bruxie instead, 9 
and while Monaltry was not in the same 

category as these other estates, having been under the Board since its 

1. Wight, Husbandry, iii, part I, pp, 344-5, 
2. E768/76. 3. E745/57. 
4, E764/32. S. '067/44. 
6, E743/22. 7. E737/27. 
a, E737/19/2. 9. E773/42. 
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appointment in 1755, this step may be another pointed to the direction in 

I which the Board's collective mind was working. 

More reprehensible, and something that must be a charge ag; Anst the 

efficiency of the Board's management, we find their comparative neglect of 

the estate of Cromarty especially in later years. In 1779 the abstracted 

rental shows only V. 11.9. being paid in interest on money advanced for 

aI 
improvements when the total rental was L772.18.10z- And this is the 12 

first rental of those available that shows any expenditure of this sort an 

the estates, Rents had been raised but apparently only on the basis of 

increased valuation that took place all over the estates in the 1770's. 2 

There had been discouraging reports an Coigach, except for Oeffrey's con- 

sistent belief that sheep would flourish thereg and in 1772-1773, the surveyor, 

David Aitkenv thought'that the Forest of Coigach. at least justified no 
3 

expenditure whatsoever, even planting. Lo*rd Macleod, the eldest son of 

- George third Earl of Cromarty, who received his father's estates on the 

disannexation, is said to have had to begin their restoration, as Tarbat had 

been 'much dilapidated' during the forfeiture. 4 

Comparison with other improving proprietorsp implicit in Wight's survey, 

for examplev are not wholly encouraging. Nor did the estates pass highly in 

what Malcolm Cray calls 'the true test of the progress and importance of 

improvement' the . response of the small man5. Nor did all their neighbours; 

a history of Monzievaiid and'Strowan written ih 1784 talks-of the-failure'of 

the inhabitants to follow the gentlemen in fallowing and sowing turnips and 
6 

. grass. What can probably be said is that the annexed estates made as much 

progress as the average by 17847 0 Not all-landlords were improvers and not 

1. E746/72/11. 
3, E746/171. 
51 Cray, Highland conomy, p. 78. 
6, Adv. Ms. 31.1.2.1 p. 50. 

2. E746/72/9. 
4. Fraser, Cromartie., 1, p. cclvii. 

7. Cf. Handleyp Scottish Farminq passime 
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all improvers were successful, in either the Highlands or the Lowlands. 

The commissioners were not alone in making mistakes and misjudgements. 

Captain Lawrence Day, for example, who was factor t*o Mackenzie of Delvinet 

was also allowed L200 by the Board for improvements, as well as being involved 

in training apprentices. 
1 Mackenzie however. became increasingly worried 

about Day's competence, complaining that whatever his geniusq he was idle 

and his farm was. gaing to waste and destruction. He thought that Day, who 

was a plausible Irishman, had gained no advantage and Mackenzie had lost 

much; moreover Day had apparently left his wife in financial straits. 
2 His 

example may have influenced Lord Kames' later views, for he wrote of Campbell 

of Shawfield's agricultural plans that the idea of attracting skilled farmers 

to remote areas had a plausible appearance but seldom succeeded. He 

thought, it was not skilful farmers who would be attracted but adventurers 

who were not successful A home. 
3 

Instead he recommended employment of an 

overseer who was experienced in looking after gentlemen's grounds. 

The Board took this advice themselves in some measure. 'They attempted 

to compensate for the lack of personal supervision by appointing overseers 

of various kinds and standards; Charles Dundas was director for a time of 

45 
improvements on the estate of Perth, William Roy an Struan, and at the 

top of their pyramid of inspection, the General Inspectors, Francis Grant, 

Archibald Menzies and finally, Adam Cordon. It was unfortunate that the 

commissioners did not accept the logic of their earlier appointments and 

left the position of General Inspector vacant so long between Menzies' 

resignation in 1770 and 1780. It was a mistake, as Frend point out and 

the commissioners accepted, for frequent inspections and dread of an unfavour- 

able report to the Board could have acted as a 'spur and an auband' (awe-band) 

to the tenantse 6 

1. E730/45/2.2. NLS. Ms. 1259. 
3. E727/60/2.4. E721/5, p. 7. 
5. E721/9, p. 134. He was paid 1/6 per day. 
6. E777/280/5. 
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The Board included many articulate improverst Lord Kames perhaps out- 

standing, and certainly one of the more active commissioners, but in the 

last analysis, they were absentee landlordst and further, absentees who did 

not hand over to their factors the absolute control that many proprietors 

did, notably the Sutherland family. This could lead to abuse, but lack of 

support for factors did not help efficiency. 
2 An energetic, popular factor 

like Small an Struan, assisted by an overseer specially appointed for 

agricultural duties, could overcome the handicap of there being no resident 

proprietor to a great extent, but it is at least arguable that private land- 

ownersq with*a personal interest in their estates, would have been just as 

effective as improvers as an Edinburgh boardq however capable, enlightened 

and and successful individual members might be an their own estates. if 

any single cause were to be picked on for the lack of overwhelming success 

in achieving agricultural change and improvement, it should probably be this 

one, the absence of resident proprietors. 

In thirty years of control, the state might have expected more from 

such an eminent group of improvers as comprised the Board for the Forfeited 

Annexed Estates but it must in all fairness be remembered that simple 

agricultural efficiency was not the sole or even the first aim of the annex- 

ation. The commissioners were never free agents, restricted initially by 

the terms of the Annexing Act which faced them with the dilemma of weighing 

l< 

efficiency against the possibility of achieving the 'happiness of the tenants' 

and their loyalty to the H, ýnoverians. After 1774, there was always present 

the realisation that the annexation might be overturned so that long-term 

policies would never. come to, fruition. It was not the best recipe for 

agricultural. improvemento 

1. B. O. Adam, Sutherland Estate Management, 1802-1816 (Edinburgh, 
1972). Hereafter, Adam, Sutherland. 

2. Cf, Chapter 1,2, 
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Chapter IV 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

1. TEXTILES 

The Annexed Estates Board was not the first nor the last organisation, 

public or privatev to try to introduce industries - as well as industry! - 

and manufactures into the Highland economy. Miss Dean points out that 

"One of the most surprising and indeed one of the most pathetic features or 

'Scottish political life in the seventeenth century is the persistence with 

which even in the midst of dangers of all kinds, those who are anxious to 

foster Scottish industries'kept urging their plans". 
' Even in 1641, there 

was a scheme by the Estates to promote industry and to set up a system of 

technical education* But in 1755, it was still possible to agree with 

Wodrow, who had remarked earliar "I ha; i? seen frequent attempts of this 

nature*come to very little". 2 

Long before the half-century mark, landowners had begun to take an 

active interest in improving not only their lands but the whole economy of 

their estates and the surrounding country. Cockburn of Ormiston, Joseph 

Cumine and moet significantly in this context, James Drummond, the titular 

Duke of Perth, were among those who tried, perhaps only instinctively, to 

produce a balanced economy in their estates. Drummond established a large 

1. Dean, Spinning Schools, p. 9. 
2. R. Wodrow, Analects, iii. p. 319. Quoted by Miss Dean. 
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linen factory at Perth, which was destroyed by the military guarding the town 

in 1746,1 and he had also built a "large house for carrying on a linen 

manufacture" in Crieff. 2 New industries needed new implements and new crafts- 

men readily available to make and mend more elaborate tools than the natives 

were accustomed to handling. A new type of society was also an essential. 

So these heritors built small towns, 'fouing out land to craftsmen, who 

would be provided with a house and a piece of ground. Whealwrightd, 

spinners, weavers, blacksmiths, would grow an their crofts the primary 

products necessary to feed their families, but as their main occupation, they 

would be expected to practise their crafts, repair the ioals of the less 

skilled and in addition train apprentices. On the annexed estates, Callander 

was a Drummond creation, 
3 

and Crieff's redevelopment after 1716 was largely 

due to that family. Other proprietors worked on a smaller scale. Sir 

Alexanýer Mackenzie of Coul, for. examplev an whose grounds the Board of 

Trustees had established a spinning school at Lochcarron, was reported by 

John Neilson, the Trustee's inspector as having given out wheels and reels 
4 

to his tenants and he had also asked the S. S. P. C. K. for assistance in 

establishing tradesmen. 5 There was great concern, at this time, to wean 

the Highlanders from what Lowlanders and Englishmen considered their "long 

habit of sloth and inactivity" and reconcile them to the love of labour, 

Industry and good order. Nor was there any lack of ideas as to how this 

should be accomplished. 

In this atmosphere, the factors, in 1755, reported among other 

mattersp on the progress of manufactures in the estates. The references 

are minimal and discouraging. From east to west, the same tale is toldt 

but further away from "Civilisation" as it was understood south of the Tay, 

1. William Marshall, Historic Scenes in Perthshire (Edinburgh, 1880) 
p. 291. 

2. E777/213.3. R. H. P. 3414 
4. S. R. O. N. C. 1/7 iv. p. 43. S. Mason, Rural Education,, p. 19. 
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the less likelihood was there that the factor could describe any profitable 

commerce or industry. In Monaltry, the "generality of the people are idly 

inclined", and commerce and industry are "come to no-great length" - not 

surprising considering the size of the estate. On Struan, the factor, 

3ames Small declared that commerce and manufactures could scarcely be said 

to have reached Rannoch but he could say that there had been some improvementt 

in that "the women who were wont to do nothing but look after the cattle when 

the men were idle or perhaps worse employed", had betaken themselves to 

spinning and industry, especially in the winter, and the men looked after 

the cattle. In additionj he thought that the men were "labouring their 

grounds and of late do many things about the family which were formerly 

lookt upon by them as women's work but which they chuse to do themselves 

2 
rather than take the women from the spinning" .A little optimistic perhaps. 

Small thought a village at Kinloch Rannoch was a necessity but, 

discreetly, found himself "unequal to the task of saying what should or should 

not be done in Rannoch". 3 One reasonable if not whblly practicable 

recommendation he did make was that several types of manufactures should be 

introduced to give the youth of the neighbourhood their choice of occupation. 

In Cromartyp in the barony of New Tarbat, there was some spinning; in 

Strathpeffer, the women "spin but little" and were quite idle in winter. 
4 

In the estate of Lovatv manufactures were introduced partly in Kirkhill, but 

little progress had been made in Kiltarlity, though there were plenty of 
5 

stills! In the smaller estates, farther west, Kinlochmoidart and 

Barrisdale, spinning was hardly mentioned. 
6 

In Barrisdale, the only commerce 

was the sale of black cattle and the exchange of butter and choose for oat- 

meal from Skye. No linen was made and the multiplicity of whisky stills 

was one reason, it was suggestedifor the poverty of the inhabitants. 7 

1. E729/10 p. 108.2. E783/84/1, p. 9. 
3. E783/84/1, pp. 12-13.4* E729/1, pp. 4,6t 7. 
5, E729/1, p. 21.6o E729/1, pp. 65-74, al. 
7. E729/1, pp. 70,71. 
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It is only when we come south to the Drummcnds' extensive lands in 

Perthshire, that commerce, industry and manufactures, in the accepted sense 

of the word and then in only the most rudimentary way, became a part of 

ordinary life. And in this forty-six mile wide estate, in the westerno most 

Highland parts, in the barony of Lix, in the parish of Killin, and in 

Balquhidder, there was "no commerce or public manufactures", though the 

inhabitants did buy lint for the women to spin. The yarn was sold and this 

was their only way in a subsistence economy of making money. One of the 

few references to wool-spinning relate's to Balquhidder, but in this rather 

damp part of Scotland, the plentiful water was unfortunately inconveniently 

situated for bleaching, 
I 

so that the linen manufacture was handicapped. 

The Duke of Perth's foundation, Callandert was in a better position, 

since the opening of some communications between the Highlands and Lowlands 

of Scotland, and the factors felt it was reasonable to hope for some 

development there, A few craftsmen had settled on the feus granted by 

Lord James Drummond and linen yarn was the principal commodity at the yearly 

fairs. Strathgartney had two meal mills and "a good deal" of linen yarn 

was spun. The same pattern emerged in Comrie and Strawan parishes. In 

Muthil ithe honesty of the inhabitants was admitted the very fact of this 

beiog mentioned may be a testimony to the rarety of such a quality - but 

alftsy they showed industry only in spinning linen yarn and in watering 

their grounds. 
2 This latter activity would seem to be a singularly .- 

unnecessary pastime in Perthshire. 

Stobhall, life-rented to the Dowager-Duchess of Perth, had no sort 

. of commerce, other than three meal mills and linen yarn, spun and unusually 

woven into cloth, 
3 

In Auchterarder, there were some signs of commercial 

initiative, a number of shops selling small merchandise, and thera were 

some middlemen, for some were described as "buying linen yarn up and down 

1.1 E777/244, passim. 2, E777/244, p. 36. 
3. E777/244, P. 49. 
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the country which they send to Glasgow". 
I 

The town of Crieff, however, was obviously considered the most 

promising spot in the whole of the annexed estates, if not in the whole 

Highland area, Inverness excepted. There was a large amount of Perth 

property there, in the Barony of Milnab, and it seemed at the time the most 

thrivingt certainly the largest population centre, in the estates# it 

was the hub of the road system; there were already established merchants 

in linen, wool, skins, dealers in victuals; there was a fair, a convenient 

gathering place for merchants, farmers and pedlars; the drovers gathered 

near Crieff; there were tradesmen of all sorts - bakers, butcherst wheel- 

wrights. A fairly sophisticated town for eighteenth century Scotland! 

The factor quite clearly thought'. this a splendid placee There was 

even a surplus labout supply and he recommended a spinning and stocking- 

knitting school, as there were "crowds of little girls here that stroll 

about the streets playing at hand ball" and other such employments and 

diversions who would be much better guided into industry. 2 

Already, quantities of yarn were brought to . Crieff to be sold and 

sent to Paisley and Clasgow. Why not manufacture it an the spot? A 

tannery could be built and should do well as there was plenty of bark as well 

as a good supply of skins@ 
3 His excitement and enthusiasm must have been 

infectious. 

Among the statistics the factors were asked to provide the early 

years, was the numbers of persons in each estate able to spin. 
4 Not a 

surprising requestt considering the cusession'with the linen trade, but one's 

sympathies must be with the factor struggling round the remoter parts of 

Kinlochmaidart, for example, trying to find how many of the antagonistic 

natives could use a spinning wheel or even a rock', However, they all 

1. E777/244, p. 46.2. E777/2449 p. 58. 
3. E777/244, p. 59.4. E721/29 p. 42. 
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managed to produce some figures: '2376 on Perth out of a total population 

on the estate of 6191,112 of 293 an Arnprior, 73 of 249 an Sarrisdalep 

488 of 2199 in Strathpoffer, 389 of 1253 on Struan, but in Kinlochmoidart, 

none claimed such skill* 
1 

As with all the more complicated or "civilised" pursuits, the nearer 

to central Scotland, the more prevalent the skill, even within the estates 

that showed embryonic industry* In Auchtermuthil, 25-of the population of 

55 were marked down as spinners; the proportion in the north-west of the 

Perth estate must have been much lower. Nothing is said in this purely 

statistical reckoning of the quality of the spun yarnp 6ut that it was 

generally indifferent stuff, we can fairly assume from later reports and from 

occasional remarks by the inspectors and manufacturers who corresponded with 

the commissioners in later years, when it may be hoped some improvement had 

been mýde. When 3ames Class asked to be made an Inspector under the Trusteesq 

in 17689 his memorial stated that "Most of the yarn spun in his neighbourhood 

,, 2 is so ill-spun it is unfit for any branch of the linen manufacture . 

Once more using the factors' information in front of them, the Board 

set to work* Various influences combined to keep their industrial plans 

within the fairly narrow paths marked out by the Board of Trustees and other 

improvers, Many of the commissioners were also members of other groups, 

notably the Board of Trustees. Central government control of financial 

outlay with resultant delays in releasing funds for industrial development 

was a'considerable disadvantage and a restraining influence. The limited 

financi3l resources available from the incomes of the estates came a--- a 

surprise; this was a very severe handicap and one that was not immediately 

appreciated by everyone involved. The end result was a decided lack of 

originality in the Annexed Estates Board's approach to all industrial 

development. 

11 E729/3.2. E777/203/4. 
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It is probably unreasonable to expect anything else. One needs only 

consider how many of the active members of the Board were also Trustees I to 

realise that any great divergence in the policies of the two bodies must have 

indicated either severe opposition from the other commissioners or a high 

degree of inconsistency in those members who served on both bodies. In any 

case, whether through lack of confidence in their own knowledge, lack of 

interest, or quite simply, merely a sensible division of labour, questions 

regarding industry and manufactures were almost invariably referred to a 

special committee, not always formally constituted, of members who were also 

Trustees f or Manufactures and Fisheries. 
2 This-was an amicable arrangement 

which ensured that the industrial activities of the Annexed Estates Board 

were in fact merely an extension of the work of the Trustees. But of course, 

while industry and fishing were the sole interest of the latter group, these 

aspects of Highland life were only two of the many the commissioners had to 

deal withp in addition to the day-to-day. management of large estates. 

'The most elaborate of the abortive plans made before 1760 is perhaps 

worth looking at as it illuminates various facets of the outlook of the 

commissioners, especially their close adherence to the practices of the 

Trustees and the scale an which the Board enQisaged itself working, before 

government indifference and financial stringency curtailed such ambition. 

This was "A plan for establishing and carrying on a manufacturing station at 

the. house of New Tarbat, upon the Annexed Estate of Cromarty'19 which was 

expounded in the report to an unresponsive central government in 1757.3 

Th-1'6s was a comprehensive schem3, encompassing every branch of the 

linen industry from the raising of flax'to the final bleaching and weaving 

of the coarse kinds of linen thought to be necessary. An outlay of L4209 

over nine years was planned, and during these years it was thought that 900 

girls would be taught to spin, while 192 apprentices would learn the various 

1. See Appendix D. 2, E721/6, p. 92, 
3, E723/11 pp. 58-64. 
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trades of heckling, scutching, bleaching, weavingg under a skilled entre- 

preneur, who was not expected to make any profit for several years, despite 

the assistance that was proposed. It was realised that the apprentices would 

only begin to earn anything towards their keep in the second year of their 

training, so maintenance was awarded on a sliding scale; bedding, clothes, 

food, utensils, yarn were all to be provided. Not only the resident apprent- 

ices, but the tenants in New Tarbat were to be taught how to prepare the 

ground for flax and how to crop it. In addition, remembering their mission 

to "civilise" the inhabitants, the Board "supposed" that a-schoolmaster should 

be appointed to teach the children to read and speak the English language, 

and to instruct them in "the principles of religion and*loyalty to H. M. 

person and government". The Trustees left religion and education to the 

S. S. P. C. Ke but the moral approach was explicitly ordored for the Board in the 

Annexing Act. 

Lacking approval from the crown, howevert this plan came to naught 

and in any case, it is certain the funds would not have borne such an outlay, 

without the other activities of the Board being disproportionately curtailed. 

The failure of this scheme to materiallse had one unfortunate effect, The 

house of New Tarbat was left to become ruinous despite the local doctor's 

tenancy 1 
and 3ccording to the O. S. A. writer for KilmUii Easterl'this wns a 

great loss-to the area, as it had'been "the most eIsgant and besL finished 

house in the three counties". 
2 

It was inevitable that the main emphasis of the Board would initially, 

at least, be on encouraging the "stapLe" of Scotland, the linen trade. All 

would-be industrial improvers had done so from 1681, when Oames, Duke of 

York had passed the first of several acts to aid the tradet but despite this 

and other legislationg the industry was declining at the beginning of the 

eighteenth century. There were a variety of reasons for this, the most 

1. E746/77/13,2, C. S. A. vi. 187. 
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potent perhapst being the poor quality of linen exported, combined with an 

exaggerated description of its goodness. Foreign merchants had a not 

surprising "prejudice" against the Scotch product as a result of the mis- 

leading advertising. 

From 1727, when the Board of Trustees for Manufactures and Fisheries 

was set up, the Board's revenues and later in 1742, the Bounty contributed to 

the expansion of the industry.. The Trustees were justifiably proud of the 

increase in the quantity of linen produce, but it was perhaps more to their 

credit that the quality improved because of their practice of appointing 

stampmasters for the various districts where linen was spun in any appreciable 

amounto 
1 An act of 1727 for "The Better Regula tion of the Linen and Hemp 

Manufactures in Scotland ,2 had provided for the appointment of stampmasters 

but it was the Trustees' activities which made this an effective step. 

. 
Their most difficult task was that of controlling and expanding the 

growth of flax, and then its preparation for spinning, Miss Dean declared 

that very few farmers and crofters had not their field of flax 3 but as the 
I 

Trustees allocated L1500 of their first year's income towards premiums for 

growing the crop, this statement may need further investigation before being 
4 totally accepted. In addition, once the crop was in the ground, those 

cultivating it were not as careful as such a difricult crop dusurvej, and as 

Patrick Lindsay put it, "Every Fzult, svary Failure in the Flax is an error 

of the first Connection not to be curad afterwards by Skill and Labour". 5 

When we consider the agricultural methods of the day, it is not surprising 

that. flax was badly cultivated. A crop that needs care, skill and ettention 

was unlikely to thrive when the humble oat was abused. Not only did much 

depend an temperature and rainfall, but careful weeding was essential and 

this was not a very popular occupation among the ordinary farmers in Scotland 

11 H. Hamiltonq The Industrial Revolution in Scotland (Oxford, 1932) p. 79. 
Hereafter Hamilton, Revolution.. 

2.13 Cearge I, c. 26.3. Dean, Spinning Schools I p. 16. 
4. A. J. Warden, The Linen Trade, Ancient and Madern (London, 1864) p. 445. 

Hereafter, Warden, Linen. 
51 Quoted in Hamilton, Revoluti_on, p. 80. 
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in the eighteenth century* 

Harvesting toop Caused difficulty. There was not general agreement 

as to the best time for picking. In Scotland, it was believed that the 

flax should be pulled first when the blossom fell and the Ceneral Inspector 

on the annexed estates was greatly tried by the tenants leaving the crop 

in the ground until the seeds had developed, as lintseed was such an expense 

for them. This he was sure "hurt greatly the quality and lessens the 

quantity of flax". ' Warden qu otes Postlethwayte however, as castigating 

the more general beliefv saying that too quick gathering made for poor flax, 

as the lint heckled to nothing, having "a fine appearance but no substance"o 
2 

The next processes of drying, scutching and heckling were also carried 

out roughly and imperfectly. The Ceneral Inspector also described in horror 

scutching done by merely beating the flax over the back of a chair with a 

wooden stick. 
3 

The Trustees had had to tackle this aspect of production 

too before they could hope for an increase in the manufacture of good- 

qualityv. fine lineng so they gave premiums to those who would grow the crop 

in the first placep employed flax-dressers to teach heckling and scutching, 
4 

encouraged by prized any improvement to instruments used for these processesp 

established spinning schools and arranged for foreign weavers to come to 

Edinburgh to teach the art of weaving the fine linen produced abroad. The 

fine ladies of Edinburgh flocked to Broughton Loan, now Picardy Place, to 

learn the art - and having accomplished this, gave up practising. This was 

hardly the aim of the Trustees, but it did show the keen interest existing; 

or perhaps in this instance it was a vjhim of fashion! ' 

In their programme for the improvement of the textile industry, we 

d4en find industrial espionage. Mrs. Fletcher of Saltoun had gone to Holland 

especially to discover the secret of fine weaving, and to-find the proper 

1. E729/8, p. 126.2. ' Warden, Linen, p. 435. 
3. E729/8, p. 127.4, Warden, Linen, ppo 446-9, 
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method of bleaching. Royal approval was also obtained to spend some of 

their funds in sending a "very ingenious and deserving young man of this 

country bred in Holland" to procure the secret of this final process. The 

implication was that he was to use fair or foul means. for this purpose. 

Unfortunatelyt the Dutch masters "with the greatest secrecy locked up the 

mistery of whitening from him". 1 Despite the concentration of resources, 

and specific geographic concentration needed for the bleaching trade, as 

this report suggests, the I'misteries of whitening" were unknown to the 

Scottish bleachers and remained mysterious until the end of the century, when 

in 1790, the use of chlorine was discovered. 

Other people were also spreading the gospel of industrialisationo 

In 1738, the S. S. P*C. K. an the grounds presumably that an idle Christian is 

a "prodigious contradiction" was granted a second patent that enabled the 

society, primarily an educational and missionary one, to encourage the 

2 
manufacturing arts as it thought proper* The Society therefore combined 

both its functions by establishing spinning schools. Other groups not 

government sponsored, such as the Glasgow Highland Society and the Honorary 

Society of Improvers, dating from 1723 were working along the same lines. 

Small local societies did their best to improve the skills needed in spinning 

and weaving and the British Linen Company incorporated in 1746, later the 

British Linen Bank, was notable both for its effectiveness and its longevity. 

It became a bank as it found this the most practical way of doing business. 

Initially, 'the company handed out linen and material to its members and 

debtors. 

Despite all this assistance and encouragement, the industry did not 

show as much improvement as might have been expected, and no doubt, there 

were hopes that the allocation of L3,000 a year for nine years out of the 

1. S. R. O. N. C. 1/7,1. P. 234. 
2. Mason, Rural Education, p. 3. 
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unallocated funds of Scotland in 1753 would give added impetus as well as 

compensation for removal of the bounty in that year* The Trustees planned 

to use L2,520 of this money to set up four linen manufacturing stations in 

certain parts of the Highlands, in the shires of Inverness and Rosst "where 

it has not hitherto been introduced" at an estimated cost of L630 for each 

station* In the second year, when three of these proposed, at Glenmoriston, 

Lachbroom and Lochcarrono had been established L420 wa6 allotted to their 

upkeep. Each one combined technical school and factory and illustrated the 

policy of the Trustees and later of the Board of Commissioners for the 

Annexed Estates in encouraging industry. Experienced craftsman were to be 

employed to teach the various steps-in the process of converting flax into 

linen yarn and cloth, prizes were to be given for quantity and quality of 

work produced and wheels and reels were to be distributed by the managers 

2 
to those who could not attend the schools. The fourth station proposed 

for Glenelg never materialised, Robert Campbell who had been appointed to 

take charge there joined the army and at the end of the Seven Years War, ' 

appeared in Callander as a beneficiary of the Annexed Estates Board. 3 How- 

everg he was never a satisfactory operator being unable to obtain workmen, 
4 

The linen round Callander was very bad 5 
and Campbell was eventually threat- 

ened with legal action ('diligence') for non-payment of rent. 
6 

At each 'of these stations, a 'principal undertaker', a ; Pixture of 

manager and entrepreneur, was appointed; Ninian Jeffrey from Kelso was in 

charge at Lochcarronq John Ross at Lochbroom and Alexander Shaw at 

Glenmoriston when the Board for the Aonexed Estates became actively concerned 

1. It is sometimes said by Professor H. Hamilton among others, that this 
money came from the Forfeited Estates rentsbut the act itself (26 
GeorgeIl'. c. 20) mentions only lunallocated funds'. The rents of the 
estates annexed were tied up by 25 CoargaIl. c. 41. 

2. S. R. D. NIG. 1/7 iv. p. 205. 
3. He was awarded L182.10.0 towards promoting the linen industry at 

Callander, and was also to have houses built at an estimated 
L261.6.0. E730/15. 

4, E729/8, p*58.5. - E777/289/2(l). 
6, E777/200/10(l) 
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with their financial organisation. This involvement arose after the 1753 

grant ended. The Trustees had to announce then that the narrowness of their 

funds obliged them to discontinue the appointments which had been made in 

former years at Glenmoriston, Lochcarron and Lochbroom. The manufacturers 

there represented the necessity of continuing aid and asked the Trustees to 

recommend that the Board for the Annexed Estates should supply the deficiency. 

The latter body had asked and been granted approval to spend L1200 on encour- 

aging manufactures in the Highlands, and at a meeting an 29th Oune, 1763, 

Lord Milton reported that L977 of this sum would have to be paid over to the 

Secretary of the Trustees, Mr. Flint, to support the three stations already 

established and to introduce manufactures into Badenoch, Strathspey and 

Braemurray. 1 This it should be noted tied the hands of the Annexed'Estates 

Board as only L223 was left free for other industrial development, Ontil 

they received a further note of approval from the Treasury for any of their 

proposals. 

Their report to the-King for 1764 gave an account of how this money 

had been allocated and it includes the following: - 
2 

Lintseed distributed at LochbroonvGlenmoriston, 
Lochcarron? Badenoch, Strathspey and Braemurray L73- 6- 8 

Itinerant flax-raisers and dressers at the said 
stations L50 

Spinning mistresses, ditto 

Rent of two spinning schools L6 
Maintenance of scholars at said stations L108 
Premiums for scholars L22-10- 1 
Wheels and reels distributed a. -said stations L127 
For wheelwright L30 
For promoting weaving in Badenoch, Strathspey 

and Braemurray . Lis 
For boatmen at Clenmoriston- Lic 
For employers of spinners for Clenmoriston, 

Strathspey L22 
For premiums and salary to undertakers L321-10- 0 

E721/7, p. 89.2. E723/21 p. 63. 
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Of the L223 left, L6 had been spent on the manufacture of linen thread at 

Tomperran, L50 on the same at Inverness, L13 for distributing wheels and 

reels at New Tarbat, and L100 on promoting the spinning of coarse linen 

theree That left L106-17-11 reserved for any unknown expense at the 

Trustees' stations, out of the L1200 allowed. 

Some years later, in 1766, the Trustees remitted to the Board an 

account for 006. This expense they had incurred in assistance to linen 

trade in the Highlands and they represented to the Board that they expected 

to be entirely relieved of any financial burden in the Highland area as their 

funds were rather too small for their commitments in the Low Countries. 1 

The commissioners accepted this and resolved that when the King authorised 

the use of a further L1,000 they had asked for manufacturing purposes, they 

would honour this debt. 

From this time, the Trustees had little or no financial interest in 

industrial development in the Highland parts of Scotland; the Board for 

the Annexed Estates was the sole official body for promoting manufactures- 

in the Highlands until the disannexationp in 1784, and all would-be entre- 

preneurs, inventors, tradesmen, were directed to this Board for financial 

assistance, The Trustees had still -_ýame statutory obligatinns. Thny were 

responsible for giving commissions to stampmasters, but when Oames Glass 

was appointed in that capacity, in Crieff, in 1768', it was funds from the 

annexed astates that paid his salary of L5 p. a. 
2 There were other occasions 

when the two bodies cooperated,. as for example in 1770, when. the Board gave 

ground and a house to a hosier in Callander, while the Trustees gave machinery. 
3 

The Trustees had also suggested to the Board that they reward one of 

the Trustees' clerks, Robert MacPhersonq who had invented a machine for 

dressing flax. The commissioners employed Angus Macdonald to study this and 

he reported that this machine would obviate many of the dangers in lint mills 

I, E727/20/2(l); E721/9, pp. 120,121. 
2. E723/2; 1768 onwards in Manufacturing Expenses. 
3, F, R, Perth 41, 
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where it was a frequent occurrence for men to lose an arm. As both 

committees approvedv Macdonald was awarded LIOO provided he did not take out 

a patent in Scotland for the sale privilege of making and vending the 

machine. 
I 

Even before the official transfer of responsibility from the Trustees 

to the commissioners, there had been some contact between one of the stations, 

Lochcarrong and the Board for the Forfeited Annexed Estates. In 1756 a 

petition was received in Edinburgh an behalf of thirty-eight people who had 

gone north from Kelso with Ninian Jeffrey, the Oundertakeri, the description 

given to the manager/entrepreneur of the eighteenth century. The petitioners 

asked for meal from the estate of Cromarty as they had suffered a series ofý 

mishaps. First, instead of travelling all the way by sea, they had boon 

forced to disembark at Stonehive (Stonehaven) on account of bad weather and 

travel 6orland had used up both their cash and subsistence quicker than they 

expected. Once arrived at Lothcarron it was found that the architect had 

misjudged the quantity of-lime required for building so they had had to 

live in earthen houses during the winter. Next their crops were wdefeated 

by the wenther". They were obviously feeling very sorry for themselvest 

though the minister gave attestations of their good behaviour and they 

claimed to have had a good reception from the local inhabitants, 2 

The problems of obtaining food supplies where agriculture was carried 

an at subsistence level was one that faced all would-be industrialists in the 

Highlands. Alexander Shaw, the undertaker at Clenmaristan, also wrote of 

the need for meal in 1757 3 
and returned to the subject in 1770, In a 

letter recommending another manufacturer, Thomas Munro of Beauly, for the' 

tenancy of a farm, he proposed that the commissioners should maintain a 

storehouse for meal an the Lovat and Cromarty estates, as he found that the 

1. E721/7, p. 250.2, E728/15/1-3. 
3. E728/15/2. 
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people engaged in manufactures were "straitened for meall" and a "good time" 

was spent travelling round looking for it. He suggested that if his 

proposal was acted on, manufacturers should have preference in buying this 

grain. 
1 Munro, pleading on his own behalf, declared that there was "no 

market for ffewel of any kind of vivers" and his servants had to go looking 

through the country for food that could sometimes not be found or had to 

be bought "very dear". 2 He had not even a kailyard - this seems to show 

a certain lack of enterprise on his part - and he meant to remove unless 

the Board rented him a farm and granted him aid in prosecuting his business. 

Another logistic problem Munro mentions must have troubled all the 

manufacturers. This was the need for horses and carriages. The country 

people were not in the habit of hiiing and were often "averse to go". if 

they did "go", their hires were not very good beasts; but there was no 

scope for bargaining and what they asked had to be paid! 
3 

The commissioners soon realised that the money spent an the three 

manufacturing stations had been wasted. The managers kept on producing 

encouraging figures but they accompanied these by requests for more support. 

Ross claimed that at Lochcarron 20500 spindles of yarn had been spun in 1765 

and that the quality was improving yearly; 
4 Oeffrey showed in his'records 

from October 1763 to December 1764 the spinning of 2,802 spindles of yarn, 

SvIB8-1 lb. of lint and 4,568 lb. of tow and 135 lb. of briards. 5 He had 2 

not produced enough to qualify for the subsidy of 3d. per spindle but he 

was hoping nevertheless to receive it on the. grounds that neither wheels, 

nor reels nor lint had been seen before his arrival in "this remote corner". 

that flax had been "extravagantly dear" in Holland, and that he had high 

carriage costs. 
6 

The last question, the difficulty of transport to both the west coast 

1. E769/87/1(1). 2, E769/87/1(2). 
3. E769/87/1(2). 4. E728/15/16. 
51 E727/27/1(2). 6. E727/27/1(1). 
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situations chosen by the Trustees had been emphasised by their surveyor, 

John Neilson, who made it quite clear to them that the road system was 

very poor and that the expense of remedying its deficiencies too grsat for 

statute labour to bear, As well as the cross-country roads to Lochbroom 

and Lochcarron being bad, the main road to Dingwall, Inverness and the 

south was "so remarkably bad that a horse with a load on his back would 

find it difficult to travel it. 1 The Trustees chose to ignore his warnings, 

however, and the painful and expensive business of cutting-their losses 

was left to the Board for the Annexed Estates. Once the latter were 

responsible, the continuous pleas for more help served only to convince 

them that further subsidies would merely be a method of throwing good money 

after bad. The original plan after all had envisaged self-sufficiency of 

the stations in a comparatively short time. 
I 

The final blow was probably dealt by the Inspector's report in 

1767-68. He wrote that "Considerable sums have been expended on that 

country, I am afraid to little purpose farther then it will be easy to teach 

a person already instructed in spinning yarn, to spin wool". He had 

visited both Lochbroom and Glen Moriston and learned that Lochcarron was in 

the same --tatc. "Immense sumc of money expended in building megnificent 

structtjro-- to carry on manufactures where there were hardly any inhabitants 

and to push a branch by high premiums which had fallen to the ground as 

soon as left to itself as the country has no access to raw materials". He 

was not so scathing about the outstations of Glenmoriston - "In a most 

unfit situation itself" - Urquhart, Fort Augustus, The Aird, 2 When Pennant 

made his first tour in 1769, he found this reasonably flourishing, reputedly 

teaching forty girls to spin every three months and operating six looms. 3 

This is not wholly inconsistent with Menzies' description, as the success of 

I., S. R. O. N/C. 1/7 iv. pp. 41,47. 
2, E787/24, pp. 8.9 0 3. T. Pennant, A Tour in Scotland in 1769 (Warrington, 1774), p. 19a. 

Hereafter, Pennant, 1769. 
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the outstations would help the viability of the centre, but it closed in 

1791. Shaw, the manager there, certainly remained active in the industry 

long after officiaý support for the 3tation was discontinued and even in 

1767, his business was sufficiently healthyfor him to be employing more 

spinning teachers than the number for whom he was allowed salaries. 

The importunities of the undertakers did jar on the Board members and 

Lord Kames was constrained to write to Jeffrey at one point saying that 

"Mr. Jeffrey himself cannot but know the impracticability of establishing 

the linen manufacture at those stations that can never support itself with- 

2 
out foreign aid" . Oeffrey may well have felt hardly done by, for he 

claimed to have had support for only five years of the eight promised and 

to have had to pay out of his own pocket for a wheelwright and an Ointaker" - 

an employee who travelled round collecting spun yarn from the country 

people. 
3 But he got cold comfort for the final response was "With regard 

in general to the two stations at Lochbroom and Lochcarronq we have 

, learned by woeful experience that they are unfit places for carrying an 

any Branch of the linen manufacture. The climate, the barrenness of the 

soilq the dearness of all sort of provisions, even oatmeal, the distance 

from commerce ai-a all of them obstacles which ccnjunct-Jon are inst-rmount- 

able. It is for that opinion that I (Lord-Kames) am of opinion to 

abandon these stations altogether and lose no more money upon them". 4 

In retrospect it is incredible that the obstacles mentioned by Kames 

were not more considered before the stations were built at all and the 

blindness of the Trustees can only be expl3ined if not excused by the 

general Scottish obsession of the time with linen and the particular Lowland 

obsession with the need for the injection of industry into the Highlands. 

1.3. Cameron Lees, History of the County of Inverness (Edinburgh, 
London, 1897), p, 212. Hereafter, Lees, Inverness. 

2. E746/111/1(3). 3. E746/111/1(1). 
4. E746/111/1(3). 
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The positive results that must have ensued would be the skill gained in 

spinning by individuals and the small financial gain to the spinners but 

these were not commensurate with the expenditure. 
14,7 

While the largest outlay on linen manufacture had of necessary been 

directed towards the three stations inherited from the Trustees and hence 

wasted, there had been other outlets for the funds. Several manufacturers 

who operated on a ftirly large scale took full advantage of any assistance 

they could get from the Board. Among these were William Sandeman who. 

had factories and bleachfields near Perth, his associate at New Tarbat 

and Fortrose, 3ohn Montgomery and Duncan Grant. Sandeman and Montgomery 

had experimented with producing fine yarn# but bad wheels among other things 

seem to have defeated them. They tried coarse weaving at Fortrose 1 but 

, 
this did not last long and in 1766 Sandeman was trying to sell the Board 

the utensils left there* 2 He was paid for these in 1768 3 
and they were" 

to be given to Montgomery but it was August 1771 before anything was done 

about them. As they had been lying outside all this time it is not 

surprising to find they were worth little - only "where they ly" and some 

not much even there. 
4 

Sandeman wrote uniformly depressing letters to the commissioners. On 

All Day, 1763, a letter from him said "I am afraid from my experience 

herein, it will turn out a loseing trade on account of great outlay of 

money and charge attending correspondence and distance in transporting flax 

and yarn". 
5 He thought he was always about'&1,000 out in advance which 

. 
gives some idea of the scale of his business that he could even think of 

affording this. In January, 1765, he wrote that he had shipped L500 worth 

of cloth of "sundry fabricks" to London but prices had fallen and he had not, 

1. E746/138/11.2. E746/94/8; E727/21/7. 
3. E732/9.26-1-176B. 
4. E746/94/8(l); r-746/94/7(2). A note of the utensils includes a 

shaking post and hake for drying yarn, a yarn cooller, yarn 'boams' 
for shaking and drying, a large Ivatt' with iron hoops, an ash 
lapping table, a heckling lanthorn and scales, a pat metal boiler for 
yarn with a broken timber cover, heckles, etc. 

5. E746/94/1. 
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even covered his costs. 
1 He added that he was extremely sorry to have 

occasion to write in this tone, but he felt the Board should know the 

true state of affairs. 

Duncan Grant who was allowed E300 in Marchq 1764,2 to introduce flax- 

spinning in Badenoch, Strathspey and Braemurray managed to gain the trust 

of the Board, the local Justices of the Peace and the Trustees, despite 

some very dubious behaviour. He was always "thought in a peculiar manner 

a proper person for doing business in the Highlands because he is a Country- 

man atid of good Relations there, being a Gentleman, his turning his hand to 

13 Manufact-tures will be of useful example to the country' " But Grant was 

regarded less favourably by the Board's employees and by 6thers in the 

district* He was accused of embezzling and one of his defences was that 

the carriage was "unsupportablo by me" 
4 

as horses were difficult to obtain, 

He quoted expenses as 31d. per*stone for ten to fifteen Scotch miles 
5 

and 2 

on one occasion produced a te-stimonial from the local 0, P's 6 
and a signed 

assurance from the Secretary to the Trustees, Mr. Flint, dated 7 March, 

7 
1767 that he had done more than the other entrepreneurs. He also stated 

as a reason for his being pilloried that his-activities in training spinners 

raised the servants' wagest and some even sent the constables to remove girls 

from the spinning schools, 
a He claimed that there had been no flax 

raised before he started his business in Forres and Braemurray in 1763 9 
and 

that not a peck of lintseed was sown before the Trustees gave him an 

allowance. 
10 

The factor had a different tale. to tell! He said sourly that there 

was more lintseed in Badenoch before Crant appeared and that in fact 

. 
1. E746/94/4. 2, E728/16/6(2). 
3. E728/16/3. 4. E727/26/6(2). 
S. E727/26/7(l). 6, E727/26/7(li). 
7. E727/26/11(9). B. E72V26AJ'(1). 
9. E728/16/6(1 ). 10. E72V26/1 (1 ). 
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the situation was worse now as he was depended on for seed and never had 

enough - "not one third of what was demanded". 
I In addition, he had heard 

of no premiums being awarded and girls spun for nothing for him. Fiax 

dressers had remained in Badenoch for only a short time. One cannot but 

be suspicious of one who put in his plan in 1764 "Premiums of cloathes,, etr-. " 2 

and then wrote in 1765p that he did not give cloth but only lint so that 

3 
the spinners could improve their skill! And as a further explanation of 

some of his extraordinary expense, beyond what he was allowed, that in 

1764, the Supervisor of Excise met-his agents carrying lintseed to Castle. 

Crant and Cromdale at a "little Alehouse", promptly suspected smuggling and 

pierced the casks, causing damage to the seed! But he waz sUll cisnding 

in accounts some years later, so ICIho Board must have decid3d to ignore 

these dubious events* 

These men were all interested only in spinning in the main, and one 

of Grant's reports showed this very clearly. Only 122 spindles of yarn were 

woven into cloth out of 9668 spun. 1910 were sent to the thread makers, 
4 3156 to cloth makers and 4255 to the Glasgow and London markets , 

By 1766, Archibald Menzies the Inspector, had become very dubious not 

only about the whole programme of promoting linen manufactures but about 

the manufacturers themselves. He did some research into the information 

given in the earliest factors' reports 
5 

and discovered that in the eastern 

parts of the estates of Lovat and Cromarty where most of the entrepreneurs 

operated spinning at that time was quite well established. Ten years later 

his view was that it was much further advanced than "would be imagined from 

the continued aids still granted by and craved from" the Board of Trustees, 

and presumably from the Board for t he Annexed Estates. 6 Continuation of 

1. E727/26/9.2. E72B/16/6(3). 
3. E727/26/9.4. E728/16/7(2). 
S. E729/3*. 6. E729/8, p. 117, 

See also E729/8, p. 123, 
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grants seemed to benefit only the manufacturers so assisted; other dealers 

had to give up in light of unequal competition so that the former obtained 

a monopoly. This allowed them to deal with their outspinners just as suited 

them best and Menzies did not think the spinners were being fairly treated. 

Flax-dressers too had been settled out of public funds and yet flax-dressing 

cost more than anywhere else in Scotland. The only advantage he could 

find from the whole programme, was that the distribution of lintseed free or 

at half price had helped tenants. And then they ruined their fine crops 

by harvesting at the wrong time and by inefficient dressing* 1 

As we have seen, the inspantor's report in the following year was 

instrumental in stopping the . -. -asta or '@Unds on the linen stations, Shortly 

after receiving his scathing indictment of their pnlicies in the general 

encouragement of the linen manufacture, the Board decided that "considering 

the state of spinning in the low parts of Lovat and Cromarty" they would 
2 

cease paying salaries to spinners. Lord Kames also produced a mors'positive 

suggestion that'as spinning had made such progress, the bulk of the money 

allocated to developing the linen industry should be devoted to the. 

encouragement of flax-culture as foreign flax was very expensi: ve. 
3. The 

commissioners received authorisation from the government to spend the money 

in this way in August, 1767,4 but they had not enough money in hand at the 

time to develop a large-scale programme and the expenditure on flax-husbandry 

never reached any great heights. The factors' accounts show continuous 

outlay of small sums oh lintseed and an spinning and weaving* For example, 

in Kilmorack, in 1768, L13.19.9. was spent an 279,4ý pecks of flax at 1/- 

per peck while in Stratherrick the gentlemen and tenants spun only 331 pecks 

for which they were rewarded with LI. 15.4.5 Private manufacturers and 

1. E729/8, pp. 118-127.2. E721/10, P. 28, 
3. E730/15# 4. E724/lf P, 24, 
5. F. R. Lovat 15,1768. 
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other interested individuals continued to act as agents for the Board in 

distributing lintseed and in competing for prizes and subsidies. Shaw at 

Glenmoristoin and Montgomery at New Tarbat were paid L29 and LB respectively 

for distributing lintseed at cost at Ll per hogshead 
1 

in 1768 and two 

months later Shaw was awarded L25.17.9. as a premium of 3d. per spindle of 

yarn spun from Scotch-raised lint. 2 Mr. Campbell the younger of Aird was 

allowed L20 to furnish the people of Morven with hemp, flax-seed and 

utensils for their manufacture-in 1769.3 Despite the 1767 allocation of 

such large funds for the purpose of raising flaxp the last single entry in 

the commissioners' 3ournal zegnrding this was L9 in 1770 to the "jentleman" 

Duncan Grant for lintseed hc mad given out in Badenqch and Strathspeyw4 

1772 saw, the last individual entry regarding textiles whFirr C12 wns renordad 

as being paid to Grant's agent for looms and weaving utensils that he had - 

provided for Lachlan M'Pherson at the behest of the Board of Trustees, the 

Board for the Annexed Estates underwriting the cost. 
5 

The disappearance of such details from the Journal is an indication 

of the commissioners' declining interest in what was to have been their major 

industrial contribution to the Highland economy, a decline no*doubt hastened 

by lack of success* Kames put a brave face on the matter by proposing 

increased help for flax cultivation as a logical complement to the expansion 

of spinning skills but the Inspector made it clear that little credit could 

be claimed bi the Board even for that technical advance. The true bene- 

ficiaries, perhaps the only beneficiaries of a considerable outlay of public 

money had been the subsidised manufacturers, The notion of a widespread 

flourishing linen industry with all its accompanying ramifications in the 

north of Scotland had to be forgotten. The climate resulting in lack of 

I. E732/9p 25-1-1768.2. E732/9,14-3-1768* 
3. E732/9,13-3-1769o 4. E732/99 29-1-1770. 
5. E732/9t 10-8-1772. 
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raw materials and the lack of nearby markets with a deficient system of 

communication were an unconquerable combination and having tacitly accepted 

failure the commissioners turned their attention to less ambitious industrial 

ventures, mostly initiated by individual entrepreneurs. It must be a 

severe criticism of the Board of Trustees initially that the question of 

whether the methods of improvement and the industry proposed were ideally 

suited to the localities was not one that they probed despite Neilson's 

discouraging survey. Equally the Annexed Estates Board unquestioningly 

accepted the burden of the linen stations particularly and discarddd them 

only after a long series of disappointments* 

As long as the commissioners were concerned with improving the textile 

industry, they were bound to pay some attention to the finishing procebses 

and one of these, bleaching, gave less than satisfactory results. One 

method of whitening linen was to boil it in ashes and a great deal of 

thought was given to finding the type of ashes that would obtain the best 

bleach. Sweden and Russia provided most of the supplies and it became a 

matter of national interest, both financial and chauvinistic, to try to 

produce a home-made substitute. In 1757, the proposal was made that L200 

should be spent in bringing over a foreigner skilled in the craft of making 

"cpshube" ashes as they were called, in building a suitable oven and trying 

to use the brushwood left after tree-falling. 1 After this sum was author- 

ised in 1761, a committee was set up to execute the scheme. 
2 

Various contacts were made with Mr. Alex Hogg, a merchant in Dantzigr 

for information about both methods and tradesman and he suggested sending a 

tradesman and bringing back a Polish workman, an easy matter as wages there 

were so small. 
3 Dr. Adam Gordon of Cardrum sent in his instructions for 

using fern in December, 1761, and in June, 17629 Lord Milton impressed an 

1. E723/1, P. 47, 
3. E730/13. 

2. E721/69 p. 10. 
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the Board the urgency of the need for a local product as foreign ashes 

were both dear and in short supply. At the following meeting however, 

Lord Kames suggested approaching Dr. William Cullen, Professor of Chemistry 

at the University of Edinburgh, as he had already carried out some experi- 
2 

ments on procuring ashest in Rannoch. 

Hardly encouraging- at the first meeting as he said he had met with 

unforeseen difficulties, Dr. Cullen sent in a detailed report. the following 

spring* He and his assistant, Dr. David Millar, ujho had worked in Rannoch 

for four months, had tried burning every type of vegetable matter they could 

lay their hands on from potato stalks to birch and found none completely 

szt-4sf3ctory in their alkaline content* His comments an the results of 

burn-Ing kelp, which he can hardly have found in Rannoch, are interesting in 

light of later events in Scotland. He describes it as "so very foul in its 

ordinary state" it can be employed in bleaching only in the first steps of the 

process or for the coarsest manufacture. "Nothing but want of wood will 

lead us to practise on kelp". 3 The ashes which resulted from the experi- 

me nts were taken to Edinburgh where the B(nrd arranged for trials by 

bleachers. One of these, Archibald Horn at Saltonp reported that Dr. 

Cullen's ashes produced a parcel of cloth "in a small degred whiter" than 

that bleached with cashube lye. As Dr. Cullen's cost 7/6 per cwt. and the 

4 
others 14/- per cwt. he felt they would be "of use to the country% 

Small, the factor on Struan, thought that an allowance of id, per pound 

for several years would attract several people to the work and he was 

ordered to make estimates for the expense of houses and necessary equipmentt 
5 

but there the matter seemed to rest. Commissioners and factors just about 

then became absorbed in making arrangements for the soldiers' settlements, 

1. E721/69 p. 198.2. E721/6, P. 262. 
3. - E730/27. - 4. E721/79 p. 192, 
5. E721/7, p. 203; E783/103/7. As Small had had to give board and 

lodgings to all those concerned with the experimentt he may. not 
have been very enthusiastic in pursuing the matter. 
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In 1780 however, Sandeman the Perth bleacher forwarded a letter to the 

Board from James MacIlvride in Crieff who wanted to make bleachers' ashes 

from small brushwood, so the idea had not completely died. 1 Had the 

experiment been a complete success, of course, the soapmakers too would have 

been interested as the ashes would have been of use in making hard soap, 

the main commendation for which being that it-would be entirely the produce 

of Creat Britain, whereas soft soap -was chiefly made of more expensive 

2 foreign materials, The experiment was undertaken with Ei view both to 

improving the bleaching process and to helping the country's financial 

situation* 

Textiles are of course coloured 'as well as bleached and in 3anuary, 

1764, two brothers, George and Cuthbert Cordon approached the Board mith 

proposals concerning dye-making. Describing themselves as patentees of a 

"cudbear manufactury" at Leith, they claimed to have made discoveries that 

would enable them to improve'such estates in the Highlands as "abound with 

rock, water and heathy so as to double the present rate and also defray the 

expence of improvement in two years' t, me,,. 
3 "Cudbear", they explained, 

was a name derived from his Christian name by Dr. Cuthbert Gordong who 

had obtained a patent for a purple or violet powder used for dyeing various 

materials. 

The dye was prepared from several types of lichens and the collection 

and preparation of the powder would not inconvenience tenants in possession 

who could go on farming both grass and arable land as usual, The brothers 

therefore asked only for a title such as "Inspector-General of the Improve- 

ments of the Highlands and Islands" and an annual salary commensurate with 

the importance of their discovery! They also disarmed suspicion by stating 

that they did not--want "a shilling paid" until they had demonstrated the 

1. E777/127.2. Scots MaqaZine, 13, p. 418. 
3. E728/27/1 (1 ). 
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success of their discovery though they did hope the payment would be 

back-dated! A contract was drawn up and signed, not offering the grandiose 

title but arranging tenure uf farms up to the value of L500 per annum. 

Presumably this meant only the right to gather the necessary materials on 

these farms# No money was to be forthcoming from the Board after twenty- 

two years and if the Cordons did not work for any six months continuously 

"total abandonment" of the scheme would be understood. 
1 Despite a pe*nalty 

claus3 of L100 in case of default this experiment, like others, simply 

evaporates as far as the records of the Board are concerned. 

The brothers may not have given up completely for David Loch "in my 

own house" watched Cuthbert Gordon demonstrating the use or Ms dye dn 

cotton velvet, making it a fine crimson colour in a few minutes, and showing 

he could dye or stain wood, linen, leather, cotton or even vegetable sub- 

stances. Loch was very pleased that the cudbear could be made from Scottish 

plants which he said showed that the "prejudice that we cannot equal the 

English in colours is without reason, existing only in the imagination"02 

, 
//Unfortunatelyl Loch does not date such encounters so though his essays were 

published in 1778, this incident, may have taken place up to thirty years 

before. 
3 

George MacIntosh is given the credit for-having established 

the manufacture of cudbear in 1777.4 

The deficiency of the Board's administrative machinery is reflected 

in the later history or rather, lack of history, of these two ventures. 

Lord Milton's decline into senility and death would help explain the cess- 

ation of interest in cashube ashes, for he was the main instigator of the 

experiment. HoW the Cordons managed simply to disappear from the records 

gives food for thought. 

Thread-making was another branch of the linen industry that both the 

1. E730/19/3. 
2. David Loch, Essays on the Trade, Commerce, Manufactures and 

Fisheries of Scotlandy (Edinburgh, 1778) i. pp. 
. 
136-137. (Horeafter, 

3. Loch, Essaysp Preface, p. xii. (Loch, Essays. 
4. Hamilton, Revolution, pp. 144,145. 
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Trustees and the Board were prepared to subsidise. It was mostly women 

who seemed to be interested in this and women of some social standing at 

that* The Trustees passed on an account for L60 to be paid to Mrs. 

Campball at Tomperran towards promoting the manufacture of thread and their 

secretary, Flintp recommended Helen and Lydia Thomson, threadmakers in 

Inverness on the grounds first that a great deal of yarn was made there but 

scarcely any was-woven or "otherwise manufactured". Further, he considered 

this an ideal trade for "gentlewomen of small portions" who had difficulty 

i1 

in finding a "business they can prosecute". The Thomsons were quite 

successful, operating a bleaching ground in connection with their thread- 

making and selling a proportion of their produce in London. 2 

In the Old Statistical Account of, Invarnaa3 a thrcad efianufactory is 

dated as having been established about ton years before the account was 

written. If the minister was right in thisp he was not describing the 

Thomson's firm as they were in business from the 17601s, but the organisation 

he mentioned was certainly a busy concern employing 10,000 in hecklingt 

spinning, twisting, bleaching and dyeing. 3 

Yet another textile factory operated in Inverness. A hemp factory 

had been granted L100 4 
after a favourable description by the Inspector who 

related that the "manufactory of sacking, bagging and ropery at Inverness 

is carrying on with spirit". 
5 The manufacturers had spent a considerable 

sum on sheds and warehouses and had a number of girls already employed in 

spinning "after the Montrose manner". 'A ship in the harbour was reported 

to have 150 tons of hemp aboard despite the various difficulties the makers 

had had to cope with. These included having to rebuild their long shed 

after it was damaged when the river bank burst, difficulty in obtaining 

1. E727/20/2(l), 
2. L110.3.121d. out of a total of L114.7.4id. in one year. 
3. D. S. A. ix. 617.4. E732/9,20-3-1770, 
5. E787/24, p. 12. 
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tools and finding that those they had employed as instructors were worth- 

less, so "abandoned" in fact that they had had to be sent away. 
1 The LIOO 

sent them must have been very welcome and it is likely that it was the same 

firm that was described in the Old Statistical Account. 2 Apparently they 

managed to increase their capital from L1,200 to Z15tOOO. 3 The manufacture 

of hemp was new to Scotland in the 1760's and it is encouraging to find 

ona success* Lord Kames had been in favour of sparing support as it was 

not yet properly established, but-he felt it might be a useful trade for 

poor people who had no means of acqviring knowledge in the finer branches 

of textile-making. 
4 

As far as wool was concerned the Board for the Annexed Estates made 

only a few tentative suggestions towards encouraging the industry. There 

were suggestions for promoting wool-spinning in Lochaber and for wool 

manufacture at Callander. 
5 L20 was proposed for wheels for spinning woollen 

6 
in Barrisdale and Lord Kames was asked to "bring in a plan" for developing 

the industry in Rannoch. Nothing seems to have come of this, Kames being 

unenthusiastic, 
7 linen being of predominant importance in most people's 

opinion and funds-being scarce. English woollens in the eighteenth century 

were so. much superior to the Scottish product that it is understandable that 

it seemed a more attractive proposition to encourage a different type of 

textile north of the Bordert rather than face unequal competition, David 

Loch's was one of the few voices crying in the wilderness that wool had 

much more potential than linen in Scotland. a Archibald Menzies, the. 

inspector, was another wool enthusiast, remarking at one point that he 

thought money had been thrown away in teaching people to spin flax except 

1. E787/24, pp. 12-13; E729/10/2.2, C. S, A. ix. 617* 
3. Loch, Essays, 11 1 )ý. 

108.4. E728/28/3(2). 
5. E777/1-24/ý5-, --7(2,6 6# E730/15. 
7. E777/289/2(2), 
B. Loch, Essays, i. Chap. 3, Section 1. 
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that it made it easier for them to learn to spin wool. He thought sheep 

would thrive in the west where much of the ground was "too craggie" for 

cattle. Some prizes and subsidies for wool-spinning would soon overcome, 

he thoughtp the Highland Farmer's belief that sheep were below his dignity 

and his pretence of lofty ignorance of the animal accompanied by the off- 

hand statement, "My wife has sheep with leave", 2 

There was some suggestion in 1772 of establishing a wool-based industry 

at Callander. 3 The factor had compared wool to flax very favourable in 

that area# The linen was very bad but two hundred women "made their 

bread" by spinning wool(as well as some lint)for tartans, coarse grays and 

plaids. Some fine worsteds were also sold in Stirling for which the wool 

was combed locally and well done at that. Fifty stones of English wool 

were spun near the village as well as the three hundred or so produced within 

ton miles. 
4 In 1774 further favourable comment on the possibilities of 

wool-manufacturing at Callander pointed out the near vicinity of the 

Stirling carpet-makers and the walk-mill at Kilmahog. 5 But Kames was 

lukewarm, only prepared to countenance wool because the inhabitants seemed 

"more addicted to it" - with reasons one would think - and already had 

sheep. 
6 He and the factor were to discuss the matter but no more was heard 

of it and the suggestion that L400 or L500 would be needed must have helped 

put the idea out of court at a time when the Board's funds were already 

overstretched. 

In retrospect it is easy to see how unfortunate it was that the 

commissioners and before them the Trustees for Fisheries and Manufactures 

did not in fact give some more positive encouragement to the woollen industry. 

The Board usually listened to Menzies but in this case his words of wisdom 

1. E787/249 p. 8.2, E787/24, p. 10. 
3. E721/24, p, 212.4. E777/289/2(l). 
S. E777/124.6. E777/289/2(2). 
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fell on deaf ears. The large sums spent on the linen station by the 

Trustees and the smaller but still substantial amounts from the annexed 

estates funds might have had some results had they been devoted to an 

industry that had indigenous raw materials and a climate'-that encouraged 

these instead of one where there was insufficient suitable ground to raise 

flax and in any case the "immense rains" destroyed the crops. 

1. E787/24, p, 8, 
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2. OTHER INDUSTRIES 

The second half of the eighteenth century was, of course, a period 

A. W. of general expansion in the financing of industries, old and new, 

Kerr records that between 1746 and 1751, several manufacturing companies 

were formed in Scotland for the prosecution of trades "hardly attempted 

previously". 
1 He included in this listp rope and sailcloth, iron, gold 

and silver, ougar refineries, herring and whale fisheries. A glance at 

the index to the Forfeited Estates Papers 1745 will show how tar the, 

interests of the Board ranged, though it will not help us decide how 

effective their activities were. Bleaching, dishmaking, kelp, leather, 

dyeing, paper, rope, soap-making, all are listed, Of Kerr's group, only 

sugar refineries were not, I think, considered at some time by the 

commissioners. 

Having decided to cut their losses over, the fiasco of the linen stations, 

however, the Board's philosophy towards the developing of now industries 

changed. Slightly soured, one feels, and also more conscious of the 

comparative slightness of their-resources, they "shut the door against 

unreasonable demands" and decided, as did the Trusteesp that "the most 

effectual method of laying out public money" was to engage gentlemen "of 

patriotic spirit" to assist them by overseeing the application of sums 
2 

allowed, especially if they were willing to contribute. Even where such 

a character existed great caution was exercised. Daniel Campbell of 

1. A. W. Kerr, History of Bankinq in Scotland (Glasgow, 1884)v p, 60. 
2. E730/15. 
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Shawfield was informed in reply to his request for financial aid for Islay 

that while he could have a grant towards fisheries and harbours which were 

for the general public good, the introduction of manufactures into such a 

small area must be entirely his responsibility. 
1 His emphasis on wfiat his 

grandfather had done for the linen industry may not have helped his case! 
2 

The Ocaid practised their new approach however with several industries 

including leather, the working of which has always been important in 

Scotland generally 
3 

though not*in the Highland areat whore the same lack of 

incentive to traders existed as in other consumer-oriented manufactures, 

Where shoes were worn, they were usually made from untanned dried skin, 

simply turned inside out so that the hairy side provided warmth and comfort. 

By the time of the Old Statistical Account, shoemakers were regularly 

mentioned but they must surelyZ: imported their hidesq for even then there 

were few tanneries north-west of Perth* Loch mentions two at Invernesst 4 

three at Dunkeld, 5 
and a small one "on the increase" at Elgin# 6 but a more 

typical reference is the Kilmallie minister's list of the disadvantages 

of the parish, which includes the want of a tannery. 7 

In 1755, the factor of the Perth estate thought that'a tannery would 

have a very good'chance of success in Crieffq for two reasons. The 

presence of woods was one. The town would be "commodious for bark"t vital 

for the tanning industry* In addition, this would raise the prices the 

commissioners would obtain for their woods. 
8 

Hides were also easily 

obtained. This was discussed at a meeting of the Board in January, 1762, 

and the factor declared that before the roads. were made to Stirling, the 

Highland carriers and pedlars brought skins of all kinds to Crieff -, goats, 

1. E727/60/2.2. E727/60/1. 
3. John Buttp The Indbstrial Archaeoloqy of Scotland (Newton Abbot, 1967) 

p. 53. 
4. Loch, Essaysp iioplOB, S. Loch, Essays, ii. pIO4. 
6. Loch, Essays, ii, p112.7. O. S. A. viii. pp. 440-441. 
a. E777/244, p, 59, 
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sheep. kids, lambskinsy deert roe, fox, otters and martins. Some of these 

used to be dressed and manufactured there, and the rest sold at other mercats, 

but now they apparently all by-passed the town in favour of the larger 

markets to be found further south. It was just at this time that Crieff's 

pre-eminence as the centre for the black cattle market at Michaelmas, was 

waning, and the commissioners were sufficiently aware of this to ask for the 

King's approval for-their ordering the abolition of customs for five, years; 

one of the reasons for the loss of trade was considered to be the comparat- 

ively heavy dues. 2 The Royal approval of this suggestion to abolish tolls 

was received only three years laterg in 3anuaryq 1765. The removal of 

tolls might well have been an encouragement to-dealers, and a tannery would 

have ensured a market for slaughtered animals. Bu'i %'. he only im. madiate 

positive result evoked by the Crieff petition was a visit from Mr. Walsh, 

a Dalkeith skinner, who was initially employed by the Board to go to 

Inverness. 

This latter town seems to have had its fair share of energetic 

inhabitants. Not only had the magistrates requested help for their spinning 

school, over which they had already taken action, but now we find them 

supporting one of the firms in the town that was endeavouring to obtain 

government help towards establishing a tannery. A memorial arrived on the 

Board's table, from William Cummins, Convenor of the Incorporated Trades of 

Inverness, and James Dunbar, a tanner and leather merchant there, setting 

forth the "expediency" of having a tannery there, and the benefits it would 

give to that part of the country. L400 would be required but they under- 

took to put L200 towards it and to find proper security for the money. 
3 

This was precisely the type of approach the Board admired and an 

this occasionp Lord Kames suggested that Welsh should be sent to Inverness 

to investigate the position, looking at Crioff on the way, For this 

.. 
II E721/6, P. 76.2. E723/29 p, 16. 
3. E728/25/lt 2. 
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responsible task he was to be granted L5 travelling expenses, though in 

fact in November, 17629 the minutes record that he was paid L6.18.0d. for 

his journey* 

Welsh's report was not particularly favourable to either town. He 

wrote that he was dubious about the number of skins that could be obtained 

near Crieffq and Inverness afforded only the "probability of success". The 

town was still in decay after the rebellion, there were no workmen of 

capacity and as most good skins were now exportedt the manufacturers would 

have to attract the trade back to Inverness. Despite this lukewarm test- 

imonial, he had resolved to "make a trial of the matter"911so much was I 

pleased with the manners of the town". He had been sufficiently attracted 

by the personalities of Cummins and Dunbar or. by their business ncumen - 

or by both-- to enter a ton-year contract with them. 2 

These entrepreneurs had initiative enough for the annual report to 

the King to be able to say in 1765, ýThe tannery at Inverness is carry ing 

on with probability of success"q and it was proposed to land L200 free of 
3 interest for a term of not more than five years . But the following year, 

the commissioners had to report that they had advanced L200 of private money 
4 to Welsh because of the delay in receiving the King's approbation. However, 

they thought that if he could keep the money for a longer period than five 

years, he and his partners could extend their trade "which with other 

articles must tend to spread industry among a people that have hitherto 

been better acquainted with the arts of war than peace". They added 

hastily that they never gave assurance that "the money was to be his for 

ever", but if His Majesty approves, they will consider the money to be well 

spent, for Welsh had threatened to give up the whole idea, it took him so 

long to obtain the required capital. Whether this threat did the trick, or 

1 E721A, p. 325.2. 
3: E723/2, p. 80.4. 

E727/31 /1. 
E723/29 P. 107. 
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some other factor entered, the next year, the -11'21 

upon the tannery and the industry seems to be in 

Old Statistical Account as well as Loch mentions 

ing in Inverness, without mentioning the name of 

possible that one of these at least was assisted 

10 lent has been "bestowed" 

a flourishing state. 
I The 

two tanneries still operat- 

the partners, but it is 

by the money from the 

annexed estates* 
2 Unfortunately, as the writer of the Inverness entry 

points out, there were "not many hands employed". 

With one success on their hands, the commissioners tried to establish 

more tanneries, asking at once for 1-300 towards the same purpose in Crieff 

and Callander. Crieff was, of couree, the more favoured spot. But there 

were no results until the 1780'so when eventually L300 was granted for the 

use of a tannery at Crieff, a sum which had not been fully paid when the 

estates were disannexed. In the records of engagements which the Board 

had not fulfilled by the passing of the Disannexation Actv in the second 

list, stands., 

"Balance of L300 for the tannery at Crieff - LIOD., 1,3 though 

according to the report sent to the King in 1784, L243.11.6. had already 

been paid out, 
4 

This delay had been hard on the tannert David Blair, for he had to 

keep asking for his money and it was only in December, 1782, that inspection 

of his factory was ordered. Blair's venture had not been all plain sailing. 

He had not got on well with the factor, who reported that his prices were 

tho'highest in the country. 
5 Blair, an the other hand, claimed that 

someone, nameless, who had. been disappointed in getting the contract for 

the tannery had spread false rumours about the amount that was to be allowed 

him by the Board, with the result that the masons had "heightened their 
6 

estimates". 

11 E723/2, p. 133.2. OoS. A. ix, p. 618, 
3, E714/18/0,4. E723/31 p. 60. 
5. E777/47/1(4). 6. E777/201/6. 
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The tanners may have suffered from unnecessary delay in receiving 

their subsidies but another Inverness industryl soap-boilingp became embroiled 

in a bureaucratic and somewhat peevish demand from the Treasury for repay- 

ment of money lent by the commissioners without previous approbation by the 

central government. In 1764v a petition of a rather, unusual kind was 

received at the Edinburgh office* William Henderson wrote that earlier in 

his career, he had been a bleacher, but as that involved only half a year's 

work, he had gone to Glasgow to learn soap-makingiýwhich he reckoned would 

combine well with bleaching. However, he had been captured by a French 

privateer on his way back from Leith to Inverness, and as'-a result, lost 

all his savings. While he 1had now, sLarted his business, he was short of 

money, and asked for a loan, interest free, of r5a or Llno for ton yoarz, 0.1 -W 

and two boilers of thirty-gallon capacity. Two months later, we find a 

letter acknowledging the loan of MOO for three years, naming as his 

cautioners, a jeweller and a goldsmith - an interesting indication of 

Inverness society - but saying he wad "uneasy" at not receiving the money 
2 

as the kelp-burning season was approaching. A year later he was not 

merely uneasy - he was "confounded" at having been asked to rýpay the loan' 

and declared that it would be easier for His Majesty to "recall all his 

disbanded troops" than for him to collect enough cash to repay the loan at 

the time. 3 However, this was eventually straightened out'favourably to 

the borrowerg and in 1776, Alexander Shaw vouched for Henderson's work, 

saying he had done well and the money had been well bestowed. 4 

Apart- from hemp, another industry obtained substantial assistance from 

the annexed estates funds, which according to the 0, S. A. for Crieff had 

never been before tried north of the Forth. This was paper-making. 5 

Certainly, in 1763, Bremner thought there were only three mills near 

1. E728/26.2. E727/33/2. 
3. E727/33/3.4. E727/33/4. 
5. O. S. A. ix. 593. 
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Edinburgh. 1 Peter Arnot, sometimes Patrick Arnot, a merchant in Crieff 

had built a paper-mill and in 1767, in their report to the Treasuryt the 

commissioners related that in 1765 and 1766, they had allotted L50, orig- 

inally intended to "encourage artificers" in Crieff and Callander, to 

support a mill erected in Crieff for manufacturing a species of coarse 

paper, thereby saving L1,000 previously spent in buying foreign paper. 
2 

The year beforet Arnot had sent samples of his paper to the Board with 

attestations from Perth merchants regarding its quality. 

Presumably, the letter from Thomas Marshall was among these. He 

wrote in 1766, that Arnot's grey paper was superior to any of that kind 

he had ever had, and better, came "as cheap as what is much worse, at 

London and Newcastle% 
3 According to the factor on the Perth estate, 

Arnot had in the past made only brown paper, but was now laying by the 

finest of his rags, had got frames for making writing-paper and had 

obviously higher ambitions* He had already laid out L200, employed eight 

peoplep who made six or seven reams a day and he sold his paper as fast as 
4 

he could get it made. 

Another would-be paper-maker in Crieff was apparently not so success. 

ful, nearly twenty years later. The Inspector of the timet william rrend, 

had to report in 1783, that John Cock was finding that the paper-work in 

the country did not quite answer to his expectations and he was'hoping he 

would get "some encouragement" from the Board to convert his paper-mill 

into one for boulting (sifting) flour. rrend was in favour of this change 

for two reasonso rirst, the growing of wheat was beginning to take foot 

in the neighbourhood and if there was a convenient mill, this tendency was 

more likely to develop* Secondly, there were four bakers in Crieff, one 

in Muthilland one in Comriep all of whom had to take their wheat to Perth 

1. D. Bremnerp The Industries of Scotland, (Edinburgh 1869), p. 322. 
2. E723/2, p. 137.3. E777/201/4(4). 
4. E777/201/4(3). 
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for milling, - with the result that the size of bread in Crieff was smaller 

than in Perth. 
I But 1783 was too near the end of the Board's existence 

for any action to be taken on this. 

Wherever the Board turned to look at the economic life of the Highlands 

there were crying needs. In the primitive state of the eighteenth century 

economy, more was needed than the introduction of new industry and the Board 

did give some attention to other necessities that would help develop a 

flourishing and energetic economic life. Until communications became more 

efficient and sophisticated, small mills serving their immediate locality 

were part and parcel of the fabric of Scottish economic life - maal-mills, 

sawmills, oil-mills, as well as the various types connected with the textile 

industry such as lint-mills and walk-millsfor fulling. These mills 

provided a market without which the full commercial value could not be 

obtained from the produce of any area. In 1781, for example, some of the 

tenants an the estate of Perth near Crieff were finding it very difficult 

2 
to sell their lintseedt as there was no oil-mill near. In 1780, the 

Board had paid L124.9.8. (plus L2.7.0d. for an inspection of the work) as 

half the price of a mill at Cartchonzie 3' but this was of no use to tenants 

near Crieff who were having to accept very low prices. 

The proprietor of a lint-mill at Callandor claimed that his mill had 

decreased the price of dressing lint below 2/- a stone which of course was 

of benefit to the neighbouring community. His letter also declared that 

his mill was the first built at the mill-operator's expense, 
4 Mills also 

provided a comparatively, high proportion of the landowners' wealth. There 

were twenty-one of various kinds an the estate of Perth with, a rental of 
10 

L343.18.4r, nine or ton on Lovat paying rent of L237,6,6,1 and seven an 2 

I., E777/252.2. ' E777/305(l). 
3. E777/329,332,4. E77Vl 24/3. 
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Cromarty with valued rent of L213.14.7 12 Of course, arrears of rent 

for mills as well as for any part of their estate were a part of life land- 

lards had to accept* A new sawmill had been built at Carie on the estate 

of Struan in 1758 to prevent wastage of the profitable Rannoch woods, 
2 

The tacksman there however, was never as successful as might have been 

expected and his rents wsre always considerably in arrears. The failure 

of the timber trade may have been the result of his also being e! drover 

and he may have neglected the 'mill in following his other trade, 3 

The Board did a certain amount then in respect of maintainingt building 

or helping others to build mills 
4 

and they also tried to encourage-markets 

ILU entourage trade generally. As we have seen the Crieff market dues were 

reduc; ed at their instigation though they were too late to save Crieff. 

They certainly envisaged regular markets at any towns they planned as did most 

eighteenth century landlords though in the event only Strelitz in fact had 

its regular market, As in most of their activitiesl they were following 

a fashionable contemporary trend and they formed no general pattern or 

plan by which they might for example have gradually extended the number of 

mills evenly over the estates, or helped inject-industry logically over 

the area, After the failure of the linen venturet piecemeal is the only 

description that can be applied to their industrial policies and furthermore 

initiative had to cone from outside in the shape of requests for assistance 

from private individuals. The Board showed little or none themselves, 

This was not what was envisaged in the original concept of annexation. 

1. E730/50/1,2. 
3. E788/22/1. 

2. E783/103/4. 
4. F*R. Perth 18B, 34. 
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3. CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Parallel to the commissiGners' encouragement of what one might des- 

cribe as "factory" development, ran their schemes to improve the quality 

of workmanship in the individual. In a society where each man was his own 

buildnz, carpenter, shoemaker, and his wife was clothmaker and tailorp and 

whern tools-though rude were sufficient for the work they were asked to do, 

there was little need for, or interest in specialised artisan skills. 

Farming methods and utensils had changed little over the centuries and few 

felt that change was necessary or desirable. In addition, in a subsistence 

economy, the few specialists who did venture to set up shop and ply their 

trade found there was little enough money and less desire to pay them for 

their workt as more than one discovered on the annexed estates, 
I 

As more sophisticated methods were introduced, both in agriculture 

and manufacturesp the necessity for better husbandry't better tools and 

better workmanship very soon became obvious* Equally, it was soon realised 

that until money was more plentiful, any tradesman who was expected to earn 

his living by practising his trade, as opposed to subsisting from the 

produce of his garden or croft and earning a little on the side, must receive 

more concrete help than encouraging generalisations. The Highland "Jack- 

of-all-trades" would not overnight become the customer of the trained 

craftsman* 

The Annexed Estates Board spent a fair proportion of their time and 

the resources at their disposal in trying to improve the gonerbl standarda 

1. See pp. 235-237 . 
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of craftsmanship, and in andeavouring to establish trained workmen in the - 

Highlands, especially an their estatles. They had four main lines of 

to these ends@ The first was to apprentice boys and girls from approach t 

the Highlands to tradesmen and farmers in the Lowlands; the second was 

to encourage and help "artificers" to come north to practise their trades; 

the third was by setting up or by assisting existing schools, elementary 

examples of the type that we would now call technical colleges; and the 

fourth was discussed inýChaptzr II, the plans to build new villages 

"colonies" they called them, of discharged soldiers and sailors, giving 

preference to the few who already had a trade. 

In none of these was tr. s coard c: trail-blazer. In 1755, the Board 

-F Trustees for Manufactures and Fisheries had provided salaries at Lochcarron 

for various tradesmen, including a ploughman. The ploughman was to 

"instruct gratis" all who might offer themselves for instruction and the 

others were to train and maintain a certain number of apprentices at the 

expense of the S. S. P. C. K. But they taught only two apprenticesq so they 

were dismissed for this -and other reasons at Whitsunday, 1760.1 At 

Glenmoriston, a gardener and a smith had also been employed b' ut the encourage- 

ment there too had been withdrawn by 1762.2 Other societies and individuals 

also dabbled in training schemes, including the Glasgow Highland Society 

which put out twelve boys to trades at their annual general meting on 

January 10th, 1760* 
3 The Countess of Sutherland too an at least one 

occasion gave assistance to a deserving case, 
4 

News of the lack of success of the Trustees' arrangements had not 

apparently percolated through to the members of the Annexed Estates Board 

by 1756 - or they had decided that their ideas were better - for in their 

1. Mason, Rural Education, p. 21. 
2. Mason, Rural Education, p. 26. 
3. Scots Magazine 22, p. 98. 
4. E72BT17/3(l). Donald Grant, a weaver, claimed that the Countess 

of Sutherland had "educated" him. 
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annual report to the King, they"beg leavo to expend E200 per. annum. for bind- 

ing apprentices to farmers in the Low Country such of the principal and most 

substantial tenants' sons in the Annexed Estates as discover the greatest 

genius for agricultural improvements". It was expected that these boys 

would return to their native areas and set up "in the country where the 

useful arts have. hitherto been unknown and by a suitable encouragementý given 

them by Your Majesty's Commissioners" improve their own lands to their own 

profit and advantage. Also, "as example is a stronger instructor than 

precept", they might be expected to spread the spirit of industry and improve- 

ment, the skill necessary to acquire riches, and further, "the love of 

liberty and of depending pnly upon the protection of the law". Part of 

this sum was to be used for apprenticing poorer children to smiths, etc. 

f %sic), By these means, quick progress in agriculture was to be hoped forg 

and youths were to be weaned from their former idle ways and "by degrees 

take pleasure in industry" by being put into the paths of acquiring property 

through virtue! 

At this point, the Treasury was paying no attention to the Board, so 

nothing could be done, but when the central government did at last condescend 

to respond, the suggestion was immediately adopted. In August, 1761, the 

minutes record the approval of the King for this plan, 
2 his letter being 

dated 25th July, 1761.3 L200 per annum was to be available for "binding 

apprentices to farmers in the Low Country, sons of the most substantial 

tenants upon the Annexed Estates as shall discover the greatest genius in 

agriculture in order to their being properly instructed thorein". Children 

of the "poorer sort of inhabitants" were to be apprenticed to "smiths, 

ploughwrights, wheelwrights and other artificers". * Further, an completing 

A I* E723/1, p, 70,2. E721/69 P. 9, 
3. E725/1, p, B, 
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their apprenticeship, these children were to be allowed premiums to enable 

them to set up and carry an their business. This last condition was likely 

to be the most tempting, if the General Inspector was correct in his surmise 

that nothing would be more likely to persuade tenants to put their families 

to a trade than the'possibility of their becoming "proprietors". ' 

The scheme was-to be advertised at the church doors 2 but it did not 

attract a flood of applicants. Indeed, one apprentice wrote in 1762, the 

"Your Lordships know, that there was none but me ventured from the inrest of 

Pearth". 3 Even when the scheme had been under way for a year or twov in 

1764, there were only three apprentices out of the large estate of Perth, 

which miGht have been expected to be most enthusiastic, being nearer the 

Lowlands, and a stocking-weaver in Edinburgh who wanted two apprentices 

could get none. It-was also impossible-at that time to persuade boys to 

become ploughwrights. 
4 

This reluc . tance on the part of boys and girls or 

their parents to enter into formal apprenticeships slowly broke down and a" 

later list shows nine cart-and-ploughwright apprenticeships from the Lowland 

Division of Perth and five from the Highland with three others, origins 

unspecified, as well as cooperst millwrights, a blacksmith and a wheelwright. 

Initially, a certain amount of care was taken both in choosing suitable 

boys and girls and in fitting them to a trade. Ludovick Grant's two sons 

were to be examined as to what trades would suit them, when he requested 

apprenticeships for them, and were promised "a compleat set of clothes" if 

6 they had behaved themselves. . The selection processes can not have been 

too successful, however for the two Grant boys failed to take up the position 
7 arranged for them with Mr. Sandeman of Perthp and in August, 1762, one 

master wrote indignantly that "I propose having no more to do with any of 

them", Lord Kames had sent this fellow so he could'stay, but "I think I 

11 E729/8, P. 116.2. E721/6, p, 14. 
3. E777/140/1(2), 4. E721/8, p. 56. 
5. E723/2, P. 237.69 E721/6, pp. 1929 493. 
7. E721/8, P. 56. 
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have paid well enough.... in maintaining one idle man those nine weeks". 

He added bitterly that he wished the commissioners would be able to find 

"apprentices thats as willing to be bound as their to bind or else theyll 

never do well ". 
I 

His last sentence was unfortunately prophetic, 

The Board seems to have looked after the apprentices fairly wellp pay- 

ing fees, providing clothes, medicine and tools. 
2 Tools were expensive. 

The list necessary for a smith included Z5.5,0. for bellows, L4.10.10. and 

E2.10.0. for a small and large anvil, -the total cost being Mao 6*70 
3A 

weaver needed L14*13.11. to set him up. 
4 L200 per annum would not cover 

many boys at that rate, though the masters furnished food and bedding, as did 

the cooper at Leith, the Board havirQ paid L16 indenture fees and providing 

clothes. 
5 Of course, not all were so expensive as the engineer who lost 

all his tools and clothes when the boat in which he was travelling to the 

pier at Cromarty was dashed to pieces off Portsoy! He needed an extra 

L20 o6 

Ninian Oeffrey, the factor on Coigach, was very interested in improving 

farming, and especially in trying*to introduce sheep-farming. He never 

missed an opportunity to push his point of view and the apprenticeship- 

scheme for farmers was a splendid platform for him. When Kenneth MIKenziet 

the wadsetter of South Langwell, asked Jeffrey to recommend his son to the 

Board, "who he is inclined should be bread to husbandry and as he has a 

large family-is not in ability to educate him to purpose in that way", Mr. 

Jeffrey was delighted to add, "As I humbly apprehend that little improvement 

in husbandry will ever be carried on in. the Highlands without some such 

plan of educating their young and settling stranger farmers amongst them"* 7 

On at least one other occasion, he pointed out that Coigach had very 

extensive hill grazings, and "these generally very drye". so boys should be 

1. E777/140/1.2. E723/2t P. 189, 
3, E746/90/7,4. E746/123/9(2), 
5. E721/10, p. 38.6. E721/15, p. 23. 
7. E746/75/6, 
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sent to the best farmers in "the highlands of Teviotdale, Selkirk or 

Dumfriesshire" to learn the managementof "that useful creature" the sheep& 

Apprentice-farmers involved the most expense per head. In 1765, the 

Board reported to the Treasury, that of the annual allowance of L200, they 

had spent L123.4.1,, L40 of that going to Robert Menzies, in Northumberland, 

learning husbandry; an apprentice-ploughwright had needed only L6. Others 

2 
were bound to flax-raisers and dressers, weavers and shoemakers. In 

1767, Helen Campbell was apprenticed to be a midwife at L10.13.6&3 

As well as sending boys and girls away from home, the Board tried to 

induce skilled craftsmen to venture into the northern parts of the countryt 

tise their trade and to train others,. The Perth factor sent bci. h to. pract 

for one, "Oames Duncanson, a remarkable' man for making all sorts of 

labouring utensils, particularly plough-shares and plough-irons'll who 
4 

promised to come to teach the smiths and wrights in Crieff to make ploughs. 

He was to be subsidised at the-rate of one guinea a week*, given ostensibly 

for cutting timber for making the ploughs, and he had agreed to take twoý 

apprentices to be bound for four years, at ES and L6 fees. Improvement in 

such basic skills could hardly be expected to be attained quickly and in 

1767, the General Inspector was still reporting unfavourably on the "utensils 

of husbandry" used by the tenants in. the Highlands estates so that it was 

considered the more necessary to bind apprentices in making such tools* 5 

The idea that young people should be given a training of some sort - 

suited to their station of course! - can hardly be criticised, even if 

according to a memorandum from Small, the main motives were to induce "the 

second sons of Highland bentlemen and the sons of their. better sorts of 

tenants to abandon their dogs, guns and idleness". 
6 The ideal was never 

fully realised, however, either for the poorer or the richer. The fund of 

1. E746/75/11(l). 2. E723/2, P. 91* 
3. E723/2, p. 163.4. E721/6p p, 213. 
S. E729/8, P. 110.6. F. R. Struan 8. 
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money allocated was never fully spent, though it would not have been 

difficult to spend L200, as has been shownt merely on tools. There was 

always a credit balance - possibly only a theoretical one, but a credit just 

the same. In 1771, L168.7.1. was spent "From the fund of L52 2.13.0; 1 in 

2 
1772, the fund was L534.5.11., and L403.19.0. was issued. It must be 

remembered that L200 was being added in the books, each year, from the 

initial permission granted to use money in this way, in 1761* 

Gradually, disillusionmen't combined with indifference -. et in. it 

became necessary to put the King's mark on all the tools given out, as some 

3 
of the apprentices disappeared with them. Other unexpected charges arose 

when apprentices were taken ill and master3 claimed for the care they gave 
45 

them. Eventually the Board refused allowances for medical care. Masters 

also found themselves involved in releasing apprentices from the press-gang. 

In 1773, the committee on apprentices decided that if am an left the 

annexed estates, his tools should be kept. 6 

Some of the implications behind this last decision appear two years 

laterv in 3anuary 1775, when the committee decided that the Board would not 

be liable for any expense for apprentices after the expiry of-their indent- 

ures 
7 

and two months later, practically wrote. the whole scheme off. At 

a meeting on March 6thp 1775t the committee proposed and on the same dayp- 

the Board ratified the decision that "As very few of the apprentices bred by 

the Board have ever settled on the Annexed Estates, that as they are a 

continual burthen on the Board after their indentures are expired and their 

being present a grdat number under indentures, no more ought to be received 

until the present sett are settled 

The type of "burthen" the Board meant can be illustrated by one example, 

with the factor's illuminating comments. A blacksmith, William Patersont 

1. E723/2, p. 189.2. E723/2, P. 201. 
3. E721/15, p. 3.4. E732/2/19. 
5. E721/11, P. 20; E728/10/6* 6. E721/15, P*5. 
7. E721/15, p. 13.8. E721/15, p, 15* 
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trained at the Board's expense, was returning to the Cromarty estate, but 

he wanted money to cover the carriage of iron, and further, he asked the 

Board to "order his house and shop to be ready as soon as possible". The 

factor was in a dilemma. He wrote an the documents, "I am at a loss what 

to say ..... for these artificers are so avaritious and have such an 

inclination to impose that it is impossible to satisfy them". On this 

occasion, however, as a ploughwright had already been established and one 

without the other was practically useless, the metalworker's skill being 

necessary to the ploughwright, he had to recommend, obviously against the 

grain, that it was "absolutely necessary to do something". He added 

significantly that he wished the Board would "liquidate" the sums they 

were "pleased to bestow". He, no doubt, bore the brunt of the appr entices' 
1 

pressure, 

The decision to halt the apprenticeship scheme was tempered with 

sense and mercy. When James Small reported that a cart-and-ploughwright 

was very much needed in Callander, LIO was allowed for tools for Alexander 

M'Robie 2 
and whem Small died, his servant who had been with him forpany 

years and had no trade, was given an apOronticeship, the rules about age 
3 of entry being rather less rigid than today. On another occasion, an 

4 older man was allowýd a shorter period of training, for higher fees . As 

late as 1780, a widow in the Benniebeg settlement who had more than six 

children was granted the necessary funds for one of them, also as it happens 
5 to a cart-and-ploughwright. But when the Duke of Argyll's overseer wanted 

to send his son to England to learn farming, he was referred to the Board's 

decision of 6th March, 1775,6 

1. E746/90/8.2. E721/15, p. 19. 
3. E721/159 p. 21. 
4. E746/173. L30 for a three year apprenticeship, L20 for five years 

as a ship's carpenter thought he got better work in the last two years. 5. E721/15, p, 22* 6. E721/15, p, 20. 
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The benefits envisaged in 1761 simply did not materialise. It would be 

interesting to know why so few apprentices did in fact return home, unlike 

the son of Lovat's piper who left his master in East Lothian after ten 

dayG. I Even the lure of being set up in business with "reasonable encourage- 

ment"O as was the deplorable cartwright, Davidson, 2 did not tempt them 

back. The S. S. P. C. K. put a clause in their indentures insisting on this# 

but it must have been difficult to enforce. Small sums were paid ou*t for 

those already indentured and for the few who were added, until 1784v but 

34 
in 1783, only three were provided for. L144.8.0. was spent'. in 1784, 

but that included E20 to a millwright, L15 to a stocking-weaver and L20 to 

the son of a former servant of the Board who would merit ce0,40. tiged treat- 

5 
men 

It can be argued that the second string in the'commissioners' plans 

for making the Highlands a hive of skilful industrious craftsman was 

marginally more successful and effective than that for training and enticing 
I 

young people back to their home stamping grounds. To their credit, they 

realised very early that while larger holdings might increase efficiency 

among farmers, a resultant disadvantage might be the disappearance of the 

"day-labourers" who did a little casual work for payment but depended an 

their holdings for food. Further, when the long-term plan of converting 

all services to money rents eventually took shape, there would be even more 

need for labourers, independent of the tenants, to carry out the work 

previously proffered as part of the rent. Craftsmen evicted from their 

holdings might wall leave. the area where they were uncertaýn of making a 

living in purely financial terms. It was no part of-the Board's aims to 

denude the Highlands of people, trained or untrained; Malthus had not yet 

1. Millar, F. E. P., p. 109. 
2. Davidson had been one of the ringleaders in destroying the mill lead 

at New Tarbat Mill. The factor thought he should be turned out of 
his possession. 

3. E723/3, p. 40.4. E723/3, p. 57. 
S. E721/15, July 1784. 
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spoken, and skilled men were considered a great part of a country's wealth. 

In 1766, a cooper and merchant in Montrose were tried for "enticing artif- 

icers" to 'go to Sweden. I 

To counteract both these possible evils, to "help multiply the 

inhabitants and prevent the dispersion of artificers and day labourers 

now residing upon the estates whose small possessions as cottars are 

altogether dependent upon the tenant", the Board suggested that L500 should 

be used to except the lands from leases, build "small commodious house 

with cowbyre and a few acres of garden stuff for their families, forage 

for a cow", and in addition to enclose the ground. 
2 Any willing to settlý 

were to be considered, not merely the present inhabitantsv and all were to 

W classified as "King's Cottagers". 

So they set the factors to work and various, pendicles were preserved 

for craftsmen. Tenants had to be prepared to give up some of their land 

for this purpose and while it might be an inconvenience at first glance, 

if a sufficient labour force could be maintained thereby, it would be to 

the tenants' advantage. There was not--universal approval for this 

suggestion,. however. Sandeman, the manufacturer, wrote early in 1765, 

that he had been given some cause for-reflection by the fact that the 

weavers in Strelitz, one of the colonies of discharged soldiers, kept the 

cloth so long. He thought that it was not a good idea to let three 

acres of ground to craftsmen for then both the ground and the trade were 

neglected; only a kailyard should be provided. 
3 He was not alone in 

this belief 4 but here the commissioners were more realistic for tradesmen 

could not yet depend on a money income tp buy grain-and meal, as the 

experiences of some of these they set up in business proved, 

1. Scots Maqazine, 28, p. 110.2. E723/21 p. 11. 
3o F*R. Forfeitures in General II. 
4. E746/75/22. "It hurts a tradesman to have a farm as by having it 

he neglects the business he was bred to and disappoints his 
employers". 
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There were great difficulties in settling skilled men for even after 

they had been established in an area for many years, money or rather the 

lack of ready money remained a problem to men who had to purchase the raw. 

materials for plying their trade. -The blacksmith at Kinloch Rannoch, 

David Cow, was one of the Board's apprentices who did return to the estates, 

but he complained that the tenants would not pay as much as "will make me- 

live". The Board allowed him L2 per annum as the tenant s refused to 

," 2- pay him the same rates as they did his predecessor; -, A wheelwright an 

the estate of Lochiel declared he came to repair spinning-uheals at the 

request of the inhabitants but could not make a living without being granted 

a house, garden and "some othersmall sum or benefit". Henry Butter, the 

factor, ' agreed with this wright, Duncan Lothian, that his work was necessary 

and further suggested that a cartwheel-mender should also be given a year- 

ly aid Of L5 or L6,3 These are only a few of the tradesmen who could 

argue that cash payment was necessary* 

A man who could repair spinning-wheels was considered an essential 

member of the community by the commissionersq obsessed as they were with the 

need to encourage the linen industry, and while the inhabitants of the 

Highlands seem to have been able to do most running repairs to their 

elementary tools, wheels were apparently beyond them. In'1764, in Rannoch, 

it was declared that "Everybody in this country by their being ignorant 

how to use or even spin with their wheel, put them wrong almost every day". 4 

In Coigach, it was the bad houses that were'blamed for the damage to wheals. 
5 

But whatever the cause of the breakdowns, only qualified whee1wrights could 

mend them. 

E783/65/10. other tradesmen made similar complaints. E783/65/14; 
E783/65/12. 

2. E721/27, p. 21.3. E768/63/5. 
4. E783/65/3.5. E728/15/5.. 
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Robert Anderson the Maryburgh weaver had different problems. Because 

of the expense of provisions, he could not in 17ý5 on his present income. 

support apprentices and he hoped for looms and "individual encouragement" 

from the Board. By 1767 he had been provided with a "good and sufficient 

house" and eight looms but he still lacked assistants and claimed that 

there was not a tradesman in the whole country who could work linen cloth* 

The neighbourhood being so "excessively poor and extravagant" he could not 

persuade anyone to-come and had to depend on what-tradesmen were serving 

with the army in the area at the time. 2 This was needless to say a 

precarious means of finding workmen and on occasion all his looms were idle, 

so once again he asked for help towards supporting apprentices. 

However, Mr. Anderson had additional. troubles. 
, 

The tenants of Lochiel 

and Ardsheal complained*in 1772 that his behaviour had made him obnoxious, 

goods were "embeazled" or "abstracted from his house" and employers and 

customers got no satisfaction. They felt they were worse off than when 

they had no weaver. 
3 The factor agreed with their complaint's and despite 

Anderson's plea that his wife was an alcoholic who carried off everything 

she could lay her hands on and "drinks it", recommended that he should lose 

4 the Board's support. The man's personal misfortune or inefficiency does 

not alter the picture of the lack of skilled men in the area and the lack 

of money to pay any who did appear. 

Blacksmiths faced heavy carriage dueý and were much sought after as 

the army needed their services, In February, 1773, a petition was read 

from John MILean, the smith and harrier at Coshievilletapplying for smithy 

coal gratis, he was so far from fuel and also had to go to Perth or Stirling 

for steel, iron and coals. The factor thought he had "always been paid for 

1. E768/63/1.2. E768/63/2(l). 
3. E768/63/4(l), 4. E768/63/4(2). 
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his pains", probably because he had dealt with the miiitary, but added 

fairly that he knew Coshieville was far from coals and peat. 
1 Another 

smith, Alexander MINaughton, howeverv would have found living impossible 

without the Board's assistance the factor thought and he was "no richer 

than we found him" d*espite a good house and smithy. 
2 

As well as the subsidies given to more isolated workmen, the Board 

proposed, with the King's approval which was granted in March 17 2,3 to 

spend MOO each year in settling tradesmen and artificers of good character. 

in Callander and Crieff. These two relatively large centres of population 

were considered suitable development points for trade and manufactures and 

by settling industrious individuals there, the commissioners hoped to 

incr3ase both population and productivity. Like the day-labourers in the 

countryside, these'men in the towns were to be granted ground and a house.. 

It was also hoped to spend LSD each year in premiums for theme 4 The type 

of workmen wanted there were for example a stocking-weaver, who was given 

L100 to enable him to start a business at Crieff, a heckler who went to 

Callander with L25 of the Board's money and a manufacturer of linen cloth 

there who got L30. 

The commissioners translated permission to spend on manufactures, 

apprentices and settling tradesmen, in the broadest sense when it came to 

6 
allocating money. Their report in 1767 shows that the E50 in premiums 

for Crieff and Callander workmen had been given for two years to Peter 

Arnot, the paper-maker in Crieff who also received additional aid. 
7 In 

6 1782, from a balance in the "Manufactures" funds of L1287.9.0: -- L36 12 

had been spent, L23 an salaries to schoolmistresses teaching sewing and 
I 

knitting stockings in Perth and the Lowlands. Then large sums, as has 

1. E783/65/13.2. E783/65/4 
3. - E721/8v P. 72,4. E723/2, p: ls. 

ý 5. E723/2, p. 89.6. E723/2, p. 137, 
7* See part 2 of this chapter. 8. E723/3, p. 40. 
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been seen, were used for subsidising factories and industrialists which 

were kept in the accounting sense quite separate from the general sum 

supposed to be available for encouraging manufactures, so that in 1784, there 

was still in the theoretical fund a credit of over L1000. 

This latter sum originated in permission given in 1766 to spend L900 

each year for three years on expanding the manufacture of linen and 

woollens in the Highlands, a total of L2,700* There were insufficient 

funds at the time, but this matter was to be taken into consideration a 

few months later in the year. 
2 Until the disannexation, money for lintseedv 

premiums to manufacturers, prizes for amounts of lint spun, etc., were 

withdrawn against this thecuretical total of L2,700. But there were few 

occasions when as much as MOO wen drawn from it any one year, as the Board 

had taken its decision against full-scale development of linen stations in 

the Highlands by the time this whole grant was available. The apprentice- 

ship money was also juggled with once the plans were scaled down, for time 

and againg the entry appears, "To Henry Barclay, for apprenticeships and 

3 incidents" What the incidents were, is not stated, and presumably the 

Treasury did not ask* 

Crieff and Callander were no doubt helped to develop by such 

expenditure-as in one year: - 
4 

To a ýatocking weaver enabling him to begin at Crieff L10010.01 

Two st9cking frames in loan to a weaver at Crieff -. L 32.6.0. 
Aid to a heckler at Callender -L 25.0.0. 
Aid to manufacturers of linen cloth at Callander -L 30.0.0. 

L176.6.0. 

However, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, Walker could still say 

that "in the burghs of Inveraray, Campbeltown, Inverness, and in the con- 

1, E723/3, p. 56.2. E730/15. 
3. E732/9.4. E723/22 p. 89. 
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siderable villages of Crieff, Callanderv Oban and Maryburghq there were 

fewer tradesmen and loss demand for workmanship of mechanics than in any 

other place of the same size", because of everyone being of necessity a Jack- 

of-all-trades The scale of aid provided was sufficient only to affect 

small local areas and certainly not enough to change ingrained attitudes. 

The third strand of the Board's policy, that of setting up schools 

specially to teach spinning and in addition employing men and women to 

teach various-craftso was one that had been conceived earlier in the century 

and practised by the S. S. P. C. K. since 1738 when the society received its 

second charter. 
2 

The Board had in fact, avowed their intention of following 

the methods used by the Trusteos far Manufactures and Fisheries 
3 

and the 

funds of the estates were s-imply another boost to the various eighteenth 

century onslaughts an poor craftsmanship. Spinningp stocking-knitting, 

sewing white seams - all these were taught with the assistance of the Board 

both in schools and by peripatetic teachers. 

The largest outlay of L133.5.0. each year for three years was made to 

the Inverness magistrates who had shown some initiative in providing premises 

for a school there. 4 164 girls were taught to spin there in 1765,120 in 

1767. An allowance for maintenance for fifty girls from outlying - districts 

was included in the grant 
5 but none for those whose homes were, in the town 

though wheel and reels were to be bought for poor girls. 
6 Schools of 

this type were often attached to factories and in this case the entrepreneur 

a Mr. Falconer got no financial encouragement except the house provided by 

the magistrates and his salary as a manager. 
7 This school was judged 

reasonably successful, and it is mentioned in 1775 as having had good effects 

on the spinning skills in the areae 
a 

1. Walker, Economical-History, ii. p375. 
2. -1. Mason, Rural Education, p. 3. 
3. E721/29 p. 101.4. E723/2, pp. 91,149; E727/23/1. 
5. E723/2, p. 149,6. E730/15. 
7. E730/15. B. E727/23. 
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The commissioners were asked for L30 per annum to help the spinning 

school an Lewis an the grounds that tradesmen refused to come to such places 

without a subsidy 
1 

and L57.10.0. was given to the Leishmore island school in 

1765,2 but later expenditure tended to be concentrated on the south and east* 

Regular salaries were paid to schoolmistresses to teach sewing and spinning 

and knitting stockings on the Perth estate 
3 

and there was at least one man, 

Malcolm Fisher, teaching "nitting" stockings at Callander. 4 There were 

also what must I think be granted the name of "technical s: hools" in twent- 

ieth century terminology at Auchterarder, Borland, Muthill, Dunblane and 

Crief f. 5 

T she Board's tendendy to neglect the more remote estates can be 

illustrated in the location of these schools. There was one at Beauly in 

Lovat 6 
and the manufacturers taught spinners in those northern areas but 

the greater number of schools were in Perthshire; admittedly the larger, 

most lucrative estates were also in Perthshirej but manufactures were 

already in at least an embryonic stage there and there were opportunities 

for learning. In 1775t Henry Butter wrote bitterly that there was far 

greater need for a school for white-seam and stocking-knitting in Fort 

William 7 
and it would be difficult to refute this. It is even easier 

to sympathise with his frustration when it is remembered that he had 

pointed out just such a need eleven years before without any result. 
8 

The attendance and proficiency of the scholars varied but fortunately 

few were'. so handless as poor Agnes Graham who could not learn to spin after 

1. E72B/20/2(l). ' - 2. E723/2t p. 93. 
3. E723/2; E723/3, accounts for the Highland and Lowland parts of the 

Perth and Struan estates. 
4. E777/330/7.5. E777/287i 
6. E769/130.7. E786/33/9. 
a. E786/37/4. 
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a full three months stay. 
I The numbers reputed to have learnt spinning 

must be treated with caution for the Inspector found that experienced 

spinners attended the school attracted by the 1/6 per week allowed for 

maintenance. 
2 He also commented as we have seen that spinning was much 

further advanced in both Lovat and Cromarty than the stream of demands for 

subsidies from the funds seemed to indicate. 
3 Oust as the teachers were 

unwilling to send away girls who they knew could spin, so the entrepreneurs 

were prepared'to-grasp any financial aid they could. The benefit to the 

Highland economy in general or Highland skills in particular were marginal. 

1. E727/24/1(1). 2. E729/8, p. 121* 
3. E729/8, p. 117. 
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ASSESSMENT 

When we try to gauge the effects of the activities of the Commissioners 

for the Annexed Estates on industrial development of the Highlands and 

Islands, the O. S. A. is the first obvious source for immediate results* 

And it must be admitted that therein there is a deafening silence except 

perhaps in the Inverness account. In Perthshire, there are Some signs of 

life in the manuracturing industries. In Callander, woollen and linen 

yarn are "much spun by the poor". 
' In Comrie, the writer claimed that 

the linen yarn was the staple manufacture and tartan plaid and hose were 

made partly for-sale, partly for home use. 
2 In Callander, however, the 

Stirling carpet makers bought the wo6l and linen was sent to Glasgow* 3 In 

Fortingall, it was recognised by the end of the century that no manufactures 

were possible because of the scarcity of fuel, 4 but even in Crieff, which 

it may be remembered. was considered during the annexation the most 

promising site for industrial development, the O. S. A. described manufactures 

as having had "hitherto little effect on the population", but ever optimistic, 

"in comparison with what they will probably soon have". 5 This "little 

effect" was in spite of the presence of three corn-mills, three fulling- 

mills, malt, barley and lint-millsp not to mention a tannery, for which 

L300 had been awarded out of annexed estates funds and a similarly subsidised 

paper-mill. But this last employed only eight handsq after all, 

1. O. S. A. xi. p. 604.2. C. S. A. xi. p. 182. 
30 O. S. A. xi, p, 604,4. O. S. A. ii. p. 460. 
50 O. S. A. ix, p, 592, 
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Further north and west, the ministers are still convinced that the 

introduction of industry of one kind or another would improve the life of 

the peop le, and in Kilmallie, the disadvantages of the parish are described 

as the want of a quay, of a good regular market, good watert and not least, 

though last, a tannery, a sawmill and a "manufactory", of a sort not 

specified. 
I 

The impetus for introducing manufacturing industries which animated 

the Board in the early stages of its life soon died away. The 3ournal of 

the commissioners, giving their daily expenses, shows this very clearly. 

IVIAle there are add exceptions, such as the sum of L220 to the salt pans 

in Brara, in 1771,2 assistance such as I have described in the last few 

pages, to individual nntrepreneursp and E150 per annum towards maintaining 

apprentices and providing them with necessary tools, in the last decade of 

the annexation, the highest proportion of the free produce of the estates 

was being devoted to the development of communications in the Highland 

areap notably an bridges, large and small. On the individual estates, 

this can be seen quite clearly. On the Lowland'Division of, the estate: of 

Perth, in 1766, L26 was spent on help to apprentices, and L32 on premiums 

towards assisting manufactures. In 1771-729 only L30 went towards both 

these headings, and in 1783, the sum given was L62.6.6. which is certainly 

an increase, but it included the money spent on apprentices and the killing 

of vermin! 
3 

The only large-scale plans formulated for the development of industry 

were connected with linen, and once these had failed, the commissioners 

tended to cal very canny indeed. In the circumstances, it is difficult to 

see what more they could have done. Their schemes stumbled over the quite 

unexpected shortage of funds, over Treasury dilatoriness, and most of all, 

1. O. S. A. viii. p. 440.2. E732/9. 
3. E777/325,326. 
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over the handicaps that the northern areas of Scotland still suffer from - 

lack of raw materials (though oil'may alter this), lack of markets, poor 

transport and not least in the eighteenth century, the lack of energy and 

the lack of interest among Highland inhabitants in obtaining what the 

rest of the country considered the material essentials of a good life. 

An inkling of this, conscious or not, shows in the later weight of emphasis 

on bridge, road and harbour building. How, earlierv they were able to 

believe as the Trustees for Manufactures and Fisheries did, that without 

raw materials, withoutýeasily available fuel, without adequate local markets 

or easy transport to markets, without skilled labour or even willingly 

trained labour, they could establish any viable industry is a question that 

can be answered perhaps only by considering the general atmosphere of 

Lowland Scotland at the time. Add to the vitality there, the absolute 

determination of those with power and influence to wean the Highlands and 

their inhabitants from their traditional behaviour to the habits of industry 

that were considered so necessary to their spiritual and material well-being 

and essential to the peace of the whole country, and we may begin to 

understand the conundrum# 

If a few women retained their spinning skills, if only to transfer these 

to spiAning-wool: -. if a few men made a slightly better living by heckling 

and weaving: if the tanneries and mills that remained in operation at the 

end of the century made life a little easier for some of the inhabitants: - 

then it can be argued that the money spent on linen stations and spinning 

schools was not entirely wasted, but these ends had been expensively reached. 

I find myself in agreement with 3ohn Knox who wrote in 1786p that "The Board 

of the Forfeited Estates made several spirited efforts to extend the 

fisheries and introduce general industry in the Highlands. Another Board 
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in Edinburgh have expendod large sums with the same view, but for all 

these exertions, no effectual permanent settlement or even the appearance 

of it has been established and many thousands of pounds have thereby been 

lost to t. he public". 
' 

The Board's record then in attempting to establish industry and 

commerce is not an inspiring one. They showed little imagination beyond 

accepting the contemporary views of what was necessary and the question- 

that apparently never occurred to them was - should any monuy at all have 

been spent on introducing manufactures into the area? Would it not have 

been more profitable and more effective to secure the basic economy of 

the region by devoting all their rnsources to the improvement of agriculture 

and the development of the fishing industry where the essential materials 

were at hand? By building up an infrastructure of transport and marketsq 

the natural products of the Highlands might have been more profitably 

developed. 

Unfortunately, only one person involved with the practical realisation 

of the annexation showed much awareness that such a fundamental question 

even existed. This was Archibald Menzies, the General Inspector, a 

remarkable man, who wrote "It is more than probablet had as much money been 

expended for introducing a proper knowledge of agriculture into the 

Highlands, establishing of villages and making of cross roadst (as an 

manufactures), that manufactures, which must always be considered in a 

secondary light, would have followed of course with very little assistance: 
2 

1. Knox, Tour, p. cxx. 
2. E729/8p p. 134. 

0 



1. The bridge crossing the Almond at Kinbuck. 

He The same bridge showing the modern repairs to the 
cutwater and the splayed approaches, carried out 
in concrete. 

III" The Bridge of Dun I crossing the South Esk. 

This is a very elaborate structure, The refuges are 
triangular in shape,. approached by a couple of steps 
from the carriige-way and they rest on columned supports 
of Cothic desitn. Not illustrated is the decorative 
carving on the outside of the approaches, visible from 
the river but not to passengers crossing by the bridge, 
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IV. The Kiachnish crossing at Coruanan* 

This photograph was taken from the present bridge and 
shows how the line of road has changed* 

I 

V. The Awe crossing at the Pass of Brander also photographod. 
from the modern bridge. 

VI* The bridge over the Almood at Milnhaugh. 

This graceful structure is unfortunately in a bad state 
of repair, the carriag3-way almost - wholly overgrown and 
the parapet having large holes in its walls. The 
metal studs showing in the foreground are part of the 
modern metal replacement* 
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VII. and Smeaton's nine-arched bridge crossing the Tay at 
VIIII Perth. Plate VII shows the bridge over twenty 

years ago, Plate VIII the present state of the 
bridge after its second widening of the carriage- 
Waye The basic appearance of the bridge has 
fortunately remained the same. 

VIII* The Tay crossing at Perth. 

The Earn at Kinkell. 

There are refuges at regular intervals on this 
bridge, above the piers. 
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X. The inscription placed on the North Esk bridge by the 
Commissioners for the Forfeited Annexed Estates showing 
the contribution made from the estate funds. 

The Board would have liked to see similar acknowledgement 
of the assistance provided on all those bridges to which 
they made contributions. Similar stones can be seen 
an the Kenmore bridge over the Tay and at Kinloch Rannoch 
where the Board built the bridge over the Tummel wholly 
out of their funds. As one looks at the fairly massive 
insertion into the parapet there can be little surprise 
that the masons who built the bridges were sometimes 
unwilling to allow the inscriptions to be placed in situ 
until they were no longer responsible for repairs and 
maintenance. 

Xi. The grandiose inscription erected on the same bridge 
by the subscribers. 

The sum of LBOO presented by the Board for the Annexed 
Estates was a considerable contribution to the total 
cost of L61500. 

XII. The bridge at Cartchonzie, crossing Eas Cabhain. 

One of the small bridges to which the Board made a 
contribution, this illustration's main purpose is to 
show the inscription, now hardly visible as trees have 
grown obscuring it fron view since this photograph was 
taken. Presumably the stone was moved to the outside 
of the parapet during repairs at some time during the 
last two hundred years. The contribution here was 
just over half the cost - L110 out of a total of Z207. 
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Chapter V 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 

1. ROAD-BUILDING 

One's views of the development and easing of communications are rarely 

objective and the extremes that can be expressed are well illustrated on 

one side by the dictum of A. J. Byrne that "if they have no roads, they 

are savages" 
1 

and on the other by the sturdy refusal of Alexander Robortson 

of Struan to encourage the building of roads an his estate on the grounds 

that lack of them had never yet prevented his friends from visiting him and 

he saw no point in encouraging his enemies, 
2 In between, there is room 

for the idea either that poor roads may merely indicate self-sufficiency 

in the local population or that roads encourage effeminacy, Eighteenth 

century government attitudes towards Highland road and bridge-building 

inclined towards the first of these extremes and indeed Ceneral. Wade is 

reputed to have carried on his building and labouring in his belief that 

civillisation went along roads and bridges* 3 

Wade was sent north in 1724 soon after George I h3d received Lord 

Lovat's memorial, on the state of the Highlands and by the end of the year, 

after describing the conditions he found, he went an to assert that the 

4 Highlands were "still more impracticable for the want of roads and bridges" 

1. Quoted as a chapter heading by O. W. Gregory, Story of the Roýd, (London 
1931 ), p. 131. 

2. E783/84/1, p. 10. 
3.3. B. Salmond, Wade in Scotland (London, 1938) p. 26. Hereafter, 

Salmond, Wade. 
4. Salmond, L%IaLe, p. 48. 
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This is claimed by O. B. Salmond in his book Wade in Scotland to be the 

first mention of the question of Highland roads and bridges; it was not 

to be the last. On Wade's becoming Commander-in-Chief, he asked for 

supplies among other things for mending the roads between garrisons and 

barracks and since that date, Highland communications may have been 

neglected or ill-planned for practical purposesl but from 1724 to the present 

day, they have rarely been ignored. 

For the convenience both of local inhabitants and would-be visitors, 

either tourists or traders, it is difficult to counter the argument that too 

little has been achieved, The main traffic arteries exist, but they aft 

not always flexible enough to cope with changing traffic z6omanos while 

cress-roads and side-roads vlhich might have been eypected in more populatedq 

more growth-oriented areas have either not appeared or have not been 

developed. The route for example from Callander to Comrie, by the water 

of Keltie over the hills to the Water of Ruchill and down Glenartney, 

traversed an area which was then sufficiently populated for the Board of 

Commissioners for the Annexed Estates to consider it important to ease 

communications by building bridges at . various points. 
1 Now-it serves a 

few farms only and has no through - route for the ubiquitous combustion 

engine. In the middle of the twentieth. century, there were still mainland 

communities such as Applecross in Ross-shire without any road access 

except for foot, horse or bicycle passengers, depand&nt an the sea for 

carriage of all goods they could not produce themselves, for medicinet for 

burials. 2 

It cannot be said that the area has been completely overlooked for 

there is a continuous if not consistent thread of attention to the problem 

running through 250 years. First there was Wade, buildin'g, military roads, 

10 See Appendix C, 
2. Magnus Magnusson 'Highland Administration' in The Future of the 

Hiqhlands, (London, 1968), ed. D. Thomson and I. Grimble, p. 2-7-7,. 
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then the Parliamentary roads, the British Fishery Society, the Caledonian 

Canal Commissiont Destitution Roads, Commissioners of Supply, the County 

Councils and todayý the Highland and Island Development Board who must take 

the question of access into their calculations. It can unfortunately be 

pointed out that not all the efforts made by these bodies were well-directed 

from the point of view of Highland society and Highland economy. The 

military roads were an honest straightforward approach to a military problem 

as it was then seen. Edward 1 may have Lrried 
out a punitive expedition 

over an astonishing area of Scotland in a very short time 
I 

but the arýy of 

the government in 1715 had discovered that Highland terrain was not suitable. 

for speedy movement by troops in modern dress and equipment, 'The govern- 

ment's attempts to provide againsý such an eventuality in the future' turned 

out to be useless, or at best not tailor-made for commerce, -and worse? in 

the 1745 rebellion, these military roads were more useful to the Pretender 

than to the Hanoverian troops. Obvious deficiencies such as lack of 

bridges over the Esk at Montrose hindered the government but not the 

rebellious guerilla-type forces. 

Too little, too late and in the wrong place is not too unfair a des- 

cription of government forays into communications in the nor6t whether 

directly or by official agencies, the building of the Caledonian Canal being 

the prime example of expenditure that was overtaken by unseen future develop- 

ment in the size and style of transport. Like so many aspects of Scottish 

life, roads had not been neglected by the legislature before the eighteenth 

century but affecting what was aimed at was a different matter from passing 

a law, and while the Justices of the Peace had been given power to mend 

highways from market towns and sea parts in 1617 
2 

and in 1669 to exact 
'in 

1. C. S. Barrow, Robert Bruce, (London, 1968), p. 98, Map of'. invasion of 
1296. 

2. A. P. S. 1617, c. 8. 
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conjunction with the Sheriff six da-Ts labour on the roads for man and horse, 

from tenants, cottars and their servants for three years and four days there- 

after, 
1 the results obtained by these measures did not impress travellers 

throughout the eighteenth century. While soldiers were probably among the 

earliest to appreciate practical need for roads, by the middle of the century 

the improvers like Grant of Monymusk were expressing some surprise at the 

long neglect. 
2 Grant's particular plea in 1754 was for roads for wheeled 

carriages and carts to save the husbandman's time and his notion that time 

and carriage would be lessened by better roads is amply borne out by the 

information given to the poet, Southey, during his tour of Scotland in the 

early nineteenth century. The postmaster at Dalmally assured him that 

carts that could formerly carry onlyninecubic feet of timber could on 

improved roads take twenty-one. 
3 

In the somewhat doleful catalogue of road and bridge builders sponsored 

by the government, however, as opposed to the energetic action of landowners 

like the Marquis of Breadalbane who is reputed to have built fifty bridges 

an his own estate, 
4 the Commissioners for the Annexed Estates were among the 

least negligent, having done all and more than might have been expected of 

them with their limited resources. They were very ready to accept and 

act. on the thesis expressed by Sir Alexander Mackenzie of Coul that "the 

k. z-., w to all improvements in the Highlands" wa's to make them accessible. 

Among their first queries to the factors concerning conditions on the 

estates were requests for information about the state of the road and 

bridges, showing that the state of communications was an early matter of 

concern. Inquiries were also made about the number of changehouses and 

inns, an essential part of the communication system in the days of slower 

1. A. P. S. 1669, c. 16.2. Hamiltong Monymusk, p. 161, 
3. R. Southey, Journal of a Tour in Scotland, 1819 (London, ' 1929), 

p. 237. Hereafter, Southey, Tour. 
4. N. L. S. Ms. 1021, f. 23.5. Millar, F. E. P., p. 83. 
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travelling, though in the context of the queriest this question was connected 

with the consumption of alcohol for the number of stills and. maltmakers was 

also wanted. 

The factors' answers provided information about local needs as the 

factors saw them but also the position of the individual baronies - estates 

were described barony by barony even in this respect - with reference to 

such main arteries as were then in existence. The picture that emerged 

from the 1755 reports showed how far the military roads had affected 

communications in Scotland and how well placed some of the annexed estates 

were in connection with these. 7he King's Highway from Stirling to 

Inverness ran through Muthillpm. rIaN where part of the estate of Perth lay; 

the Stirling-Fort William road sorved a large part of. the western part of 

the same estate from Callander to just short of Killinp and also passed 

through Strathyre, the part of Arnprior not claimed by a subject superior. 
2 

Further north, as far as Invernessq the Fort Augustus-Inverness road ran 
3 through the barony of Stratherrick, part of the Lovat estate. Monaltry 

in Crathie parish held a strategic position at a Doe ferry, about halfway 

between Perth and Invernessp where the county road from Aberdeen met the 

King's road. 
4 It is. just conceivable that such a favourable site had had 

some influence on the choice of Monaltry for annexation but no special 

instructions seem to have been issued to the commissioners on that account. 

However the King's highway stopped an the west at'Fort William and 

on the north at Inverness and outside these limits, roads and bridges if 

they existed at all usually deteriorated rapidly where they did not actually 

disappe3r. In the estate of Barrisdale there were no roads of access at 

all; 
5 

even at the end of the next decade the General Inspector had to hire 

a herring bussp the 'Woodhall', to get there. 6 The factor thought the 

1. E726/1, pp. 7, B. 2* , E777/244t pp, 2,7937; 1738/58, pp. 197. 
3, E729/1, p. 25,4. E729/lt p. 109* 
5. E729/11 p. 72,6, E729/9, pA. 
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commonality were honest, but their isolation helped keep them poorg idle 

and superstitious. Conditions tended to deteriorate generally from 

east to west and from north to south, even in the same barony in the same 

estates. Campbell of Barcaldine, the Perth factor, could declare that in 

the barony of Auchterarder, almost diametrically opposite to Barrisdaleg 

the people were peaceable and honest, there were no bridges needed and the 

2 
roads providing access were tolerably good. The factor on Lovat and 

Cromarty on the other hand provided answers that illustrated very clearly 

the lack of uniformity within estates and the tendency to north-west 

deterioration. The baronies of Beauly and Lovat were both better served 

Lo the east*than to the west, Beauly having no public roadst but still 

tolerable ways in the east part while nommuninntinn tn ths west with 

Clenstrathfarrar was very difficult. 3 Lovat had "tollerably good" roads * 

between Inverness and Castle Downie for eight miles, but to the west the 

roads were extremely bad, 4 Coi. gachp he simply wrote off as having among 

the worst roads in the Highlandt mountainous, rocky and full of stonesp 

with no bridges upon the rivers so that "nothing but necessity makes 

strangers resort here and for a great part of the year it is almost in- 

accessiblell-5 The area round New Tarbat house had very good roads an d 

easy communications with Tain and other public places, 
6 

while a few miles 

further west in Strathpeffer, there were very bad roads which were never 

repaired, with no bridges. 7 Always excepting the fastness of Struan, 

however, it is a fairly safe generalisation to state that not only were 

the "publick roads" or the "king's highway" at a more developed stage in 

. 
the south; so were private and public interest and activity in the building 

of roads and improvements of communications. generally. 

1. E729/1, p. 68.2. E777/2441 p. 47, 
3. E729/1, p. 16.4. E729/19 p. 21, 
S. E729/1, p. 11.6. E729/19 p. 4. 
7. E729/1, p, 7. 
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The inhabitants of Balquhidder were sufficiently interested in the 

convenience they presumably felt they gained from the Stirling-Fort William 

road's passage through the east end of their barony. They had tried to 

bridge the'deep ditch or gott that lay between their land and the road. 

This ditch and the morass on each side of it which they attempted to solidify 

by filling in with stoneso had been a considerable obstacle in wet weather# 

Their bridge was castigated as a very bad one, but at least they showed 

some. initiative. So had the tenants on the estate of Perth in the barony 

of Kinbuck who with their neighbours had built a bridge over the river 

Allan at Kinbuck, in 1753, at their own expense, borrowing C25 to complete 
2 

it. Roads in that area from Dunblane over towards Strathearn were all 

reasonable, even the cross roads being described as tolerable, 
3 

The Commissioners of Supply were also taking some action, in Perthshire 

at least, for the road an Lochearnside that according to Barcaldine had 

previously been so extremely bad as to be almost impassableg had been repaired 

by parish work from Balquhidder and Comrie, i-e-statute labour, and was now 

good enough for carriage traffic. 4 The road was apparently neither complete 

nor particularly well made for in 1765, the factor produced an estimate 

of L210 which was needed over and above the statute work to improve a 

length of it at the west end of -Loch Earn, west of the wood of Ardvaich. 5 

This expenditure was aporoved on the grounds that the road opened up 

6 
communication between the lowland parts of Perthshire and the west Highlands.. 

Another line of now road, a comparatively large scheme, had been decided 

an by Colonel Watson, the military Supervisor of Roads in Scotland, who 

was also one of the original commissioners. After what James Small called 

Ila view of Rannoch", Watson had decided that more necessary than any other 

was a cross-country road from the Stirling to Fort-William road through 

10 E777/244v ppo 6-7.2o E777/244t p. 43. See plates I, Ho 
3o E777/244, p. 37,4o E777/244, po3go 
5. F. R. Perth 31A; E721/8, poI14. 
6. E721/8, P. M. 
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Clenorchy, Rannoch, along the Tummel, crossing the Perth-Inverness highwayl 

then over the hills of Stormont to the Perth-Braemar road by Glen Brerachan 

and thence down the Ardle valley to Alytho This road was to open Rannoch 

both to trade and the civilisation to be gained from the marching of troops 

through the country! Watson apparently envisaged opening up an east-west 

highway, from the sea, Alyth giving access to Strathmore, whence goods 

could reach Montrose. He had used his military manpower, a sergeant and 

twelve men, to encourage the locals, with some effect, for the six miles 

between Tummel Bridge and Kinloch Rannoch had been made and work was now 

continuing al . ong the south side of the Loch, the King's side, Slisgarrow. 

East of Tummel Bridge, locai labour was being applied and it was expected 

that in three years, this would reach Alyth. 1 

The making of such a road answered every demand of the annexation; 

it opened the country that had been a centre for thieves and stolen catt, 892 

so helping prevent such misdemeanours, and also made the entrance of such 

civilised activities as manufactures easier and hence more likely, as well 

as increasing the possibilities of social intercourse with the lowlands. 

As a result the commissioners gladly spent money on it each yearv L65.7.31. 

in 1755v even before the central government began to take an interest in 

their proceedings. 
3 

The high road through Rannoch an the south side of the loch lay almost 

entirely in the estate of Struan, the area called Slisgarrow, twenty-four 

4 
miles long and six miles broad so that any statute labour required was 

likely to be demanded from Struan tenants. As the road was only part of 

a larger scheme, the Board told Small to apply to the Justices of the 

Peace and Commissioners of Supply in May of 1756 for assistance in repairing 

the roads leading to and from and through Rannoch, Thereafter such aid and 

1. E783/84/1, 'pp. 10-11,2. E783/84/1, p. 4. 
3. E783/102.4. E783/84/11 p. 5. 
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authorisation was forthcoming each year though the Commissioners for the 

Annexed Estates provided tools and had them repaired and the labour usually 

included a sergeant and twelve men. 
1 By 1758, the road was sixteen miles 

long. but still needed three miles to Innercomrie where there was an army - 

headquarters. - The presence of the barracks there no doubt helped persuade 

-retch of road the Commander-in-Chief to hire out men on this particular st 

though in 1757 Lord George Beauclerk deferred permission until after the 

reviews, 
3 

and, in 1758, -the order had come too late to be oF any use. Small 

had found soldiers very useful both in directing and instructing the natives 

of the area, and indeed, he went so far as to say that without them, the 

road coolld not be carried on. 
4 In 1757, he had been prepared to put up 

with an overseer if no military mcn wore available, 
5 but overseers were 

.. 6 
expensive and not so effective as a gang of soldiers who were used to the 

ýork. 

The administrative costs to the Board in road-making were a surpris- 

ingly high proportion of the whole. The Struan factor's visits to the 

Quart er-Sessions at Perth were an essential part of the business of road- 

making as he had to get a warrant to carry on the road and each year his 

costs amounted to L2 to L4. In 1756, out of L11.9.0-1Z spent on the 
12 

Rannoch high road, E3.10.0. was allotted to the factor's visit to Perth. 

The remainder included L2.1.0. for spades and shovels, L1.5.8-1 for 12 12 

pickaxes, 10/- to a wright for making shafts for picks and hammers, 

L2.2.10 to a Kinloch Rannoch smith for making and mending tools, LI. 12.6. 

for sundries and 7/- for the carriage of wheel barrows and pickaxes from 

I E721/2, p. 103; E721/2, p. 99; E721/3 , p. 60; E721/4, p. 202. 
2. E721/4, p. 117. 3. E721/2, P. 99. 
4. F. R. Struan B. 5. E721/3, p. 60. 
6. F. R* Struan 8; Overseer cost E2.15.0. out of total expense of 

L12.2.1j; in 1770 Z5.7.1. out of L8.2.1. for road workers. 
E783/104. 
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Blairgowrie. 
1 Being able to buy wheel barrows etc. from the army stores 

at Blairgowrie was not an unmixed blessing for they were not always new 

and needed more frequent renewals as n result. 
2 

Tools were at all times an expense that had to be borne by the commiss- 

ioners for the country people had nothing suitable. The 3ustices of the 

Peace and the Commissioners of Supply could direct statute labour to 

certain undertakings, but the tools were not their concern. When the 

-atute labour for minister at Lochbroom had persuaded the Board to ask for ý". 

making a road to a limestone quarry 
3 the factor had to be allowed L20 for 

4 
&-nols and for paying an overseer, The commissioners were perhaps some- 

times unrealistic about such matters as the reactions of the inhabitants 

over whose kives they had so much control. In HsrriRdals, ths cnmmittee 

discussing the road funds proposed that the factor should buy tools and 

sell them to the tenants at prime cost, at the same time binding them to 

keep the tools in good order. 
5 Fortunately the Barrisdale factor must 

have been in Edinburgh at the time and three days later that, plan was 

scotched on his painting out that the people in Barrisdale thought it a 

grievance to be obliged to work on the roads at all so it was not to be 

expected that they could be brought to pay for the tools. 
6 

As far as the Rannoch road was concerned, howeverv despite the fairly 

speedy and promising start on the route from Alyth to Glen Orchy, Watson's 

design was never finished, for the last nine miles from Rannoch to the 

head of Glen Orchy are still unmade. In 1755, the factor described this 

7 
as mostly moss, not fit for horses. By the time the estates were returned 

to the old families in 1784, military interest in Highland roads was 

decreasing and there was insufficient demand from any other pressure lobby 

to complete this line. 1894 saw the opening of the railway line from 

1. E783/102l 1756,, 2. E721/4, p. 202. 
3. E721/6, p. 327.4. E721/7, p. 78. 
5. E721/9, p. 135.6. E721/9, p. 145. 
7, E783/84/1, p. 11. 
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Helensburgh to Fort William by Rannoch Moor 
1 

so the B'846 makes its way 

west from the head of Loch Rannoch to Rannoch station and stops there. 

The traveller wanting to cross that piece of ground by any other ; meanir. than 

on foot has to go by rail. The road from Kinloch Rannoch however, along 

the south. side of the loch through the Struan estate, passing the factor's 

farm at Cariev to, the west end-of the loch, engaged funds each year until 

1784.2 

One major project in road-making directly affected the annexed 

estates? Captain Forbes, the Lovat and Cromarty factor, suggested that 

one of the great contributions that could be made towards the "civilising" 

ef Coin-ach in Lochbroom parish was to have the road from Dingwall to 

Lochbroom made up, for without this, overland trade between the east and 

west coasts was impracticable. 3 When John Neilson had reported to the 

Board of Trustees for Manufactures he had considered that the expense of 

making this road suitable for wheel carriages was so great it could not 

be defrayed by the county. 
4 In 1757, the heritors in Lochbroomp-led by 

Sir Alexander MacKenzie of Coultsent in a petition to the commissioners 

'asking for help in construc ting such a highway. They pointed out that as 

eighteen of the twenty-four miles of the planned road went through uninhab- 

ited country - heath - therefore statute labour was pf little use, but if 

the Board would open the subscriptionjist, then it might be possible with 

their support to collect enough money to pay for labour. The Board was 

cautious and recommended the petitioners to apply first to the Quarter 

Sessions to have statute labour used as much as possible and then in case 

of a deficiency, they would consider what assistance they might give. 
5 

By August the next ydar, Sir Alexander was able to report that a trial 

had been made of using statute labour and he once again, with fellow 

1. H. A. Vallance, The Hiqhlgnd Railway, (London, 1971), p. 49. 
2. E783/102-106.3 E729/19 p. 13. 
4. S. R. O. N*G. 1/7, iv. p. 47.5: E721/4, pp. 17,18. 
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proprietor Kenneth MacKenzie of Dundonnel, asked for help* This timep 

he was asked to give an estimate including the proportion of the expense 

he proposed that the Board should pay, 
1 

and this estimate, the commissioners 

had before them in December, 1758. A road'twelve feet wide was thought to 

be sufficient and the cost was expected to be 2d* per yard, except in 

rocky or marsh land. As such terrain was infrequent, the whole, cost for 

48,000 yards was estimated at L400 though above that tools would have to 

be provided, an overseer would need a "consideration", and with the 

incidental expenses the whole waEi expected to amount to L500, which would 

include necessary bridgeso no-talways included initially in road-planningt 
2 

but two small rivers had basn wontioned by Forbes as in the way. 
3 

The 

proprictors of the Cromarty estate might have been cxpocted to under-write 

three-fifths of this, the memorialists one-fifth and the remaining heritors 

the rest, but the MacKenzies were prepared to pay one quarter if the Board 

would pay the rest to "avoid fractions and subdivisions". Despite their 

public-spirited approach, the Board delayed consideration of this; it will 

be remembered that at this time, -they were obtaining no response to any 

reports sent. to the King. 4 

There the matter rested as far as the commissioners were copcerned 

until July 1763, when once again, th, ey had a letter before them from Sir 

Alexander MacKenzie. On this occasion he elaborated his argument for 

the road by suggesting that the many bays and safe harbours for the plentiful 

herring and cod an the Ross-shire coast would-be of more advantage if they 

were accessible by a high road from the east, especially from Dingwall to 

Lochbroom. Both Strathpeffer and Coigach would benefit from such a road, 

both parts of the annexed estates. While the proprietors at both-the east 

and west ends of the proposed line of road had made an effort to make it 

1. E721/4, p. 142; E746/87,2. E721/49 p. 154, 
3. E729/lp p. 13.4. E721/41 p. 154. 
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fit for riding, the centre was "a desert with a steep at each end" and 

lack of labour had prevented the proprietor making any impression on it. 

Once again, as in 1757, he declared it would not be difficult to make as 

the bottom of the road was hard and L5 a mile would make it suitable for 

horses, , L10 for carriages. The committee considering the matter thought 

that the secretary should write to see if Sir Alexander would undertake 

to make the road rideable at L5 a mile 
1 

and later in the day, the whole' 

Board agreed that in addition he should make three miles of the'road fit 

for carriage traffic. 2 

Two years later, there was unwillingness to supplement this aid 

though the road was unfinished and the Lochbroom heritorc had spen'. L200 

un Jt. 
3 Eventually in rebruary 1471670 the full meeting of the "Woard 

approved a committee's opinion that as no road was of more consequence# 

the factor on Lovat and Cromarty should employ the statute labour,, but 

he should also be empowered to buy tools and pay an overseer. Also the 

Board should apply to the Commander-in-Chief in Scotland for a sergeant 

4 
and twelve men to work with the country people. Tools had to'be shipped 

in to Coigach as the tenants were poorly provided 
5 

and in 1768 alone, there 

was a bill for L25.12.912 for tools and carriage. 
6 By comparison, carriage 

of tools to Struan in 1768 c ost 19.4 67 It is likely that without the f2* 

existence of the Board for the Annexed Estates this particular stretch of 

road would have waited longer than it did to be made, for it is clear from 

correspondence that the heritors started the project in hopes of a contri- 

bution from the crown estates, in an underpopulated area where statute 

labour as a result was impracticable and the presence of annexed lands at 

1. E721/7, p. 105.2. E721/79 P, 114. 
3. E721/8, p. 200.4. E721/113, P. 29, 
5. E721/11, p. 11.6. E746/195/5. 
7. E783/104/6. 
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each end of the projected line made ýovernment help a reasonable expect- 

ation. 

The roads in Caithness were also much needed for John Knox had found 

nothing that he was prepared to describe as a road an his tour but as 

A. R. B. Haldane points out though the records are scanty it is certain that 

communication in the second half of the eighteenth century was primitive 

and inadequate. 
I Even after the initial making of the road, usually 

inefficient, the upkeep was a drag on resources that nobody at the time 

possassed. The road from Contin to Lochbroom that the Board for the 

Annexed Estates had so highly approved and whose completion Sir Alexander 

MacKenzie of Coul had so actively pursued had apparently disappeared by the 

time the British Fisheries baciety began to establish Ullapool ror'they 

decided to undertake the constructionj not the repair, of a road from 

Contin to Ullapool, 2 Seduced by urgent need for transport and employment 

in the area and bullied by the government into accepting a cheap estimates 

the. -road was finished in 1797 for L4,582 instead of L8,000 which an earlier 

surveyor had considered necessary* Economy in making any road tends to be 

false saving, nowhere perhaps more than in the Highlands, and twelve years 

later this stretch of road had to be remade once again by the Commission 

for Highland Roads and Bridges* 3 

Rbadd tend to beget roads, for once their c6nvenibnce has been 

experienced, those in less-endowed areas begin to feel their own needs. 

The Dingwall-Lachbroom highway was soon followed by the logical continuation 

further north, the road from Ullapool to the Dornoch firth through Glen 

"Achell" - Oykell. The inhabitants of Easter Ross had made two miles of 

this before the Board was approached in 1768 and the Inspector, Archibald 

1. A. R. B. Haldane, Netu Ways Through the Glens (London, 1962), p. 14. 
Hereafter, Haldane, New Ways. 

2. Haldane, New Ways, P. 12* 
3. Haldane, Now Ways, p. 13. 
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Menzies was directed to consult Captain Ross of Balnagowan about the 

tools needed for continuing it for nine miles through the glen. Menzies 

saw Ross who thought that an overseer would be needed and of course toolsq 

for which Captain Ross was prepared to take the responsibility in case 

they were "embezzled" returning them when the road was made. He had also 

applied to the. county to be allowed to use all his tenants' statute labour 

on this road. 
2 The commissioners paid David Aitken L13*. 13.2. to measure, 

survey and mark out the line of roaR and also provided the overseer's wage 

of 0 per annum for three years from 1770 when Captain Ross: claimed that 

one was necessary to speed the work and to ba sure it was properly executed* 
4 

It does not appear that - the commissioners initially envisaged their 

duties as involving them in large-scale*subsidisation of road-making, - The 

factors were usually instructed to ask for county aid and the Board were 

willing to pay for tools beyond the normal expense they would have incurred 

as 
. 

heritors. But it was a prime interest, nevertheless. In 1763, Small 

reported that all extra money "overplus" as he called it, from the Baran 

Bailie Court went on roads or similar projects# 
5 In Barrisaaleq where it 

will be remembered that road access was lacking, by 1762 the-factor had the 

Knoydart tenants at work on opening a road which he represented as the 

shortest from the south, through Lochabor to Skye and the Western Isles. 
I 

This was not an easy task, for there were not many inhabitants, the farms 

were scattered and at some distance from the roads wanted. In addition 

they had no tools so that progress had been slow. The commissioners had' 

no hesitation in authorising him to buy tools, to employ a sergeant and 

twelve men and in addition a skilful man to direct the making of the said 

roads. 
6 

The Commis'sioners of Supply had authorised this line along Loch 

1. E721/11, P. 11.2. E721/11, p. 10. 
3. E721/19, P. 19.4. E721/199 p. 19. 
5. F. R. Struan 9. Report an Baron Bailie Court. 
6. E721/7, p. 27s 
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Arkaig on the north side, through Glen Dessary to Inverie where. a bifd . go 

cost L89.4.0. in 1763.1 

There was also a ready response to a request for aid beyond what the 

annexed estates in Invernes's-shire would have been called on to pay if a 

general assessment was madej when more road work was required than the 

ordinary statute work could supply. In 1762, the Commissioners of Supply 

for Inverness-shire had faced criticism on account of lack of attention to 

making and repairing roads. As the main thoroughfare north from Inverness 

to the Ferry at Beauly had to cross one area with difficult terrain and 

three small bridgesp a committeg of the Commissioners of Supply had assessed 

the county. at the legal ralts or 10d in the L100 Scats of valued rent but 

thir, produ-cod only L30 sterling. L25 moro was essential and when the I, 

factor wrote that. there was no road between Inverness and Tain more in 

need of repair or causing more complaints from strangers to the area than 

any other stretch, he was at once instructed to supply not more than L25 

once the sum raised by assessment was used up. 
2 

In Perthshirev the whole road system was somewhat more sophisticated 

than that existing further north* The main arteries leading from the 

south were made before 1745; and as we have seen, even some cross roads 

aimed at joining these were either planned or already improved, Individual 

landowners were also more active, Lord Breadalbane for example having made 

the whole road along the north side of Loch Tay, including thirty-two 

bridges. 3 Later there seemed to be a change'and the Perthshire heritors 

would not accept assistance from the Commission for Highland Roads and 

Bridges with the result that Southey describes an incident when a traveller's 

carriage came on what he called a "devil's bowling green", but the driver 

was quite unconcerned and merely remarked "Perthshire! We're in Perth- 

shirev Sir". 
4 What the commi ssioners fo und themselves mainly concerned with 

1. F. R. Barrisdale 9.2. E721/60 p. 25ý. 

3. Pennant, Tour, 11, p. 104. 
4. Southey, Tour, pp. 25-26* 
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in their Perthshire estates was in improving or building lines of road 

that would benefit their own lands in the first place, either by making 

the carriage of wood easier or by simply increasing the convenience of 

communications for their tenants or by opening access to lime quarries and 

kilns, thus enhancing the values of estateso 

One stretch of road which could be represented as fulfilling all 

these needs was that west from Callander along Loch Venacher through 

Strathgartney. By 1763, a combination of statute work and '. 20 spent under 

the direction of Campbell of Barcaldine had resulted in six miles of good 

road, which the Board was inclined to encourage by allowing the factor to 

spend another L20,2 as the woods in Strathgartney were valuable. Whether 

Campbell did in fact spend all he was allowed the commissioners took leave 

to doubt for in. the chaos of his accounts, he had apparently lost his 

vouchers, 
3 

so that in 1765, L20 was struck out of his expenses 
4 but the 

road continued nevertheless, under the succeeding factor. The overseer 

employed by Cýmpbell in fact claimed for his unpaid wages for thirty-eight 

weeks and one day from 1754 to 1760 and had his claim sustained. The 

road however, went only as far ad the Trossachs, which in 17ý5t had been 

almost inaccessible, closing off the upper part of the barony of Strath- 

gartney except by boat an Loch Katrine. 6 Later in 1765, Archibald Menzies 

had toured this area and as well as having some harsh words about the 

way in which the roads along the loch, especially at the Bridge of Turk, 

had been laid out, he suggested the use of gunpowder to clear rocks from 

the place called the Ladders, which he thought E40 or L50 would cover. 

He considered that statute labour could then be used to do the rest, once 

the foundations had been laid in this method, 
7 

1. E777/244, p. 20; E721/29 p. 43; E777/179; F. R. Perth 31A, 1765 re 
Cochearn road, a difficult bit needing more than statute labour. 

2, E721/7, p. 74.3. E729/8, p. 65. 
4, E721/81 p. 218* 5. E721/9t pp. 95f 152; E729/80 p, 65. 
6, E777/244, p, 20,7, E729/8, p*65. 
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The commissioners looked still further and saw the possibilities of 

continuing the road to the barracks at Inversnaid at the west end of Loch 

Arklet so they instructed Menzies to consider this and prepare a letter 

asking for military help* 
1 In 1767, the allowance of E20 was ordered to 

be applied immediately, after the Board had considered Menzies' comments 

an the need for a road from Callander to Loch Katrine, without mention.. 

of the continuation to Inversnaid 2 
and in 1770 there was an enthusiastic 

3 
report from Small describing what had been done by that time. There was 

now passage for horses and he expected that carts would be able to make 

their way through the next year. For about a mile, the whole level-of 

the road along the loch had bean raised by five to ten feet and about a 

quarter of a mile had been cut out of whin rock ulhich hs declared to have 

been ten to twenty feet hibh. 

With perhaps justifiable pride, Small remarked that "there was never 

a road of the kind undertaken in Scotland by a subject or by statute work" 

and he gave credit to the Inspector and to James Stewart in Edralednoch 

as overseer. The whole cost would not exceed L60, certainly more than 

Menzies had first estimatedp but Small pointed out that as m6ch, plus 

statute work, had been spent an repairing the old road and had that amount 

been "expended every year for 500" it never could have been a passable 

road* More was needed of course, but by 1773, the local heritors were 

interested ind Captain Charles Stewart, tenant in Letter, and others were 

asking for help to complete the road in Strathgartney. L15 was granted 

on condition that the inhabitants would finish it. 4 By the end of the 

period of qnnexation, the road was under the consideration Of 8 committee 

of the Perthshire Quarter Sessions and George Nicolson was perturbed by 

1. E777/269/lo 
3. E777/249/7. 

2. E721/10, P. 136. 
4. E721/24j pp. 250t 251. 
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their suggestion that the road should be altered from Duncraggan to cross 

to the south side of Loch Achray. This would have affected the sale of 

Strathgartney oak woods by adding to the carriage, and the Board thought 

the factor should apply to the committee to keep the road on the north 

'* 1 
side, where the road still runs. Alteration would have led to consider- 

able expense* The alteration would have required another bridge over the 

Black Water and had the county made a change that the Board felt would have 

deleterious results for the annexed estates they might well have felt 

hardly done by, after their initiative and funds there had rpade sucha. 

improvement to the road. But the continuation to Inversnaid was never 

finished; in 1818 the traveller, 3ohn Anderson reported that even the 

footpath from the Trossachs to Inversnaid was wretchedly bad 2 
and today, 

access by "carriage-road" is still only through Aberfoyle. 

Two other lines of road considered at different times by the commiss- 

ioners were also abortive. Archibald Menzies was once again responsible 

for the idea of one, a direct road from Loch Rannoch to the head of Loch 

Tay. 3 His motives on this occasion were purely for the internal good of 

the estates of Struan and Perth, for the relevant report which was read 

in June 1767 made the point that if this road was opened, then the Rannoch 

timber could be sent to the Perth estate, providing the tenants there with 

much better quality than that supplied from Drummond. It would also have 

benefited the tacksman at Carie sawmill who had not been able to sell 

his wood that year. Another road, the public road from Graemar to Atholl 

had destroyed his market, carriage of other timber being easier and presum- 

ably cheaper than by the paths from Rannoch and the-county road towards 

Pitlochry. The Inspector had persuaded the Commissioners of Supply to 

allow statute labour for work on the road proposed and he wanted some 

military help too. 4 

1. E721/25, p. 354.2. N. L. S. Ms. 25099 f*13o 
3. E729/8, pp. 150-151.4. E729/8, p. 150; E721/10, p. 130. 
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This scheme got as far as having some financial arrangements made 
I but 

unfortunately, despite the Board's allowance for tools both for'this and 

for a road leading from Loch Tay to the Water of Lyon, government policy 

towards road-building in Scotland had already begun to be less generous 

and the Marquis of Lorne, the Commander-in-Chief, refused the help of the 

military-on the suggested-Tay-Rannoch line. The government he said had 

resolved to begin no new roads in Scotland and had scarcely sufficient 

troops for those already undertaken. 
2 The Commissioners of Supply in 

Perthshire appointed a committee in 1769 to consider the petition but there 

can not have been sufficient interest in the idea to press it. 
3* 

George 

Nicolaca in 1783 still persevered in painting out the benefits of such a 

highway for the sale of R: Ftnnoch Li1nod, al. 1 the mnrn likely tn be of use as 

by then there was a road from Glenlyan to Breadalbane*9 4 
but this was too 

late for the Board, and it was the 1960's before this line along the side 

of Ben Lawers was macadamised. 

The idea of the other abortive line in Perthshire also emerged too 

late in the Board's lifespan to have any chance of completion under their 

auspices. It too was cross-country, from Callander to Glenartneyp along 

the Water of Ruchill to Comrie and Crieff, and the conception of such a 

route rose from the Board's policy in providing access to lime quarrieso 

Where lime was found, convenient for their tenant's but without good road 

access, the commissioners were usually able to find money for a road.. 

There were several examples of this, not only in the Perthshire area. In 

March, 1763, L20 was allowed for tools and an overseer's wage, for the 

country people to make a passable road to a quarry near Ardmair in Coigach; 5 

E10 was spent an fhe road to a limestone quarry at Finart. 6 That to the 

quarry at Leny took some time to come to fruition* The charges there first 

1. E731/11/6.2. E727/35/9* 
3. P. L. A. 2/l/l, p. 66.4. E788/22/4. 
5. E721/7v p. 78,6. E721/27, p. 70, 
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attracted the Board's attention in 1757 and the factor was asked to see if 

statute labour could be used to make a cart road. 
1 The estimate was too 

expensive so the matter was dropped until in 1762 Lord Kames brought the 

matter up again 
2 

and his plea for improvements was reinforced by"'some of 

the gentlemen in the neighbourhood of Callander of Menteith" in the follow- 

ing spring. 
3. An estimate by William Shields was simply ordered to be 

laid upon the table, but John Buchanan of Auchlessie who had a tack of the 

quarry offered to mak3 the road for L60 if the Board would entrust him with 

the money through the factor. 4 
This offer was accepted with alacrity as 

Shields' estimate had been for L173. 

Any improving landlord was likely to look favourabl? an sucn constr=t- 

iona and in 1755, William Cc--! I, bu. -n had mentioned roads made from Lochearnside 

to lime quarries on the Perth estate. 
5 Buchanan also discovered lime on 

the farm of Lurgavie two miles from Callander and a road was commissioned. 

towards this quarry, for which the factor in one year at least paid out 
L69.10.0 after the Board's order of July, 1781. & Having begun this route, 

it apparently occurred to the Board after considering Frend's journal and 

survey of the Perth estate that it would be a reasonable idea to join this 

up with the existing road along Clenartney, to Achinner, where the funds 

of the estates had already been used to build bridges, 7 Estimates were - 
drawn up in 1783 for the junction, 3-41 miles at L96.13.8, varying in price 

from 3d per ell where there was hard bottom available to 5d per ell an 

soft or mossy ground. But the travaller who would cross there today must 

still go an foot, or perhaps on horseback. 

When the annexation officially began in 1752, military roads were 

still of importance and the skill the troops gradually acquired in road- 

1. E721/2t p. 43.2. E721/6, P. 239; E777/259. 
3. E721/7, P. 51,4. E721/7t p. 114; F. R. Perth 24. 
5. E77 

' 
7/243.6. E777/321. 

7. E721/25, p. 298,8. F. R. Perth 40. 
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making was, as we have seen, often available for county or private use in 

making new lines and developing old ones. But the situation gradually 

changed as the Highlands became more amenable to Lowland habits and discip- 

line and Highland gentlemen who some years previously might have been 

likely supporters of a Stewart attempt on the throne had become loyal 

officers in George III's army. As there was less need for such large 

bodies of troops in the northern parts of Scotland, while the Seven Years 

War made increasing-'de'mands, the decrease in manpower in the Highlands 

reduced the numbers who could be freed from work on the roads that were 

the direct responsibility of the army. Their expertise was no longer- 

available for application to other lines of communication. 

Indeed, according to Lieutenant-General Mackay there were not enough 

to keep the military roads in repair. In 17670 Lieutenant-Colonel 

Skene, who incidentally became a tenant on the annexed estates' succeeded 

William Caulfield as Inspector of the Military Roads. Caulfield had 

been Inspector since 1732 and Dr. Salmond gives him credit for the burst 

of bridge-building that took place on these roads thereafter. When Skene 

succeeded him, there were 858 miles of highway made and 139 miles in the 

course of construction. 
2 But though this mileage of 997 had increased, 

by 1784 to about ý100, Mackay wrote to the Treasury that not only were they 

in general in bad repair at that date but that Skene had found them so on 

his appointment; and he had not been able to remedy the situation "for 

want of troops to work upon them with which I could not supply him from 

3 the small numbers we have had". Mackay also propounded that there was 

a case for public assumption of the burden of road-making where the wildness 

and barrenness of the country and the thin population made this inevitable. 

He still supported the use of statute labour of course, where it was 

1. E777/165; E777/305(l). 
2. Salmond, Wade$ p. 298. 
3. Salmond, Wade, p. 302. 
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practicable, but he thought the situation needed clarification regarding 

the military participation "however proper and necessary the making of 

these roads may originally have been". 
I Clarification almost inevitably 

resulted in a decrease in military responsibility for roads that were no 

longer essential for policing except occasionally for ensuring evictions. 

By 1799, only 599 miles of military roads were kept in repair and in 1B14 

the Commissioners for Highland Roads and Bridges were made the responsible 

body when they proceeded to rationalise the system and maintain only roads 

that could be shown to be of public use, 
2 

As the military authorities lost both the will and capacity to maintain 

roads, it was fortunate for the ruturre of the Highland road system, however 

deficicnt it may still be, that others became willing tn shnuldnr some of 

the burden. The heritors were foremost among those by whom "the salutary 

effects of the great roads made by the government through the Highlands 

were sensibly fe lt". 3 
It was they who would have to bear the greater 

part of the expense of road construction and who could influence the 

Commissioners of Supply. Without their appreciation of the benefits of 

better transport and their expenditure which was beyond the 6alls of 

private interest, Highland communications would have deteriorated from 

even the eighteenth century conditions. The Commissioners of Supply were 

able to achieve little in the northern counties with the limited financial 

resources a; d the inefficient labour at their disposal. 4 Turnpikes were 

never highly developed in the Highlands, Inverness-shire had twelve miles 

and the other crofting counties none, in 1855, when a commission inquired 

i 

into the conditions of public roads in Scotland. 
5 

1. Salmond Wade, p, 299,2. Salmondy Wadep p. 302o 
3. E728/30ý1. 
4. Cf. Argyllshire assessment in the following pages@ 
5. Report of the Co-mmissioners for Inquiring into Matters Relating 

to Public Roads in Scotland (Edinburgh, 1859)o 
B. P. P. 1860 (2596) xxxviii. 1; 1860 (2596-1) xxxviii. 301o 
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So much depended on the heritars in individual d istricts. The writer 

of the account in the O. S. A. of Abernyte complained that the roads were bad 

because there were no resident heritors, 1 
while John Stewarik petitioning 

for aid for Ballachulish pier claimed that the landed gentlemen and the 

inhabitants of the county were carrying on so much road-construction by 

subscription that no more could be expected from them. 2 The areas wherein 

the annexed estates lay were fortunate that with regard to communication 

the commissioners though absentee landlords took a wide view of the subject 

and of their responsibilities and were prepared to spend, in this field, 

to the limit of their resources. This was one aspect of their activities 

that 11most always received prompt attention and approval from the central 

government. Initially they acted as generous, far-sighted landlords did 

all over the country, having more of their income from the estates at their 

disposal than the normal landowner who had to maintain his family and house 

in some degree of comfort* They supported the other local heritors when 

they showed any disposition to help themselves, as in Lochbroom and Rannoch. 

The factor in Arnprior was directed to take his due part with the other 

gentlemen in the area in maki ng a road through Arnprior moss to Glasgow. 3 

Where more funds were needed than the county could reasonably supply, they 

subsidised when possible, the Trossachs road being the most dramatic example 

and their assistance to bridge-building was a notable contribution as we 

shall see below. They objected to any implicit assumption, however, that 

they would automatically underwrite expense; when the Committee for the 

Western District of roads in Perthshire forwarded a memorandum asking that 

the Board would be pleased to order an estimate to be made of the gravelling 

of a road between Callander and Cardross Bridge and order their factor to 

advance this, there was an immediate and unexplained refusal. 
4 

1. O. S. A. ix. p. 149. 
3. E721/16, p. 15. 

2. E728/31/3. 
4. E721/259 p. 174. 
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Until the 17701s, however, tihbir activities were confined to cross-roads 

or local roads leading off completely new lines of made roads. Thereafter 

there is a widening of interest. This was, like most of their activities, 

an interest that was injected from outside. It is not improbable that the 

applications that appeared were inspired but the lack of hesitation on the 

part of the government in agreeing to the commissioners' suggestions may 

show an awareness of a deficiency which the annexed estates rents could 

usefully make good. Just how insufficient county funds ware even when 

converted is illustrated in a letter fr om Henry Butter to the secretary 

of thj commissioners, Barclay, in July 1778.1 He wrote that in Argyll- 

shirc the county was divided into administrative districts, the statute 

labo-ir was converted and commuted at 1/- per Ll sterling valued rent, 

payable by the heritors to the collector of the land tax. Four-fifths was 

to be applied Within the district, one fifth wa's at the disposal of the 

general meeting Of Justices of the Peace and Commissioners of Supply. 

The first great road in the county that was to be made under this act was 

that from Strontian to the Corran Ferry. The annual funds that could be 

raised in the district after the fifth for the county generally and the 

clerk's salary had been. deducted was L25 so only L250 could be borrowed. 

But the cost of the road was expected to be about L600 excluding bridges, 

as there was so much impassable rack to cut*' As the main heritors, who 

included the Duke of Argyll, the annexed estates commissioners and the 

trustees for MacLean of Ardgour, were not at the relevant meeting, only 

conditional arrangements were made but the Board was to advance L75 or 

E60 if the general meeting appropriated its legal rights. 

In such circumstancest it must have been a happy realisation in many 

1. E768/59/11. The valued rent of Lochiel estate in Ardnamurchan 

was L75. 
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areas that funds existed beyond the statutory provisions, funds that were 

not precisely cornucopic but could certainly be tapped, and one of the 

earliest appeals came from Hugh Seton of Touch. In December 1776 the* 

Board considered his appeal for assistance in building a road through 

Glencoe to meet the military road from Fort William south to Stirling by 

the King's House at Black Mount. According to Seton, Argyllshirý had 

begun to feel excluded from the benefits of good roads. The gentlemen 

and inhabitants there were critical of the existing-road and the line from 

Fort William to-King's House was described with some justification as a 

very bad one which even the inhabitants from Lochiel avoided by using 

Corran and Ballachulish ferries. Even ferries were preforable to the 

route by Fort William and thence over "high almost perperriiculFr htlls, ý 

often impassable even on horse, in winter". Seton could also enumerate 

the advantages of improvements there to the cattle trade of Ardnamurchang 

Marven, Sunart and the islands. Drovers would be able to cross the 

ferries and have immediate access to the military road instead of going 

round by the head of Loch Eil where there were qo made roads. The 

recently formed sheep farms in the area were also handicapped as wool by 

law could not be transported by water and the English traders were dis- 

couraged by the transport difficultiesy as was a proposed woollen industry, 

So Seton declared. 

Argyllshire heritors were at the time active in road-building and as 

a result it was impossible to raise subscriptions for L1,600 had already 

been raised for a road in Kintyre. The thinner population in the northern 

part of the county concerned could not raise a sufficient sum. Nor were 

the county funds adequate. However, of the fifteen miles estimated at 

E1,000 the most expensive part went through the estate of Ardsheal. About 

1. E721/18, P. 164; E72B/30/1. 
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L500 had been obtained by subscription and if the Board would give. the 

remainder, Seton promised himself to supply any deficiency, building the 

five bridges that were necessary and promising to finish the road in 

*I three years. 

Several factors in this situation would impress the commissioners 

favourably. Perhaps the most important would be the evidence of local 

interest and active financial assistance, but in addition the fact that 

the road could be shown to 3Ffect and help the annexed estates. In 17779 

after considering the state of their funds, they asked permission from the 

King to bestow the sum requested 
2 

for a road "throug ha place called 

Clenco" and the proposal was given the King's entire apprcbaticn. 
3 .- 

Five years after the original application the commissionert! became 

somewhat restive as the road was not yet finished and Lord Stonefield was 

given control of the capital to use the interest in public roads generally 
in Argyllshire until demand was made for the money. 

4 In the next summer 
however, he was allowed to hand over the funds, provided he found the 

other subscriptions had been paid in and used in suitable. proportiont as 
the Commissioners of Supply for Argyll headed by Major John Campbell of 

Airds put in a plea for the grant. 
5 The road had begun and was not finished 

6 but the expense was so great the money was needed immediately , 
Earlier, assistance had been given on what today is the continuation 

north of this road, from Ballachulish Ferry to Fort William by the sea 

coast. Near the ferry an the estate of Lochiel some parts of the road 

were impassable except at ebb-tide and the county once again could not 

provide funds. 7 The estimate asked for by the Board a 
amounted to 

L128.10.8. which Butter thought too high and he suggested restricting the 

1. E728/30/1.2. E721/11, p. 166; E723/2, p. 256. 
3. E724/11 p. 53.4. E721/11, p. 224. 
5. E721/12, p. 2.6. E728/30/8. 
7. F. R. Lochiel 15. B. 1721/11, p. 103., 
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expense to L50 the first year. 
I Little or nothing was donev though the. 

county did apparently do some road-making in this area, and a bridge was 

built over the Kiachnish, three miles south of Fort William, one that 

Butter mentioned in his earlier reports on bridges needed. 
2 Fortunately 

this bridge was in a more reasonable position (though now by-passed by 

the line of road going nearer the loch-side) than many in Clenelg built 

by the contractors on the road to Bernera barracks from Fort Augustus. 

Ther8 the contractor seems to have been sent ahead and naturally chose 

places for bridges where he could build them most cheaply, apparently 

uithout regard to the most suitable lines for roads. 
3 

In 1783, the 

nverncas-shire Commissioner's of Supply asked for L210 4 
but consideration 

of this request had to be deferred until 1784 as the funds nf the R03rd 

were already allocated, largely on this occasion on grain to combat the 

dearth of the previous yearg and hence it was never dealt with on account 

of the disannexation. 

While the assistance given to the road through Glencoe could be 

described without much stretch of the imagination as directly affecting 

the annexed estates by improving access, further extensive aid to the 

Commissioners of Supply in Argyllshire must be considered as contributing 

to the widest aims of the Annexing Act, the development of the Highlands 

and Islands of Scotland. generally. In February 1780, the first instal- 

ment towards the completing of the Inveraray-Campbeltown post road was 

authorised, the second L100 of the L300 allowed to be granted the following 

Ounee 5 The Argyll heritors must have seemed deserving cases for they 

had already contributed L1,800, the districts through which the roads passed 

had been assessed at L3,000 and i391 was still required for bridges. 

No doubt the success of this application in providing a precedent 

1. F. R. ' Lochiel 14.20-7-1773o 2. E786/33/1-; E732/16; See Plate IV. 
3o O. S. A. xvi, P. M. 4. E721/12, p. 14. 
5. * * 021/11, 

ýp*'209. 
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helped the proprietors of South Knapdale and Kilberry when they needed 

help in making a new road in their district to join the post road. The 

aid of L250 granted was to be paid out in three instalments, L100 when the 

local subscription of E200 had been spent, another L100 when L400 had been 

laid out and the remaining L50 of the grant when the last L200 was 

exhausted. 
1 In March, 1782, another L300 was to be allowed in the Kintyre 

and Knapdale districts to be under the management of the Duke of Argyll, 

on condition that a similar sum was sPent an the roads and bridges there 

by the local inhabitantsp 
2 

and this was duly authorised in June of that 

year. 
3 When asking permission from the King to grant the money asked for, 

the commissioners could plead that they were senbible of the public utility 

of the work and point to the large sum raised voluntarily by*ths heritors. 
4 

When the people of Argyllshire sent in their memorial on the subject, they 

had informed the commissioners that as well as the conversion of statute 

labour in 1774 which brought in L800 annuallyt they had raised L1,700 for 

roads, the Duke of Argyll having donated VOO, 5 

One other county not directly connected with the annexed estates 

became conscious of the possibilities of obtaining help from the Board. 

Headed by Sir John Sinclair of Ulbster, the Caithness heritors asked for 

assistance, claiming that they had made roads and bridges for some years 

as well as could be expected with bad tools and unwilling workment which 

was all that anyone seemed to expect from statute labour. Like everyone 

else they declared that the ground their roads traversed w; ýs the most 

difficult in Scotland not only for making roads but for repair, in this 

area because of the high hills, precipices and deep mosses. The petition- 

ers were not of course selfish! The roads they built were, as they claimedq 

the only ones leading to Strathnaver in Sutherlandshire, and towards 

Orkney and Shetland. Nor were they too boastful! They were "not inclined 

1, E721/11, p. 225.2. E721/12, P. l* 
3. E721/12, p. 15; E72V35/1.4. E723/3, p. 38. 
5. E728/30/6, 
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to vaunt of aid" they had afforded the Oovernment in furnishing greater 

proportion of men than any other county in Scotland. They calculated 

their expenses at L20 a mile, and the total would amount to Z2,640 with 

L500 for additional bridges. 
1 The Board allowed them L1002 in 1779 but 

Sinclair was indefatigable and business-like. He had used the first 

allowance on the-. -road from the Ord of Caithness to Wick and the following 

year sent his vouchers to the Secretary of the Borad of Trustees showing 

that L50 out of the total had been spent an bridges on the road. His 

estimates for work proposed on the Caithness roads in the summer of 1780 

totalled L525, one interesting item being E100 for maintenance of the 

tenants working an the roads on account both of their poverty and "their 

disinclination to r9admaking". Another L100 was also to be spe nt on 

hiring labour. 3 He had 800 - 900 men working and would have 1,000 more 

before he was done with them. 4 The commissioners asked permission to 

spend a further L150.5 

The Caithness freeholders did not restrict their appeals to the 

commissioners but applied as well to the Treasury, only to have their 

petition handed on to the Board for the Annexed Estates, 6* though it would 

appear that this may have been on their suggestion. R. B. Sheridan was 

the Treasury officer responsible and the Board replying to him pointed out 

that they were restricted to spending LSOO a year on roads which was the 

reason for the application being made to the Treasury-. The restriction, 

was based an the idea that the greater part of the public roads in the 

Highlands were repaired from the General Military Fund, 7 
an official notion 

which obscured the facts if General Mackay was to be believed. While 

approving of improvements to the Caithness roads in general, however, the 

1. E728/30/2. ' 2. E721/119 p. 202; E727/35/8. 
3. E728/30/3. 
4. E727/35/6(l), (2) - Bridges were included in the, costs. 
5. E723/3, p. 16.6. E721/12t p*199 
7. E72B/30/12. ' 
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Board in December 17839 delayed consideration of the proposal until they 

had detailed plans and estimates and this meant that it was too late for 

any further annexed estates rents to reach Caithness though the Parliamentary 

Commission for Highland Roads and Bridges spent money there. 

Some years later, Lord Kames used his influence on the Board to have 

one line of road repaired on the grounds that the Perth estate would benefit. 

According to the overseers, David Courlay, Colin McLenan and John Grinnocko 

it was carriages to the annexed estates which had done most of the damage 

2 to the road from Stirling, round the back of Stirling Castle to the bridge 

at Drip, First brought up in committee in 17723 L60 was suggested as a 

contribution but delayed by the full. Board until estimates were provided. 
4 

In 1775, Kames reintroduced the subject as the work was costing more than 

the estimates and if the Board allowed LIDO he undertook to make sure the 

work was properly done. 5 Some years later, in 1782, the road was still 

unfinished though Kames was reported as having received L100 towards it 

6 in 1776 and this time, Kames suggested that some feu-duties owed by him 

to the Perth estate which he had evaded for some: years -a remarkable 

admission by a Board member! - should be spent by his stepson, George 

7 Drummond an finishing the-road. About 600 yards remained to be made and 

Drummond-expected this'to cost LBO, as it would be essential to metal the 

whole six or seven inches deep with hard whinstones. As the road was 

impassable in winter, the Perth estate lost a great deal of the benefit it 

might have gained from the Drip Coble Bridge. With the road completed 

coal and lime could be carried all winter. 
8 

It must. be noted that the road from Stirling past Drip is also the 

line towards Blair Drummond, but as in Scotland there. was no common law 

liability on anyone to maintain the roads, it could be only considered 

I Haldane, New Ways, p. 139.2. E72V35/4. 
3. E721/11, p. 100.4. E721/11, p. 102. 
5. E721/11, p. 147# 6. E723/20 p. 248. 
7. E721/25t p. 332; E727/35/3,8. E72V35/2. 
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fortunate when private interest and public convenience coincided. The 

commissioners however were usually able to be objective about their duties 

as landlords and were prepared to pay t heir full share in any projects such 

as the proposed road to Glasgow through Arnprior mass where the'factor. 'James 

Fogo was empowered to collaborate with the other gentlemen in the neighbour- 

hood. 
I 

The journal noting sums paid out daily from 1767-1784 shows LI. 520 

laid out from the Edinburgh office directly on roads 
2 

but in addition it 

must be remembered that. the factors were also carrying out the ordinary 

duties of landowners throughout the estates, providing tools and making 

sure that the tenants carried cut their statutory labour on the roads. 

The detailed expenditure for each 9state is shown throughout the factors, 

intromissions and these accounts illustrate the difficulties and ineffic- 

iencies involved in using statute labour. Henry Butter, for example, who 

was assiduous in-carrying out road improvements, claimed L10 in two months 

in 1765 for his expenses in travelling round meeting the gentlemen of the 

county to arrange agreements as to how the statute labour should be 

organised. 
3 The Struan factor's expenses for similar duties and attend- 

ance at the Quarter Sessions in 1768 amounted to LB while the overseer for 

the Rannoch road alone was paid L7.3.11t so that L15.3.11. was spent out 
6 

of a total for that year of L46.13.3,7-- on roads and bridges on the 12 

administrative side. 
4 At the other end of the administrative scale, the 

Dunblane constable, James Edie, was paid 3/- for warning the people out to 

work on the roads through Kinbuck. 5 
The sums spent varied, depending on 

the plans of the Commissioners of Supply, the availability of money at the 

Board's disposal overall as well as in individual estatest and an the 

energy and interest of the factor concerned, just as much as in privately- 

1. E721/16, p. 15,2. E732/9. 
3. E721/8, P. 145,4. * E783/104/6. 
5. F. R. C. M. 117, 
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ovined estates an the inclination of the heritor, In 17679 for example 

L71.2.10 was reported spent on Barrisdale roads 
1 

and in 1770 L108.4.6.2 

The factor there was criticised as his costs for road-building were higher 

than in other estates but considering the deficiencies of the arear thb:! 

expenses were possibly excusable* 
3 

The accounting methods used for the reports to the King and Treasury 

seem to have varied without much rhyme or reason so that one year the figures 

for estates are given'separately, another they are conjoined and on other 

occasions, even the schedules, which were presented as giving more detailed 

sums, include in a lump sum a tntal for roads and bridgesl sometimes giving 

the number of bridges built sornetimee not. Despite having the same factor, 

Lovat and Cromarty are sometimes reported separately, sor. n. etimes togethnr 

even before 1774, when Lovat estate was returned to the Fraser family. 

1771 saw in "Expenditure an roads" L35.12.5. an Cromarty; 4 1773 under a 

similar heading saw"Lovat- roads and four bridg es, L141,19.511ýf' 5 1774 had, 

union in L54,0,5, on Lovat and Cromarty, 6 
But however the figures were 

presented they amount in all to quite an impressive picture of interest 

in improving the road system in the estates and the counties'in which these 

lay. The benefits that arose were apparently so universally accepted. 

that a memorandum on a petition from the Caithness heritors merely remarked 

"It is unnecessary to enter into general arguments that making good roads 

of communication is the best method of promoting industry and improvements 

7 in that part of the country" . 

A further practical form of assistance to improving the facilities for 

travellers can be seen in the financial aids given to map-makers. Andrew 

Skinner and Ceorge Taylor were provided with several subsidies towards their 

1. E723/2, p. 147.2. E732/7, 
3. E721/179 p. 6.4. E723/2, p. 188. 
5. E723/2, p. 211,6, E723/2, P. 223. 
7. E728/30/12(l). 
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survey of the roads in Scotland, published in 1776; they were given LIOS 

in July 1776, L50 in July 1779, for which they were duly grateful. 
1 John 

Ainslie was also paid E98.15.0 in March, 1784, for his maps 
2 

and James 

Stobie, another of the cartographers of the era, sold the Board twenty-five 

copies of his coloured map of Perthshire for L52.10.3 Taylor and Skinner's 

road map, laid out in linear style, is of use only for travel along the 

roads they set out, but Ainslie's work is a pleasure to look at, however 

inaccurate it may be. 4 Then in road work as in other arpocts of 

improvements with which the Board concerned themselves, they were prepared 

to reward invention and a Peter Fraser was paid 16/- in 1772 for making a 

P.. --ichine with wheels for measuring distances.. 5 I 

1. E728/53; E732/9.2. E732/5f. 
3. E732/9, ( 31-1-17BO; ' 12-8-1783). 
4. C. H. R. B. 2, p. 271. 
5. F*Ro Lovat and Cromarty, 1*1772, 
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2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES 

The construction of the actual roadv; ay is in Scotland only part of 

the provision of good communications, for a very cursory glance at a map 

of the country, showing the innumerable rivulets crossing almost every 

road, mill convince one of the truth of Maurice Taylor's statement that 

I "Without bridges, in Scotland, roads are of no use". This may seem 

self-evident today in a society that considers a shallow ford an adventure 

even when it is traversed on four wheals and a deepish burn an insuperable 

obstacle, but such an approach was far from being accepted unt. il very 

recently, The method of funding the county work alone illustrates this 

for the bridge fund was separate and quite inadequate. as both eighteenth 

and nineteenth century road history continued to demonstrate. A fairly 

substantial bridge over the Lyon near the ruins of Comrie Castle bears the 

inscription that as late as 1896 it had replaced an older structure through 

public contributions organised by Egidia Charlotte Menzies of Menzies who 

opened it on September 19th of that year. The bridge replaced had been 

mooted in 1784, when Breadalbane and others reported that L150 had been 
2 subscribed for it but U00 more was needed. This application was approved 

3- by the Board in, rebruary 17B4, the sum to be paid when the work was 

finished but it fell to the Barons of the Exchequer to *pay the builders. 4 

There was a clear division between roads and bridges which is to the 

1 M. Taylor, Stone Bridqes in Scotland. Winner of the Neale Bursary 
1947 awarded by the Royal Institute of British Architects. 

2. E728/29/34.3. E721/121 p. 24. 
4. E714/181 p. 18. 
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twentieth century mind almost incomprehensible but there can be no doubt 

about this. Consider the description of Wade's work. He claimed maint- 

enance for Caulfield his inspector, for 250 miles of roads and above 

forty stone bridges, 1 two distinct categories which today would be intrinsi- 

cally part of one concept. There are large projects such as the Tay and 

Forth road bridges which expense or lack of apparent urgency may prohibit 

for a time at least, but even a minor metalled road today will include 

arches over tiny burns as part of the initial expenditure. The situation 

in the eighteenth century was not improved by the fact that the funds avail- 

able were not always applied correctly to bridge-building. In 1754, the 

Commissioners of Supply for Perthshire found that the Bridge money fund was 

always exhausted by the larga cums paid yc--rly to the ovarnaera and officers 

who called out the county services for road and bridge repair, so that the 

fund could not in fact bd used for what it was designed for. 2 It was 

proposed that these officers should in future be paid from funds obtained 

from commuting service labour. 

One may trace signs of appreciation that a road without a bridge over 

a passage for water, whether always wet or not, is only halfa road by the 

time that the Commission for Highland Roads and Bridges was in operation, 

for they noted that they had built more than 1,100 bridges over rivers and 

streams. 
3 They commented that in the Highlands the erection of bridges 

over unfordable river's was of more urgent importance than even the formation 

of carriage roads for while these did materially contribute. to the promotion 

of commercial intercourse, the building of bridges added the removal of 

all personal danger. Fatal accidents were common as Highland rivers were 

so liable to be swollen by mountain torrents. 4 
The very strong construction 

1. Salmond, Wad! j, p. 150.2. P. L. A. 14/1/2 f. lEl. 
3. C. H. R. B. 8, p. 5.4. C. H. R. B. 5, p. 21. 
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required to stand up to the weather and these swollen rivers constituted 

about one third of the cost of making Highland roads. 
1 That factor alone 

helps explain the deficiencies of earlier days given the limited resources, 

Individual contributions from resident heritors played a very large 

part in remedying the deficiencies in county and government road funds 

and the Board was expected to play its partv. ospecially after 1770, an a 

large scale. Hugh Seton wrote to the secretary on 18th Ouly, 1774 making 

the very pointed comment that he had spent over L600 out of his own pocket 

on roads and bridges in his district and while the Board had given him 

L60 asked for, a second request for a similar amount had been refused. 

He had in addition advanced L150 towards a bridge on the coast line from 

Inveraray to Fort William leaving only one gap unbridged on the road and 

that was over the Duror on the estate of Ardsheal. 2 Buttert the'factor, 

estimated that a bridge there would cost L90 - in fact, the total was 
3 L91,5.0. - and added that he thought the "expediency" of', this structure 

must be obvious to the commissioners. The area of land annexed in 

Perthshire was so large that the Perthshire Commissioners of Supply were 

bound to realise at an early date that the Board for the Annexed Estates 

would have to undertake at least the ordinary duties of heritors and that 

this would be a considerable addition to the resources of the county. In 

1756, one of their number promised to apply to the Board as well as to 

other gentlemen in the neighbourhood for aid towards a new bridge over the 

Earn at Comrie. 4 Another method of providing bridges beyond what the 

county funds would allow and the heritors contribute was to make "Judicious 

application of the vacant stipend which has fallen from time to time,,. 5 

However, the Commissioners for the Annexed Estates seem to have been 

fully alive to the need for bridges in the Highlands generally and on their 

estates in particular. Information about the state of bridges was asked 

1. C. H. R. B. 89 p. 6.2. E737/21. 
3. E786/33/7,4. P. L. A. 14/1/2, f. 42, 
5,0. S. A. x. p, 126. 
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for from the factors in 17551 and was duly provided in some detail with 

reference both to the internal convenience of tenants within the estates and 

to the general development of the road system. William Cockburn had also 

described the condition of roads and bridges in his survey of the estates. 
2 

Not surprisingly where the roads were bad, the bridges too tended to be 

either poorly'built or more likely non-exis'Cent. Strathpeffer barony 

which had very bad roads, never repaired, had no bridges 
3 

and the road to 

Coigach had no bridges over the rivers, making it almost inaccessible for 

the greater part of the year. 
4 

In the estate of Struan the factor did not mention bridges at all 

despite the current building of the road through Rannoch, but later it 

emerged that despite Alexander Robertson's dislike of roads, he had not 

only provided timber for Wade's bridge at Aberfeldy 5 
but had composed a 

fairly bad poem to celelýrate its opening. 
6 

He had also built or at least 

paid. most of the expense of one bridge for the convenience of his tenantsq 

a timber bridge over the Ericht 
7 

on the north side of Loch Rannoch. The 

commissioners considered a memorial from Sir Robert Menzies of Weem 

pointing out that this bridge was now "entirely ruinous and decayed" and as 

the Water of Ericht was at all times rapid and often impassable for days or 

weeks on end, the high. road from Perth to Lochaber an the north side of 

Loch Rannoch was often closed. This also prevented any communication 

between the tenants of Struan and the north countries and was an inconven- 

ience to the military stationed in Rannoch. Sir Robert hoped for help from 

the Board either in the shape of all the necessary timber if another timber 

bridge was to be built or sufficient for the cooms 
a if a stone bridge was 

to be made. The only timber in the area was on the estate of Struan, 9 

1. E726/lp p. B. 2. E777/243 passim, 
3. E729/1, p. 7. 4. E729/1, poll* - 5. Salmond, Wade, p. 234. 

- - 
6. Salmondq Waday p. 21. 

7o E721/4, ý 25. .2 a. Coom - the wooden centering or frame on which an arch or vault 
of stone is supported during its construction* 

90 E783/62. 
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Menzies mentioned that he had already applied to the Quarter Sessions 

who had asked for an estimate in August. As the factor agreed with the 

memorialist about the need for a bridge he was instructed to ask Sir Robert 

for a copy of the estimate, of the Quarter Sessions' resolution, and how 

much the latter was prepared to contribute himself as the bridge would b8 

on his estate. 
1 In September, the Commissioners of Supply granted L20 

out of the estimated L51.18.4 and advised Sir Robert to apply to the Board 

2 
for the Annexed Estates which he had already done. The next year in 

August, after Menzies had forwarded the estimate, the allowance from the 

Quarter Session, and the information that he would contribute L10 and buy a 

boat to transport materials, costing L6, the Board allowed the Struan factor 

to pay the balance once the other. contributions had been exhausted. 
3 Despite 

the availability of finance, however, the bridge was a long time building 

for eighteen months later, Sir Robert was in contact again, asking for 

another L20 to be allowed, which he was granted, as by this time, the Board 

had an official bridge fund; he had had to change the site nnd this had 

increased the estiMiate. 
4 L30.10.0. was eventually paid by 1770,5 

Even main roads were not always completely bridged and on the recently' 

made Lochearnside road there were three or four "very rough rapid waters" 

with no bridges provided by the county. The Perth factor thought that 

single arches only were necessary and mentioned the plentiful supply of 

stone near and the lime obtainable from a neighbouring estate. 
6 Campbell 

of Barcaldine was very enthusiastic about the potentialities of Crieff and 

he gave as an additional reason for having these bridges the increase in 

the town's trade from the Western Highlands. 7 

In one area, there were no complaints about the King's highway. The 

Stirling to Fort William road went up the south side of Loch Lubnaig 

1. E721/4, pp. 225t 226.2. P. L. A. 14/1/2. f. 102. 
3. E721/51 p. 23.4. E721/6, pp. 185-186. 
5. E723/2, P*177* 6. E777/244, p. 30. 
7. E777/244, pp. 56-57. 
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-William Monteath the factor spells it Lochludnýck; as it was recently 

made, it was in very good condition with stone bridges on every place they 

were needed. A timber bridge serving local needs however needed frequent 

repairs and he suggested that it should be replaced when next it gave way 

under force of spate water. The Barons of the Exchequer had repaired it 

fairly recently. 
1 

The factors differentiated between bridges, saying about one that it 

2 
would be very useful while for others there was "great occasion" while for 

yet another, the detailed local needs for a bridge were given. Henry 

Butter remarked that he mentioned only those that were "absolutely necessary", 

meaning those that stopped communications whenever there was a small rise 

in-the level of the water, when he replied to the Board's request for lists 

of bridges required, after they had been authorised to spend L500 an this 

type of construction, 
3 

One description of the consequences of the lack of a bridge of any 

kind as opposed even to an unsafe wooden structure clearly and vividly 

illustrates the inconveniences. In the Barony of Lix in Killin parisht 

the factor wrote: - 

"There is a small water called AdIchromie that is in the way' 

from this barony to the parish church the school and the miln 

they are obliged to bring their corns to be grinded and also 

betwixt them and the smiddie they go to with their labouring 

instruments. This water in the time of winter rises so high 

as to hinder their children from going to school, which is the 

only time of year their parents can spare then from their 

4 work and sometimes hinders the people from going to church" . 

1. E738/5B/1, P. 7, 
3. E786/33/1. 

2. E729/1, pp. 16p 21. 
4. E777/2449 p. 2, 
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Absence from church and school might worry the factor, schoolmaster and 

-han the children and the congregation9but always having to minister more 4. 

carry corn and agricultural implements. needing repair over an unbridged 

burn was no recipe for-the greater speed and efficiency that Lowland society 

wished to graft on the Highland economy. 

However willing the commissioners may have been in the first five 

years of office to remedy such deficienciesq large-scale bridge-building 

was something they could only embark an with specific permission from 

the -entral government. They had early commented on the disadvantages of 

poor communications, the lack of bridges especially, including among those 

disadvantages the acceptance of baptism from Roman Catholic priests if the 

alternative was unbaptised children, and they h'ad advocated a positive 

policy 
2 but it was only a fter the accession of George III that they were 

officially in a 
-position 

to attempt to carry out their ideas, They 

recorded in the minutes of 11 August 1761 that they had been authorised to 

spend LSOO on bridges in the Highlands where they considered it best, so 

as to give the inhabitants free access to churches, markets and also a 

ready and certain intercourse with their neighbours. 
3 

The committee of 

/ 
commissioners appointed to consider the best method of spending the money 

4 met a few months later in Noveinber and made out the factors' orders, 

The commissioners were willing to act with the neighbouring heritors 

and the Commissioners of Supply but they were not prepared to assume total 

responsibility. For one thing their finances would not have allowed it 

as the first L500 built only the four mentioned over the Lochearn road and 

provided assistance of E200 to the bridge over the Teith at Callander (the 

first public work assisted in the Callander area), 
S L50 over the Almond at 

Bertha on the Perth-Dunkeld road and L103 for one over the River Dee at 

1 E723/10 P. 48.2. E723/1 0131 3. E721/6, p. 10.4. E721/6: 
Pp. 

22. 
5. E729/8, P, 123, 
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Carthbeg 1 
on the Lovat estate, with a small amount over for contingencies. 

2 

And that left twenty-seven more that the factors had produced in the list 

of bridges they thought would benefit the countrye 
3 

The commissioners were in the main practical men and their instructions 

to the factors included the order that estimates were to be as frugal as 

possiblet that consultation should take place with the heritors and inhabit- 

ants of the neighbourhood in places where bridges were thought necessary, to 

discover what coptribution they. would make if tho proposed arches were not 

wholly an the annexed estates. Finally the factors were ordered to find out 

chich bridges were to be county bridges and what proportion the county would 

contribute to building them. 
4 The remaining bridges on the factors' lists' 

for which there vere no funds Inft included seven on the estate of Perth, 

three on Lovat, two on Cromarty, one on Struant Arnprior and Monaltry, 

Barrisdale, Kinlochmoidart and Ardsheal and seven on Lochiel. 5 Some of 

these estates we're still having the claims of subject-superiors investigated 

but in 1762, the commissioners were hopeful that those would soon be under 

their control - mistakenly as we know. 

The committee considering bridge-building suggested that the Board 

should request a further allowance of L1,000 for this purpose, When 

authorisation to spend this arrived, it gave permission not only for the 

original number of new bridges but for repair of any that were in danger of 

falling down. 6 Apart from the very large capital sums of over L90000 for 

the settlement of discharged soldiers and sailors and L1,200 for manufactures 

alre ady earmarked for maintaining the undertakings the Board of Trustees were 

abandoning, this was the largest amount the commissioners had to deal with 

on this occasionfor a single purpose. 

1. See Appendix G, This must be, I*think, the River E in the B. S. 
2. E723/2p p. 28.3. E723/29 pp. 299 30. 
4. E721/61 p. 22.5. E721/6, p. 112; E786/33/1. 
6. E724/1v p. 12. 
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There was room for manoeuvre too for estimates varied very considerably 

depending an the width of the bridge. Butter's list in 1761 included 10 

bridges at a totAl cost of L270 but one over the River Pean running into 

Loch Arkaig he reckoned would cost L5 while a larger one over the Arkaig 

at Bunarkaig would require L130. The next dearest he estimated at L30, 

over the Kiachnish at Coruanan, two more at L20, three at -IrI5 and two at 

L10,1 He had to admit later that that over the Kiag 2 had cost more than 

the estimate but he thought it an essential part of the Lochaber-Argyllshire 

road., 
3 That at Coruanan turned out to be even more expensive* 

4 

The commissioners' approach to the subject of bridge-building was a 

nice blend of consideration of their wider duties to the Highlands and 

Islands as a whole and to their narrowar'dutiez as landlor--43. On aoft -heir 

earlier contributions to bridges in the north of Scotland and indeed the 

only major contribution for which they were solely financially responsible 

was the bridge over the Tummel at Kinloch Rannoch. Small, the factorl had 

suggested Kinloch Rannoch at the east end of Loch Rannoch as the most 

suitable place for a village, but he had not initially mentioned access nor the 

possibility of a bridge in 1755.5 However, by 1757, he was urging a 

bridge or ferry-boat at Kinloch, preferably a bridge, if only to enable 

children to go to school at Kinloch. 
6 

He first gaVe estimates for a timber 

bridge at E40 to L50, a timber bridge with stone pillars at L80, and an 

arched stone bridge at L200, but when asked for a particular estimate for 

a stone bridge, he produced one of L194 with the curious statement consid- 

ering his previous opinion, that a timber bridge would not cost much less* 

Another economy the commissioners were disposed to consider was restricting 

the width over the parapets to fourteen feet, 7 
possibly a shortsighted 

1 E786/33/1. 
2. Cia-aig at the east end of Loch Arkaig. 
3. F. R. Barrisdale 10. 
4, E721/69 p, 6, L129,15,4 for this bridge was struck off his accounts 

as he produced no vouchers* See Plate IV# 
5. E783/84/1. 
6. E721/29 p. 74. 
7. E721/20 p. 124# 
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attitude as roads were supposed to be twenty feet wide, at least when 

approaching market towns. 
1 But the L194 estimate was for a two-arched 

bridge of eighteen feet width over the walls, its middle pillar of 

broached "aizlure" (ashlar or hewn stone), as were the proposed "land 

stools" 
2 

and coping of the battlements. 
3 

In the somewhat frustrating period 1755-1760, howeverp this project 

was a non-starter and in 1758, Small was still pleading for at least a 

ferry boat, for which he got L5.4 Eventually, in conjunction with the 

village the Board set up at Kinlach Rannoch, a bridge became a pressing 

necessity, for the factor at least* His home was at Carie on the south 

side of Loch Rannoch and his presence was continually required at the new 

settlement there and at Black Park. In 1764, he had tried to persuade 

several masons from Dunkeld to put in estimates for the bridge which was 

by then a firm commitment but only one, Donald MacEwan, was bold enough. 

The price had increased from under E200 in 1757 to E470 but Small thought 

that probably no-one would offer to do the work cheaper and he urged 

haste in accepting MacEwan's offer as the building season was approaching, 
5 

In the event, the hesitant tradesman had perhaps been wiser, for in 1765, 

MacEwan was petitioning for payment of the amount he had had to spend above 

the estimate - considerably above it, he claimed - L598.15.4 compared to 

the L470 estimateo 
6 But the Board were adamant on the grounds that he had 

been several times employed by themselves in what they termed "other profit- 

able work"o 
7 This four-arched bridge still stands with inscriptions 

1. A. P. S. 1617, c. B. 
2. Land Stools, alternatively spelt stell, stehl, stool in the Scottish 

National Dictionary is described there as a "foundation of the pier of 
a bridge". The Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tonnue gives the 
further spelling steall and in the FoE, P, steal appearso The defin- 
ition in the letter dictionary is also given as (a) Foundation on 
land of a bridge or, a weir; (b) the end pier or abutment. 

3. E721/2, p. 124.4. E721/4, p. 86o 
S. E721/7, p. 252o 6. E783/71/2(l, 2)o 
7. E721/8, p. 159. 
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announcing in English that it was erected in A. D. 1764 at the sole expense 

of His Majesty out of the annexed estates funds and then extensively repaired 

by the County Council of Perthshire in 1946. The Latin subscription too 

is there - "Pontem Hanc in Publicum Commodum Georqius JTT Rex Construi 

kussit 
. 

At the time, it was an essential part of the proposed road through 

Rannoch, joining the county road on the north side of the Tummel. to the 

continuation being built along the south side of Loch Rannoch, largely 

under Small's supervision, and with aid from the commissioners as we have 

scen. The bridge was also of great benefit to the tenants an the south 

side o, Loch Rannoch but a few years later it was argued that it was not 

nearly so useful as it would It a if anothor small bridge vj---- built over 

the burn at Innerhaddon* This burn enters the Tummel about a mile east 

of Kinloch Rannoch, on what is now a classified roaa but would hardly be 

a made one in 1767; the road joins the military road from Aberfeldy to 

Tummel Bridge at White Bridge. As the Quarter Sessions had granted L20 

and the people in. the country of Rannoch had subscribed L159 the Board 

authorised L20 once the committee had been assured there was a balance in 

the bridge money fund. 1 The Commissioners of Supply had originally 

granted L20 in 1764, and renewed the order in 1770,2 

Despite the planned cross-country road from Alyth, the commissioners 

did not apparently think of asking for county aid for the Kinloch Rannoch 

bridge and were quite prepared out of the first LSOO authorised to undertake 

the whole expense of the three bridges needed on the county road along 

Lachearnside, which were on the annexed estates. The mason asked to have 

the filling up of the road to meet the level of the carriago-way of the 

bridges done by the county. 
3 

These three were over the Beich at the west 

1. E721/10t P-119; E721/279 P. 2.2. P. L. Ao 2/1/1ý P. 82. 
3. E721/6, p. 110. 
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end of Loch Earn, the most expensive at L30.16.0, and over two burns enter- 

ing Loch Tay at the east and west ends of Glentarken woods. They were to 

be fifteen feet wide in passage, again narrower than the 1617 act prescribed, 

and thirtyý-three feet, thirty feet and twenty-two feet respectively across the 

water# A fourth arch was agreed upon over the Ogle on the estate of Fonab, 

belonging to Major Campbellpas the factor declared it was equally essential. 

When Cockburn had surveyed the estates in 1755, there had been timber bridges 

over these streams but-they could not bear horses, as they were in such 

poor condition* 
2 

The Board's readiness to pay for these without recourse to the 

county was probably politic. In 1761 they had been advised by Colin Campbell, 

the son of the factor 3ohn Campbell of Barcaldine, that as the bridges were 

wholly in the Perth interesto county assistance was likely to be trifling and 

it would be unwise to pursue the matter because of the other larger structures 

that were under considerationt that over the Teith at Callander and over 

the-Balvaig in Balquhidder. While Campbell agreed that the heritors around 

Callander would benefit from, the new bridge, there were few of them and no 

important ones - except of coursev the Board for the Annexed Estates. The 

Balquhidder bridge would have one end on the Crown's property, the other 

on the Earl of Moray'si but because of thin population, the expense would be 

heavy and Campbell advised asking' for county assistance. 
3 

Some twenty years 

later, in 1783, the factor at the time had to pay L13 towards repairing 

bridges an Lochearnside 4 
and he had also been allowed to spend L37.1B. O. on 

four small bridges an the continuation of the 'Same road from Lochearnside 

to Crieff, 5 bridges which presumably had not been considered necessary even 

1. E721/6, p. 110.2. E777/243. 
3. E777/84/74(l); E777/84/74(2), The estimate was L84.11.09 the 

filling up to be done by the county and the existing bridges going 
to the builders. The names given were Veich and Glenkerken. 

4, E721/251 p. 348, S. E721/25, p, 296, 
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on a main road in the middle of the century, or had been like so many more, 

precarious structures of timber. 

In the first few years after 1760, most support was given to bridges 

that were either an the annexed estates or could be shown to be of undoubted 

direct value to them. L50 went to the L1,000 bridge over the Almond at 

Bertha an the Perth-Dunkeld road, a sum promised by the commissioners before 

1760, This bridgep however, was so clearly useful, as the Commissioners of 

Supply recorded, to "prevent many melancholy accidents" whicm befell travellers 

fording it 1 
as well as being in the vicinity of some of'the annexed estates 

that the recommendation was made that the previous Board's promise should 

be made good. At least, it would be once the bridge was finished for the 

committee considering this said they had heard it fell down the autumn 

before# 
2 William Sandeman, the Perth merchant who had organised the sub- 

scription from the nobility and gentry and the town of Perth was able to 

3 
claim the money in 17630 however, 

L100 went towards the bridge over the Earn at Kinkell 4 
and to that 

at Dalreoch5 to replace a ferry whose high freight rates had roused 

complaints that were taken to the, Quarter Sessions, 6 One wQs on the line'. 

of the main Glasgow-Perth road the other on an important approach road 

thereto and both could certainly be described as of some assistance to the 

tenants of the annexed estates in Auchterarder parish, but the main long- 

term benefit was to the long-distance travellers on the road. Today Dalreach 

bridge provides only private access to a farm, Chapelbank, as the line of 

road has been altered,. lying further west. 

The bridge at Callander over the Teith, already mentioned, involved 

the commissioners in one of their larger outlays at this time. There had 

1. P. L. A. 14/1/2, f. 109. 2. E721/59 p. 32; E721/6, p. 111. 
3. E721/7, 
5 * E721/7 

P. 16. 
142 

4. E721/8, P, 211. See plate IX. 
. , p. , 6* P. L. A., 14/l/20 ff. 1009 126. 
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originally been a ford by the church and a boat a little east of it' and 

later a timber bridge but apparently not one that would take wheeled 

traffic. To hasten the construction of this particular bridge, the 

commissioners were prepared not only to allow L200 and another L15 towards 

any deficiency in carriage, but were prepared to build a limestone kiln - 

the Leny quarry was nearby - and sell the wood of Cartchonzie at a reason- 

able price; as otherwise wood would have to be brought from Alloa. 

Barcaldine suggested that the Gartchonzie timber would do for brandering 

for the foundations and if firs in the Mains of Callander were sold, for 

cooms, then only ton large trees would need to be brought from Alloa for 

the basis of the coomso 
3 

Despite the importance of Cellander's position in the road system of 

the time, that alone might not have persuaded the Board to commit themselves 

so heavily out of their bridge fund had the area not been an important part 

of the annexed estates. ' The original sums authorised for general bridge- 

building, and by 1767 4 
quietly extended to road repairsq were soon either 

spent or committed despite careful watch being kept over costs* Far 

example the centers used in building the bridge over the Teith were to be 

properly laid up and preserved for future use; 
5 

when the Lovat factor sent 

in an estimate of L103 for a thirty foot archq he was promptly referred to 

the Perth estimates of E27.10.1 for the same size. 
6 Fines extorted from 

people who damaged woods were used towards a bridge at the mill of Brunty 7 

and the tenants of Camaghouran had 5 per cent interest added to their rents 

an the advance of L50 for a bridge that was of more convenience to them at 

the time than to anyone else. 
a 

Most of the bridges built were in response to the factors' list of 

priorities and could be represented as being of most use to the Board's 

11 Macfarlane's Collections, 1.134. 
2. Brandering - (Scots) Scaffolding. 
3. E721/6, pp. 110,183,217; E77V84/8. 
4. E723/2, p. 139.5. E721/8p p. 169. 
6. E721/6, p. 112. - 7. E721/7p P. 186. 
a, E730/20/3. 
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own tenants. 'Where the suggestion was made that arches should be made 

over county roads, the Commissioners of Supply were at once applied to and 

expected to help. Where the new arches were purely for the benefit of 

the estate, then the commissioners bore the whole cost without any hesi- 

tatiod if there was money available. 
1 On the other hand, when the factor 

wanted three bridges on the main road from Dingwall to Inverness, before 

the commissioners would move, he was told to apply to the gentlemen of the 

county. When the Board did allow L25 for three that required rebuilding, 

over the burn at Bunchrew and two others, though these were an the estate 

of Lovat, this was only on condition that the Commissioners of Supply 

would make up the remainder as these were on the Inverness-Dtný-ijrall thorough- 

fare, 2 
an important public road north. Economy in this area of the 

country was not the best answer, howeverl for in 1769, several of these 

had been carried off in floods, that at Bunchrew among them, and the 

factor was in a hurry to have them rebuilt as he thought the fords were 

more impassable than before the bridges were built. 3 

Workmanship on bridge masonry was not always expert at the timep 

however, and remained suspect for some time. Thomas Telford in the 

following century had difficulty in finding experienced bridge-builders 

and even more in discovering any who could claim to have built large 

arches. 
4 Techni ques in stone bridge-building were not perfected even in 

the nineteenth century as the Commissioners for Highland Roads and Bridges. 

discovered and we should perhaps not be over-critical of their predecessors 

in road and bridge construction. The speed of the short Scottish burn in 

spate posed a challenge that was 6ot always properly dealt with, one indeed 

that had not been fully faced in previous ages. Even foot-bridges of timber 

11 E721/7p p. 949 e. g. L120 for four arches over burns, all on Lovat, 
Belladrum, Downie, Teianuilt, Allanbreck. 

2. E721/9, pp. 122,189.3, E721/18, p. 32. 
4. Haldane, New Ways, p. 120. 
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had needed regular and frequent repair and replacement and quite a number of 

the stone arches. financed in part at least by annexed estates rents needed 

renewal before the disannexation. Some the commissioners were prepared 

to deal with at once, like the three in Clenartney in a "ruinous" condition 

in 1781,1 for which the factor's estimate of E11.15.0 was at once agreed to. 

But these were an essential part of the road planned from Comrie to 

Callander and had been looked on favourably in 1762 when the only thing that 

delayed the Board's approval of spending E150 on them was lack of reply to 

their last report to the King. 2 Several on the Comrie-Dunblane road were 

described as having never been properly finished and L5, admittedly a very 

small sum, was at once allowed for these* 3 

It must have been more disconcerting when a newly-built bridge fall 

down whenever the timber supports were removed. This happened to the 

fairly expensive structure planned over the river Ruchill near Comrie, paid 

half by the Commissioners and half by the county. 
4 The Board's subscription 

was withheld until the work was completed and the builders had given an 

assurance that they would maintain it for seven years, not an unreasonable 

condition in the circumstances nor an unusual one. 
5A few years later they 

refused to compensate the two masons who built the bridge for their losses 

at this time when they declared that a flood had carried away part of the 

structure. 
6 

It is not surprising that the Perthshire Commissioners of 

Supply in 1774 expected the gentlemen concerned to be responsible to the 

public for "upoolding" bridges, allowing them to adjust prices with the 

builders accordingly. 
7 Bad design or bad workmanship and the strength of 

Scottish flood waters were not the only hazards faced by bridge-builders, 

however; in-1772, it was reported that a madman had thrown down the ledges 

1. E721/25o P, 284.2. E777/88,24-7-81. 
3. E721/25, P*216,4. PLA. 1/1/21 pp. 1941 195. 
51 E721/25, P, 255,6. E; 2; /26, P. 7. 
7. P. L. A. 1/l/2t p, 119. 
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of an arch being built at Carie on the south side of Loch Rannoch, near 

the factor's house! I 

One request for rebuilding had a very-unfavourable reception from the 

Board. If they were to attain the Inspector's aim of a road from Rannoch 

to Loch Tay, the river Lyon lay between and in 1767, E200 was proposed for 

a bridge over it, beyond any regular amount allowed for such expenditure, 

the argument being that it would raise the value of the fir woods in Struan. 2 

In February 1780, William 3eans the mason who carved some of the Board's 

memorial tablets, reported that tha bridge was in a very bad state, with 

water havin. g made holes near the foundations; some of the stones covering 

the parapet were missing and the others so unevenly laid that water had 

leaked in and caused damage. Though immediate repair was-ordered, it was 

too late, The masons sent by Robert Menzies, the Struan factort to 

inspect it, came back to say that a great flood had carried away the whole 

bridge a few days before and the water was still so high they could not * 

even tell if any part of the pillars had remained. 
4 When neighbouring 

heritors asked the Board to have it rebuilt, the committee was not surpris- 

ingly somewhat peevish and refused as they blamed tho local people for not 
5 having done small repairs in time. However, they repented when a 

further petition with a list of subscribers appeared a few months later- 

and promised L100 in two parts, L50 at the beginning of the work, L50 when 

it was finished with a ten years guarantee from the masons. 
6 

When tenants an the estate wanted the Board to ant by providing some 

-additional funds towards particular bridges, they were in the habit of 

drawing atteniion to the particular needs of their distric ts7 and the 

commissioners always kept in mind that their first duty was to the inhabit- 

ants of the annexed estates. However, it was soon realised by other 

interested parties that the advantages arising from bridge building could 

1. E732/16.2. E732/2, p. 141. 
3. E727/34/18(3). 4. E727/34/18(l). 
5. E729/28/24; E721/11, P*211, 
6, E728/29/26; E721/11, P, 216. 
7. E768/68/1,2; E777/512; E788/14. 
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usually be represented as spreading far beyond their immediate vicinity, 

and hence, often to the estates in particular and the Highlands in general. 

The first of these large-scale plans brought to the notice of the Board was 

the decision of the Perthshire Justices of the Peace at the May 1763 Quarter 

Sessions to promote the building of a new bridge over tho Tay at Perth. 1 

There had been only a ferry there since 1621 when flood water had carried 

away the structure built by John Mylne. According to tradition expressed 

in Pennant, this was regarded at the time as punishment for the town's 

iniquity in holding the Parliament of 1606 when bishops were restored to 

their old position in church and state. 
2 

The Commissioners for the Annexed Estates were first approached in 

June 1764 when the town and county of Perth sent their petition. 
3 

"'ohn 

Smeaton who vas consulted and eventually employed to build the bridge made 

an estimate originally for a seven arch bridge, the whole length to be 893 

feet, the width between the parapets 22 feet and the cost 9'9723.11.1.4 

The Board was obviously impressed by the point that such a bridge would 

help many plans for Highland improvement but did not commit themselves until 

*5 it was discovered how much the town of Perth could contribute. Mr. 

Swinton, the c"ommissioner who had been given the task of looking into this, 

rc-ported that Perth town council would give Z1,000 if tolls were to be 

--harged and IC-2,000 if there were to be none. As far as he could see the 

f. Gwn's funds were in such a state as to make this a fairly secure offer, 

so it was decided that subject to the King's approval, L4,000 should be 

granted out of the rents of the estates, in two instalments in 1765 and 

1766.6 

The reasons put forward to persuade the government to drant such a 

considerable sum show an interesting assessment of London's priorities. 

3. Smeaton, Reports of the late Mr. John SmEaton, F*R. S. (London, 
1797) i. pp. 1705. Hereafter, Smeaton, Rdports. 

2. Pennant, Tour, A. P. M. 
3. E721/8, p. 14; E728/29/6.4. Smeaton, Reporys, i. P. M. 
5. E721/8, p. 121.6. E721/8, p. 144. 
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P-zevious attempts by Charles I and II to rebuild, the first by collec-ting 

subscriptions, the second at his own expense, were mentioned and it was 

said that in both the 1715 and 1745 reballions, first ice and then low water 

alone enabled the government's troops to pass over the river. The crossing 

of troops was the first factor they represented as making rebuilding necess- 

ary, then general movement of transport, 
1 

By the time the warrant for paying -P4,000 had arrived the Board had 

had second thoughts about their method of paying such large amounts and 

wrote to the Perth writer, Peter or Patrick Miller, agent for the commiss- 

ioners for directing the building of the'bridge, that they would pay the 

2 
sum in four annual instalments. en with this precaution, in 1769 they 

found themselves having to delay payment of grants to the Inverness hemp 

factory and the Brora salt-pans until there was enough cash in the Receiver 

General's hands to provide the final instalment of Z500.3 

Like so many estimates for work in northern conditions, by 1770 

Smeaton's was turning out to be wildly inaccurate. By 1772 Smeaton himself 

felt the need to comment that "I have found in every work I have been 

concerned for in Scotland that though the work has been well. executed, yet 

it has not been possible to get it done for the prices at which I executed 

4 similar works in England, and particularly Ln masonry and carpentry branches". 

In a later estimate*for the commissioners he remarked that the only thing 

he could be certain about was the quantities, for the final price depended 

on the type of workmen and the carriage. He detailed the amount of carr- 

iage he allowed for - one mile by land or five or six *. -y water - and added 

that if the labour was the same as further south, then the prices would 

suit. 
5 However, in the estimates for the Perth bridge, these were not the 

factors that added to the costs. 

In his original instructions he had been advised to take due note 

that the river Tay was fourteen feet higher in winter than in summer and 

that' the bed of the river was generally grave, 
6 

and he certainly made caraful 

1. E723/2, pp, 77p 78,2. E721/9v P. 118- 
3. E721/11, p. 33.4. Scots Macazine, 34, p. 397. 
S. E730/22/16,6. Smeaton, Pecorts. 1. p. 174# 
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preliminary borings "in James BissetLIs garden" as well as near 'the site 

of the old bridge. The unfortunate James Bissett had to lose at least 

part of his garden as this site was pfeferred; ice did not collect'there 

and also slightly shallower foundations would suffice. Near the old bridge, 

Smeaton found ruins and would have had to dig deeper before finding solid 

material. 
1 Once again those responsible for the bridge had recourse to 

the annexed estates funds. Though the original subscriptions had amounted 

2 
to L1,500 more than Smeaton's estimate, the weight of water had been 

underestimated. Perhaps this was not too culpable in one who had never 

seen the Tay in full spate. But the changes in foundations and super- 

structure necessary as a had rziised the estimate to E24,840-0-814- 

The interest of L648.3.11. on the remaining debt would have exhausted the 

tolls calculated at E700 minus the charge for collecting them, so no sink- 

ino fund would be left. 
3 

The Board was sufficiently satisfied with the 

"very perfect manner" hitherto shown in executing the work and-also that 

the opening of communications between the Highlands and Lowlands "quite 

conformed to the spirit and intention of the Annexation" in helping to 

civilise that remote country. So they proposed using the salary saved 

by not appointing another General Inspector in place of Archibald Menzies 

who had resigned on becoming a Collector of Customs and adding an extra 

L300 per annum to complete the bridge. 
4 The Board's total contribution 

eventually amounted to L13,800 5 
which still did not cover the whole cost 

but the Earl of Kinnoull who had been deeply involved in all the plans and 

financial arrangemcnts for the bridge, advanced the greater part remaining. 
6 

1. Smeaton, Report, i. p. 184. 
2. Annexed Estates - Z4,000; Perth Town Council - Z29000; Convention 

of Royal Burghs - L500; Private subs. - L4,756.7.6* 
3, E72B/29/6.4. E721/11, p. 50. 
5. E727/34/13(2), 
6. NLS. Ms. 1021, f. 28. S, R. O. GD 248/3408/6, Mr. Ian Grant directed 

my attention to a letter from the Earl of Kinnoull to the Earl of 
Findlater, 23 July, 1770, describing some of the manoeuvring both 
inside and outside the Board to obtain money from the funds of the 
annexed estates. 
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The keystone of the last arch was struck on Saturday May 26th 177011 

and in 1787 Smeaton had to give a report on it which stated that everything 

was in perfect order excePt the footpath. it had become very worn partly 

because the stone was not hard enough - he would have liked tc use Aberdenn 

granite - and also had rough pebbles embedded in the stone itself. 2 This 

bridge still stands but has had to be widoned twice to cope with changing 

traffic demands, first in 1869 and the recent alteration finished in 1972.3 

Other would-be bridgo'builders were not slow to realise that there 

might be a ready supply of much needed money after watching the success of 

the Perth builders in tapping the annexed estates funds, The next import- 

ant contribution to communir. ati, 3inc; tPrough bricj'qa building was the proposed 

North Esk bridge on the Montrose-r-bordeen road. This was of interest to 

a great many eastern areas of the country, Aberdeen and Montrose provosts 

and magistrates as wall as gentlemen and noblemen of Forfar and Kincardine 

sioning the memorial. 
4 

The commissioners were a little hesitant about giving any assistance 

to this project as they thought it should probably be built out of the 

Ordnance Funds but once again they discovered defence reasons in that a 

bridge there would have bean of importance to the army in the rebellions. 

Also it would be of general assistance '. a the penetration of the Highlands 

by Lowland custom. They thought E500 would be a suitable grant. 
5 The 

6 
foundation stone was laid by the local M*P. the Hon. Mr. Lyon, attended 

by Montrose magistrates and various masonic lodges in their "formalities" 

and by February 1772, the second half of the grant was to be paid. 
7 Smeaton 

was the designer of this bridge too and his estimate was once again on the 

1. Scots Magazine 31, p. 340. -2. Smeaton, Reports, i. p. 190. 
3. See Plates VII, VIII, 4. E7228/29/7(1); E721/11, p. 31. 
5. E721/11, p. 31.6. Scots Maqazine, 32, P. M. 
7. E721/lll P. M. 
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small side; in 1776, another capital sum of L300 was grantedol Once the 

North Esk was bridged, it was logical to plan a span over the South Esk 

and though there was a ferry boat at Dun, it was said not to be reliable. 

In 1784, a further petition from the area appeared before the Board, 

this time from the Montros e magistrates, presented by Sir David Carnegie. 2 

The commissioners at once agreed to a contribution of L500 out of a total 

of L4tOOO but their promise had to be carried out by the Barons of týe 

3 
Exchequer after the disanne: ý. ation. 

The salt-pans at Brora had to suffer further delay in receiving the 

- grant of L220 allocated to them, when pressure was put on the commissioners 

through the Earl of Findlater, to grant L100 to the Duke nP Atholll- agent 

towards a bridge nvsr the Garry near Killiecrankie. 4 The Board had 

intended delaying their contribution to the bridge there until all their 

previous engagements were honouredtbut such high-powered persuasion was 

too much for them and the precepts already signed and waiting in the office 

for sufficient'funds to accumulate were ignored. 5 However, there was some 

I urgency in this case. The Carry was rarely fordable from October to 

March 6 
and in February, 1767 a ferry-boat with thirty passengers had been 

-smept away with the loss of twenty-seven lives, The third accident in 

twelve months, though the first when there were fatalities, at what was 

the only access to the west in an area which the. Scots Magazine describes 

as "very populous country" must have given impetus to local-and national 
7 

recognition of the need for a bridge. Probably it Was the exigencies 

of the Board's finance rather than any unwillingness to contribute which 

restricted their assistance to E100 instead of the L250 asked for by the 
I 

1. E723/29 p. 248. See Plates X, XIO* 
2. E721/12, p. 27; E728/29/36. 
3. E713/14; E714/18/0. See Plate III. 
4. E727/34/4.5* E721/119 pp. 439 44, 
6. Macfarlane 

" 
Is 

" 
Collections, i. p. 221. 

7. Scott Magazine, 29, p. 166. 
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Duke of Atholl, once the Ceneral Inspector had assured them of how useful 

it would be to the estate of Struan. The Commissioners of Supply also 

gave L50 towards it* 2 

It was certainly shortage of money that prevented any assistance 

being available to help Lord Fortrose, Sir Alexander MacKenzie of Gairlochl 

Sir Alexander MacKenzie of Coul and various other proprietors in obtaining 

a bridge over the river Orrin on the road from Beauly to Lochcarron, despite 

the fact that Mro Menzies, the Inspector, had been held up for three days 

by this river. 
3 The factor agreed an the need for the bridge though he 

considered the estimate of L199 too little, but in any case the Board-could 

merely recommend that the gentlemen should apply to the Marquis of Larne 

4 
and Colonel Skene for aid from the military bridge fund. There was no,, 

help forthcoming from that source either howeverp and when the Commissioners 

for Highland Roads and Bridges began their workt the Orrin was still 

unbridged. The Ross-shire proprietors, though they had assessed themselves 

at E75 in 176B'Iwere not very cooperative in the first decades of the 

nineteenth century and in 1827 there was still no Orrin bridge, 6 

From the late 1760's until the demise of the Boardp requests for 

assistance flowed in* Some went unrewarded for other reasons than lack 

of funds. For instance, despite the note "sent by Lord Kames" on the back 
t, 

of the petition from the heritors and freeholders of Berwickshire, in 1780, 

wanting help for estimated expenditure of L1,860 for bridging the Whitwater, 

there was summary dismissal of the appeal. 
7 

Berwickshire was too far from 

the Highland area. - Neither was there any interest in a very generally 

phrased petition for aid for Argyllshire bridges. 
8 

The Board liked to 

know exactly how it was proposed that their money was to be spent. 

1. E721/11, pp. 17. 18.2. P. L. A. 2/1/11 p. 79 
3. E728/29/4. 4. E721/18 9 p. 45. 
5. E721/18, p. 14. 6, Haldane, New ýýys, pp. 120-1,140. 
7. E721/11, p. 215; E728/29/25. B. E721/11, p. 181* 
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The Kenmore bridge over the Tay was another expensive if not the most 

important addition to the road system. L1,000 was eventually paid out of 

the rents towards this* The original petition played up the great benefit 

it would'be as an essential junction between the annexed estates, between 

Perth and Struan, Lochgarry and Cluny, completing the road to Lochiel, 

Callart, etc. To talk of completion showed some degree of poetic license, 

-but the Board was ready to be convinced and when an architectp Mr. Oahn 

Baxter, approved by Mr. Clerk and General Oughton, had given an estimate 

higher than that of L1,400 origina lly produced by the Earl of Breadalbane 

and his fellow heritors, it was immediately decided to ask for approval 

from the King for an allowance of L1,000 to be paid in three parts in 1773, 

1774 and 1775.2 Mr. Clerk and General Oughton had also to inEnreCt the 

foundations. 

At this point in time, it would not be surprising to find that the 

commissioners felt their work was unappreciated and certainly some of it 

unacknowledged. Dislike of visiting the sins of the fathelýs on their 

children was to result in the return of the Lovat estates in the next year; 

there were few enconiums to be found for what the Board had accomplished 

and more brickbats than bouquets. Even where they had made some consid- 

erable contribution of one kind or another, as in their financial aids to 

communications, this was not always known, The Tay bridge at Kenmore, 

for instance, was according to one tourist in 1776, "generally said to 

have been built at the sole expense of Lord Breadalbane, but some say the 

Governmeht allowed hio L700". 3 This it must be admitted was hard, in the 

year after. the Board had just completed paying Z1,000 for that very bridge. 4 

In 1773, the commissioners decided that some public notice should be 

made of the very considerable sums that were being handed out all over 
I 

1. E728/29/9,2o E721/11, pp. 75P 76P 79. 
3. NLS. Ms. 1021, f. 22.4. E723/21 pp. 2119 236, 
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the country on various types of Construction especially in the Highland 

areas, and they decided that in future, inscriptions would be fixed on 

those giving the sums contributed. 
1 Sir Adolphous Oughton composed 

these and Mr. Baxter the architect was first employed to inscribe them. 2 

On the bridges, these inscriptions included in English the amount that 

was granted by the King and in Latin, I'Viator Totu Transeas, sis memor 

Seneficii" or "Pontem Hang in Publicum Commodum Georgius III Rex 

Eonstrui lussit". 3 This decision to blazon abroad their good works 

could be construed as an act of defiance, at that particular time, as 

rumblings of doubts about the efficiency of annexation could be heard. 

There was no doubt about the bridges. There they stood - most of them! - 

and many still do today, As bridge-building was financed at the time, 

without funds from the annexed estates many would certainly have made 

their appearance much later; many more plans like that for bridging the 

Orrin would have lapsed. 

Latterly little or no pretence was made by petitioners that there 

would be any direct advantage to any of the annexed estates. Those 

interested in a bridge over the Dee at Tullich in 1777 were quite blunt 

that they had been encouraged to apply by the Board's attention to "erect- 

ing bridges .... as the first and best improvement an the face of all 

countries". 
4 The bridge over the Awe for which the Argyllshire Commission- 

era of Supply had managed to collect L400 from the Duke of Argyll, the 

Earl of Breadalbane and the partners of the Lorn Furnace Company among 

others, was represented mainly as being of assistance to the drovers. 
5 

They normally made for fords, ferries or crossings that the animals could 

smin, across, but they found the Awe crossing at the east end of the Pass 

of Brander a difficult one. 
6 

1. E721/11, P. M. 2. E721/11, pp. 114,141. 
3. E730/46. See Plates X, XII. 4. E729/28/18. 
51, E728/29/16. 
6. A. R. B. Haldane, The Drove Roads of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1971), 

pp. BB-89. Hereafter, Haldane, Drove Roads. 
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Once the Awe was bridged it was not surprising that the active gentle- 

men of Argyllshire quickly foresaw the economies that could be made by 

immediately building its neighbour over the Orchy, on the road to Tyndrum. 

The timber scaffolding, the cooms and the machinery could be mcved the few 

miles along the road at once, instead of having to purchase a completely 

now lot at some time in the future and have carriage to Glen Orchy to pay 

in addition. Despite having collected L400 the year before towards the 

Awe bridgev they did not approach the Board until they had amassed almost 

half the sum estimated for the Orchy bridge. Unfortunately tho Awe bridge 

was another that came down during its construction after three arches had 

been completed and the Board ended by giving L300 to both the Awe and the 

Orchy bridges, VOO more than was originally decided an for the Awe, 2 

The road line approaching the Awe has been altered 
3 

and a newer stone bridge 

now takes through traffic on the A85, though on the north-east the old line 

is still used for access to houses around. The south-west is almost over- 

grown. The Orchy bridge however still carries the BB077 over the river 

though most traffic to the west keeps further south along the A85. 

One grant tended to lead to another* The precedent of the aid to 

the crossing of the North Esk made it a logical step that other crossings 

on the post roads in the area should receive assistance. L100 was allowed 

towards the rebuilding of an arch at Benholm in 1777 4 
and L120 to a new 

structure ov er the Bervie on the Laurencekirk to Stonehaven road, 
5 

where 

the vacant stipend of Clenbervie was at this time directed towards bridging 

rivers, so saving lives rather than souls. 
6 

1. E721/119 p. 184; E728/29/20.2. E723/3, pp. 6,19* 
3. See Plate V. 4. E721/11, p. 170. 
51 The bridge of Mondynes. Laurencekirk received mail three times 

a week - Map showing postal routes in A. R. B. Haldane, Three 
Centuries of Scottish Posts (Ediýburgh, 1971)o 

6. E721/119 p. 186; E728/29/22. 
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The Board's largesse where road and bridge-building was concerned 

had the effect an one or two occasions of arousing some slight peevish- 

ness on the part of those who felt they had not had their fair share. 

One of these who complained was Mrs. Susanna MacDonaldq daughter-in-law 

of Donald MacDonald of Kinlochmoidart, who wrote in 1779 that whatever 

the commissioners might have done for other estates, not a shilling had 

hitherto been laid out on Kinlochmoidart, despite its being so remote, 

The public road. from Strantlan had boats at all the ferries except 

across the river Maidart and she considered a bridge there absolutely 

necessary. 
1A 

similar petition from her husband had bean rsad in 1775 2 

and in 1779 a contract was signed for L100 to an Oban ma! -Ionq John Stevenson, 

ellolying the tenzints' services for carriage of rubble, stone flags, lime- 

stone and coal and for filling up the ends of the bridge, and timber from 

the Lochiel fir woods to make cooms and centers. Also necessary was a 

specially made landing stage. 
3 

In 17759 another complaint came from the Earl of Aboyne and others 

including Francis Farquharson previously of Monaltry, who "took the liberty 

of mentioning" that the seven Highland parishes in the Braes of Aberdeen- 

shire had hitherto received no benefit from the annexed estates. 
4 

They 

wanted help for a bridge near Tullicho about twelve miles below that an 

the Braemar-Fort George military road, as between that and Aberdeen there 

were forty miles of river with no bridges. They got L300,5 

Events have overtaken the commissioners' work on bridges, in some 

cases only in the twentieth century under pressure from the combustion 

engine . Lines of road with sharp turning to obtain access over a high- 

backed bridge were not impossible for horses and carriages but are resented 

by the motorist fo r the deceleration imposed an him and have led to a super- 

1. E764/31/4. 2. E764/31/3. 
3. E764/33. 
4. E728/29/15; E728/29/18. A petition in 1777 claimed that no 

public money had been. spent in Monaltry. Perhaps they did not 
count the fe w soldiers settled there as a benefit: 

5. E723/2, pp. 260,263. 
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cession of many of the older constructions and the older lines of road by 

gentler curves on the road and by flatter bridges. The changes are not 

always aesthetic improvements. The slender arch over the Almond at 

Milnhaugh for which Lady Catherine Drummond of Logiealmond was one of the 

petitioners in'1779 
I does not have any competition in beauty from its 

I 
modern metal replacementt squat and uninteresting though no doubt safer. 

On secondary linesp secondary that is by modern computationo the 

L; hances are that the old bridges still do the work they were built for 

if proper repairs have been continued, and there are several of these to 

be seen. Where eighteenth century highways have become part of the 

modern arterial system then most of the old bridges have gone. On the 

A9, the Almond at Bertha near Perth needs wider and sturdier structures 

to support today's traffic. The bridges, also on the A9, over burns on 

the south side of the Beauly Firth between Inverness and Dingwall had 

been washed away. even before 1784 (see above) and there again far grdater 

width and strength is now necessary there than was ever provided in the 

eighteenth century. The bridge over the North Esk however, still takes 

the main Dundee to Aberdeen coast road, the A92, right-angled approach 

and narrowness regardless. 

Many are still standing but sadly barricaded off like that over the 

Forth at Drip near Stirling, or are used only for private traffic as at 

Dalreoch. Of anothert over the Frew at Wester Frew, nothing is left but 

some signs of mason work and the raised road on the south sideq but this 

bridge was unfortunate from the first. The gentleman who was the chief 

promoter of a bridge at that spot died before the work had begun and in 

17689 Lord Kames thought that the others involved had lost interest. He 

proposed, thereforev that half the sum allocated towards its construction 
N 

by the Board should instead be directed towards the expensive Drip Coble 

E728/29/23. See Plate VI.. 
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bridge, estimated at over 1.700.1 It was 1779 before the From project came 

alive again and tha- Boa--d gave L200 as the cuunty scivices had faade the 

road from Callander. 
2 

Building it was not without incident, for the cooms 

at one point sank into the clay bottom of the river and the arch "keyed 

itself", an explicit phrase. Then a spate brought down the main and the ,4 

north arches* 
3 

Despite such mishaps, the contribution to bridoe-building was a very 

- of E3,575.6.8. positive one, the Journal from 1767 specifying the payni3nlk.. 

for particular bridges, 4 
excluding the payments towards tho Tay bridga a. 

Perth and the many smaller structures that the factors doolt withp 

includ6d generally in lump sums towards "Public Volorks" an-' uni. 7 tc; tie 

, rz; ccd In tho- t ir "Accounts and Vouchars". But this was L; ily -- Loginning 

and the need was greater than the Board's resources, perhaps greater than 

any that have so far been tapped even today, 5 

The last bridge assisted by funds arising from the annexation should 

not be forgotten. In 1793,, LI, 000 was handed over to Mr. David Robertson, 

the treasurer for a bridge over the Pease at Cockburnspath. 6 
This money 

came from the capital repayments by the returning heirs, a matter that will 

be dealt with in this chapter, part 4 and in chapter VI. 

11 E721/11, p. 17.2. E721/11, p. 204. 
3. E728/29/33; E721/12, p. 23. 
4. E732/9 passim. 
5. In Appendix G there is a list of the major bridges which benefited 

from the annexed estates rents. Major in this context refers 
either to the size of each bridge or to its importance in the 
communications system. The Appendix also contains further discussion 
of the value of this particular aspect of the Board's work. 

6. E713/12/11 2; 29 George III c. 42. 
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3. -- THE ACCOMMODATION OF TRAVELLERS 

A further essential element in the road system when horse-power was 

indeed provided' by-horses and not 'by petroleum was the series of inns, 

public houses and changehouses where accommodation overnight was available 

and where horses as well as humans could be fed, watered and rested. The 

patrol pump has replaced them in providing energy to continue a journey, 

but in the days before school halls, church halls and town hallo Were an 

almost automatic adjunct to settlements of any size, an additional public 

need was also filled by these establishments. 'They had suitable accomm- 

odation, though sometimes not ideal conditions, for many public gatherings 

including baron courts. 
1 An additional use was made of the public house 

in Killin where the jail was at one end of the building and at least one 

prisoner had access to the other as often as he pleased. 
2 

Scottish inns however, had a poor reputation where their primary 

function was concerned. 
3A few travellers can find a kind word for them, 

John Wesley describing them as clean and comfortable, but as he had heard 

"miserable accounts" of them the reality may simply have been less unpleas- 

ant than the reputation. 
4 South4y, too, was agreeably surprised to find 

books provided for the use of guests, an amenity he believed to be found 

also in Irish inns but not common in England. 5 However, such mild 

11 E721/6p p, 116,2. E721/6, p. 69. 
3. Elizabeth Grant of Rothiemurchus, Memoirs of a Hiqhland Lady, ed. 

Angus Davidsonp (London, 1950) p. 114. "We never see such Inns now; 
no carpets on the floors, no cushions on the chairs, no curtains to 
the windows ..... the dinner itself .... was excellent; hotch-potch 
salmon, fine mutton, grousep scanty vegetables, bad broad, but 
good wine". 

4. W. L. Mathieson, Church and Reform in Scotland, (Glasgow, 1916) p. 46. 
5. Southey, Tour, p. 90. 
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enconiums were rare compared to the general reports of dirt, unpleasant 

food and unwilling service and Ramsay of Ochtertyre went so far as to say 

that in no capacity did the Highlander in particular make a worse figure 

than as an innkeeper, an ostler or a waiter. ' "He too often ingrafts pride, 

sloth and contempt of cleanliness on the worst qualities of an English 

publican"o The commissioners were conscious of the general need for 

such accommodation as some co them in their legal duties travelled around 

the country and were at the mercy of local innkeepers. After receiving 

the factors' answers to their inquiries in 1755 they were equally aware 

of the deficiencies an the annexed estates as in the Highlands generally, 

if indeed they were not before. Strangers would be leso willing to enter 

some areas without assurance of being able to obtain reasonable food and 

shelter, but the'picture of accommodation, gained from the factors' reports, 

was hardly encouraging and became less so as one looked further north and 

west, 

On the estate of Barrisdale though there were neither maltmakers 

nor stills, yet there was a "multiplicity of whisky-houses" to which the 

factor attributed the inhabitants' poverty but he did not mention change- 

houses, which could hardly have been needed in that inaccessible land92 

where there were only footpaths. The most northerly estate annexed-out- 

right in 1755, Cromarty, seemed to be almost equally empty of inns 3 though 

it was not without roads* Lovat was fairly well supplied with public 

houses and stills in the two northern baronies, Beauly and Lovat, but in 

Stratherrick there were only a few "hutts where they sell whisky" except 

in Fort Augustus and there the public houses were in the liberty of the 

4 
garrison, Further south an the Struan estate, of the five changehouses, 

1.3. Ramsay of Ochtertyre, Scotland and Scotsmen of the Eighteenth 
Century, (Edinburgh, 1888) ii. 402. Hereafter, Ramsay, Scotland. 

2. 
. 

E729/1, pp. 70-71; E741/38/2. 
3. E729/1, pp. 1-13. 
4. E729/1, pp, 16,21,25. 
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1 
two the factor thought scarce deserved the name. On Monaltryp the 

somewhat contradictory information was given that there were no change- 

houses except two which were kept by the miller and the boatmanj2- two 

occupations which the commissioners later stated they considered unsuitable 

for innkeeperse 
3 

The situation an the widespread Perth estate varied from one district 

to another. One at the Mill of Kinbuck was described as better than the 

ordinary run of country changehouses 
4 

possibly the exception proving the 

comm'ssioners' rule, but few received the factor's approval. He could 

say of only one that it was very good; this was kept by Oames Cliphane 

in Crieff. Crieff was well provided numerically with small inns and ale- 

houses but apart from Cliphane's only one other was considered tolerable. 5 

In Callanderp though he thought every house was a "sort of changehouse"p 
6 he could talk of only one "tolerably good inn" kept by Donald McNab# 

The inhabitants of Muthill once again excelled themselves by being singled 

out unfavourably as sometimes having ale and whisky but sometimes not, in 

their very* bad, small changehouses. 
7 For the rest, indifferent to bad would 

suffice as a general categorisation. 

The Board had been faced at an early stage by requests for help 

from individuals such as Angus Symon. A smith to trade, he wanted a farm 

on Monaltry where he could practice his craft, and where he said there were 

none available. He also proposed providing accommodation for travellers 

as there was no inn an the part of the King's road where he hoped to get a 

farm, Concraig. The factor approved the general suggestion, though he 

slightly lowered Symon's estimate for improvements. 8' In 1759, they were 

also approached by order or the Barons of the Exchequer concerning the inn 

E783/84/1, p. 9.2. E729/11 p. 108, 
3. E721/7, P. 13.4. E777/244, p. 43. 
5, E777/244, P. 57.6. E777/244, p. 13. 
7. E777/244, p. 36. a. E721/4, p. 65. 
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at Dalnacardoch, which was not strictly speaking their responsibility at 

that date. This house lay on Lochgarry estate, still managed by the 

Barons because of the legal difficulties arising from the position of the 

Duke of Atholl as subject superior. The Barons had already done something 

about its repair, but this-was an important stage on the road north and 

when the factor brought to the Board's attention the fact that it was in 

great disrepair and unfit for recbiving travellers, he was asked to obtain 

.. estimates, one merely for repairing, the other for considerableimprove- 

ments. The first for what he described as "habitable repair" was for 

L18.4.10, the second for "commodious repair" arrived at the figure of 

L67.19.4. and it was the mure expensive It-hat was accepted, 
1 

By 1763, the Board was prepared to ask for the largo cnpital sum of 

LBOO to be allocated for the construction of inns in suitable places and 

towards buying a house on sale in Crieff which would be cheaper than 

2 building. It, was unfortunate for their idea of developing a chain of 

inns that in the same year the Seven Years War ended and the absorbing 

interest of factors and commissioners became the expensive and time- 

consuming plan to settle demobilised soldiers and sailors on the estates. 

The request for the authorisation of a capital sum for the general purpose 

of building inns was ignored by the Crown and never revived by the 

Board though sums were allocated for specific inns throughout the annexation, 

the two an the Great North Road, at Dalwhinnie and Dalnacardoch having. 

most time, attention and money devoted to them. Dalnacardoch was one of 

the shelters used originally by General Wade's men whence on occasion he 

sent letters with the heading "From my Hutt at DaInacardoch", 
3 

and over 

40 miles of the road from Crieff to this point were constructed in 1730.4 

1. E721/49 P. M. 2. E723/2, p. 40, 
3. Salmond, Wade, p. 130. 4. Salmond, L4ade, p. 136. 
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Dalwhinnie was the starting point of the road west to Fort Augustus by 

Corrieyairack. 

The innkeeper at DaInacardoch, Donald Macdonaldp having once benefited 

from the Board's largesse, appeared as a petitioner for more assistance in 

1765, when he wanted a further loan of L25 free of interest on condition 

that he also spent E25 of his own money. He also wanted L50 towardd 

enclosing and improving his farm and for raising hay. The factor was 

set the task 'of finding out how much he had been allowed before and some- 

of what fund the allowance had been granted, a what surprisingly, out 

piece of information that the central office might have been expected to 
2 

have mcre readily to hand. Swamped by the work connected with the 

soldiers' settlements, Small did not have his repart re-ady until early in 

1767, and then he was very uncomplimentary about the inn, describing it 

as very far from making a comfortable lodging place for strangers even 

with the newest improvements, and endorsing the innkeeper's suggestions. 

Because of the continuing responsibility of the Barons of the Exchequer 

for the estate of Lochgarry, they were to be asked for assistance with 

the farmground, but the Board decided to ask for permission to repair the 

house, 

By the next year, it was clear that even more expenditure would be 

needed and Small was directed to spend L40 largely on roofing, but spe6- 
4 

ifically not on painting and papering. Even this was not enough. In 

1773, Small, who by now was factor on Lochgarry, legally annexed at last, 

was told to prepare timber to "support the inn" till the next yearp when 

it was proposed to rebuild. 
5 

Estimates were drawn up for a house finished 

with lathe and plaster, the principal rooms and staircase papered and two 

of the parlours fitted up with Russian staves. Stables and offices were 

1. E767/12.2. E721/8, p. 209. 
3. E721/10, pp. 109t 110.4. E721/11, p. 19; E767/32. 
5. E721/110 P. 116. 
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not included as it was thought that it would be quite cheap to alter the 

existing house for the purpose which is perhaps pn illuminating reflection 

on its condition. Very conveniently the widow of the previous possessor, 

Macdonald, was being courted by the mason Peter McNaughton, who had built 

an inn at Killin for Lord Breadalbane. Small approved of him as an 

ingenious fellow, a good workman and perhaps even more important, worth 

some money. He considered that self-interest would persuade the man to 

build the house for E500 and do it'w8ll 
1 

and by 1776 the Board was 

prepared to insure it for L500 on Small's advice. 
2 An inscription similar 

to that inscribed on bridges was duly fixed to the building, with 

"Hospitium hoc" in place of "Pontem hane". 
3 The inscription is still 

visible but in September 1793 the garden gate was padlocked preventing 

further inspection. 

The existence of changehouses was tied up with the availability of 

alcohol and the commissioners tried to control both. In 17629 Lord 

Stonefield wanted to limit the number and fix the situation of houses an 

the estates to "prevent the debauchery, idleness and dissipation occasioned 

by having a number of unnecessary changehouses" and he also suggested that 

no officer employed by the Board should be allowed to keep any type Of 

premises which sold wine, ale or spirituous liquors by retail. 
4 Later 

that year, the factor on Lovat and Cromarty was to inform tenants that 

none should retail alcohol without a licence on pain of eviction. 
5 The 

threat of eviction had however little effect in the north, for in 1765, 

the factor complained that changehouses were being kept without licences 

and that distilling had become universal and was likely to ruin the tenants. 

11 E788/13.2. E723/2, p. 239; E721/11,9-12-1776. 
3.. E730/46. Cf. inscription on bridges, p. 305. 
4. E721/69 p. 173.5. E721/6l p. 278.. 
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On other occasions, factors noted that the illicit nature of distilling 

caused tenants to make night journeys with their products, thus resulting 

in neither horses nor men being fit for work on the farms during the day. 

But in 1765, the factor was told to seek the help of the Excise officprs, 
I 

On the other hand, the commissioners were prepared to build in Lix 

for example, where there was already a small inn which was not considered 

sufficient for the traffic between Stirling and Fort William, instructing 

the factor that he need pay no great regard to the present houses. 2 The 

factor's report on the Lix situaticn however gave the Board pause for he 

thought the best place was where the present inn stood; further the inn- 

keeper was an old soldier who was doing quite well, managing a pretty good 

stable with plenty of-hay and corn, even though these were commodities that 

were hard to come by in that part of the country. However, he hedged by 

3 
saying he did no t know how this man would get on in a better house. This 

innkeeper asked for a farm in 1760, and the factor had assumed then that 

this was for fodder for travellers' horses, 4 

The factor's reference to this innkeeper's success in supplying hay 

and corn reminds us that the task of innkeeping in the Highlands in a sub- 

sistence economyt did not simply involve keeping beds and providing meals 

for travellers with stabling and fodder for horses. The hotelier must also 

be at least 
. 
an adequate farmer with ground attached to his inn to provide 

the raw materials. Hence the requ6st from Macdonald at Dalnacardoch for 

help with enclosing. The Board and the Inspector wers well aware of the 

ramifications of the profession and were always sympathetic to those who 

showed any desire to improve the amenities of their inns. The Auchterarder 

keeper, Oames Stewartwas allowed L50 at 5% to build stables. 
5 Howevery 

1. E721/8, P. 77.2. E721/6v p. 337, 
3. E721/6v p. 353.4. E721/41 p. 257. 
5, E721/99 p. 177. 
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he had not room on his existent-tenementr he claimedq and the Inspector 

corroborated this, 1 but'he promised to expand at his own expense if he 

were allowed a long lease of the two acres adjoining it. 2 Whether the 

two ditchers who were to be removed from these crofts to vacant buildings 

on Borelandbog appreciated the public need is not recorded. 
3 Reference 

to the development and building of inns often included recognition of the 

farm produce needed and innkeepers asked for the lease of grazing land an 

the grounds that no innkeeper could be accommodated properly without, 

especially if an inn were situated in an area where corn and hay. could be 

obtained only from-a distance and hence at great expense. 
4 The connection 

between inn and grazing is ruccognised too by the lease of farms to innkeepers, 
5 

merely for 'the lang'%', h of their tenure of the inn, 

Through the Crown's negligence in responding to the request for per- 

mission to buy the inn at Crieff when John Caw, an Edinburgh Writer, put it 

6 
up for salep this opportunity was missed but the Board had an interest in 

another in Crieff kept by Charles Murray, a vintner, as they were his feu- 

dal superiors. He and his wife w. are competent managers for whom the 

Inspector had nothing but praise, both during Murray's lifet: ime and during 

his widow's continui6g proprietorship. Indeed he went as far as to say. 

they deserved the protection of the Board more than any-others he had met 

on the estates. 
7 They must have made him very comfortable! But 

certainly Mýrray was keen to keep his house in good repair 
8 

and after his' 

death, Mrs. Murray not only kept on the inn and the vintnerls business but 

tried to obtain extra land to have butter as well as the more usual hay' 

and corn. 
9 Good as the Murrays were however, the Board considered assist- 

ing another would-be innkeeper in Crieff, for the growing town could support 

11 E729/B, p. 3B. 2. E721/9, p. 198. 
3. E721/9, P. 87. 4. E721/101 P. M. 
5. E721/29 P. 42; E721/119 P. 124; E721/69 PABO. 
6. E721/6o p. 354. 7. E729/8, pp. 85-86. 
S. E721/89 p. 139. 9. E721/24, P. 77o 
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more than one* 
1 They certainly felt that a good inn was needed there at 

such a road junction, but not a monopo y* 
2 

The commissioners did not restrict their attention merely to the inns 

needed on the main road north for even before 1760 they had authorised the 

factor to have one built at Kinloch Rannoch which was not to be either very 

large or very well endowed with land. This one was a long time on the 

way for in 1757 the factor was asked about the "public house presently 

building" at Kinloch Rannoch 
3 

and gave estimates of L40 for a two storey 

house of stone and lime with garrets or L30 for a three-roomed house with 

a kitchen an a stone floor. 
4 Two years later the keeper of the public 

house wrote piteously that for two ycdrs he and his family had lived in the 

house in great danger for the roof was held up by trees. Not surprisingly I t, Ij 

no stranger or passenger would stay a night in it. 5 Despite the reluctance 

of travellers to put up at his house, he found that he needed more land, 

presently held by one he described as a troublesome neighbour. As the 

factor bore out his statements, the neighbouring tenant was to be evicted; 

also it was resolved to build a new inn at an estimated cost of L38.12,3. 

excluding timber. 6 The innkeeper's troubles were not over e'ven when he 

was decently housed, howeverp for the soldiers settled in the area brought. 

competition from the redoubtable wife of the storekeeper in the village, 

the spouse of Sergeant'McIhtyre. Contrary to the Board's orders, the 

sergeant kep*t alcohol for sale and his wife was in'the habit of going to the 

authorised public house in Kinloch Rannoch and beating up those who would 

not drink at her housee 
7 

Callander was another centre where a good inn was a necessity for it 

was the first stage between Stirling and Fort William# In 1755, ' it may 

be remembered that while all the houses in the village had claim to be some 

1. E721/9, pp. 72,73.2. E721/6, p. 355, 
3. E721/21 p. 66,4. E721/21 p. 104. 
5. E721/49 p. 199.6. E721/4, p. 244. 
7. E729/8, p. 38. 
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sort of changehouse, there had been only one decent inn kept by Donald 

McNab. 
I By 1761, one John McDiarmid had realised the possibilities of 

such a site. He had-spent between L200 and L300 on improving his inn 

and wanted only meadow and arable ground near Callander to augment his 

supply of corn and hay, most of which he had to buy. 2 Granting him the 

land he wanted meant that another tenant, John MacArthur had to give up 

his land but this was considered a sacrifice that had to be made* 
3 

Unfortunately for McDiarmid his inn and all its contants were burnt 

to the ground in April, 1763, through a servant's carelessness and though 

lie had been insured for about E250 this had not been sufficient to re- 

rurnish his inn completely. In 1763, he was allowed E60 towards this, 

tho interest on this sunn being, converted into feu duty. Hn claimRd that 

his was the only house that could accommodate a gentleman with a night's 

lodgings between Stirling and the head of Lochearn. 4 McDiarmid did not 

rest on his laurels and he kept on adding to and improving the facilities 

in his inn, no doubt to his own benefit, as the village of Callander and 

the number of travellers on the road through were increasingo but receiving 

also the approval of the Board and further financial assistance from them, 

L50 in 1773 and L20 in 1784.5 His inn was described as inferior to others 

and regular travellers on the road had asked the Board to remedy the 

inconveniences, but the innkeeper was also expected to spend his own money 

an improvements in addition. 
6 

Similar sums were spent on building new small inns and improving 

existing establishments 
7 

but OhlY'two'other inns received large-scale 

financial aid. A new inn was being built at Inverness and extensive 
improvements were made to the existing stage at Dalwhinnie on the great 

1. E77V2449 P, 13. 2. E721/5, p. 40. 
3. E721/6, P. 161. 4. E721/8o P. 21. 
5. E721/24, P. 237; E721/26, P. 26. 
6. E721/24, P, 200; E777/233. 
7. E721/7, P, 145; E741/52p - L66.13.1. an a changehouse at Inverie; 

E746/75/14, -LIOO for repairs at a Coigach changehouse. 
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north road, some miles north of Dalnacardoch, near the junction of the 

main road north and the cross country route towards the, Great Glen. The 

Inverness inn was a local venture sponsored by local business men including 

a merchant and a glazier and it was clearly quite a large building for one 

petition mentioned that LSOO to L600 was still needed. 
1 In 1778, the Board 

allowed L200 towards this2but a few years later when they reported awarding 

another LJDO they were constrained to point out to the Lords of the Treas. 

ury and the King that in the past there had. 'been no proper accommodation 

for the Judges of the Court of 3usticiary during their circuit in the area, 

nor for the Commander-in-Chief at the review. 
3 

The Lord Justice Clerk, 

Thomas Miller, had made the same point earlier when he fcc,,:; ardsd a begging 

latter from one of the cubscribere, accompanying it with the conment that 

it was as well entitled to Board's bounty as any one of the inns between 

Blair and Inverness. 
4 He added what would seem a statement of the obvious 

except that it is only now apparently being taken to heart, that it was 

vain to bring travellers on to Inverness if they could not be accommodated 

there. 
5 

One wanders if Miller may not have wholly approved of the lavish 

assistance to the two inns at Dalnacardoch and Dalwhinnie, lying between 

Blair and Inverness. Certainly the latter received attention and money in 

full measure from 1771 and because of the Board's decision to exercise more 

control over it, involved particular financial arrangements after the 

disannexation. The inn and the adjoining grounds, including grazing for 

one hundred sheep, were the property of John McPhersont, but he was consid- 

ered by the commissioners "by no means qualified for the business of an 
6 innkeeper" . As a result, once over E540 had been laid out on repairing 

and extending the buildings, 7 the Board decided to take a fifty-year lease 

1. E72B/35/1.2. E723/2t p. 261. 
3. E723/3, pp* 289 31.4. E726/35/1. 
5. E727/40/2.6. E721/119 p, BB, 
7. E723/2, pp. 215P 222. 
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of the inn, McPherson having initiated the arrangement, to ensure that their 

funds had not been wasted. 
1 By their control of the appointment of an inn- 

keeper they could maintain the standard and Peter Robertson was installed 

2 
as mine hostp giving satisfaction until the disannexation. Appointing 

an innkeeper was yet another task laid on the factor's shoulders. 
3 

The 

fifty-year lease had still forty years to run in 17B4 and the Highland 

Society accepted responsibility for paying the rent thereaftert on receiving 

funds allocated from the forfeited annexed estates balances. 4 

Direct responsibility for Dalwhinnie must have made the Bo3rd even 

more conscious of all the ramifications of Highland innkeeping. Dalwhinnie 

uas claimed to be farther away than any place in Scotland from a seaport 

or a public marketo' As a result freight charges were high 5 
and a further 

handicap was the exposed situation and the severity of the climate, so 

that Robertson's attempts at least to raise corn and hay had been ineffectual. 

It must be noted however, that the architect inspecting the inng Baxter, 

cast some doubts on Robertson's skill as a farmer, but in the circumstances, 

considered that it was more desirable for him to concentrate an the inn. 6 

This he certainly seemed to do but despite his expenditure on the fabric, 

the building demanded more repairs than he could afford and he threatened 

to give up his post if he did not receive some more financial aid. The 

stage was such an essential one on the road to Inverness that the Board 

ordered L60 to be sent to Colonel Skene, the road Inspector, even before 

they received government approval for the work. 
7 

For provision of farm- 

land and grazing the Board found that Robertson was fairly nice in his 

requirements and eventually, as he represented that the corn lands nearest 

the inn an the annexed estates were not convenient, th6 Duke of Gordon was 

1. E723/29 p. 222.2. E721/119 p. 127. 
3. E721/111 p. 88.4. E713/19; 26 George III, c. 28. 
5. E72B/34/1,10.6. E728/34/11. 
7. E721/119 pp. 5B9 60. 
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applied to. But despite the Duke's willingness to give 
ground without 

inconveniencing his own tenants, Robertson had finally to be content with 

the farm of Caskinloan some miles from the inn, and the hill grazings of 

Nordmore and Ralia adjacent to it* 2 

Attaining a higher standard of accommodation within the house was 

slightly more difficult9 for the first repairs especially to the roofq had 

been poorly executed, and despite the 2B, 000 slates carried by tenants from 

Ounkeld at Skene's request, 
3 Small had to report in August 1776, that the 

work had been very badly done, an assessment--with which both General Oughton 

and the architect, Pohn Baxter, agreed. Every third course of slates had 

been missed out and only a piece of slate stuck int so that when the wind 

ble-mv the rain got in and there was a great noise. As a result all'the 

slates had to be taken offq and 10,000 more were needed, costing L24.4 

Internal alterations were made in 1776 to increase the accommodation but it 

was still insufficient and not sufficiently socially divided, for in 1779, 

Robertson wrote that lack of a common hall for soldiers caused him to lqdge 

them in the rooms and beds which were intended for the accommodation of 

gentlemen, resulting in disgust on the part of his guests and destruction 

to his furniture. As for those who could not be lodged in beds, they were 

put in the hay loft and made the hay totally unfit for horses. 5 

Another trial the innkeeper had to cope with was a smoky kitchen 

chimney, despite Carron stoves bought in 1771 6 
and his experiment with a 

machine for preventing smoke* 
7 General Oughton was asked to consider the 

innkeeper's requests and complaints at this time but he went south instead 

or north and died at Bath with the result that nothing had happened and 

Robertson had to write again in 1782. The additions were eventually carried 

11 E721/11, P. 155. 
3. E721/11v p. 93. 
5. E721/119 p. 193; 
6. E721/119 P, 177, 

2. E728/34/7 
4, E728/34/9il', 11). 

E72.7/39; E728/34/10. 
7. E721/111 P*157; E728/34/11. 
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out in 1784 for L100 
1 

but by that time Peter Robertson and his wife were 

becoming rather tired, for which he blamed the climate, and at the time he 

sent in his petition for his rent to be reduced,. rather depressed, as they 

had just lost 200. sheep by smothering in snow@ 
2 

Despite this however, the inn mOst have seemed to outsiders to be a 

thriving concern, for the owner offered it to the Board for outright sale 

at the price of &1,000 in July 1784, an offer which was immediately refused. 
3 

Later Robertson was in trouble with the Barons of the Exchequer for sub- ' 

setting 
4 

and eventually renounced his lease in 1803 5 but at his best he 

seems to have been an active and interested hotelier and in the bleak country 

round Dalwhinnie the knowledge of decent beds - despite the occasional 

presence of "other ranks" - and reasonable food must have been cheering. 

The whole venture was worthwhile, though the effects may not have been 

lasting for in 1818, John Anderson, one of the many travellers of the time 

who kept a diary of his tour, described Dalwhinnie as "an indifferent 

house". 
6 The Board gave attention'to other inns too, refusing at one time 

to build one on the estate of Monaltry as there was. a "commodious" public- 

house at Castle town of Breemar, only eight miles south of one proposed 

therej while of five of what the factor called "Tippling houses" between, 

three were on the estate of Monaltry, a surprising n6mber for its size, 
7* 

However, they had to retract the following year, for the factor suggested 

that one was in fact needed. Fortunately, they had a suitable innkeeper 

at hand, Sergeant Low, a former sutler for the 87th Regiment of Foot with 

satisfactory references from two of the Lieutenants of the regiment and he 

had been promised a house on Monaltry in 1766. aI 

At Inverie, the pressing need of the factor and the members of the 

E721/129 pp, 28p 30,2. E728/34/17. 
3. E721/12, p. 31.4. E702/49 p. 193, 
S. E702/4p P. 201,6. NLS. Ms. 2509t f. 66, 
7. E721/109 p. 149. a. E721/9, p. 67; E721/109 P. 117. 
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Baran Court for decent accommodation when they visited the estate of 

Barrisdale hastened the building of a changehouse at Inverie, at the estim- 

ated cost of about L30.1 
. 

The innkeeper there had to be removed however in 

1766, having failed to impress the committee of the Board concerned of his 

competence. 
2 He had "squandered his funds" among other misdemeanours. 

3 

One other innkeeper who was also sawmiller and drover provided accommod- 

ation for the Baron Courts; this was Alexander Cumming in Carie. 4 He 

wanted more. land and the comment an the possession he had of three and a 

half acres of arable, sowing about four bolls of oats and bear, with grazing 

for about twelve black cattlet four hill horses and two dozen sheep and 

goats was that "doubtless it was scarce enough for a publickhouse keeper". 

once again showing the Board's appreciation oflogistic difficulties. 5 

At any rate, he was given two extra farmsy one belonging to a woman 

Katherine McPhail whose son had a bad character and the other to a man who 

had not replied to complaints made against him. But at leastp Mrs. McPhail 

was to be given another holding. 6 

The Board improved the facilities for travellers in other ways too, 

giving timber. for repair to the King's house an the Fort William to Tyndrum 

7 
road from the woods on Ardsheal, Lochiel and Callart, and thirty tons of 

timber towards a new inn to be built halfway between Fort Augustus and Fort 

William, where previously there had been none. The military funds were 

to be drawn an there, to thetune of. L50 to L60 with the Duke of Argyll's 

permission, provided the Board allowed timber. 8 
In the same area, lat*er 

in the year, a lease was refused of the old glebe of Boleskine on the 

grounds that it seemed a suitable, centrical place for an inn, 9 Further 

E721/7, pp. 26,49; E741/52. 
twice th at, 

2. E721/90 p. 136.3. 
4. E721/60 p. 116. S. 
6. E721/6, pp. 164,175.7. 
81 E721/22, p. 5.91 

The actual cost was more than 

E786/37/8. 
E721/69 p. 115. 
E721/11, p. 93. 
E721/18, p. 132. 
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north still, in 1770, the factor had suggested that the Board should buy a 

house in Milntoun that rumour had it was for sale. The price however, was 

200 guineas, apparently too muchq for in 1780 Sir John Gordon of Invergordon 

was empowered to purchase the house at not more than L100t and when this 

offer did not succeed, Sir John suggested repairing the Court House at Now 

Tarbato In 17B2, howeverg there vas still no tenant in the public house 

described as "lately repaired". 

There was some discrepincy between the factor's and tradesmen's 

accounts of the pier and changehouse to be built at Ballachulish ferry and 

the conditions described by the surveyor. Henry Butter, the factor, 

presented his accounts with a receipted bill for L76 frorr the Fcrt William 

wright, Peter Tarnish, but Oames Morison the surveyor repcrted tnat 'he 

found only the walls of the house, a few couples set and ýo more, while a 

few stones were set aside an the beach for the pier; the . re were no workmen 

2 
around. Not surprisingly the Board asked Butter for his answer to this. 

I have not found Butter's reply but in August of. 17829 only eight months 

later, the Board received a memorial from 3ohn Stewart of Ballachulish men- 

tioning a quay which he said the Board had built on the north side of the 

ferry, an the Lochiel estate. 
3 The discrepancy is add unless Morison had 

stumbled on Carran Ferry without the benefit of today's notice, "This is 

NOT Ballachulish Ferry"! 

Stewart had built an inn for L250 on the south side and asked for L30 

towards a similar quay to that on the north, built by the Board. This he 

thought would remove what he called the "only obstacle" on the new road 
through Glencoe which it will be remembered had been subsidised by annexed 

4 
estates funds. This line was supplanting the military road to Fort 

William and as it carried the mail by this time there was the greater 

1. E721/18, PP. 609 839 1779 180.2* E721/229 pp. 33,34. 
3. E728/31/3.4. See Part 1 (Roads) pp, 272,2730 274, 
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incentive for the Edinburgh Board to assist here in that improved 

communications would help accelerate the post to their outlying estates 

as well as to the north and west of the country generally. The reference 

to Sallachulish pier and ferry lead us to consideration of yet another 

form of transport subsidised by the funds arising from the annexed estates. 

Last mentionedo it is certainly far from bei. ng least important, especially 

in the eighteenth. century. This is of course the movement of people and 

goods by loch, river and sea. 

1. E728/31/3. 
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4. TRAVEL BY WATER 

It was not to be expected that such men as the commissioners would 

overlook any contemporary tzends daueloping in transport as in any other 

aspect of the economic or intellect I life of their day and as well as -t; &4 

showing a proper concern with existing ferries, by ensuring the proper 

maintenance of boats and the employment of. efficient reliable ferrymen, 1 

they were attracted by the canal mania and by the late eighteeoth century 

plans to deepen and enlarge harbours. Water was both a hindrance and a 

help to transport-at the time a hindrance where broad or fast rivers 

crossed highways whether made or unmade, and a help where navigable stretches 

of loch or river provided facilities for travel or for carriage of heavy 

goods which neither the existing road surfaces nor the vehicles using them 

could cope ijith. Boats were used on Loch Rannoch for taking provisions 

to the trcpps stationed at the west end, for example, 
2 

and for carrying 

consignments of limestone from the source of supply at the west end of 

Loch Earn to customers in the east. 
3 Though the first example is taken 

from the beginning of the annexation and the second from near the end by 

which time roads had been built along Lochearnside, at both dates a boat 

was more suitable for the transport of heavy goods, 

Ferry services vere legion. There was one at the west end of Loch 

1. There are accounts and receipts for ferry boats being built and 
repaired in all the estate papers. 

2. E721/1, p. 136. 
3. E721/25, p. 327. 
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Rannoch for instance for which the Board built a boat in 1759 to replace * 

one that sounded extremely dangerous, and they then ronted it to the ferry- 

m an. Boats needed regular replacements, that on Monaltry seeming to give 

more trouble than most. It was renewed in 1761 and 1762, destroyed by ice 

brought down in a sudden thaw in 1768 and replaced again in 1779, After 

the incident in 1768 the factor implied that the boatman had been less than 

careful and that if he were bound to maintain the boat he would be more 

attentive to his vessel in future. Certainly, thereafter the boat did 

2 seem to last a little longer! 

Many of the crossings wRre connected to public-houses like those at 

Ballachulish and the Banaviri forry ovar the rivar Labhy on the road from 

Fort Ill-Iliam to Loch Arkaig and Lachiel, to the north ond tuest. A ferry- 

boat was built for this brossing in 1772 
3 

at a cost of L5.10,0 including 

4 1/4 for "whiskie at the launching"p and in August, 17759 the Board decided 

to le6se the farm and ferry of Sanavio to the minister of Kilmallie, 

binding him to employ a proper boatman* 5 However, this order was reversed 

in November and the factor, the previous tenant, was continued in the farm 

though not the ferry; he was also charged with k, eeping the cýhangehouse 
6 

near the Kirk of Kilmallie going as a public-house. 

Ferrymen of course could be quite badly affected by new roads and 

bridges, A change of the line of road or a new bridge deprived them of 

old custom and both landlords and Board were prepared to compensate them for 
7 loss of earnings. Only one major venture in ferrying was subsidised by 

the Board, a packet-boat to Mull. First brought to their attention in 1772, 

this scheme did not impress the commissioners favourably for it had been 

1. E721/4, p. 221. E3 - L4 granted. - 
2. E721/6t p. 24; E721/6, p. 237; E721/23, pp. 19 5v 9t 15. 
3. E768/82; E721/229 p. 5.4. F. R. Lochiel 17. 
5. E721/22, P. 18- 6o E721/22t p. 20. 
7. E721/8, p. 124. 
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losing money during the year it had operated and they wanted a detailed 

defence of the scheme showing just how much advantnge it would bring to 

I 
the Highlands in general and the annexed estates in particular. The 

Campbeltown merchants who had originally financed the boat pointed out in 

their petition that they could hardly be expected to persevere in the 

2 
trade, however useful to the publicy if their private interest suffered. 

In 1773, however, it was agreed to allow L40 per annum for throe years, the 

boat sailing weekly from Ckinan to the Sound of Mull, though freight was 

just covering costs, 
3 In 1774, the balance-sheet presented by the owners 

3ames Shaw and Duncan MacKenzie showed a loss of L13 and it took a letter 

from the DUke of Argyll to PC', GL)ade tha commissioners to ask for permission 

for further aid in their report. 

When the 3. P. Is and Commissioners of Supply for Ross-shire represented 

to the Board how much mileage would be saved on the road north from Inverness, 

if carriage could go by Kessock Ferry and Inverbreakie instead of round 

by Beauly and Dingwall, a subscription of Z50', half the estimated cost of 

L100 was to be allowed, to make the Inverbreakie piers suitable for wheeled 

traf fic. 5 This aid was dependent on equal subscriptions from the'county 

gentlemen however and the other half seems*never to have been collected. 
6 

Smeaton had been commissioned to estimate how much this would cost when he 

was in the area 
7 but the ferry there was not extended until the early nine- 

teenth centuiy. Under the direction of the Commissioners for Highland 

Roads and Bridges piers were built an both sides of the Cromarty Firth at 

Invergordon and Inverbreakie, 130 yards and 90 yards longp respectively. 

The whole cost was ZI, 63B of which L616.18.11.8 usas provided from the funds 

made available by the government under the Scottish Harbours Act. 9 

1. E721/11, p. 84. 2. E728/49/lo 
3. E728/49/2; E721/11, p. 110. 4. E727/59; E723/2p p. 227. 
S. E721/11, p. 70; E728/31/2. 6. E730/45/2. 
7. E730/22. 8, C. H. R, B. 9p pp. 49p 108, 
9. 46 George III C. 155. See below pp. 341 ff. 
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When the Bailies of the Admiralty of Dunfermline and the O. P. Is of 

Fife first asked for MOO in 1764, towards the repairs they were carrying 

out at both South and North Queensferry, their appeal was first left an 

the table and then in December of the same year rejected, despite their 

contention that cattle from the annexed estates travelled south by that 

ferry. On this occasion local funds had already contributed L200 and 

the Convention of Royal Burghs L60 and no reason was given in the minutes 

for the iefusal, but at the time, the Board's resources were fully stretched 

in settling demobilised soldiers and sailors and the commissioners had not 

yet reached the point they later did of spreading largesse over wider - 

geographical areas. Eight years later the Fifers had a totter reception 

for a much more expensive repair of these harbours and for the erection of 

piers, desioned and estimated by Smeaton at L980.2 The Board asked 

permission to spend L400 on this crossing, part of a military roadv as they 

3 declared Queensferry was the most frequented sea passage in Scotland.. 

The grant was paid out in 1775 4 
and in the following year, on a verbal report 

from Mr. Clerk on the progress being made, they awarded a further L100p 5 

informing Crown and Treasury that they had done so and were "in hope of 

6 
meeting with the Royal approbation". On a smaller scale, Colonsay pier 

benefited to the tune of Z40, the petitioner Archibald MacNeil also laying 

7 
out L20, "to. encourage manufactures" . 

The dramatic rise of Glasgow entrepot trade in the eighteenth century 

tends to obscure the growing prosperity of the east coast harbours but in 

fact while Scottish trade generally was obtaining an increasing share of 

British foreignmarket'S apart from the lion's share of the tobacco trade, 

what statistics there are show that the east coasters were not sluggards. 
8 

1. E721/8, pp. 25p 61; E728/31/1.2. E721/11, P. 92. 
3. E723/2t P. 221,4. E721/11, P. 151, 
5. E721/11, p. 162.6. E723/2, P, 217, 
7. E721/11, P. 188; E723/3, p. 25. 
8. T. C, Smout, A History of the Scottish PeoPley 1560-1830 (London, 1969) 

p. 245. 
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The increasing interest in the linen tradet despite the attempts to use 

home-grown flax, was bound to attract European trade, especially with 

Russia and the Baltic where the best supplies were obtained. The largest 

ports of Leith, Dundee, Aberdeen and increasingly as the century progressed, 

Grangemouth, had the greatest share of import and export trade, but in 

Scotland, where mountain and stream made communications exceptionally arduous 

and the rivers were in the main too fast to be navigable, the coastal trade 

was an important and vital part of the country's economy. ' While the 

acceleration of both bverseas and coastal trade was greater after 1780,1 

for those who had eyes to see, the portents of things to come were visible 

bnforo that date, and three towns had town councils or entrepreneurs 

sufficiently energetic and foreseeing to raise funds themselves and then to 

approach the Board for the Forfeited Annexed Estates. They thereby 

qualified for and deserved assistance, on the Board's standards of encour- 

aging self-help. - These were Cromarty and Peterhead on the east and 

Rothesay on the west coast. 

Rothesay magistrates and town council were the latest to apply for 

aid in enlarging their harbourt in 1779pbut. theirs was also the least ambit- 

ious project and by 1781, L425 had been paid towards it. 2 Lord Stonefield 

and Mr. Oliphant to whom a great many practical schemes were referred for 

their opinion, had suggested that the original estimate of L1,449 was 

excessive and recommended that simply widening the piers so that carriages 

could load and unload was sufficient. Lord Bute was prepared to donate 

L100 so the improvements would cost the town nothing in improving what they 

claimed was the safest harbour in the Mulls of Kintyre and Gallowaye 3 

It was the town council of Peterhead also who approached the commiss- 

ioners for assistance, but spoiled their case by stating that they had no 

H. Hamilton, An Economic History of Scotland in the Eighteenth 
Century, (Oxford, 1963), p. 286. 

2. E723/3; pp. 27.31. 
3. E728/33/4 (1-4). 
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town funds. The Board expressed approval of the extensions proposed but 

the note is made on the back that the secretary is to inform those concerned 

that the Board did not feel it was proper to give aid until subscriptions 

had been raised. There was no doubt about the utility of the plan, for 

Peterhead was well placed to offer shelter to both coastal and ocean-going 

vessels, as well as being in a good strategic position to act as a base, 

in time of war, against privateers. Unfortunately the pier on the s. outh 

harbour - there were really two basins, north and south - had taken such 

a battering from the fierce south-east winds that it was in danger of 

collapse, 
I 

The interested parties, however, raised L500 from tha Soya! Burghs, 

L300 from the Merchant Maidens Hospital in Edinburqh who hoped For an 

increase in rents from the lands they owned near the town, 2 
and L1,000 

an the harbour dues. They employed John Gwyn as engineer, and the 

merchants and shipmasters added their support to a petition to the Treas- 

ury. 
3 This was forwarded to the Board who prepared to make the contftbution 

requested of L3,500 in seven annual instalments, from 1779 to 1786.4 This 

was another undertaking by the Board which had to be completed after 1784 

by the Barons of the Exchequer from the funds paid by the reinstated heirs, 5 

Gwyn's estimate of E§891.3.6. was insuffiCient, However the writer or the 

M. A. thought that had the extension cost three times that sum it should 

have been carried out. E5,000 had only deepened the harbour and made two 

piers. 
6 There was no doubt that the extensions to the piers was of great 

service to shipping, but as ships increased in size and more facilities 

were demanded, like so many other harbours, Peterhead saw more improvements 

in the early nineteenth century, on the advice of Rennie and Telford. 7 

1. E728/33/2(l). 2. O. S. A. xvi. p. 600* 
3. E728/33/3.4. E723/39pp. lvlOvl6v2Ot3Bp42,46v52,59. 
5. E714/18/o - E1500. See Chapter VII. 
6. O. S. A. xvi. Pp. 598,599; E728/33/2(2). 
7. Gibb, Sir Alexander, Story of Telford,, (London, 1935) pp, 65,152-3. 
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Once again, forfeited annexed estates funds were available, but after 

1806, through the agency of the Commissioners for Highland Roads and Bridges, 

The benefits of a proper landing-place in the Bay of Cromarty had 

given the commissioners some food for thought at an early date. 2 Their 

original interest had sprung from the need to deliver materials and export 

goods from New Tarbat House, had their scheme to turn it into a factory 

been realised. However, the want of a good pier or harbour, must have been 

increasingly felt as agriculture began to produce a surplus in the area, 

especially on the south side of the Moray Firth, an the estates of the 

Earl of Findlater. About midway through the annexation, Smeaton's estimate 

for a pier at Port Leish had had to be laid aside regretfully with some 

other plans he had made 
3 

on account of lack of resources, so the Board was 

no doubt all the more open to suggestion when George. Ross, the energetic 

entrepreneur of Cromarty, proposed improvements to Cromarty pier in 1778.4 

Ross strengthened his application for assistance in 1778 by offering, 

as proprietor of the barony and town of Cromarty, to make over all his 

rights and title to the ground and coast needed for the proposed expansion, 

as well as making a financial contribution himself, 5 
and in 3anuary 1779, 

the minutes record the arrival of the Royal Warrant allowing expenditure of 
6 L5,000. Payment began in 1779 with an instalment of L500, followed by 

the same amount in 1760 and 1781.7 The next group of payments were to be 

in instalments of L700 and the first was paid'in January 1782.8 

At the end of the summer, Ross was pressing for speedier payment as 

the pier was progressing well and he had spent more than the L2,200 he had 

already received. But the Board could only undertake this conditionally - 

if-their accounts'were favourable and other commitments were not too pressing. 
9 

1. See below pp. 345-348. 2. E721/2', p. 75. 
3. E730/22. 4. E721/119 p. 188. 
5. E723/3, p. 6. 6. E721/11, P. 192; E728/33/3(l). 
7. E732/9,8-4-1779,28-2-1780, 26-2-1781 
81 E732/9,28-1-1782. 9. E72; /12t P. S. 
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In tho event, the next payment was not made until August, 1783,1. so Ross 

had to remain out of pocket and the disannexation the following year may 

have incommoded him still further, as the change over from administration 

by the Board to administration by the Barons of the Exchequer meant that 

such payments had to be statutorily dealt with. Eventually the Barons 

paid up the balance of Z2,100 to complete the original gfant of L5,000.2 

One plea came too late for the Board to be of any assistance. 

Alexander McLeod in Harris wanted help towards roads and a pier in Harris- 

but h-s petition was read in July 1784, by which time the committee consider- 

ing thu correspondence had to tell him that all the Board's engagements 

had already been reported to the Treasury, as financial tidying-up that the 

disannexation involved got under way, and they did not think they could 

enter any new undertakings. 
3 However in the last ten years of the annex- 

ation support for pier and harbour building, the subsidy to the Mull boat 

and lastly, surveys for canals had accounted for L5,883.19,7, ' of the 

Board's funds. 4 

It would have been more surprising if the canal mania had passed 

by the Board than it is to find that they commissioned James Watt to survey 

a possible cut from Perth through Strathmore, and for a survey for the 

Crinan Canal as his work on the former had impressed them. Watt had been 

only the fourth choice for the Strathmore surveyp Smeaton, Brindley and 

Robert Mackell having been originally recommended. 
5 Smeaton and Brindley 

were among the foremost civil engineers of the day and Robert Mackell had 

been employed 6y some Glasgow merchants to try to find an alternative route 

to Smeaton's proposals for the Forth-Clyde canalp which would not by-pass 

Glasgow, and then with Watt to alter Smeaton's route so that it would finish 

1. E7'32/9,4-8-1783.2. E714/18/o. 
3. E721/12, p. 31.4* E732/9, passim 5. E721/11, p. 35. 
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nearer the Broomielaw. 
I When the Strathmore survey was mooted however, 

Smeaton was too busy and the other two refused the commission so George 

Young, the merchant in Coupar Angus, who acted for the Board on occasion, 

was asked to employ "Mr. Watt of Clasgow". 
2 James Watt was paid L216.4.4. 

for the survey 
3a 

copy of which is in the National Library. 4 lie apolog- 

ised for the time he took in the field but defended this on the grounds of 

"uneven country and unhospitable weather". George Clerk-Maxwell's comment. 

on his report was that he waz happy to find a "great share of genius in 

this performance and that he is particularly fortunate in arranging his 

thoughtsp but am sorry to observe that he is not so good at stating his 

account". 
5 

The building of this canal was proposed to preventing depopulation 

caused by difficulties in obtaining fuel in the are&. Watt estimated 

that a level canal from Kinnoull to Coupar Angus would cost' L27, '214,0.4. 

while the expense of a locked canal from Scone to Clamis would be 

Ulp537.13.7.6 The Strathmore cut was an abortive scheme, but the other 

canal surveyed by Watt at the Board's expense, Crinan, is still is use, 

though not built under their auspices or to his specifications. 

Both Miss Lindsay and Dr. Haldane credit the annexed estate commiss- 

ioners with having employed Watt to survey the route from Fort William to 

Inverness, for an inland waterway, later of course, the Caledonian Canal, 

but in this case credit seems to be given where it is not due. 
7 

There are 

no records in the Journal of any payments to Watt for canal surveys other 

than these two, the Crinan and the Strathmore? though Watt apparently did 

1.3ean Linsday, The Canals of Scotland (Newton Abbot, 1965), p. 16. Here- 
after, Lindsayp Canals. 

2. E721/11, p. 37; E727/37/3.3. E726/2,1772. 
4. NLS. M. s. 3164 - not an enthusiastic advocacy of the plan. 
51 E727/37/6(l). 
6. NLS. Ms. 3164, pp. 49-55. 
7. Lindsay, Canals, p. 142; Haldaneq New Ways, p. 78. n. 
B. E732/9. 
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made a survey for the Caledonian canal. 
I The only direct financial 

assistance made by the Board to the Crinan canal was in fact to pay Watt 

for his survey of the lines proposed by the Magistrates of Glasgow when 

they approached the commissionersp in 1771* All the Claswegians wanted 

from the Board at that stage was in fact the cost of the survey to see if 

it was a practicable proposition to make a canal from Loch Fyne west, 

either from Loch Cilp to Loch Crinan an tho Sound of Jura, or from E6ster 

to Waster Loch Tarbe-rt. As a paragraph in Mr. Menzies' journal for 1768 

could be quoted mentioning the utillty of such a canal at either place, the 

Board agreed to underwrite the cost, 
2 George Clark-Maxwell thought that 

Watt preferred the Loch Gilp to Loch Crinan line for which he presented est- 

imates of L34,879.0.4. for a seven-foot deep canal and L48,405.5.3. for 

one ten foot deep. 
3 

Clerk agreed with Watt's preference and n1so recomm- 

-ended the shallower cheaper estimate. 
4 Watt's account on. this occasion 

was for L162.15,3.5 

There the connection of the Board for the Forfeited Annexed Estates 

with the Crinan canal had to rest, but financial assistance from funds 

arising from the annexation was far from finished. There was a large 

amount of capital injected into Scottish communications, expecially into 

building canals, harbours and piers, which arose from the return of the 

estates to the original families and the use of this must now be considered, 

for it can hardly be divorced from the general effects of the annexation. 

The repayment by the reinstated heirs of the money expended by the 

public in clearing their ancestors' debts amounted to a large sum, 
6 

Instead of allowing this capital accretion to disappear into the maw of 

the Treasury, the Disannexing Act 7 
allocated the money to specific Scottish 

1. Samuel Smiles, Lives of Boulton and Watt (London, 1865) pp. 157PI97. 
2. E728/31; E721/11t P. 63.3. UEO/21/2. 
4. E730/21/3.5. E721/11p p. 108. 
6. E714/18/m. 7.24 George III c. 57. See Appendix K. 
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projects, including the Forth-Clyde canal. The "Great Canal" as it was 

called 
1 had staggered on from one financial crisis to another during its 

construction and it was perhaps not surprising that L50,000 was lent to 

the proprietors out of the funds. Like the Forth Road Bridge this had 

been an idea in the mind of Scots for a long time before it was actually 

built and apparently had been proposed by Charles II, for strategic reasons. 
2 

In 1768 the Scots Magazine published the suggestions made in a pamphlet 

generally believed to come from the hand of an Edinburgh merchanto George 

Chalmers, that the annexed estates should be sold and the proceeds used for 

just such a canal. His argumcnts for this course of action were that the, 

estates did not yield 1J% tto 214 or ths SLIM they would realise if sold, and 

that the canal would make th-3 westorn estAtes more accessihle. He claimed 

that the great distance from the "civilised trading part of Scotland", the 

almost insuperable difficulties of access were the "chief perhaps the only 

causes of the long unpolished rude state of the west Highlands and Islands". 

Everyone knew, he said, that the estates were inaccessible from the east side 

by land for any purposes of trade or improvement and he was inclined to 

believe that if his suggestion was accepted, it would contrib1ute more to 

what he called the "wise purpose" of the annexation in ton years, than all 

the produce of the estates as "we have hitherto seen them laid out" would do 

in a century. 
3 The next month's issue saw an objection from merchants to 

the proposal'to tax vessels on the canal on the grounds that the funds from 

such a sale would be sufficient with the addition of only a trifling toll* 4 

Lord Elliock, Lord Advocate and George Clerk-Maxwell, commissioners for the 

annexed estates were also included among proprietors of the canal 
5 

so their 

private interest would not at least prevent their considering the idea 

1. E721/10, p. 170 
2. R. S. Fittis, Illustrations of the History and ArItiquities of Perthshire (Perth, 187-4-)-, p. 293. 
3. -Scots MMaLine 30o p. 294. 
4. Scots Maqazine 30. pp. 289,290. 
S. NLS Ms. 1497 f. 131. 
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sympathetically and at least, the. germ of the idea of.. Ijsi. -ig funds, from 

the estates was there, 

The canal was opened'in July 1790 1 bu'%..: not before there had been a 

certain amount of acrimony between the proprietors and the Barons of the 

Exchequer who were responsible for handling the finance involved in the 

return of the estates, Various officials of the Exchequer court including 

James Loch and later James Baird, the Deputy King's Remembrancer, were in 

correspondence an several occasions complaining about negligence in 6ending 

abstracts 6f the canal accounts to the Exchequer as the 29th and 30th 

sections of the Disannexing Act had directed. In February, 1789, the Barons 

had received no such abstracts and Loch asked that*. the act should be complied 

with before May 20th. 
2 Evan when some sort of records did arrive he had 

to apply for further information as they wore framed in such very general 

terms. 3 

The opening of the canal did not relieve the financial stress on the 

Directors and despite increasing traffic, notably herring busses sailing 

from the west coast to fish in the Forth, the company still made no profit. 

L30,000 was owing at the end of'1793 and as yet no dividends had been paid. 
4 

Nor were the Barons receiving the statutory abstracts of the accounts and in 

January 1794 they threatened to have the company's books brought into court 

and an accountant authorised to inspect them and make such abstracts as were 
5 

necessary, What most worried the Barons was that they could not precisely 

say what proportion of the dividends sh ould be paid into the public pursee 
6 

Lack of detailed accounts added to the various alterations to the stock of 

the company such as the forfeiture of shares not totally paid up (including 

those of George Chalmers! ) 7 did not clarify matters for them. The Barons' 

agents were still complaining about the non-appearance of abstracts in 

1. E702/4, P. 112,2. E702/4, P. 104. 
3. E702/4, p. 106.4. Lindsay, Canals, p. 34. 
51 E702/4, p. 149.6. E702/40 p, 135, 
7. E702/4, p. 128. 
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1798 
1 

and there must have been a certain relief when in 1799t Parliament 

2 
passed an act onabling the Forth-Clyde Navigation Proprietors to repay 

the capital sum loaned by the government without interest. In 1784, it 

had been optimistically planned that dividends should be used for, the 

improvement of Highland roads and bridges but it was April 1800 before a 

first dividend of 101do was paid 
3 

by which time the govornment was no longer 

financially concerned@ 

But the Barons had merely moved from dealing with one canal company 

to having to cope with another plus a town council, for the capital of 

L50,000 repaid was immediately loaned out again, L25,000 to the Lord Provost 

and Magistrates of the city "r Edinturgh to complete the improvements to 

Leith harbour 4 
and 4-25,000 to tho Orinan Canal Company 5 

of which John Seton 

Karr was the officially authorised recipient. 

The Crinan Canal company like the Forth-Clyde ran into financial 

difficulties at some points because of the failure of subscribers to pay 

up, but unlike those who reneged from the earlier project, proprietors in 

arrears were to be sued. 
6 As 1,378 of th a original subscribers were 

English compared to 473 Scottish, perhaps distance lent discHchantment. 
7 

John Rennie's plan for a fifteen-foot canal estimated at L107,512 was 

accepted. As L91,500 had been subscribed by February 1793, an act 

authorising the canal was obtained and the work began with Rennie as chief 

engineer and Captain Joseph Huddarta well-known marine surveyor, employed to 

pick the best harbour sites at each end of the canal. 
9 The loan from the 

government came at an auspicious time for the inflation due to the war had 

added to the costs and a loan of 5%, even though the canal itself was 

mortgaged to the Barons, must have seemed preferable to the proprietors than 

1. E702/4., p. 178. 
3. Lindsay, Canalsy p. 35. 
S. 39 Georg e III, c. 71. 
7. Lindsay, Canals, p. 117. 
a. Compare Watts estimate above, 
91 Lindsay, Canals, p. 116. ff. 

2.39 George III, c*71. 
4.39-40 George III, c, 57. 
6. Lindsay, Canals, p. 119. 

336. 
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the other possibilityq that of abandoning the construction altogether, 

But the 5% 'interest on the capital was a pious hope; in 1806 the Barons 

wrote to the canal company pointing out that five and a half years, interest 

was due, amounting to L6,875, and begging that the same should be paid by 

12th May next, a fortnight ahead. 
1A few days later however, a letter 

from Henry Jardine, the Barons' agentp to Sir John Sinclair notes that as 

the canal company had asked the Treasury to grant bygone interest, no 

legal steps would be taken as yet. 
2 

Edinburgh Town Council had also run into difficulties of rising costs 

and as the Lord Provost pointed out there was no possibility of income from 

the harbour and hence no interest for the Barons until the f1r3t dock was 

completed. But the Exchequer Court very properly remarked that it was 

beyond their statutory powers to grant a deferment of interest payment as. 

the act 39-40 George III directed an immediate application of the money. 
3 

This "immediate application" was like the unforthcoming income from the 

Forth-Clyde canal to have been spent on Highland roads and bridges. Both 

the Crinan Canal and the Edinburgh docks needed additional state aid in 

4 18069 once more of L25,000 each. By 1817, the Edinburgh debt was paid and 

hence was available for use in the Highlands* 5 

Growing consciousness of the need for good communications can of course 

be seen throughout the eighteenth cedtury and the special needs of the 

Highlands were not forgotten. The first major step taken towards improving 

the road system there in the nineteenth century was the appointment of the 

Commission for Highland Roads and Bridges, with a parliamentary grant of 

L201000. It was expected that half the amount needed for any given road 

or bridge would be collected locally, whereafter the government commission 

would provide the other half. Improved communications boing considered a 

1. E702/4, P. 209. 2. E702/4t P. 210, 
3. E702/4, pp. 204,205. 4.46 George III, c. 156. 
5. E702/4, unnumbered folios after IB17. 
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sure step to increased profit to proprietors in the relevant areas, even 

landowners on entailed estates were to be allowed to join in contributing 

towards the expense. 
1 

Three years later, piecemeal provision having been made previowsly 

at irregular intervals to make use of fundo arising from the repayment of 

their forefathers' debts by the reinstated heirs to the annexed estates, 

in 1806 an act ujas passed vesting the "Balances arising from the Forfeited 

Estates in Scotland" in the Commissioners for Highland Roads and Bridges. 

The capital was to be applied by them in building railways, canals, harbour 

improvements, quays, or any othqr works of that sort which they considered 

would improve "that part of the United Kingdom". 2 The Royal Bank of 

Scotland had also a deposit -af E159125 held at A'% to pay annuities for 

the servants of the Annexed Estates Board and the rent of the Dalwhinnie 

3 
inn. E222300 had already been granted for a variety of purposes and 

included Vt500 to the British Fisheries society for building a harbatir 

at Wick. 4 

The act also hopefully described as "Balapces" the two sums of 

L25,000 lent to the Crinan Canal Company and to Edinburgh Tom, n Council. 

But thG Crinarr Canal capital was never repaid, nor the additional loans, 

the total amounting in all to E74pOOO. 5 The Barons assigned their rights 

over it to the Commission for Highland Roads and Bridges in 1812, an empty 

gesture, 
6 

exbept that it transferred the onus of pressing for repayment an 

to the latter body, The Caledonian Canal Commissioners took over the 

burden of management in 1816 though any revenue was still at the command of 

.7 Barons of the Exchequer to repay first loan but this unsatisfactory 

situation was remedied eventually in 1848 when the Crinan Canal was vested 

43 George III, c. 80. 
2.46 George III, c. 155. 
3. See Chapter VI. 
5. - Lindsay, Canals, p. 133. 
7.56 George III, c. 135. 

The Scottish Harbours Act. 
4.46 George III, c*156, 
6. E713/25/7, 
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in the Commissioners for the Caledonian Canal. In 1919 the Ministry of 

Transport took over both when the canal's income was still, as throughout 

its history, smaller than its running expenses* Despite the poor workman- 

ship, restricted capacity and totally unprofitable nature, an inquiry held 

by the Ministry in 1921 found unanimous agreement 6mong witnesses of the 

2 
importance of the canal to the Hebrides. In the present century, though 

the number of commercial vessels using it has decreased steadily, this has 

been counterbalanced by the growing number of leisure craft that avoid the 

long journey south round the Mull of Kintyre an the route to and from the 

western islands of Scotland. 1963 saw modern technology using the canal 

when a hovercraft passed along from Loch Gilp to Crinan. 3 

The Barons of the Exchequer were to report on the state of the funds 

to the Commission for Highland Roads and Bridges and in the latter body's 

Third Report, the year after the 1806 act, they remarked that "we are not 

taught to expect speedy, repayment of either of the large debts", i. e. those 
4 from Crinan and Edinburgh. They made regular demands to the Barons of 

the Exchequer for their dues after 1806 but that there was no lack of 

appreciation of the difficulties in obtaining this can perhaps be adduced 

from their secretary, Rickman's letter in 1B10. He had to inform the 

Barons that the Commission for Highland Roads and Bridges had spent all the 

money received so far and considered that they should really have access to. 

the L25,000 lent to Edinburgh. It was accepted that of this L16,000 had 

to be retained so that the Highland Society could pay the annuities awarded 

at the time of the disannexation. This limited the demand to L9,000 and 

in response to a letter from Jardine representing the financial straits of 

the town ccuncilq eventually only L1,000 was requested. And Rickman added 

1.11 and 12 Victoria, c. 54.2. Lindsay, Canals, p. 140. 
3. Lindsay, Canals, p. 141.4. C. H. R. B. 3, p. 33. 
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that he was sure that the Barons would realise that the aims of the act 

allocating these funds would "remain unexecuted unless the Commission 

for Highland Roads and Bridges pressed for repayment of the debts". 1 

The Edinburgh response was that they were no better off than in 1807; 

in other words until the docks were finished they could repay no'capital, 
2 

but they did keep up interest payments. 
3 As we have seen, the capital 

was repaid in 1B17, though only by borrowing from another lender who. was 

inclined to be less pressing when in any case borrowing in post-war condit- 

ions was easier. 
4 It must have been somewhat aggravating too, to have the 

assignation of the Crinan Canal debt described among "Money aid from the 

Forfeited Estates by the Barons of thG Exchequer to the Commission for 

Highland Roads and Bridges" as if it had been real money, coming to a 

grand total of L48,781.0.1. At least some interest was in fact forth- 

coming from Edinburgh counci . .5 

Dr. A. R. B. Haldane in his book Neu) Ways throuch the Glens, 1962 has 

dealt with the work of the Commissioners for Highland Roads and Bridges 

as it was initially conceived in 1803 but the use to which they put the 

capital available from forfeited estates funds is what now must be consid- 

ered if we are to assess the total contribution to Scottish highways of 

all kinds, water as well as, madadamised, from the conception of annexation, 

as well as that resulting from the work of the Annexed Estates Board. 

The Commissioners for Highland Roads and Bridges who had been at 

work since 1803 had produced two reports by 1805 on their past progress and 

current programme in road-building. They had found cause to complain 

incidentally about the inaccuracy of Ainslie's map and of the surveys drawn 

1. E704/12/3.2. E704/12/4. 
3. C. H. R. B. Reports 1807-17 passim. 
4. C. H. R. B 9; Haldane, New Ways, p. 117; E702/4. 
5. E713/25ý7; L5,809.13.11. from Edinburgh Town Council. 
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up for the Annexed Estates Boardp though the restricted nature of the 

latter could hardly be faulted as they were primarily intended for estate 

management. They had been very pleased to have come upoh Roy's map 

drawn up under the supervision of Lieutenant - Colonel Watson - as were the 

original surveys of the annexed estates - and even better pleased to 

discover its comparative accuracy. 
2 Another mapmaker, Arrowsmith, was 

employed to copy it at the expense of E150.3 In 1807, however, the ir 

third report had to describe a new dimension added to their work as they had 

the added responsibility of administering the "Funds Arising from the 

Forfeited Estates in Scotland" under what was gonerally called the Scottish 

Harbours Act. 4 

In the light of the increasing interest in harbour and dock develop- 

ment at the beginning of the nineteenth centuryv the number of applications 

they had received for assistance was surprisingly moderate. Eleven town 

councils or harbour proprietors (not necessarily the same) had put forward 

suggestions for enlargingv deepening, or otherwise improving their harbours 

or for lengthening or strengthening their piers - Ardrossan, Peterhead, 

Macduff and Banff, Oban, Port Patrick, Burghead, Kirkwall, East Anstruther, 

Culgower, and last , for quays in Islay and Colonsay. 5 Many of the applic- 

ants had not realised that loans could be made under the Harbour Act only 

under the same conditions as to road and bridge building i. e. a "moiety" 

(a half) of the proposed expense had to be provided by the petitioners, 
6 

and others had not specified amounts at all. 
7 In thoir third reportq the 

commissioners decided to defer any proceedings until they had made some 

investigation into the comparative utility and urgency of the applications 

1. C. H. R. B. 1; C. H. R. 13.21 p. 13. 
2. C. H. R. B. 3, p, 19.3. C. H. R. B. 4p p. 63. 
4.46 George III c. 155.5. C. H. R. B. 3v p. 33. 
6. C. H. R. B. 4, p. 23.7. C. H. R. B. 3, p. 33. 
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before them for two reasons. First their funds were limited. As we have 

seen, L50,000 was tied up in Leith docks and the Crinan canal, and only 

L12,931 had been received from the Barons. I Secondly, the House of 

Commons Report on the bill had held out promise or at least expectation 

of assistance for several projects, including a canal from Lach Earn to 

Perth; proposed expansion of 'Fraserburgh, Thurso and Holensburgh harbours 

had brought what one might describe as anticipated expenditure to L13,800 2 

so it was only sensible for the commissioners to move warily. 

By 1807, however, they had eliminatod all but Burgheadp Fraserburghp 

Peterhsad, Kirkuall and Culgower as not being in conformation with the act 

of Parliament, and then they cut out Culgower because if was too small and 

too shallow. 
3 It was reckoned that without the financial assistance from 

the government through this agency, neither Burghead, Fraserburgh nor 

Kirkwall would have found it possible to improve the facilities of their 

harbours. 4 There were technical snags to be evened out in two of these 

cases. The usual rule adhered to in the case of assistance to roads and 

bridges was that it should not be retrospective, but as the proprietors 

of Burghead ha d carried out their improvements relying on the act and 

on the circular letter sent but by the Commissioners for Highland Roads and 

Bridges in 1808 the commissioners thought that it would be inoquitable to 

keep too strictly to the letter of the law. 5 There was the further question 

of tolls which both Burghead proprietors and Peterhead magistrates had 

intended using to reimburse their funds. 6 This, however, was forbidden 

by the original act providing funds for the Highlands in 1803 do compromises 

had to be made. 

Burghead proprietors had indeed increased their original expenditure 

to L9,000 so confident were they. 6f obtaining aid. The Commissioners for 

1. C. H. R. G. 3, p, 32. 2. C. H. R. B. 3, p. 33. 
3. C. H. R. B. 4, p. 23. 4. C. H. R, B. 4, p. 28, 
51 C. H. R. B, 4, p. 24. 6. C. H. R. B. 4, pp. 24 and 26. 
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Highland Roads and Bridges proposed that the sum to b3 repaid by tolls 

should be counted as a contribution to most the aid given by the Harbour. 

Act; they would call the whole sum L8,000, provide a subsidy of L2,000 and 

half the revenue should be used for the upkeep of the harbour, 1 This the 

proprietors agreed to. The village sits on a promontory at the south 

entrance to the Moray Firth, admirably placed between Inverness and'Peter- 

head. The promise of those involved to use any surplus from the grant of 

L2,000 to make roads in the neighbourhood of Burghead 2 
added to the fact 

that between the two major ports only Cromarty could admit a vescol of 

100 tons must have encouraged the Commissioners for Highland Roads and 

Bridges to twist their rules. Cromarty harbour as we hava seen had been 

extended with the help. of the Board for the Forfeited Annexed Estates in 

the 1780's. 

Unfortunately, the plans used for Burghead led to later troubles. 

The work was completed in 1809 but by the time the commissioners produced 

their report for 1B1O-1B11v the disturbing factor had appoared that sand 

accumulated at the mouth of the hakbour at an alarming rato, so that the 

part was not having such beneficial r esults as had been promised. Also, 

the walls. were not watertight and constant labour was needed for repairs. 

The Burghead experience led to the refusal of extra assistance to Fraser- 

burgh where it was suggested that the south pier should be extended to 

enclose the area further, on the grounds that there were dangers in effect- 

ing too closed a space in the attempt to' provide perfectly smooth water. 
4 

Also the funds were i-nsufficient, an even more potent argument, 

Despite the amount already spent on Peterhead, the harbour was said 

to be "in great want of improvement" in 1809,5 The inhabitants in the 

1. C. H. R, B. 4, p. 24,2, C. H. R. B. 4. Appondix K, pp. 47-48. 
3. C. H. R. B. 5, p, 23,4, C. H. R. B. 59 p. 24, 
5. C. H. R. B. 4, p. 25. 
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eighteenth century had shown that they were keen to improve their harbour 

and their enthusiasm seemed not to have abated for when it was pointed out 

to them that despite their having procured an act authorising tolls, in 

1807, this would disqualify them from obtaining aid from the funds available 

under the Scottish Harbours Act, they at once agreed to dispense with tolls 

and rtiise half the sum needed, L3,900. The magistrates also suggested that 

if they were given E400 more they would deepen the basin still more but the 

commissioners were unsure that the* benefits arising from this merited the 

extra expense. As it was, vessels drawing fourteen to sixteen feet of 

water could now, it was hoped, be accommodated in ordinary tidesp and 

Rennie had inspected and certified the work done. In October, 18190 both 

Peterhead and Banff, which had already been recipients of the commissioners, 

funds, suffered extensive damage from a violent storm which hit Banff on 

the 22nd and Peterhead on the 23rd and 24th of that month. The estimate 

of repairs at the- latter was L3,000 which was shared by the commissioners 

and the town, and that at Banff was L2,000.2 In the latter case, it was 

decided to benefit by experience and provide a larger harbour of two 

Scottish acres with a better entrance so that the largest merchant vessels 

of the time could be accommodated if three-quarters loaded. 3 

The urgent and immediate need for repair as a result of the 1819 storm 

had meant that money not definitely committed had had to be diverted to 

these two harbours and Macduff was one that lost its chance of a grant 

thereby, for in the ninth reporto the commissioners were closing their 

harbour accounts. The Crinan Canal debt of L25,000 was still a paper one, 

but that and a claim on the Perth estate, they had had to regard as "of no 

convertible valuelle Despite these, the funds from the forfeited annexed 

1. C. H. R. B. 4, p. 26.2. C. H. R. B. 9l pp. 469 48. 
3. C. H. R. B. 9, p, 48. 
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estates had realised &52,000 all of which had been applied to harbours, 

canals and piers, and had been almost doubled by contributions from 

individuals or from burgh funds. The amount of expense on individual 

schemes had varied greatly, from E30,000 on Peterhead to L130 for K. Pills 

Ferry Pier in Kintyre. 
1 

No railways appeared as a result of the 1806 act and the only canal 

built was that at Dingwall; the suggestion of one from Loch Earn to Perth 

never reappeared after the third report. The Dingwall canal was 2000 

yards long, and had enabled the town to have two basins with quaysq one 
I 

where the Great North Road crossed the Peffer, the other 600 yards east of 

the town, giving access at all times to vessels drawing nine fest of water 

and to larger vessels in the spring tides. Previously cargoes had had to 

be discharged on a muddy shore a good mile from the townt the approach 

along a poor road. 
2 On this occasiong the other contributor had been a 

Mr. Davidson of Tulloch who also undertook the contract totalling L4,0009 

E2,000 from the commissioners, E2,000 from the contractors. 
31 

Appendix Z in the ninth report showed how the money available had been 

spent at the date of the report. The details are given below, showing that 

E41,327.4.3. had been paid out, and MpS93.17.4. remained of L52t640,16.09 

the discrepancy being due to administrative costs, part of the salary paid 

to the commissioners' secretary, for example. The total unused for con- 

structional purposeso as recorded in this appendix, amounts to only 

L2,419,14.5. for fifteen years administration which is not an extravagant 

sum in the circumstances* 
4 

The use to which the remaining capital was to be applied was also 

noted, 
5 including the amount co, mmitted to finishing the landing pier "of 

massive dimensions" at Ballintraid, spelled Ballintraedq for import of limep 

1. C. H. R. B. 8, p. 32; C. H. R. B. 9, pp. 45,108. 
2. C. H. R. B. 8, p. 31. 3. C. H. R. B. 8v p. 32. 
4. C. H. R. B. 9, p. 108. 5. C. H. R. B. 9, pp. 49,50. 
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coal and other goods for -use in Easter Ross, and for the export of' timber 

and corn. Of the total due from the Commissioners for Highland Roads and 

Bridges, Z638.15.9. had been paid, but in all E1,200 had to be contributed. 

The report described the Cromarty Firth as one of the best and most exten- 

sive harbours in Great Britain, but until recently it had had no pier. The 

Board for the Annexed Estates had had thoughts of building one at Port 

Leith, near Tarbat House, and Smeaton was employed to make plans and estimates, 

but it was too expensive for them at L711.2.1. 

It was hoped that under the Harbours Act some improvements on Nairn 

h-: trbo, ir costing less than E3,500 would be carried out and also that a ferry 

e Survey) would be built with p. ter at 
. 'Channery 'Chanonry in today's Ordnanc 

L500 ; "rom Mr, Mackenzie of Flourerburn and a like some from the novernment 

funds. Here the report expresses some *disapproval of the Ordnance Board's 

refusal to assist by building similarly on the other side of the Firth, far 

2 
the use of the carrison at Fort George. By their next report on the 

roads anticipated for 1P22, the dommissioners expected to be able to announce 

the completion of all these works* 
3. In factp, their tenth report did not 

appear until 1824, by which time apparently neither were the'commissioners 

sufficiently interested to-provide nor the House of Commons to demand 

details of the expenditure and the final comment was as follows. Somo 

of the harbour, piers and Ferry Piers will in future be maintained in repair 

by means of tolls authorised by -6e Road Repair Act of 4 George IV, c. 56 parts 

35,36. Applications to this affect are not all of them in such form as 

can be complied with; but substantially the desired result will take place, 

A Bill is now pending in Parliament for due maintenance of the Dingwall 

Harbour and Canal which has hitherto been described as an object of solici- 

tude to the Commissioners". 
4 This marks the end of Parliamentary interest 

1. E730/22, p, 11,2. C. H. R. B. 91 P. M. 
3. C*H. R. 8,9Y p. 52.4, C. H. R. B. 10, p. 9. 
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in the finance rising from the annexed estates; more general interest had 

died a long time before. 

Ninth Reportt Appendix Z. showing the amounts spent from E52,640.16.0, 

Harbour, or Pier Expenditure 

Avoch L527,17,0 
Ballantraid (in part) 638.15.9 
Banff in part 61200,0,0 
Surghead 2,000.0.0 
St. Catherine's 83.10.0 
Cullen 2,070* 9*7 
Dingwall Canal 1t904.2.2 
Fortrose 21007.13.3 
Fraserburgh 59277.17.7 
Courdon 994.18*8 
Invergordan piers (in part) 616.18.11 
Oura Small Isles Pier 373.10.0 
Keills Pier 64.18.7 
Kirkwall Harbour 19972.2.0 
Kyle Rhea 572.16.3 
Peterhead, South Harbour 3p9OO. 0.0 

North Harbour 7,880.4.0 
Portmaholmack 10584.9.2 
Portree 338.1.2 
Tarbet 863.11.9 
Tobermory 1,455.5.4 

Total L41v327.4,3 

It will be seen that the greatest proportion of the money was directed to 

the east coast of Scotland from Peterhead to Portmaholmack, while with the 

exception of Kirkwall, Portree and Kyle Rhea the rest went to Argyllshire. 

The weight given to the harbourg on the Buchan and the Ross and Cromarty 

coasts was due largely to the awareness of the lack of all shipping facil- 

ities in the area when an expanding agricultural economy looked for outlets. 

Banff, for example, though a very bad harbour 2 
in the eighteenth century 

could have provided an outlet for any surplus produce from the lands of 

1. See Map C. The map shows all the harbours, financed under 
the provisions of the Scottish Harbours Act. See T. Telford, 
Life written by Himself,, ed. 3, Rickman (Londonr 1838), Appendix 
L. 18. 

2. Pennant, 1769, p*133. 
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the improving Earl of Findlater and Seafield; now tho f1iddleton brothers 

were growing wheat successfully in the Black Isle, and landlords and tenants 

were prospering generally, as well as in special areas during the. French 

wars. The proprietors of land in Ross while grateful for help received and 

particularly for the canal at Dingwall, pointed out the need for more 

harbours, quoting the export of 10,000 balls of wheat in 1B16 whereas not 

long before this crop and trade had been unknown, 
1 Harbours'and pie*rs in 

the test can by and large be seen to be connected to road building that 

the commissioners had subsidised or were interested in# In 1805, the roads 

that had been surveyed included 57 miles 670 yards from Kyle Rhan wast to 

Stein an Loch Bay; 37 miles 990 yards from the Aird of T-zoLturnibb past 

Portree to Sconser; 16 miles 157 yards on Jura from the Ferry of Fealine 

to the Ferry of Lagg between which lay the Small Islas whore a pier was built 

and 1 mile 528 yards from the quay at Keills to join a country road. 
2 

Thair 

assignment of funds to these harbours and piers was part of a consistent 

pattern of development. 

In assessing therefore the effects of the annexation on Scottish 

transport and communications, the contribution from the repayment of debts 

by the reinstated heirs must be fairly highly weighted. The sum of over 

L50,000, as the Commissioners for Highland Roads and Bridges pointed out 

was almost doubled by local contributions and apart from any advantage to 

the economy of particular areas in the provision of batter transport 

facilities, the increase in wages must have also provided a welcome boost 

to local families and traders while the works were in progress, 

The harbours themselves were not uniformly successful. The now 

basin at Banff in particular, destroyed in 1819 and than repaired with help 

from the Commissioners for Highland Roads and Bridgesq was discovered to be 

unsafe, having vessels wrecked when moored inside it. Further it was very 

1. C. H. R. B. 8, Appendix L, p. 80. 
2. C. H. R. B. 21 passim. 
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quickly almost filled up with send. The only advantage gained from the 

new pier was prevention of suell. in the old harboure 
1 

By the time of the 

second Statistical Account it was still of use for the live-cattle trade 

and grain though the herring fishery had declinedg but ob0iously it had 

not fulfilled the expectations of the earlier years of the century. Others 

were longer-lasting in their' benefits to the commOnities. In the middle 

of the centuryp Avoch still serviced sloops bringing coal and lime; 2 

steam vessels were able to make deliveries at Chanonry Pointp 3 
and though 

the minister of Tarbat might deplore the effects of the harbour at 

Portmaholmack and of the herring fishery stimulated by its existence, in 

- was effecting a decline in morals in the parish, he had to ad. nit that it 

oth erwise userul to Lhe arealu ecunamy. 
4 Nairn harbour like others an 

the south coast of the Moray Firth assisted by the Commissioners for 

Highland Roads and Bridges had an accumulation of sand and in addition had 

to contend with river floods so that it -was of use only for fishing boats 

and small vessels. 
5 The Earl of Seafield got the whole credit for any 

improvements at Cullen, having in 1834 made an extra quay, but the Commiss. 

ioners for Highland Roads and Bridges as we have seen did provide over 

L2,000. All the improvements were supposed to have cost him personally 

zi 0,000.6 The Dingwall canal also received favourable comment in mi& 

7 
century but Fortrose was not mentioned. 

In retrospect it can be seen that the two basins most likely to 

succeed were in fact those of Fraserburgh and Peterhoad, whether they 

received financial aid at this particular time or not. They were the 

largest, for one thing, and as transport systems have evolved, the tendency 

to increased growth in the size of the vessels used for carrying goods has 

given the larger harbours and docks a built-in advantage whorever hinterland 

1. N. S. A. xiii. Panfft p. -46. 
2. N. S. A. xiv. Ross and Cromarty, p. 37B (hereafter M. A. R& C) 
3. N. S. A. R& C-, p. 356.4. N. S, A. R& Cq p, 406, 
5, N. S. A. xiii. Nairn, p. 4.6. N. S. A. xiii.. Banff, p. 340. 
7. N. S. A. R&C, P. 229. 
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conditions are favourable. More trade stimulated further improvements 

and both these ports refused to rest on early nineteenth century improve- 

ments; the trustees for Peterhead began a pier to protect their north 

harbour almost as soon as it was completed with the help of the Commissioners 

for Highland Roads and Bridges. 
I Fraserburgh was described by Robert 

Stevenson as being with BurAisland the best tidal harbour on the east coast 

in the first half of the eighteenth century 
2 

and thereafterp investment in 

the two harbours continued largely to accommodate the herring fishery. 
3 

However, from 1807 to 1821, the overall picture of the needs of 

transport and communications ti= very different from that of a very few 

years later when the advent of railwayo affected both road and harbour 

J. trailic and early nineteenth century planners can hardly be criticis6d for 

lack of a crystal ball. Whether the sanding up of the Moray Firth harbours 

could fairly have been anticipated is doubtful, for even modern techniques 

by hydrographers in constructing models simulating all conditions expected 

in such constructions do not always foresee all the possible snags. The 

rising costs experienced in the period during which the Harbours Act mainly 

operated, one of the effects of the Napoleonic War, restricted its applic. 

ation, as did the delays in obtaining access to the capital, but taken all 

in all the building that took place as a result of the act must be considered 

as being a very real benefit that arose from the 1752 annexation, oven 

though an inýirect one. 

1. N. S. A. xii, p. 375,2. N. S. A. xii, p. 255. 
3. H. Hamilton, ed. The County of Aberdoen (Glasgowg 1960), pp. 228f 

328. This is a volume in the. third Statistical 
-AgcoUnt of 

Scotlan 
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5. ASSESSMENT 

The Board for the Forfeited Annexed Estates in their support of all 

forms of communications once again illustrated how very much they were in 

sympathy with contemporary attitudes and outlook. At least one petition 

was quite explicit on this approach; Sir Alexander Ramsay of Dalmain, 

Sir 3ames Nicolson of Clenbervie and others excused their appeal for assist- 

ance for a bridge over the Berviev which was not strictly speaking in the 

Board's territory, on the grounds that "the building of bridges has now 

become much the object of public attention as beinq absolutely necessary 

for opening free intercourse of communication through the different parts 

of the country and consequently for advancing the progress of improvements 

in agriculture and manufactures". 
1 Their interest in all types of 

communication in use in the Highlands at the time followed the same course 

as that of the public at large. Starting off with financial assistance 

to roads, bridges and inns? and maintaining that interest throughout their 

existence, the commissioners partook of the canal mania and latterly they 

gave considerable sums to aid harbour construction just as interest developed 

in this nationally* 
2 

Also, the commissioners did not work in isolation. We have seen 

that they sought the assistance of the Commissioners of Supply and in turn 

1. E728/29/22, 
2. B. Lenman, Parts of East Scotland (forthcomingt David & Charles) 

Chapter I, I am grateful to Mr. Lenman for allowing me to 
refer to this volume* 
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were appealed to by them. Large bridges were not built out of annexed 

estates funds alonet partly because funds were insufficient, but n1so 

because of the Board's philosophy of self-help; theywould only contributo 

where local interest had resulted in practical effective steps being taken 

to amass at least part of the necessary capital outlay# So strong was 

this element in their allocation of their resources that as we have soon, 

they were unwilling to rebuild one bridge built mainly for the convenienco 

of travel between the estates of Perth and Struan, that over the river Lyon 

near Meggernie Castle, because oth=r heritors in tho area had neglected 

its repair. That at Kinloch Rannonh was an exception, Wilt solely from 

the Board's funds, because the Crown estates were so extensive in the area, 

It was also expected that the new settlement there would become a contra 

of communications to the west and north, a forecast that has a hollow ring 

today, - but in the 1750's and 1760'so with the prospect of a road across 

Rannoch Moor to King's House in Glencoe, not unreasonable. The rapid 

pacification of the Highlands in the second half of the century holpad to 

remove any sense of urgency in finishing such a line. 

The general aims of the annexation once accepted, however, Le, 

pacification of the Highlands, the introduction of industry nnd the general 

assimilation of Highland into Lowland culturev then subsidisation of methods 

of transport became a logical course for the Board to adopt. The contral 

government's ready and almost invariably immediate response to their 

requests for permissio n to be allowed to spend more money in this sphere 

contrast vividly with keaction to , or ignoring of some other of their 

activities and show the general appreciation of the importance of better 

communications. At an early date in the annexationt in 1757, it was the 

social benefits to be conferred, as seen from the Lowland and London stand- 

1. See part 2. of this chapter. 
(I 
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point, that viore emphasised. For example, bad roads with no bridges 

resulted in the inhabitants going to anyone, even itinerant Roman Catholic 

priests, for baptism , if such appeared first in their district. This was 

considered undesirable in a society that was trying to propagate Protestant- 

ism and Presbyterianism. A few years later, the belief was expressed 

that bridges would soften Highland manners and quicken their industry in 

that they would shake off their "sloth and indolence and improper means of 

supporting themselves". 
2 Later stillp as we-have seen, the economic 

benefits, local and generalt that it was hoped would arise, were quoted as 

reasons for supporting petitions for aid, while defence of the realm loomed 

fairly large. 

The commissioners never forg--t their primary duty to promote the 

welfare of the annexed estates in particular and gave as much sympathy 

and interest to the Callandor minister's plea for a bridge to prevent his 

congregation being soaked on the way to church as they devoted to much 

larger structures, Captain Forbes' suggestion that they devoted L150 per 

annum to the sole purpose of building bridges over "little rivulets"p 

especially those that led to* churches and mills, 
3 

was one that the Board 

would no doubt have willingly followed had other demands not seemed more 

pressing, in light of their resources* As it was, a considerable number 

of arches of both stone and timber that the Board did build and repair, 

without formal acceptance of any specific sum, must have added greatly to 

the comfort and convenience of their tenants. 

The proportion of their expenditure devoted to communications shows 

the importance attributed to this aspect of Highland development, from the 

start of active involvement by the Board. In the 3ournal detailing sums 

paid out, from August 1767, L3,675.6,8, was earmarked for bridgesq excluding 

1. E723/lp p. 48.2. E723/10 p. 81. 
3. F. R. Lovat and Cromarty, 4. 
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the large capital subsidy to the bridge over the Tay nt Perth and the sums 

not specified in the amounts spent on "Public Works" by tho factors; Ll 9 520 

was allocaýed to roads and in the last ten years, L5,833,19.7. to harbourst 

ferry piers, the Mull packet and on Watt's surveys for the Strathmore and 

Crinan Canals. 1 The last sums are not even the total for tho Barons of 

the Exchequer had to discharge a proportion of the allowance an harbours 

after 1784.2 Between 1761 and 1784, the Crown autharised L21tBO7 for road 

and bridge-building. 
3 This was a contribution towards the aims of annex- 

ation, assisting industry and the integration of the population, which was 

not derisory. But it was a slow process, many of the arches described as 

very necessary in 1755 and 1761 being built only ton or fifteen years 

later. It was 1780 before the inhabitants of Balquhidder and Strathyre 

had stone bridges over the Balvaig, assisted by n largo contribution from 

the county, 
ý 

However, it must be admitted that the Board must be faulted on two 

points. First, they initiated few projects that matorialisedi the 

Strathmore canal and the pier at Part Leich being abortivaq though the 

Kinloch Rannoch bridge on the other hand is still a monument to thoir labours. 

They usually just waited for requests for help though it can be argued that 

the annual expenditure they incurred from 1761 onwards on smaller local 

structures serving, the estates was of major importanco in proportion to 

their total income. Secondly, the concomitant of this lack of initiative 

is that most expenditure w3s concentrated south of Loch Rannoch as a glance 

at Map B will show. There heritors were thicker an the ground, so thnro 

was more active interest in improvements, more money available and hence 

more appeals for help. The theory of David Turnock that differences 

11 E732/9, passimo 
3. E724/1,2,3. 

2, E714/18/o. 
4. P. L. A, 2/1/ll p, 201. 
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between south-cast and north-west have been intensified by all schemes 

to improve is once more illustrated* 
I 

Certainly it was logically necessary to open the roads further south 

before one could reach the more remote northp but despite pleas thnt work 

vias hold up for lack of money, most of the lowland work mirht wall have 

been accomplished with help from other sources such as the Ordnance Fund. 

The large subsidy given to the Perth bridge would have achieved less 

spectacular results than Smeaton's graceful bridge but would have built 

many small arches and improved many miles of road further north, Admittedly 

statute labour was not the most efficient method of building roads and the 

country people needed a oreat deal of expensive supervision but the E700 

a year granted by the 8-card wculd have g--ne far. Evcn nanintenancc might 

have been improved though this was an intractable problem as the Commiss- 

ioners for Highland Roads and Bridges discoVered later, These-later 

toad-builders found that despite initial enthusiasm for new roads and indeed 

for roads much superior in quality to what they considered justified or 
2 

prudent in terms of expense, yet when the roads were loft to the care of 

Highland gentlemen they were allowed to fall into disrepairg through lack 

of co-cperation and what the factor to the Duke of Hamiltong Robert Brown 

called "a shortpighted view of individual interests", 3 Brown had also 

worked for Clanranald so that he knew what he was talking about. 

Henry Butter was one factor on the annexed estates who never failed 

to impress on the Board the crying need for improvement in communications 

and much of his correspondence shows. how much thought he gave to the subjectp 

as well as time and energy. In 1767, he employed two to three thousand 

1. David Turnock, Patterns of Hiqhland Development (London, 1970), 
passim. Hereafter, Turnock, Patterns. 

2. C. H. R. B. 9, p, 14. 
3. C. H. R. B. 6, p. 35. 

I 
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'4 

people on statute labour and made sure of the county services to make 

roads where there had formerly been "only footpaths 2 Highland transport 

needed and still needs people with similar devotion and it is a sad fact 

that lacking either devotion or finance or both, many Highland roads are 

still "only footpaths" by twentieth century standardsp though most streams 

may be bridged. It is perhaps an even more pointed commentary that some 

bridges built to eighteenth century specifications and widths are bearing 

the flow of twentieth century traffic without any change in their funda- 

mental structure. 

1. E786/33/2.2. E786/33/1. 
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v 

Chapter VI. 

THE DISANNEXATION 

CONCLUSION -- 

In 17B4 the experiment ended. At the beginning of August in that 

year, Henry Dundas who was appointed to the Board in 1783, pr3sented a 

bill to Parliament for a first reading which proposed ret---rning the 

annexed estates to the form-ar owners or to their heirs, Already in 

1775 Dundas had argued for the return of the estatesq expressing the view 

that "it was to talk like children to talk of any danger or disaffection 

in the North". 1- The bill passed quickly through all its stages and an 

19th August the Royal Assent was given to an Act of Parliament revoking the 

annexation that in 1752 had been envisaged as "unalienable". 2 The Board 

for the Forfeited Annexed Estates which cantnot unreasonably, bo called the 

first Highland and Islands Development Board was discontinued from Martinmas 

1784. 

Disannexation can hardly have come as a surprise, The writing had 

been an the wall for a long time for the climate of opinion towards the 

Highlands in general and towards the forfeitures and the families affected 

in particular had been changing gradually, over the last quarter century. 

As early as 1764, the Mari bcNal Panmure and Southesk estates forfeited in 

1715 had been bought back by the Earl Marischal, the Earl of Panmurot and 

1. C. R. Fay, Adam Smith and the Scotland of his Day (Cambridge, 1956), 
pp. 12-13. 

2.24 George III c. 57, The Disannexing Act. 
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Sir James Carnegie of Pitarrow, the heir-male of the family of Southeskq 

at the upset price. No-one had offered against them and according to 

the Scots Maoazine "the people in the galleries could scarce forbear express- 

ing their joy by, acclamation, on seeing these estates return to the represent- 

atives of the ancient and illustrious families to which they had formerly 

belonged. " I 

Ten years later the Lovat estates were returned to the Fraser Tamily 

in the person of Major-General Simon Fraser. 2 In 1748 it was possible for 

Baron Edlin to write that he was convinced "they had botter give young 

Lovat a Pension to ten times the value than reinstate him in his Paternal 

3 Estate" , but by 1774 the sams "young Lovat" was a high-ranking officer 

in the British army and without being in formal possession of his paternal 

estates had raised a regiment from them in defence of the dyna-. ty that had 

beheaded his father. Other heirs of the forfeited persons were also 

officers in the army and of undoubted loyalty. 
4 

Many were living on their 

ancestors' estatesl 
5 fully accepted by their social equals who had not 

supported the Stewarts. 
6 Francis Farquharson was even offered the post of 

7 
factor an his ancestral estate. The Highlands themselves "formerly looked 

upon as a nuisance to the Islands"a were by the third quarter of the eight- 

eenth century valued for their scenic beauty and the inhabitants for their 

source of supply as a fighting force. Even Gaelic culture was no longer so 

despised, MacPherson's "Ossianic" poetry (1762-3) having considerable effect 

in this connection* The avowed aim of the. Highland Society. of 1784 to iassist 

this culture would have been impossible and unacceptable in 1752. 

1. Scots Magazine, 26, pp. 108-9* 2. 14 George III c. 22. 
3. Adv. Ms. 19.1.35, f. 26. 4. See Appendix L. 
5. E768/61/4(l). 6. - E777/146/2. 
7. E773/42. B. E723/11 p. B2. 
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At the same time there was not wholehearted approval for the activities 

of the Annexed Estates Board. The views of one critic, George Chalmers, 

have already been quoted. 
1 Lord Kames had to admit that large amounts of 

money had been spent on the Highlands and on the annexed estates which had 

2 
proved "no better than water spilt on the ground", and anyone who had 

cared to calculate the costs of the early support of the linen stations or 

of the soldiers' settlements -, must have felt constrained to agree, It was 

all very well for Thomas Pennant who was rather appalled by the state in 

which he found one of the latter to remark apologetically of the commissioners 

that: "As these gentlemen with rare patriotism discharge their trust 

without salary, they might not be liable to censure like hireling placemen- 

. ell 
3 

on every trifling failur . Others were likely to be loss charitable 

and some of the failures after all were not so trifling. Southey's 

comment in the early nineteenth century is an illustration of the more 

critical view of the Board's administration. He was clearly under the 

impression that it had been both inefficient and ineffectivo and his phrase 

was "However much the money (i. e. the rents) may have bean misapplied 
4 

during a long series of years by those to whom it was entrusted.. oooo * 

The management of the estates themselves came under fire during the 

debate on the Disannexing 'Act when Lord Sydney declared that it was easy. 

to distinguish the annexed estates because of the bad condition they were 

in compared to other men's estates and for the almost total neglect of 

their cultivation. 
5 This was not wholly special pleading. As we have 

seen, little praise can be found from outside unprejudiced sources for 

the results of the Board's agricultural policiesq however admirable they 

may have been in theory, and even one of the factorso Colin MacKenziev on 

1. Previous chapter, Section 4. 
2. Ramsay, Scotland, i. p198 3* T. Pennant, Tour, ii, pgl. 
4. R. Southey, Tour, p. 88. 
5. Parliamentary History of England (London 1815), xxiv, 1372-3. 
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his appointment wrote of the estate of Cromarty: "You will know how this 

estate has been harshly used since the forfeiture". 
1 

This was an opinion 

the family agreed with on their return. 
2 

The main details of the Disannexing Act and the names of thosp to 

whom the estates were returned may be feund in Appendices K and L; here 

it may suffice to note briefly that Ardshoal, Callartv Cluny, Cromarty, 

Kinlochmoidart, Lochgarry and Lochiel were returned to the only or th6 

eldest sons of the previous uwners. Francis Farquharson received back 

his former estates and Barrisdale was granted to the grandson of John 

MacDonnell of Glengarry by whom the estate had been orig-4nnlly leased in 

wadset. Three of those attainted had no direct heirs, Cot-xnmuno of Perth, 

Francis Suchenan of Arnprior, and A)exander Robertson of Struan, Some 

genealogical research was required before the Perth lestates were awarded 

to the great-grandson of the first Earl of Melfort. Francis Buchanan's 

sister, 3ean, and another line of the family wore hold to be the due 

heirs and Lieutenant- Colonel Alexander Robertson of Drumachine was the 

nearest male heir of Robertson of Struano 

One important condition was imposed on the new or returning proprietors# 

After the annexationt large sums were voted by Parliament at various dates 

to ascertain and pay the debts due from the attainted owners so that there 

should be no legal doubts about the Crown's title to the estates. it 

was considered only just that public funds should be reimbursed. The 

amount involved in paying creditors, purchasing the rights of superiorities 

and in compounding claims made by subject superiors was L142,035,8.4 7 
12. 

which with L808.1.6. Exchequer fees. gave a total of L142,843.9.10 713 The 12 

actual debts totalled L90,124.12.5.4 The amount due from each proprietor 

1. F. R. Cromarty 14.10-6-1777 
2, Fraser, Cromartiev ii. p. ccivil,. 
3. E714/18/m. 
4. BPP. 1806 (221) ii. 307. 
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was stipulated in the Disannexing Act and the Dukes of Argyll and Atholl 

were instructed to buy back the superiorities their families had previously 

possessed, for 4-3,248.2.4, The debts on the Struan estate were somewhat 

complicated by the fact that Alexander Robertson of Struan seemed to have 

paid none of his creditors sincc the estate was first forfeited in 16901 

and in the Disannexing Act no attempt was made to calculate what was due. 

The Barons of the Exchequer however show L10698.3.3.1 owing from before 12 
2 

1690 and L5,502.16.0 thereafter. 

Receipt efid administration of the capital accruing from the repayment 

of debts by the proprietors and tidying up unfinished business of the 

aonw. x3tjon becamc the responsibility of the Barons of the Exchequer. This 

included such duties as arranging for the collection of rents and arrears 

due from before 1784, paying the pensions awarded to redundant officers 

of the Board for the Forfeited Annexed Estates and hanouring any firm 

promises of financial aid still unpaid at the demise of the Board, Hýl f 

the amount due from the now proprietors was to be paid by Martinmas 1785 and 

3 
was. in fact by then in the Exchequer; . the remaining moiety due by 

Martinmas 1788 was rather less punctual 
4 

and as we have soon, some of the 

debt from the heirs to the Perth estate was never collected, 
5 Simon 

Fraser had received much more generous treatment than those who rogained 

their estates under the Disannexing Act* He was allowed ton years from 

1774 to repay the capital of L200983.0.1. with 3% interest charged and 

then he had to be given twelve months notice before having to produce the 
6 

principal; the others were allowed only four years to find the capital 

and paid 5/'o interest. 

Our chief concern here is the use made of these not inconsiderable 

sumso Parliament might easily have allowed-the money to disappear into 

1. See Appendix L. 2. E714/18/jv k. 
3. E700/5, p. 13. 4. E702/49 pp. 102-103. 
5. See Chapter V. 4, p. 347. 6. 14 George III c. 22. 
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anonymity in the Exchequer's maw. With what must be recognised as a 

continuation, conscious or not, of the principles under which the original 

annexation was planned, all the resulting capital was devoted to specifically 

Scottish though not necessarily Highland projects. In the third reading 

of the bill for disannexing the estates, a clause was added awarding 

E50,000 towards the building of the Forth-Clyde canal which had been 

languishing for lack of funds, and L15,000 towards completing a "proper 

Repository for Records in Scotland". 

The question of the storage of Scottish records had been a vexed one 

since the union of the two Parliaments. Duncan Forbes of Cullen had made 

a brave attempt at putting them in-order but he had not been able to solve 

the problem of finding a suitable place for depositing them once this had 

1 
been done. In 1765, the government authorised the expenditure of 

Z12,000 from any free produce from the Forfeited Estates in Scotland to 

buy and construct a suitable building. 
2 The records had hitherto been 

kept mostly underground in a cellar in the Scottish Parliament Housev 

where they had suffered from the damp so that "some of the Records are 

thereby effaced, many or them ratting and all of then in imminent danger of 

of being destroyed". 
3 The foundation stone of the new repo3itory was 

laid by the Lord Clark Register, Lord Frederick Campbell, on 27 June, 1774 

and it contained a hermetically sealed vase including ono of each coin 

struck during George III's reign as well as the gold medal struck at his 

coronation. 
4 The Register ýouse, ' as it was to be known, was designed by 

Robert Adam to stand at the north end of the North Bridge in the extended 

Royalty of Edinburgh, But it was unfinished in 1784 for lack of funds and 

it was hoped that the sum granted would be sufficient to complete the 

building. 

1. G. Menary, The Life and Letters of Duncan Forheri of Dillon (London, 
1936) pp. 174-1B1. 

2. Funds arising from the Forfeited Annexed Estates were not involved 
before the disannexation. 

3. E700/3, p. 322. -4. Scots Manaztna, -36, p. 333. 
5. E727/71/1. 
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Once the Forth-Clyde proprietors repaid the LSO, 000 granted in 1784, 

the sums available began a financial roundabout, assisting various schemos 

to develop and improve communications. 
I 

Other awards wore made as 

money became available and particular needs or worthy causes appeared, 

The award to the S. S. P. C. K. was one such. 
2 

In 1786,3 L3,000 was allocated 

to the Highland Society founded in 1784, for any purposes its directors 

cared as the society's general aims included the promotion of-improvements, 

the establishment of towns and villages, making roads and building bridges, 

advancing agriculture, extending the fisheries and introducing useful 

trades and manufactures 
4_ the policy of annexation in a nutshell. 

erom the timo that the returning proprietors paid their initial 

instalments, the Forfpited Estates account maintainnd a crnritt halancR in 

the Royal Bank, gaining interest but little else. All the previous 

grants including Z1,000 to build a jail at Inverness had not exhausted the 

funds by the end-of the century. In 1606v there was a balance of 

E22,329.18.4. unallocated, LlSv125.0.0 at 4% to pay the annuities of the 

Annexed Estates Board's servants, and L9,000 proposed as a loan to 

Edinburch to build new-courts of justice. In 1806, three acts were passed 

to make more constructive use of this money, on the linos suggested by the 

Parliamentary Committee on the Funds Arising from the Forfeited Estates. 5 

First, L12,000 was awarded t6 replace the ruinous building which housed the 

Barons of the Exchequer. 
6 

By another act passed shortly after this, 
7 

the 

British Society for Extending the fisheries was awarded L7,500 to make a 

harbour at Wick where they had bought land but had no funds avai'lable to 

develop the site. By the same act, L2,000 was to be usod to build a larger 

lunatic asylum at Edinburgh which had to cater for most of Scotland. The 

1. Chapter V, 4.2. Chapter 11,1. 
3.26 George III c. 28.4. Scots Macazino, 46, p, 697. 
5. BPP. 1806 (221) ii. 305.6.46 George III c. 154. 
7.46 George III c. 156. 
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Highland Society was awarded LBOO per annum for ten. years but the first call 

on this sum was the payment of annuities to the officers of the Board. 

The total due under this head had now been reduced through deaths from 

over ZIE800 to L460 a year and in 1817 when the bequest to the Highland 

Society had run its course, those remaining were bought out for what at 

least one of those concerned thought a very fair sum, 
1 

Finally the Committee had suggested that public aid to harbo. ur 

construction was of "infinite consequence" 
2 

and the remaining balance of 

the funds was applied under what was to be known as the Scottish Harbours 

Act to the building of harbours, canals, and quays under the administration 
3 

of the Commissioners for Highland Roads and Bridgos. This has been 

considered in Chaptcr V, part 4. 

The use made by the government of the money repaid by the proprietors 

must be commended. It may not have been strictly applied to the benefit 

of the Highlands and Islands until the Scottish Harbours Act was passed but 

Register House still stands as a worthy monument to the annexation, The 

harbours built have been further extended where there was a demand as in 

Leith, Fraserburgh and Peterhead and though other works, including the 

canals, have been overtaken by events they merited the expenditure in 

contemporary eyes, Further the influx of capital, providing employment 

and specie, can only have benefited the whole of the Scottish economy. 

Equally the earlier inflow of money into the country from the capital 

autharised by Parliament to repay the debts of the forfeited owners must 

have had a similar beneficial effectbut the settlement of the claims made 

on the estates is a study in its own right and one that lies outside the 

bounds of the present work. 

1. E702/4.6 December 1817.2. BPP. 1806 (221) 11.310. 
3.46 George III c. 155. 
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It is perhaps worth noting in connection with the return of estates 

that annexation eventually made it more likely that the old families would 

in fact resume ownership of their paternal estates, The others had been 

sold and not all were so lucky as the Marischal, Panmure and Southesk 

hcirs. Some of those whose families had lost their possession in 1715 

went so far as to form a committee, largely at the instigation of Erskine 

-a return of the old titlest accepting that of Mar, to plead for at leas'. 

it would be impossible to deprive those who had purchased forfeited estates 

of their legal property, 
1 

Assessment of the performance of the Board for the Forfeited Annexed 

Estates may be more critical than Pennant's but less damning than Southey's. 

In retrospect, it is possible to see how heavily several 1"actors weighed 

against complete success. Lack of time and lack ofadequato funds were 

handicaps against which the commissioners found themselves struggling 

throughout, the latter affecting their activities from the earliest stages 

of annexation. 

It is not only historians who "overestimate the incomes from large 

estates" and forget to-calculate the running costs. 
2 

There can be little 

doubt that the whole conception of annexation was built on unrealistic 

contemporary calculations - if calculations there worel Assumptions may 

be a more accurate word - of the financial resources that would be at the 

Board's command. Consider the income of L6,000 a year in the hands of 

the Board of Trustees for Manufactures and Fisheries in 1727 to encourage 

Scottish economic developm, 3nt in a limited range of industries; in 1753, 

0,000 a year was granted'. to the same body for nine years for the single 

purpose of encouraging industry in the Highlands. The S*S. P. C. K. had an 

income of L1,500 for educational purposes only and the annual-income of 

L9,000 available in the second half of the eighteenth century to the Dukes 

1. NLS. Ms. 5209, ff. 13-44. 
2. Review by J. Kenyon of Ray A. Kelch 'Newcastle, A Duke without 

Money' in the Observer, 31.3.1974. 
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of Argyll 1 
was double the free produce of the estates annexed. By - 

comparison, the Board's income was paltry. Certainly the expense of the 

maintenance of proprietors was removed, apart from widows' and dowagers' 

por-tionst but an the estate of Perth the Dowager-Duchess occupied the 

greater part of the barony of Stobhall with a rental of L500. What was 

forgotten or incorrectly calculated or even more probably guossedgif 

remembered, was the amount that a centralised administration would cost. 

What never seemed to be realised was the large sums that were necessary, 

far beyond the resources of the estates, if some of the visionarv schemes 

were to be sustained once they were beyond embryonic form. 

At one point between 1755 and 1760p Gilbert Elliot uf Hintot very 

troubled at the appurent melting away of rusourcest repeated the sums of 

the office in some disbelief. 2 Of L9,000ptho surpl us reckoned to be 

available over two years, fitting up the Edinburgh office cost LIj2OOf 

V 865 worth of expenditure had already been allowed and plans made that 

would absorb Z5,330 more, a total of L89098. This was only a start and 

it was already clear that the purse was not bottomless, Unfortunately 

this was a lesson the commissioners were slow to learn and they sometimes 

showed what can only be described as arithmetical obtuseness where finance 

was concerned. Had the full-blown plans to develop the fisheries and 

fishing towns been carried outp even keeping within the estimated L6,000, 

the surplus from the rents for about a year and n half would have been 

absorbed. All other plans would have been effectively put out of court. 

Yet first the Board and then the Treasury approved this expenditure in 

addition to that an inland villages without a query as to how the money was 

to be found. In 1775, the Board certainly stated that they made no new 

proposals involving expenditure as their resources were already totally 

1. Lindsay, Inveraray, p. 238. 
2. NLS. Minto EFP 35. 
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committed 
1 but the following year they returned to their usual habits, 

despito tho good financial sense shown by Robert Oliphant of Rossie who 

had been examining the accounts. 

The situation he found was as follows. The gross rent in 1776 was 

8 stipends, school L7,679.0. 'f2; payment uf the usual public burdens such as ýL- 
10 

masters' salaries, etc. and feu-duties reduced this to L6,493.8.2=-- . After 
12 

further deduction of managerial expenses and salaries to officers the free 

rent had shrunk to L5,425.19.0 
11 

- in theory, but arrears amounted to 
12 

11 2 
L2,848.1.1& 12 

L2,578.17-. 2. tuas left. Set against this was the total 

expenditure authorised at that date - L9,225.7.11-ýý for tuhich the Receiver 
12 

General had cash in hand of L1,286.18.2. Very little or thiý; was in 

fact availahle for nFitu or authorised projects for L925.16. Q' was due in 

salaries and unavoidable incidental expenses, L200 was already committed 

for the innat*Dalnacardoch and L80'for seating Callander kirk. 
3 Delay in 

beginning even approved schemes was unavoidable. 

Mr. Oliphant struck out as much as he could, an action that was in 

itself a criticism of the Board's financial administration, to which of 

course, he was a part. He then made some sensible suggestions for the 

futurepthat no more engagements should be undertaken until the existing 

debts were paid and that no order should be made for payment even of firm 

undertakings unless there was money actually in the Receiver General's 

hand. 4 Little attention was paid to his strictures however, for in the 

same year another L500 was allowed_for bridges and roads on the grounds 

that the free rent was L3,663,5 and in 1783, L3,342 was promised against 

L873 in ready cash. 
6 Far more was needed to effect the desired radical 

transformation of the Highland people and economy than was ever at the 

1. E723/2, p. 234.2. E731/11/20. 
3. E731/11/21.4. E731/11/21. 
S. E731/11/22,6. E731/11/24. 
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disposal of the Board. 
I The writer of the manuscript transcribed in' 

Appendix C was financially wiser than the legislators when he recommended 

an initial Treasury loan of L10,000 but it is doubtful if even that amount 

wculd have been sufficient to accomplish the wide-reaching aims of the 

annexation. The Highlands have soaked up larger sums over the past two 

centuries and whatever the aims of those responsible for such expenditure, 

whether private gain or public good, the results have rarely been commen- 

surate with the relevant outlay of energy and money. 

The passage of time has indeed been curiously kind to the commiss- 

ioners, for their performance and achievements do bear comparison with the 

activities of most of those later would-be improvers and tranofozmmrs of 

the Highlands. It is doubtful if the activities of the Congs8ted Districts 

Board from 1897 to 1912 or those of Lord Leverhulme* in the 1920, s or even 

more controversially, the Sutherland estate schemes of 1802-160 
2 

showed 

any more results for the money spent than this first planned attempt at 

comprehensive development. What is somewhat depressing is that throughout, 

there have been few new ideas as to how to improve the quality of life of 

the Highlanders. The latest policies of the Highlands and Islands Develop- 

ment Board set up in 1965 are in essence identical to those of the Board for 

the Forfeited Annexed Estatesq even to the building of hotels and that as 
3 

an "improvement" was actually proposed in the seventeenth century, 

The time available to the commissioners was, like their funds# 

limited, little though they realised this in 1755. Five years to 1760 lay 

fallow as far as their wider plans were concerned though they immediately 

. 96 1. In their final report, the Board gave the figures of L19,386.16 r- 12 as the gross rent of the annexed estates. This, however, 
included the produce '09 some estates from 1780 and arrears' 
amounted to Z5,646 0405 12 E723/3t PP762p 63. A few years 
before , the gr 7 ss rent of L10,700.0.0- was reduced to neat rent 
of L6,542.14.2- with the further redul 

Hion 
of arrears of L3,09B. 3.6 

E723/3, p. 11.12 T2* 

2. Adam, Sutherland, i. Introduction. 
3. Donaldson,. 2ocuments, p. 172. 
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began agricultural change. It was 1770 before they gained control of the 

estates hold of subject superiors and only four years later that the beginning 

of the end could be discerned in the disannexation of the Lovat estate. 

Indoed in 1775 the morals of the Board must have been at a low ebb. They 

had seen the failure of the linen stations, colonisation plans had gone 

sadly awry and minor schemes,. minor that is in the expense involved, such 

as encouraging craftsmen and settling day labourers, had had only modified 

success, A few small firms were thriving with the help of subsidies but 

major industrial development had ceased. In agriculture, leases and 

security of tenure were the first aim of the commissionera and in 1774, 

the Treasury suggested that no more long leases should bu ýj. -Znted. The 

Tradtiury w1iij was plain; if one astatte could be returned '-o a loyal ar-my 

officer so could others. Returning proprietors would be the less grateful 

if they found their paternal estates encumbered with long leases set at 

comparatively low rents, enforcing agricultural policies they might not 

wish to follow. At this point, an affronted Board dug in its heels and 

declaring that such a policy would be "fatal to industryll, carried an making 

cut-leases of up to forty-one years in length to the end of the annexation. 
2 

Only seven years later, however, in 1781, we find the Board refusing 

the prayer of the General Assembly to authorise their agent to carry on 

the process of a proposed new erection in Ardnamurchan parish, accepted 

in principle before, on the grounds that having been "some time ago 

discharged from exercising an ordinary act of management", unspecified, 

they were declining to enter into any matter of great importance "especially 

such as tend to entail perpetual burthens upon the Estates under their 

management", 
3 Here was another straw showing in which way the wind was 

blowing and an illustration of the reduced powers and hence of the 

a7fectiveness of tho Board. 

1. E727/65.2. E727/G5; E721/202 P, 20. 
3. E721/11, p. 222. 
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Agricultural change in the Highlands, whatever the extent of manu- 

facturing industry that might have been introduced, was bound to be the 

heart and core of the hoped-for transformation, involving as it did, not 

only purely economic effects but basic social change. Such changes are 

by their very nature slow unless they be of a drastic and revolutionary 

type like the forming of immense sheep-runs. It was the Board's mis- 

fortune that the annexation was revoked before the smaller tenants as a 

whole, not only on the annexed estates but in the whole of Scotland, were 

prepared to accept the need for change or. to realise that the neo methods 

brouoht some benefits to themselves. Tenants desired the senurity of 

tenure that came with' leases but were not prepared to slouQh off old habits. 

There had not been time to win them over and the atmosphere of uncertainty, 

that must have arisen after 1774, can have done nothing to persuade conser- 

vative farmers and thp ignorant "awktyard, lazy inhabitants" 
I 

to cooperate 

in altering practices which they fondly assumed would be resumed under the 

old families. George Nicblson urote, not of tenants on the remote estntes 

in the north and west where recalcitrance could have been expected but of 

scmi"nea. r Callander, who if they were sure "the estates is to go away" 

immediately tuould pull down a dike as fast as it was built "over the 

Commissioners belly" 02 This was in February 1784 so twenty-nine years of 

state control and attempts at organised improvements had not been enough 

to alter old attitudes. 

In the next century, James Loch on reflection considered that the 

alterations on the Sutherland estates had been too rapid and had been 

carried "farther than vven the most active of the old tenants can undertake, 

understand or keep pace tuith". 
3 

The Commissioners for the Annexed Estates 

are unlikely to be accused of such a fault. The happiness of the inhabitants 

1. E729/8, p. 17.2. E777/136/19. 
3. Adam, Sutherland, 1. p. xcvii. 
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had to be considered and this involved their acquiscence in no small 

degree. The aims of the annexation were not to, be achieved by economic 

prosperity if it were combined with the alienation of the natives. Some 

of the servants of the Board as we have seen felt that tenderness towards 

tenants was carried too far, as did other proprietors. The factors howeverg 

did seem to appreciate the need to hasten slowly. 

The most notable characteristic, however, that may be attri buted to 

members of the Board, both inJividually and collectively, is their 

modernity in eighteenth century terms. "Enlightenment Man" was forward- 

looking, far-sighted, excited by an interest in physical and mental experi- 

-ed '-- ment and change and the commIssioners and those who initi-: 0. I. M, Annexing 

Act were typical of the best of their age. Every aspect of thfý policies 

proposed in the act and followed by the Board can be parallelled in the 

work of private landowners and the commissioners' own estates reflect the 

beliefs, fashions and preoccupations of the time. The century abounds 

with examples of model improving landowners, the building of new towns and 

of the attempted introduction of industry where there was none before, by 

private individuals. Not least, proprietors at their own expense carried 

out improvements on the appalling transport system of the period, 

Acting as a body within the confines of the statute of annexation 

and controlled in the last resort by the central governmentq it must be 

admitted, however, that the commissioners often displayed rather less 

wisdom, efficiency and far-sighted ness than their contemporaries generally 

or themselves individually. It had been hoped that the annexed estates 

would be models for their neighbours but in the event, the examples set 

by the commissioners in their private capacity must have made far more 

impression than similar policies carried out in the name of the Board, 

Lord Kames began the draining of Flanders Moss and carried it through with 

spectacular success; the draining of Rannoch Moor was unlikely to inspire 
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imitation. - Lord Findlater and Lord Gardenstone built towns more successful 

at the time and more 13sting than even Kinloch Rannoch and the former's 

reputation as an agricultural improver did not arise from his position as 

a member of tho Board for the Forfeited Annexed Estates. 

Far froi-n praising the Board for far-sightedness it is possible to 

criticise the commissioners for short-sightedness at various points. With 

the benefit of hindsight their acceptance of the responsibility for the 

Trustees' manufacturing stations was unwise, but even at the time it was 

hardly prescient -to accept without question the Treasury's ignoring their 

request for authority to spend more than the paltry L200 a year allowed 

for edoration. While all praise is due for the decision to e ncourage 

crafLsmanship by apprenticing boys and girls to various trades, there was 

little attempt to decide on any system of priorities as to where the 

greatest neod lay except perhaps as regards farm utensils, They totally 

discounted Factor Small's warnings on the nature of the type of settlers 

they proposed establishing all over the estates and in arranging for these 

settlements to be built showed a deplorable lack of sense of the practicalp 

even allowing for the inevitable haste engendered by the end of the Seven 

Years' War. The wholly meritorious encouragement of bridge, road, canal 

and harbour building was guided by no overall strategy but was awarded to 

individual projects as first the factors gave their views on immediate 

essentials and then as requests, recommendations and petitions reached the 

Edinburgh office from outside sources. The response to the factors' lists 

was not particularly methodical. 

Indeed, in the latter part of the annexation it is possible to imagine 

a certain degree of despair in the wholehearted devotion of a large prop- 

ortion of the funds to the development of communications. By 1775, so 

Land, Highlands, p. 159. The writer thought Z5,000 per annum would 
be needed to carry out his ideas an dividing parishes and providing 
more schools. 
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many of the other types of activity aimed at transformation of the Highland 

scene had either failed, or had at most achieved doubtful success, that 

it is not wholly illogical to assume that' the Board seized on the policy 

of encouraging bridge-building as a last resort in the face of possible 

disannexation. Bridges would at least stand as clear and visible proof 

that some of their work had not been in vain. This may be over-facile 

however, and the more positive and charitable point of view is also tenable 

that they began to perceive better late than never that improved communi- 

cations were the first and probably the most vital step in encompassing 

the Highlands in Lowland civilisation. The awareness of the nend had been 

present from the early years of annexation, both in the questions sent to 

the factors and in the reports to the government 
1 but it was in the second 

half of the Board's existence that the greater attention'was paid to this 

aspect of their ejork. It is possible that the comments of Archibald' 

Menzies too began to bear fruit; 2 he joined the Board as a commissioner 

in 1770. Whatever the reasons, there was explicit recognition of the 

Board's philosophy in a petition referring to the attention being paid to 

the erection of bridges as "the first and best improvement on the face of 

all countries". 
3 

The importance attached to this and other policies was sometimes 

fluctuating, not always consistent, but the idea of agricultural improvements 

on the estates was ever-present and continued throughout the annexation 

with different degrees of care and intensity an different estates. And 

here perhaps the greatest criticism of the commissioners must be made. 

There was a fundamental lack of balance in the care lavished on the various 

estates which, as David Turnock describes the process, "compounded" instead of 

1. E726/1, pp. 7,8; E723/1, p. 48.. 
2. E729/8, p. 133. This report included his suggestion that cross- 

roads should have been made before industry was introduced. 
3. E728/28/18. 
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resolving the differences in culture and economy between the south-east and 

the north-west. The most remote and most in need of change if they were 

to be brought into the mainstream of 8cottish economic and social life were 

the least attended. Admittedly the length of time wasted in making the 

legal arrangements with subject superiors was one element in producing this 

situation. Map A shows that these estates that'came under full annexation 

so late were just those farthest removed from "civilisation", but even so, 

I 

ten years later, Mrs. Susannah MacDonald could complain that no public 

money had been spent on Kinlochmoidart 2 
and Henry Butter was awa re of 

unfulfilled needs an the estates under his management, which were being 

looked after further south. 
3 Even in the building of bridges, Map B shows 

that most of these were in the south and cast. The reason for this was 

that the Board demanded evidence of self-help from the inhabitants where 

major crossings were involved and heritors in the south were wealthier and 

thicker on the ground. 

Undoubtedly a defensible case can be made out holding that the best 

way of ensuring the desired changes was to consolidate the government's 

control on the most southerly estates and those such as Struan which stradd- 

led the centre of the country. Oames Small thought that if Struan could 

be kept honest, especially Rannocht thieving would be wiped out, 
4 

so 

presumably if it could'be kept loyal so by analogy could disloyalty. it 

could have been nrgued that the most certain and effective way of securing 

peace, good government, industry and agricultural improvement not to mention 

the Protestant religion, was to form a sound base in the south and let the 

effects of these speak for themselves. The fact that so few of the tenants 

in Perthshire could be persuaded to take part actively in the Forty-Five 

1. Turnock, Patterns, p. 16. 
3. See Chapter IV. 

2. E764/31/4. 
4. E783/84/1, p. 14. 
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could have lent s trength to this theory* Unfortunately'for the*Board's 

reputation there is no sign that such a definite case had been formulated. 

Inspector Menzies recommended the restriction of aid to industry and 

schools on the annexed estates 
2 

to facilitate the recognition of the results 

of the Board's activities, but such a restriction was never imposed and would 

probably ýhave been contrary to the spirit and letter of the Annexing Act, 

which proposed devoting the rents to all the Highlands and Islands tuith 

only special attention to the annexed estates. Accessibility to Edinburgh 

seems to have been of the greatest importance in influencing thd Board and 

factors of the more remote estates had least opportunity of pressing their 

points. There were fewer qentlomaýi of standing too in these wilder regions 

who could be on such terms uith cc. 91missioners as the heritors and noblemen 

of Perthshire; the influence of the latter would be greater in wealth and 

numbers and presence so that once again the south had the advantage. 

The vulnerability of the Board to outside pressure was one reason too 

for the fact that so many of their decisions were ad hoc and that the same 

criticism can be made as Mr. Adam makes of the plans for the Sutherland 

estates - there was regular under- estimation of practical difficulties and 

equally important a failure to coordinate the various developments. 3. 
The 

pressures were not exerted merely by private individuals; the paradoxical 

combination of close control and indifference emanating from the central 

government contributed in no small measure to this failure, In the first 

five years on the annexation, from 1755 to 1760, some attempt was made to 

draw up comprehensive plans of improvements and developments on the lines 

drawn up in the Annexing Act and in the original instructions sent them, 4 

Thereafter, planning tended to be overtaken by events. - 

1. Lang, iLlohlandsg p. 130.2, E729/89 pp, 132-135; 
3. Adam, Sutherlnnd, 1. poxxxv, 

. 
4. E723/1, passim. 
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Ths greatest disadvantage that handicapped the Board for the Forfeited 

Annexed Estates was that they were asked to operate a process of government 

with fou precedents if any; their function was the equivalent of that of 

the governing board of today's public corporations or nationalised industries, 

but they were not provided with the essential adequate administrative 

machinery which would have facilitated their work. Neither did the 

practice nor the theory of the central novernment show any signs of develop- 

ing during the annexation in a direction which would have enabled both 

Board and Treasury to cope more easily with the situation the legislature 

had created. Our greatest admiration must be reserved for these whose 

vaulting imagination conceived such an all-embracing sociel, econoimicp 

constitutional and political experiment so far in advance of contemporary 

constitutional philosophy. The pity was that the creaking bureaucracy of 

the eighteenth century could not transform itself or be transformed fast 

enough either to enable the system to have worked automatically or those 

entrusted with its administration, able as they undoubtedly werep to 

overcome the restrictions that it seemed so natural at the time to impose* 

Perhaps the most fitting epitaph on the work of the Board can be found in 

the words of their contemporary who remaýrked that %,,,, it is not doubted 

(they) have acted as well as circumstances and the nature of their can- 

stitution could admit"O' 

1. Scots Mapazine, 30. p. 294. 
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Appendix A 

ESTATES FORFEITED UNbER THE 'VESTING ACTt, 20 GEORGE Il C. 41 

Estate Location, (by parish) 

Abernethy Personal estate 

Abernethy Banff 

Aldie Caputh, Fossoway, '4inross, Methven 

Ardsheal Lismore and Appin 

Arnprior Balquhidder, Callender, Kippen 

Asleod Monquhitter, New Deer 

l9alrmrino Balmerina, South Leith, Coupar 
Angus 

Barrisdale 

Burnfoot 

Callart 

Clanranald 

Cluny 

Cromarty 

* Dungallon 

Dunipace 

Attainted Person 

Alexander Abernethy 

George Abernethy 

Robert Mercer of Aldie 

Charles Stewart of 
Ardsheal 

Francis Buchanan of 
Arnprior 

Adam Hay of Asleed 

Arthur, Lord Balmerino 

Glenelg Archibald MacDonnell of 
Barrisdale 

Newbattle Andrew Porteous 

Kilmallie Allan Cameron of Callart 

Ardnamurchan, Small Isles, Sopth Donald MacDonald of 
Uist Clanranald 

Kinnussie, Laggan Ewen MacPherson of Cluny 

Fodderty, Kilmuir Easter, Kincardine, George, Farl of Cromarty 
Lochbroom, Logie Easter, Urquhart 

Ardnamurchan Alexander Cameron of 

Dunipace, Edinburgh 

Dunmaglass No papers in the F. E. P. 1745 
collection 

Elcho Horitable Bond 

Cask Cask, Madderty 

Clastullich Feam Logie Easter 

Glenbucket Fraserburgh, Kirkmichael 

Glencoe Lismore and Appin 

Gordon Duffus 

Dungallon 

Archibald Primrose of 
Dunipace 

William McGillivray 

David, Lord Elcho 

Laurence Oliphant of 
Cask 

Roderick McCulloch of 
Glastullich 

John Gordon of Glenbucket 

Alexander MacDonald of 
Glencoe 

Lord Lewis Gordon 
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Graden Linton 

Hamilton Huntly 

Hay South Leith 

Hdnderson Lochmaben 

Keppoch Kilmonivaig 

Kilmarnock 

Kinloch 

K-; nloch and 
Nevay 

Kinlochmoidart 

Falkirk, Kilmarnock, Linlithgow 
Muiravonside, Slamannan 

Mains 

Alyth, Coupar Angus, Eassie and 
Nevay, Meigle 

Ardnamurchan, Glenelg 

Lethendy Lethendy, St. Martin's 

Lindsay Personal estate 

Lochgarry Blair Athall, Boleskine and 
Abertarff, Logiorait 

Lochiel Kilmallie 

Lovat Boleskine and Abertarff, Dores, 
Croy, Kiltarlity, Kilmorack, 
Kirkhill, Urray 

McIntosh Inverness 

MacKinnon Strath 

* McLauchlan -Kilmorie 

Monaltry Crathie 

Nairn Auchteroaven, Edinburgh, 
Kinclaven, Moneydie, Redgorton 

Nicolson Leith 

Park Marnoch, Ordiquhill 

Attainted Person 

Henry Kerr of Graden 

John Hamilton 

John Hay 

John Henderson 

Alexander MacDonald of 
Keppoch 

William, Earl of 
Kilmarnock 

Alexander Kinloch 

Sir James Kinloch of 
Kinjoch - 

Donald MacDonald of 
Kinlochmaidart 

Laurence Mercer of 
Lethendy 

Patrick Lindsay 

Donald MacDonnell of 
Lochgarry "* 

Donald Cameron of Lochiel' 

Simon Fraser, Lord 
Lovat 

Lauchlan McIntosh 

John MacKinnon of 
MacKinnon 

Lauchlan McLauchlan of 
McLauchlan 

Francis Farquharson of 
Monaltry 

John Nairn, commonly 
called Lord Nairn 

James Nicolson I 
(sometimes 'of Trabroun')i 

Sir William Gordon of 
Park 
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-Perth Auchterarder, Balqtjhidder, John Drummond, brother of 
Callender, Cargill, Comrie, Crieff James, the sixth earl, 
Dunblane, Killin, Muthill, Port who died before the 

of Menteith, Strowan Act of Attainder took 
effect 

Pitscandly Rescobie James Stormonth of 
Pitscandly 

Pitsligo Pitsligo, Tyrie Alexanderv Lord Forbes 
of Pitsligo 

Redhouse Gladsmuir Goorqe Hamilton of 
Redhouse 

Row Personal estate David Row 

Strathallan Blackford, Muthill, Trinity Gask William, V-1--count 
St r. ýa tI ri 11 a r, 

Struan Blair Atholl, Strowaq, Fortingalý, Alexander Robertson 
Kenmore, Logierait of Struan 

Torpersie Tullynessle Charles Gordon of 
Torpersie 

Watson Arbroath Thomas Watson 

I 
These estates were surveyed, having been assumed to be forfeited. 
For various reasons, some of them technical local points, the 
forfeitures turned out not to be legally tenable and they were 
returned to the orioinal owners. 
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Appendix B 

, Anne viccrimo qtilnto 

Gcorgrii If. Regis. 

An Act ror anncxing ccrt.. n Forfc; tcd Ellates 
in Sroiland to the Crown unalicnably; and 
for Inaking SttiM. ictinn to the lawful C. xqi. 
tors thcreupon 1, and to citablifli a Metficxl c)f 
inaniging, the 1. *tnic; and applying the Rcnts 
and Profirs thercth' , 1hr the ix: tter civi lizing, 
antl improving the Ifighlandi of SrWavd, 
and lim-cming- Difordcrs thcrc f6r the 
future. 

t3 c IR 6200 an ad thabt 
in tbe cluentittb Pleat of bisiM. -a'Am 03ajMV'fi Prign. (intitulcb, 'An"""" 7Z Ad fiw wit ing in Ili$' Malkity 

0, the Filatts of ctnain Traittw-i'l 
owl for the more efreclually dir- 

k cowfing the fanic I and nl)iIL- 
1ý4 :4- ing the I'FVX'IKV 1lKTCCf tO 

.. 9, Ulc of Ilis Majefly t and fi-r ar. 
cv. Twillin; Mul fatisfyin; the law. 
fill lk-hts And daims thm- 
l, poll) it is (among otbrt 

cbU151) cnadcD, Ebat In carc Flif DUMP. big Wirs. 
alill 01=015. lbalt not mahC ciffittlill Plobigon rot 
t1it 19avmmt anD tatiofattion of all Curb R)CbtI- onli 

10, L4 
.2 (Miall. 

Anna Regni, viccrinio quinto, Gcorgii IL Regis. 837 
A& to enlarp the Time limited by an Aa of the jait ScIrion of Parliamcm, fog reftrainiog the We of tile Highland Drcfs I &ýd to enable Heirs of Tailzie, C., Ilar_ duins. Tuturs, Curators. and Trwlccs in Wland, to ILII 
I. Ands to the Crown) uport a flecital that -it Map be 

(01 the Vid"atioll of the Publich 1peact, ant =it 
citibling-of the jnbablionts of tbc Digbi. 

1421111 or Scottancl, that LUM IWO be PUrtbafro tbrm 
lip Dis "aleap, Dig beirs, ol oudMis. bbicb Lanos 

-map be rabicd: to Ortit Caillit. * ol litiong to Infants. 
PUNW, TWO10.311CON, Limatickil, (StUOUS 01 Wous; 
Peons; I it to cisafto, G: bu it lball gnu map be lots. 
(14 fbi anp 19crain. lubc b; rdyto in. 01 Podma Of. 
Is 01113icil Marc fit Uotland, 91 fq anp tuatrifers. 
CM01. COtAtOl. 01 ttllft. Of fill Want, PUPill, Opt- 
ROL Ibrot. Lunatki, (UNUS 63 (Wim Lvilftirt. to fclL bifpitý ol rMon, ad perpeniam remanentiam, tbs Mbote 01 A" vart of Alcis call5ict cliate. c? be eflats; 
of Wb 3arant. Valid. joinoL IDcaL Lunatick. fatuous; 
41 01MUS pettim, v3blcb Dif 408jellp. Dis Date, 01 Oucceffbil. mar tbink fit to vartbart lb; tbg Purporci 
UMMID; lobirb LanW. to Putebafell. lbla remain in W 904icUP. IN De". onto Oucccabli. unalienable 114 cu". empt of to tbe Iftber Of Panting Itrarce (01 WUcn WW. tui(b a Vintimition of A iriftb part 
Of the u0sal Illent onip. - Ono tubmag to piilrecuit mole CURVAIII! Me WO purports; intmDra lip the raill in Part toutet Ulf- in Giber to ftmotben the Sounba- 
Ism Of th future CrAnQuillitj of this Ringboln, it jj 
KcMTP that fame farther Powoono anti 11hriiiiiationg 61 MAUS be it tbffttblt cnadco bp the Ifting-j Magi cadlent 0909119, b? ant Imth tbt Illitice Ono &n. Wit of tbi Lops Opkitual ant Cempolal. ant Com. 
11101111. in this Vicitnt loartlaincrit airrmbleb. - ant bp At Zutticiftp Of the fame, Cbet Alt Ana Cbm? the Lants, cmi. F_ 

6. W t 0- Ultibips. maronics. patranalIcs. crtbcf. 111bings. 
Ana Giber like Drritagro, tobirb became to)(ritco to Ims Mairill? or the fIrtainlirr of th rcurral pcrions aftsr"* Itamell of DO ctedron. (03 One being trigagelp in tbC late. unnatural ant loickto larbellion. anD ivbfcb UM 1100 in 019 90aidip bp the abowmentionco Ild 
Of the Clvrntfrtbý pea of Dis lReign t that in to rep. tbt Until anti crbtr Pitmillks lubict; became roluill 1111 Of 111taffittr of Simon late LOM Lovat , John Drum. 
M-1. taking upon bimmf tbg enit ci citic or LaIll J04 Drummond. Timber to James Drummond. taking 

so C on 

836 Anno gtgni viccChto qdinto Georgli IL Redis. 
Claims, upon tbg Coates. Real Ono t9erforial. bg tte 
raja ad venca in of% eoetor, as mail be berrecit to 
be full anti lattiful. in the ePantirr tp the fain Rd bit 
rcitco, ivitbin tbc epact or eiturtue e0ombs after tbc 
fame fball be tr1licitirtlp Waligeb. tbm it fball be IAW 
fut fal The Warono of tbt Court or Exchequer fit Sc(*- 
land. ol arip Cblcc of tbem, anti tbrp ate tbctcbp re. 
quircli to (cit. at - coak ic be rola, to mulb of . the 
iffflates of tbc tittaintelt VcMnO. ' AN'tbre [ball tabac 
ticccirarp to be- (bla. 4 fol' %arlofaitfort or tic lDcbtO anti 
Claitas afrefting tbe*(hint, ana appip the Montp atif. 
Ing bg, the %alc tbettof te(pritiVelp, in Tiftbarge of 
the L-! tal EWDU ol Qtla(mfi to 1xibirb tbep Mall be ali- 
lubgra to be liable: Plabiuct; ncuenbelcro, G: bar If f)IO 
Maiellp. Dis I)Lciro, ol ehiccclroll, lbalt, after the C-r- 
piratiolt of tDc NO Citric. Mahe effetta4l P10131fion (at 
the 1.3apmrnt ol ClatfiYfailion of all the Debts al Claltac 
upon Ong Rub Gilate, Orin fball. befole the fame to folp, 
lip Mortant. ol (Mrtantif, unbct I)is. ej Cbelt tign 
'Epanual. at Ong Chut ol Clines. Yjircft slip furb o2flatts 
not to- be fola. then the NO Warong (anff not'plocall 

' 
in the %13! g of Ong aflaus to plabibitca * to be rom : 
UnD tubercaul bp anotber 3.1 of the ClUctifietb Fear of 
tbc Ring (intflUIC11, An Aft for taking away the Tenure 
of Ward-holdin- in Scdfand. 'and for converting the fame 
into Blanch Q Feu-hold; ngs; and for regulating the 
Carualty of Non Entay in certain Cars I and for tal, ing 
away the Cafialtics of cingle and Life-nent Ercheats in- 
curred there. by 1-forning antl Dcriunciation for Civil 
Cauks I and for giving to Hors and SnoccTors there. a 
luminary Procefs againft Superiors; and for difchargin% 
the Attendance of- Vafrals at -Head Courts there; ii; 4 
for armt3ining the Services of Tenants them $ and 
for allowing Beira of Tailzic there, to fell Lands to the 
Crown for ercaing Buildings: and making Settlements 

An the ITighlands) upon a Retital tbnt it both been. 
anb map G founo accefflirp (at the publick, lbMirr. to 
md WasiDings. anti make lbettlements in certain Plurg 
in tbc lNgliftinbs of Scotland 1 -it ft rnafteb. Vat it 
R; all anti map be latillif fal aqv VWbn tubo is (cii(b 
fit. at ; o. TM. D or, a CaUleD enve in SmIand, to 111t. 

-birpone, 01 Trfiffil, ad lwrpctuani remanentiarn, Alto raft 
dercor, bibici; INS 90alcup. (INs r3cirs, ana CNicet(loiti. 
flial[ With fit to purtbatc, fol crcitinpt of zafltmijo. at 
making-Ortticiarnts witbin the fame- anD ov Dric 
otber aa: tr tbr rime pear or tbi . 14ing. intiWIC4. elm 

A-. t 

8; 9 Anno gegli viccfillio cliiiiit0. Gcflrgii IL Rcim 
sit bintreir the citit or puke or Penh 1 Morge Ime Carl of 
CrOMMY I imo Archibald NI'Donald, ean C(Voi M, Dw. 
nild of P*qifdalcj of The fame L61100. LOIDILAP9.114- 

. tonfrg, ano other Pimuft. are moic particulatig can- 
incrarelt Ann lizIttibro fit the Cille-Mbs, HiShts, one 
In(calTintnts, or Or fain 2ttaint0j. ptr(Ont, al their 
1311CDC(tTa. 19, at in the Ouncl? f alreaOR taken. 91 beo 
after to be tahro thereof. bf rot Ttamns CC Lxvbquer 
to Sccnl&M, * In purfaahte or the Datum illwa to runt 
bp the Af0daill Rd of the CintifittO P: 80 of. [be Uing. 
br lobl(b the 14io SCOCitel) ellates Auffe 1taco -In Dis 
Tpaiclif, lball, tOgttbet losth all -the Valle gnb I)m 
tintrits of the fame front ano after the - Cturqrp IRb 
Map of' l3ciember. One thoufanD from bunliscit aus 
fiftp Mo. be, Ann be brCintle to bcý anntrtYj to The 3m. 
perial Crftn of this lacalm. &no fball U one temaia 
fol eliff unalienable tcont the Canit I ano Oil Olants. 
Chvirterf. at other Illigbts.. matt, ol to be maDr. ol 
grantee, or oil of Onp of the fain Write, Waronirs. 
wo other plerniffts, bp Otis 93altnp, Toig tMrs. -*I 
Oucallbis. crupting: as if herein after ercrlart, 20 
be tivilt to all 3nttnto anD Purpon. 

d L93CUMCD Iftapf, Into be it trialtel) bp the OutbOjill 
atbleMill. Chat nothing in thim Sit Containtill Mail 9r, v a. by d. tena. o3 be confirm to crteno, to take along anp Miybt. 

-Citle, oa Tenefit tabstrococr, With anp Verfan vi Pre- 
fons am Wits as map be infitles to. in birtne of anp 
Claint of Vairml that We tem. q (ban br, but? 
tnterco tj the court or CvMon* in Sco-land, purfoant 
to the ofoleftio Od, ol in birrue of Arip Verret ol iDe- 
term that batti becti. ol lball 511. matt upon Lub 
Claims. -z flat to the trile ýat VAPMMt'MBP be MADC to IN 
full Ann latorul Ctebitoif on the Saircifeb OWN bttcbP 
annerelf to the Ctolon, (d far of the Galue or NCO 
LAOS &no PlentUrN. lobercuipon Curb Clairrif lball 118tit 
been fallainta, lball refoeffibelp crtmo. ant PA further; 

twm;. be it enaffto lip the Outbalitp &fOltraili, Chat 841103 
1. .. k . 
b_lwc. d,. map be blougbt beialt the Court or Ocirion, in the 
-s irlarne of his f0aicap'n Stivotate. apina fucb CrID11039. 

Than snip map be ftrove againit [be DcUnDaUtf. 
itnur The general Vcrcrfption of the Claimants upon 
fucb efl*%. tv One. Coidal Citation. - upon 01ft? 
jQapi MOtitt, "170 be Men an the ýMalls of. the Inner 
one OUtti ]POU111 'Of the Court of 40MOn. -tubert Or 
JROV4 of'ciurci , In' oat. Court ari YAluallp Affir(119 is 

Gloct 
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wrt' to babe the aale or 66ýk, o0rita 'edkci irch. 
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ing al aincriDing rueb InEctrevi viap be ban, lba'a claprt 
lainco. upon a Pleat bjauýbt bcfolc the (144 Court of ftc Juitf. out flub 1910CUTIfur ,5 being ball. MM, Q =111111.0, 
R. 'rat orb aalue 'Ibtmf 1 010 In ever" Nib Sition it cco be Of= L-)lrtp. 

' lball anti maw be 11110fill fat the Ctnitizo'en the N, b futb Carco, tuberein the Claims upri ano itUrcas in 
IroMrs Iii-bling a 1ýint r1cor. anti the faila tolbo 'ef tbC Lantl. atilt other the PICillifts br[bg ann. M., Call 
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Cliatts fe clamirli be one Oubjeft Itaperiol, lball hmx 

. .. Chat In (aft the 1ploperip of one of the rule Lane# --- been finaull tarterminiu ti be rairritcu t t)iv qýdito% 0 
14 C-Ilatro to clailmes bp web oubled %uptdold as= ' Tý at lath rlublcd ealicriai Mall hall: been qrtca ai torl- 

, 129(hill. Alan tt ft"Up betrin Infu to he 110*1tes to nlt4' Potilloco b)ltb (as the fame of 8001trall) I &file We the 
IDIN EffiAlt2p. 03 Mich Oubjeft eupetial Qlaff bt agrao =Fw 161UPrrlojitP of Will Lanbs than taut him Vortbafn Irv 

Lý 81 compounDell 1011b 1113 WO Claim in Ipanner bertin k1bic-mcnnonct) ; tbm o ei 
r)tfqq3alrGP' NO Mirs, at Quermls. Itm the Lents 
Olin coarro Ivbrtcof the IttiperioPtirs am (A URD n n either of tar taiv Cafes, 

few 04 4§11petimim Man be Purtbacto as ofoleftle 
. r-Ul . lball both 191opcrip anti entlerimitj b" train t4at Vale. 

, it lball one map be latorat to Die seal-cup, - Clio t)dts anncrcD to the Imperial Cto'zn of tbio Bralm. are 
, &I'D tucccablif. to beff, in Rub Manner as lball be ghall rel" join fat rare unalienable from the (Plar. 

. 39=abIC to the LBtD# of Scotland. the We- Unill Ono 3110 tobertill the of Ono G&C Iýc 
MCI[ Ulu Or Oublied euperjols. at fucb 1parto of Lants. Ecucuirrits. one 1): w%ararnts. tutirb (winacriv the Lanus ant other the Victiliffto berelit brrole an, belongeD to Aluxantirr Ruix-i-K-n er Ivowin, lieW U- 
am to the crollm. so Iblill appear to baut been fat. trarm Utome roirciteb to MI Craton. t" ecerte 61 - MC4 bete of eubidt 011perialt, in one at Malt c: tu. ftt at Cruarts. their Ocits Ono 4buccerals to be 

ecritclice or Scirriturt van in tbz 13adlem ent of Sr-- 
land in Or prar One tbourani fit fatribirD atil iviliffi. , trileare, ralm time to to time Wow e. moicap, t)w lbeirs anu j&ur. ant nox belong t3. ant remain the v,, opprIp of Die c3a. 

. rca'. 1, Ant %Dbicb CMQCC at Crullres, their otirs; Anil lcflp; be it futttff rnadell Do The Otabmirv colvatt. eurti: L rols, Mall, accolDing to fbt JFOjms or. the ir 8; cc - Chat The We Varomp Ono Lents be, Ant irt brrttjl 
4i4ind, be from time to tjm4 triterell anti treCitice Oaf. atincrto to lot 3inpuial Croton or this Litatra, one fall in the Lents, one other the VIMIM p rhe rerpediag Dial[ be Ann remain fat curt unalienable. front 1" (0111% 
04crialil thereat. one lball hole the fame n C: run to, the &no the talufal Drbtjj IbCrfOll ih, 111 bo pelp in thr Orw 
Eit's Ono t3lurpoftl of this ad I ant the AID Lanus ant a 002iltiff ? 110 Plobitict) (OnM: vm3. the Lanus allb 101-c 
claw. bttb All The larnts. 101irs, ant Eitotits tbeteor J' 'd miTto tictole mentionco. 

, a t3l be tlrVcfc? J Of Anil OV; UCD to the I 11cil Ono put- Tk 1.0 fine be it fortber enadco bp the Outboiitp AfOltri"O. 
10f(A 11 this ad InMt'DnCD. ant to nong other Ono i. wdýd. v (: bat the drar 2ente Ono lejoijure or the Lonts F,, P 

"' L-""" . LU bt tnbct tbr ralpt Matiagement, anti fubjtd tL Coarrs bcrcbp amirreo to the Crown. o; Direflill to bt k qpl. A. 
rN fame U111M -ViDnI, Ono Virctlions one the faint belo in Craft, as arojcfaiu. Than br appi(rdble In Of 0101, 

. , 30 ID per herein aft" mentionto, a, in inch sitiff Miniter RS 
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Iiantain a Claurg rat mating the fame vom in tort tbc 
LcIrct, at big at her ocirs. - fball diagn at let the Ple, 
Marco., at ant L-)att tbmor. to Drip other ptzfon, of 
wall (Inrer the fame to be aDwato at the 4ýwt of ant 
ernitol. at fball not occupp. citittioatc, anti be "Gunt 
upon Ebe pleininto. at rbati pap. at coure to be pato. 
biredip ol inDircillp, to. at fat the We or, anp Pcr- 
fen at P Wong wbatrocurr. anE eiatuar at r, Inc. at 
Ong Annual lacrit at Picnation. rot at in Confiocration 
of bil Obtaining at bolOing tbc Lantis at taber pit- 
miffirl compicbe-nUrtl in NO Ltafr. other than the 
Utnt in NO Leaft erpIttrea ano cubmantco to be ;0 
to tbe fain Commimancro. rot Me Purporcl in tbls ad 
bitc(t. b. 

jc)joUiOcO allb. (Chat tbtq FUM Ecaft Diall be Ab(b, 
Int, lp Wo. unlcffl The LOW riall, N. 'als tbc making 
tbri6f, babe takcn Ibc V4tbs rcilulfite bp Lato to qua. 
firg Pwalls to frecilte Officco Or PlIblick Crun fit ýCof- 
land, at tbC Mir= Ocilioni of the Countp tv! = 61! 
P. Irmill-co fit, a) llcroje The %lbrriff Depum, at big Qsb- 
F. iritc; Ono that no t9cTron (ball be capable of takin5 
at riijoging. bircillp At intiredir, ant Lanoi at Cent, 
mritm. otbcr than pointil at Silbingo, or birtue Or NO 
U. 'a at 111,011: 0. of iftratcr annual Rent then Coital? 
Wounlio at the utmoll. 

Sno III: it further cnaftea lip the Outbaliq ofaIMM. 
'=. J Chat The faitl CommillioncM that! anti map babe JAMn. 

Ono OutboAtp to bling f1dions in tbeft oton slanitt. 
either in the Court of "Bon at CbmIrs Court. Act 
OaV fat Vilipment of the 11tento Into tb? IbAnbd of 
the saftols appotatro flat It"Ping tho fame, but Aire rot 
Witacti Ono JOan Vattlimanit of the feverat Cobt- 
partS contafneb In the Win. unter bbirb tbt LanDs 
fball be Voffiklks. 

Ono be it furthee triatteb bp the autbolitr ArbIrrilio. 
Ctlat the rdio Commillioncts lbau Ono map boot Poluff. 
t) Ono luitb the applobarion of the %)iob Ctcardler. 

j eontmiloontry or the creating rot the time bti; IF. 
to appoint C-tftatids. )Rccrfucrg. at Saflaig an the (AID 
600171, taitb an alloloonce not trwIlivit Filic PounIS 
pcr Centum Of the Iftrutal. tobo fball be boUno frW- 
filicip, Wall One at moll; ruracient euretp at Curctict. 
in a %, Hn Act trig rJan ewo Prato Lqcnt at at coax. 
to be put UnUrr tbcir OvIedion, to account to [be fail 
COInMiMOnrrg (b) tbC full McnIS of furb COWS. Ono 10 
Vag in ft tiCar Mcftbuc tbrcof. to NS epaiMpS Llt- 

(MI. 
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ry tillo be it rutthcr crialub be the Sluttiolitf Afticialb. 
7. h-jZkcbat it (ball anti mite be laturul get D's t-0airnp, tns 

. '11,101 
Witc. -dr. 0 %turc, 9310. tolwc one On: ti moc of At 

11 
, -,;: y Cutts afwcGý. fla rompic-L. -IM tDl, o! c Parilbrl. liclotir. 111; 

ý: =T. "rn plopfftp to t')c ei: jýun. i; jl, -cb We lball iu)?, ' 13 
be of too larf, -c an outut to tc unterg the Charitc of 
one TitiMcc. ta bl'D', D- NO Partibcs into Cwo ci 
mate. be Wl arrant at 0?. ̂nt to be verb unut the 
ppup %cal of ýcw. ami. tatt. -b tball prfrribc the '-"oupbs 
or tbi n-w crtft. -D f. )artricl. Ova grant conipcirm 1))o- 
ti(long to tbc wintacts of furb IN. Wheo. to be veto 
out of ti., c rlcfmt 03alaterance fal oc coinfact Or ttc 

-Q Wo tftrira, anD the Lrtemciater out of tb. - ticias of the 
rail; cenates. but ro as tbc etiprnii tj be rr"IrD ca 
one paininct tall not trcccD riap pounts orciling 
jvr Annum, fit Mon-p a) What: I Ono upon tkorwc, 
tion or Mcb Olant brittle the ConimMoncri; lot I. Man- 
tGtIOTI Of MITLA 

, Alto U&III&GO111 Of OX2 gig 
I, ctcbp tr4turco ano Impmor. -cD to intr, par. - tteir aw 
lbolitp tbMto. in Vit(b wann. -. c's to rentirr 11-t 
Viow-flon tbffcbt mazic ciNtual to tbc Uiniflers; fating 
The cure in curb Incto Metto 1. ')ari? j: o. 

--:: 
ý notitria arcaps. ciat t-. c waticnne or cub urti 

p_t-. trtdcO IParilbcg. tDbcrCOf tWatiP. -IlD Montt be irtuIp, cl 
tbc ptatce 19art thtrcof pata out of t4., Ernts of li;: 
faiyj Coerce. lball belong to, Ono lot rict rLinam upitcli 

ofto the Craton I Otiving Ana t0ming to all jPcxfons 
tbcit wobts ano Citirs to the CpMrs of fttcb clo 
patitbro. still to the ratronasc of tte ticio%cD of 
veto patifbes to the MintOrt biticrcof the Dili Crtip. 11D 
Ult be allocatta, of Me taboic at ittratct Var. cf bis 
101cmition ; Anil alrd rating ant WcMing to ttc 3n- 
rumbent fol the time bring, taten rurb Villificri at am 
tertation lball be mate bitting big in. umbtncp, tbc 
etipcna at M, ainteriance be lbalf tbm be pown a!. 
sitbougb the fame fboulU cruca FMp Pounbi; t4w 

.r 
in iponep at Ualuc. linit 

ano iobercas it map bappm that otbtr Vftfon. ' mnv 
boloc Interdt a) plopcite in fame or tbe partibcs. WWI$ 
ois imaicap. tots t3cirs. at %tirccirals, map itabot pict, 
per to be w0co ; be it rnaftco tp tbc CLutboilte Ofc. r, 
raia, Mat all facb ricto IDitifftons Ot Crtillonil Of 
V arifbcs. in tobilli otber Pcii(ons UMN IM TAK110 
(bail bate an Tntrrm rithcr a Drrcto., $. Patrons. a' 
c: ttulars of tbt eptbri in tb. 

ýParilb 
at Vartibco to be 

S bizicitab. 
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t)iv Majoi. W Ocirt. 01 %=MCM lball. Mantling 
14 time, OP MArrants witirr Dig ei Cbeir Wot Oa- 
vnial, be p1rafel) to Md. to the PUrPORS Of 010MYing 
the inhabitants upon the fain Castro. gnu other Parts 
of The lpiffbianbs ant 30ariliff of Scadand, tbe-plomat. 
Ing amonjil them the P; orcOant 13chown. poto 0obtra. 
intnt. 3nouMp. ant ejanufadurcs. gnu the V; inciplts 
of E)utp ant UTallp to Dig @Dfijcflp. DIO DWI. aitU 
OuctrTOIS, still to no otbVT We ol 1purpoft tobat. 

Ann. to the ran that the MITI LanDS ant Cilattj map 
be managcO. gnu the thatiuct thereof applico. in tbt: =d"W.,, 

stoO betirficial Vanner. fol the Onto ant J9urpafco. "d'b1, =- 
aro-craia I be it furtbcr ennitto tp the Rutbolitp aroje. Q--% 
aila. C: bat it lball anti map be latuful to ant fol Dig 
ejaltap. Did Onts. Ant CluMilbig. Op Commiffion 
unDcr tbc Pimp %cat of Scodan 

- 
d. to autbaqije gnu im. 

poturr rurb L)cifci cl Vcrionx so ois ipairap. Dig 
Ocits. ant eucccrals. lball think fit. Rom time to time. 
to be CommiMoncM Gnu Crull"S (01 managing the 
Dull Castro, &no aWpin(F the ploDurt thetCof (6% the 
CM anti Purpoft IppOMMI) bp this OL 

plaoiritzi alwaps, Ann be it cnafteu bp the Mutbolit? wkhow =F 
arb1cfalb" er; bat no Catrunif(kincr to be appointca cul 
crtrattriff the Croft# in this M4 of afoldaill. tball 
Minbc ane 'F". Salarp. Prnaim. 01 IftetuarD. (03 the 
1knit. 

ant be it Airtbr: tnalLcTi br the Butbolitv aftneffib 
Chat the Commiffionta to be appointeli as afolMin: 
lball balic Polar? to grant LCOU of the (18ill Wates. 
q sap part tbcmot - ftl " Cerm not ercce0trig Clutrup 
one pears I cil it the LcW lball enter into Vince Co- 
tenants. to top Our tpon the V; eutiad Anp CUM. not 
W than Sthe rears Otent. in IMIOMO 03 other Im- 
Inebemento, Ivitbin the ftacr of Ocum 10tars from tbc 
jDatc of (jub 9 cafe, then. sub in furb Care. ant upon 
Nth Conaltion, to arip Cam not crequing Soltp ont 
Pmw I all lobirb Leafts lball be fub)cd to the Mobt- 
Bons. Ccnoitions, ant Limitations. bertin aft" mra. 
NO). anti Curb GtW As l)-if c0alclip. IDIS Dert. Anil 
C-accrTals, thall. from time to time, bp Fpix al Chet 
tign Onnual. bireft A" appoint. 

nouion aiwarg, Chat upon rucry futb trart there c-iýi- 
ball be Wmcb not W tban Cblcg Sourtbg of the "A- 
tul sitlual. clatut of the p1rinifto (10 Ire I Ann that 
Met? Ltarc to U Oyantco bp flub Commi(rioncro, Pjali 

contain 
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ttmtt OCTICTAI of tbc ctotDn Iltnts Glib (EARIfiltito in 
tnXand. Arm C)COultion ano 211o1wance or tbg VUbjjCh 
x2ribMil anD nruffarp Cbatgci of management ; Ana 
upon tbctr to artat,. jaing anti papilIly in tbt lac(IDUC of tbg 
Mot 

-of afaitýaib. the ram CcinmiMonccl are bcrcbg 
Impalocrtli to grant acquirtancco ol D; rctarffcg to furb 
j1dols from time to tt=. 

Piculbco Attu". Cbat the CaM Commitconcrif lball 
taut jActurt to Appoint Perfong to officiate a$ Sadols in 
tbt 3tircrim. until the faftalics granteb bp tbrin lbaff 
te amcuca 0i birappictica of tp the Di5b Ctcaftiver 01 
Comm: 15oncts; of the CrtaPirp. as arojefam. 

SO be it fintber mitca bp the Slutholitp stiolcralb. P-Nv I ý4--'Aft Me Ir anp C-rewarb. rttmlaff, 01 SAdel. on the w-I EltO eflatts. lbalt. taring the Continuance of bis Or. 
fict. tp bintrctf. *3 bp unp ot5tT petion utatmer on bis aicavitt, Daillp ol inblrcdlp take, accept. cl te- 
HIM (com anp of W Cenants el I. -IollIcnIs d ffirb 
cOtts, CnP Toner, Our, nurnt, Qwmice. oz onict 012mirp. bbationct. to the art or furb Sattol. be 

incut W L*)=Itp of sam pannus Oteding. 
1,4ws quofm fte vBcjCtp tb. Mf tr tte file of jDj# 
MAIC11P. AnD tb9 Otbrr to anp L9tribn ivto fball Big 
103 Or fauw. to be remucrcjj bp ftummar, petition 
It Cemplaint. apen fir= J)aVg jilotice befole the 
com or ecaon' a, bercle etc g-bertir-M court of the 
clantp. 

210 be it runbee CnaftTJ bF the outbolit? arolcraia, .. h App- Cb4t Me raill COMMIMoncm [ball be. anD are bffcb " w, he PUPOlucreb. bp AnD tuirb The Opplobation of tbg IDial ='YCk% 
Ct-dutct. 01 Of the Conunfilloners; of the Crea, 
(Or" lot tbc tiG2 being, to ancint Clake AnD otber 
rf:: TL'*P 0111cers, lvitb p! cpct ana trafonable %alaticil: 
nO *'t 0: failt COmmilliorCTI (ball catift (Ucb Lanbil 6-y w be 
11 be OURWECD. anli ploptt plans to be inabe tbereof, &-fo. M1119 follb the Crtont an? j Different CualittS of the L-14 
ftuntl. tb: fracral Smantars an? j Vitatntantagro 
MIMS MM tbrit W1111t: 011. InD IDIAt 3111PICIOCERCTItS 
ftý be maDc upon tbc Camc ; tabicb, tuitb ell Orbic tberwm, ww IN't Cizembin't'g, [ball be cn=zI III Tooks to be bp ., d. p ft 4 
Qm Upt fal tbat pmpofc. Anil a faitbrul 2blicad 
Ih-Mf (ball bp tbm be Trpoltra Annuallp, ol ortner if 
"Illurcl). to the DrA Cm. 'lircr, ci The Commi"Mancts 
If the Crtafuzzj 03 tbc time bring. izbo [ball caure covicir at facb armts to be laia uralt botb Dome 
61 Waillammt in run7 emon. 

I* C Ono 
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tivainct. at in the new Varilb to be cralev, Ita be 
MADC be ZUrbOllt? Of tbe court of commimon rot 
PtAntanon of Mirks ant, Galuation or eptbrs in scot- 
laul. UPOn An 2dIOrt to be MfCD anD * PURIM in the 
name. ano at the Inflance or. r3io g3Ajc02'fj 301)0, 
care rat tcotlan, l. Ana tobict; be to betcbp cuabIcTi to 
taire Ann carrp on. %DbCtbcr anp of tDc otber tacterojo, 
iv)a taot an 3nMrca in the faiD Visiunition Ann ncia 
C-redion W11 conrent ol not, ana Irbicb Court of Com. 
truMan (ball ba%)C Polutr. Ann to brrCbv Itequirea to 
fittle Ann octermint, accolting to tbe Mulco or Labs 
ano JUMCC. all flieb Oudlions. Debates, Ann Contra- 
birfiCS. As map anfC tourbing the faID ncW Crcitions ; 
Inn ronv_ NO Vccrce of the faili Court or Commir. 
Con lball. be final Ann binning upon all Parties con. 
citnea. in cafe Cbirlp Davo. on arip or tubicb Curb 
p; ac. com3i as are urual inn comprtcni: be the Laws 
of icotiand rot trUrtfing at aincowny NO Dccrcel 
map be ban, lball clapre. tuitbout NO PlocceDirifff 
licul; W. MaDc. ol commcnccyj be one of the Partics 
rbcrein concerricb. 

ana be it funtict madryi be the Slatbolltv orolcraiv. C---r 
ebat it lball Ann inap be lairut to Ann rot oto ma. -vt P"t r. k. - S gap, Dis ociro, Ann 0succctrojo. to crut pubuci 
ecboois va the laid CRates. ol in otber Parts of the 
oigbianas vi ranas or scotinw. tot Inarudiriff pounly 
Vcrrani in McaDiriff Ann Writing tbC Englifli. Low 
sug. A. " in [be Metal IFIanchco; of affriculture Ana 
Tartufaitairs. Ann to creit rpourcs rat the mccrition or 
(A paring Perfons, anD fat rartping on Curb Vanu. 
fadmi bto tbcm, Ann fat tbt ummmoDatinff fucb 
iganctS as lball be appoinlrb be the fain Commir. 
Was to innmd dub tcacb Win. anti to applp flicb 
Parts of the MoDuce of the rato Vtatcs as lball it ne- 
cdrArp 03 creding fact; Wbools, 111010111in! j competent 
talarirs fat Curb Vaclicro. Ann lot The Cloarbing Ann 
f0aintaiinng Curb poun! r Perim, ano rot frippiping 
Rwb %cb3oLs loub Utcrilits Ann coaterials fol a0ricut. 
turc ana offianuradurts, ano rot the ratang of JTlar. 
ana fat Mcb orbcr like Mrs. no be This ebsicilp, lpis 
bm. 0: C-urtirable. PAII be thousbt plolict lot Pic. 
intut; the Purpollex afbicfaib. 

Unj be a furtbct enaitco be the autbolitV ofolcraiD, j i. ". Cbit it [hall Ann map be lejurul fol t3ig e0aicap. oil th, ca.. ý 
blarl, Ann OUCCC010, to tniponict the fain Commir, - o--ý- 

firincts LUI: = 
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g3ricts to clicit pcitiono or LanD out or the raili coatco 
to ttic are or (tub %ebooig as map be crtflcb on 
t5c fait e0ates. ol to apply fucb part of tbt War 
Erne of furb Cnatco, as j*Afi Coaic0p, Dis Wits. snZ 
eucccircls. [ball tbink ploticir, in the 13inrcbafe of &)ci 
tions of Lana to be allattta to tbc Life of rucb qbtlmU 
as (bait be crtftei; In otbcr patio or tbc 1)ioblancs ol 
311anbo of Scotland. 

Gat be it Writer irnallcit by the Slutbolitp ofalcGO. 
Cbat it rbatt ant may be intarat to ois 6aicar. 611 
ticks. anb 4bucccilblo, to autbaliTe ana intpoluct the 
faia Commillioncro to grant out in Plopcttp fueb 133119 
Out Poitions of Vomit, not crectuing Cen gms to 
One 13tr(on. ag map be fufflcfcnt fol builliftil NOW, 
mcnt Vb3c [tiny, bou(co. 0, ttubourcs, AnD earocril. to 
L)crfong tucilsoffcdco to No oajcnp*o 1.3irrion anti ft- 
Uctrinicrit. ana biho Itall. be bulp itunlifit1i bil tatift; 
the Oatbd to the 0oliCcriment, infjo 0jall obliSe them. 
fclbco to (red leudbings. unit mahe Oatbrnrs tbrrrupon; 
bibicti Vio; tions or ejount lbail be liý tin injant ". 
bdZI fell Of UiS (001COP. ýOig k, Cirg. 0 0.1CMT011. fol 
Payment of a pearly jrcu Duty, equal to ft! cb a Pa 
Voltion of tbc Merit 00 tbc fait CommillIon-cro ItAl 60 
to colldiumb to the 0; ounll to be fcvcU cut bp tUm. 
Brit in WPM tbat futb finall! rcus cannot 6m tk 
Cliaracs of poffiriff the Oralo. ana ctbcr Qargrs at- 
rMarp fol inaking out the MrIts of Long bclb of At 
Crotual it lball. AnD map b., latufut to r)if (Car2p. 
limo Ocirs. ano ouccarolo, to ou! tc; i; c anit linp%Lv 
the flia COMITIM101121: 9 to grant chartcro. con'tatamit 
Picccpts of taime. to be ficia en or ois q77circw a 
A(cidaili. anti alto to grant all ctlartcro, Pirrms of 
Clare vniftat. arilt otbcz Wtitin3o r. -ccrarr ral cwTsop 
Wit Mirs ana lingulat Cuccruji. 

Viouitirb alw4ps. ebar any Pertbit tDN (ball tcULr 
in any Vilictiling-bourc ctedco v; on onp Po*, tian ef 
Lanti. tcbicb lball batic been grantela fol that Varp9i 
in Mann= a# arcirfaia, tb, 111, intriliff big Reatirme w 
Mcb'"IDOuft. be Motile of bolting a Lcafc front tht Maill 
Comimillontra of any otbtr pan or Vic fait CLum. 
lainbin. the Villance of Silic 03dro front facb Ocdc. 
ftibjtd to all tbC otber Con0mons imb Limitatwis of 
tbia' 2d i any tbing bcrcin bcfglc contaircli to ttir con 
trarp 

Mal 

Anno Regni viccfuno quinto Geargii IL Rcýts. 1149 a Qnl lobeau it barb been tounji a Secat gDbacultin 
Is Itc Comte of 3ullict in the IDloblaniog. that mane 
Parts tbrrof are for tanote from one Ropm Turgb. 
11 C32n'V 08311 be it furtba imattell be the OWN- C- 
t'll EbAt it IMIJ anti map be latuful On off ewA hm- 
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Appendix C 

An unsigned manuscript, Advocates' Library Ms. 19.1.35vff. 22-24 

HINTS TOWARDS A SETTLEMENT OF THE FORFEITED ESTATES 
IN THE HIVLANDS OF SCOTLAND 

It is humbly proposed 

1. That the number of Trustees to be appointed by His Majesty for the 
Management of these Estates exceed not Twenty one at the most, and 
that it be rather as much beneath this Number, as may Suit His Majesty's 
Pleasure. The Aim of this Proposal is, to prevent-the Inconvenioncies, 
which will be liable to arise under a large Number of Trustees, from the 
Attendance of many of them being required, upon every meeting, to constitute 
a Quorum; And the formal consulting & satisfying of many inactive Persons 
upon overy Measure will much interrupt the Execution of Business - Besides, 
under a large Number of Trustees there will be room for Varieties of Parties 
to b3 form' d; Whereas a small Number heartily engaging in the Trust without 
any Clog upon them of useless Members, may be more Easily United to Act 
together with Cordiality, Zeal & Secrecy, Upon which the Success of Manage- 
ment will depend. 

2. That out of the whole Body of the Trusteesq three, being Gentlemen of 
Activity, capable of undergoing the Fatigue of travelling in the Highlands 
& understanding Accounts, be constituted general Surveyors of these Estates 
besides their Appointments of being Trustees; Whose Duty it shall be, as 
Surveyors, personally to inspect such Divisions of the Estates, as shall 
be Allotted to each of them; And to reside therein for the Space of 
(Blank) Days at least, during every Summer; In order personally to View 
and Examine their condition in every Respectt And to deliver in a Report in 
Writing at the Meeting of the Trustees, to be held in the Beginning of 
every October, of the State of their Division, under the several Heads, of 
the Conduct of the Stewards, & Factors, The Progress of the Buildings & 
Manufactures, the Stock of all Sorts, the Number of the Inhabitants, their 
Disposition & what ever else shall appear to them worthy of Remark - And 
that in recompense of the labour of these General Surveyors they shall be 
appointed Gentlemen of the Police at the present Salaries 400 Zp annum to 
each as Vacancies shall arise therein. Compensation for their Expenses in 
the mean Time to be paid to them out of the Rents of the Forfeited Estates* 
It is apprehended that the personal Appearance & Residence of these Gentle- 
men for Some Time, during every Summer, upon these Estates, will have a 
very happy Effect, by enabling them to View, & Examine tho Conduct of the 
Stewards & Factors & ye Dispositions of the Inhabitants; And by giving 
them full Opportunityp to hear any Complaints of Mismanagement, or bad 
Behaviour, & such Informatifonsp as shall be laid bfore them, towards 
Rectifying Abuses, or promoting further Improvements; For these Gentlemen 
being Trustees would carry a far greater Awe & Authority amongst the 
Inhabitants than any of the Stewards or Factors; and would be very much 
able by their presence to protect & countenance such persons as shall appear 
to be deserving of favourable Notice & to discourage & check such as shall 
Appear to be unworthy; And being Gentlemen proper to Roll with the rest of 
of the Trustees could Obtain grdater Regard from their Brethren to what 
they shall remonstrate, than can be expected to be paid to the Represent- 
ations of servants. 
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3. Thatt in order to enable trustees to act with Vigour & Efficacy upon their 

first Entering into these Estates, the Lords of the Treasury be impowerld 
to advance them out of the Aggregate Fundt a sum not exceeding ton thousand 

pounds sterling, Interest for the said sum to be paid bl the Trustees, and 
the Principal Also in proper portions out of the Profits of these Estates, 

And that the said Trustees having carefully Examin'd the Surveys of all 
these estates, shall fix upon proper passes, and cause Bridges to be 

Built Theret and adjacent there to Churches, Workhouses, Schoolhouses, & 

Prisons, together with new Stone Houses suited to manufacturing Peoplet 

having Class Windows; And thus to form Towns at these particular Passes 

into which the present Inhabitants shall be all gradually received; And 

convenient dwelling Rooms Allotted to them in which they may see to work during 

all the Winter; Which new Houses being built, and the Tenants upon these 
Estates, being summoned into them that their present dark Smoky Cabbins, 
indisposed for Industry & Work, be all destroy'd. This Junction of the 
People together in lightsome Houses will give the Stewardsp Factors,. & 
different Masters convenient Opportunities of instructing them in one Body 
in manufactures & other Mechanical Arts; Whereby a Spirit of Industry & 
Emulation will be propagated amnnUst them; Espocially as they will all 
be easily overlook1d & deprived of their usual Recesses for Sauntering & 
Slothfulness - The convening of the Tenants thus together into Towns & 
placing them in suitable new houses, their Old Cabbins being destroy'd, 

will tend greatly to alter their manners & to render them a now People; 
And the Ministers, Stewards & Factors will thus be constantly at hand & 
be enabled to protect & Encourage any Now Tenants & those amongst the 
present Inhabitants, who behave themselves well, to suppress any Evil Door. 
(To which may be addedy that the forming of Towns at the important Passes 
on these Estates, across the middle of the Highlands, will not only be of 
Security to the Inhabitants by collecting them together for their mutual 
Defence, but may also be of Public service in any future Rebellion of the 
Clans, As His Majesty's Troops will find good Entertainment and Refreshment 
in these Towns, instead of the miserable Fare which is now to be Obtained 
at the wretched Cabbins; and a few Soldiers added to the well affected 
Inhabitants of these Towns, may be able, from their Situation, to stop the 
Passage of different Parties of the Disaffected, & to interrupt their 
Junction into one body 

4. That Leases of every kind be at first declined to be Granted by the Trustees, 

except for particular encouragement in an important instance, & then for 

no Longer Term than seven Years, in order that no new Tenants, nor any 
Regulations may be irrevocably fixed, till their Public Utility hath been 
confirm'd by Experience. 

So That all Grants of particular Royalties, made by any of the forfeited Chiefs 
to other peroons, be Surrendered to the Crown, upon a Valuable consideration 
to be paid out of the Rents of these Estates, for which the Trustees shall 
be impowered to treat with the present Possessors of these Royalties*' 

6. That in every one of these new Erected Towns an Establish'd Minister of 
the Church of Scotland be settled with an income of 50L p. annum, to be at 
present out of the Rents of these Estates, and to be hereafter fix1d in 
Clebe Land to be Allotted for this Use, as soon as the New Improvements 
shall have taken place, And the Value of Lands in general under them shall 
begin to be Establish1d. And that every such Ministerv together with 
every principal Steward on these Estates, shall be a Justice of the Peace, 

not only for these Estates, but for the adjacent Lands belonging to other 
Chiefs; In order to form a new and respectable Body of Magistracy, with a 
Competent Number of Constables under them, through all these Parts of the 
Highlands. 
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7. That the Inhabitants of the forfeited Estates be all Registered, & that 
they and their Children be cbligod'Regularly to come to the Establishod 
Church of Scotland an evEry Sunday & Holyday, & that all who are Arrived 
to Sixteen'Years of Age shall take the Oaths of Allegiance, Supremacy & 
Abjuration, in the most Solemn & public Manner, in the mid3t of Divine 
Service before the whole Congregation of their Respective Parish. 

a. That the Utmost Attention be us'd for the Suppressing of Thieving of 
Cattle in every Part of the Highlands. The same being a sort of hostile 

or Warlike Exercise, in Defiance of the Laws & force of the present 
Government; Whsreby a sett of desperate Banditti are train'd up, ready 
to rush upon an invitation into Rebellion; And this Body of Miscreants, 
are the Chief Fund, upon which the Strength & Terror of Jacobitism depends; 
That towards procuring a Detection of these Offenders, a Reward of fifty 
Pounds be paid by the Lord Advocate, upon Conviction of every person for 
stealing of Cattle, to his Prosecutors, as an Encouragement for their 
Trouble, Expence, and Danger in carrying on the Prosecution; and that it 
shall not be Lawful to make a Composition, for any Theft of Cattle, Horses, 
or Shesp, and that all persons concern'd in such a composition shall be 
quilty cf Felony, and that any person privy thereto, who shall Impeach and 
convict any of the other Parties in such Composition, shall be freed him- 

--alf frum all. Pena. 'JLty & be Intitled to all the Goads & Chattels of the 
Person or Persons so convicted. 

It may be added that the former Proposal for the 3unction of all the 
Inhabitants of the forfeited Estates in Towns situated at proper Passesp 

will Effectually prevent any Tenant of these Estates from being Stealers of 
Cattle; As they will not be able to leave their Habitations in these Towns, 
in order for such Theft, without having their Absence observId & known; 
nor will they be able to harbour and conceal, such Cattle, after they are 
stolen, - In Respect also to the Thieves of Cattle living upon other Land, 
as their passage across these now Settled Estatest with their Booty, will 
be liable to be detected, & stoppld at these Towns, the Whole Scheme of 
Thieving Cattlev will hereby be much interrupted through every Part of the 
Highlands. 

9. That the Estates in the Highlands of Scotland their present Possessor & 
the Mortgages & other Incumbrances upon them be Registrld at Edinburgh and 
that the same Power of cutting off Entails be granted to the Possessors of 
these Estatesp which now Subsist in England. The Breaking of the present 
Entails of the landed estates in the Highlands would be immediately followed 
by a Circulation of the Property of these Estates into new & various hands. 
For the Chiefs in general being fond of travelling & entering into Military 
Services, will continually want to raise money, either for Extravagance, 
or in order to push their Fortunes abroad; which will lead them into a 
quick Sale of their Estates; Whereby new Persons without Power or Authority 
to lead the Clan into any insurrection will become Landlords; who will be 
jealous of all Connections between their Tenants and the formur Chiefs; 
And whose Interest it will be to suppress all Remains of such Connections 
& to Attach themselves to the present Government upon whose support their 
now purchas'd Properties in these Estates will entirely depend; - By such 
a new regulation of the Highland Estates for the Better security of the 
Government a Precedent might be Introduced for bringing the Scotch law in 
General to be nearer coincidence with the English. 

10. That the Highland Dress now preservId in the Regiment of Lord 3ohn Murray 
be entirely suppress'd, whereby the Remembrance of this Dress would vanish 
apace; And be unknown to the Rising Generation, whereas by the Specimens of 
it Annually shewn throughout the Highlands by the Recruiting Parties for 
the Regiment, the Idea of it is still renewed, & its loss passionately 
regretted. 
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11. That a new Road is now made from Stirling to Fort William, That a Circuit 
Court be held at the last place in the same manner, as at Inveraray, & 
Inverness - Whereby the Authority & Awe of the Laws would be further 
Extended, & be carried out with the most Solemn & Effectual Force into the 

rudest Part of the Highlands, adjacent to the Isles, whare it is much 
wanted. 

12. It is further submitted, whetýer if an Moiety of His Majesty's Annual 
Bounty of a Thousand Pounds, which is now Allotted for the Maintenance of 
Itinerant Preachers, & Catechists, was applied for the purchasing of Glebe 
Lands in different Parishes, for Ministers, to be there constantly settled,, 
it would not in all probability soon become of more Solid Benefit than the 
present Distribution of this Charity; As Such Ministers by being constantly 
resident in the several Parishes would acquire Respect & Authority over the 
People, And deliver their Instructions with more wbight, And by being 
acquainted with the Persons & Dispositions, be able to know, & send timely 
Information of, any mischief agitating amongst them; Far beyond what can 
be expected from the present Itinerant Catechists. 

13. Lastly it is humbly added upon the whole; That this Plan of Collecting the 
present inhabitant8 of the Forfeited Estates into new & convenient Houses 

of Jntroducing Industry & Manufactures amongst them, though attended at 
first with much Expenco, will in time considerably Augment the Rents of 
these Estates, clearly demonstrate the Lenity & Compassion of the present 
Government towards them; And furnish Examples of Imitation to all their 
Neighbours. And the now Improvements & Happiness of these Inhabitants 
will be receivid with Universal Applause, But with deep conviction of the 
Goodness of the present Royal Family; under whom, notwithstanding all the 
Provocations ReceivId so much generosity has been Extended to the Highlands. 

13 December 1752 
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Appendix D 

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD FOR THE FORFEITED ANNEXED ESTATES 

G. E. = Baron of the Exchequer 
C. C. = Commissioner of Customs in Scotland 
C. I. C. = Commander of H. M. Forces in Scotland 
C. P. = Commissioner of Police 
M. P. = Member of Parliament 
T. M. F. = Member of the Board of Trustees for Manufactures and Fisheries 

Year of 
Appointment Commissioners 

1755 Archibald, 3rd Duke of Argyll, 1682-1761* As Lord 
Islay acted for Walpole in Scotland. He xis greatly 
interested in the economic developmtý. -. t of ScCtland 
and maintained his influence with governm-snt even 
after the fall of Walpole. 

John Hay, 4th Marquis of Tweedale, 1695-1762. 
Secretary of State for Scotland, Covernor of the Bank of 
Scotland. He improved his own estate of Yester 
by enclosing and tree-planting. 

James Douglas, 14th Earl of Morton, c. 1702-1768p 
Lord Clerk Register, 1760-67, Trustee of the British 
Museum, President of the Royal Societyq Keeper of 
the Records of Scotland. 

Oames Ogilvie, 5th Earl of Findlater and 2nd Earl of 
Seafield, c. 1689-1764. C. C. 1754-1761. T. M. F. A 
noted agricultural improver, he opened bleachfield, 
and tried to establish linen manufacture in Cullen. 

Hugh Humep 3rd Earl of Marchmont, 1708-1794. He 
increased and improved his estates. 

John Hope, 2nd Earl of Hopetou n, 1704-1781. C. P. 
Extraordinary manager of the Edinburgh Society. 

James Ogilvie, Lord Deskford, 1714? -1770, C. C. 
T. M. F. He was interested in improving his own 
estate, 

Charles Shaw, 9th Lord Cathcart, 1721-1776. T. M. F., 
C. P. Ambassador to St. Petersburgh, 1768-1771. 

James, 12th Lord Somerville, 1697/8-1765. He 
restored the family fortunes by marrying two wealthy 
wives. 
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War of 
Appointmont Commissioners. 

1755 Char. "Ies Hope Weir of Craigichallp 1710-1791& mepe 
for Linlithgoushirst 1743-17689 TX*F*j Muster-Master 
General of H. M. Forces in Scotland* 

Andrew rietchor, Lord Miltont 1692-1766, Lord Oustice 
Clerkp T. M. r. A closo associate of Lord Islay# he 
Lce interested in the Car. pboltown whale fishoryp among 
nany other schemes of economic development* 

w Edutard Edlin, d. 1760. S. E. 

3ohn Maule of Inverkoillors 1706-1701.1-1,. P. for 
Aberdeen Burghsl 1739-1748, Met T. f-I%F9 Confidant 
or Duke Archibald of Argyll* 

William Grant, Lord Prestangrange, 1701-1764, M*P* 
for Elgin Durghsp 1747-1754. Lor-- AdvocnILa 4746s. 
Ho introduced the bill for annoxin. ) tho ostates an 
28th Februnryp 1752, 

Robert Dundas of Arnistonp 171! 3.17137. M. P. for 
Edinburghshire, 1754-1760t T. M#F. 9 Lord President or 
the Court of Sessions 1760. 

3amos Oswald of Dunnikier, 1715.1769. HoP. for Dysart 
Burghs, 1741-1747,1704-1760; I-I. P& for Fifoshirs, 
1747-1754. Principal Auditor of tho Exchoquaro 

Andreut Mitchell of Thainstong 1708-1771. M, P. for 
Elgin Durghsj 1755-1771. M. P. for Aberdeenshire 
1747-1754a Envoy to Prussia from 1756 until his 
death in Berlin. 

Gilbert Elliot of Mintor 1722-1777. M. P. for 
Selkirkshirop 1753-17659 for Roxburghshirej 1765-o 
1777s Sherriff-Doputo of Roxburgh* 

William Alexander, 1690-1761. M. P. for Edinburghp 
1754-176199 T*M. F. Diroctor or tho Royal Banke 
Lord Provost of Edinburghp 1752-1754, Edinburgh 
marchant and banker, 

George Drummond, 1607-1766. T. M. r. 0 Accountant 
Cencral of Excise, sometime Lord Provost of Edinburgh, 
Cc-mmissioner of Exciso. 

Lioutenant-Colonal David Wntsont c. 1713-1761. Major. 
General in 1759, Quartormaster-Conarnl for Scotland. 
T*M*F. Laid out directions for tracks for roads for 
Roy's maps and was instrumontnl in arranging for-this 
great survey* 

. 
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Year of 
Appointment 

1755 

Commissioners 

* Mansfeldt Cardonnel, 1697-1780. C. C. 

* Alexander Le Grand, 1682-1766. C. C. 

3aseph Tudor, d. 1774. C. C. but died in England 
where he had resided for some time 

Reappointed by Coorge III in 1761 

New Appointments made by Georne III 

1761 Oames Stuart MacKenzie, 1719-18009 younger son of 2nd 
Earl of Bute. M. P. for Argyllshireq 1742-1747; for 
Buteshire, 1747-1754; for Ayr Burghsp 17G4-17151; for 
Rossshire, 1761-1780* 

Sir Gilbert Elliot, Lord Minto, 1693-1766. M. P. for 
Roxburghshire, 1722-17269 Lord JUstice Clark in 1763, 

agricultural improver* 

Henry Home, Lord Kames, 1696-1782. T. M. F. He was 
a noted writer on a multiplicity of topicst legal, 
educational, agricultural and one of the most active 
commissioners* 

Andrew Haining, Lord Alemoort d. 1776. T. M. F. 

William Murep 1718-1776. M. P. for Renfrewshirej 1742- 
1761, B. E., T. M. F., an authority on agricultural improve- 
ments and manager of the Buts estates. 

Sir George Allanson Winn, 1725-1798. M. P. for Ripon, - 
1789-1798, S. E., 1761-1776. 

Thomas Miller, Lord Barskimming then Lord Glenlee, 
1717-1789. M. P. for Dumfries Burghs, 1761-1766. Lord 
Advocate for Scotland, T. M. F. 

Lord Ceorge Beauclark, 1704-1768. C. I. C., 1756-1767. 
M. P. for New Windsor, 1744-1754, March-May, 1768. 

James Montgomery, Lord Alexander, 1721-1803. Lord 
Advocate, 1766-1775, Lord Chief Baronp 1775-1801, T. M. F. 
He introduced a measure enlarging the powers of heirs of 
entail in 1770. (10 George III c. 51). 

Francis Carden, Lord Gardenstonep 1721-1793. T. M. F. p 
improver, builder of Laurencekirk. 

Sir David Dalrymple, Lord Hailes, 1726-1792, a prolific 
writer. 

John Swinton, d. 1799. Commissioner for Plantation of 
Kirks, T. M. F. 
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Year of 
Appointment Commissioners 

1761 John Campbell, Lord Stonefiold, d. 1801. T. M. F. thirty- 
nine years on the bench, He was a regular attender 
at meetings of the Board* 

1764 John Grant, formerly of Easter Elchies, d. 1775. B. E. 9 
T. M. F* He sold his estate shortly after the death of 
his father Patrick Grant, Lord Elchies. He died in 
Grenada where he had extensive sugar estates, 

Robert Oliphant of Rossie, d, 1795, Postmaster. General 
in Scotland for thirty-two years. T. M. F. 

George Clerk-Maxwell, 1715-1784. C. C. 9 T. M. F. Born 
George Clerk he adopted his wife's name* Fla had 
interests in agriculturalt commercial improvements, in 
linen manufactures and in lead and copper mining in 
Dumfriesshire. 

1767 James Veitch, Lord Elliock, 1712-1793. M. P. for 
Dumfriesshiret 1755-1761, T. M. F. 

In May, 1769.1 the Treasurery requested a list of those commissioners 
who had died since 1755. Eleven had died and there had been only 
four replacements since 1761. This information, however, did not 
result in an immediate spate of now appointments to fill the 
vacancies. (E725/2)* 

Year of 
Appointment Commissioners 

1770 Charles Sholto Douglast 15th Earl of Morton, ' 1732-1774, 
CIP. 

John, Lord Sunbridge, called Marquis of Larne, 1723-1806. 
M. P. for Clasgow Burghs, 1744-1761; for Dover 1765-1766 
when his father became Duke of Argyll. C. I. C., 1767-1778. 

to John Stewart, Lord Garlies, 1736-1806* M. P. for 
Morpethg 1761-1768; for Ludgorshall, 1768-1773. C. PO 
He 

* 
was anlambitious, self-seeking opportunist', according 

to Namier's History of the House of Commons. 

Major-General Oughton, 1720-1780. CoI. C. 'of boundless 
curiosity and unusual diligence'* (Dr. Johnson). * 

Thomas Dundas of Fingask, 1708-1786. M. P. for Orkney 
and Shetland, 1768-1770. Cop. (To replace the Earl 
of Findlater). 

1771 Captain Archibald Grant, 1731-1796. He served in the 
East India Company army and succeeded his father as 
third Baronet of Monymusk in 1778. 
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Year of 
Appointment Commissioners 

1771 Major-General David Graeme, 1716-1797. M. P. for Perth- 

shire, 1764-1773. He had recruited for the Jacobites 
in 1745. He had, later, interests in the linen 
industry and in the Forth-Clyde canal. 

Is Archibald Menzies, Younger of Culdares, d, 1777. C. C. 
General Inspector of the Annexed Estates. 

1772 Henry, Duke of Buccleuch, 1746-1812, T. M. F., Member of 
the Poker Club, Royal Society of Edinburgh. He was 
tutored by Adam Smith on his European tour. 

1776 David Ross, Lord Ankerville, 1727/8-1605, T*M. F. 

Alexander Murray, Lord Henderland, 1736-1795, M. P. for 
Peablesshire, 1780-1783. T. M. F. 

1777 John, Baran Cardiff, commonly called Lord Mountstuart, 
1744-1814. M. P. for Bossiney, 1766-1776. He entered 
the House of Lards in 1776 as Daroh Cardiff. First son 
of 3rd Earl of Bute. 

1783 Henry Dundas, Viscount Melville, 1742-1811. M. P. for 
Edinburghshire 1774-1782; 1783-1790; for Newton, Isle 

of Wightq 1782; for Edinburgh, 1790-1802. T. M. F. He 
'managed' Scotland for the government. 

Sir John Dalrymplev 1726-1810. B. E. 1, T. M. F. (in 1799). 
To replace Lord Kames 

Ex officio members included the Lord President of the Court 
of Session, the Lord Chief Baron of the Court of Exchequcr, 
the Lord Oustice Clerk, the Advocate for Scotland and the 
Commander-in-Chief of H. M. rorces in Scotland. As can be 
seen from the above lists, some of these officers served in 
a dual capacity being appointed on their own merits as well 
as by virtue of their office. 
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Appendix E 

FACTORS SERVINC ON THE FORFEITED ANNEXED ESTATES 

Estate Factor Years of Service, 

+ Ardsheal * Henry Butter 1770 - 1784 

Arnprior * William Monteath 1755 - 1761 
(Strathyre) Walter Monteath 1762 - 1764 

3ohn-Campbell of Barcaldine 1765 

From 1766, Strathyre was included for administrativo 
convenience in the Highland Division of the estate of 
Perth (qov*) under the sýme factors. 

+ Arnprior (other * James Fago 1770 - 1784 
than Strathyre) 

Barrisdale * Mungo Campbell 1755 - 1758 
Henry Butter 1759 - 1784 

+ Callart * Henry Butter 1770 - 1784 

+ Cluny * Henry Butter 1770 - 1784 

Cromarty * Captain John Forbes, of Now 1755 1774 
Hector MacKenzie 1774 1777 
Colin MacKenzie 1777 1784 

In 1764, the Barony of Caigach, the part of the 
estate of Cromarty lying farthest west, was 
sensibly placed under a separate factor. Access 
was hardly easy. 

Coigach Ninian Jeffrey 1764 - 1773 
Hector MacKenzie 1773 - 1784 

+ Kinlochmoidart Henry Butter 1770 - 1784 

Lochgarry James Small 1770 - 1777 
Robert Menzies 1777 - 1784 

+ Cochiel Henry Butter 1770 - 1784 

Lovat Captain John Forbes of Now 1755 - 1774 

Monaltry James McDonald of Reneton 1755 - 1767 
Francis McDonald 1767 - 1772 
John Farquharson 1773 - 1777 
William Farquharson of Bruxie 1778 - 1784 
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Estate Factor Years of Sorvica 

Perth 3ohn Campbell of Barcaldine 1755 - 1765 

From 1766, two factors were appointed tn the estate of 
Perth, managing what were entitled the Highland and 
Lowland Divisions. The former also included the Barony 
of Strathyre and the other small parts of the estate of 
Arnprior not hold of a subject superior 

Perth, Highland 
Division 

Perth, Highland 
Division 

Pertho Highland 
Division 

Perth, Lowland 
Division 

Struan 

3ames Small 1766 - 1777 

3chn Campbell of Lochend 1777 - 1780 

Oames Coodlatt Campbell of Achlyne 1780 - 1784 

Thomas Keir 1766 - 1784 

James Small 1755 - 1777 
Robert Menzies 1777 - 1784 

Factors who were employed by the Barons of the Exchequer on the 
same estate as that to which they were appointed by the Commissioners 
for the Forfeited Annexed Estates in 1755 or shortly after. 

+ Estates hold of subject superiors which were managed by the Barons 
of the Exchequer until 1770. 

S 
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Appendix F 

A REPORT FROM THE FACTOR ON PERTH CONCERNING THE METHOD 
OF SUBSETTING IN THE HIGHLANDS E777/258/2 

As to that part of the Order about subsetting the Factor must 
acknowledge himself a good deal at a loss concerning proper method of 
makinn his report of such as subsett their farms, as the term is 
differently understood in different countys of Scotland. In the first 

place, most of the Tenants on the Estate of Perth, by their late Tacks, 
had power of subsetting to persons of no higher Degree than themselves, 

some of these Tacks not yet expir-ed and such as are, continue their 
' former practice of subsetting and have no notion of altering that method 

till they are ordered by the Ccmmissioners to do so, either by new Leases 

or otherways and that it is made clear to them what is meant by subsetting. 
At present, the methods are very differentt viz. subtenants that arc 
really such. bovimen, steelbollmen of two kinds, Plowman which are already 
definsd (see below), pendiclers, crofters, cottars who have some sawing 
nnd grasing and Cottars who have only the possession of what is called a 
dry hDvss. 

Of all there different designations, the only persons who at 
present are looked upon as subten-ants are. such as have a cprtain prop- 
ortion of a farm sett to them /vizt. a Plough, half a plough, quarter 
plough or horse oang / which they manaoe in Grass and Corn with their own 
stock, Independent of the princl. tacksman, and the only differenco 
betvixt them and the tenant is that they pay the agreed on rent to the 
tacksman instead_of paying it to the proprietor or his Factor. 

A Bowman is the hired servant of the Tacksman, who receives from 
the Tacksman a comploat stocking of the farm, the risque and Repair is 
the tacksman's, this Bowman for his own labour and trouble and for 
defraying the meal and wages of the other servants necessary for managing 
the farm, receives no fixt stated wages, but a certain proportion of the 
produce of the Farm, is accountable to the tenant for the ovorplus in 
kind, the bargain with them is only verbal and from year to year as with 
any other hired servants. 

Steelbollmen are those that receive a certain quantity of Corn and 
a certain number of cattle, horses and labouring utensils for the produce 
of all which they pay an agreed on rent to the Tacksman, some of the 
steel bollmen in Grass Farms, get only Cattle and no Corn, and in Corn 
farms get only Corn, and it is only in Grass and Corn farms that they get 
both Corn and Cattle, the difference between them and Bowman is that the 
Cattle and all other things which the steelbollmen receives is appretiated 
at the Entry, and they aic bound to leave them in as good condition of 
the same value at their Removal, the whole Risque falling on themselves, 
in Consideration whereof they have the power of disposing of the Stocking 
as they please, the bargains with the stealbollmen are frequently reduced 
into uriting and subsists for a term of years. 

A Pendicler is a person who has a certain small quantity of Grass 
and Corn Land distinct from any Neighbour which he manages and labours 
as he things proper, and in the labouring or managing of which, the Master 
or Tacksman has no concern, there are many of those that have their 
possession and pay their Rents to the proprietor or his Factor; those are 
sett by the proprietor and not mixed with Farms and sometimes such pendicles 
are sett by Tenants. 
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Cottars who have soujing and grasing pay in services an agreed on 
price, and the Tacksman Ploughs the Ground, gives them horses to lead 
their Dung, to Harrow their Land, and for the most part to Carry home 
their fireing. 

Crofters are much of the same nature with the Cottars above 
described, only that the price of the Arable Ground allotted for them 

continues in their possession without Changing Whereas the cottars are 
generally shifted from one place to another of the farm as the Tacksman 

sees proper, and the Crofter differs little from the Pendicler, only that 
his Cattle pastures with the Tacksman's, and are taken care of by his 
herd at least all summer and harvest. 

What is called the dry-house Cottar, is one that has neither sowing 
nor grasing but has a house and Kailyard. 

Of all those, designed as above the first is the only person that 
i3 looked upon in the hichlands as properly a subtenant, and for this 
reason that he is able upon his own bottom and with his own stock to 
P-lenich and manaqu a farm, and in many Instances in the Estate of Perth, 
a subtenant is nýre Creditable person than the principal Tacksman, Nay 
the V3ctor has known the Tacksman a Cottar to the subtenant. 

The Bowman is no other than a servant who is not able to take Land, 

a Steelbollman a servant of a more substantial kind but still unable to 
take a farm without some help of the Tacksmans stock; a Pendicler has a 
very small possession and has never been considered as a subtanant; 
crofters and cottars are defined above, The Factor begs the Commissioners 
will inform him, which of all these classes and tiow many of them he is to 
look upon assubtenants in making his Report upon the head of Subtenants. 

E777/258/1 

Married Plowman who labour the farm with the Tacksmons horces, 
and sows, 'Harrows and reaps his Corns, and does all other kinds of Work 
th3 Factor does not know, only that by the word Plowman or Hind he takes 
it to be in the same manner as a great many farms in the Highlands are 
Laboured to 'Ritt the Ploviman has an agreed on number of Bolls sowing of 
Oats and ground for as much Bear as he has duno to manure all of which 
is Laboured with the Tacksman's horses; He has likewise Grass for a 
certain number of Cows and sheep which are herded upon the Tackman's 
expence and somatimes if the farm is small and cannot aftitt of as much 
sowing and grasing as is Equivalent to his trouble the Plowman gets a 
certain quantity of Meal in lieu of his sowing especially when his wife 
is obliged to work. The Commissioners will be pleased to advert that 
the plowman has no sett piece of ground allotted for him but that it is 
the Tacksmans power to give him what part of the farm he pleases 

Factor - John Campbell of Barc-aldine 
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Appendix C 

River, 

Allan 

BRIDGES SUBSIDISED BY ANNEXED ESTATES FUNDS 

Location with Ordnance Survey arid number and Sources 

Kinbuck NN 792054 

E701/29 p. 54; E721/2t pp. 1,117; E721/13p P. 73 
E. 723/3,1779; P. L. A. 2/l/l, p, 214 

The proprietor of the Perth estate had always repaired 
the wood bridge here because of its vicinity to the Mill 
of Kinbuck. In 1752 the tenants built a stone bridge 
costing between LBO and L90 for which they still owed 
L25 in 1757. The Board allowed L15 towards this debt. 
By 1773, the bridge was described as unpassable but it 
was still standingy though 'ruinous' in 1780. The 
Board was asked by the Commissioners of Supply to pay 
L6 towards its repair. It is now extensively repaired 
with concrete. 

Almond Bertha NO 094266 

E721/51 p. 32; E721/7t pp. 
E777/215/1; P. L. A. 2/1/lp 
f. 109 

2,16; E728/29/1; 
ppp 8,228; P. L. A. 14/1/2v 

The Perth linen merchant, Mr. William Sandemanp initiated 
the construction of a bridge over the Almond near Bertha 
farm on the Perth-Dunkeld road at a cost of about L1,000 
for a five-arched bridge, 191 wide, about 1801 long, the 
county and the town of Perth contributing L750. The 
Board decided to give LSO towards this when they had 
funds authorised for bridges. In 1762, thsy learned 
that it had fallen down so they delayed payment until 
the bridge was rebuilt and Sandeman claimed the grant in 
1763. Later the Commissioners of Supply had to pay for 
a canal rerouting the Almond to the middle of the bridge 
as the river was changing course. 

Almond Milnhaugh NO 001294 

E721/11, p. 193; E727/34/15; E729/29/1; 
P. L. A. 2/1/11 pp, 212,228 

The ford at Milnhaugh was claimed by the petitioners to 
be the 'most centrical place' for crossing the Almond to 
join Perth to the West Highlands. Now the-old bridge 
is replaced by a metal structure twenty yards west, an a 
minor road. The Board gave LBO towards the estimated 
expense of L369-16-7, other contributions having amounted 
to L266-9-1. The County gave L10 in 1781 as there was 
still a deficiency of L83-7-6. 
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River Location with Ordnance Survey qrid number and Sources 

Aultgraad Evanton NH 612664 

E721/11, pp. 831 105; E721/121 p. 163; E727/34/10 

The Board had employed James Smeaton to make plans and 
estimates for a bridge here in 1771-2 but had decided it 
was not possible for them to continue with it. In 1777, 
the Commissioners of Supply for Ross-shire decided to 
build a bridge on the Dingwall-Tain road and the factor 
an the Cromarty estate, Colin Mackenzie, wrote on their 
behalf to ask if Smeaton's plans could be seen to compare 
with their own. Apart from paying Smeaton, the Board 
was not financially involved. 

Abhainn na Cuils Avinagillon NR B36673 

E721/11, p. 174; E728/29/19; E732/9 

The eighte: nth century spelling by the petitioners was 
Avanagelant the anglicisation of the Gaelic. 

Lord Stonefield gave support to a grant towards this 
bridge as the heritors of Argyl 

*1 
had laid out L2,000 

over and above any taxation for roads and statute 
laboure The Board gave L60, the total estimate being 
MOO. 

Awe Pass of Brander NN 030299 

E721/11, pp. 164,166,192; E723/2,1777; 
E727/34/14; E728/29/16 

The J. P's and Commissioners of Supply of Argyllshire 
asked for aid in 1776 for a bridge over the river Awe 
near Bonawe as it was fordable for only a few weeks in a 
dry summer and was one of the great lines of communication 
between east and west Scotland. Having considered the 
bridge fund, the Board assigned L200 to a bridge there 
when it was finished. Unfortunately after three arches 
were thrown-the bridge fell down so the contractorp 
Archibald Campbell, was E316 out of pocket. However, he 
was not paid another E100 until the bridge was safely 
completed. This bridge is now off th3 main road, the 
west approach is almost covered with vegetation but the 
east gives access to several houses. The need to build 
both this and what may be called a companion bridge over 
the Orchy at Dalmally by subscription and not out of 
public funds is a staggering illumination of the approach 
to providing bridges on main roads, at the time. 
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River Location with Ordnance Survey Grid number and Sources 

Balvaig Balquhidder NN 534206 
Strathyre NN 561172 

E701/2, p. 63; E721/16, pp. 119 24,28; E721/249 P. 225; 
E721/25, pp. 248,277; E732/16; E777/215/17; 
E777/3051 10-11-81; P. L. A. 2/l/l, p. 201 

The river Balvaig ran from the east end of Loch Voil for 
eleven miles through the parish of Balquhidder, cutting 
tenants off from church, mill and school, when the. 
temporary sttuctures - usually timber, somatimes merely 
planks laid on stone pillars or stone heaps - were carried 
away by floods. That at Balquhidder was described as 
'ruinous' to the Barons of the Exchequer in 1754 but it 
was only after a timber bridge at Strathyre which had 
joined the west part of the Barony to the main road was 
carried off that'. z: -tone bridy"s were built there* The 
Board paid half the price for each. County contributions 
were likely to ba small as the heritors were non-resident 
and the inhabitapts poor, but the Board's tenants agreed 
to pay half too* 

I 
Both bridges still stand, the Balquhiddor one 

which the tenants criticised as having too small arches 
for the water that came down, is now too weak for heavy 
traffic, but neither is on a main road today. There 
are two sets of plans for the Balquhidder bridge, one 
with three arches of 311, one of 251, one of 151, one of 
101 and 111 between the parapets. The other has two 
arches of 311, two of 181 and two of 91. The tenants 
may have been correct about the arches as they are some- 
times invisible after heavy rain. Williamý Frond 
certainly agreed with them. At one point the Board 
withhold payment until the question of damage to 
plantations near Strathyre bridge had been resolved. 

Benholm Between Montrose and Bervie NO 808690 

E721/111 pp. 170,172; E727/34/9 

L100 was allowed towards rebuilding a bridge over the 
Benholm on the post road north, between Montrose and 
Bervie, for which payment was. requested in June 1777. 

Bervio NO 782797 

E721/11, pp. 186,190; E727/34/12; E728/29/22 

L120 was granted in 1778 towards a bridge on the post road 
between Laurencekirk and Stonehaven. A local farmer had 
bequeathed L100 and by saving the vacant stipend of 
Clenbervie, the fund had reached L220, of which only 
L200 could be relied on as some of the promised subscribers 
had died and others had removed. The estimate was for 
L350 but as the work was to be done partly by days' 
wages and partly by contract, the expense might be more, 
By August 1778, the work was well on the way with twelve 
masons and six quarriers already employed. The grant 
was asked for in December, 1778. 
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River 

Carron 

Doe 

Location with Ordnance Survey Grid number and Sources 

Stenhouse Ford 

E721/11, p. 139; E727/34/8; E728/29/14 

Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse asked for assistance towards 
a bridge over the River Carron at Stenhouse Ford in 1774, 
the cost to be L700. The Board's bridge fund was 
exhausted so despite their Willingness to oblige in this 
case, the matter had to be delayed. Nothing more'seems to 
have been heard of the project. Probably the petitioners 
could not obtain enough in the way of subscriptions to 
pursue the matter. 

Tullicht sometimes identified as Dalmachy NO 372956 
E721/111, pp. 155P 173,227; E721/12t pp. 5ý 29; 
E723/2,1777; E727/34/11; E728/29/15i 1S. " AAJ 
Two bridges, not given any financial assistanze by the 
Board weýrc suggcstod over the Des and Don, about the 
location of which controversy arope between Sir Archibald 
Grant on the one hand and the Earl of Aboyne and a 
supporting committee on the other. Grant wanted bridges 
at Banchory and Monymusk, the others suggested Alford and 
Inchbear. But the matter was not settled in 1784, which 
ensured that no help would come from the Board's funds. 

- L300 was however given in two instalments towards 
bridging the Dee at Ballater, as it is now. Francis 
Farquharson eventually wrote asking for the second moiety 
in 1781. This was the only bridge over the Dee at the 
time between Aberdeen and the Braomar-Fort George 
military road which crossed the river at Castletown of 
Braemare. 

Divie Edenkillie NJ 002498 
E721/10, p. 184; E721/11, P. 223; E723/3, P, 57; 
E727/34/25; E728/29/3,29 

In 1768, Patrick Cuming of Relugas petitioned for 
assistance for a bridge over the Divie in Edinkillie 
parish to help communications between the highland and 
lowland parts of Moray to encourage trade in Forres and 
Elgin. His son had to repeat the petition in 1782 as 
did the Forres magistrates, arguing that a bridge over 
the Divie near Miltoun of Relugas would divert some of 
the Forres-Inverness traffic;.. by the Bridge of Dulsie, 
further up the Findhornp the distance from Forres to 
Inverness was only five miles longer than by Nairn. 

Lord Kames added a note that he was not averse to a 
contribution of E100 but not a farthing was to be advanced 
before it was finished. Despite being destroyed 
during its construction by a spate in August, 1782, 
the bridge was in fact finished by 1734. 
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River Location with Ordnance Survey Grid number and Sources 

Duror NM 986546 Ll 

E737/25; E786/33/7 

Neither this bridge nor that over the Righ (Ree) figurad 
as necessary in first list of bridges provided by the 
factor there, Henry Butter. * Only now road building 
established the need for both, as with a larger bri 

* 
dge 

over the Kiachnish. Hugh Seton of Touch pointed out 
the need for the Duror bridge and also the fact that 
it was on the estate of Ardsheal. 

Providing a crossing over the Durar river, on the 
road from Fort William to Argyllshire, it cost L91-5-0. 
It is now completely useless situated between the main 
AB28 and a side road leading to farms, overgrown and 
broken down, as th3 lina has been altered. 

Earn Crieff NN 58? 209 

E721/61 p. 236; E721/81 pp. 97,116 

The banks of the Earn had to be strengthened in 17629 on 
parts of the Perth estate, to protect the bridge near 
Crieff. 

Dalchonzie NN 740229 

E721/24v pp. 228p 233,242; E721/251 p. 74; F. R. Penth 31C. 
In 1775p the Board paid E12-6-6 for a new bridge here an 
stone pillarsl as well as providing the tiTber. The 
main benefit of this bridge was local, though Col. Skene's 
position as tenant of Dalchonzie and his need for access 
to the military roads must have had some weight with the 
Board* 

Dalreoch NO 004178 
E721/6j p. 291; E721/7, p. 142; E777/215/2; 
P. L. A. 2/l/l, p. 241; P. L. A. 14/l/2p f. 100 
The inhabitants of the parishes of Auchterarder, Blackford, 
Dunblane entered into a contract for a stone bridge at 
Dalreoch for L500. In 1762 the Board deferred consider- 
ation of their plea for assistance but in 1763 when they 
learned that the work had stopped for lack of moneyt they 
sent MOO towards completing the structure. One factor 
inspiring the local population to such effort*must have 
been the high rates exacted by the ferry thereq which had 
been brought before the Commissioners of Supply in 1759 
and 1761. On the main Glasgow to Perth road, this bridge 
is still in existence, scheduled as an ancient monumentt 
but now by-passed by the main road, merely serving as an 
entrance to Chapelbank farm. By 1782, the bridge needed 
repointing, as well as having been 'partly shaken and rent' 
so that the horn of one of the pillars needed to be 
repaired, and the county gave L15 towards this, 
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Bridoe 

Earn 

Location ujith Ordnance Survey Grid number and Sources 

Dundurn NN 702242 

E721/25, pp. 198,242; E723/31 1779; E777/879 14-6-80; 
E777/215/18; E777/305, p, 47 

In 1779, E50 was granted towards the L105 bridge of stone 
and lime at Dundurn, but as both the inspector and the factor 
reported in 1780 that the middle pier was cracked and that 
the first flood would carry it away, payment was. withheld 
until November when apparently sufficient repairs had been 
carried out by the responsible masons. The bridge joins 
the road south of Lcchearn to the St. Fillat. s-Crieff road. 
Very narrow between the parapets, one arch is over land on 
the north side. 

Forteviat NO 049175 

E721/11., p. 217; E728/29/27; P. L. A. 2/l/l, p. 76 

The contribution to this bridge was restricted to L140 towards 
repairs in 1780. Privately built in 1761, one arch had 
failed and the Earl of Kinnoull reported that repairs had 
cost L200 more than was subscribed. This bridge is now 
part of a secondary route, B934 between Dunning and the A9. 

Kinkell NN 932167 

E721/7, p. 30; E721/ap pp. 129,211; E777/215/3,6; 
S'R. O.. GD. 24/1/917; P.. L. A. 2/1/lv pp. 304v 79; 
P: L. A. 14/l/2, f. 126 

The Commissioners of Supply had been approached in 1761 about 
the possibility of building a bridge here and a committee was 
appointed to manage its construction. In 1765, this committee 
pointed out to the Board the benefits the bridge might be 
expected to bring to the Perth estate, for large parts of the 
estate lay between the bridge and Drummond Castle. Once it 
was built it would improve access to the Auchterarder to Perth 
road, i. e. the Glasgow to Perth roadt which was the easiest 
in the area for wheeled carriages. 'One of the Board', 
unnamed, had encouraged the committee to widen the bridge 
beyond what they had originally planned, thus increasing the 
expense, so the Commissioners for the Annexed Estates could 
hardly refuse to grant some help. They had previously been 
approached in 1763. L150 was allowed towards the L600 still 
required. The bridge was not wholly paid even by 1770. In 
1784, it had 'failed in some parts' but the basic structure 
is still part of the Crieff to Auchterarder route by the 
98062. Fourteen to fifteen feet wide between the parapets, 
it has refuges in the parapets above each pier. 

It can be seen that the Board gave assistance steadily over the years to bridges 
at various points over a river which created a division between the south and 
north parts of the estates under their management between the River Tay and 
Lochearn and also broke road lines which apart from the Perth to Glasgow road, 
were more important in the eighteenth century than they are today. 
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River Location with Ordnance Survey Grid number and Sources 

Eas Cobhain Cartchonzie NN 605072 

E721/9j pp. 113,177; E721/11, p. 13; E721/24t p. 225; 
E721/25, pp. 124,169; E723/3, p. 89 1779; E777/99; 
P. L. A. 2/l/l, pp. 172,173 

In 1766 it was suggested that a bridge should be built at 
Cartchonzie over the water between Loch Venacher and the 
river Teith, instead of a timber bridge with stone pillars 
over the Teith at Kilmahog which had been swept away. . The 
Inspector General was ordered in March to arrange for this 
but in July after hearing his report, this was deferred. 
March 1768 saw estimates for both bridges laid before the 
Board and the factor Mr. Small was given the task of treating 
with neighbouring heritors about subscriptions. In 1772, 
Small proposed that tradesmen's estimates should be obtained 
for plans drawn up by the architect John Baxter and while the 
committee considering tha matter recommendod that this should 
be done, the matter was again deferred to March to be 
discussed then in light of the funds availablo. In March 
1776, there was no further progress and in that year the 
minister, James Robertsonj took a hand, protesting that the 
great part of his parish needed this bridge. On the way 
to church they were soaked and sat in church 'almost frozen 
to death before my eyes'. He also pointed out that the 
cattle from Strathgartney could be taken this way more 
conveniently and that the wood in the area would sell more 
easily* 

The bridge was eventually builtt the estimate being 
L207, in 1777* The bridge still stands, substantially the 
same, though the inscription stating that the Wing gave L110 
from the Annexed Estates funds has been moved to the outside 
of the parapet on the south'west, probably during repairs. 
The commissioners liked their notice of good works to be 
seen. 

In 1778, two of the subscribers wrote asking for 
E6-7-8 remaining from the sum allowed by the Board as the 
other subscribers had not all kept their promises or a 
contribution and they, two Buchanans, had engaged L95 towards 
the two bridges at Gartchonzie and Kilmahog. The County 
Bridge fund provided L15 to Gartchonzie and Kilmahog. 

Ericht North side of Loch Rannoch NN522582 

E721/4, p. 225; E721/5, p. 23; E721/6, P. 185; 
E723/2, p, 177.1770; P. L. A. 14/1/2, ff, 98p 102 

The bridge concerned was the replacement for a timber structure 
built largely at Alexander Robertson of Struan's expense. 
Despite correspondence beginning in 1759, it was 1770 before 
C30-10-0 was paid out because the site was changed. Sir 
Robert Menzies instigated the movement to replace the bridge 
with a stone one, The County Bridge Money allowed L20 and 
the Commissioners of Supply advised applying to the Board for 
the Annexed Estatesq with some successo 
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River Location with Ordnance Survey Crid_number and Sources 

Errochty By the Old Kirk of Struan NNB09654 

E721/8, p. 154 

The Errachty at this point has fairly deep banks and the 
local inhabitants were prepared to pay L25p half the cost 
of a bridge. The factor on Struan was ordered to pay the 
other half as the inhabitants were not particularly well 
endowed. Their main argument for the bridgo was that 
it would ease their way to church, 

In 1782-83, the heritors and the county built a 
large bridge over the Carry about half a mile to the 
north-west. 

Esk, North North. of Montrose NO 724622 

E721/11, pp. 31,55,72; 113v 114,153; E727/34/2,6; 
E728/29/70 12; Scots Migazino 32'v p. 728 

1769 saw the first petition to the Board from the gentle- 
men of Forfar, Kincardine and Montrose and'Aberdeen Town 
Councils for assistance towards this L6,000 bridge over 
the North Esk. LSOO was granted with the comment that 
the Ordnance Funds should more properly pay for it, In 
1773, further help was asked for and L300 more granted. 
As this sum was eventually claimed in 17759 the petitioners 
had to wait until funds were available as the Board found 
their resources were straitened in that year. 

The gentlemen concerned had not approached tho Board 
until they had the sum of L40000 subscribed. Smeaton 
was-the architect and the bridge carries today's traffic. 

I 

Esk, South Dun NO 663585 

E714/18; E721/12, p. 27; E723/3v 1784; E728/29/36 

The request for assistance towards a bridge over the South 
Esk near the Ford of Dun was dealt with in March, 1784. 
The contract went to Mr. Alexander Stevensq architect at 
Prestonhallj he was to finish-the bridge by Novemberp 
1786, uphold it for seven yearst at a cost of L39128. 
The price did not include the ground and roads to and from 
the bridge. L1,600 had been collected and the total cost 
was likely to be L4,000 so the Board asked for permission 
to allow L500 when funds allowed, which in the event was 
after the disannexation of the estates, and so honoured 
by the Barons of the Exchequer. 
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River 

Farigaig 

Location mith Ordnance Survey prid number and Sources 

Torness NH 580269 

E721/4, p. 83; E721/13t p. 113; E721/11, pp. 98,104. 

Bridges were required to maintain communications in the 
parish of Dores as the river divided church, school and 
mill from parts of the barony of Lovat. Two timber 
bridges over the Farigaig were built earlier in 1758 at a 
cost of E20 and E9.15.0 in cash plus timber. Some years 
later, L36 was allowed (1771-2) with the tenants' carriage 
service towards a Z46.10.0 bridge near the Torness mill, 
on a new road being built, presumably by -the county. 

Forth Cardross NS 598573 

E721/10, pp. 22,63; E721/11, pp. 97,111,116; 
E727/34/5,7; E728/29/2, B. 10; E732/16; P. L. A, 2/1/1, pp. 
76,80; RHP 341-17; Macfarlane's Collections 1. -140. 
John Erskine of Carnock, whose home was the mansiun house 
at Cardross, sent petitions to both the Board and the 
Commissioners of' Supply asking for assistance in building 
a bridge of three arches, with spans of 451,450 and 251, 
an the grounds that it would give general assistance to- 
wards the improvement of agriculture and manufactures in 
Perthshire, a better crossing for the drovers on their 
way to Falkirk and would be the most convenient road from 
Balquhidder, Strathgartn-ey and Callander to Glasgow. He 
could collect'only L400 out of a total estimate of L840. 
However, later estimates for both building and subscriptions 
were lowered to L566 and L300 respectively. The Board 
agreed to give him L250 for which Erskine asked without 
success in 1772. His brother had to write again in 1773 - 
the bridge had been almost finished the year before - to 
remind the Board of their promise of help as John had had 
to pay out E150 of his own -"not an easy matter at that 
time". This bridge has been replaced on the 88034, 

Drip Coble NS 770956 

E721/10, pp. 17933,45,47; E723/29/5; C732/169 1771-2; 
E777/249/6; P. L. A. 2/1/1, p. 24; Macfarlano's Collections, 
i. 339. 

The internal reason, within the estatest for supporting 
this bridge was that tenants between the Teith and the 
Forth would be able to get lime from tho Earl of Elgin's 
sheds two miles below Stirling at all seasons of the year, 
once the river was bridged here. Lord Kames also declared 
that it would shorten the Stirling-Fort William road and 
he was prepared to waive compensation for the L12 per annum 
rent for the ferry there, which he owned. The bridge was 
to cost E700 and 1'130 was eventually advanced from the 
estates' funds, first through Lord Kames' hands and then 
through the factor's (Small's) in 1770. The first L50 
was moved in the accounts from the aid promised to the 
bridge at Frew, which scheme had lost impetus. The bridge 
is still standing but is closed even for pedestrians. 
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River Location tuith Ordnance Survey arid number and Sources 

Fretu NS 960 668 

E721/11m p. 204; E721/12, p. 23; E727/34/1,17j19921,22; 
E728/201/33; E777/215/5; P. L. A. 2/1/1, p. 224; 
Macfarlane's Collections, i. pB39. 

A bridge at the Ford of Frew was given support despite 
the existence of a ford and ferry providing a crossing 
at all seasons, as it was expected to improve communic- 
ations generally. E100 was promised in 1763 and more 
offered in 1765 if the County would make the road to 
Callander. This would have eased tenants' journeys to 
Glasnow as it would have joined up with the Glasgow- 
Stirling road. The bridae was not built however until 
1781-2, the estimate being E760 which did not include 
compensation for losses suffered by the ferry owner. 
The Board gave L200 and the first attempt collapsed in 
the clay river bed. There are now only traces of masonry 
on the south side of the river and of the filling in of 
the road. 

The river Forth vvas not much of an obstacle to coin-runication between the 
various estates annexed. Journeys south were also easier than in other 
areas for there were ferries which were fairly reliable at the main cross- 
ings, and a bridra*at'Stirling. All the estates lay north of the river, 
so the great advantage in bridging it would be expected to be in the develop- 
ment of trade and commerce, more easily carried out by bridge than by ferry 
and ford. I 

Carry Killiecrankie NN 915613 

E721/11, pp. 17, IB, 43,44; E727/34/4; E732/9,19-2-1770; 
P. L. A. 2/1/1, pp. 43,79; Sc6ts_Maa-azin6,29, p. 166; 
Mncfarlnne's Collections, i. p. 221. 
The river Garry was seldom fordable from October to March 
and it was the death of ttuenty-seven passengers returning 
from Mouline market in February 1767 which caused action 
to be taken by the gentlemen of the county to build a 
bridge to replace the patently dangerous ferry, at this 
point. E100 was allowed by the Board and paid in 
February, 1770 to the Duke of Atholl's agent. The argu- 
ment for support from the Board was that it would ease 
communication between the main Perth to Inverness road 
and the estate of Struan. This bridge was unusable many 
years ago and has now been removed. It has been replaced 
and the line across the river straightened. 

Isla Tillytarmount NJ 530468 

E721/12, pp. 1,18; E723/3, p. 57; E727/34/24; E728/29/31. 

The Board was approached in March, 1782. This bridge was 
built over the Isla on the road from Huntly to Banff and Portsoy to facilitate the carriage of "vast quantities of 
grain%ý County funds and subscriptions had raised all but 
E90 of the L225 estimate. This sum was allowed and paid in November, 1783 on receipt of certificates that it was 
properly built by James Robertson, mason in Banff, and John 
Loban, mason in Inverkeithing. Thero was no suggestion 
nor could there be, that its construction would be of any direct use to the estates. 
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River Location with Ordnance Survey qrid nuMber and Sources 

Kelty Possibly NN 648068 

E721/25, Pp. 139,174; E732/169 1779; E777/179; 
E777/215/16; RHP 3421; P. L. A. 2/1/1, p. 163; Macfarlane's 
Collections, i. 134. 

Two crossings of the Kelty water may be involved here, 
One, originally a county bridge an the main road from 
Stirling to the north needed repair in 1776. The Commiss- 
ioners of Supply had written to Colonel Skene but there 
had been no reply and despite this now being under military 
management, they despaired of assistance as the couhty 
had built the bridge before the military road-builders took 
over. They hoped for L16.5.0 from the heritars and 
would provide L15 from the county fund. The Board for 
the Annexed Estates was approached and agreed to give L15 
but within the year, the bridge collapsed because of 
insufficient workmanship by the Callander masonj John 
Hardman. As he was a poor man, however, ho still got 
E5. In 1782, plans and estimates by VjKllisir, McInnes 
were aiven to the Board for a bridoe on the new road 
intended to be built between Callander and Str3thearn. 
However, this road is still only a footpath and I have 
not found any signs of payment of 146, so far. 

Kiachnish Coruanan NN 066691 

E721/7, p. 239; E721/8, p. 145; E721/10p p. 100; 
E721/12, p. 27; E721/17, P. 5; E732/16,1765,1768; 
E768/71; E786/33/1,2; E786/37/2,6. 

In 1761, the road south from Fort William was being repaired 
by the 

, 
county. A few miles south of the town, the 

Kiachnish crossed the main road to Argyllshire and the 
need for a bridge at Coruanan was obvious. The factor 
mentioned it early on and by 1767, funds were allotted 
towards building a single arch there. 

4, 
The first estimate 

was too small and eventually Z129,15,1 was spentt for a 2 larger arch was needed to span the river than was at first 
thought. The mason was John Menelaus. In 1784, the 
Duke of Gordon asked for help in "making" this road - L210 - but he was too late before the disannexation. The main 
road is now nearer the lochside and the bridge in good 
repair gives access to a farm. 

Kinglas Water Ardkinglas NN 187099 

E714/18; E721/12, pp. 12,21; E721/25,19-1-1784; 
E721/26, p. 10; E728/29/32. 

L100 was to be paid towards a thirty-seven foot-arch, 
. estimated at E110.15.10, when it was finished. The date 

when this was expected was June, 1784, but in fact, it was 
completed later and the Barons of the Exchequer had to 
pay the promised grant. 
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River 

Lyon 

Loy 

Moldart 

Location with Ordnance Survey grid number and Sourcas 

Comrie NN 786487 

E714/18; E721/12, p. 24. 

In 1784, L150 had been subscribed towards a bridge over 
the Lyon near Comrie Castle, the total expense to be 
L350. The Board allowed L200 to be paid when the bridge 

was completed and this undertaking had to be honoured by 
the Barons of the Exchequer after disannexation. The 
bridge was replaced in 1896, again largely by public sub- 
scriptions, organised by Miss ýgidia Charlotte Menzies of 
Menzies whose ancestor Sir Robert Menzie3 had been one of 
the petitioners in 1784. 

Meggernie 

E721/10, pp. 5,16; E721/11, pp. 205,211,216; E727/34/18; 
E728/29/24,26; P. L. A. 2/l/l, p. 44. 

The Board built a bridge over the Lyon entirely at their 
expense of E200 for the convenience of the estates of 
StrUan and the Highland Division of Perth as these shared 
a factor. The mason was Ludovick Piccard. Though other 
heritors no doubt benefited from this they did nothing 
about maintenance and it was swept atuay in flood water in 
1780. At first the Board refused to have anything to do 
tuith rebuilding it as they thought the neiahbouring heritors 
had been very culpable in their neolect. V! hen it was 
pointed out, hotuever, that lack of a bridqe prevented 
attendance at church, school and smithy and in addition 
lowered the price of timber, the refusal oas recon-, idered. 
Even more to the point, the local inhabitnnts, having got 
used to a bridge there, had collected money towards 
rebuilding. The Board relented and decided to allow MOO, 
half uftn the viork beCan and the other half when it was 
finished if the builders undertook maintenance for ten years. 
Exact identification of the site of the original bridge is 
difficult as it is variously described as at Innerwick, 
at Corruclack and a little below Moooernie Castle. The 
present Bridge of Balgie is the probable replacement. The 
county was also interested in Glenlyon bridges. 

NN 148818 

E723/2, p. 236; E786/33/7. 

In 1775, it t:! as reported thot X34.15.6. had been nranted 
to repair a bridge over the Loy which had been built by 
subscription about fourteen years before. 

Kinlochmoidart estate NN 713722 

E721/20, pp. 2,4; E7B6/37/1. 

A bridge was suggested here by the factor Butter in 1761 
but it Was 1779 before the contract was made out tuith John 
Stevenson, an Oban mason for a thirty-six foot arch, eighteen 
feet over the Lualls, of stone and lime. This was to cost 
L100 instead of the Z15 suggested earlier but the first 
estimate was probably for a timber bridge. The commissioners 
cave MOO plus timber for the cooms and centers and the 
services for carriage of about an English mile for supplies 
landed on the coast. 
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River Location with Ordnance Survev nrid number and Sources 

Orchy Dalmally NN 166277 

E721/11, pp. 184,192; E723/2,1778. 

Like the bridge over the Awe, the crossing of the Orchy 
was part of the great military road system from Stirling 
by Tyndrum to Bonaw. 

. 
Only a few miles away from it, too, 

it was suggested that considerable economy could be 
practised by using the timber coams and centers already in 
the area for the Awe bridge. E100 for three years was 
granted. The main road west, the A85, now crosses'the 
Orchy at the end of Loch Awe but this bridge still carries 
the B8077, the longer way to the west side of Loch Awe, 
going north over the Stras. 

Righ (Ree) Between Corrin and Sallachulish Ferries NN 023629 

E723/2, p. 236, 

A E77 was spent on a bridne over this rivLz-, like that over 
the Kiachnish, on the main road south to Argyllshire from 
f'ort 1--filliam. This ums beino improved to take the place 
of the military road over the moun. tains, following the 
coast instead. 

Ruchill Dalclathick NN 718171 

E721/25, pp. 89,9B, 2OBp2l6; E777/B7; E777/215/14; 
P. L. A, 2/l/It p, 194, 

Others in Glenartney 
E721/6, pp. 288,311; E721/7, pp. 23,83; E721/25, p. 284; 
E721/26, p. 7; E723/3,1779; E777/88; E777/100/3; 
E777/215/19; E777/243. 

The Board built several small bridges in Clenartney, in 
pursuance of their aim of obtaining a direct cross-country 
road from Comrie to Callander. The Board cut the factor's 
estimates, authorising only 10 foot wide bridoes with 1811 
parapets in place of the 151 width he had recommended. 
These did not last long however, needing repair in 1781. 
The road then planned was on the north side of the water 
of Ruchill and crossed at Dalclathick where the old bridge 
built by the local tenants, only seven foot wide, had 
been carried away in flood water. The Board gave half the 
estimated expense of E168 towards a new bridge which like 
so many others fell down when the timber supports were 
removed in 1780. The presence of a limestone quarry on 
the south of the Ruchill no doubt encouraged the Board to 
help with the building at Dalclathick. The masoný Donald 
McIntyre, collected the money for this but Francis Oatt 
and Alexander Buchanan were also involved. There was also 
pressure to help bridge the Ruchill south of Comrie to open 
communications south but nothing came of this, 
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River 

Tay 

Location tuith Ordnancy Survey orid number and Sources 

Kenmore NN 772456 

E721/11, pp. 75,79,104; E721/25, p. 2C; E728/29/9,11013; 
E777/215/9 

Perth NO 122239 

E721/8, pp. 14tI16,121pI44; E721/91 pp. 118,160; 
E721/11, Pp. 57,60,161,191; E721/24, PPA7,12,187,28,33t5O; 
E723/2,1765; E727/34/13,16; E728/29/6; Scots Manazine, 
vol. 31, p. 340; Smeaton's Reports, Vol 1; NLS. Ms. 1021, f. 28. 

Both these bridges were dealt with fairly fully in the text. 
Both were considered vital links in the chain of communication 
between Highland and Lowland Scotland and were subsidised 
heavily, especially that at Perth towards which was paid 
E700 out of the rpnts of the Perth estate each year from 
1770 onwards 5fter an initial allowance of C4,000. Both 
remain essential parts of the present road system, the 
Kenmore bridge standing much as it did in 1774. The Perth 
bridge has. been widened twice, once in 1869, and again in 
1972 and the inscription relating to the 1869 widening on the 
parapet is' not that put up by the Board. 

A wide fast river, crossed mainly by ferries, the Tay 
was a considerable barrier to easy intercourse, between 
north and south, with Wade's bridge at Aberfeldy the only 
adequate crossing, in the eighteenth century. It was 
arqued that the Kenmore bridge would connect many of the 
annexed estates at a place where the ford was not always 
passable and the ferry not always safe. John Baxter was 
the architect at Kenmore, Smeaton at Perth.. The mason 
at Kenmore was Patrick McInnes and his work was described 
as remarkable for its goodness and beauty. He put 
difficulties in the way of having the Board's inscription 
fixed on the parapet before the bridge was fully out of his 
hands, as did the masons for the Perth bridge. 

Teith Callander NN 626078 

E721/6, pp. 110,183,217; E721/8, P. 169; E721/9t P, 92; 
E721/24, p. 53; Macfarlane's Collections, i. 134. 

The Callender bridge was of three arches, two of 401p and 
one of 501, the passage 151. The estimate was L350 of which L150 had been subscribed. The Teith divided the barony of Callender in two and in 1760 was crossed only by a timber 
bridge near the town of Callender. -1114 was allowed in 
that year but by 1762 the masons Francis Oatt and William 
Morison had given the above estimate. The Board decided 
to grant L200 and in addition sold the neighbouring wood or 
Gartchonzie to the masons to avoid carriage charges-from 
the great distance of Alloa; this was at the factor's 
suggestion. Subscriptions promised did not all materialise 
and the inscription gives Z215 as the sum granted by the 
Board. Thýs bridge, the first public work undertaken by 
the Board in the Callender area has been replaced by Perth 
County Council who have an inscription on the bridge to this 
effect. 
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River 

Teith 

Tummel 

Turret 

Location with Ordnance Survey qrid number and Sourcas 

Kilmahog NN 608083 

E721/9, pp. 13,113,177; F. R. Perth 1SB, 20; P. L. A. 2/l/lop. 172. 

Further up the Teith, some fifteen years after the bridge 
at Callander had been built, one was put up at Kilmahog, 
similar to that at Cartchonzie, over Eas Gobhain. It was 
suggested by Robert Oliphant in 1777 that expense would be 
spared if it were built at the same time as the latter and 
that it would also complete the communications from 
Strathyre south. 

Kinloch Rannoch NN 662587 

E721/4, pp. 81,86; E721/7, p. 252; E721/8v p. 159; 
E721/24, pp. 45t6g)79; F. R. Struan 1745, No. 8; 
F. R. Struan 1745, No. 9; E777/104. 

A ferry sufficed to cross the Tummel at the east end of 
Loch Rannoch until the village of Kinloch Rannoch was built 
under the Board's auspices. The bridgc tharc was built at 
the sole expense of the funds from the estates in 1764 and 
it was renewed by Perth Countý Council in 1946, the cut. 
waters now reinforced with concrete. It does not carry 
traffic on a classified road as the main road west now 
runs an the north side of the lochp unlike the eighteenth 
century highway. In Small's posthumous accounts, thero 
was a receipt for E16.12. B. for hariing the bridge. 

Crieff NN 858221 

E721/25, pp. 55,78,133pl34; E777/215/10,15t 
P. L. A. 2/l/l, pp. 126,127,136; P. L. A. 14/1/2, fr, 87,88. 

Before 1760 a bridge taking traffic west from Crieff ha'd 
been somewhat unsatisfactory, so narrow that passing 
carriages regularly knocked down the parapet. The county had 
made plans to widen it, but in a spate in October, 1773, 
the damhead of the mill at Milnab on the estate of Perth 
finally knocked the bridge down. The responsibility of 
the Board was clear but they gave L50 and refused further 
liability. The line of road approaching the bridge had 
also to be changed. There are now signs of alterations 
to the parapets where the road has been built up to avoid 
the extreme slopes that characterised approaches to earlier 
bridges. 

Various The funds available from the estates were also'used to build 
and repair between many bridges of varying size and import- 

ance from what must have been a considerable structure over the Peffer, which 
cost Z41.1B. 4. paid to Kenneth Forbes mason, to Z7 for a small arch near the 
church of Kilmallie, L5.12.2. far crossing a burn near Wester Corsecaple, and 
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L9 for a timber bridge over the Stirpbollie in Achtoo. The Board's 
funds filled in many small gaps on main roads not provided by the county 
or military funds. The operative word here is small, including two at 
least on the Comrie to Dunblane road which had to be repaired in 1779 at 
a cost of about ZE9, four on the road on the north side of Loch Earn in 
1784, which cost altogether L37.18.0, tvic at Carie and Camaghouran on the 

south side of Loch Rannoch and two at Greenock and Auldcher on the south 
and west roads, respectively, leading out of Callander, which cost C29.8. *. 

A small bridoe at the west end of Callander cost Z11.11.0. The Inverness 
to Tain road was also cut by burns of varying width and force to which the 
Board contributed. 

Other crossings were basically of local convenience to the tenants of 
the estates and their immediate neighbours, like those over the Pean and 
Dessary in the estate of Lochiel, at the west end of Loch Arkaig, A 

slight qualification might be made about that over the Dessary (Deshair in 
the factor's notes) for it would hava helped ccmmunications to the west had 
the new road being made alorri I-och Ar:,;. -ig becort-,, z a viable proposition. 
At the east end of the loch, Cia-aig (Kiag) river was bridged to avoid a 
delay between the land further eaoL and this new road. The commissioners 
were prepared to spend small sums, comparatively speaking, on timber 
bridges which they knew must be temporary rather than have tenants and 
inhabitants generally suffer the inconveni 

, 
ence of passing throunh streams 

rather than over them, as long as they had funds at hand. 

On the estate of Lovat, most bridges financed by the Board, even on 
main roads, were apparently small. A few were estimated at large sums, 
that over the Dee (now the river E in the Ordnance Survey map) at Carthbeg 
at L103 which was sent smartly back to the factor as too dear for a thirty- 
foot arch. The estimate for a bridge on a "gravlie" foundation was made 
up as follows: - 

Carriage and making up of timber L7 
Clearing the foundations L4 
Quarrying and carriage of stones L24 
200 bolls of lime L28 
Masons and pioners* for building 

sd. bridge 

Pioner is clearly an example of 
piner, sometimes spelled pynner, 
meaning a labourer, especially a 

X40 

Ll 03 

: onfusion with 
pynorl poiner, 
mason's labourer) 

A bridge over the Beauly near Kilmorack was mentioned but the masons, John 
Fraser, David Wishart and Kenneth Forbes, felt it would be very expensive 
and that the services available in the countryside would not be adequate. 
In 1763, another crossing of the Beauly was estimatad-at Z1,200. It came 
to nothing. A more usual price was L90 for two arches sixteen foot wide 
on the highway leading through the Aird from Strathglass and the parish of 
Kiltarlity to Inverness. Some built in Stratherrick were described as 
not strictly county bridges as they were most useful to the inhabitants an 
Lovat. 
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In many ways the small bridges built or partly subsidised would make 
more difference to the quality of life of the inhabitants 

* 
of the estates 

and were probably appreciated by them more than the larger spans, though 
these made a more dramatic impression on travel generally and on the commer- 
cial life of the time. 

Some of the sources that may be consulted in tho Forfeited Estates 
Papers, 1745, for information on these smaller arches are listed below, 

mainly from the Minutes. Information can also be found throughout the 
factors' accounts and their reports and letters to the Boardt and in local 

authority records, notably the Perthshire archive for the Justices of , 
the 

Peace, Freeholders of the Countyp the Commissioners of Supply and the 
Quarter Sessions. 

E721/6, pp. 48,109, llD, lllvl37* 
E721/7, pp. 33,45p6l, 94,186. 
E721/8, p. 121# 
C721/9, pp. 36,122,189* 
E721/10, pp. 109,1190 
E7,21/11, pp. 23,27,32,90,228,261. 
E721/16, p. 30. 
E721/22, pp. 23,38,39. 
E721/24, pp. 113,131p 
E721/25, pp. 39,216,296,306,348. 
E721/27, p. 2. 
E728/29/30. 
E729/8.. 
E769/126. 
E777/215/12,13v2O. 
E777/243. ,-,,.. I 
E777/244, pp. 49,56. 
E786/33. 
E786/37/3,6. 
E786/37/6. 
E788/14. 
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Appendix H 

ESTIMATE FOR A BRIDGE OVER THE DIVIE IN EDINKILLIE PARISH* E728/29/29(3) 

Nairn, Feberruarrie the 18th 1778 

An estimate of A bridge intended to be built on the water of Davie to 

consist of two Arches one fortie fut wide and the other twentie fut wide 
the length from one end to the other is about 112 fut Breadth from outside 
to outside 15 fut. 

To 14 roods 12 yards of mason work at LI. Gsh. per rood 
To 750 cube fut of causio free stons for one pillar, 

two land briests and bordera for the arches at 8d, 
per fut 

To quarrieing Rubble stone ft. --z 1%, he bvidge 
To 530 bolls of line at 1sh per boll 
To wood workmanship and nails for santers 
To clearing and levaling foundation 
To iron lead and workmanship for bats 
To 148 yds. paving with peble stones along the bridge 
To scaffolding speadds, barrows and hdds (sic) 
To incident charg es 

To the carrage of the Materials from the different places 
that they are to be found to the bridge 

To 360 loads of freestone from findhorn 0 1sh. per load 
To the carrage of the lime from findhorn 
To the Carrane of all the rubble stone 
To the Carrage of the wood from Findhorn 

L20,1.4 

£25,0,0 
14,0.0 
27,0,0 
24.0.0 

1010.0 
2,10,0 
1.4* 8 
111010 
61 01 0 

L122.16.0 

12. 0. 0 
20. 0. 0 
14. 0. 0 

£54. 0. 0 
£122.16. 0 

N. B. betwixt the parapets is to be filled up by the countio with 
greaval and sand and likewise the paving stones is to be 
carried by them. 

Alexre W. Watts 

Note that the arithmetic of the carriage charges was likely to leave the 
builder L10 out of pocket* 
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Appendix 3 

CONTRACT FOR BRIDGE OVER KIACHNISH RIVER AT CORUANAN E768/71 (2) 

It is contracted and agreed upon betwixt Henry Butter of Pitlochry 
Factor upon the Annexed Estate of Barrisdale on the one part, And John and 
Thomas Menelaus both masons at Greenock an the other part in Manner Following 
That is to say the said John and 'homas Menelaus as principalls, John Campbell 
Tacksman of Knock in Mull as Sureýy and Cautioner for and with them Bind and 

-fiat the said John and Thomas Menelaus shall Oblidge them and their Heirs 4. 
build a sufficient stone Bridge of one Arch over the water of Kichnish at or 
near the old Miln at the foot of said water of the Following Dimensions, the 
Arch to be at least Fourty Foot Diameter, and to be at ]. east Fourteen. Foot 
broad within the Parrapet Walls, and the Parrapet Walls to be Three foot 
high above the Bridge the Land Stools upon each side to extend the proper 
Distance for Easie Access to the said Bridge, the Whole to be Built with 
Stone and Lime sufficient workmanship and Compleatly Finished betwixt* 
and the middle of September next, the said John and Thomas Menelaus Furnish- 
ing al! Materials Excepting the Firr Timber for the Coomb which the said 
H-inry Butter is to deliver to the said John Menelaus at the foot of the 
water of Kichnish in due time, The said John and Thomas Menelaus paying for 
thit aame 'Llo the said Henry Butter at the Rate Timber usually sell at in his 
Country and the said John and Thomas Menelaus and the said John Campbell 
their Cauticner Bind and Oblialgo th. cm conjunctly and scv--rally and their 
Heirs to the performance of the Premisses and likewise that the said Bridge 
shall stand Sufficient for Seven Years after the same is Finishedp and In 
case the same shall Fail within that Period the said John end Thomas Menelaus 
and John Campbell are Bound conjunctly & severally to Repair and Rebuild the 
same Sufficiently or to pay the sum of Eighty Four Pounds Sterling being the 
sum so to be paid them for Building the same in manner Foll'owing For which 
Causes and on the other part the said Henry Butter Binds and Oblidges him 
and his Heirs to Contract and pay to the said John and Thomas Menelaus their 
Hairs or Assigners the Sum of Eighty Four pounds Sterling for Building and 
Finishing the said Bridge to be paid to them as the work goes on, Out of 
which sum Ton Pounds Ton Shillings Sterling as the apprised Value of the 
Materials lying at the stanse of the Bridge and furnished by Robert Melvill 
mason is to be deduced with a Fifth part of Liquidate Expence in case of 
Faillie and both Partys Oblidge them to perform the promissos to one another 
under the Penalty of Twenty pound Sterling by attour performance consenting 
to the Registration hereof in the Books of Council and Session or other 
Competent that all necessary Execution may on Six days Charge pass herein 
in Form as Effeirs and thereto the partys hereto Constitute 

Whereof Those present wrote upon this and the two preceeding pages of 
stamped + paper by Donald Innes at Corpach one subscribed. by the partys as 
Follows The said John Campbell at Killmore upon the Eight day of September 
lmvii and Sixty Eight years Before these witnesses Allan Campbell Tacksman of 
Killmore in Mull and Donald Campbell son witness there And by the said Thomas 
Menelaus upon the Thirteen Day of September said year at Strachur Before these 
Witnesse John Mansion Tenant in Craignish and Patrick Campbell wright in 
Inverary 
+ In margin - Viz. by the said Henry Butter and John Menelaus at Corpach the 
Twenty Second day of August lmvii and Sixty Eight years before these Witnesses 
Alexr. Robertson sevt. to the said Henry Butter and the said Don Innes his 
Clark Witnesses to the signing this marginal note on the third page and by 
Donald Innes 
Alex Robertson Allan Campbell Henry Butter 
Don Campbell Oohn Menelaus 
Patrick Campbell 3ohn Campbell 
John Mansion Thomas Menelaus 

* Date omitted in original document 
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in lVix epajeCip, fullieft to Itt POPITItnt of Orlits, aliTJ 
ember barioug Regulations tbirtin tontaincto : anbl 
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JuDertale lip anotbtr llft.. mobt In the L-wentp-liftb Wror 
-1""- of tbg Elign of X)ig raily late Cpajg(tp. (intitilleb. Art Aft 

certain forfeited Ellates in Scotland to the for annexin I 

t 
l [Tf 

g 

i W - 
Crown unalienably I and for making Salisfaftion to the 

l - lawful Creditors thereupon I and to c1labliffi a Method of 

AppBndix K managing the fame; and applying the Retire and Profits 

AiiNO V1CE§IM0 QUARTO thereof for the better civilizing and improving the High. 

lands of Sevilond. and preventing Diforders there for the 

i ii 111 Re o G 
future), all only ebtrp the Lanbo allb eflateg toblely Inert 

Wit in the IDenbel of 019 rpaictip. Lp the 8ttaintcr of 

g s. . e rg Simon late Lolo Lovat, anb certain otter ]Ptrrons tbervii 

fhomeb, tatre littlartly to be unalitnetilp anntreb to tbt 

------ ------------------ 
Imperial Crolon of tbcre Ztelmill; anb plabillon tru 

We mobt lip the fail) lall recitell Bit, fill Pa9mint of at; 

CAP. LVIL 
Jult anly labrul VOW but bg the folficiting Perfang be. 

(ble their attainber. only fol trenralting tbt Clainto mobe 
An All to enable His ?. fa]cfty to grant to the bp Zubjeft oupetiolo to the 1001opertp of lonic of tbtle 

Heirs of the former Proprictors, 'upon certain C(tatco, amb liliftift fal acquiring the Zuperiolitite; bt.. 

Terms and Conditions, the forfeited Ellates longing to Will Zubjett %uprriollf: Still tobtrcas, bp art 

in Scotland, which were put under the Ida- Ild palreb in the Sourtrtntb 
_Otac 

of Pig p1crent Conjetips 

magemcrit of a Board of Truftces by an ACk u4 Neign, (intituleb, An ACt to enable His Majefly to gr; mt 

pailled in the Twicrity-fifich Year of the Reign unto Major General Fýaxor the Lands and Ellate of the late 
Sima Lord Lruat, upon certain Terms and Conditions). tbs 

of His late Malcily King GearZt the Second; 
fail) att of tbt Cbentp-aftb &? tat of IWO late qafteg ties 

and to repeat the faid ACL 
teptalcb, in to for of it rclattb to the cailte t)bicb (01. 

%) a It C0W lip in 112 inabe In tbs h-w- 
Cbenticth rra of lpis: lots ipajtMp 

IntrIP 11C101100 to Its failb Simon late Loill Lover , 
bbitb Vince tualf tbtrtbp bithrintrzo from the ctftn. 

fling George the Stcono. (intitulcti. an 
' 
It bag Once been granteb lip pig cpaicap, in the Cerrito, 

An Aa for veiling in His Majefty the st--hd -r anb unber the Conbitional at Lengtb (pcelato In tbt 

Eibues of certain Traitors. aiiid &r afeleratib 811. paffc? j in tbt irourtrentb Vest or lVis pit. 

am effCavally dikWering the fame. tent epajeops lReign: Still lubertao the faily C-Itatto 

aid applying the Produce thereof to torte put unbir the tVanogtinctit of a Toatij of Crur. 

the U(c of His hfaick l and for akertainillis and laddyinf teto 01 Commi(lioncro rol managing tbt films, only spilig. 

the lawful Debts and a3ims thei-pon). the C-Datts or ing the Iltntx anti J? 1o0t0 tbereof fol tbt bttttc tibt. 
tbart tabs ball been attaintro of Viab Creston fol thtft liling outly imillobing the Viablanbo of Scotland. anti rc- 
4cccMan to 01 Oita We 3309111on. lveril bfilartIl to be curing the peace anti togaltg of the Inbabittinto: Zntf 

:iA9 at itibIrtals. bp the driterictict of manp Liters anti that 

5fmc, it tas tctn founri. tba; no Mubjeb in Ing PaO 
.4 of 
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of IDto coalters Dominlons are moll total a) butitol; 01 
better Alredcli to Dim CiDoicOg's Perron anti Cobernmend 
than the Inbabitanto of tbe ViStlants of Scotland noin 
art. manp of lobom. of all llanks @no Ut(criptions, babe 
perfolneo lignal afftnece; to tbeic Counter in the late 
Cast$ befteca Great Britain Anti its Cruitnim ano mole 
particulatip the 10cirs AnD Families of sit o; molt of the 
rate artaintgo pscrons babe been gmploptb in the ect. 
liks of tbtic latofal lboterfign. ant whato tbviv Lop. 

altp $no Zest Upon Olt Occlaons. ano tbtrrtlt it to at 
that tber rjoulb Bola taccibi; romt roark of IDis r0aitop't 
33opet rOcrcp anb Cirmcncl; Sno liabcrtas it is trpe. 
titnt that Or Lub Viatica be oft tilannertzi. &no rt- 
Volco to the Pcirs ol samilics of the folnicir cuntr16 
Upon The Payment of certain %ums on account of the 

Debts but bp the rairriting PtrCons, tibub bocce btf. 

tbargto bp the L)ubluk. @no entice tbc otter Conbitions 
beretwaftcr intntionto : [pap It tbitrefolt p1cart 111out 
f0djeftr tbat it map he tnalto 1 ano be It enadco bp its 
Bing's molt Circtilent qNitap, lip on? ) Initt; tbt $14but 

anti Convent of Or Lolbit epicitual anti Ecinvolal. ano 
Common#. in this p; rrtnt Jwarliamtnt Cremble? ), ano bE 

Or Itutboiltr of Or (Amc. Cbdt It ID411 &no map be 1010- 

ful to Via CVdjc(l2. tits tnitif anD lburtcd`079ý to Stbk 

grant. @no bifp3ne, to tbc (Wourablic John M'. Kcnzieý yým-ý 
commenip callct; L", 11P. Leod. clDell lbon of GcorSc late 
c-arl of crornany. anb bis t)ctrs ano 31gns. Lit &no ak';: VM 

cbttp tot Lents, Eobfbips. Warimics. Citbro. Pat ý. N. ron. M. -I 
qcv. rirjuit; % sub otbtr like 1C)trcta; cx. tbub became At* 

tolfritco to Dim rai* late r; jjcftp. lip tbt Ottainticr or the 
tato GcoW late Carl of Crornirty. volo bectarcti. *no lwbub -I% 
toctc anncrcb to tbt Ctolon bp the efoltaiti Ild. In the 
eiventp-tiftli Lker of tbg Drign of Dis rato late Zaicitp, 

rubica stivaps to, anti cbscarable Initti. the Lum oft-w-w. 
slinctccn tboufano ano Icn ý')ounbfi. Cen %bitlin2a. ant, ". 4 ... 

INvicit pence. @no ten elvelftb ]Pwrto of a Pennt %tcr-. i 
ling. of Plintivil Montt. to be pato into the Court of"' 
Cr(brQutt in Scotland as btrtln&afttc 11-003. 

11.8no be it cnidto bp ibc Outbolirp afoitfaiti. Z: bat AAýb-w 

it tý,; 11 enb mag be faiiorul to Via rp4tar. ; )iA C)tirx &no Lý 
2t' 

at 8 T, ý- b, A. SUM Olt. &ý. r 
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A). u cý IDucckirals. to gibe. grant, GnU bitpont, to Donald Ca- 

racron. %on anb t)tir of Charles Cameron. late Captain 
in tbc 96'tbcntp, hr(t Healivitnt of Soot. bectaftb, bbs tass 

onlp lab)(al %on of Donald Camcion late of Lochict, ant; 
bis Ipcirs anb 11(agns, all onb zberp the Lint$ anti 
Clint tDbicb btcams folftitcli to Via fail) late Cpaital bp 

tbr Ottainber of tbc faila Donald Cameron late at LA)ý- 

chicl. noin becrarcli ; lubit(t alinars to, anti tbargiable 
bitb. the ftum at C: bltc tbouranti four bunlilcti tbirtp. 
tblct Pounbs. Xi int ftbillingst. anb 9)nr pcnng, anti 
%it ti))clftb PartS Of a Pcnnp 93tetling. of P- itntipat 
fooncg, to be PGRA into the fatt) court or crcbcqucr as 
After oictdco. 

111.3no be It crialteb b2 tbt Outbolitp ofolv(4111, Cbet 
it lball anb map be labiful to IDis 906jellp. PiS lPtirs anti 
JburctTojo. to Sitic, grant, anti W(pont, to Duncan Stew. 

we# art. Cult lat3fut fton of Cbarles Stewart late of Ard. 
ihcal. anb bis t)ctrjs anb 2111ilng, all anb rberp the Lants 

ania 01tats lobicb became folftitcl) to Vis 1415 late Tv 

jeap. bp tbe 2ttainber of tDc falb Charles Stewart. noin 
lictcarco. anb b3bl(b locre annereb to the CrOlun @o afolc- 

fk%i. a ft faiij j tubjell altoopo to, anb ebargcobit t3itb, tbt %um 

of ftir bunbleb ninctp-nine pounus, %cbcn %billings. 

an? j gint, pericc, anti Ont Cioclftb Part of a Ptnn! 

%terling. of Plindpal rponep, to be patt into tbt (0 

Court of C-rcbtqugr as after tirttleb 

Md ft 7-6- IV. 2nb be it enallcla bg the Sutbolite albleCOMI, CbAt 

L_W 0. k . it (ball anb map be laloful to pig e0ajc(k2, fpio ! ̀ )ctri OnO 

-tictc(rolO, to gibe, grant, anb Wponc, to John M'. 

Donald. ClUttt IbOn anti t3tir of the tcccarcl; Lieutenant 

Colonct Alexander bl'. Donald, of tDC %Cbi: 111240 rAC' 

sinitnt of Soot, We t3ail elbrit %, on of Donald NII. Do- 

nald late of Kinlochmoydart. anij big Velry ana aftno, 

all anb tberp the Lents ailla CNIAtc tAicb W0111C tot, 

fg, tcb to IOLS ralia late tVaicap, tp tbe Ottaintir of tb9 

fatt; Donald NP. Donald late of Kinlochrnoyd-irtp nOU) 091 

ctareli, anb tobicli Intre annerct) to Or CtO'mn Oil ArOlt' 
16*& - fait; rubirlt allner to, anti cbergtable %Ditb, tbc eum or 
.. - Lb: S.,, 

9 

$1 " bZ' pounDO, One lbouranb one bunDlcb anu clcttn I 

Ithillingo, anti Sjbg; pcntS itertino, or vvncipat 600- 
act. 
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Ott. to be PAID into tbt th"t; Coat of ertbequtr so btre. 
attrr Intram 

V. Ono be it tnalto bp the 3utbolfip arbtwo. Cbac cA. ji- it lball ano map be laturul to IDis 608jt0p. %no IDgirs 
&no succcirale, to gibe. grant, anb birpont. to colonel 

M,. phedon. Only l4barUl jj§On of E_n M,. pher_ A tF Duncan 1_ jpý 
font late of Cluny ant big t)tirX ant 8tignot all @no*' 
Abe rp the IL enbf a no C (late tob L(b b c(a me lbrcitc? ) to Vis 
ralb late qDAjt(1j bp tbc 8ttainbct of tbc ratt; Evan 
1611. Pherfon. noin Otecaf(b. rubitil alloops to. anb tbarge. &b. - 
able built. tbt Sum ofrwe tbouranb one bunolco tbirtg. 
9tobt 1POUnDs. tcbcntctn %billingo. anb Vtbtn: vrntg. 
antl Scorn ClOciftb parts of a ptnnp Sterling. of 
Mindpat Ironer, to be Palo into tbt rato Court of or. 
cbequtc as after birefta. 

V1. gnb be it cnadto by the 8utbolite aroldsib. Cbst At& ft c-L 
it lball anti map be lawful to Vis fraitay. 1Du; %)tire anb L= 
Surcefols. to gibe. grant. ant birpone. to Colonel John '*=. 
bl'. Dwellt late of tbr %tUntp, tirth Et%iMtnt Of $Got. W. 9-d. 
g1brill lainful San of Duncan ht,. DoncU. late of Loch- 
Sm-y. ant; big %)tire &no SlMgn%, all anti Corry tb9 I &no$, 
icitbco. anb otbet lptretagm anb C(tatc. bbicb become 
folfritto to IDIS [sib late rositay or tbc attainocr of the 
falb Duncan 1W. Donellt mob; Utteaft, anyj bibicb WTI 
annerst to the Crolon all 00.911dill ; WWII 00890 to, 6*a 
ant tbargeable inub. Or Sum of CIMO tbOuf4n an 
clgbtP, tblcg POunbs. CIOCII)c %billings, InD 9)nt ]Pcnnf, 
ono, rivc C%Dclftb Part# of a Penny %ttrilno, Of Plin- 
clpgt ipontp. to be pato into tbt rajo court or cribequee 
as after birclIcb. 

Vil. Ono be It imadcl; by the Butbalit? siblerdillt Use AtOtty-N 
it lball ant map be labrui to lpix ipaicap. lpis %)tire anti =b 

Succeirals, to gibe, grant, @no birpong unto John Ca- 

micron, tiod lalwful Won of Allan Camcron, late of Cal. 

wt. ant bu; txtro anTi 8111; rA an ano curry IDA Lents. 
Citbes, vnb otbcr %Ktmgcs ano Cliatc. bbitb become 

onrcitgo to %)is (411, late qD&jgap by tbc Ottainbet of tb9 

ralb Allan Camem, Dots DUCIAN rub)vIl arvars to, ano i. *a 

tbargrob1c tnitb. tb9 Sum Of PUT bunblto "ll eluen 2 "= P" 

pounts,, firtecn 113billinp. ano Ont-Pente Sterling. of 
plincipal 
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plincipal vooneg, to be psio into the fatu cour. t of er. 
Cbequer as afolcreib. 

Vill. gnb be It tnadtb bp the Butbolirg efoltrato. c: bet 
it lbell anyi Meg be falsiful to Elif 90siellp. C)ix %)ties &no 
1Duc(ckTqfi. to gibe, grant, &no birpons to Francis Far. 
qnharfon. late of Monaltry, tto box teccibeb lpia ird, 
jr5jo mail clacious partan, anb Die ptirs anb aMps, 
all anti toter the LOW, Citbtl. anb otbir F; Ygrctap* 
anb (20att. 1010 become folftitcli to t)(0 (sib late: tVa- 
jellp bp the 2ttainbcr Of tb9 (sib Francis Farquharrim I 

f. " 0 a fubjelk afteaps to, anb tbargrabit boitb, the %um of Ont 
tbouran? j ar buntict anti tbirteen pounto, ano n- int- 
pence, anb four Cb)clftb Parts of a Pcnnp %terling, 
of IPlincipal Vontp. to be psib into 1bg fall) Court of 
C-rcbcqucr as afttc birclito. 

R;. M. PIT IX. Solo b)brrges the Lants anti C(late lobicb bert 
Pirtertb anli annereb to the Crobin, as belonging to 

LIZ ='-Z. Archibald MI. Donald. %on of Col MI. Donald of Barrir. 

if Ahb. U dak, lotrt in (aft onlp brib in 153abrett bp tbt falla Cal 
W-Donald. anb bts Man Archibald, r0ttmable fol tbt 
Mum of ADnt tboufanb libe bunbleb anti Mentp, ftben 
Pounbs, Sifteen ftbillings, emb %irptner. @no %it 
Ctociftil Parts of a Prnnp, bp John MI. Doncll of 
Clegary, but tocre nebertbtleCe allot3cri to be furtrpcot 
enb tolfirittlo as tbt ab(clute plopcrtg of tbt fairi. 
Archibald MI. Donald, b3itbout ang Claim being enterm 
in but Cimt bp John MI. Doncil the Utberrer, tabore 
I)eIr Cuallt noln to be tc(tolcb o0affift tbr Conrequgmrs 
of that Obtraollt: Snb imbercas tbc lDcbts but bp the 
falb Archibald MI. Donald at tbt Pedal) of the Solid. 
ture, anb lobicil iogre afterharbS Peill br tbr PublIck, 
ercttbttj the Wabrctt Mum befolt-tarntionto. ro that no 
Ttntat coulb accrue to Dim bp ttflollng bim to the Eigbt 

of Mabfctt. bitb the Turben of a Mum CQUAI to 0; 
erccebing Dix Webts s be it tbtrefole tnedeb bp tbc 9u- 
tbolitp atojeraill, Cbat it (bell &no map be Idtaful to Ift 
"jtUr. I)IN lptirs &no %ucccToj$, to gibe, grant, ant 
birpont tbt fail) Lanbg anti C- (late to Duncan MI. Donell, 

tiolo of GlenM, the (31anbton AnD 1ýdf Of tbt 2101C, 
thib John MI. DoncU, of C lengary, AnD Dix 1VcIrX InOr 

a galonsl 

cap. $I. CEORCU M RECIS. 929 'Uýgno; rubicIl 4111112% to. Ant tborgiable b)ltb, tbe Sum &Ni . aft0ne tbourant ilrbunbitti artprierqn, pounbs, ebirteto' *="h": 4 Ibbillinipti, &no sibe, ptntei, ant test CIDclrtb parts of" a PM? 6terting. of Aincipal Vantp. to be Veto into 
* faib Court of enbcqutv as after bircalro, X IND Itiberras tbe Oflate of Perth. lrbicb bEtAMI AmdftttA 1101fett9b be tbt 8ttlinlitc of John Drummond. taking ; =, = 0 
UPOn 111171(sif 1bt Will 01 title Of LAW John Drum- -4 
viand. Tjotbtr to James Drummond. taking on bintitif 
the lbrilt ol Citit of Duke of Perth. Goob bibirto bertolt 
tbg felfriturt to t)gfrs Coale 

. 
Ono bbctTao the filib 

John Drummond bIcb bittiout kabing 31rut lainful of but 
150br. Ono It 19 not pet a4crtaineb blite (0 big ncartft 
collateral locir Coale ; be it enaftle be tbe Butbolitp 
afoltralb. Cliat it Iball 80 Inar be 111113ful to Via ips. 
)to, % 1pio peirs Ono ftuctrilaM to grot. grant. @no bir- 
Fong to tbe t)cjr% Coale of the fail) John Drummorw. 
bbo itiouto Debt been lntltlcb to fuccreb 62 The InVcQi- 
turfs of the falb CMIM bob It bot btM feircitco. Ono 
to tbg t)girs @no 11fligno of ftub Ipcir Coale. all anb 
there tbt Lenbo. Ealb(bipo. Waronitic, Sithrrics. titbM 
patronsirs, Ono otbrr iPcitcCeSto anb Matter, bbkb be- 
came coircitce to lot# (sib late gpoicap lip tbr attainocr 
of tbt (sib John Drummond. taking uPon Dint(tif tbr 
Z-flic ol tiM of IM John Drummond. Ono inbicli inert 
annrrtb to tbt CtO%On " 00108M I (11bitil 611VOR0 to. mica* 
ant clargrabig Tmitb, tbt Sum Or jutp-ttro tbouranb 
got bunbcTj (bitli-frucrit Pounbs. fte tbilling, Ono 
Socnct, arib Cbjtc Cbtlftb Parts of a Penrip %tcr. 
ling. of nincipal roontp. to be veto into the (aftj Court 
of orcbrquct as aftcr b'"Mcb. 

XI. 9jib tibcrteg Francis Buchanan. late of Arnprfor. Adwjý 
Amber Of tbt filiftiting Pcirrions, 6110 bitb lultbout lobt- 
ful 1(rut of Dix Zoop. poircirco at ol Intitirb to the fol. tft-" 

ý11 
louring Woe @no 002trill; widerk-et. Cbc C-011tt Of Arn- 

pryor. isno the Eants; of Stank &no Kerinach. WWI; Intre 
troffro to Nfre atneraL one tb9 Vista of Strathyre. 

Ono certain parto of tbe Eantia of Arnfinlay. bbIC11 bcrg 

bloicto to tKIrs Matt; be it tbr"fol, C11111119111 be the au. 

tbolitz Grojersio. coat It (ball &no Met be TOM to XAM 

its C folicap. 
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Vdtlf- 'Plo týtl" O"D so""Ir0tv, to stant anti ii6 
Vont to f)PItIttTj1 jean Buch&nin, 111100tO Of the brccafeO 
John MI. Nab of M% Nab'larquIrt, ftiact &no %), IT 0j. - 
Steel Of. the (dib Francis Vukhanan, Ono htt 1PtIrA ovill 
Siligno, lite fato Wall of Arnýryoro anb the failo Lentj 
Of Stank anO KeTmadh j anti to John Buchiman of Atrih. 
leffia OllQuirt. the Veir qDolg oftbe relo Francis Bucharýin'. 
anti his Nrx -8nV laffigno, the Fato Cilatc of Stratliji-P 

hbOa KnID the fail) Vorto of the fanvio of Arnfinlayl fubjtj "70 
Allospo to. ono 'irboyStabir. the fd(b tobole COW# and Woo is to be granta). bitb the pertntrit or the %um 
of Cbo tboufano four buriblvo 'ninng, reten jpounbg, dfgbt %billingX drib Cblmpcncg, anly 04pR ctotlfrb 
patto of a pcnnp ZtWing, of rplintloal (ponep. to be 
Vafb bp them The faiD i)PI(Irds jean Buchanan, ano John 
Bachanan, @no tbelr Deirs. hintlp Ono firberallp. into tbg raftl Court of ertbequcr, *110 after bireffeb, but beclar. 
Ing ttat the faib 19erfans $all babe fUcb Claim# again(t 
ttcb Otbcr to be triltbc1i 

' 
of the Fail) fturn. ritber in 

whole 01 in part, as tbcr boulo babe bob tlitb r0ped to tbrit AeactrlibZo li)cbto. If there too been no rol. teiturL 
ww. th. rw X11. Ono be it further triallrb bg the Outboittv afale- 1... 6.11 b. raib, Cbst the fteral Plincipat %Ntno efoletalb (bell be =Z 

inabe pnpeble bo the bilrerent ajontcriff, tbdc X)efro, Ono susno, into tic court or e-rcbrqucr in Scotland, In 
equal qDoittieo, One VoTf or ratb ii. ýtim at tbt cerm or Martinmas, in the _Vror 10ne tboulanD fcbcn bunbIrb dnTJ 
rIgbrrkr, anti the other Dalf at the falb Vern in the 
_"for IDU tbOLtranb rtbcn bunblcb anD vigbtg. t! gbr, too 
gctbcc b)itb Intereft upon the Caboir at the Date ot Stbr Pounbo pce Ccnturn per Annurn from the Cerm 
Of Martinmas. lont tbourano frbrn bunbIrb an! ) clobtr- four, until PaLiment of tbt ftunto Due. lultb a Xlftb 

2--rr%- P- art mole of liquibattO rcnalt-v in core of failure; fol 
. 171! * bbirb Papmrntl ro mobe, the Lojo Cbicf maren. anti 

other 'Baronsr of tbc rom Court, ol onn IrbIre of them, 
are tcrcbp impoberco. eutbcqtrcD. Ono rrquireb to erc- 
cutt, on 'orbair or pro ipQjtnr, t)ix i)ciro ano eurccr- 
to. A on? ) all others tonrcrnrD, onb. to othure to, tbort 

from 
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Iftsm bbom tbt "net Is rgetibru, full ant amplt lat- tDg niarca %)tic 0als of tbt (6111 Alexander Robertjon. 
cttpta, Diftbartica, &no jacriunctatim or týt raijo ip. ant) DiS %)tit# anti gaigno, sit anti tbtrg the Watonp of 
ore. Viincipal one inttrc(4 to ptio. stroping to the Strowan, arib orber tbt toribs, Cencintrits. anti pets. 
S*Ims Pittirititt' of tDc ]LAID Of SMIAW (at bilibarStni; bitementO. bbfcb became falfrit1b be the attainbet of the 
one "Tiounring IDerctatilt DINO anyj Rest 3niumblaricts fallo Alexander Robertron, anb tobleb Inert onnereli to 
in that part of Ibc Unitto 91119boint 1010 111ccetptio, the Crob3ti oil afoltibil; s Cubjc12 alloopil to, anti cbarlits 
U(cligrges. anb Renunciations. lball be gone. ballo, ano able Initb, Or jPogmtnt. to th Crtbitopf of tbr f4ib 
111111(itnt 21(luattancts, is Or fams 10amirt. one to btegarcti Alexander Robertfon. of sit tbg juft anti ontrouji 
gfcltu4llr. to sit 3nttntm a" Purports. go If the, bao Debts but be Dim. b)bttbct contralteb befole Die Sol. 
been grantru be 1pie 0100car. lots %)Cats 91 Ibucteg4g; felture q aftcrtaticbs. toltb an accumulation of 31ntreet ant Lato at Urals to the contract notteutbasnoing. 

!: Lh= XIII. ano be it tneato be tbg autbalirp ore; rrajo an tbt ]Dtbt# contrails') befall tbt S01friturg, as at 
. Cb4t the faul (Panim bobta Pitio into the Court of Cheiftmas. Ons tbouthriTiften buntitb InD Oft, roo; 

anD lilitivilt: 10itb tb9 Ttlebtn Or Poring the IDebts Can- CrcbtQutr of efoictall. lball be Ibitbloilb. be 010tt of 
tbc Court, loogto to tbs Ropal Want *I Tank of Scot- traftcD be Margaret Robertron, Jbifter to tbo thlb betrarrio 
IWA q In one of the publick SM4 (01 fucb Interc(I Alexander. Into torns elms FoIrcirto the Gantt ail a 
" can be obtaintb fol the famej till otbittlaire tirporto Crutlet foi the Semite i tbt fail; Lieutenant Colonel 
,4 in S; annct after birchb. Alexander Robertfon. Gnb blif foltraft, bring bouno 

XIV. anti bbtrm tbt Warong ano Caare of stm- mm-4ý " V-m . 
to rcliebe the Crolun Bob the PublicIL Of all Claim 

at wan. Isibiti; (alintrIp belongtO to Alcxandcr Robcaron a-, -f S- ý. anti VemanDS IntatcUr at tbt Inaance of tbc[t eff. 
strvw=4 became folftitc? ) to the Ccolon be a Verret at ýa br 
Ibimuntc ofralfriturs Pam[? ) in the lparhamcnt of sct- 7 

- XV. Bob t3bgreas, btfolt its Ottainbre, tbg faib Cf. land. in the I)tdr Cme tboufanf) at buntqtO ano rijartp, = 
L- Cý tatto of Ardilical, Kinlochmoydart, Lochpry. ona ]part Rýý- 

Aýjr.. fub)t1t to the Vcbtfi then Ming be the (sib Alexander 
anti the Caatt 11111111 aftcrIVIrbi gibra back to &"%-' Robatfon 

St... " of its Gantt of Lochicl, Inert bolata of the lDujtS 
9A Ih* . 

bu; Satrult. anb. babing come into Dim polittron, ore 
. .. of Argyle anb Athol. as %upeclolif. from tobair Ore 

Inert: acquirtb be tb? ]Publick. in birtUttifPcIversgiben Debts biter gantraftet be bim; but be babing again 

committee Crearan. enb been attaintcb, the Cift t" be the afalstalb Ilk PAT90 in the Ct; cntp. ffftb Liter of 
ftcaltee, One the C-eate beclartb gabcat. anti, 62 1 Of Reign of Vis late 'Veltne; be It enalleb be tbg au. 
Claurc in the falb 211 Of th ClOrMP-Ent rear of the tbolftP ofaittait). Oat it lball 8nb mag be lateral to 
Blign of IDIs Uts fpajcap, was annereb unalienable to 10f iPljtftg. 101.6 Iýcfrf anbeucceno, to site, grant. 
the cro%on. @no none of the Vcbto babe let been pd1b: - an? j bifpons to John IDulis of Argyle, bis t)eirs one Sr. 
anti tahcrtas the (sib Alciandcr Robertfon. late of Stro- agniv, tbt %uptriolitics sicitraib of tbg rarb Eiinbg ant, 
wan, is note been. bitbout bating left 311119 111111rut of C-itatto of Ardfhe3l. KirJochmoydart, ano part of Le- 
bis 'Bete. ano the Inbc(titurts of the (alb C-datc bcfcqe cylel. bbfcb totrs fointerlp tolun of Dim ]PIcticettrol. be 
tbt X0; (C1tUt9 00011 In (4130tir Of VMS T31C. be It 911; 01 tbtf alizero vaping into the Verb Court of Crtbeciucc allrb tj the Butbolitp efairthill, Ebat It lball $no maF the Q! IUM of Cloo tunbleb anti tblev ]Pounbs, aleben be Idtful to tXX to4fter, PLO Writ 811111 eutectrols. to 

gibe. grant. anb birpong to Lieutenant Colonel Akx-- 
f8billings, anb jibe'Penct, InD eir Clocift p4rto of 

ander Robertron, of tbc C-igbtp-Ittonb larginitnt ofroat, a I)cnng C'Urling, of plincipat qPonre, (01 Ardilicall 
tbt Or IbUnt of One buriblet; an? j Ofte-roo pounbo, Sibe 

ftbillinga, anti Dirpence, onli %it Cbriftb parts of a 
Ptnnp %titling, of 1plincipal loonep, fal Kinloch., 

moydart I 
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snoydatt i anti the lbum of One tbouranb rate bunibled Their %)tits onlo angular autectrols. In their Units anti 
ano clotten pounbs, S-our Ibbillings, &no Sibe-ptntl other 101rclaactif rcipc1libefg. to be bolten irou q, Tlgpgb 
sterling. of PlIncipat Mantp, fol Lochid a being the or IN q2altllp. Ws %)tits atill 1buccilTols, in the fame 
sums tibicti bia lNebrectrol tteciticli as tbc Galut of Wor Ono f0ontler go the ratio Larilto anti t)erctailts %Dcrg 
tbcft supgrialitirs 1 sno itr like Manner, that It lball -A 
gnu map be labrul to Dis offikicap. Vs t)ttrs anti 011c. then balbra. al might be bolilen of Vis QN90p; anis 

ý ecircqs. to ititit. grant. one Virpone to John Duke of *-4 6- 
tobirb Cberters, Accepts of ogang, go Accepts of 
clare con'lat. to be grantclu lip Curb CommiMancro ant) Athol. bts Xxits anti 11(ligns, tbc %upcdolitr of the "- 

ralit costa of Locligrary. fo,. Mgrlr boliten or big Pivot- CtuftCCO, t3ttg tbtrcbp beclareb to be as ballo anto 
itcliol, bc ol tbep ormaps piping Into the fato Court streltuat to the fult; (latialo, their lptitir onli Ongular 
Of ercittgutc the %unt of One tbouranv Or bunbleb ftucccirolo, ful sompletIng their Infettments in theft 
any, (clictitp. rout poupos, itiviern eltillingo, *no Our Units anti Swetagco efoltraiti, so If the ratu 7nfcn. 
ciniftit Parts of a PCnn? etteling. of Plincipal fncnts tat ploccebtzi upon cbnrtf to still Accepts unoto 
Monte. to, the [amt. bring the antut lobict; big Pit- the beat appointcri bp the Ctcatp of UnIon to be ktpt in 
itet, lit, tcccibtlj I tbcfg frittral fting to be petit at tb9 Scotland in plate of the Otter Zzaf. ol upon Accepts 
, cum or whitf-day in tbt rt3f 10119 tboufanli fStell from the Cbenccrp: Ont; it inoo further beclarco. that 
tunbito ant) cialiti-Ebt, tOltb Intercit lol the fame, at the Compollitions papable bp tbcrg (matt Clatrato lboulb 
tit, lastc of Site per conturn Ivr Annum, from the Cerm ft applict; bp the 11610 CornmMancrs fol the farne Urcs 
of hi, nirimm. 9)nc tboufan? ) rcbtn 11101DIC11 611111 cigbtl! ' anb Purports as the otbtc rtcnts, ploOto. anti Cartial. 
tau,. till tbc Cipic or papmcn4 twitti a sirtb Part mate 
in name of ptnaltj in girt or -railurc; anti tbe lat- tics of the fato annircti Vlatcs; plobitieu altvaps, that 

ctipts. C-ntbargto. ant SequittaritcO lot the f4mc- I it (boull) be tompetent to the Itaffials of the (dio C-Optco. 
their 1ýclrs anD finguldr eucccfTojo, ol ang of them, if 

grantco in Manner bcfDc birciltl 
Xyl 2no otbertg1t to, the 13clict of ccrtain finglitc tbep lboulit think Or. to make up thtic cities to their re. 

. , 
bito brto little Lanbs anb IDtIctGON Of (Omt Or cistrAto 

riteffilts Lambe bg pircepto front We Cbanctrp, at Chat. 
. 

chore gttgintcb PrrroM from tbc Crptnct anb rurbtn terts linter the %cal. In the fame Wag anti tVanntr as 

of in'lliltia up tbclr Citic, lip j. )jrrptg from the Cbens toes competent to OtbCr CIAX410 Of tbC C,: Olun * TFC it 
ctrr. gnu ebgctcro from the Crition. in 32 loaf PdTcb Cfti- T. r tWitbit CrIfiftflil bf the 2L1tbOjitg RfOjer4jrt, Choi luCb Of U1. F A. Ef- 

' in tbc %Ccono ptat of tbc Etcign of Vto pcrtnt Mayc0p. P. 16. tbe f4it) U(IT111111 Of the CadICS 01 ýCrth, Crornalty, tj 
jptj: ut, D An Acl f0t Itclief Of the Va(rAls of the (everal It. -a -r M& * 

Strowan, all babe mabc up their Citics bp %Ipcelat %it- 
INUtes -W-h -- 01 may be annexed to the Crown. by cv*. j. bicts anTi Accepts from the Cbmuerg, at lip CDortcrot 
v; ltue of an All paffj in the Twenty-fifth Year of the from the VOW, Once tbt Solfriture, crib tbric Q; uc- 
Itc;, -i of I lis late hrilcity I tiful for carrying the Purpor. 

tefflials in the Lanbs mentioncli in Curb %irbiccor, V- le- 
of 

& laid Aa marrefficet'i"11Y into Execution; %Dbicb. inter 
cepto, at Charters, (ball be conhitercli us Crolun Ualratil 

ajj,. cippoiccca tbc Commartioncro ant: Crulicts (Ot 

tbc Will C Ostfs to r"llog uregnations, &no tn 
to all Intents anti Purpofro, anb Qjall. not nolo be oblipicb, 

inanos e 

grant pro Cbgrtcrg contstiting pecccitts of fteanc. anti 
to Wit of the Zubirtt %uptrio,, s-. Without Piriubice, 
bot3tter, to their being obitiro to pap tbtic Stu IDuticol 

RICO to grant all ethic Ctarters. Plcccpto Of cill C" 

*no other caritings Ipbatroebte. occeirerp at com. Itat 
to there %uperiols ; but that all otticric bloo folmttlp 

. 
Vttcnt fol completing tic CitIce of the foltrito WIN% btla their LIDU UnUr the 01oncro of ang of the faill 

D falftitco eatitts, then citt continue as tub, tionts un- 
We tbOfC Vcrfontl in lobort Sabotit the fall) 0114tto art 

WW to be Stanteii; arib the roji, 2d of IN$ p1cfent Pit 

3 
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OR? fit ttnbf rcittalco, to for u ft gibes them an Option 
to bolo of Me cravit. 

XVII. anb WMAS. In birtue of powtv gtbtn bg an 
113 VAIrell In Me Gkirtil Par of the Rasa of ipia vicrent 
Spajefil. intttulcI4 An Aa to enable His Maittly to ex- a c- 0% 
change the Lands of F~* and Lix. in the County of 

c., 
Pe"A. fur other Lands belonging to the Right Honourable 
7049 Earl of BF-Ad"mr, called Pit"67, in the faid 
County Of P-fk. Me Lentil of Fatian. part or tbg an. 
Tic"D Ciliate of Strawan. @no We Lanto of Lis. ]part of 
Or 4nnMb Cftatc of Perth. lure birponcri to the fail; 
John Carl of BreadAthant. in tIrtbange fol certain parts 
of tbe C note of Pitkellony. In tbt pan(b of Muthil one 
Countp or Penh, lobicb Lane% of PitLellony he contigu- 
cum to, one almod fUrrourilicti bp tba: Coate of Pcrth & 
be it Iftaftcli or the autbolitp orojeraie, Cbat the Met W.. stw#' 
4! rtambion lball "main c1reltual anD biribing upon all Mf. -P-- 
1particol ano tbc We tanbs of PitkcUony. as porticu- =7. 
18111 ackatito to the ad aroiclaw. 1010 the titbcs no 
pcrtlngfttjý bring Bois conaticreb as a part of the 
Caste of Perth. It lball anti mag be Istaful to 10(o Cpa- 
jdlp, t)is IDtito @no ftucccilb; C to gibe, grant. one DIG 
pang the rectic to tbc petran lobo fb&ff obtain tbe Clent 
or the raib C-114ts of Perth. Web Pcirflon. @nli bis fair- 
raits. allciers paping to the failt Lieutenant Colonel 
Alexander Robertfon. One bis fole(hibi. at tDt Egrat of 
Whit[Linday. One tbouranb firbin buneitti one cigbtp. ftt. 
tbe bum of Cbce tbourarib nine burbito one icbentp. 
mine povintio. tbirtten ftbillings. anb i9ine pence 
artding. being the Cum at %obicb ter Lanos of Feman. ' 
Vert of the coate of Strowan. biter baluco at the Vate 
cc ter ergambuin. 1Wtb Inttrgtt tbcrco4 at the ]Sale of 
jr, be pounbs per Centum per Annum. from tbg Cctln of 
Martininis. Ong tboulane frogs buntileb anti c1gbtp*four. 
until papincett. lDitb a J10 part Molt of liquibattu 
1penattl in (1119 Of SMIUM 

XVIlL One be it enefigo. Cbat lobtre crip of the late cb. &w*;. 
e8firts nolo intcntcb to be tc(lottb are belit of oubidt 

it, rib"'I INT(Onc twr Drits a, RMSA -1 -- F- 
to jobort satour t5t (51ants ore to be mabr. fball be 

infiticli 

Cap- sy- GEORGH 111. RECIS. 937 
bul'111191) , no CiStite-fte, @no Ott ruct"Ding parm Bob -"*41- 
Cnpm. but to- 917"Ars of Jacrit ant otbtt ploats bucý 
01 bbkb Map become OU4 Cal tog faib Leribis &no ItYcri- 
tests fol Crop One tboumno Men buntilto &no tlgbtp. 
four. 

ýýnb an 1pitcertinst. lboll be birctlel) to be C411co 
tn still Iclucy) 61 tog rato ]Leib Cbitf Waron ant otoct 
Tarany of the Court of "ever. anD %all make a 
pact of the Ocrictelfunt in logic Ypentim. @no labim fbati, 
WIWI (Irant varibargto anD ScQuittancts tot the filing. 
*no fbatt be intititti to (us fq popment of all MonitA 
birtitto be lots Bit to be Palo in to tbm actolDing to 
tog ntUdfOlMS Of La%36 

XXII. Bob be it Weber Iftelicti be tog Sutbo; Itp afo4t- 
talb. cost the araltrallo Test% of ctudets fball be bir. 
sontinuto team arib of= tot Cem of Afartinmali,, One 
tboulano fcbtn bunbleb ano tigbtp-tcur. enb the to o9 
Commifflono to Mirs; anb stores emploPeti untict tog 
Tonto are beetle, bttlartb to bc boto ano of no effell 
from tht Ptriob. 

XXIII. Tut in refillrd that ionic Of tbcrt Mies A--h- 
tati been long In that fbettiCt. ano babe motto 
a firtat part of logic Cimc: still Inbuftrg fol 111cars 
pjM in arttribing biligmt1p ano faittifulle to the ]Duties 
of their Metal 0111110111 More tot 1`81111 ZOOM i be it 
tbgftfolt traffill 61 The 3utbo. ftj sroltrall. coal out of 
tot rati; foonlics lobictl art to be Palo into the Court of 
4Erclictiurr in Scott3nd As 00; C41b. an annual fturn, not 
littegbing Fitt bunbltb Alto CiSille, L)ounbe per Annum 
fit Moir. (baft be 611010clu to tot Officers @no %crtlento 
rift trelplorcli at Edinburgh notice the rairi dj3oaru outing 
tbric lierptBillic Lilies. flubicIt to the Viftribution of tot 
Lcqti Cbtcf I-Avron gnu Diller waroof of l1be ralo Court of 
C-rcbgqucr. 

XXIV. Pioliflito armlif, ant; It is brrcbp beclarco. 
Chat the %bart to be glbcn to c&cb fball rcarc anb crilize 
upon tot Elcatb of tot pfffun rectitong it. anti (ball riot 
be contmucil to the eurb! boli of %urotbol; still the Idib 
LOID Cbicf Taron, sub other Zarons of the Crthequtr. 

are bcrtbp mutbolifeb ant) itripotlicrtli to take tot GM(141113 

Of fucb Vttron s; Verrone as thee jubSt nwirarp, in 

grccutins tog 13uQncfs committco to tbtm, $no to make 
of E fulb 

00 A&N0 liEGNI VICESTS10 QU-ARTO ScIT t. 
intirkV to "tribe tbtic SiM CbaTttr0. In birtut of the 
IMPOationo b2 DIN Majeap, (COM tb9 f8lb %Ubjrtl au. 
lptriols of bbom the Lents art rtipt0lbelp belb, fol ]pap. 
ment of no bigber IDuce ol Catualtics than art oruallp 
Sibeft upon Critries of tMrs, ol than tborc lpetrons 
luoute be abligeb to pop if tbcg later entering as lptirs 
to tbeir frberal ncoccetiols. 

W. A& 

1. . 1fek 'Ný. 
XIX- Unti babercom bg the falb Bit of the Clatntp-llftb 

IL W-Ift" t, of Dix late 9pajellp, ant bp the Commi(Itonerm ant In. 
(trudiono aftetbotbo granteb bp Die Conitilp to tbt rom 
Tomb of Cruftes, PoWer loas siben to the IBM CruC- 

V., (Z. d tees to grant Scus ant Leafts at tbt Voila Mateir, enT3 
of Pi area ant Poltiong of tb9M, UnUt Certain Conti. 
tions ant Utaridiong tbtrcln fpttiftb: 3nb tubmas a 
Clarictg of NO SM ant Ltarto bait accolbingig been 
grantctj bp the fait TOM% fault Of b3bicb, PrUcUldtle 
of the Learts. Mae not babe been folmallp completeb, 
tut map get canti upon coinutto ant Ecralutions of tbr, 
Monet, tbouBb Polilt(lion ular babe follolneb, al Me Per- 
tits map babe bona fide rclict upon furb qDinutrm anb 
ScraTutions as binbing; be it cnalclo. Cbst notbing let 
tbim Sit containcti (bell be unbtr(loot as attains the 
UAW# of Ing, W4 Sm ol Ltafts bbieb babe been 
tbug tntereb into, enb art bona fide binbing on the lpac. 
ties, tbougb not regularip compTeteb bp folmal VC04 
tvitbout Paciubice allmaps to Ing ebalicnat babi(b the 
failo Olanteca, ol Ing of tbcm, map babe to Ing of tbt 
rhio Stu# ol tearcs as unbulp mate. contracp to the 
P- otacro, Begulations. ol Contitinns, fpcciacb In the fail) 
Sit of the Ctitntgýfiftb of Dio late (paicap,. ol the Corn. 
miMonx ol InaruftionS follolving tbetrupon, *I U)bcrc 
tbt Canbitions Map not babe been bulg Implementela. 

Pý- r XX. UnD plobibcD altiapo, on? ) be it brretp beclarcb, 
Cbet babcrc anp of tbc re(o Stu Mobta contain Claurril 
of JUbemption, impowring tbt TOM of Cruacto in 
Ing ftent to ccbccm tbcm, the faMt POWt Of l3tbteep- 
tion lball be competent to tbt febtrIl 1315PUM 

XXI. Onto be it cnafteb, Cbet tbr fail) iZjentrc, 0 lball 
.. d Pý(.. r babe Eigbt to the larnts ant Ploats of the faib WPM 
Wd L"& " 
c-pwj. Me Lents Ant Dcritagco fol Crop One tbOUNDD fcbtll 

bunDlib 

933 ANNO REGNI VICESIMG Q_UART0 scir a. 
rUtb P90011 01 PcrrOng 6 ttaronabic Comptellation fa, 
big 01 tbtir CTOubIt cut of the No Suro. 

9-r- Xxv. Ono be it crieftell bp, tbc Outbolit2 ralcrab -by 'J=ý 
I. Cbst all 01119alitn'191119 b)blcb babe alreatip been cam, 

unocr b2 the Toarb. ant babe been conarento br rtorg, 
ft 'w'k-L warrant befolt tbc polling of this Oft, fball be fulfilictj 

ant tarricl) Into Crecution; Ono the Lolb Cblcf 'Baron, 
Ant other Warons of the faill Court of C-rcbcquer, Djall 
ing warrants (31 Pa2mcnt of the (Ame, *no of the C-ritericco of palling this ad, Ant) of the afoicNio eums 
to the 9)(Uctro, out of the bell Alto rcalliett or ibe fait 
Igums coming into tbcir pantit, Ant loblicu in the (Sitj 
33opal 11-Rank ol Tank of Scotland. al In OIIP Of We 13lubluk 
. runto as 0blefiaill. 

ft-bt., XXVI glib t3breras a ploper ant; We Urpolliolis fal 
containing tbc LIcrolox of Scotland to murb b; a: Itcop. jnt inoulb be of great publick ClitiliV.!, Ant fol that jAlryarc 
a large lZutuling of Lýtjnc luas begun ta be crrftcb fcb: ral _"cars ago in Or ncin crtcnbcti rtalairp of Edin- 
burgh , but tbc Coonq allottela fal it bring crbatillco, the fame Dam not been completco. Ono It Will rcqu'a a cone O'berabIr %uni to finilb antr fit tip the NO ant 
to plobitic a Tunb fol keeping it In gooll Conbiti;. ', anti 
r, rp, i; r: . 10 labcrcag, bp all -14 VeMb Ill Ibc C-igbtb 

A&M. All. LIcar of ku pirl5cint Maicilp's Etrign, intituicb. An A41 
for making and maLwaining a Navigablc Cut or Canal 
from the Frith or River of Forth, at or near the Mouth of 
the River of Carron. in the County of Stir&Z, to the Frith 
or Rivcr of Ctlyde. nt or near a Place callctl Djl,. -. uir Rare- 
fivr, in the County ofDurberjon I and alrua Colhtcral Cut from [he Lmc to the City of G! '! rj ew; and for making a Na- 
vigab! c Cut ur Caral of Communication frorn the Port and I las bour of B5rY o;. J1&w;: ntfi, to join the faid Can. il at or 
near the Place %vhcr%: it will fill into the Firth of Forth 1 the late John Vnkc of Bedrord. Ono other perram; tbcrc- 
in namcb. Ono tbcir %urcc(rolo ant 31ligov, locre unltcb 
into a Comparip Ono 13obp ColpolatC. to make a certain 
Y14Digibil; Cut ol Canal bctWccn the Sirtfis 01 Billets Of Forth Ono Clyde, Ant a Collateral Cut to the Citl! ) Or Glar. -Ows to Purtball: UnD, ralfe Matter. Alto 11111 

calls 
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Calls Ono Duties IN tbAt Purport: Ono lobercof the C-011cm '31"lorub of ttC ld, b Canal. (torn Me DIM Forth 
to a Place calico The Stocking Field. anb the collateral 
Cut from 115crug 30 We Cite of GLfgow. 01 nCifibbour, 
boob tbertor. locre compIctcl) MKtal LIMA; ago, but thc 
runbscontcibutte be tbc Subitriticts, *I vairco upon 
tbg cribit or toile totts. b3be been tritittlp tirbituarb. 
ant a confilicrittill sum of Debt trailing but lip tbm 
Ono The Mcacm Tiatub of the (Aia Canal from Its 
PRIM CCTIMM611011 to 09 DIM Clyde. at ol near 
Valinuir Surnfoot. cannot be crtcutto jDjtbOUt 4 ton, 
Ebersole Gib from tbc Publul: Ono lobrrrout tbc ralit 
Pablost, 01% if completto, Mull at all cuncir. but par. 
luutarle in Cime of War. be of tbc grcateM linpostance 
to tbc crabc Of Great Britain @no IM44nd. be opcnlng an 
care Communication littlacco the Call Anti Cara %cam: 
'Me it tbtctfoic triadco be lot 3utbolitp afolcrojo, Cbat 0--r- 
Sbc Lsb Cbtcf Taron. &no o*r 1-Mrons of the fdio Pvt 
Court O(CrcbcQucr. lball. out of tbC ftums coming into 
their Vanbs, Ono IobgcO as efoirfaili, I* (con as con. 
licnientip map be &fire paging at maining bbat is nt. V--t - 
legate to; anrlsicnAg lot r0cral Purports alivabe Into. 
tionco. pap, *I court to k Palo. onto tbc crulitts to be 
vidinto be C" "WIP. tits wra ol Itucccrolo. lot 
raptrintintling al obtercring tbc falb UrglOcr Mr. the 
eum of SlItcta tbourano L)ounbi %terting; Ono to tbc 
Comparip of Ploplictols of the raull Forth &no Clydc 
113dbigatton. 01 Wit C9111i9r. tbC %UM Of Fattr 
tbourano Pountio sterling. tolvartil compIcting the rato 
Molks. 

XXVIT. Ono be It Wilber tneacti. Ctiat the (610 4tumf I- ý T=11=4 
at littccn tboufanb Pountis; Writing. anb Xiftr tbou- 

1ý &A 
ratio Pounbir Ittgc1ing. liall be 18111 all 0016410. tvitb P. -L 
littered upon tbcfn. from 09 Cc17M Of NtAninmls- in 

ibis p1crtnt Licat cne tbourano train bunitica ano 
gigbte-four. Ono bitbaut one Utbullon loNtfoclitr. 

xXVIII. plotibco alwoM Ono be It tcrtbp occlarco, P-P'k- f 
0. .4 ehi. 

Cbst the (AID ComParif of P10111191011 Of tbc Fort Ant 
Clyde Mitigation lball Make no Urbibenbs from the 
MilicnUff Of tb9 Wit Canal, till tbc %Dbolc Utbts lobitti =-P. 06ý 

tbtl 
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9fIbt rate Court to illue cbcrp Uinb of LN(Lcor #no 
COMPulatoll competent againli 2lixomptants in enbc. 
tuff. one Utbtals to the tang, rq compelling the 
Manalicre of the We Compang to bclittr the rall'a 
annual ObOreffe. an& LNoliuMon of the Wols tDbcn 
the Court lball think it actclUrr, one lActoirt to pltwnt 
the Parmcnt of LNItibenbs tall the rVbts art crtingialhco. 
@no thereafter to obtain a Plapaitionable Popment of 
nblbcnbs to) tot (sib ftuin of Pitt tboufanb Pounot; 
so efoicratti. tubes the UND Chief Waron anti other 
Wartime. q anp Cbjcc or them. iban be Inutict to crecibc 
&no biftb4rSc the (amt. 

XXXL QnV he it rnadto. Chat it lbaTI @no map be Pa 
Utoftd (04 the (sit Companp of Ploplittola of Fanh @no 
Cly& nabiliatto R. to (bon as 1brj begin to execute the 
ftto C13tdtcn Tnjantb of tDt ConaL to ballots one ratio C.. L 
foonce an the Crtbit of the rate Sam of lift? thouratib 
pounett. @no to tiMan their ]Right to @4 Inttrt(t in 
the remr. in the Whole sit in Pert. as tbP inap think 
plover. to Club Peden at Pfribets V)bo Ull oftants 
rpancl on the 19ccurit? of the fame I lpbiib 11(lignments. 
jobta intimate* to the Ming'it Ocnitinb4smer in tbt late 
Court of ereliciluer. *I his DePutP. one retiolli(b In his 
j)wc, iholl be bile as tonip(cts one c9cilual tratir. 
fetcritts or the night of lattice (0 tonvertD. one in rare 
@f rteporenctit oI Zitindlon of the LNbt to contralieb. the 
INabarlits one ilziluittencto fitl the fame lball be rt- 
ittion in the fame fr4nner. 

XXXII. Sao Iolictcas the 2MmA to be paitj into The late s-ý- 
Coart arcretcQueT or the tkwml LICtrons be (bic mention. 
to, in tonaberstion 0( the annereb ClIates tring rraoxb, 
map happen mot to be crbounco of the f(wral applua. 

t1of. 0 fircatt rptuacb, be It tfladco bethe flutholit? Ocile. 
fa, b, Chat the 1%41&fxc Of fronce rA to be Palo in lball 

tv"lift Unort the Care of thereto court of crtbrilucc in 
Scottind. to be Wye in one ol other of the (dib Vub, 
luk Tanks 91 L-lublick Anita, Nbid to the future ID91- 

Volition of Pathal"Crit. 
XXXIII. 110 be It coalleb or the IIutIl*; ft? 

Chat ? Ztt4 ant IDIVIbenu Zell snre from the rate 111`112 
tbouran 

6 
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tbcp at p1dent OW, 01 hereafter 11102 tOntrOft In tilrqlng 
on gnb anj(hing the failo Etnticrtaking, (ball be Vaiti antj 
bircliatocti, anti thereafter the free annual rtcbrnuc 01 
Plocecto orillng out of the Colls anD other Ploftts or 
the Canat (ball be itegularig APPlItO In Mantict after 
tntritioncri. 

XXIX. Onli be It cnaarlo bg the 3utbalitp ofo; craw, 
ebat the Intcreft o1rcatip but to tfu: ficticral ploplittois 
of the fall) S-labladtion "Pon tbc %Unit fubfccibcb anti 
paID in bp them, from tbt WPOIII)c VrrioD# tobrit 
there turn# bicrc paitt, lball be arcumulacto anti tolett 
to tlic 1.111ndpal as at the ecrin of Martinmas In tbiAt 
p1cMit LIcar JDnc tboufarib fcbtn bunDlcio anti lightp. 
four, ono the twhoic (jýjncg to accumulateb lball from 
tbcn(cr0jvaIIrD% be conflocrta as tile Otack of de COM. 
Vano , anti to Coon as tDc lDcbts but bp the Companp 
Malibc fullp vait, as Wait bircfttb, the faiti Companp 
(ball be oblillct; to oppig the DID free annuat ploltucc of 
Or Coital in mahing regular Vibittentio to the raiti ac. 
cuinulatcli %tack of the Compang, ana to the raja Sjftp 
tbourant; 130unbo, In an equal JýIjopojtlon. a fumcignt. 
J. "imb being alwat)o irctaincia ros anfaicring cantingtrit 
CfPCIICCS 1111111 rtCpdirl. Itubict) TIM(Untio fal the rglo 
J'IftP thouttin! ) Jýtouiilts (DaH be pait; Into toe fairi Court 
of C-rctcqaCr III Scotland. 

rh. r-r-7 XXX. 3110 be it tiladco bit Vie lutholitp arbirrafti. 
chat the rditi Conipang of Ploplictals (ball bcjIbrc into 

;z the (410 Couvt of C rcbrqucr once tuerp Vcar, an 3b. 

DrAtt (170111 the COUIPRUL"S Toolul. gic'wing the Pirrift 
aortic 

&I. Craft 11cWtue of the Convil. onb EitbUttions therefrom. 
(cithe PicccbIng Pcor ; U'Dicb lbaraft Itiall be Gonru tir 
the platter Mute, arib bg a Ourijum of the Committee 
Of (1011"AaCrAl fat the Compaq, WIWI: at Edinburgh ol 
G13(90w i Qnb the LOITJ Cfjicf Waron, ant; other 13arons 
Of the IAM Court of Crcbequcr. lba' .1 ItItclaitte, If tbcg GO 
it ""'Oprr. caurc Or T-Gobs tficuirclurs, 03 attcncb Copies 
I'licrCor, to be plaucca to thrul bg tbc 0mccr bba bad 
Or CURODU Of tBrin. b)l)o lball make Oatb to toe JOIN 
'Of the faint. it tcQuircO , anti It rjall be in tbc 1,101114c 

of 
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i.. *. x. a, tDourano pounbs btfolt rntntionco. the Came lball be 
glipligo towartf making ant ttliftiring tbt latialig ant 
-20sco In the Dillblanblil of Scotland, to tobleb publiCk 
Sit bag bitberto been fount ritteirarg to be grenteb in 
the annual Clatco of Parliament. 

AS-SC-11. XXXIV. Onla be it cnallet bp tbc Outtolitp ofolcfAto, C. ý 

Cbet tbc (sio 20 of the Cbcntg. Oftb Veer of the Ecign 
of ]pis late rPajcItp, t3bcrcbg tbc fetcral eflatto Pircalip 
intntioneD Imerc anntrcli to tot Crolon, (ball bt, alto the 
r4mt to betebp reptalclo ; ant all ant cberp tDc rato 
Lents, LolbPjipo, TaronicO, Citbco, %lolincin ant 
ptbcc jrMLinp. ant otter like t)crctagco ant Ciliates 
lzbatfiamer. tobicli become folftitcO to F)ts fait late ina. 
je(tg bg the Wainer of tbC felicral Pcrfons bcecin. 
licrole saincli. lball front litnectaltb be Difairincreb (coin 
tbt Tmpcrial Crotin of there Ecalmo, in the Came ocin. 
nrr, ant to fulig ant ClUttuallp, as it the NO Oft of the 
Vxientg, liftb Vcor of tbt rtrign of t)ig Caib late MajOg 
too ncbcr been tnalic; ang Coirg fit tbc fait 2d to tDv 
contrarp notU3jtj)aanDing. 

xxxv. %abing to all ant Ocirp 1. )crfon ant p- erfons. 
OZebico politick anti Colpointc, b(o, ter, ant tbcfc 
IDC'r#. MucccTO10, OTC(UtO10- ano 211111illilitAtC19 (Otbcc 
than ant trcept the Ming's incift ercellcrit ipaicap, CAs 
IDtiro ant Oluccffojo), all fucb C(lattO, Diatito, Cities. 
3nutello, Claims, ant IDemanto, of, fit, to, ant out 
of the Lonbs anti pIrmircs to be granta as arolctait. oil 
tbcr. turp ol anp of them too bcfole the palling tbil 
all. ol (boulm ol miBbt boor belt ol crijogn, in We this 
2d bat ntbcr been matc. 

P. NA M. XXXVI. grit be it furtbrr entiacb. Ebat tDis lift VJ411 
be tcenict, aDjuDgeb, anti taken to be a Publick Ott; anti 
riall be juoici4lip noticcb aie furb bg all JuDocs. lugictle 
pno otbcr per(ono bition4o; bcr, 

FINIS. 
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Appendix L 

THE DISANNEXATION 

Estate Returning Proprietor 

Ardsheal Duncan Stemartp son and heir of Charles the forfeited person. 

Arnprior Jean Buchanan, sister of the forfeited personp and John 
Buchanan of Auchlessie. 

Barrisdale Duncan MacDonnell of Clengarry, grandson of 3ohn MacDonnell 
who had granted a wadset of the estate. 

Callart 3ohn Cameron, son and heir of Allan Cameron the forfeited 
person* 

Cluny Lieu tenant-Co lene]. Duncan MacPhersonp son and heir of 
Ewen the forfeited person. 

Cromarty John MacKenzie, Lord MacLeod$ eldest son and heir of 
Ceorge, Earl of Cromarty who forfeited the estate. 

Kinlochmoidart John MacDonald, son and heir of Colonel Alexander MacDonald, 
son and heir of Donald MacDonald who forfeited the estate. 

Lochgarry Colonel John MacDonnell, son and heir of Donaldf the 
forfeited person. 

Lochiel Donald Cameron, grandson of Donald the forfeited person. 

(1)Lovat Major-General Simon Fraser, oldest son and hbir of Simon 
Fraser, Lord Lovat, the forfeited person, 

Monaltry Francis Farquharson, the forfeited person* 

(2)Perth James Drummond, great-grandson of John Drummond, first 
Earl of Malfort, brother of the fourth Earl and first 
Duke of Perth. 

(3)Struan Lieutenant-Colonel Alexander Robertsont son of Duncan 
Robertson of Drumachine 

I* The estate of Lovat was retuirned to the family by an Act of Parliament 
in 1774 (14 Coargo III c. 22)o All the others were returned by virtue 
of the Disannoxing Act (24 Coorge III c*57), 

2. The heir to the estate of Perth was unknown when the Disannexing Act 
was passed, Parliament passed an act allowing the heirs-male of 
3ohn Drummond to be granted the estate by the Crown (24 George III 
c. 10) and in 1785, the Court of Session found the above Oames Drummond 
to be the legal heir* 

3. Struan having been forfeited in 16909 reforfeited in 171S, and granted 
in 1723 to the sister of Alexander Robertson of Struan, she handed it 
over to trustees for her brother's benefit and in the event of his 
death without heirs, to Duncan, tho son of Alexander Robertson of 
Drumachinoo His son eventually received it in 1784. 



KEY TO MAP A 

Parish 

i 

1. Lochbroom 

2. Kincardine 

3. Fadderty 

4. Kilmuir Easter 

5. Logie Easter 

6. Urquhurt and Logie Wester 

7. Urray 

B. Kilmorack 

9. Kiltarlity and Convinth 

10. Kirkhill 

11. Dares 

12. Croy and Dalcross 

13. Boleskine and Abertarff 

14. Clenelg 

15. Kilmallie 

16. Ardnamurchan 

17. Lismore and Appin 

18. Laggan 

19. Kingussie and Insh 

20. Crathie and Braemar 

Blair Atholl 

22. Fortingall 

23. Killin 

24. Kenmore 

25. Logierait 

26. Monzievaird and Strowan 

27. Crieff 

28. Comrie 

29. Balquhidder 

30. Callander 

31. Muthill 

32. Dunblane and Lecraft 

33. Port of Menteith 

34. Kippen 

35. Auchterarder 

36. Cargill 
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Key to Map 8 

ý BRIDGES TO WHICH ANNEXED ESTATES FUNDS CONTRIBUTED 

River Location 
1, Allan Kinbuck (Plates I, II) 
2. Almond Bertha 
3, Almond Milnhaugh (Plate VI) 
4. Aultgraad Evanton (survey and estimate only) 
5, Abhainn na Cuile Avanagelan or Avanagillon in earlier documents 
6. Awe Pass of Brander (Plate V) 
7, Balvaig Balquhidder 
B. Balvaig Strathyre 
9. Bridgend Burn. Beauly 
10. Benholm Burn Benholm 
11. Bervie Bridge of Mondynes 
12. ' Dee Tullich 
13. Dyvie Edinkillie 
14. Duror Unnamed - on estate of Ardsheal 
15, Earn Crieff 
16. Earn Dalreach 
17. Earn Dalchonzie 
18. Earn Dundurn 
19. Earn Forteviot 
20. Earn Kinkell (Plate IX) 
21. - Eas Cobhain Cartchonzie (Plate XII) 
22. Ericht North side of Loch Rannoch 
23* Ericht Near the kirk of Strowan 
24. North Esk North of Montrose (Plates X, XI showing 

inscriptions) 
25. South Esk Dun (Plate III) 
26. Farigaig Torness 
27. Forth Cardross 
28. Forth Drip Coble 
29* Forth Frew 
30. Carry Killiecrankie 
31. Islay Tillytarmount 
32. Kelty Near Callander 
33* Kiachnish Coruanan (Plate IV) 
34. Kinglas Water Ardkinglas 
-35, Lyon Comrie Castle 
36. Lyon Maggernie 
37. Loy Near mouti, uf th3 river 
38* Moidart Near mansion house of Kinlochmoidart 
39o Orchy Dalmally 
40. -Righ Between Bellachulish and Corran Ferries 
41# Water of Ruchill Dalclathick and others in Glenartney 
42. Tay Kenmore 
43. Tay Perth (Plates VII, VIII) 
44. Teith Callander 
45, Teith Kilmahog 
46. Tummel Kinloch Rannoch 
47, Turret Crieff 
48. Doe or E Carthbeg, south end of Loch Mhor 
49, Dessar y 
50o , Pean West end of Loch Arkaig 

510 Cqmaghouran 
52. Carie South side of Loch Rannoch 

53, Beich and other burns North side of Lochearn 
54o Bunchrew and others Inverness to Tain road 
550 Cia-aig East end of Loch Arkaig 
56o Balgray burn Near the church of Sz. Martin's 
57. Pease Cockburnspath 
58, Peffer Near Dingwall 
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